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Wastewatertreatment is a problem that has plagued man. ever since
he discovered that. discharging his wastes into surface.yaters can lead
to many.additionalfnvironmental problems.! Today, a wide.variety of
treatment technologies are available for use in our efforts to restore
and maintain the chemipal,'physical, and biological integrity of the
nationIS Waters.

. ,

Land treatment systems involve the use of plants andAhe sd1-. to

remove.previoUsly unwanted, contaminants from wastewaters.- Lana treatment
is capable 'of achieving removal levels comparable to the best,available..
advanced wastewater treatment technologies while achieVing additional
benefits. The recovery and beneficial reuse of wastewater and its .

nutrient resources through crop production, as well as wastewater treatment
and reclamatibn, alloW land treatment systems to accomplish far More
than conventional treatment and discharge alternatives.

'Becau.S.e they contribute to the reclamation and ,recycling requirements -
of P.L.. 92 -500, land treatment proceS'ses should,be preferentially considered
as alternative wastewater management technology.' While it is recognized
that ac ce.s not universal, the \utilization of land treatment
Systems has the potential for savin billions-Of dollars.. This will
benefit not only the'nationwide water-:-PoiiUtiOn-control.program,'but
will also provide'an additiOnal mechanism-for the recovery and recyclilg
of wastewater as a resource..

This manual was:jbintly sponsored by\the U.S. Environmental Pro-
teCtion Agency and the U.S..ArMy'Corps of Engineers, whidh in.turn drew
upon the best talent available in the scientific fields involVed,
including that, of the U.S. Department of AgricultUre. It is hoped that
the manual will help provide a breakthrough, between the research and
demonstration phases. and full implementation'Of land treatment processes'
for treating wastewater while recovering and recycling wastewater
.nutrients in a benp-ricial manner..

The outputs from-many.hours of eff6rt spent, on refining the land.
Treatment processes, by the Research and Development arms,:of both agencies
have been blended into this practical design manual on land treatment
processes. Without the dedicated efforts of' the many indiViduals involved,

the potential role of land treatment may never be realized.

/ ti 444L-

Thomas C.': Jor ng
Assistant A niStrat
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Ernest,Graves
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ABSTRACT

. . I . . _ , . ,
This manual presents a rational 'procedure for', the design of land

1

treatment systems. Stow rate, 'rapid infiltration, and overland flow
processes for the treatment of municipal wastewaters, are.given emphasis.
The basic unit operations and unit processes are discussed in detail, and
the, design concepts and criterla are peesented.

,.
i

The manual :includes design examples as well as actual case study
descri))tions of operational systems. Information on' planning and field
investigations is presented along with the process design criteria for
both large"and small scale systems.
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FDREWORD).'

Land treatment is a reliable engineering process for wastewater

management. - Land applicatton of wastewaters has been practiced in a

number of modes, intluding crop and landstape trrgation; as a -treatment

prqcess With collection and 'discharge of treated water; as indirect,

discharge to surface water; and as appljcation to the soil surface for
groundwater recharge.. It is possible to modify,any of these modes to

meet project objectives, including the combinati-on pf several in a single
management sys'tem. . . -

The benefits : of l and treatment systems can' go beyond the treatment of 4

wastewater. Laqd treatments processes involve the recovery and beneficial

. reuse of .Wastewater nutrients and other el eiliehts. through sgood

agriculture,, silviculture, 4hd aquacul ture practices. - These practi ces:

-,. permit the achieVement of advanced levels of wastewater teatmen.t well

`as water reclamation and resource recovery objectives of recent

.envi rohmentate legi-istatior):,, the production of revenues throUgh .the sale

of byproducts (e.g.,, crops) can be:realized. ,Cand-treatmenCsystms
aid. in' the. l'eclamation and reuse of Watec:.resoUrtes, recharge of .!

groUndwater aquifers,.; reclamation of marginal lanC\and the preservation

of open spaces:for future greenbelts.
. .

It S:the purpose of this majli,a11,-to-:-cteStilbe'the ba0c orinci,01 es of land

treatment-::anditO407--eSefit .ar: rational procedure for deSign of land

:- treatineht '.;ystems. .Information contained s manual can be used in'

identifying alternatives. during;paannifig, in selecting a process

al ternative or si te, nAetermini ng neCesisary: field investigations; and.

fn conducting the process design.

This manual is unique in the Technology Transfer Process Design Manual

series because its, preparation was jointly sponsored by the U. S.

Environmental Protection Agency :(EPA)' and, the U.S. Amy, Corps of

Engineers. The Department of Agriculture (USDA) provided technical

assistance during the, review process. In recognition of these,

contributions, the cover' and title page were designed to clearly indicate
the endorsement of these three agencies. The review process included .
over .thirty individuals contributing significantly to' the preparation of

this nianual. They provided a broad range of technical expertite and

represented a wide variety of agencies and institutions. This'extenstve
review ensured the accuracy and the authority 'of the product.

Ttie manual represents they current state-of-the-art with respect to
criteria, data, and procedures for the design of land treatment processes

for municipal Wastewaters. Much of the information is also applicable

for design of systems, managing industrial wastewaters. Revisions and

improvements will be made as results of current and futdre research and

development become,- available.
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.1 ,BackgroUneand History

Land treatment
soil surface,
tuenti., A wide
ent ObjeCtives

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

of municipal .wastewater gm:fives the use of plants,: the
and the soil matrix to remove many wastewater consti-
varity of processes can be used to achieve many differ-

streatment, water reuse; ntLtrient recycling, and crop
productiOn.. 2

Tile concept of: 1 and ,appl ication of wastewater certainly i s- not new to
the:.field of sanitary engineeririg. E'videncerof such systems in- western

izatipn extends back as. far as -ancient Athens .[1]. A'wastewater
irrigatipn system in Bunzlaw,:Geryrieny, is reported to have been in.:oper-

:, ation for. over 300 years'beginning in '15591jp2].

The greatest.prorifemation of land treatment systems occurred in Europe
the,Second half of the nineteenth century. Pollution afo many rivers

"h4d reached unacceptable 'levels, and disposal of sewage on the land was
fe-dsible.means of treatment available at:';thetime.. 1'5ewage

_farili,ng,',1.the practice of transporting sewage into rural areas for
gation.and disposal, was commonfy9used by many European cities; inclu-
ding ,some -of those shown in Table -1-1. In the 1870s, th4practice Was
recognized in England as treatment, with marry underdrairC-systemS ex-

, hibiting sparkling cl,ear effluents [3]. As.urban areas expanded and in-
plant treatment' processes became available, many of theseolder ,systems
were abandonedliecause of land development.pressures.

Early experiences An the, ttnited*States also date back to the 1870s [4].
As in Europe', sewage farming -became relatively common as-a" first attempt
to control water pollution. In the first half of the twentieth century,
these early systems were -generally replaced either by in-plant treatment
or by (1) managed farms where treated wastewater was used for crop
production, (2) landScape 'irrigation sites, or (3) groundwater recharge
-sites [1]. .These newer land treatment /systems.terided to predomivte in
the West where the resource val ue 'of wastewaterwas an added advantage.
In addition, experience with land application of food processing and
IRO* and paper industrial wastewaters has been drawn upon in developing

. the technology of land treatment [1,,5].

The increasing use.df land treatment over the last 40 years is shown in
Table 1-2, which was compiled from periodic inventories of municipal
wastewater treatment facilities [2]. While. it is evident that the
number.' of systemi has steadily grdwnit still represents only a small
percentage of the. estimated 15 000 total, municipal treatment facilities



-TABLE 1-1

SELECTED EARLY LAND APPLICATIONSYSTEVS
[1, 2, 5, 6, '7,-.13] . r.-.

Date Type of Area, Flow,

Location started system ...Acres Mgal/d

International

Croydon-Beddington, England

Paris, France `

Leamiogton,i.Engl and

Berlin, Gernlary
7

Wrogl aw, 'Poland

Melbourne, Autralia- .

Braunschweig, Germany

Mexic6 City, Mexico , .

United States

,
1860 Sewage farm 630 5.6

1869 SRa 16 000 79
-

1870 Sewage farm 400. 1

1874 Sewage 'farm 6f3 000,' .....
, 1882 Sewage farm 2 000 28

1893 SR 10 '400 50 ,

OFb 3'500 70 ,

'1896 -Sewage farm 600 16 r

1900'. SR 92 000 570

Cal umet. Ci ty, Michi gan .. 1888 ,. Ric. 12 1.2

Woodland, Ca 1.i forni a. 1889 SR.. '240 4.2
0

Fresno, California 1811 SR poo 26

San Antonio, Texas 1895 `.SR 4 000 20;

Vineland,' New. Jertey

Ely, Nevada

1901,

1908

RI

SR

14

1 400

0.8

1.5.

a. SR = sloW rate.

b. OF = overland flow.

c.4., RI = rapid infiltration..

1 acre = 0.405 ha
1 Mgal/d = 43.8 Lis

Year

TABLE 1

U.S. MUNICIPALITIES
ING LAND. TREATMENT [2]

No. of Population
systems served, millions

'1940 '304 0.9

1945 .422 1.3

1957 46T 2.0

1962 401 2.7

1968 612 4.2

1972 571 6.6

1-2



In recent' years, much effoR has been: spent on deVelloping land treatment
technology and improving methods of control. The'l'iartous types of land
treatment systeins have become accepted as viable astewater management
techniques that'should be considered equally with a y others. The regu-
lations,developed ,pursuant to the Federal Water oltution Control Act
'Amendments of 1972 (Piiklid Law 92-.500).require.,th, t such consideration
be ktilkn for federally` funded municipal waltewater projects. In the
Act, Environmental Protection Agepcy admini trator iis di rected to
encourage waste treatment' mana§ement that ires 1 ts in facilities- for
(1) the recycling of potentiaUpollutantt thrOugh the production of
agricultural; silvicul tural , and aquacul tur pr?ducts; ( 2) the.
reclamation of wastewater; and (3) the eliminatbn of the discharge of-,
pol lutants.

1.2 Objectives.

,The 0.1mq:objective of -this manual is
source of information to be used in the p
treatment systems. is notnote intended .t
polity on land treatment, but rather to set fo
state -of the -art technology. Recommended pro

&several .? exampl'es are, presented which are in
afid design aids.

---

o provide a 'Comprehensive

anning and ,design of land
serve as a definition of

th and extend the present
edUres, case studies, and
nded to ser*e as planning

Throughout the manual, emphasis is given o the wide range of 'design
possibilities available* for land treatment systems. The user *is
encouraged to adapt the techniques and procedures described to su'ic
local needs and conditions.

li

- 1.3 Scope of the Manual

Planning and technical- informailion ach of.the following Major
wastewater treatment processes involving la 'application are-presented:

Slow rate .('SR), also referred to.d.a
Rapid nfi 1 trati on''( RI )

e' Overland flow (OF)

crop irrigation

Other types of systems; such as wetland and subsurface sxstems which-
are uncommon or 'new, are also described but in lus detatl. Systems
specifically involving the land application of sludge, inj-ection wells.,

1sealed evaporation ponds, and conventional septic tank leach fields are
not covered:

The scope of most of the. information in the manual is directed to
medium-to-large systems. For small systems, say 0.1 million gallons per

It'



day (Mgal/d) [4.4 L/s],:. or less, many of the design procedures presented

in the manual must be realistically simplified. Special considerations

for small systans are.discussed separately in Chapter.6.

To minimize /the amount of theoretical and background inform ion in the

manual, papers on six' topics of special .interest are included as

'appendixes.- These papers were written by recognized expel is in their

articular fields and cover the following topics: (1) nitrugen,

ri2) phosphorus, (3). hydraulic capacity, (4) pathogens, (5) metals, and

- (6) field investigation procedures.' These appendixes form, the technjcal

foundation for the body of the neport. Research resul s report& in

this manual are current through 1976: Detailed proced res for. deter-,

Alining. capital and operation and maintenance costs are n t included in

thisr manual. Sources for such informaticm are given in Chapter 3 along

with general summaries..

1 . 4
7

Guiae to Intended Use

The :Contents of the manual should be helpful to a i riety ,of different .

users, including those seeking to gain a general erspective on land

treatment and those looking for specific design nformation. Conse-,

quently, the manual is.organized to allow the user to locate particular

information and to concentrate on specific areas f interest as easily

as possible. Subject, location, and author indeXe are provided to al-

low easy access to specific .information. A glossa 'y is also provided to

give definitions of terms germane to land trey nt which might ot be..

familiar to the traditional civil/sanitary eyigineer. The following

brief chaRter descriptions are provided as an introduction to the organ-

ization-of the manual.
g

Chapter 2 7 Treatment Process Capabilities and Obj ives.

The 'basic concepts of each' process of la/d treatment are described.

Standakd terminology and ranges of important design criteria that are

.encountered throughout the rest of the manual are presented.

Chapter .3 - Technical Planning and Feasibi ity Assessment.

Information for those users involved 'n both regional and facilities

planning efforts is Provided. Most of the technical information_ and

guidance contained in the manual is Presented riee and in Chapter 5.

,Procedures are described for investigaXing sites and for developing and

evaluating land' treatment alternatives. Wherever possible, desirable

ranges of criteria associated with physical characteristics are given.

Chapter 4.- Field Investigations.
Field investigations are ,outlined for each land treatment process.

Reasons for field tests are given, q ong with guidanceon Possible inter-

pretation of test results.

1-4, 24



Chapter 5 - Process. Desigry
Design guidelines are peesented for projects in, which the site and
process have been- determihed. In the first part of the chapter, each of
the major treatment processes is discussed separately with respect to
application rates and removals of various wastewater constituents. Sub-

,sequent sections are devoted to design components of land treatment
systems. These include preapplication treatment, storage, distribution,.
and menagement of renovated water. Discussions are then provided on
ve etation and agricultural management; system monitoring, and facili-
ies design guidance.

aster 6.7 Small Systems.
S mplified designs that are possible 'for small commuriOty systems are

scplbed. Shortcuts vfor the planning and design procedures described
Chapters 3 and 5 are given along with special 'considerations. A

de ign example is also included.

"Cht4ster 7 - Case Studies. r-
B ief descriptions of the design criteria and .operational Characteris:
't cs of .l1 'successful land treatment systems are presedted. The systdmsw e chosen to represent,as broad a cross-section as possible with res-pec to type of system, size;.and loCation.

aster 8 - Design Example.
An example that illustrates the principles described in Chapters 3 and
is presented. For a flow of 10 Mgal/d (0.44 m3 /s), in A humid eastern
climate, alternatfVes are developed and compared for slow rate and a

of the overland flow and ,rapid infiltration processes.:
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CHAPTER '2... .

TREATMENT,:PlSS. CAPABILITIES AND OBJECTIVES

2.1 introduction .

Land treatment of municipal wastewater encompasses a wide variety of
processes or methods. The three prinCipal processes, as referred to in
thi§.manual, are:

1. Slow rate

2. Rapid infiltration

3. Overland flow

Other protesses, which are less widely used and generally less,adaptable
to large-scale use than the three-principal ones, include:

1 . Wetl ands

Subsurface

The major concepts involved i.n.these.processes are introduced in this
Chapter. -Descriptions. are given of. system objectives and tr atment
mechanisms.

Na,

Typical aesign, features for the various land treatment processes are-
compared in Table 2 -1, :,with more detail provided in Chapter 5. The
Major site characteristics are compared-far each process in Table 2-2,
with more detail provided in Chapter 3'. The expected quality of treated
water' from the, three principal land treatment.procesSes is shown. in
Table 2-3. The ,major "removal, mechanisms responsible for.the quality
improvement are described ,for each, land treatment process- in the follow-
ing sections...

-4)-;

2.2 'Slow Rate Process

,preidous EPA reports; including° Evaluation of Land-Applica-
tion Systems . [1), slow.' rate land treatment was referred, to as irriga-
tion. The term slow rate land treatment is used to focus attention on
wastewater treatment. rather than on irrigation of craps. However,' in
slow rate systems , vegetati on i s a -critical 'component for managing water
and nutrients.
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TABLE 2-1

COMPARISON OF DESIGN'FEATURES FOR LAND TREATMENT PROCESSES,

lIpplication techniques

4a1 application

area required,

weekly appli-

'...,catiokrite,

linlmum preapplication
treatment provided

in United.States

Principal plcesses

Slow rate

'Winkler or

surfaced

2 to 20 20 to 560

56 to 560 2 to 56

0.5 to 4 4 to 120

Primary

sedimentatione

Other processes

Rapid infiltration Overland flow Wetlands Subsurftce

Usually surface Sprinkler or .
Sprinkler or Subsurface pipi44

surface surface

';

10 to 70 ( to 100

11' to 280

2,5 to 6c 1 to 25

'6 to 16d

Primary.

sedimentation

Disposition. of Evapotranspiration Mainly

applied :wastewater and percolation percolation ,

Need for vegetation Required. Optional

16 to 110

Screening and

grit removal

surface:runoff and

evapotranspi ration

with :some

percolation

Required.. Requi red

I

8 to pl.

13 to 140:

2 to 20

Primary Primary

sedimentation sedimentation

.Evapotranspiration,: Percolatioci

percolation,: with some t;,

and pilaff'
evitpq,transpi ration

7%,

0 onal

a. Includes ridge- and -furrow and border strip,'

Field area in acres .not including buffer area, Toads, or ditches for 1 Mgal/d (433,11s)

c,..fiange. for applicatibri of screened Wastewater.

d: Range for application of, lagoon and secondary effluent.

Depends on the use of the. effluent and the type of crop.

1 int 2.54 cm

1 ft = 0.305 m

acre'. 2 0.405'ha



TABLE 2-2

COMPARISON:OF:SITE CHARACTERISTICS FOR LAND TREATMENT PROCESSES

Principal processes

Characteristics Slow rate Rapid Infiltration

Other,processes

Overland flow Wetlands

SIgpe .Less than 20% on culti-; Not critical.; excesstve
lined land; less than. slopes require much
40% on noncultivated earthWork
land

.

SoRpermeabili 'Moderately slow to Rapid (sands, loamy
moderately rapid , sands)

Finish slopes
2 to 8%

Depth to
groundwater

,Climatic ,

restrictions

2 to 3 ft (minimum)

Storage often needed
for.cold weather and
Precipitation

10 ft (lesser depths
are acceptable where
underdrainage is.
provided)

None (possibly modify
operation in cold
weather)

Slow (clays,
silts, and
soils with
impermeable
barriers)

Not critical Not.critical Not critical

Usually less Not critical.:
than 5%

.Slowto rapid

SubSurfaCe

Slaw to
moderate

Storage:bften' Storage may
needed'for: be needed
cold weather' for cold

4.
weather

None



TABL2-3

EXPECTED QUALITY OF TREATED. WATER FROM LAND TREATMENT PROCESSES.

mg/L

Slow ratea
Rapid

infiltration') Overlind flowc

Constituent Average Maximum AVerage Maximum ':Average MaxiMum..

Bop

Suspended solids

Ammonivnitrogen as N

Total nitrogen'as N

Total phosphorus as P

<2'

<1..

5 , 2

2

0.5'

<13 10

<5 10 <15

<5. '10 <20

<2 0.8 <2

<20 3 <5

<0.3 1 <5

1.Acolation.of primary or secondary effluent through 5 ft (1.5.m
-- soil.

b. Percolation of primary-or secondary effluent through 15.ft (4.5--m)

of soil. .

c. Runoff of comminuted municipal wastewater over about.150 ft (45 m) ;

of slope. ;

The applied wastewater is treated as it flows through the soil matrix,

and a portion of the flow percolates to the groundwater. Surface runoff

of the applied water is generally not allowed. A schematic view of the

typical hydraulic pathway for slow, rate treatment is shown in Figure 2-

1(a)..' Typical views of slow rate land treatment systems, using both

surface and.sprinkler application techniques, are also shown tn Figure,

2-1(b, c). Surface application includes ridge-and-furrow and border

strip flooding techniques. ',The term sprinklee application is correctly

applied to impact sprinklers and the term spray application should only

be. used to refer to fixed spray.heads.

The case studies. in Chapter 7 include six slow rate systems that are

fairly representative of 'those found throughout the United States:,

Pleasanton, California; Walla Walla, Washington; Bakersfield, Califor-.

nia; San Angelo, Texas; Muskegon, Michigan; and St. Charles, Maryland.

These, case studies provide an insight into actual experiences with slow

rateltystems.

30
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FIGURE 2-1
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2.2.1 System Objectives

Slow rate sYstems cam be operated to achieve'a number df objectives

including:

Treatment of applied wastewater

2. Economic return from use of water and nutrients,to produce

marketable crops (irrigation)

1.

. Water conservation, by replacing potable water with treated

effluent, for irrigating landscaped. areas, such as golf

courses

4. Preservation and enlargement of greenbeltA an open space

When requirements for surface discharge are very stringent for nitrogen,

phosphorus, and. biochemical,oxygen demand (b0D), they can be met with

slow rate land treatment. If the percolating water must meet EPA

drinking water standards, reduction in. nitrogen below the 10 mg/L

standard -for nitrate-nitrogen is often the limiting criterion. In arid

regions, however, increases in chlorides and total dissolved salts in

the groundwater may be limiting. Management "approaches to meet the

above objectives within the, slow rate process'are discussed under the

*topics (1) wastewater treatment,' (2 crop irrigation, (3), turf

irrigation, and (4) silviculture.

2.2.1.1 Wastewater Treatment

When the .primary objective:of the slow rate.process is treatment, the

hydraulic loading. is limited either by thejnfilration capacity of the

. soil. or the nitrogen removal capacity. of the soil-vegetation complex.

If the hydraulic. capacity of the site is limited bya relatively

HmperMeable subsurface layer or by a high groundWater table, underdrains

can be installed to increase the allowable loading. Grasses are usually

'chosen for, the vegetation because of their .high nitrogen'. uptake

2.2.1.2 Crop. Irrigation

When the crop yields and economic returns from slow rate systems are

emphasized, crops of higher values than grasses are usually selected.

In the West, application rates are generally between 1 and 3 An./wk (2.5

to 7.6 cm/wk), which reflect the consumptive use of crops. Consumptive

use rates are those required to replace the water lost to evaporation,

plant transpiration, and stored in plant tissue. In areas where water



,does not limit plant growth, the nitrogen and phosphorus in wastewater
can be recycied in crops. These nutrients can increase yields, of corn,
grain sorghum, and similar crops and provide an economics:return.,

2.2.1:3 Turf Irrigation

4
Go4f courses parks, and other turfed areas can be irrigated with
wastewater, thus, conserving potable water supplies. These areas
generally have considerable public; access and.this usually requires that
a disinfected-effluent be applied.

2.2.1.4. Silviculture

Silmiculture the growing of trees , is being conducted with wastewatereffluent in 'at least 11 existing'sites in Oregon, Michigan, Maryland,and Florida [2].. IT Addition, experimental systems at PennsylvaniaState University [31,\Michigan State University [4], and,the'University
of Washington [5] are being studied extehsively'to-determine permissibleloading .rates, responses of various tree species, and environmental
effects.

Forests offer several advantages as potential sites for land treatment:

1.. Large forested areas exist:near many sources pf wastewater. .A

2. Forest soils often exhibit
better-infiltration properties than

agricultural soils.

3. Site acquisition costs for forestland are usually lower than
site acquisition costs for agricultural land because of lower
land"values for forestlands.

4. During cold weather, soil temperatures are often higher in
forestlands than in comparable agricultural lands.

The principal limitations on the use of wastewater for silviculture arethat:

1. Water tolerances of the existing trees may low.

2. ,Nitrogen removals are relAtively Tow.

3. Fixed sprinklers, which are expensive,, must generally be used:

,2-7



fores.CS-----ae_adapted. to.. the water supply . from natural

precipitation. .Unless soils are well drained, theincrease in hydraulic

,loading from wastewater "application will drown existing trees.. At.

Seabrook: Farms, New Jersey, the types of vegetation have 'changed from

.predominantly oak trees, to wild berries, marsh grass,,and other grasses.

-7 -\

2.2.2 Treatment Performance

Slow :rate treatment is' generally capable of produCing-the :best results

of all the land treatment. systems. TheAU0lity; 'values shown in Table

can be expected for most well-designed and well=operated, slow rate
,

j

-Organics are reduced substantially by slow rate land treatment by bib-

logical oxidation within the-top few incheS of soil. At. Muskegon, Minh-

igan, .the BOO' of 'renovated water from the drain tiles has ranged from

1.2.' to 2.2 Mg/L, -and the BOD of renovated water intercepted by two

nearby. creeks. has ranged from 2 to 3.3 mg/L.. [7].' Preliminary results'

for. six test cells at a research project in Hanover, New Hampshire, show.

average annual BOO concentrations in the pqcolateranging:from,04 to

2.1 mg/L [8]. .These results were consi Stently. achi eved with application

rates ranging up to An./wk (15 cm/wk)' with both 'pritilary and secondary,

effluents applied. Filtration and adsorption are the initial mechanisms

in BOD removal, blit biological oxidation is the ultimate treatment

mechanism.

Suspended solids removals are not as well documented as BOD removals,

hiut concentrations- of 1 mg/L. or less can generally be 'expected in the

renovated water. Filtration is the major removal mechanism for suspen-

ded solids. Volatile solids are biologically oxidized, and fixed or

mineral solids become part, of the soil matrix.
..

Nitrogen is removed primarily by crop uptake, which varies with the type

of crop grown and the crop yield. To remove the' nitrogen effectively,

the portion' of the crop that contains the nitrogen must be physically

removed from the field.' Denitrification can also be signifiCant, even

if the soil is in an aerobic condition most of the time.., In a labora-

tory study using radioactive tracer materials, Broadbent reported .deni-

trification losses of up to 32% of the applied nitrogen [9]. 'In the

test - ..cells. at Hanover, denitrification
losses were found to be 5 to 28%

[8]: t-Ilrf.b.oth of these cases, the soilg were considered to be

essentially'-aerobi c.

Phosphorus 'is removed from solution, by fixation processes in the soil,

such,as adsorption and Chemical precipitation. Removal efficiencies sire_

generally very high for stow rate systems and are usually more deperibent

--- 2-8



on the soil' properties than ,on the concentration of the phosphorus ap-
plied.- A small but significant portion.of the phosphorus applie'd (15 to
30% depending on the:soil and the crop) is taken up and removed with the
crop.

2.3. Rapid Infiltration,' t

In rapid irifiltration land treatment (referred to in previous EPA re-
portt.as ,infiltratiOn-percolation), most of the applied wastewater per

through the soil, and the treated' effluent eventually reaches..
the groundwater. The wastewater is applied to rapidly'permeable soils,
such as sands and loamy sands, by spreading'in basins or, -by sprinkling,
and is treated as it travels through the soil matrix. Vegetation'is not
usually used, but there are some exceptions.

The schematic view in Figmre 2-2(a) shows the typical hydraulic
pathway for rapid infiltration. A much greater portion of.the applied
wastewater percolates to the groundwater thah with slow rate land
treatment. There' is little or no consumptive use by plants and less
evaporation in proportion to a -ducedsurface.area.

In many .cases, recovery of renovated water is an part of the
Thit can be accomplished using underdrains or wells, as shown

in Figure 2-2(b, c).

-Among .the.case stydies in Chapter 7 are three that serve as representa-
tive examples of rapid infiltration Systems: Phoenix, Arizona; Lake
George, New York; and Fort Devens,\Massachusetts.

2.3.1 S.Yem Objectives

-The principal objective of rapid infiltration-is wastewater treatm'ent.
Objectives for the treated water can include:

1. Groundwater recharge

2. Recovery of renovated water by wells or underdrains with
Sequent reute.or.discharge '

3.. Recharge-of surface streams by interception of groundwater

4. Temporary storage of renovated water in the aquifer

33
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....FIGURE 2-2

RAPID INFILTRATIOW.

,APP.1.1ED

WASTEWATER

EVAPORATION

UNDERDRAINS

#v#VrV PERCOLAT ION
114 (UNSATURATED ZONE)

GROUNDWATER.

(b) .RECOVERY OF RENOVATED WATER BY UWDERDRAJNS.

WELLS PERCOLATION
(UNSATURATED ZONE)

.
(c) RECOVERY OF RENOVATED WATER BY WELLS
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If groundwater.quality .is being degraded by salinity 'intrusion, ground-
water recharge by rapid infiltration can help to reversethe hydraulic
gradient and protect the existing groundwater.

Return of, the renovated. water ito the surface by wells, underdrains, or
groundwater interception may be necessary or advantageous when discharge
to a particular surface water body is dictated by senior water rights,
or when existing groundwater quality is not compatible with expected re-
novated water 10ality. At Phoenix, for example, treated water is with-
drawn immediately by wells to prevent spreading into the groundwater and
to allow reuse of the water for irrigation [10].

2.3.2 Treatment Performance
.

Removals of wastewater constituents by the filtering and straining ac-
tion of 'the soil are excellent. ISuspended,solids BOO, and. fecal coli-
forms are alillost completely removed in most cases [10, Tl]

r
Nitrogen removals are generally poor unless specific operating proce-,
dures are established to maximize denitrification. At Flushing _Meadows,-
'total nitrogen removals of 3U% were obtained consistently-. In labora-1
tory studies it was shown, however, that indreased denitrification could
have been obtained by Cl) adjusting application cycles, (2) supplying
an additional carbon source, (3) using vegetated basins, (4) recycling.
the portions of the renovated water containing high nitrate concentra-
tions, and (5) reducing,application rates [12]. Applying some of these
practices in,the field. increased'niti-ogen removal, resulting from deni-
tr'ification; to about 50%. Although .total nitrogen removals may be
poor, rapid infiltration is an excellent method for achieving
nktri fi ed effluent.

Phosphorus removals can range'from 70 to 99%, depending. on the physical
and chemical characteristics of the soil. As with,slow rate systems,
the primary removal mechatiftAs4dsorption with some chemical precipi-
tation, .so the long-term capacity is, limited by the mass of .poil in con-.
tact with the wastewater. .Removals are related also to the residence
time of the wastewater .16' the soil .and the travel distance (see Section

2.4. Overland -Flow
F.

Jri overland flow land treatRent, wastewater is applied .over:the upper
reaches of sloped terraces and allowed to flow across the vegetated, sur-
face to runoff collection ditches. The wastewater is renovated by pny:-
sical, chemical, and biological means as it flows in a thin film down
the relatively impermeable slope. A sthematic view of:Ovefland flow

, ''
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treatment is shown/ in Figure 2-3(a), and a pictorial view. of a

typical' system is.1 shown in,Figure 2-3(b). As shown: in Fiqure 2-3(a),
there .relatively little percolation involved. either because of an
impermeable sail or a subsurface barrier to percolation.

Overlind flow is ia relatively new treatment process' for municipal waste-
water in the United States. As of August 1976, only three relatively
small, full-scale municipal systems have been constructed. T,hese.are
located in Oklahoma, Mississippi, and South Carolina. The earliest of
these systems,/- at pauls Valley, Oklahoma, is*.described a case stuay
in Chapter. 7i Itin Melbourne, Australia, overland flow has been used to
treat settled' wastewater for several decades [13, 14]. The Campbell

'Soup Company treatment plant atPariscTexas, which is perhaps the best
known of approximately 10 industrial systems in the county, -is.also des-
cribed as-a Case study in Chapter .7. Besides these full-stale examples,
extensive -reference is made throughout this manual to the pilot scale.
municipal -studies sponsored by the EPA, at Ada, Oklahoma, and" the bench-
scale greenhouse studies sponSored by the Corps of Eng4ineers at Vicks-
burg, Mississippi..

. 2.4.1 System Objec

The objectives; of overland).flow are wastewater treatment and, to a minor.
extent, crop ;production. Treatment, objectimes may be either (11 to
achieve secondary or better effluent quality from screened primary
treated: br,lagoon treated wastewater, or (2) 'to achieve highlevels of
nitrogen and iBOD removals comparable to conventional advanced wastewater
treatment from\ secondary treated' wastewater. Treated water is-collected
at the'toe.of the over.land flow slopes and can be 'either reused or OA-

- charged to surface watt . Overland flow can also be.,used for production
/ of. forage grasses and preservation of greenbelts and open space.

2.4.2)..Treatment PerfOrmance

.

Biological oxidationr sedimentation, and grass .filtration are theImary removal. .mechanisms for organics and Suspended-solids. At Ada.;
using rail comminuted wasteigter, Thomas reported total sLfspended solids

.,concentrations of 6 to 8 mgIL in''the.runoffduring the summer and 8 to
12 nig/L. i n the winter- 115]. BOO, concentratiOns .during the .same period
'were 7' to 11 mg/I2 in the summer and 8 to 12,mg/L i1 the'winter. An

acclimation or seasoning periOd of.apbut 3 months Was:required before
optimum removals were achieved.

hitrogen. -removal . is attributed, priMarily'..to denitrification: ll.pnt has
-./.reaSoned that an aerobie=agaerobic double layer exists at the surface. of

the sat, and, allows both attrification and denitrification to oectirj16,
17]. Because this process..depends on two stages of microbial/ attiidti,
it is sensitive to environmental conditions. Plant uptake of,,:nitrOgen

i-12.
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can also be a:. significant l*emov.al. mechariisth. Permanent nitrogen removal
by pl ant 1 uptake . Is .only-., Vssible .: 0 the crop i s ha vested and removed
from the fierd.:*-,...Ammon'ia,it atil(fzation can'besignillicant if the pH of

*:the.-water_ is:': alYOve7. Nitrogen removals usually range from 75 to 90%
with .rlinoff.;,nftrOgen being mostly in thenitrate form. Higher.levels.of . ,

nitrate arid.:ammonium may occur during cold, weather as a result" of re-
,duced biological activity and limited plant uptake.

Phosphorus isiremoved by adsorption and precipitation in essentially the -
same .manner,,,as with the . slow rate and rapid infiltration methods.
Treatment , tfftdiencies are somewhat limited because of the', incomplete';''

..- contact etweert'the wastewater' and the adsorption sites within. the soil.'
Phosphdru reMovals usually range from 30 to 60%; on a concentration
basis. Iricrea§ed ,xemovals may be obtained by adding alum or ferric,,
chloride prior to (see Section 5.1.4).

5

The three pringipal-land'Areatment processes, when...ilplemented, repre-

sent planned iand. ehgirreer'gd- changes to the exiSting,environment...1
'gently, the concept, of using natural ecosysteMs.,'':sdch :as..wetlands,,for.
wastewater treatmentzhas,,Teceived considerable attention., ApplicatiOng
-of wastewater (1) to wetlands for treatment,..and (2) to the soi)
surface techniques are'destribed in this section.

2.5.1 Wetlands

4J'etlands,';Which constitute 3% of the landl'a;-ea of the continental, viii ted
/`\,; States are intermediate areas in a .hydrological sense: they. have
ir,;Od many plants and too little water to be called lakes, yet they:haVe.,-.
k enough ,vater to prevent most agricultural or silvicultural ;:

term wetlanils is used in this manual to encompass areas also ',known as
rshes, bogs, wet meadows, peatlands, and swamps. The ability of wet-
ndi' to influence water quality the reason.:for jmuch current research,
their use for wastewater managemeht;

Three categories o.
Qt1..

1.0"-
t,ttLeatment:

Wetlands are currently used for municipal wastewater
a.

Arti icial Wetlands.

Existing wetl ands

Peat) ands

2-14



Wetlands are discussed in more detail in Section 5.1.5. Peatlands are
discussed separately because these highly organic soils can be drained
and managed in a manner similar to that used in slow rate land
treatment.

2.5.1.1 ArtifiCial Wetlands .

,i ,!,.'.
I

.

-
.-......

Two artificial .:;iiiitlatids treatment systems nave beem developed at the

i
Brookhaven... NatiOna,l'..Laboratory'on Long Island; New Vol* [19]. Both are

, wetlands4ond systems;f.. In the first, the wetlands consist' of wet mead-.
ows merging. 'into a marsh followed, by a pond (meadow marsh). In the,
second sy,stem,, the wet meadows are deleted. loth systems are being .
loaded at:,;: an application rate of about 25. ini/wk (63 cm/wk). Aerated

..

wastewater i's applied 'and recycling is- no longer employed.
.

These artificial' wetlands were formed in sandy' soil by installing in im-
pervious plastic- liner Under the sotl. They were placed jn. operation in
June 1973. ,.::00erating.-.Modes have..evolved from the original recycling td
the present' oilte-tilrOygn approach. with increasing 1 oadi ng rates until
April 1976, when the present rates were established. Typical averaged
results for July frirOugh 'September 1975 fbroperation with a one-to-one
recyclin4of pond, effluent are presented in Table 2-4.

TABLE 2-4

TREATMENT 'PERFORMANCE FOR TWO
ARTIFICIAL4;.ETLANE) SYSTEMS ON LONG ISLAND [19]

mg/L

Meadciii-Marsh, ...Wetlands

Constituent Influent :effluent effluent

520 15

Sdipended solids 860 43a. 57a

Total nitrogen' -36. 3

Fecal coliforms,
count/100 mL 3,000 17b 21b

a. '`NIncipally,ellae.

p. Geometric mean.



The weitands ar0 occupies 02 acre (0.08 ha) and is flooded to a depth

`.of about O.5 ft (0.15 m). Small recommends a 1 ft (0.3 m) depth or more

to prevent volunteer weed growth and to prevent. washout during storms

[M: , Cattails were ..pl,antedand duckweed (Lemna minor) is prevalent.,

legular harvest of. cattails is !lift practiced but weeds, grasses, and ,

%icattails were thinned olit in March1976.

The' appliCation of secondary effluent to existing freshwater and t,sal
.

water wetlands is being studied in Mississippi, as well as in
s'

Califor-

nia, Michigan, Louisiana; Florida, and Wisconsin. In Mississippi, Wol

verton has studied the use of water hyacinths in secondary wastewater

lagoons to effect remals of BOD, suspended solids, and nutrients t21]:

A surface
qy

face arba of '0.7 ..acre 'N0.28 ha) was used, and detention times

'

- ranged from 14 to '21.days. The.treatment performance of this system is

compared to that of a pontrol lagoon free of water hyacinths for Septem-
.

_ber 1975 as shown in TOle 2-5. , ,
,A.

Existing Wetlands

TABLE 2 -5.

TREATMENT CAPABILITY OF WATER HYACINTHS FED'
OXIDATION POND EFFLUENT [21]

mg/L.

Hyacinth p9.11 Control pond

Cdhstituent Influent Etii44 Influent .Effluent

BOD 22 27 30

Suspended solids : 43 6
,

42 46 7..

Total. Kjeldahl

nitrogen. :4.4 ..L.1.1

otal photOhoriis 5.0,:3.8
f7t_

..TDS 187. 1.81

.;

4.5 4.5

4.8

390

4.6

Hyacinths, must be harveited for effective nutrient removal. Wolverton

suggests 'harvesting every 5 weeksduring the warm growing season. The

harvested plants 'may be processe&lbto high-protetn feed products, or-

ganic fertilizer and soil conditioner, or methane gas [22].

The use of existing wetlands appears to hold proimise as an emerging

technology for wastewater management. ManageMent techniques for nutri-

ent removal, loading rates, climatic cmfiwints and suitable site

characteristics heed fu?ther study.
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2.5.1.3 Peatlands

J.

The use of peatlands,:or. oilani,..tsoli§'tor land application has been
studied by FarnhaM in Minnesota; .23] and by Kadlec in Michigan [24]. A
system' hasbeen designed.by.StahTick [25] on the basis of Farnham's(re:-
search.

Although .sprinkler or surface application techniques can be used on
peatlands., : the North Star Campground system in Minnesota uses
,sprinklers' was designed for13 in./wk (33.8 cm/wk and is
underdrained 'at A depth of about 3 ft 11 m. Treatment efficiency for

01975 is suMmarized in Table 2-6. Secondary effTuent was applied.

TABLE 2-6

TREATMENT PERFORMANCE 'OF. PEATLAND IN MINNESOTA [25]
mg/C

Constituent. Influent Effluent

BOD

Suspended solids

5

Total nitrogen' 20-40' 1-10

Total phosphorus 10 0.1

Fecal coliformsi
count/100 ml 0

3
- 0-4

Because of the high loadin6-7.ate, ,the nitrogen uptake of the grass
planted on the peat surface was surpassed. Although the peat pH was 4,
the effluent pH was consistently between 6.5 and 7.5.

2.5.2 -Subsurface Application

Two systems that are quite similar to thepeatland system are the soil
mound and the subsurface filter systems. The subsurface filter des-
cribed in the. Manual of Septic -Tank. Practice [26]. The soil mound
system used by Boumod27] and others is similar to the peatland system
in Minnesota,,except that the application is by subsurface pipe.

00114 ,b4e

The soil mound,sy-stem.for a shallow soil over creviced rock is shown in
Figure 2-4. Such systems are alternatives to treatment and discharge to

2-17



surface waters where adverse soil conditions exist. The soil mound can

be used for [28]:

1. Shallow soils (<3 ft or 1 m) over creviced or otherwise ra-
pidly permeable bedrock

2. Sites with slowly permeable soils

3. Sites with seasonally high groundwater

FIGURE 2-4

SUBSURFACE APPLICATION'TO SOIL. MOUND OVER CREVICED BEDROCK

EVAPOTRANSPIRATION

(GROWING SEASON)

VEGETATION-

2 f t (0.8m)

APPLIED
WASTEWATER

ORIGINAL SOIL
j.__

tCREVICID BEDROCK

Bouma has reported on an experimental soil-mound system at Sturgeon Bay,

-Wisconsin [27]. The work is part of the Small Scale Wihe Management
Project at the University of Wfsconsin. The mound, shown in Figure

2-4, was designed for 2 in.. /.d (5 cm/d) but was actually dosed at about

half of that rate. Septic tank effluent was dose' four times a day

Waugh a. network of 1 in. (2.5 cm) PVC pipes. The actual loading was

6.4 in./Wk (16.3 cm/wk). Treatment performance of thit mound system is

given in Table 2-7.
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TABLE 2 -7

_TREATMENT PERFORMANCE OF AN EXPERIMENTAL,
SOIL MOUND SYSTEM IN WISCONSIN MI

mg/L

Constituent Influent Effluent

B0D 90 0

COD 256 42

Ammonia nitrogen 56 2'

Total nitrogen 62 56

Total phosphorus 15 8

Fecal coliforms,

.count/mL 2,500 5

TotaFcoliforms,
count/mL- 37,000 54
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CHAPTER 3

TECHNICAL PLANNING AND FEASIBILITY ASSESSMENT:

3.1 Purpose and;,Scope

The purpose of this chapter is to describe those aspects of land
treatment _that are important. -to a. technical and economi'clasibility
assessment., The major divisions' of thit chapter are:

Approach to dexelOpment of alternatives'

Evaluation-of unit pracesses

Wastewater quality

Regional ,site characteristics

Other planning considerations

Evaluation of alternitives

The scope of tie chapter ;is directed at chose factors that are 'unique to
the 'formulation and evaluation ,of land. tOatment alternatives'. Planning.
and feasibility considerations that \ re- cannon to conventional

t`'t.,wasteilater management systems:Ate adequatel discussed elsewhere.
I

It is important to be'aware of therdistiection., ade between- "alternative
lind treatment;i, processes' 1 deteribed: in/Chapter 21 and "system
alternatives." The "term 'land treatmenthroce.ss" refers to the un-it
process only- (e.g., slow rate, overland f,,Yow) whereas the term "system
alternatives" includes the entire wastewater .management facility
(transmission, treatment pracesses, 'tlorage, collection, and discharge ;-
facilities).

This chapter presents planning level tio elated, to unit process
selection, the Wastewater-Oliftcterrstics` ift to land treatment
systems, and the significant reg onal th ctert0.4s,''...,,involved in
developing land treatmentlisysteni:'a1Ovnative),It :e.cithat the
user will also 'refer'', 'tO Chapter- 5, gi lif`,,Shapter
during the -feaSibility assessment to obtain ikarel:Nech0 '00-Ails for
the development of -61.ternati've syAtenis, The ev'04,0#11t: esul ti ng
systems is then discused in Sectlo4k:3;').
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3.2' -Approach to Development of Alternatives
O

Three major factors combine to determine, the_type of land treatment

prosess that can be used on a given site: 4'

1. Soil permeability

2. Wastewater quality

3. Discharge quality criteria

For a given site, the soil permeability can be determined. The other
two factors, however, must be considered as variables. The wastewater
quality to be applied depends bn the preapplicatfon treatment. The
discharge, criteria are' also variable because there 'is a choice between
surfaCe water and groundwatei. diuharge. There is alsp the possibility
of colJecting the treated water for other uses 'in agriculture or
industry,

.,
,.

The many variables and qpitions associated with land treatment processesv
and systems require the use of aR organized, systematic approach to
selecting alternatives. Many approaches have been considered but Wile
three have been commonly used. The three most Common approaches.to
.developim land treatment alternatives are:

1. ;No constraints approach--There are no prior constraints placed
4 on the stud.Y. The 'entire study area is investigated for

. potential sites while considering the who* spectrum of land
treatment processes and combinatione104deve1op alternatives.

2. Process constrained approach--The stidy begins.with some prior
constraints that limit consideration of alternatives to

certain.. land treatment processes. Potential sites are
identified within the .reduced spectrum 'of. land treatment
processes created by the constraints.

3. Site-constrained approach--A predetermined site (or sites) is
ivailable, and %reatment processes are evaluated to match the
site(s) and the project objectives

r

The approach to. the. development of land treatment alternatives is
,iterative in nature,A as illustrated in Figure 3-1. This iterative
process is best achieved in the no-constraints ,approach. Within the
iterative cycle of site identification, site evaluation, process
assessment, And planning implications assessment, there are so many
degrees of freedom available that 'several cycles or iterations may be
necessary to define and develop an alternative. 1.14n the number of
sites ors processes%-is predetermined, as in the proCegt-constrained or
site-constrained-approach, fewer alternative systems can'be developed.

m .

A olariation of the no-constraints approach is thi,use of an inductive
". analytical planning process. Regional goals: ,and objectives are
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FIGURE 3-1

PLANNING SEQUENCE FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF LAND TREATMENT ALTERNATIVES
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initially identified and the ability of land treatment to help achieve
these and other benefits is assessed. Included are the possibilities
for reclamation and resource 'recovery such as recycling of nutrients
through the production of cash crops, preservation ofagriculture and

.----- open space, and the implementation of other land use planning
biectives. Thus, land treatment may be viewed as a, Means to an end
rather than an en0,:in itself.

;%.,

' 343 Evaluation of Unit Processes

To evaluate the applicability of land treatment processes, the treatment
objectives'and wastewater quality must be known. The preliminary design:
of- land, treatment processes can then .be accomplished using average
flowrates and hydraulic, loading rates.',- In this section, hydraulic
loading rates are discussed for each land treatment process. Guidance °
is then provided for preliminary planning purposes on land area
requirements, preapplication .treatment, storage, and recovery.. of
renovated water.

3.3;1 Land Treatment.Rrocesses

The first °step in evaluating land treatment unit processes is to
identify the processes that may be Suitable for the'reqUirements and
'conditions of the study area. The description of treatment process
'capabilities and objectives in Chapter 2, will provide' a_ useful
background for this purpose.' The types of factorS.thatshoUld generally
be considered at this stage include:

The ability of each process to Meet treatment:requireMents

The disposition of ;applied wastewater in.relation to'water
needs

The .predominant characteristics of the study area that may
dictate certain land treatment processes

The desired secondary objectives, such as increased irrigation
water supply

3.3.1.1 Slow Rate Process

aFor the slow rate process, the hydraullc loading rate'can be determined
initially from the use of the water balance:

Precipitation + Wastewater applied t0pbtranspiration+ Percolation + Runoff .43-1)

5'
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Effluent runoff is usUallyfnot*strable for the slow rate prodeSs.5"-''For
planning, the relationship ,betweed.- precipitation and evapotrahspirotise:

4"inean annual basis-: can be taken from Figure 3 2. .IfT:the
4.:,precipitation and evflipotranspiration balance, an estimate of wastewater,

application rates,.:-.oan- ,be made frOm the soil permeability rates as
presented in Figure 14.. For example, a slow permeability soil could be
loaded at 1.0 -to 3 in./wk (21.5 to 7.6, cm/wk) from Fignre 3-3. If
evapotranspiration exceeds preci pi Cation, the effl uent 'appl ied can be
increased to equal the sum of net evapotranspiration and soil
permeability. For example, in central Texas, where net \evapotranspira-
tion iS'.36 in./yr (90 cm/yr), the application rate could be increased by

in./wk (1.8 cm /wk) on an annuals verage to a total of la to 3.7
in./wk -(4.3 to a .4 cm/wk) . Application rates beyond 4 in./wk (10 cnl/WXY
,are normally ; 'clef ned as rapid tot, 1 trati on and i nvol ve di fferen.t
consideritiOnS: . =j \

The:Shaded area in Figure 3-3 represents the ran§e of 'average, long-term
infiltration rates when considering only soil permeability derived from
..'etear water. The range of values shown in Figure 3-3 as "Range of

;.A0pliCation Rates in ,Practice" js indicative of the many factors that
must be considered in selecting .,the final application rate;',, Such
considerat:kons'. 'inclode. crop water needs and tolerances;',:''nutr,ient

balance, ''atiO'i.reductions in application rates for crop'harvestin§ or to
'account, for algae in the wastewater.

The hydraulic loading. is als6 affected by the :,- climate and 'crop
section The cl late will affect the growing seasoiitand- will dictate
the period of application and the amount ..of storage required. Crop
water tolerances and nutrient requirements can directly affect' hydraulic
loading rates. The following factors affett the selection .of-crops:

1. Suitability to local climate and soil conditions

2. Consumptive water use and water tolerance?.

3.' Nutrient uptake and sensitivity to wastewater constituents

. 4. Economic value. and marketability

5. Length of growing season

'6. Ease of management

7. public health regulAions

3.3.1.2 Rapid Infiitration Process

Rapid infiltration systems ' are desi gned on the basis of hydraulic
capaqty of the soil andthe underlying geology. Th relationship shown
in Figure 3-3 can ibe uieNor approximation of hyd aulic loading rates,
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if the permeability of the most restrictive layer in the soil profile is
known. Application rates in the low end of the range should be ctiosen
if any., of a. nuiliper :of conditions exist which may be adverse. These

(1)./.Wide variations in soil types and - permeability,

(?) shallow sail profiles, .and. (3) shallow or perched water tables.
ReqUctions in application rates may also be necessary if the system is
to be managed to .Optimize denitificatioK: The cycle of wastewater
application and resting mutt be defined

0Verland Flow Process

For overland flow, the application rate.'-depends primarily on the
expected treatment performance and the level of,..preapplication, 1

..treatment. If primary effluent 'is used, an appl ication rate in the
range of 2.5 t9 ,in ./wk (6.4 to 15 cm/wk) is usual ly necessary to.'°'

produce the effluent Ouality shown, in Table 2-2. ,The lower end of this
range should de' co*itered where: (1) terrace slopes will be greater
than about 6%, (2) terraces :are less than 150 :.ft (45 m) long,

or (3) limatic.conditions are,ppor. The upper enCof the scale can be
used when evapotranspiyition ratites 'are high, or wheri.ía moderate amount

0, percolation can be expected to take place. In cases 'where overland
' Mow is to be used as a polishing process orf, for advanced treatmerre

. ''following preapplAcation treatment, application rates as high as 6 to 16
in./wleX15 to ;40.-:cm./wk) ma? be used. These rates have been used in
demonstratiOn- .systems with slopes ' of 2 to 3% that are 120 .ft (36 m)

long.

.3.1.4 Combinations

Combinations of land- treatment processes in series tan beconsidered.
Examples .of.two such systgosiAre shown schematically

.

jn Figure 3-4.. In
the first example, rapiinfiltration-is used after overland flow to
fUrther reduCe concentrations of BOD, suspended' solids, and phosphorus.
Because of the .increased reliability and overall treatment capability,
the application rate's for the overland flow process could be higher. than
normal.

In the second example, the rapid infiltratio:process precedes slay., rate
treatment. .The recovered -renovated water should meet even the most
restrictive-,requirements / for use on food crops. The unsaturated zone
can be used for storage of renovated water to be withdrawn on a schedule
consistWilt Ipth crop' needs.

*
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3.3.2 Land Area Requirements

The total land area required:fora:land treatment system consists of, the
actual eland to which wastewater is applied and the additional area

44eqUired for. buffer zones, storage yeservpirs,, access roads, pumping

stations, preapplication treatment, and maintenance and adMinistration

buildings. IrLaddition,.it may be necessary to set aside some land for

fUture expansion or emergencies.

The total land area- requirement On be estimated for preliminary

planning using the nomograph in Figur6 3 -5.' To use the nomograph, first

draw a line through appropriate points on the design-flow and

application-rate axes to the pivot,line. Draw a second line from the

intersection of the first line with the pivot line through the

appropriate point on the nonoperatingetime axis. (Nonoperating time is

the period during, the year when the system is shut down for Weather or

other. reasons.) The calculated total area is then noted at the

intersection of that axis with the second line: This total area

includes land for;aappl ication, roads, storage, and buildings. The total

area with a 200 ft (61 m) wide buffer zone allowance is. read from the
right-hand side of the axis; the total area with no allowance for buffer.
zones is read froM the left-hand side.

3.3.3 Pr'eapplication Treatment

preap'plication treatment of wastewater may be necessary for a variety of

reasons, including (1) maintaining a reliable distribution system,,

.(2) allowing storage of wastewater without creating nuisance conditions,
(3) obtaining a higher level of" wastewater constituent rembval,

(4) reducing soil clogging, and (5) reducing possible health risks. A

summary of preapplication treatment practice is presented in Table.2-1.

3.3:4 Storage

.Storage is provided primarily for nonoperating.periodS and. periods of

reduced application rates resulting from.cliMatic constraints.' In most:
situations, 'however, where this requirement iS Small, storage.may.still
be necessary for system backup, flow :equalization, - and proper.

agyicultural management including periods fOr harvesting. In the

planning stage, it will .usually be. important to deterAne the

approximate volume,reqUired for each land treatment alternative so'that'.

storagecoosts can b-eestimated.

It has been shown tkdt:slow rate and overland flow irrigation systems

.can usually operate successfully below 32°F (0°C), and 25°F (-4°C) is
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sometimes used as a lower liml't. A conservative method for predicting

the number of days that are too cold for operation is to assume that

application is suspended on all daii in which the mean temperature is

below 32°F (0°C). This method has the advantage of using readily

accessible data.

The National Climatic Center in Asheville, North. Carolina, has conducted

an 'extensive study of climate and Weather variations throughout the-

United States. .

A computer -program has been. developed to use weather !

station data ,in estithating the amount of wastewater storage required'at

a- lOcation. because of ,climatic constraints [2]. For planning. and

'preliminary. feasibility aSseSsment, 'a valUe for storage days.can be

found.using Figure 3-6. The map gives the number of nonappiication days

for which: stbrage would normally be required for,a 20 year return period

on. the basis of climatic faCtors alone Additional.Storage;time may be

required if reduced winter loading rate .are used for overland flow (see'

5.1.4.1).
.

y.

Rapid. infiltration basinS which-are intermittently flooded can often be

operatedyear-round regardless of climatic conditions. The only.stol.age

that might be required is that for system backuplor extremely.severe

climatic 'conditions..: During extended periods of cold weather, an ice

'layer may:form on the surface of the bed. tlowever, at Lake%George, New

York, and -at Fort. Devens.., Massachusetts, this has not proved to be a

problem. The application of the wastewater merely floatS the ice and

infiltration continues. This condition shoUld prevail Whenever the soft

is porous and well drained, otherwtse,.precautions are advised,'

3.3.5 Recovery, of Renovated Water

Recovery of the applied wastewater after renovation for reuse or further

treatment is often a part of the overall land treatment process.. The

means to recover renovated water include (1) surface runoff collectiont

(2) underdrains, (3) recovery, wells, and (4) tailwater return, The

applicability of these,systems to the treatment processes is summarized

in Table 3-1; Theie recovery methods are described in various'

situations in Chapter 5.

3.4. Wastewater Quality

Knowledge, of the quality of the wastewater to be treated is needed in

planning to properly assess preapplication treatment needs or special

management. needs. The major constituents in typical untreated domeStic

wastewater are, 'presented in Table 3-2. Preapplication treatment using.

primary :sedimentation will reduce BOD, and suspended. solids (SS1,

but will not greatly affect nitrogen.or phosphorus concentrations. 11

TreatMent in oxidation pond aerated, lagoons=, or other biological

'14
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treatment processes further reduces- the BOD and SS, and may reduce,

nitrogen orphosphorus.

TABLE 3-1.

APPLICABILITY. OF RECOVERY SYSTEMS
FOR RENOVATED-WATER:.:.

Recovery system Slow rate Rapid infiltration Overlaqd flow

Surface rundff collection

Effluent NA NA Collefta

Stormater . Sediment control "NA Erosion cohtroj.

Underdraiqs

Recovery wells

Tailwater.

Sprinkler. application NA' NA ,NA

Surface 'application' 25 -50% of applied NA NA

flow

GroUndwater control .-Groundwater control NA'.

and effluent recovery, and effluent recovery.

UsuallyNA 'Groundwater control NA

and effluent recovery

NA = not 'applicable.

Disjnfect if requiTee6efore disCharge; provide for sbort-teiM recycling of'waste-

Y)4atereafter extended periods of shutdown, if effluent requirements are stringent.

1'

TABLE 3-2

IMPORTANT CONSTITUENTS IN TYWA
DOMESTIC WASTEWATER [3]

mg/L

Constituent

Type of kastewater

Strong Medil Weak

30D-

Suspended solids

Nitrogen (total as N)

Organic'
Ammonia
Nitrate

Phosphoi-us (total as P).,

. Organic ,

Inorganic

300

350

85

35.

50 ,

0

20

5

15

200

200

40

15

25

O.

10

3

. 7

1180.

100l:

20

8...

'12

0'

6

2

4

Land treatment' processes are_capable of'removing large amounts of BOD

and SS, as w 11 as nutrients, trace elements, and.,Micrborganisms.

3-14
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Hydraulic 1 WWI ng ailtes were di scussed i the 'previous '§etti on and will 1usually govern 'site area. However, in some cases constituent 1 oadi ngrateV may dictate land area needs. -For preliminary planning purposes,the BOO 1 oadi ng rate guidelines in Table 3-3 can be used to determinewhether hydraulic or constituent loadings Wi I I control the design.Using hydraul ic. ap01 ication rates appropri ate for the process and tileBOD .concentrations of the wastewater, BOD 1 oadi ngs can be computed and
compared with. -the val ues- i n Table.

TAKE 373

BOD LOADING RATES
lb/acre d

Slow rate Rapid--141fltration Overland floyv

Typical range.
for municiOal
wastewater 0.2 -5 ° 20 -160 5-50 '

a. Loading rates represent total ,annual loadnig divided by
jthe number of days in the operating season. -

;

. -EXceedi ng the tyPi cal v . 1 ues in Tabl e 3-3 Wt.! 1 not nec sari 1 y bedeteifriental to the system:-',`,::The spl Miner ors engineer should be. aware that
. specral .1 managoemellt may be 0,* u.i.red above these values and provideappropel to safeguards.. Loading, rates are di scussed i in tetai I for-, eachprocesa Section 5.1..

- trace, _ elements',. the concentratIons-:1 n wastewater vary .tremendously-
ocatifon and percentage of indu.Stri al fl ovis . Ranges- of values in ,'eased : ',#astewater, primary effl-went, and secondary effluent are"

preented ih..1',a1xl-e 374. Al Also included i n Table 3-.4 are the .EPA drinking
water'.'2.stndafds for these cons ti tuents for Compari son. Concentrations
.o#:teace: elements the wastewater .after preappl cati on treatment which
are.: than those 'recammended for drinking water shoul d
repiiikeni- 1.no.!MatiageM,ent concern. If one or more values is expected to
exoe(44--,,these-.: :recomMeridations.,, the more detail'ed ,di scussion of trace
el ement '1 oadfpgs::"-'s'll'Oul-.0-, be .conSul,ted- in--Secti on.' 50

3.5 Reg onal' Characteri sties

Compared to other ..fortW wa4eiiatei7:!..treatment, 1 and,treatment systems
and processes very:.:t-Ite.:.spgcVOCA:-,:%r.: The objectiVe of characterizing
physicali_ features .:ttie zfegiOir,::'.isVEo provide the basic i nformati onnecessary to .thak7e-,a.;:pretiminary.':as*essMent of 1 and treatment processes
and systems Wi Mid n'-thel's'eu0 'The phys cal regional featurets that
are considered - 'irdOpetif*All-clude,;:2; Oppgr ph.y , '1 s, geology, climate,



surface water 'hydrology 'and and groundwater hydrology and

quality. In this section, these topics, along with sources of data, are .

discussed as they, relate 'to the lq,nd treatment processes'described in

Chapter 2.

.

TABLE 34' -
.

CONCENTRATION OF TRACE ELEMENTS IN VARIOUS

.
U.S. WASTEWATERS

mg/L.

Untreated
Element wastewater

Primary
effluentsa

Secondary
Rfflu'entsa

Arsenic'.

CadmiuM ®

ChroMium

0.003':,

0,004-0.14

0.02-0.700

ki004 .0:028

<0:66iA.30

4:0054A1

<0.010-6_17

Copper .0.02-3.36 0.024-0.13

lron 0.9-3.54, 0,41-0.85 0.04-3.89

Lead. 0.05-1';27 0.0.16;.0.11 '0.0005-<0.20

Manganese,-, 0.11-0:14 0.03220.16 0.021-0.3a,

Mercury. 0.002 -0:044: .0.009-0.035" 0.0005:0.0015

Nickel 0.002-0405 0.063-0.20 - <0.10-0.149

iinc 0,03078:11. 0.015-0.75 0.047-0.35

EPA retomilended%

drinking
water'Standardsb

0:05

0.01

0.05

1.0

10.3

1'0,05

,6705

0.002

No standard

5.0

The concentrations presientedencompass
references [4, b, 6, 7, 8, 9.i),,10, 11].

R.Pfncir12].

3.5.1 Site Identification

the l'ange'pf.'valuesorePorted in

The complexity of 'Sit dentificationependSon the size Of. th'Otudy

area and .the nature of the land use. One .approach iS to star,tytth land

use plans and identify undeveloped land. A tOtthat can be used is the

map dve,rlattechnique. ..Map overlays can help the,_ planner or engineer to

orgah10:-'.and,study the combined, effects of land.:use, slope, reliefi-epd-

soirpemileability, Criteria can be set on these four factors,:and:areas

that satisfy the criteria can then be located. If this procedure is

.u.sed as aTrO.fill:[nO...5.tep in site Jdentificationithe criteria' should

be reasses.Sed..duringreaCh successive.iteration. Otherwise, strict

.adherence to such criteria,may result irrovrrooking'either sites or

. land treatment opportunities.

v
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.required to makeilman overlay inCludes:

Source InfOrmation

USGS ouail sheets Base map With topography

land use.maps Existing atidluture land'Use

Soil maps! Soil parmeabllity and slope

3.5.2 Site Selection

A ,-;,, yThe peb;scss of chxacterizing,,ievaluati ng, and selecting sites is
usually iterative 167:nature. The first screening of sites may be done
us4ng overlays 'or 'Considering only land use and soft-permeability.

.''Subsequent evaluations include, factors ,such as those presented in
Table 3-5.

Pice the full arItiy.of -site characteri:Stids is assembled, and sites have'',,i
teen screened for acceptability, the,.:selection ,process can includC:,-
iiiiitleizical...; rating 'systems. The relative effect of each chardcteristic'
can be determined by assigning weighting 'values.: The resulting, ratings1

,thOuld include input from as :many qualified planners and-engineers as
ossible to reduce'biae .,-

, , . ;

Topography,

.

Three main, topo4raphic features that affect the suitability-Of a site,
forla*t treatment of wastewater at'e: slope, relief, and susceptibility
to '11GOOng. Thes,e 'features play: a maitor 'roje in the-prelimfnarY
ideatititatiOn and evaluation ,of potential sites. A less important
topographic:, feature--aspect--may also affect site suitability. The
amount of Solar radiation a site receives islTelated to tpe aspect, or
direction, of the,slope.. This willaffect the consumptive water use of
crops, vegetation, or 'woodland being considered. The type of :climate.
will determine the impact that aspect has on site suitability.

TheUSGS publishes topographiC maps for most areas.in -the. United. States.
These maps usually have scales of 1:24 000 (7.5 minute sertes) or
1:62 500 (15 minute series), and they are suitable for determining the
Slope and elevation of a region for 6 project in the planning stage.

Examination of topographic features -should\ not be limited to the
potential site. acent topography should be evaluated for its effeCts-
on the site, particularly with respect to drainage and areas of
potential, erosion. Adjacent land charactertstics, to be identified are
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those that may. potentially (1) add

, (2) beck up water onto the site, (3)

(4) cause the appearance of_groundwater

TABLE 3-5

0 SITE SELECTION GUIDELINES

.'stormwater runoff to the site,

provide relief drainage, or

seeps,

Characteristic

Land treatment .

.process affected Effect

Soil permeability Overland flow 'High permeability soils are more suitable to -

d other processes.

Rapid infiltration Application rates increase with permeability.

and slow rate,

Potential ground -.

'water pollution

Rapid. trati on

And:SiOW rate .

Groundwater storage -:46:0:4:infiltratidn`

and recovery

Existing land All processes,.

Future land 'use All professes

Size of site All' processes

Flooding hazard i All processes

Slope AU processes

:

Rapid infiltration

Overland flow

. -

'3.5.3.1 Slope

Affected by the,;(1) proXimity of the site'to a

potential potable aquifer, (2) presence pfin .

aquiclude,-.Mdirection. of groondwater flow,

add (41.4epree* groundwater recdvery.by.''Wells
or unIVr,04. .

.

Capabjlitiy. for staring- pertolated water::,a'nd

recovery Viel'his or ,underdra i s Oise& on

aquifer ,.:40iii, :00111!ealliJ aqui c 1 ude,:c.dni

ti nu4 ty effecii Men t and :abi ity

to contOn.tpeyeedia6erdund within the
desired-area

rnvol ves -the occurrence 'and. nature oy

conflicting land' use., . :

8

:Future urban devel'opment may affect the, ability

to expand the system.

If there are a number of small pardelS,. it is
often difficult: Ad control the neeclecarea and

implement, the plan.

'exclude or limit site use.

-

Steep slopes. Miy (1) increase capital expenditures:,
for earthwork,,And (2). increase the.,Ordsion:hazard

during wet weather.

Steep slopes often:- affect groundwater flow Pattern'
.

Steep slopes reduce the travel time over the
treatment!area and treatment efficiency. Flat

land may require extensie 'earthwork to 'create

slopes.

Excessilie slope is an undesirable tharacteristic fOrfland application

because (1) it increases- the amount of runoff and erosion that will

occur, (2) it may lead to unstable soil conditions when the soil 'is

saturated, and (3) 'it makes crop cultivation difficult, or, .in some



I.,,, , f
. ., 4

A il
cases, impossilitle: , , Criteria for maximum slope rti pend,. in ,part, on ..`both the amod it, of 1 atid with moderate slopes c than 10 %) that is'available and ..the land . treatment'process. Sac' vful agridUltprally
rel ated systems- using sl opes 15 %' oar more iii.si kvi Cul ture type.

,systems on wooded slopes -of -up to-40% have been re d, 111.-1 -, , . ,

,,

The system iguratiorl7.ind earthwcirk irequirementsi. particularly foroverland fl rapia infiltration treatment, are important factors
that. wi 1 1 de Afie maximum sAopes.pdrmissible for a :potential siteI f roll ing is to be used for cOltivated'agriculture, thet-sTope-should not:s.ex About 15%. . Grass ari,d, forage dpops can be adapted to
steepdr. -, slopes: el atively fl at land li s . normal ly. qui red, for surfaceirriga.W ,al!thot h ,contour furrRws have- been use .'ori. ,SlOpes,"as steep,as 5%..

14 :

For rapid infil,tr4ion,, ith03rimary.-:toptigraphic .'concern is that lateralwater movement ,be cOritr<olledso. tha perdolation rates of lower basin's
are not affected. At Westtt,. Wiscon basins have been terraced into
a 5% sloping '-hillSide,Mut there are .no Underdrains, and the lateral
movement 4. of water from:, the upp r basins reportedly affects thepercolatiOn rates ih the lower basin . .

'For overland flow, the primary requirement -is 'that the existing
topography be such that terrac slopes of, 2 to 8% can be formed
economically. The cost and impactact of the earthwork required are themajor constraints.

CW 3.5.3.2 Relief

1

Relief is the letive, elevation' cir elevation difference between onepart of the land atment and another.- Relief, and terrain areinterrelated' as they affect thel economics of pumping wastewater..., The
) pumping cost is the:principal annual operation cost when large eleVation

dtfferences exist between the wastewater source' and the land treatmentsite, reuse', location, or discharge point. 'This' cost must be weighed
against- the :;.,cost. of constrOcting gravity conveyance to site that may

- have greater distances betWeen system components' but- favorable reliefcharacteristics. e

For silviculture (where sprinkler .irrigation of forest land isconsidered), more liberal relief. And slope tolerances are possitile
because the nature of he root system, forest litter, and vegetationoffer resistance to direct surface runoff and resulting erosion.

0
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3.5.3..3 Susceptibility to FobdiWg-',

Location oflandtreatment systems5%withip,:a.flobd- plain- can be either -an

asset or a liability, deperiding'on,the approach taken. tb_planning and-

design. Flood prone areas .,May'':be,undesirable because. of

variable drainage' Characteristics UsnallYientountered and potential

flood damage to the physical,coMponents of the treatment system. On the

other hand, flood plains, alluvial dePosits,.and delta ,formations, Oay be

the,;dnly 'd60p soils available' in the area. With careful design and

chOite of application techniques, 1 lanp:tresitment,system can 'be an

integral part of a flood plain management plan; The floodingliaiard of

a potential site should be evaluated with :respect to both the severity

of floods that could d-occur and the extent of-the area 'frooded.

The extent .
of flood 'protection built into a-land treatment system will

depend on local conditions. In some cases, it may be Oreferred to allow

the site to flood as needed and provide the protedtion,through offsite

storage. Further, flood plains are generally -unacceptable 'for

construction of dwellings or commercial ,bUildings,. offering,an

opportunity for imaginative uses of land treatment systems. 'rt shOuld:

be noted that crops can be g'rown in flood plains if the infrequency:of

floods makes it economical'to farm:

Descriptions of severe floods that have occurred in the. United States

and summaries of all notable floods of each year, are pUblithed'as.USG.5'.

Water Supply Papers. Maps. of certain localities showing the..area

inundated in past floods' are Pu6liShed as'Hydrologic InVeStigation

Atlases by the USGS. More recent maps of flood.prohe areas have bOn..

produced by the USGS in many areas of the, country as part of the
"Uniforli National Program for Managing FlOod LoSses." The maps- are

baSed an standard 7.5' minute (1:24 000) topographic sheetS; and,..by

means of overprint in black and:white, theyAdentify those areas' that

have a 1 in 100- chance of being inundated ,in any given year

Additionally, other detailed flood information is usually available from

local -offices of the u:s. Corps' of Engineersand the flood'cOntrol

distriCts that deal with such problems firsthand. t

3.5.4 Soils:

The soil at a potential site should 'be identified in termS'of fts

,_hydraulic, physical, and chemical characteristics. Important physical

charactertstics include texture, structure, and soil depth. Important

hydraulic characteristics are, infiltration rate and permeability.

Chemical characteristics that may be important include pH, cation

exchange capacity,. nutrient levels, and the'adsorption.and filtration

capabilities for various inorganic ions.



Information on soil, properties can be obtained from "several 'soiirdets but
.the. SCS soil surveys are' the primary source. 41e1 I logsx can also `offer
additional data on and:- geology..,-.. Soil surveys Will normallyprovide soil maps. delineating: the apParent boundaries of soil series
with their'_ surface texture., A written -descriptidh of each soil series,iprovides liMited informdfiort on chemica. properties, engineering
applications,Anterpretive .and,management information, slopes 'drainage;
erosion potentials,- and general for most kinds of cropsgrown

., in . the,A'particular area. Additional information' on soilcharacteristics and information regarding the 'availability of Oil'surveys can...be obtaihed- directly from the SCS. The SCS serves as thecoordinating agency for the - National Cooperative Soil Survey, and as
such, cooperates, with other government agencies, universities, andagricultural extension services, in obtaining and distributing-Soilsurvey information.

, so

The. physical properties of :texture and structure are important beCauseof their effect on hydraulic propertieS. Soil textural classes aredefined. on the Oasts-of the relative percentage-of the threeclasses of,particle size-7sand, silts and clay.. Sand particles-range. in sfze from2.0 mm to 0.05 mm; 'silt riarticles. range from 0:05mm to-q.002 .mm; Landandparticles smaller than 0.002 mm;,:,',are From the particle size' ',.,distribution, the textural lass can be determined using- the textural
- triangle shown in Figure 3-7.' ,Terms commonly used.to describe-siitltexture and the relationship to textural class names as etablished bythe SCS are listed-in Table 3-6. -

Fine-textured Soils dii not drain well and retainlarge percentaijes ofwater for long peribds of time At a result, crop management is more'difficult -than with more freely-, drained soils such as 'foamy. _soils.Fine-textured soils are generally bek, suited to overland flow -systems..
Medium-textured soils exhibit the best balance for wastewater renovation
and drai nage.,, . Loamy (medium texture) soils' are general ly best- suited
for slow rate systems (crop irrigation)... o

Coarse- tex.ttred soi.ts (:sandy sail s) , can accept; large ,quantitteS ':of water
and do not retain very 1 Ong.' This ,feature, imliortatit: for ..crops that cannot withstand prolonged. submergence Or saturated rdoi,:!. .zones..: structure refert to the aggregation of indivittual. soilApart.icYpst' If these aggregates resist :disintegratiiii0vhen the soil iswetted or.. *tilled; it Is well ',.structured: The:1,P* ports i n well-
Ystrtictured soil's°. conduct water and 'air; making witlstru,, red soils44.iirable for, infiltration:. ,p

Rit
° A ,4

ro

4 -

Adequate; soil depth iv,lliipkrtantr,for :root 0,
wastewater: components :oitinticigs;--.

0.



FIGURE 3 -7

..1ROPORTIONS OF SAND; SILT, AND CLAYAN:,,-.
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Plant roots can extract water from depths ranging fromil to 9ft (0.3 to
2.7 m) or more. Retention..of wastewater components, such 4S phosphorus,
heavy metals, and viruses, is a function of residence time of4wa§tewater
in the sojl and. the degree of contact between soirc011Oids and the
wastelpter. c011iponents.

TABLE 3-6 :11
,d

SOIL. TEXTURAL CLASSES AND GENERAL TERMINOLOON
USED, IN SOIL DESCRIPTIONS [15].

ir

Beneral terms , 4.

Basic soil .textural
Common name' . Texture ._class names

Sandy soils. .Coarse.Coarse
/Sand
1 LoamY sand

,

Moderately coarse
Sandy l oam

)Fine sandy loam

Very fine sandy' loam
Loam

Loamy soils.' Medi uM
Silt loSilt m ,

Clay loam.

Moderately fine Sandy clay loam
..

Silty clay loam'

Sandy clly
Ci ayey soils Fine ISilty clay

Clay .

4

AP
The type of land treatment system being considered will determine'
whether soil depthis adequate. The minimum soil depth for most systems
that rely on infiltrat4on (rapid infiltration and slow rate) is
about 3 to 5 ft (1.0 to 1.5 m). Soil depths of 1 le 2 ft (0.3 to 0.6 m)o
can support grass or. turf. Overland flow systems requirS sufficient
soil depth to form slopes that are uniform and to maintain a vegetative 6
cover.

r

3.5.4.2 Soil Hydraulic Properties
,
114k.

Drainage .of water within the soil depends on texture, structure, and the
absence of subsurface constraints to the flow of water. An example of a
vertical constraint would be an impermeable clay, hardpan, or rock
strata underlaying a sandy' soil. The lateral transmissibility and
percolation' rates may limit the ariplication rate unless they are equal
to or higher than the infiltration rate. FM- high rate systems that
depend largely on vertical *water movement, the permeability of the most



restricting layer in the upper several feet. of soil will usually

determine the maximum-hydraulic loading.

) The most recent pero*abilii, class definitions developed by the SCS are

shown in Table 3-7. Soil permeabilities other than the values shown

in Table 3-7 (for the respective permeability class) may appear in

soil literature depending on the age of the document and, local

variations in interpretation. The soil permeability ranges normall.v

associated with each land treatment process are compared'along with the
corresponding permeabtlity and textett class in Table.3-8.

4

a 4.

J

TABLE 3-7

PE{ EABILITY CLASSES FOR SATURATED; SOIL L15]

a

Soil permeability,
injh Class

<0.06

0.06 to 0.2

0.2 to 0.6

0.6 to 2.01

2.0 to 6.0

6.0 to 20

.>20

Very slow .

Slow

Moderately slow

Moderate

Moderately rapid

Rapid

Very rapid

1 in,/h = 2.54 cm/h

TABLE 3,43

TYPICALEOILPERMEABILITIES AND, TEXTUAL
CLASSES FOR LAND TREATMENT PR6CESSES.

4

PrinciOal procesqs Other processes
. .

44-

Slow rate

Rapid'
infiltration

?Overland
floW .Wetlands . Subsurfaces,

Soil .pernability 0.06.20 2.0 0.2 0.06-2.0 0.2-20.0

range, in. /h
..

-Permeability Moderately slow to'. Rapid Slow Slow to Moderately 4

clasiirange moderately'rapid A' moderate '. .
slow to rapid

At .

. . ... .

:Textural' VV Clay loiMs to Sands and Clays-dici flay logms Clay loams

class range sirdy loams sandyA1oams clay loams to silt loams . to sands

Sof,
'Classification [16]

GM-d, SM-d, ML,

01.,-MI-N PT

GW, GP, SW,
SP

GM-u, GC,
SM-u, SC,
CL,-.0L, CH, OH

Rt

40,

4
37241



3.5.4..3 Soil Chemical Characteristics

The balance of dhemical constituents in soil is important to plant
growth and wastewater renovation. The mechanisms of retention of
certain constituents by the soil are discussed in Appendixes A through
E. Chemical properties' of- the soil should be known by the engineer
prior to design for, the purpose of determining changes in soil cliemtstry,..
that coul4V occur during operation. Some of the indicators of soil
conditions are Td, salinity, 'cation exchange capacity. (CEC),
exchangeable sodium percentage (ESP), percent base saturation,
nutrients, and metals. Detailed. discUssion of these chemical
characteristics.is deferred to Appendix F.'

3.5.5 Geology.

Geologic formations and diScontinutttes,that might cause unexpected flow
patterns of .applied wastwater to the'groundwater should be 'identified in

tile planning stages of a land treatment system. _If.the_unOprlying rock
is fractured or crevassed like limestone, percolating wastewater may'
shortcircuit to the grounOwater, thus receiving less than proper
treatment because of reduted, residence time in the soil. Similarly,
:perched water tables above the normal groundwater can result from
impermeable or, semipermeable layers of rock, clay, or hardpan, thus
redUcing the effective renovative depth. Permanent groundwater should
be distinguished rom localized perched groundwater conditions. Both
the reason for the direction of movement of a.perched groundwater
are important geo drologic factors of 8 site.

Geologic discontinuities, such as faults and intrusions, should be
, eyaluated for their effect on groundwater occurrence, influence on

quantity,nd direction of movement. The USGS'and many state geological
surveys have completed studies and maps indicating the effects of,
geologic formations on groundwater occurrence and movement. Water well
logs can also provide local, detailed informatiOn. A groundwater
geologist familiar with local conditions can provide valuable
'information by identifying geologic features that may affect -.groundwater
movement at 'a particular, site.

Anievaluation of climatic factors, such as' precipitation, evapo=
tr.anspiration,.temperature, and wind, is used in the determination of
the (1) water balance, (2) length of, the growing season, (3). number of
days when the system cannot be operated, (4) the storage capacity
requirement, and (5) the, amount of stormwater' tunoff to be expected.

0
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3.5.6.1 Climatic Data and Its Use

Sigficient climatic data; are generally available for most locations from

three publications ofo-the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administra-' "

tion (NOAA - formerly .theA.S. Weather Bureau).

The Monthly Summary of Climatic Data provides basic data, such astotal

precipitation, maximum and minimum temperatures, and relative humidity,

for each .day of the month for every weather station. in a given area.

Evaporation data are also given where available.

The. Climatic Summary Of the United States provides 10 year summaries of

data for the ,same stations in the same given areas. This form of the

data is convenient for use in most of the evaluations that 'must be made

and includes:

'.o :Total precipitation for each month of the .10 year period

Total snowfall for each Month of the period
.c :

Mean ftiMber Of days with precipitation4eXceeding 0.10 and 0.50
in. 0.25 and.3 cm) for each Month.

Mean temperature for each month of the period

Mean daily maximum an minimum temperatures for each month

Mean. number of days per month with temperature less than or

equal to 32°F (0°C),. and greater than or equal to,90"F

(32.5"C)

Local Climatological Data, an annual summary with comparative data, is

pUblished for a relatively small number of major weather stations,

AMong the most useful data contained in the publication are the normals,.

meanS1, and extremes .which are baSed on all data for that. station, on

record to. date.. To use such data, correlation may be required with a

:station reasonably close to the site.

Climatic data should be subjected to a frequency analysis to determine

the expected -worst conditions for a given return period.-The data

analyses are summarized in Table 3-9. .

3.5.6.2 Climatic tbniitlerations for Crops

, The co tptive use by plants is in'direct relation to the climatesf-
the a%. Consumptive use ar evapotranspiration is the total water u d

I

7
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in tr4nspiration;--stored in plant tistbe, and evapo)ated from adjacent
soil. [17]. The consumptive use varies with the type of crop; humidity,
air temperature, length of growing season, and Wind velocity. The
amount of watet lost by evapotranspiration can be estimated from the pan
evaporation data supplied by NOAA in the vicinity of the site or from
theoretical methods (see Appendix F).

TABLE 3 -9

.SUMMARY OF CLIMATIC ANALYSES

FactOr Data required Analysis Use

Predpitation

Rainfall storm

Temperature 4

Wind

..`!

Anual average,
maximum, minimum

..7.jlntelkfty,11;ration

Days with average.

'below freezing

VelocitY and
direction

Frequency analysis, in./yr

Frequency analysis, in./d

Frost free period, d

Water balance

Runoff estimate

Storage, treatment efficidncY,
crop growing season'

Cessation of sprinkling

1 in. = 2.54 cm

The length of the growing season affects the amount of water used: by the
crop. The length of the growing season for perennial crops is generally
the period beginning when the maximum daily temperature stays above-the
freezing point for an extended period of days, and continues throughout
the season despite later freezes 07]. This .period is related to
latitude and hours of. sunlight as well as to the net flow of energy or
radiation into and out of the' soil. A lfpnited growing season will
require long periods of storage or alternatpe methods of disposal in
Winter.

3.5.7 Surface Water Hydrology and Quality

d,
3.5.7.1 Hydrology

Surfacewater hydrology is of interest in land treatment processes
...-mostly because of the runoff of stormwatq44.,,Considerations relating to

surface runoff control apply to both slow rate andlaverland flow. Raqid
infilkation processes are designdd for no runoff,

et':The 'control of storOwater runoff both onto and off a land treatmel. Atte y,
must be consider00:-, First, the facilities constructed as parie0f tie
treatment system musibe protected againstlrosion and washout iT

74
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extreme storm events. For example, where earthen Oitches and/or
terraces are used, erosion control from stormwater runoff must be
provided. The degree of control of runoff to prevent the destruction of
the physical system should be based on the economics- of repl acing
equipment and structures. There is no standard extreme storm event in
the design of drainage and runoff collection 'systems, although a 10 year..
return .event is suggested as a minimum.

Q

The need- to, control surface' runoff resulting. from stormwater depends
mainly on thea expecied awality of the runoff ;relative to the "normal
'discharge requireffients ..°to local body of Water. Runoff qual ity
resulting . from storms' adt 1 and eikitniett -sites ,is essentially unknown for
most constituents. Howeiver, to; give some perspective -to the magnitude
of -nitrogen (end, phosphorus.; concentrations in runoff from various
agricultural and rural -areos:,41,and as an, approocn solving the 'problem,
selected data from a9ricul tural stohnwate.r-rurioff studies are given in
Table- 3,-10,

O

4
It is . 'important 'to ';:note that 'the `research work repor:ted in T.-able 3-10

`.was - aimed primartly at fertilizing 'practice : , and' cul tivatiOn versus
noncul ti vati on , as rel a0d 0 nutrient Tossei. Neverthel ess, these data ..
suggest that it is advisable to provide- some form ,,of. sediment 'removal at
1 and treatment. sites bbfore allowing the remaining, runoff water to
escape., , Based. on the ,dperimental work in...Wisconsin L21.1., this would
greatly ,,reduce .,the mutritOnt flosses frOm the; site.' ,- Methodi used 0,
minimize sed i men and nutrient loss include 1 ),:contotir p nting versus
straight-rOw, nd - (2) incorpdration -,- of '3)1 '' residues,,to ''
increase'. orga

<

in the soil . In4each res rch stutil,' many
. additional. _fac -,:, affect erosion losses -were. esented, 'and triVi,,
interested r I,..':;' i consult the 1 iterature. '.

.recentlyrecently
point sou
agricUltu

yielirrt d per Uni

] has compiled runoff
es of values for nonce

resulting from "prK-i-0
these constituents dr

Run'6 f qual deried from do
cons -red prelliti nary. in nature, bec,aus
meth° anal cal methods, fi-eld . vori
constrai Mts. e. order of magnitud of the 14.4teri s

differences between''' sources are :mo. nificant than
Adhlgence "dto established .agricul tural ices for.erosion
environmental protection will limit ad :`runoff -impacts.

ty data f romuiv.a0,ous. ,
Ations of constituents

pn :and poe'ntial
1

o be '

ng
ol'ogi cal

cs- and, the'
the'yalueS.
control and,



.TABLE .3 =10

AGEYALUES,OF NITROGEN. AND PHOSPNORUSsMEASURED
''..11N.4GRICULTURAL STORMWATER RUNOFF STUDIESiFl

(ncation
site

-destription.

'Carol i na

,

.fthaca,
:'.(tarn, beans,

;'wheat) [19]

Ontario (marsh)j,

A4t1Con'si

' .(Pflot.00
-.1-06at :stobbi e

<421L, ,

::.Management practice

;ileav i 1Y fe rti 1 ized;

-'uncultivated

Lightly fertilized,
-:uncOltivated r

ghly. ferti 1 i zed .

':Moderately fertilized
1 .

.Fertilized and cultivated

Unfertilized and uncultivated

Fertilized plowed surface
In sediment

2. In water

Linfertilized plowed surfate
I. In sediment
2. do water

mmonia plus nitrate nitrogen only.-

porganic;phoSphorus only

" filtrate p,1us nitrite nitrogen only. .

Orgahic ,oltrogen from soil sediment accounted for 90+% of all,
.nitrogen. ,Runoff occurred from -1 h- of rain at 2..5 in./h,: 24

after .6 similar rain event. --

1 in./h. = 2'.54.6m/h

Total Total
nitrogepi phosphorus,.

mg/1/4k mg/L

4.60. > -0:10
4.60 0.10

1.60 0.08"

6.I7a

1.70a

0.20

0.12

0.67

0.05c 0.17 ,

81.8d o.g
2.8 0.49

84,6 137'

75.2

. 0..7

75.9

0.33
0.1\
crrY

3.5.8 Groundwater flydrology and, Quality

Collection and analysis of available data on groundwaternydrology and
quality are ,,essential to planning and feasibility studies. Desirable
information' inclUdes soil surveys, geologic and groundwater resources
survy, well drilling logs, groundwater level measureMents, apd
chemical -analysis of, the gi-oundwater. Numerous federal, state,' county,

. .

and city,agencres.have t,his type of information as wel 1p as universities,
r professional. and technical societies, and private concerns with

groandWater-re4ted interests. PartiCularly good sdurces are the USGS
at the federal level, state water resources department's, and county
water ,conservation and flood control diitrictt.
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. TABLE 37117

SUMMARY OF AGRICULTURALNONPOINT SOURCES CHARACTERISTICS [22j-
,

Source

Concentration, mg/L Area yield rate,-1b/acre'V"

1300 NO3 -N Tota.0 TotalP 800 NOi-N,, Total N' Total P

Rreclptation 12-13 ' -0.141:1

Foresteciand ;0.1,1.3

Rangeland

AgriCultural
,%cropland 7

' Land receiving
manure. ,.

Irrigation tile ..

drainage, western
.United States

Surface flow' ,0,41.5

Subsyrface
drainage 1,8-19'

Cropland, tile
drainage

eepage' frail

stacked manure 110 300-13 800

Feedlot,runoff -1 000-11 000 -. 10-23

12-0.04 0.02-0.04 1.371.7 5-8 :' :0.0441.05

0.3-c:8 '0.01;0,11 0.67,9 , 3-12 . 10.03-0.8

- 0.6 1107.

9 0.02-1.7 .1-12' 0.05 -2.6

3.6712" 0.7-2.6

-. .

0.6-2.2 0.2-0.4' . 0.9-4.Y

2.1-19 0.1 -0.3 74 : 38-166. 3-9

10-25 0.02-0.7 .t 0.3-12 0.09;0.3

S

1

'

800-2 350 10-280

96-2 too 290-360 1 390 890-1 430 9-550.

Note: Data do not reflect the extreme ranges caused by improPerwaste management or extreme storm
conditions.

1 lbiacre.yr :1.12 kg/hayr

'

M.8.1 Hydrology

A ,knowledge. of the _regional grodndwater 'conditions'is particularly
important for potential rapid infiltration and 'slow Tate sites.

Overland flow will not usually require an 'extensive hydrog6logic
investigation. .Sufficient removal of ''pol:futants. in the applied

wastewater- before. reaching a. permanent groundwater resource,is the

primary concern. The depth to lroundwater and its seasonal' fluctuation *Nc

are a measure of, the aeration zone and the degree.of renovation that
will take place.

When several layers of stratified groundwater underlie. -'a particular

site,,, the occurrence of the vertical leakage between layerS should bd
evaldated. Direction and rate of 'groundwater flow and aquifer

permeability together with groundwater depth are useful An predicting

the effect of applie&wastewater on the groundwater regime. The exteriP
of recharge mounding, interconnection Of aquifers, perched water tables,

40.



.

the potential.:. for :surfacing groundwater, and the'.desigh of .monitoring
and withdrawal wells are dependent ori. groundwater flow data..

sk, ,

Much of the data required for groundwater yaluatidn may be determined
through use of existing wells. Wells that could be used for,monitoring
should be listed and their relative location described. Historical data
on quality, water levels, and quantities pumped from the operation of
existing wells may .be of value. Such data include seasonal groundwater-
level variations, as well as variations over a period of years. The
USGS maintains a network of about 15 800 observation wells fo monitor
water levels nationwide. Records of. about 3 500 of these wells are
-published in Water-Supply. Paper Series, "Groundwat6n - Levels ih the
United States." Many, local, regional, and, state agencies compile
drillers' boring loOs that are also valuable for defining groundwater
hydrology.

3.5.8.2 GroundwaterIuality

Land treatment of wastewater can'provide an alternative to discharge of
conventionally treated wastewater. However, the adverse impact of
percolated wastewater. on the quality of the groundwater must also be
considered:, Existing groundwater quality should be determtned and
compared to quality standards for its ,current or intended use.
GroundWater- classifications are discussed in Section '5.1.1. The
expected quality of the renovated'wastewatee can then be compared to
determtne which constituents in the renovated water might be limiting.

The USGS "Groundwater Data Network" monitors water, quality in
observation wells across the country. In addition, the USGS undertakes
project investigation's or- areal groundwater studies in cooperatjon with
locaf;, state, or other. federal agencies to appraise groUndwater qualify.
Such reports, may provide a large.gart of the needed groundwater data.

3.6 Other Planning Considerations

Land treatment s9\stems make use of exisking- natural conditions;
therefore, a thorough knowledge cf all alects of any given site is
necessary. for a successful design. Most features common to all sites or
projects have been discussed briej fly it the preceding sections. There
are also. .governmenial features or planning facOrs that may be .

"Tndirectly related to land treatment, studies. . Some of factors are
presented in this section,, including:

k

Water rights

:Governmental programs

Land use
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Environmental setting

Social and economic aspects

3:6.1 Water Rights

On the basis of ter rights considerations, the implementation of a.

land treatment system may. involve a change in water use from

nonconsumptive (passing flow through a treatment plant with subsequent
dtcharge) - to consumptive. This change can interfere with the.yater
rights of downstream or senior claims to the water as the source of flow

is depleted when the diSdhargeris not returned to its original channel
[23].

Water, rights problems tend to arise in water-short or fully allocated
areas, yet the existence of a market for reclaimed water in these areas

aid in the cost effectiveness and adceptability of land treatment.
6104. national level, these areasoare shown in Figure 3-8.

Most riparian (land ovinership). rights . are in effect east of the

Mississippi River, and most appropri ati Ve ( permit. system) rights are in

91feci west of the Mississivpi River,' as shown in Figure 3-8 [24]. A

legal -distinction is made between discharges- to a receiving water in a

well-defined' channel or tasin (natural watercourse), superficial waters'.

not a channeT or basin (surface waters), 4nd underground waters not
in a Well-defined channel or basin (percolating or groundwaters) C24].
A guide odetermining whether certain land treatment alternatives may
involve water rights problems is presented in Table 3 -12. The intentibh

here is not to imply that some alternatives will have prOblems and
others will not, but merely to guide the planner or engineer throUgh the'
Preliminary screening of alternatives.

According' to the Riparian Doctrine, anyone owning land adjacent to, or
underlying, a .patural watercourse has the right to use, but not 'consume,

the 4,Water. Within this, theory have arisen two subtheories ("natural
flow allocation" and "reasonable use") that affect the manner in which a
riparian right, can be executed. , In natural 'flow, the landowner can

diminish neither. the quantity -nor he quality of the water before

returning it to the watercourse. Beyond minimum consumptive uses, such
as drinking, bathing, or cooking, this right is very.restrictive, and it

save rise to the reasonableuse theorY. water under natural flow can be

withdrawn for a "natural," riparian, or nonriparian use Reasonable use

requires 'that. the water be used for a legal aid beneficial purpose.

Becads'e the water right underriparian ,theory is closely 0-igned with'

the concept of land ownership, the rights toewater oWnership paSs with
sale Of' the land [25]..
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FIGURE 3-8

DOMINANT WATER RIGHTS 56 TRINES AND AREAS OF 'WATER SURPLUS OR bEFICIENCY1241
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TABLE 3-12

POTENT,IAL WATER RIGHTS PROBLEMS FOR LAND
TREATMENT ALTERNATIVES"

Land treatment proeett.;

Water definition and 1 Rapid

water rights theory Slow rate infiltration
.

e'

, ..

tt,, . ,

% Natural watercourses.., ..
,

.

, .

Riparian,:.

AppeOpri'etive

Combimation.

t

Surface waters

Ripatian

APpropriativ6,

Combination

Percolating
or groundwatert

Riparian

ApPrOpri a tive

Combination

Overland flow

Unlikely . ''Unlikely iUnlkely :.,,:: .

Likely') ,' Likelyb :''. Depends on' luCatibn ofdischarge
from collection ditc'k .,

1

Likely ? .0,kelyb Depends on 'location i t'dicha i ge
from-collection',4itch' °

A
fo

Unlikely

Unlikely

Unlikely

Unlikely LikelyG

Unlikely;, Likelyc

Unlikely
, .

Unlikely POssible :

Li kely Likely Unlikely.

Likely Likely

.

.
.

. .

For 4sting.tonditions and alternativesfOrmilation stage of the planning
proces Only. It is also assumed that the approprieti ye' t itua ti oils ale
water or over-approprited.: . . j,

If e uent was former* discharged .to.streem.

If collection /discharge ditch trosses other Ooperties to
natural:watercourse.. ' '

.

Appropri4tive Rights

Appropriativg 'rights tended to;bierlaCted by Statute and defined,in the
courts on a ,case -by -case .-..basis.. As. a result,.wide variations exist
among the 19 western 9tates that recognize such rights: In general, the
basic priiic,iple4f,.approprittiVe rights, theory are: (1) ftrst
first,: in right-for the watep, and (2) subsequent.appropriations cannot
diminish the qualitt4y .4r quality of th 'senior,' right. Usually, 'permits
ore required lo 'establIsh t)ae right. toPappropriative water, and the'
water thus appropriated Must al's'o be put to a atneficial use.. to
appropriated Water .,are not cAnectedow.ith rl arld.ownership.:. They.may be
bought, sold, .exchanged, or ttansferred whoelly ors in part L26].



3.6.1.3 Combination Rights

Many state,53`recognize a combination of ,riparian and appropriative
fights. This dual-rights . system has developed in states that have"

'Water-short and watef=surplus areas thin. borders.:` In such
6ses,.the appropriative theory i.s usually the predominant one 124j.

'3.6.1:4' Types of. Watersi

For legal purposes, 'states have Ciivided waters, into three types: .

natural -watercourses, surface water, and percolatiVgAgroundwatrs)......,
These 'clasSifications are 'arbitrary and ore noi based on any scientific
or empirical rating ,system but their definitiondoes affect the typd!oof..
legal problems that may be epcountered in land treatment.

NatUral Watercourse

natural watercourse is one in which water flows irir ',defined-channel
,either on or below the earth''s,.surface. This-. definition includes lakes
and estuaries and interriiittent as well 1. as,,perenniat 'streams ,

The major legal problem' that could' expecte.d. i.n both riPailan aria
appropriative "states would -involve the di.version.of what wat a direct
discharge with the subsequent reduction- iv, flow 'to' the natural
Watercourse. If the watercourse question , i.s *a near or. at met,:
atipropriation, junior' water users who feel that a-reduction in flow may.i
impair their, reasonable use of the,water may seek administrative',or
judicial relief.

' -

r a ripariari state, ',the di-version of & -thischarge that was not
originally a part of a stream; should not,be tause for legal action by
'downstream users under ntural fiow theory.

appropriative .rights states, the risk of action aga .the
'diVersign is easier , to analyze. the cor)ditins of the steam are

such thaf the 'diversion. would thrbaten the4rantity or qudlity of,the
appropriated water, of .5 .downstr'eam uset,:the damaged patty; has -cause for
legal action against. the diverfer. This action May be 'injunctive, in
which the .diveFiter is prevented from'' affectyrg the diversion., or
monetary.':-'in which- the di Vert& ^ woul d be requi red to 'comPensate for
damages caused. by :.his E diversion "If the, stream in',dispute is not
already over-appropriated (as -is the case in many western'st,reamS),''or'if the area' is not water short;, it is unfikely. that damages could be
proved as a. result- of ',the diVersiori..



SurfaceWater-

A surface water is the legal term for water not contained in a well-
defined 1)asin or channel,-'i.e., rainfall or snowmelt directly on a
parcel of land. Such waters belong to the landowner, but he cannot
collect and discharge them across adjoining properties without the
consent of the owners of those lands. For surfSte water rights, there
is little difference between-riparian and appropriative states.

If any of the land treatment alteOnatiVes being considered* the
planner or engineer :reqUire that, the renovated water cross another's
property, the granting of a drainage dr utility easement across the land'
to the natural watercourseor final user is a necessity in all cases.
The cost of such. an easement must be considered in,4the cost--
effectiveness analysiS.

3.6.1.4.3 Percolating Waters (Gro

Problems with water rights could arise from two areas: (1) the rise in
groundwater caused by, tilt land treatment method may damage adjoining
landsn or ,th-dre may .be- some interference with the subsurface flow
patterns; and (2) if trac4 contaminants appear in wells of other water
rights holders,.they may pexceive a damage as a result of altered waater
quality.

)

riparian'states, the claim of damages would require thatsa landowner
prove that he overlies the same source of the groundwater as tHe
!owner /:operator. If the alleged. damages are not caused by negligent.
()Oration 'of the treatment site; or in a way that is deliberately

4harmful to the adjoining landoWners, it is doubtful that they bive
sbfficient cause for legal action.

For appropriativetheory states; the. question-of an increase.in'the-'
level: or volume of a groundwater should cause no probleMs becauSe no
one's appropriative right wOuld..be threatened;--

.. ----

3.6.1.5 Other Water Rights Considerations

Ln some states, .basin authorities or water/irrigation districts have
regulations against. the transfer of water outside their jurisdictional.
boundaries. In the western states particularly, the'right to divert or
use water does not carry with'it the right to store such water. 4
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'The right tn, water salvaged from-iMpOrted water that has run:off.*

irrigated:lands is also not automatic. The rights in both cases must be

:specificallyHobtained orfait lea must be'assure&by precedent legal:

3.6.1.6 Sources cifilfnformation

0NIN.

K; The data contained in this sectioncmay be 4aufficient for a small,system,

but for larger systems and in Ooblem areas, the watermaster or water
right .% engineer at state or local level'should'be consulted. Some

states either Kaye no heords or carry unenforceable rights in their

records [271, so that fUrther investigatign will be lecessary if doubt

remains. An excellent 4eferende is the.* National Water, Commission

- publication, A. Summary-Digest of State-Water Laws available from the

Commission [28]. x141 lthough summaries of,iorecedent ,rulings are hot,
guarantees, they may clarify the situation if similar cases can be found

123, 24, 27, 29, 30]. Lastly, if problems arise, the assistance of a.
water rights attorney is warranted.

3.6.1.7ResolMng Walter Rights Probilim

To resolve water rights.prob4ems, the planner slid first attempt to

define the, water rights setting that could affect them fate of any

renovated water and then be aware of the quantity and priority of all

rights in the distrfet or basin. The next' step is to define the water

rights constraints fon all alternatives. Once. the candidate systems

have been selected, the _point of discharge, availability and quantity of

discharge, and modifidktions-to existing practice's should, be examined.

If problems are likely with any'of the feasible alternatives, a water

rights 'attorney should be consulted to define more .closely the legal

constraints on the alternatives and to ddfine,the owner/operator's

rights and responsibilities. If the owner's rights to the renovated

water can he established, he can now trade those rights with any

potentially damAged senior rights or use the revenues from sale of the

water to `:offset possible damage claims.
At

3.6.2 Governmental Programs

';' .

The most important federal programs that should be considered in land

treatment, in additiorfto the EPA ConstructfOri Grants Program, are the
Soil Conservation Service, Bureau of Reclamation, and U.S. Army.Corps of

Engineers with their-reclamation/irriglatiOn programs being of greatest

interest., However, .despite the 'national policy of. .wastewater

reclamation L31J and the National Water Commission's recommendation to

exchariga, sewage effluent with potable water now being used for

irrigati9n, previously subsidized water resources programs bften result

in sucR g low water price's that 'renovated wastetater cannot be

competitively marketed [27].

84"
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In western states, reclamation/irrigation. projects are , presently*
financed by interest-free loans to farmers or irrigation districts and
can be repaid in 40 +years with the first payment due 10 years from.
project 'completion for a 50. year total payback peridd.. In eastern
states, up to 50% of the cdst of supplying irrigation water is borne by
the federal government; the remainder is repaid over 40 years at low
interest (currently around 5%Y L27].'

In. cases where, treated wastewater reuse and sale is desired, the
potential markets for irrigatiop sales andindustrial cooling br process
water should be evaluated. IX the irrigation reuse is not able to
compete with existing federal program's, potential 'industrial users
should be cpntacted. They may be interested because they are not
eligible fora federVly subsidized water prdjects, and may be prevented
from expanding or relocating because of a lack of usable water.

3.6.3 Land Use

The planner shouldbe cognizant of: the fulA'spectrum of land uses in the
study area. Further, he , must- be aware 'of the community goals and
objectives expressed by', the Oroposed'distribUtion of land use in the
area's general plan.. With this,knowledge, the pl nnercan develop the
opportunities for land4treatment sites that will h p achieve these land
use goals and objectives. Further, the' site loc tion, type of system,
and related facilities . can be Olannedto-optimize confOrmance to-the
proposed environmental and social.setting%

.

AS a general' guide, the .type of land.Uses that. are encountered are
.

residential, 'coMmercial, recreational, urban', open space,

agriCultural, wilderness, ancL greenbelt preserpes.. In urban areas,
residentiah commercial, and indUstrial use's are the. most difficult to
develop .compatible plans for, whereas recreational and urban open space
uses are theeasiest.' Agricultural,. wilderness, and greenbelt preserve
uses 'arse most easily',incorporated into land treatment site planning

L32j.
. d?

.

.A variety of data sources may be used. to evaluate.present and planned,

land' uses for the study area. MoSt city, county, and regional planning
alencies have land use plans' that indicate present land use policy.
.Often, the plant for future land use. are current, but actual land use, is
out of date. In' this.case, satellite earth-imagery photographs may.be
helpful. By using LANDSAT (Lan Satellite) or ERTS (Earth Resources
Technology Satellite) photographs, not only.present land uses:buL.31So
number of very useful physical, phenomena, such as the extent of t
flood plain, location of unmapped. faults, and point sources
pollution, can often be determined [33J. Although.the:techniques f

photointerpretation area subject'beyond the scope of this manualt
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color, false color infrared, and color, infrared prints of the study area
'as obtained from the USGS, can provide valuable, up-to-date information
133J.

When completed, `the Land Use Data and Analysis (ODA) Program of. the
USGS will be an invaluable planning tool. LUDA will provide a

comprehensive collection and analysis of land use and land cover data on
a nationwide basis. Individual land use/cover maps will be released
following compilation. Periodic revision-of_the data is planned.

400

Once the land uses have, been identified, the study area should be
divided into population density areas forcomparison with the.land uses.
The preferred sites tend to lie in, areas that have the lowest population
dentities (5 persons Ver. acre or less) L32.1. This will, have.. the

po'sitive side effect of minimizing the number of relocations (with their
attendant costs and legal problems) that may be required. Those sites
with the lowest population density and withtcompatible land use should
be ranked high in the evaluation process for preliminary screening.

The Zoning for eich candidate site should be checked. .Zoning laws are
the means by which a community maintains local control over what kinds
of land uses are allowed. They are also the means by which the tax
assessment rates are set 1.34]: If a site appears to be excellent in all
other 'respects but zoning conflicts ex ''st, use permits or waivers may be
obtained through the agency having zoning authority.

In addition to minimum population density, the size of land parcels in
Itte study area will strongly affect the final site selection. The
fewest number of land parcels needed-to develop a site'will result in
the' least, number .of property acquisitions olease contracts and the o

:reloCation of the least number of families; Assessors plats are the
usual source of this type of information.

e::.23.6.4 Environmental Setting

Most public projects' require. an assessment of their impacts to the
environment. P Although . the environmental impact statement (EIS)a
procedure is lengthy and described in numerous sources, , a brief
description of certain key topics is presented.

3.6.4.1 iggetation.and Wildlife

The important rel tionships are between .the ecological communities.
Once these are efined as cloSely, as posiible, the task of evaluating



how. the overall ecosystem may adjust to project-created stress becomes

'easier to accomplish, and the results are easier to relate to decision-

mak6s [35].

If the interrelationships of the various plant and animal ecosysteMs

cannot be defined suffitlently to evaluate the stress, the'following
information, .0e.a minimum, should be obtained:

iThOhabilS of rare or endangered species [36]pk,
LocatAliteinique or rare native ecological communities [36]

Prefei-red routes of migratory animals4or birds

Locations of .jeeding, watering, nesting, and mating areas--

Pe§peciallyedf thdse animals that have a low tolerance for..

human activity

Areas whose ecosytems. would be substantially altePed-by -

periddically, pplied water or a raised groundwater table

Plant communities with higl ,. water tolerance to the land

treatment alternatiyes

Some of 'thee led" data maybe available in the community or regional
. .

l4Ind use or co> ehen ye rpl ans. Other excellent sources are state fish

and game depa tment I or the U.S. Bureau of Sports Fisheries and

Colleges and universities usually have data on the flora and

fauna ' of a region to their biology and zoology departments.

s Conservation .groups, such as the Sierra Club, Audubon Society, Isaac.
Walton League, and Ducks 'Unlimited, either have access' to these data or

know where they can be obtained. Many communities have a naturalist who

0 has intimate knowledge of unrecorded data. If possible, these people

should be -consulted before and'during the definition of the vegetation

4 and wildlife setting.

f" In the evaluation of the sites for the initial and final screenings,
vegetation and wildlife considerations can be significant. Encroachment

on the habitats of rare, endangered, or threatehed species could

eliminate Op site from further. consideration. If an entire study area

has been-designated as a potential habitat, afield survey is required .

for direct :"pbservations by qatlified biologists/zoologists. In the

absence of...direct observations, these professionals Can usually render-

judgments on the possibility of the species being found at the various

sites.
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0.3.6.4.2 Histdrical and Archadol9gical Sites

r.

0 .

Because 1 and treatment systems involve large areas of lAnd , the ..'
possibility of encountering an. hi storiaal or archaeological site within
the project study area must be carefully considered. Pursuant to the
National Historic P,reservi on Att (PL 89-655) of 1966, :_many states have
begun programs. of .1 n entifyi,ng ''l historic or archaeologic features or0 :
structures. Some Iv,. have also developed purchase and preservation

Probraas L3717 Repo ,. .,itotn the plans are excel lent sources, of data for4

.. regi oral. . consideration thecAdata can be fogAd in. local universities
or college hi story or ge t, epartments. 'Aid should be solicited from
the local historical. chaeological. organizations and their
individual members. ' N, < . 6. . . ..',:1

1.
e *tl,' - 4tC".'.

Social and, Econoni
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The othe aspect of the public acc
,

reuse of (
"
fenovated water--may depe

resource. , ,A. recent study conduc
cOmmtAities indicates, that the publ fc

i 1 i ty eyal uati on -;,`r. eacti on to,,
the contemOatecruse of tha,11..

southern. CalifOrr03,'
`ready fora large-scale", reuse- of

renovated.' water ,, for TurPoses that do not involve body, contact uses , of,.
rerY ated' water. \In this same tudy, government. officials ,were surveyed
nationally, and y rated. "putilic acceptability lower than the ger)O-al
Public ra, ed. i in 12 of the 13 potential reuse categories4 ,T4se- '
oft ficials . 9/re' :generally the most', conservative of the fOur, .4r-OW

I
stihveyed general publtc, water resources experts ',, industryarSa'.
governMent. official s). ,The,, results are'sumniarized in Figure 3r9 L.1.2,1..-,,, , . , .,

,These' . polf results should not be considered indicative .of \the:kincf:9,
acceptance that may be encountered el sewhere as Southern C,a1 iforhia
had p'os,ittiv.e 'experiences with wastewater reclamation. It was hotewOA y
that local OfficialS, 'who deal wl,th the public on a daily Etes.1,si',.,rated-:-;0..'
*pdbl,fic .-t ceeptabi 1 ity tower than other govArnment officials PfoWky,er;;-aS
reclafflation,,,, anservaii9n of resources, alkd waiver shortages.

acdelptance to wastewa,te) refoOtti on and- reu .:§ho Id
improves .` K. S st e

The project p;),a,nrier or etiRi neer shoul real ite that.41fjand:treatmient
and, water irenoyafjOn i s unknown ire; the: study a'rea,..it;May: r-epregent: a
mafo*cndigVin conildering walAt water management .,440 pitblic education
program mad be necessary. Unle peopte understandAhat...is pro ed! and
how i' .4n efit the many:cqnge,Wi 11 be resistei'E44. public
advisgty boarci Sp he acceptance -14nd' ,..treatment
al ternti ve'S. T he probl em, of ;representative. jnifthe advisory

:board' i s i c* a new writ A typiteJ :range' of 4tor the group
r 7

might ipclpde :the lipowi ' A.44

Fiji* r s. represei ing irrigatiOh/di,t.rictt o
011:Y-

t h4ve a fli4h, pptenti for systemf:roPriY lownter n- areas
siting

Civia-grour trite ested ,in communIV.,,devel'opment

iii#4

There are '04eksetftia1lly tWo-..type4,:of '.public =participation programs:
reactive and 'participative.' In reactive, programs the major events ip
the plapninV Trosess (e.g.:, alternative sites for consideration') are
presented to ttLe ppti ie. 4re reactions- to the information presorted 'and
the remarks of the paytic*Ints are incop 'ed jilt°, the final screening
and selection prodes'
1.

ireParticipative planning di fferipi in-. the,: Aumber of meetings and the
alternative selectiOn.proiss. ntililber, of public hearing,s are held in

-42



FIGURE 3-9

PUBLIC ACCEPTABILITY' OF RENOVATED WATER REUSE [42]
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which the alternatiVelq are presented, "and the advantages and

disadvintiges are 14sted. The next meeting presents any new

alternatives or advantages/disadvantages frbm theprevious meetings.

Any rejected alternativevare ,shown and the reasons for-their rejection

are outlined. This ,process is repeated until, a final selection is made

08]. The unique '''nvolvemAnt, of the public at all stages of the

alternative devel, nt will generate more useful informed feedback and

public support 144,

The definition of the social end econofiric setting and the evaluation of

public, acceptance 'will be the result of working within the study area
framework and constant interaction between the participants.

.3.7 Evaluation of Alternative SysteMs .

The number of alternatives to be evaluated in detail will depend on
factors specific to each project, and may involve one or -More chdices oaf

the treatment process, the site location, or the recoVery/reuse dptions

for the renovated water. On the other hand, the topographY and Soil

conditions Within a given project area may 'restrict land ::treatment to

one feasible process, or a very limited 'number .of potential' sites'may.'be

-available. A careful' preliminary investigation and screening peocess is

necessary, to identify a number of alternatives without sacrifiting an

objective approach.

For the wirposes of this manual, the EPA cost - effectiveness onalysis

procedures doCuMented in 40 CFR_ 35, Appendi x .A, :are Cl osely followed

, These proC4dUres must be used in selectirig municipal wastewater'
management syStems submitted for construction grant funding' under PL 92 -.

500. For other planning :situations, the EPA document provides a

- complIte evaluation procedure that ,can be adapted to. it particular

objectives., General references on engineering economic eValuations [46]

and benefit/cost agalysis,(in ki,ater, resources' planning L47] can
additional backgroutld *infbrmatiOn for methods' of evaluating' al

proVi de
terna-',

The EPA Or dures require- an. evaluation of both monetary and :

.nonmbnetary factors: Thy most 'Cost4ffecti ve alternative is 'described

as fdl lowS 145]:.

.4.

,

The most ,cost, feCtme alternative. sfial I be the waste treatment

management sySte :determingd from the analysis to havethe lowest

present' worth / 40/Or equ*oelen't annual value .without 'overriding

adverse rionmOnetary costs and to realize at least .identical.mitiimum

_benefits in terms of applicable Federal 'State, and 'local standards.

for effluent / quality, water quality, water reuse and/or land

'subsurface disposal.

.

In. the. following sections; both,monetary ,cost factors and nohmonetary.

aveCts of 'land treatment - systems are discUsSed. Detailed costa:

,
:-0,,



Ivaluation procedures are not described, but meghkods of comparing
overall costs and nonmonetary factors for 11 :,,;treatment and
conventional systems are discussed. tc.

Cost Estimating

, 40

Factors that influence' both capital and operation and maintenance costs
are discussed in the following'paragraphs. Only a.few cost figures are
actually Prepted, but references ar made to specific sources of cost
tnformation cause, the cost ef ectiveness of land' treatment is
sensitive to 'd cost, a separate discussion for estimating this item
As included.i thads of Ayaluating revenues and a discussion of
tradeofft tfiht ,are, unique tb lanrtreatment cost analysis are also
discussed,. -"

I

. ,

Curves. -,fOr-taPftal*costs are available in Cots'of Wastewater Treatment
bp Land Application [48] The !Stage II curves are recommended in
conducting cost estimates. .Althougethe base date for these curves was
February 1973, they should' not be arbitrarily'updatgi by conventional
Cost indexes.' 'A comparison of unit; costs for, key items, such as
earthwork and contidupus-move sprinkling equipment, may provide A more
reasonable' estimate of the increase' in current'local prices.over the ,

prices of February 1973 [49]. b..'

..

,
. .

.

catithat might. bed' . ,used for ,preapplication treatment include
primary Sedtmentation and aerated lagooris. Their capttal costs can-be
deierminedArom published:cost curves far, conventional treatment systems:
[50, '51], recent construction bids, and current price quotations, as
necessary. Additional cost estimating 'Oita have been published for
.aerated lagoons because they are commonly used yin conjunction with land
treatment systems [48, 52].1 Costs:should include, sludge handling as
:well asliquid protessing components.

.

A chedklist of fhe items requiring a capital cost estimateris provided
in Table 3-13. These should be completed for each alternative system.

Ap
Sa1yage. values at the ',ends of the planning- period for structures and
equipment° should be'.based'on expected service life.'` Appendix A of 40
CFR35 [45] specifies service. iives to be used in Section 201 facilities
planning (under PL 92-500) as followW

',Land

Structures
Process' equipment .

Auxiliary equipMedt

3-45
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15 to 30 years
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TABLE 3 -1,3

CHECKLIST OF'CAPITAL COSTS. FOR ALTERNATIVE-

LAND TREATMENT SYSTEMS [481

Alternative No,.
Average. flow

Ty0eof system Analysis date.

mgd

Total Amortized

cost, $ cost,

Al'
PreapplicationAreatment

. .

'ITranSMiSsfOh

'Storage ,

Mgal..

Fieldprgpatfation

. Recovery
.

. Additional 'costs

SerVite and
interest'fator at.

SUBTOTAL

.SUBTOTAL

Land0 at /acre,

TOTAL.

/.

7

a. Check salvage values,Jable.3-1A and preceding text:

b. Sett-ion 3.7'.1.3:.

Additional guidelines. for service life
are given in Table 3-14.

(';irrigation -system comOnents



r. TABLE 3-14

'SUGGESTED SERVICE LIFE FOR COMP4ENTS.OF
AN 'IRRIGATION SYSTEMA531 '

':.Service life

Hoursb Years

Well can casing
Pump plant housing'

Pump, turbine
-Bowl (about 50% of cost of pump unit) 16,000 8
Column, etc. 32,000 16

Pump, centrifugal *2,000. 16

Power transmission
Gear head

Flat belt,
Flat belt, leather

Power units
. Electric motor a 50,000 . 25

Diesel engine 28,000.k? 14
Gasoline or distillate

Air' cooled 8,0 '4
Water cooled 18,00 9'

Propane engine 28,000 .t ,14.

Open farm ditches (permaneht)°.

Concrete structures 20
Concrete pipe systems

Wood ilumes
: 8

Pipe, surface, gated
Pipe, water,works class 40

Pipe, steel,.coated, underground 20 r
Pipe, aluminum, sprinkler use , 15.

Pipe; steel, coated, surface*use only. 10'
Pipe, steel galvaRzed, surface 'only 15

Pipe, wood buried

Sprinkler htads
Solid set sprinkler system 20 .

10-14 ,

15-20

',Traveling gun hose system .
Land gradingc

None

rut4er and!fabrici

30,000 15 .

6,000 3
10,400 5
20,000 10

,CeAter 'pivot sprinkler.system
Side roll traweling systek
Traveling guw;sprinkler stem

Reservoirsd

a:.'Certain irrigation equipment may have a litier life
when 'used in a wastewater treatment system'.

b. l'hee hours may be used fax year -round operation.'
'The comparable priod in bars was ,based on a
seasonal use of.2 000 h /yr.

. Some sources depreciate land leveling in 7 to
yearS. However, if proper annual maintenance ispracticed, figure 'only, interest on the .reveling.
costs. Use interest on capital invested-in water...i.
right purchase., 0," ' ,

al.'. Except where silting from watershed above will, fi
reservoir in, an estimated period of, years. . Yoe



,3.7.1.2 Annual 0g6ration andMaintinancg Costs

,
Operation and maintenance. costs include labOr,.materials and supplies,'
and poWer costs: They may'be assumed constant for the'-planning, period
though many of-the Costs will viiry throughout..the period; particularly
(hose which are flow-dependent, such as Power costs for aerati,on and

puilipi rig, and chemical costs. If kflow: expected to -...i,ncrease
substantial ly during the planning `''-Period ?: varying - .'operation and
maintenance costs should be analyzed on a year -by' =year basis (life- cycle
cost) or by reducing theAotal future, value of the intreasing annual
costs to an equivalent annuity amount.il '4

Preapplication treatment, will require operation4nd maintenance laboro
materials _including chemicals, ,and power costs. These costs canbe
determined froth" cost estimating sturces _for conventional treatment

[50, 51 54]. Additional operation cost data on aerated
lagoOns can be obtained from Other sources [48]. Operation and
maintenance costs for the remaining categoriOs can be lound in reference
L4E0. A checklist has also been'prepared..for operation 'and 'maintenance
cost estimating purpo'Ses and is shown in.Table 3-15.-

/

:3.7:1.3 Land COS.ts'

3.7:1.3.1 Fee-Simple Purchase
4.,
..,

The land category includes° thse cost of .acquiring land for application
sites, buffer zones, ser:vice roads, storage reservoirs, preapplication'
treatment facilities, administratiVe and, labqratory buildingsi andother
miscellaneous facilities., Easements for transmission pipelines may also
be,inclUded tri this category.

41

Land tr : predPplication ,treatment "fatilities and oth'er permanent
struct.r,es ,is uvally purchaSed outright if it is not already under

vcontr of the astewater management "'agency. Several optiont are
pote , *ally.' available .for acquisition or. control of the land used for
the 4treatment prOcesse These inclUde outright purchaie (fee-simple.
acquIs i ti on ) ; , l otilg-terli, lease 49r easement, and purchase with .1 easeback

'of the land with no direct inVolvement in the management. of the land. A4ft'

separate"froptid-n Of 'simply negotiating, contracts with priVate landoWners
to sell i or cle14Yer , ktastewater for rapplicatilon 'would' eliminate land
,acquisition as a'icapital cost. Acdording to a recent survey? feetsimple'
lanclacquitition is preferred by most states, comm4nliti es ;', and federal
a5encies;155.3..

," .*

, 4
, .,,, , , ir' .% it, vj. , d

,Purchase of the .land4.1proiddes the ffiliest degr.ea -of control Over the
fapplication -:-ite.s and ensures uninteirmiPted, land, aVailab9ity.tAr both

) ,



TABLE 3-15
,

.
.

ItHECKLIST OF ANNUALOKRATIOVAND MAINTENANCE COW
FOR ALTERNATUFLAND,TREATMENT:SYSTEMS-L481-

, .

..

Alternative No.
Type of system

Average Mgar)d
Analysis dat

Annual cost

TOIal

Preappl ica ti on treatment
3

Transmission.

£tarage

Distribution

RoCovery

, Add i tionaT costs

_ Revenues

Land lease

SUOTOTAL

a... Sectfon 3.7.1.4.

sh-Ort-term and-long-tom planning. In many.: cases, vurchaseCwitl be more
economical' than leastrig or easements. rothis option;:landadcquisitiom.'
is treated as a Simple capital experiaitur*,,, 4

-
, ,

.
.', -

Fsir'projects eligible for. PL . 92-500,construCtion grant funding,-pqrchase
of land to be used as, an integral, part of:the treatment-prfrkss is,



4 '

\

eligfble. Purghase and leaseback of land forogricultpial or other use

'involving application of wastewater 'would require an initial capital

expenditure and annual (revenues, or Aegativo *ration c6sts,' as

discussed in a later section. '
4

Assuming that land is purchased, the capital cost: is determined simply,

by multiplying -the total area required by the prevailinglmarket

Methods of estimating the total, area required have been discussed in

.Section .3.3. Because 'the final_alternatives'usualTyiinclude specific .

,sites, the prevailing market value can be estimateefrom .information

supplied4by a local source, such as the tax assessor's office: In a few

cases, the, wastewater managementagency may already control sufficient

`land and acquisition is therefore eliminated as a capitay)cost faCtor.-

The costs Of relocating residences and other buildings must be..included

estimate of initial cost's and are highly dependeRt on the

Reclamation, and state highway departMents 'a

lbcation. Agencies such as the .U.S. Army Corps Ilessist
in the

ineers, U.S.:.'

Bureau of Reclamatib
estimates. For federally funded projects, the acquisition'of land and

relocation of residents must be conducted in accordance with the Udiform

Relocation Assistance and Land Acquisition Policies Act of 1970. In ne

case, retotation- costs for mdving approximately 200 familes aver

about $5000 perifamily, plus about-$300 000 fcir administration of0

program L42]

,

EFA guidelines require that the salvage value of land be assumed equal

to "the initial purchase price. Land values may, in fact, appreciate

considerably during the planning periods, particularly. if relativelS,

undeveloped land is purchased initially.'

.04

3.7.4.3.2 Leastng

The cost of leasing land for application Purposes is incliideCi as an

operation cost for those alternatives in which fee-simple acquisition is

not' a viable' or an economic option. However, long-term leases,are

eligible for PL 92-500 construction grant financing, if theican be

shoWn'to be more cost-effective.
')

°

It has been estimated that leasing/easement's will be cost-effective only

for. several hundred projects nationwide. Mogt of these projects would

be in arid or semiarid areas where effluent has.a high valve and land

has a low. value. In these .areas, some landowners may be willing to

either pay for wastewater effluents, accept wastewater-effluents free of

charge, or make. leasing arrangements at a' nominal charge. To. be

eligible for grant ,funding, the lease or easement should include the

conditions shown in Table 3 -16..

'3-50'



TABLE 3 -16
-

REQUIREMENTS FOR LAND. LEASING FOR PL 92 -500 GRANT FUNDLNG [56]

Limit the purpo of the Yeast t".!! easement ,p land applicatIon!'and activities :

. ,

. .

incident -la application. . ,

I
Describe expl c tly the property use desired..

Waive the 1 ndownersiE'right to restoration of .the property at theterqp.nation
of the lea efeasement, .

ReCogniz ng the serious. risk of premature lease termination, provfdelor fill
recover of damages by the:grantee in such An event with recovery of the pAid
federa share or, alternatively, retention of tRe federal share to be used!
sblel for the. eligible costrof the expa or modification of thetreatment
work associated with thepro ect. The'dama..-. would include the differefice
bet een'the. total jiiresent wor h of treatment ^orkS changes resulting from
premature termination and the osts resulting front expiration of the lease:
The damages would a }sb includ any additional-losses or costs due to unplanned

.

disruption of wastewater tr ment.
.

._

Prov.ide for payment-ofthe lease/easement in' a lurriPium for the full value.of

.
.

.
.

the entire _term.
.

.

. , .. .-

.

Provide for leases/easements for a minimum of twenty' (20) years, or. the us' ful
life of the. treatment plant, whichever is longer,`with an option of Tenewalfor
an additional term,. as deemed appropriate. J

tt

'3.7.1.4 Revenues

Revenues' can accrue from crop sales, sale of renovated water, sale of
'treated effluent for land application, or.leaseback of purchased land
for farming or other purposes. In the evaluat4on,and compariSon of ,

alternatives revenue estimates can be viewed at offsetting or negative
annual costs', but with a higher% degree -of uncertainty than with
estimating capital and operating costs. Crop retitrns -may be anticipazed
from slow rate processes in, which the wastewater management agency
controls the land and manages the farming, while overland flow and rapid
infiltration processes generally will not produce significant crop
revenues. In either case,- revenmes can,be expected to offset only a
`portion of the total. operatingcost.. Prevailing market values for crops
can usually be obtained from state university cooperative extension
services, but yield estimates must,be made for the proposed conditions
of application. These estimates are preliminary andlcan be based on

Ztypical yields for the local area cases,_ however,
optimization of, proposed application rates ased on crop yield,
revenues, and costs may be investigated during the development of
alternatives. Economic models for such a procedure have been published
[57, 58].

- Relatively little information on crop revenues %is available from
agencies that actually manage their own farming' operations: The most



widely. ,reported, operation is the one at Muskegon, Michigan (Section

7.6). bmring 1975, the first full year of operation, total crop '-

revenues amounted to abdut: 44% of the total operating expenses, /

including a farming management .contract fee L59]. The revenues

increased an estimated 60% in 1976. The farm operated by Sark Angelo,

TeAashere slow rate,applitation- steof_wawater is used (Section .7.5),

is als,

where
reported-to be profitable.

For alternatives that propose purchase of land by the Wastewater agency

and subsequent leaseback to farmers with an agreement to Use wastewater

for applicatton,_ a second source of income, is the estimated lease

payment. In Bakersfield, California, this tyd df arrangement brings,

revenues to the .city at, are approxiMately 20% of total.treatment

operating expenses L60J. j

Another major gource'of incomemay.be.the 04ovated water recovered from,

land. treatment systems, particularly runoff from Overland flow systems,"

or pumped 'withdrawal following -rapid infiltratiop vystems. Possible

markets it& the renovated water'must be investigated on A case-by-cave /

basis. ethods.of assessing, the relative-value of renovated wastewater /

for ;various uses and leVels of effluent quality are discussed in /

reference 161J. Potential reuse categories and possible 'user costs that

would/ have to be borne "as a result of using renovated Wastewatlr,ratherl

than/normal supplieg kre discussed in a separate study 162J.

.

a

For some projects, the quality and quantity of renovated water from all

alternatives may not be% sufficiently different to affect the

marketability of the .effluent. For those 'situations, revenues ftom the

sale of renovated Water may not'be.a meanillfuLevaluativejactor for/

comparison purpdges.
.

3.7.1.5 Cost Tradeoffs
k

. .

(here are many considerations that 'can improve the Cost-effectivenessof.

an alternative withdut changing overall treatment performance. Someof

the mare important,tradeoffs that should be considered in anOyzing the

'alternatives are summarized in Table 3-17..

-1

.3.7.-21.Nonmonetary Considerations

T0 -complete the cost-effect.* analysis as previously.defined, a ran

of nonmonetary .factorg should be evaluated for-each,alternative. ..r is

eva,luation2also serves as a basis for unavoidable. adverse tmpacts of `stlie

selected plan and for outlining mitigation measures for these impac4.

-Nonmonetary factbrs, as listed in Table 3-18, may be divided into fdur

categories: (1), treatment performance and reliability, (2) environmen-

,tal impacts, '01 resource,commitmentp,,and14) implementation and legal

lconstraints, Z.13



: TABLF 3-'17

COST TRADEOFF, CONSIDERATIONS: ry,R
LAND 'TREATMENT: SYSTEN1Sa.

Option A versus ,Option B.

Land leveling for surface flooding

Cash crop revenues and operating costs

High d.rawdown rates from storage .1.,
requiring high vol'ume.punips .

. (minimizes ktorage volume)

Existing vegetation

Double. cr,cpping

Orie 8 hour daily shift, no weekend
application ('requires larger
pumps, pipes)

Automatic systems' (hi gh capital )

tl '

',Spririkler systems,

Forage and cover (requires less land).

Low.di.adown Yates requjring
pumps and ilistribqtion.facilities
(requives more land) ,'

,

Land preparation for high..nitrori.
uptake vegetation

Perennial crops

. Ocund:the-clock and weekend .operajga
(higher operating cost)

Nonautomatic. systems (high aperatibn
and maintenance) , ,

a-. The List is intended to. show some of the more obvious option Many othervrill arise in the Vternative dqvelopment/ ;

TABLt 3-1,8,

I

Treatment PerfoMnance and ral ty

Abilityto meet effluent cAlityiwater guality goals
Process reliability and control

.s Process flexibility,.

2. Environmental impacts

. NiiNMDNETARY FACTD,RS .FOR

.EVALUATION OF ALTERNATIVES
.

Archaeological-1 historical, geologicaksites
., Plant and animal communities
,Surface and groundwaters

Soils
'Air quality and odors
Noise riria traffic
Putili health
'Land use

Soci,il issues
Economic issues

Secondary (induced-:growth) effects

3. Resource commitments

Land ,

Energj,

Chemicals,

4.. Implementation and\legal,c,constraints

Implementation authority
Water rights

v. 'Existing regufations and plans

r
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. . .
,

Table -1$ can serve?'as a comprehensive guideline for, comparing:
atternatives, but it must be recognized. that each planning" situation is.

.:iniiiqUe. Some factors _may be relatively insignifica in one situation, : -

while others may be.'critical, YThe approadh used to ompare each.factor

for Various- alternatives may be selected by the anner/engineer or may

be dictated by ...requirementsi of the study. For/. example,-the Urban

Studies Program specifically discourageSIthe e of numerical ratings in
/.

the ImpAt Assessment and Evaluatibp Append ,x of its reports- ;[35]. The

planner/eng4heer must 'be aware of particular requirements f 'r evaluating ,

i

., . .

. , ..,
., ..., _

.
environmental. or Aber factors .for d specific type of prcij ct. . .

7,,

. .

. 7 .;'2.1 Reiqo mance and' Rli abi 1 i ty
r .1 .r..>. '

. .

. .

g that are not capable 0 meeting minimum effluent quality or
water qua) ty ' criteria, and those that. provide* signi fii@antly higher,

*/-qualitY at unacceptable cost, will 'normally be eliminated during the .

preliminary sdreening,process. Thus; the expected effluent quality' from

al 1 'qlternatives May be relative y similar-and, may not provide a basis

-.for Comparison. However', .there a e some differences in effluent quality,
.

' ,from.' the vartous.land treatment rocesses; as pointed out in Chapter. 2.

These, differences 'should be noted when two or more processes' of land

treatment, are being, compared There may also be differences" in

performance when, conventional and land treatment alternatives are ..

compared. 'For exampie, a compartsod:of expected effluent quality from

two conventional 4/stenis, three: land treatment systems; and' four

,advanced wastewater 'treatment ,systems is presented in Table -3=19. ''

.
Well, planned and.. Verged - land treatdenf systems are reliable [64j..

Factors that affect the reliability of land Ireatment systems include

climatid toliditions, natural disasters, and equipment. breakdown. Futuri

resource avai 1 abi Ti ty ghoul d al so , be eValuated, particularly
. _

comparing land treatment systems with -systems'thatconsume a higher -.

quantity of power and/or chenSicals. .

r o a

The -flexibility off; any treatment system;'ancra4-1 flits components', vto i . :

adapt to changing conditions should be ev.alUated. sCondiKons that .might: .;

change include effluent quallity 'standards-rwasteigater thanacteristiCs, ....

. growth., rate,or growth beyonq,thie planning pe,riod,-4urrou ,ing land use; ', --.---

and technological advances. , t f parti ular concern in land treatment
.

syStems is the future avai1 abi li tiy,of 1 and:. Prudent Ydesi gn will 'avoid .) _

-situations on which na land is, availa161 for future exp,ansion. - / , 1

;. ...,..

Envi onmental IMpacts

Information on characterizing Oaribus '.aspects of the.environdental

setthig was presented. in Section 3.6. With this background-, the priniary

and secondary impacts of.each.pf theualternative, ans may be assessed.

1 Of
3-5:4



TABLE 3-1.9
. ..

'COMPARISON OF EFFLUENT 'QUALITY ''FOR.

/,C,ONVENTIONAL , LAND TREATMENT, _AND:,
ADVANCED, WASTEWATER TREATMENT SYSTEMS'. L631-

E.
.

System

Effluent constituent, mg/Lk"

D SS N113- ilOsaN .Total N
..

'Conventional .reatment
Aerated laiz)p'ir 35 '40 '10 20 .Activated sludge 20 25 20 1G . 30

Land treatment

:Slow -rate
'.Overland flow
Rapid

Advanced lwastewater
treatinenta

1

3'
4

1 0.5 2,5 3 0.1
5 0.5 '.2.5 3 5

. .. 10' 10 2

'12 -15 a .1 . 29 30 8%,
15- 16 ...,... - 3i
5
5, ..

5
5 .20

.

.-.
10' 30 '0.5,... .-.... 3 0.5... .

a. The advanced wastewater treatment systems are as allows:
1 = biological-nitrification ,2 -= biological nitrification-denitri fi cation3 =tertiary, twd-stage lime- coagulation,and filtration,
4 = tertiary, two-stage linie coagulation,. filtration,

and selective ion exch'ange.
, 1

Resource Commitmerits
,

The use and deriservitibn' of rdsoirs..t.-and, energy, and chemicalswill.

....,,.. J-,

be indirectly included in the cost anal)sis,-but the 'noneconomiC impacts':
.t.haUld.be evaluated as well. The amount of .land-committed to.wastewater
treatment ,and renovation will be larger,forlanthtreatment ,systems than

.for.. conventional treatment systems. The .eltent to which this Is 'a .

negative or 'positive impact frnvolv.es evaluation of-several factors ,.
discussed in the preceding section,. including.project land use, and

. social; and economic issues: It must be recognized that .the use of the ..
land iS,necessarily a l:qng-term commitment. However,' ttie land usedloir-
an' appliCation site is not destroyed or irrevocably altered. 'When
operation's cease, it again becomes aval iable,fpr.other land uses..,. ,..

, s ,

, .

Energy requirements shou4d be compared independently of the, cost
,irialysis. Land treatment energy requirements will 'depend signffiCantly a.

, on the distance and elevation required,for-transmisSion, as weltei,on
other pumping requirement's. Conventional or advanced Wastewater



" '
iA

treatment PrOcesses % may, requi re rel ati %felt,' hi gh..energyiinputs, -in _part
becailse . of they energy, required for additional slAdge handl Jug. and

Rel -compari sons of energy requirements for a number of
treatment.S'trategles have been published .L.54, s.

-Chemilcal , requirements shoul Ct. bee evalmated pri Mari ly on the .basi s of e
future ,,availAbility; which, will dep d', in'Tart,' on the location of the
project.' If ,disinfection of supp, mental fertilization is needed, '
.heinical-s.. may be needed - for ia. lan reatment system. In advanced

, Wastewater:- treatmeot, .,.: there are many ,addi t rocesses that require
. Chemicals. Land al ternatives invol vi n --:-euttivatibn Ar)d.

, ,.

harvesting of crops can be viewed as conserving.. Filutrients, whereas-most
advanced wastewater treatment! methods for nUttient 'removal tie up or
rel

,

.. o

' / Iease nOtrients An a relatively unusable form.

. 3,7.3 Flap Selection

The approach_ 4a .en, to summarize an present the result of the
,evaluation will depend: on the. speci c planning situation. ,- Monetary'
costs 'for each alternative; should be, ressed, on the baiis of total
present worth or equivalent 'annual cost. Nonmonetary.'factors should bt
presented:; on a numErical scale or expressed in-qualitative ,terms. To
the rgreatest extent poSsible, the summary should penult coMparison of

land'. treatment, and` conventional treatment system °film equivalent
.

basis. , . ',. I.- \. .. - ,
. , , . .

.,i. I ; .
The actual selection.' prOcess ay involve the

.
wastewatermanagement..e

agency, the engineer/planner, technical or pontechhical adVisory grlotips,.,'
input, from cit,ilzens or special interest groups,' and otter. interested-J.
g,overnmental, bodie's. The selected alternative is the most cost
effective,. reliably meets all Water quallty'goals; and does Rgt -ha,ie

., ..

overriding' honmonetary..impacts. * .

- , .

2,

Once a, plan has been Selected tentatively, the final-,step .shoUld_be to
address i any *-ady_erse -impac'ts associated with 'thepTan that are a.

unavoidable. '--, Mi-tigatIng measures should be 'outlined to ensure at the
planning stage thatsuch impacts: can be mi mini zed. ,

:-'
(

':,:/
, ,

e .
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4.1 Introduction

CHAPTER 4

.FIELD INVESTIGATIONS

.

T4e primary infpnnation for a specific site can usually be found in a
USDA-SCS county soil survey. Detailed field investigation's are often
needed, however, to assess the suitability of, a site for land treatment.
The intent, Of -this chapter i s to outl lne those tests normally .conducted
for each type of land' treatment process,- the reasons for their use, and

, the conclusions that can be reached from the results. The procedures
for conducting these tes

.

re discussed elsewhere: infiltTation,
permeability, and are discussed in Appendix C; and
physical and chemical soil =tests are discussed in Appendi4 F. "The

significance of various wastewater characteristics to land' treatment is
so presented. The fi el d tests'nonnal ly associated with land treatment

processes are sunima-rizeilin Table 4-1.

TABLE .11-1

SUMMARY OF FIELD TESTS F0.174, LAND TREATMENT PROCESSES
Ak

Properties

'Processes

Slow raXISR)
..Rapid . Overl and

flow (OF: infiltration (RI)

WaStewiter
constituents.

Soil, physical
properties:..

Sbil hydraulic
properties

Soil chemical
properties

Ni trogen , :pliosphoeus , BOD,. SS; nitrogen,
SAR,, ECa, boron phosphor-US

Depth of profile"

Texture -and - structure

Deptli.e, profile

Texture and structure

Infiltration rate T Infiltration rate

Subsueface Su6sUrface
permeability permeability

Aquifer tests Aquifetests. '
(optional)

pH, CEC, exchange-
cations (% 'of CEC)
ECO , .metal sb,

phosOhoirus ads04:
ti on .(epti onal )

BOD, SS, nitrogen,
phosphorus'

Depth of profile

Texture.7and structure

I nfi teat! on rate

,pH, CEC, phosphorus pH, CEC, exchange-
; adsorption able cations (1 of CEC) .

. May be applicable to arid and semiarid areas.

Background-levels of metals such as cadmium, copper, or zinc
soil should be determined if food chain crops are plannet.

in the

4-1,°



4.2 Wastewater characteristics

The wastewater constituents to be.charaoprized for the various land
treatment processes will vary with the climate and the discharge quality
-eequirements. For example, for slowIrate systems in humid areas the
.sodium adiorption ratio.(SAR) and electfical conductivity (EC) will be
less important thin IbeY are in arid, areas. The dischargequality
requirements' for surface water will ,be provided in the discharge permit.
The discharge quality requirements for groundwater, can include nitrate
nitrogen and trace elements, as presented in Section 5.1.1.

r

For ..constit4nts such as .BOD, suspended. s lids, nitrogen, and
phosphorus, the- concentrations are used to comp to the loading rates.
These rates can be compared to soil treatment mecha 'sms as discussed in

_Section 5.1. For trace elements, the allowable\loadings.are also
discussed in Section 5.1. For inorganic constituents of importance to
slow rate systems, guidelines are presented in Table 4-2.

4.3 Soil Physical and Hydraulic Properties

The' physical and 'hydraulic properties of soils are interrelated For
example, a major reason for establishing the depth _of the profil and

the texture and strueture.is"to determine the hydraulic capacity. Depth
of the soil profile ,:above bedrock- is also important in assessing:
wastewater renovatiph (slow rate and 'rapid infiltration processes) and cN

in assessing practical limits on earth moving. Interpretation of soil
physical and hydraulic properties is presented in Table 4-3.

4.4 Soli themical Properties-
.

Chemical properties' are of importance i assessing. (1)' potential
treatment efficiency for infiltration systems, (2) need for soil

, amendments; and (3) baseline leVels of any constituents expected to_
accumulate in the, profile and _cause long-term problems.

Both chemical and, biological treatment mechanisms are affected by: soil

pH. Chemical removal mechanisms far phosphorus change with pH (Appen-
dix B). Biological activity-is reduced as the pH drops below about 5.
The effect on plants are presented in Table 4-4. ;

The cation exchange. capacity (CEC) isa measurable indicator7of the._
potential adsorption capacity for trace elements. The percentage of the
CEC occupied by exchangeable sodium {ESP) is important to:maintenance'bf
soil permeability.

1*
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TABLE 4-2

RELATIONSHIP. F POTENTIAL PROBLEMS T.0 CONCENTRATIONS OF.

MAJOR INORGANIC CONSTITUENTS IN. IRRIGATION WATERS
FOR Afir.-AND SEMIARID CLIMATES [1]

4ncreasing

. :-Prob404d rfated.constituept No pl'oblem. problems Severe

, .

Salinitya

EC of irrigation water& Thos/cm <0.75 0-.75-3.0
.
>3.0 ..

. Permeability Jo

EC of irrigation water, mnhos/cm >0.5 . <0.5
, ..

'4.2.

SAR (sodium adsorption ratio)b <6.0.- 6.0-9.0 >9.0
. .. .

,Specific)on-toxicityc

'Frotil root absorption
.

.

SodiuM (evaluate by SAR). <3 . . 3.0-9.0 >.9:0

Chloride, meq/L , <4 4.0-10 >10
Chloride, mg/L <142.' 142-355 >355

Boron, mg/L . . <0.5 0.54.0 :2.0-10.0
-

From foliar absorption (sprinklers)d
. '`...

' Sodium, me /L .s<3.0 . >3:0'
Sodium,'IyiL . <69- >69 \

Chloride, meq/L I ;<3.0 .. >3.0\:.

Chloride,ing/L <106 ' ,- >106_ .... ......,

MiscellaneUsa

HCO3, 91q/L
HCO3, ing/L

pH

<1.5 1.5-8.5 >8.5
<90 10-520 >520

Normal range = 6.5-8.4

Note: Interpretations are based on posSible effects of constituents on
crops and/or soils. .Suggested' values are-flexible'ind shou14.b

. moslified when warranted by local experience or spetial cond'ti
of crop, soil, and method of irrigation. " .

a. Assuming water for crop plus water needed for leaching requi
wilt be applied.' Crops vary in Werance to salinity. El

conductivity (EC) mmhos/cm x 640 ....approicimate.total dtss

solids (IDS) in mg/L or Opm; 'nnthos x 1,000 = micromhos.

Na.

. SAR.=-4a±214 '

where Na = sodium; Ca = calcium; Mg = magnesium, in 1 meg/L.

c. 'Most tree crops and moody-ornamentals,are sensitive tosodiuT and
%chloride (Use values shown). Most-annual crops ar not sensitive._

. Leaf areas wet by.spriniclert (rotating 'heads) may shoW, a.leaf,burn
due to sodium or chloride absorption under.lbw-h midity., high
evaporation conditions. (Evaporation increases/ion- concentration

.

in water filmO)n loaves between rotations ofsprinkler.heads.)

e. HCOi. with overhead sprinkler' irrigation may cause a whitecarbonate
dep6sit to form on fruit and leaves..



TABLE 43

INTERPRETATION OF SOIL PHYSICAL AND HY4FAULIC PROPERTIES
o

Del:A of soil profile, ft
<1-2

>2-5

5-10

Texture and structure ,
Fine texture, pdor. structure
Fine. texture, well- structured
Coarse texture.; well-st'ruCtUred

-Infiltration rate,,in:/h
...

0.2-6
>2.0.

<0.2

..S.uitable. 6r, OF

Suitable SR and OF

'Suitable for'all processes

Suitable for OF
Suitable for SR and possibly OF
Suitable for SR and RI

-

Suitable for SR
Suitable for RI
Suitable for OF

Subsurface; permeabi 1 ity - AfS'

,Excee6 or equals infiltration.rate Infiltration rate limiting
Le'ss then infiltratiOn rate. May limit application-rate

.

r
:Sittade soil depth must be available rfor shaping of overland flow,

sTopes. Slow rate process using a grass-crop may also be suitable.

1 ft 'A 0.305 m
1 din = 2.54 cm

Fo! slow rate systems that emphasi ze agritultural crop, production, soil
tests Yidll be conducted for the major nutrienis--nitrogen' phosphorus,
atild 'potassium; boron; gypsum' content; and insolublevalcium (CaCO3).

J,While. the latter three are moss on arid climates, the

.,,remainder are applicable to all locattons. These tests should be

#coildptied and the results interpreted for both crop production and land
application aspects under the supervision of a ipaTifted soil scientist.

Other Field Investigations

'4.5.1 Soil Borings

When field investigations are conducted during the facilities planning
stage for.astessing the suitabilitylif the site, it may be necessary to
conduct soil borings. 'Existing well logs 'cad provide additional

information if the wells are located Within a similar geplogic

formation. Generally the shallow (up` to 10 ft [3 m] deep) soils work

11
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. ,

can be perfo ed using a soil auger (Figure.4-1)-64 a backhoe. The soil
horizons expO ed by a backhoe are illustrated in Figure 4-2. For deeper
investigation of soils and groundwater, drill rigsocan be used (Figure
4-3). The. rill holes can be small diameter with , to *4 in. (5 to 10
cm) being typilcal: The soil removed should be 119ged and notations made
for depths. aft which groundwater and restricting ;,layers to hydraulic
movement are encountered.

-40

TABLE 4-4

INTERPRETATION 'OIL CHEMICAL TESTS'

Test result Interpretation

pH of 'saturated soil. paste
.,

.<4,2 :- , 'Too acid fOr illbst crops .to do well

4.2-S.5 Suitable q6did-tolerInt'Orops.

. .

H
5:59.4 Suitable,f4r most crops :

>8:4 -k Tooalkaline for most crops, indicates
Sodium,Oroblem

.

CEC, meq/100

1 -10

12 -20 t

'>20

txch-angeable cations-; 4

% of CEC0(Oisirable,range)

Sodium

Calcium 60-70
. .

Potassium 5-10.

a-possible

ry

Sandy sOilS (limited adsorption)

silt 1,6am ( erate adsorption)

Clay..ana.orgin c sOilt (high adtorption).

ESP, % of-C

.<5 Satisfactory

. Reduced.permeability In fine-textured soils.

>20 Reduced oermeability in coarse4extured soils

.

ECe, mmhostcm at 25 !
of saturation:extract

<2 '.,,tio salinity problems

2-4. / Restricts' growth of very Salt-sensitive crops

478 Restricts growth of,many crops, -.

;/8-16. Restricts growth:of all but-salt-tolerant crops

/ >16 Only a few Very salt- tolerant crops make
satisfactory yields

4.5:2. Groundwater

. Knowledge of the existing groundwater quality, beneath a site can provide
inforMation on quality objectiVes of teeated water. As indicateO in
Section 15.1.1 the determination of the groundwater case 41, 2, or 3)



\
-f

depends on the, use and quality of the grouhdwatei% Wells on adjacent
land should have similar quality if located within the same aquifer,
Some soil borings can also be used as pbservation wells for system
'Monitoring.

FIGURE 4-1

CLOSED AND OPEN BARREL AUGERS AND TILING SPADE
.

.5.3 Vegetation and Topography

,15

Site inspections are necessary topssess the existing vegetation and
topography.' The plant speejes 'growing in an area can be used as an
indication of Soil characteristics relating to plant-growth. They
should not be used as the only means of problem assessment. However,, if
thefr. occurrence .is noted, detailed soil investigations should be
cadUcted to assess the extent of theproblem. Some p)ant .species :and.

the probable indication of soil characteristics are given in Table 4-5.

The topography shqgld be mapped prior to final design to allow accurat04
ear hwork computations. Both the existing vegetation d topographA

..sho ld be assessed for costs of clearing and field prepara ion.
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FIGURE 4-3

TYPI.CAL4. DRILL RIG USED FOR SOIL BORINGS
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'iABLE 4-5

PRQBA LE SOIL CHARACTERISTICS
IND CATED BY PLANTS,[27"

,

Plant species

Alpine fir
Spruce

Cattails,
Sedges

DogWood----

Needle and thread gras

Hestern wheat grass

Saltxrass
Mexican fireweed

Grease wood

Foxta i 1

Ponderosa pine

Good sagebrush
.0

Probably. indicates

Poorly drofnecl soil ,.high water table
Poorly drained soil, high water table
Poorly drained soil o*high water t4ble
Poorly drained soil, high water table
Poorly drained soil, high water table
Poorly drain soil, high water table
Light texture dy soil
Heavy textured, poorly drained soil
Highly saline soil .

Highly

Highly saiinA soil, sodium problerqs
SaJt, .sodiUm, high water table.
Dry soil a
Good and deep :so

a:
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CHAPTE)1'. 5

JO

,PROCESSeTLIGN

.

5.1. Land Trea,tme4 Process Design

The design, of aland treatment process does not le.nd itself to a step-
by-step procedure. The two most important determinations, in design, are:
() ) selection of the site and treatment process; and (2) -Calculation of'
the reolmired' 'field area: The itdrative' nature of'site--and process
selection As described in Chapter 3 and. he decisions reached there are
assumed to be inputs to . this chapter In this chapter, the process
design. Nifsgs,ssion centers. on &tend ing the critical loading' rates'

required to calculate the field area

, .
This chapter is.organized into discu sions of (1) the process design' for

r)
_slow- rate, "rapid infiltration, overland flow, and wetlands application;.
(2) 'systeill components such as p e pplication treatment (5.2), storage '

(5.3), distribution (5.4), ind effluent recovery (5.5); (3), vegetation
selection and agricultural management; (4) _system. monitaing, and

(5) facilities design ilidance. Die purpose of the chapt r is to focuS
on design aspects unique to land treatment.

, ,

'Much' background detailv is provided to familiarize the'environmental
engineer with land treatment. Practices common to most engineers will
not be discussedo Detailed cost data are not provided, but sources for
such information are described in ,Chapter 3.

The process design procedure for" land'treatment starts with the ,required
final effludht quality. For each process, the critical loading rate
(usually hydraulic or nitrogen) is then .determined.. -The :loadings and

removall 'of BOD, SS, phosphorus, trace eleMents, and microorganisms are
'l so discussed as they may be important in estimating effluent quality
pr the expNted life Of. the selected site., Extensive discussions of the
chemistry and° microbiology of nitrogen, 'phosphoruse pathogens, and
metals are presented in the appendixes . .

5.1.1' Effluent Quality Criteria;

4

As in conventional process design, it' i s first necessary to determine

the 'quality required for the treated effluent produced by 'the system as
well as, the influent :wastewater quality.: The Wastewater quality i s' ,

discussed in Chapters 3 and.4. The expected treated water quality from
slow rate,, ,rapid infiltration, and overland flow'was presented in.Table

2 -3.- 1.
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Surface discharge of treated water is expected fvm overlethflow and
wetlands_ systems. Surface aischarge from slow' rate and rapid

wells. he quality criteria for surface discharges are established for-
systems can 'resul t from the instal lation of underarai !is- or .

the particular Watercourse 'Iv state and federal agencies.
4.

I .4* q

S'ubsurfir4 'd scharge consists 'of p`e'colate from slow and repaid
infiltration' systems. Because ,of the clay soil s associated with
Overland flow end wetland systems, little ,percolating (usually 5 to 20%
of...the atplied wastewater occurs. -There is little. concern for 'th.i
percolate .quality because,. of, the rdductiorc in wastewater constituent

'after passing through fine, textured soils.

The EPA criteria for best practicable waste treatnient for alternatives
using land- application include three cases for groundwater discharge
[2]. Iheach case, the constituent concentration is assuMea.,:to be
measured in the groundwater at the perimeter of the s,ite. .

ase 1 - The groundwater can potentially,ibe used for drinking
water supply.

The chemical and Asticide levelstin Table 5-1 should
not be .exceeded in the groundwater. If the existing

ta concentration of an individual parameter exceeds the
standards, there should be no further increase in the'
concentration of that parameter resulting froM land
application of wastewater.

Ca-§e 2 - The groundwater is used for drinking-water supply.

The same criteria as Ease 1 apply and the bacteriological
quality criteria's% from , Table .5-1 also apply in .cases
where the groundwater is used without disinfection.

Case 3 - Uses other than drinking v.iater'pply.

1. Groundwater criteria shoi.11, be established by the
Regional iNdministrator fidSleii on the present or,
potential .use of the groundwater: f

The Regional Administrator in conjunctions with the appropriate
state officials and the grantee shall determine on a site -by -site'
basiS the areas in the vicinity of a specific land application site
where the criteria in Case 1, 2, and.3 shall, apply. Specifically
determined shall be the monitoring requirenents appropriate for the
project ,site. This determinatiob shall be made with the objective
of protecting the groundwater for use as a drinking water supply,
.and/or other 2 designated uses, as appropriate and preventing
irreiOcable damage to groundwater.. Requirements shall include
provisions for monitoring the effect on the nitive. groundwater,

4

1"
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Having establ i shed th ::effluent quality requirements for a. surface
discharge and for r. the apprbpri ate class of groundwater, the' process

needed loading rates to 'achielie the reqUi rements.

selection can be kade 'or, confirmed. ThO next step i s to dttnni.ne the

TABLE, 5-1

EPA;PROPOSE'D REGULATIONS ON INTERIM., PRIMARY
'DRINKING WATER STANDARDS , 1975 [2]

ti

7 Constituent Reason
or characteristic . Val ue for standard

Physical

Tur&idi ty, uni ts
,Chemical, mg/L.

Arsenic.
Barium
Cadmium
Chromium
Fluoride
Lead.

.8Mencu ry
Ni trates as N'
Selenium
SI 1 ver

Bacteriological
Total Col i form,

Pei ti Cides mg /4

.,Aesthe

0.05 Health
1.0 Health .

0:01 Heal th
0.05 Health

1:4-2.4c Health
0.05 Health
0.002 Heal ttr

Heal th
0.01 Health
0.05 Cosmetic

Disease

. *Endrin 0.0002 Hea I th-
Li ndan'e 0.004 Health.
Methoxychlor cm -Health
Toxaphene 0.Q05 Health
2,4-D. - 0.1 Hea.lth
204,5-TP 0.01 H.dil th

. The latest revisions to the coristi tuents
ahe1/4 con6entratiphs should be :used.. L:

.b. ftve mg/L. of suspended solids may be subs

t if t can be demonstrated that it does no
interfere with disinfection. '

o. *pendent on temperature; higher limits fo
lower temperatures:.

:
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5.1,2 Slow Rate Process V

The design procedure for the Slow rate process is iterative (see Figure
5-1). .T-he' field area is first calculated based on.hydriulie loading
rat a90 the wastewater flow to, be, treated. The area is,then
cal lated 'from. the nitrogen loading rate which is determined using a
nitrogen balance. The larger area is used in design.' .Both the
acc le hydraulic and nitrogen loadings depend in part, on the
ve tation selected (sees Section 5.6.1). The discussion of hydraulic
and itrogen loading rates-js followed, by4iscussions of removals of BOD.
and su .pended'solids, phostliorus, trace eleoTnts, flet-,microorganisms.

C

,

)

5.1. HydrauPiC Loading-Rates '''')

The .hy aulic loading will be limittng--in.. situations where -slow
,permea l'ty Asoils are used, or nitrogeolimits are not critical. The
hydrau ic. loading rates ..for,-the-- design Must be .withi the soil

tapabilfies, as estimated (Figure 3-3) or measured (Chaptef 4 and
Appendi C).

The draulic' loading is baled. on a wafer- balance that includes
pr c pitatidn,Linftltration rate, evapotranspii-ation (or consumptive use
by plants),' soil storage, capabilities, and"- subsofl permeability.
Gen rally, the total monthly , app.lication should be distributes!
uni rml t considerations must- be made for planting, harveWng,
drying, and of er nortavplication ,periods. The application rate must
then be balanced shown in Equation 5-1.

Lw + Pr = ET + Wp + -R--- (5-1)

//

Oere Lw. = wastewater hydraulic loading rate, in./wk (cm/wk)
Pr. = design precipitation, in./wk (cm/wk) ,

ET = evapotranspiration (or crop consumptive use of water
in./wk (cm/w04

= percolating water, in./wk (cm /wk)"
= net runoff, in./wk (cm/wk)

The relationship, in Equation can be used,for a weekly ballance, as
shown, or for monthly or annual balances. Design precipitation is

, calculated ,from a 10 year return frequency analysis of wetter-than-
normal conditions using all the. available -data (Section 3.5.4.1).
Evapotranspiration estimates can be obtained from extension specialists,
land grant universities, or irrigation speCialists. Peak-rates for
seleted crops that affect maximum hydraulic loadings are presented in
Section 5.6,1. Expected percolattng water can be estimated from soil
characteristics and verified with field investigations (Appendix C)..
For sloW rate systems, wastewater is assumed to percOlate,'so net b.
runoff; ..R , can be assumed to be negligible.

'121
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FIGURE 5.1

SLOW RATE DESIGN PROCEDURE
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5.1.2.2 Niti7ogen Loading Rates.,:

Nitrogen management for the slow r process is principallY crop uptake

with some.denitrification. The annAll nitrogen balarite
t

.

4W-

where Ln = wastewater nitrogen loading, lb/aci.e.yr (kg/haqr)
U = crop nitrogen uptake, lb/acre.yr (kg/ha.yr)
D = denitrification, lb/acreyr (kg/hayr).

WP = percolating water, ft/yr (cm/yr)

C = Orcolate nitrogen'concentration, mg/L

Crop nitrogen untAke'values are presentd in, Table 5-2. These values

are based on Typical _yields under commercial fertilization and may
increase where conditions .of excess. nitrogen prevail. Crop nitrogen

uptake values tn design depend on actual crop yields. end local

agricultural agents should be contacted. Double cropping of field crops
such as corn and barley can increase the total annual nitrogen. uptake.

L
n

+ 0 2.7.W C
(5-2)

TABLE 5-2

TYPICAL' VALUES Or_CROP UPTAKE OF .NITROGE

4,'5,,6

Crop

Forage crops

,Nitrogen uptake,

lbiacrevr ,

...

Alfalfab ,20071480,
Coastal bermuda grass-9 .350.-600.-
Kentucky bluegrass ,. 180-240.. '1

BromegrasS . T46 -200'

Reed canary grass 300-400

Sweet cloverb '. 158

Tall fescue 135-290 .

Quackgrass 210 -250

a

Field crops .

Barley
Corn.
Cotton
M114 maize
.Soybeansb

Forest crops

.63t

155-172 /
66-100''

81'

94 -128

.

.Young, deciduous" 100
.Young,evergreen 60
Medium and mature decidu4us 30-50
MediuM and mature evergreen 20-30'

a. ..For.chdtce of suitable crop and uptake
glert'contacyhelpCal. agricultural

4

-b. Legumes will also take'nitrogeh from
.the.atmosphert.!.

1 lb/Acre-yr =.1'.12.kg/ha..yr

5-6



oenitrifitation difficult to determine under field conditions, but
losses generally range from 15 to 25% of the applied nitrogen.
Conditions favorable _to increased denitrification are summarized in
Table 5-3. Volatilization is known to occur (see Appendix A) but is
difficult to quantify.

TABLE 5-3

FACTORS FAVORING DENITRIFICATION
IN THE SOIL

High 'organic matter

Fine textured soils.

Frequent wetting

High groundwater table

Neutral to slightly alkaline

VegptatiVe cover

Warm temperature

The percolate nitrogen will be limited in concentration to 10 mg/L for
design purposes if the flow' is to Case 1 or Case .2 groundwater. An
alternative apkoach is tcy'conduct a gebhydrologic study (Appendix C) to
.'quantify groundwater, flow., If it can then be shown that groundwater
quality leaving the. site meets Case 1 or Case 2 requirements,' ttlen a

k higher design percolate nitrogen concentration should be allowed. The
percolating water is,determined from the water balance. It affects the
allowable loading of nitrogen considerably, as illustrated in the
following example for both arid, and humid climates.

EXAMPLE 5-1: ANNUAL NITROGEN BALANCE FOR DESIGN PERCOLATE
NITROGEN CONCENTRATION OF 10 mg /L'

Conditions

Humid climate Arid climate

1. Applied nitrogen.concentration, Cn , mg/L 25 25

2. Crop nitrogen uptake, U , lb/acreyr . 300 300

. 3; Denitrificition, as % of applied nitrogen '20 20

4.. Precipitation minus evapotranspiration, Pr - ET , ft/yr 1.7. -1.7

Ihe.annual water balance, using Equation 5-1, is:
4'.

Lw. + Pi. = ET + Wp 4' R

p = Lw + 1.7 (humid)

or Wp = Lw +.Pr

14

ET-- '0

.

Wp = Lw -. 1.7 (arid)

The amount of percolatingmater, Wp , resulting from the applfrd'egluent,
significant effect on.the allowable nitrogen loading, Ln . k

The annual nitrogen balance, using Equation 5-2, is:

Ln = U + D + WpDp

Ln =.300 + 0.2 Ln + (2.7)(Lw + 1.7)(10) (Numid).

Ln = 300 +.0:2 Ln + S02.7)(Lw - 1.7).(10) (arid) _!

'Lw , has a

(5-2)



The relay onship between the. nitrogen loading and the hydraulic loading is:.

Ln = 2.7 CnI.4 (U.S. customary)

Ln = 0.1 CnLw (SI units)

(5-6

(5-3a)

where Ln = wastewater nitrogen loading, lb/acreyr (kg/ha.yr)

En applied nitrogen concentration, mg/L
Lw =wastewater hydraulic loading, ft/yr (an/yr)

Therefore, for this example,

Ln (2.7)(25) Lw

=67.5

or Lw'= 0.015 Ln

With two equations, and two unknowns, the nitrogen balance can now be solved:

Humid climate

Ln = 300 + 0.2.Lh +(2.7)(Lw + 1.7)(10)

' 300 + 0.2 Ln + (2.7)(0.015 Ln + 1.7)(16
\

Ln = 300 + 0.2 Ln + 0.405 14 + 45.9 \

0.395' Ln =.345.9

Ln .= 875 lb/acreyr

f-A Arid climate

Lh = 300 + 0,2-th + (2.7)(Lw 7, 1:7)(10)

Ln = 300 + 0".2 Ln +"(2.7)(0.015.Ln - 1.7)(10)

. Ln = 300 4 0:2 Ln + 0.405 Ln - 45.9

0.395 Ln = 244.1.

Ln = 643 lb/acreyr ,

Complete solution

,
1. Wastewater nitrogen loading Ln , lb/acreyr

2. WasteWaterlhydraulic loading, Lw;, ft/yr

3: persolating water, P , ftlyr

4. .DenitrificatiOn, D lb/acreyr .

5: Percolate.nitrogen.loading, Ph = 2.7 CpWp lb/acrer

Humid climate Arid climate

875'. ,
643 '

. 13.1 9.6

14:6 7.9

175 129

'400 213

1 lb/acrey'r ='1.12 kg/ha
1 ft/yr ='0.305 m/yr .

'5.1.2.3 BOD and 'SS Removal.

<is
At indicat,: in Table 2-3,-the expected BOD concentration of treated

water af -r 5 .ft (1.5 m) of pdrcolation is less than 2 mg/L. At

Hanolier New Hampshire, percolate SOD ranged from 0.6 to 2.1 mg/L after

pass.ie through 5 ft (1-'.5-"m). For a primary effluent with a

co entration ,of :about 100 mg/L At a loading rate of 5 lb/acred (5.6-

k /had), .the average percolate concentration was. 1.5 mg/L [7]. For

industrial wastewaters, -BOD loadings have exceeded 20011b/acred (224

kg/had). Suspended solids removals are expected to be similar-to BUD,

removals although few data are available for existing systens.

N 5.1.2.4 Phosphorus Removal

Phosphorus retention is extremely effective in slow.' rate systems as a

result. of adSorption and chemical precipitation. Phosphorus retention

for sites can be enhanced by.. use Of crops such as` grass with large

F:t

.1;



phosphorus uptake. Grass also minimizes soil erosion and surface runoff'
losses. Field determination of levels of free iron oxides, calcium, and
aluminum, ....and soil pHall provide information on, the type of chemical
reactions that will occur. Determination of the phosphorus. sorption
capacity of the soils requires laboratoiy testipg with flelcyamples
from the proposed areas (see Appendix F).

The estimated phosphorus retention from the empirical model (Appendix
B.4.4) can be computed for the loading and soil sorption properties.
Systems- with- strict phosphorus control for recovered water should
include routine soil phosphorus monitoring to verify_r in the.
soil and system performance.

5.1.2.5 Trace frlement Removal

An evaluation of the annu/al applications of trace metals should.be made
on the basis of wastewater applications and an estimate of wastewater
concentrations from field testing or existing data (see Table 3-4). The
assessment of trace metal concentrations is especially important in
cases where industrial' sources are present. The potential toxicity to
plants can be assessedLby comparing loadings computed to the recommended
application values for sensitive crops (Table 5-4). In cases where
annual total application or applied concentrations approach levels shown
in Table 5-4, system management to maintain soil pH at 6.5 or above by
liming may be needed.

5.1.2.6 Microorganism Removal

The minimizing of public health risks is a basic goal for any wastewater
treatment system. Thes'potential for publi2 health risks resulting from
land application 0 wastewater varies greatly depending upon specific
sitedetails such as:

1. Type of application

2. Public access to the site

3. Preapplication treatment

4. Population density. and adjacent land use

5. Type of disposition of vegetative cover

6. Natural occurring and artificial onsite buffer zones

7. CliMate

The U:S. Army Medical Department and the A have conducted and arecontinuing to conduct studies at operational land application sites to
document microorganism removal and transport mechanisms. These,locations' include Fort DevenS, Massachusetts, Deer. Creek, Ohio; FortHuachuca, Arizona; and Pleasanton( 'California. In additibn, the

1
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development of a mathematical model describing aerosol tran pont is

underway by the U.S. Army.

TABLE 5-4

SUGGESTED MAXIMUKAPPLICAtIONS OF TRACE ELEMENTt.
TO SOUS WITHOUT FURTHER INVESTIGATIONa

Element

Mass application.

to sbi lb/acre

TypiCal

Concentration

Aluminum 4 080 ' 10

Arsenic 82 0.2.

''. Berylium 82. 0.2

Boron , 610

..'

1.4P

Cadmium . 8 0:02.

Chromium -.82 I 0.2.
A

Cobalt 41 . 0.1

-.Copper 164 0:4

FlUoride 820 1.8 .

Iroh 4 080 '10

Lead A 080 10

Lithium ,Y- , 2.5d

Manganese 164`' .,.^, '. 0:4,

MolybdenUm 8 0.gz

Nickel 164 0.4.

.Selenium 16 0.04

Zinc 1,640 4 .,

mg/L

'a. Valuei were developed for sensitive crops on
soils with low. capeci ties to retain. elements -in

available forms [8, 9].

'b. Based on. reaching maximum app cation in
20 years at an annual applicat ate of
8 ft/yr.

c.e4 Boron exhibits toxicity to sensitive plants' at
values. of 0.75 to 1.0-mg/L.

Lithium toxicity limit is suggested at 2.5' mg/L
concentration for all crops, except citrus which
uses a 0.075 mg/L limit. Soil retentioh is
extremely limited.

1 lb/acre = 1.12 kgitia
.1 ft =0.305 m

5.1.3 Rapid Infiltration

The design procedure for rapid infiltration is.presented in Figure 5-2.
The principal differences from slow, rate systems are,(1) hydraulic
applications 'are greater, so greater reliability of permeability
measurements is requifgd; (2) nitrogen removal mechanisms rely less on
crop uptake and mane.` on.' nitriffcation-denitrification; (3) solids
applications are greater; . and (4) systems can be adapted to severe
tlimates.

127
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FIGURE 5-2
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5.1.3.1 Hydraulic Loading Rates

Hydraulic loadihgs and subsequent liquid movement- through the soil

'depend on soil permeability, subsurface geolOgical conditions, and

'constituent '1.Oadings. Annual hydraulic loading rates can rangd -from 20

to 400 ft/yr ,(6 to 120 mlyr). Typical loading rates are shown in Table.

5-5.

'ABLE .5-54 .

.TYPICAL HYDRAULIC. LOADING.-RATES.FOR RI SYSTEMS

Location

_Hydraulic
loading rate,

ft/yr

FfushinT.Meadows, Arizona 364

Santee, .California 265

Lake George, Ne'w York 140

Calumet, Michisan. 110

Hemet, California 108

Hollister; California 97

Fort Oevens;MassachUsetts '94,

Westby, WiscOnsin 36

1 ft/yr = 0A05 m/yr

Soil type

Type or
wastewater

Sand

"Lravelk

Sand

Sand

Sand

condary

Secondary

Secondary

Untreated

Secondary

Sandy loaM 'Primary

Sandi-and gravel Primary

Silt loam Secondary

.

System design for a rapid infiltration process includes the interrelated

factors of WraulidY, loading rate per application cycle, soil

infiltration capacity, application and resting cycle; solids applied in

the wastewater, and subsoil permeability. Although site investigations

may show that the infiftration rate is greater than the soil ,

permeability, the infiltration rate, under:design conditions with solids

will usually decrease and control liquid applications.

Figure 3r3 an be used for an initial estimate. of the average

infiltration ,rate. For%. final design values, soil- infiltration tests

(descrilied in AppendiA C) should be conducted. The most limiting layer

in the soil profile should.be evaluated and that permeability should be

used in design.

The operating infiltration,rate will vary between two values: one-being

the initial rate for clean. soil and clear water, and. the other being a

decreaSed, rate for wastewater, with a surface acCumulation of organics

. and other suspended solids. The cycle of application and resting is
designed;to:restore the infiltration rate to nearly .its initial value by

the end of-the resting,period. For a specific- rapid infiltration site,

a design deciston. has to be made that balanteS suspended solids

application, .land area requirements, and resting requirements.

5-12



5.1:3:2 Hydraulic Loading Cycles

The existing .,hydraulic loading and resting cycl'es of rapid infiltration
systems, as given in Table 5-6, demonstrate sehral design concepts,-
Most systems are intended to maximize infiltration rates, although,
Flushing Meadows, Arizona, and Fort Devens, Massachusetts, experimented
with the cycle to promotes d nitrifiCation. )

TABLE 5 -6

C LOADING CYCLES1111TYPICAL.HYDRAUL

LOcatiOn Loading objeCti

.'Calumet, Michigan :Maximize I elf-ti-

tration
At
ratet

:Flushifig Meadows,. Arizona.

.Applicatfon. Resting
period , period Bed surface

Maximum infiltration Increase ammonium
ad i on capaci ty

Summer

Winter

Fort 'Devens,. Massachusetts

Fort Devens, Massachusetts

Lake George, New York

Summer.

Winter.

Tel Av v Is rael Maximize

Vineland, New Jersey M ximi infil-
tation ateS

Westby0iisconsim. Max Ze infil-
tration rates

Ahittier'.NarrOws, California- :MaZimize infil-
tration tip tes

-2 d

2'd

7-14 d . Sand .(not cleaned) "

5 'd Sand (cleaned)
grass covera

and

Ma xi mi ze'nitrogen - 2 10 d Sand (cleaned) and
removal grasS .covera

Maki ize

' 20 (cleaned) and

14:0 as; (not cleaned)
tration rates

Maximize nitrogen
removal

Maxiinize nitrogen

reit1

infil

Maximize
tration rates

Maximize infil-.
tration rates

7d

h

9h

, 5-6 d

1 -2.d

2 wk

.14 d Grass.ilipt cleaned).

4 -5 d .Sand (Cleaned)i',

5 -10 -.d (Cleaned )a

.10-12 d Sand
b

7-10.d
. Sand (disked), solids

turned into soilc

2wk Grassed

9 -h 15 h Pea gravel

a. Cleaning uSually.involyed, physical removal 'Of surface solids.

,Maintenance of sand cover, is unkiiown.
,

$gljcis are incorportted-; into .surfcg sand..
-

For basin surfaces withlrass or vegetation, the need for maintenance "is
less strict than for bare surfaces. Based on operations at Fort Devens,
the grass should be allowed to groii anddie without placing heavy

it



mechariical- equipment, which coMpacts the s f- ace, on the infiltration.

beds. Periodic harrowing of the, soil surfaceo mowing of the grass may
be considered depending on aesthetic demands.

In, summary, system design O r maximum infiltration rates should include
adequate drying time based' on climat a d solids loadings to

restore infiltration rates& If--the soil surf& s maintained bare of

vegetation, the surface stioilld be periodic 11 raked, harrowed, or

disked. -Nitrogen removal by denitrifjcation w'll require additional

considerations- for lesser soil aeratibn 'and the e fect of lessened

opportunity for solids-degradation.
I'

5.1.3.3 Nitrogen Loading Rates

;Because nitrogen loading' rates can exceed

Magnitude, crop uptake (if a crop is plante

nitrifidation, denitrification, and ammoniu

greatest Wortance.

an order of
ly minor and
generally of'

The retention of. ammonium by the catiq exchange ca acity can be

excellent: The conversion of ammonium to nitrate dccurs rapidly when.

short, frequent applications are used to promote aerobic onditions in

the soil.v- Longer application cycles, which restrict, soil reaeration,

favor nitrogen loss by.denitrification. Available organic atter in the

101 profile as a result of applied BOD also increases t e amount of

denitrification. The most comprehensive work on -nitro en has been

Conducted at the Flushing Meadows Project (described in Sect oh 7.8).

'At the Flushing. Meadows eroject, at a. 365 ft/yr. (111 m/yr) ap lication,

the sustained removal of nitrogen Was 30% [12].° 'For lower ap ltCation

rates Lance found that the nitrogen removal increased to over 8U% {see

Figure 5-3). Although the relatioliship is strictly valid only for the

sandy soil and secondary effluent. used at Flushing Meadows, iMilar

relationships should 'exist- for other soils and waste aters.
,Infiltration rates in the field can be changed by modifying the de th of
flooding, compacting the4 soil surface, or by applying wast a er

containing higher BOD and suspended solids [10].

-When nitrifiCation is the objective' of rapid infiltration, short

application. periods followed by relatively long resting periods are.

Raid infiltration systems will produce aoitrified effluentat
nitrogen ladings up to 60 lb/acred (67.2.kg/hd). Nitrification

beldw 36°F (2°C) and below pH 4.5 is minimal"(Appendix A).
/
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FIGURE 5-3

`EFFECT OF WILTRATION RATE.ON NITROGEN REMOVAL
FOR RAPID INFILTRATION, PHOENIX, ARIZONA [10]

20

10

10 20 30 t0 50 eo,

INFILTRATION RATE, cm /d.

4

5.1.3.4 BOD 'and SS Removal

,
Removal s of 'BOD and suspended- solids depend on the soil type

..

and travel
distahce in the soil, \ Reinoval of BOD is primartlY accomplishecicby
aerobic bacteria that epend on resting periods to reaer'ate the soil.

- Loading rates haVe 'some ffect on removal s but too many other variables
such as tempprature, resting, period; and soil type are.involved togallow
estimation of removals from loading rates alone._ Selected loading rates
and concentrations -in the ;treated water are presented inTable 5-7.

5.1.1.5 Phosphor* Removal

The 'basic mechanisms for phosphorus removal are similar to those
described for slow rate syst ms {Section 5.1.2:4). The coarser textured
soils Used fovrapid infiltration may have less/retention capacity:for
phosphorus. Soil capabilities can be estimated from specific testing
(Appendix F; 'Section F.3.312).



TABLE 5 -7

BOD AND SUSPENDED SOLIDS DATA FOR SELECTED
RAPID INFILTRATION -SYSTEMS:03-16]

BOD Suspended solids'

Average Average

4oading Treated water loading :Treated water
rate, concentratiOn,. . rate, . concentration,

Lotation lb/acre.da' mg/L lb /acre.d mg/L
. .

Sampling
depths,

ft

Phoenix,.

. Arizona

Lake. George,

. New York

Calumet,
MichiOan

Hollister,
California 158

Fort Devens,- ''--

Massachusetts 78 12

40 54 0.8 :100

47 1.2

71 llb

10

a. Total, Ibiacre.yr applied divided by the number of lays \n the operating

season (365..Aays for these cases).

b. Soluble ,TOC:.

.1 lb/acre).d = 1.12 kg/had

5.1:3.6 TraCe Element Removal

As indicated in Section 5.1.2.5, heavy metals arp reMoved from:solution

by the adsorptive process and by1 preciptatiOn and ion ex'change in the

The concerns about heavy. metals in rapid infiltration' systems

are () the high rates of 'application, and (2), the potentially low

adsorptive potential of ..the.coarse split., The heavy metal application .

Criteria (Table 5-4), recommended to entire Protection 'of sensitive

Olants in slow rate systems, can be safely, exceeded, for rapid-

infiltratiOn systems becauSe sensitive agricultural crops are not 9rown,
- ,

.5'.1.3.7 Microorgani .ternova

The mechanisms of microorganisweilioval irclude strainin9, ,seditilentaL'
tion., predation 'and desiccation- dg ring preapplication treatment; /des-

iccation and radiation during applicat4on; and straining, desiccation,
radiation, predation, and hosti)t .environmental factors -uppn, application

. to the land. Removal s of fecal col i forms for, , sel ected rapid'

'infiltration, systems are presented in Table ;5-8.
r - .

ei 14-
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:TABLE 5 -8

FECAL COLIFORM REMOVAL-IN SELECTED
RAPID INFILTRATION SYSTEMS

4
Location

Soil

type

Fecal coliforms, MPN /100 TL ,
depth, ftEffluent'applied- Renovated water'

Phoenix; Arizona Sand :1:000 000 100

Hemet, dalifornia Sand 66.000 11 8

Calumet, Michigan: Sand _7a.
10 1

N4
d.. Un_reated wastewater.

1 ft..= 0.305 m

5.L4 Overland Flow

Overland \ flow,'
8

systems- use the land surface as the treatMent medium over-
which a thin sheet of wastewater moves and upon which the biological and
chemical processes occur. The design procedure is typically to .select a
hydraulic loading based on the required, treatileht performance for BOD in
the wastewater. Nitrogen removals or transformations are then assessed
based ;,on coMparison ° with existing systems. ,The'design prOcedUre is
presented in Figure 5-4.

Hidraul'ic Loading Rates

\

\;
4

Hydraulic loading rates, when Untreated or primary effluent is dpp,14ed,
can range. 0.0in 23 to 8 in./wk (6.4 to.20 cm/wk) depending,on the
climate, required ' treatment :Performance, and detention time on the
slope. Lower , vaVues of 3 to .4 in./wk (7.5 to 10 cm/wk) snould be

\

.considered - (0) fOr slopes' greater than 6%, (2) for terraces than
150 ft ,(45 mli, or ,( 3 ) 'because ..of reduced :biological activity' during very

cold weatheJ . Thomas has reported excellent results using untreated
Wastewater at about 4 in../y.* (10 cm/wk),.on 2 to 4% slopes 120 ft (36 m)
long -L17). Recently, Thomi ha$ eiperiMentea,with loadings of bjarle8
in./wk (15, and -20 cm/wk) with untreated waSteWater'and primary effluent
and has indicated continued excellent removals- of BO, suspended solids, ,.-

,ana nitrogen118]. . '"-.'
..

... .

.

,F9r. < lagoon or secondary effluent'', loadtngs of '6 to 16 in./wk (15 to 40
'cm)wicl can be': ,cohsidered. Lower values of 7 to 10' in:'/wk (17.5 to 25
crillwk) should., be':conSi de red when the factors (1) throU9h'.(3).'described

"above, apply. Lpading rates, and design conditions 4 for four
s/demonstration projectare presented In' Table 5=-9.

I
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' FIGURE'. 54

.:OVERLAND FLOW DESIGN PROCEDURE.
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..',TABLE 529

SELECTED'.HYDAUL1C *LOADING RATES FOR OVERLAND FLOW SYSTEMS
A

, ,
a

Add, Oklahoma

Ada, Oklahoma

- 'Pau ls Valley, Oklahoma

' / lltica, Mississippi

ifr.n./wk = 2.54 cm/wk
ft,es.0.305 m

Hydraulic
Type of loading ,-..De.gree.a: 51ope

effluent applied' 'rates, in./wk length, It

Ravi comminuted

Trickling filter

4-8 , '24."

:16-16

Oxidation pond 10.3

Oxidation pond - 2.5-5 24

toading ,rates and... cycles for an overland floW system are designed to
maintain actikeimi(roorganism growth on the soil surface: The operating

: pri molar to a conVenti onal. 'trickling filter with
intermittent--doil4g....:' The :rate and length of ,application should be
:contra led; anaerobic conditions can :resut from overstressing the
SysteM..., The resting period should .,be onig enough to, allOw the Soil
surface layer ' :'to 'r, , yet shqrt 'enough to :keeythe -Mi-COoorgani sms
in an actiVe. state.. Experience wttiveki sting systems indicates that
optimum cycles' .range from 6 to 8 hours on and 16' to' 18,. tiopts;;Off , for 5
to 6 d/wk ,.depending on the time of year. Appl ication, periods may be
extended during. the summer months to allow portiOns of the.-system to be

- ' taken out of service for crop harvesting.

5.1'.4.2 Nitrogen Removal.

- ,
,

: ,Nitrogen removal in overland flow systems is excellent.% TWo'imi:ortant
mechanisms' responsible for these removals are biolbgitar nitrifi- '

,, .

catiOn/denitrification and crop uptake,. The overlying water film and
organic matter, and the underlying. Saturated soil form an aerobic- .:
anaerobic double- layer necessary,, for nitrification followed- by'
denitrification. These conditions :' are simile' to those found in rice=
fi eld,s, or marshes. The treated ..,. rtinoff quality for nitrogen, at Ada , .,,

OklAtbma, is shown in Table 5:-10.
e:.

,

,,,,!. A
.1.4.3 BOD .and. SS Removal

*Removals of BOD; .both at Ada, Oklahoma and at PariS, Texas, haVe*.::*
improved, with system age. At Ada, after, about. lop ,days: of operation.
the BOO, coricentrattbni in the runoff stabilized at. an average of .8' Mg/L
for the 4 tn./wk Il 0 cmfwk) rate 117g. At*Pacis; Texas (described tin



Section 702), the BOD in the treated runoff-improved from an average of
9. mg/L in. 1968 to an average of 3.3 mg/L in 1976.

Suspended solids removals are generally less than those for BOD. At

Ada, removals averaged 95% and concentrations ranged from 8 to 16 mg/L
for the 4 in. /wk (10 cm/wk) rate [17]. At Paris, Texas, 245 mg/L of
suspended solids is applied and tie treated typically contains 25

to 30 *mg/L of silspended solids :[1 J."
, ,

; ..,

.. , ...

.,,

.,.-..' ....TABLE 5-1U_
.

,

, .. .NIT4tNHCONCENTkATIONS.IN TREATED RUNOFF
' ....: FROM OVERLAND.,FOWMHEN USING U'NTREAT'ED WASTEWATER [17, 18]... . . ...... .,..

mg/L

tOtW
. Organjc.-

Anmonia' , ,

Nitrate and-ti,itrvte 0.5

a

a

a

a. Not measured, but assumed to be
similar to:4 in./wk loading rate:

1 in../wk:= 2.54 cm /wk'

5.1.4.4 'Phosphorus R ritual
7*.

,
'Of- then three hlajor land !treatment proces'ses, overland flow systems have.

the :host limited potbritlal for phosphorus removal. Because there is

very limited percolation: of wastewater in overland fl;dw,gystems, the

soil-water sontact is limited to the soil surface area.'.klitie wastewater

flowing ovTr the soil surface does not have extensive contact with the...7,

components of the soil-that normally fix large amounts of.phosphoru<''.

In addi the, resi dense time .oncthe sl opeJs usual ly less than 24

hours. However, some phOsphorus.''appears to be removed by the organic

layer on the surface of biig.riand.frow slopes[19] and the grass will

take 30\ to '40 lt/acre, ('33 to 44 kg/ha.yr).

ft

At Ada, Oklahoma, alum was added to the watewaterTrior to application..
For'. an application rate of 4 i n.Awk (10 cm/wk) , the removal s of

phosphorus are preented n Table :5-11. Similar. Tesul is were .obtai ned

at VicksbUrg, Mississippi [20].
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TABLE 5,11

PHOSPHORUS' CONCENTRATIONS IN TREATED RUNOFF FROM
,.OVEkLAND FLOW, ADA, OKLAHOMA [17]

. . Sattple'..

..Concentration of total Phosphorus

:.Ohosphorus,mg/L removal, %

. .

Untreated wastewateil. ;9.8

Runoff

No alum 1,, 3.7 62
14 mg/L alum 1.6 84
20 mg/L alum 1.5 85

r.

Carlson et al. reported 75% phosphor6s removal
in greenhouse studies at 0.5 in./d (1.3 cm/d)
Melbourne, Australia, 'phosphorus removals of 35%
reported (Appendix B)..'

5.1.4.5 Trace Element Removal

from secondary effluent,
applications [21]. At
from raw wastewater are

Trace element removal by overland.flow is relatively good. Hunt'arid Lee

[19] report that rates of removal are greater,than 90% for all, and
greater than98% for some heavy metals. It is believed that'most of the
heavy metals are, removed in the surfafe organic mat.

.1.4.6 Microorganism,ReMoval

The 'mechanisms involved in the removal of bacteria by the soil.in

overland flow systems are similar to those for removal of metals. At

the pilot 'Study. at Ada, Oklahoma, the overall reduction for total

conforms was. about 95, while fecal coliform reduction was.about 90%.

Wetlands. Application

The designed use of wetlands to receive "and satisfactorily treat .

wastewater effluent's is a relatively new concept. At present, the use

of wetlands has not been incorparated into large, full-scale treatment
systems; however, the potential treatmeht 4pacity has been confirmed at
many pilot systems and research.sites.. Hydra:ulic loadings and general
performance criteria are given in Table 5-12.

",
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HYDRAULIC: LOADINGS' AND. GENERAL P.E.00RMANCE CRITERIA
. . . ..

....RESEARCH AND DEMONSTRATTON:.44ETLAND SYSTEMS.

Location

-'-i r
Pt.ea0PfiCatian Length of

SVstern..tyPe treatMerit. application

Final concentrations, mg/L

Application SuSpended Total .

rate, in./d BOD nitrogen .phoSpNorus

New /ark ConsiruCteq Aerated . 1. ' Year-round_
[22] *:.4farshfiiond

WisconSin:
[231-

California
'.,[24].

New Jersey,
[25]

Canaddn
Northw4it
[2§]

Minnesota
[27]

Florida
[28, .29]

, ,

'cOnstructedmar,sh 'Primary and Year-round
secondary

Natural marsh PriMary and 'fear-:rourid

secondary

Constructed marsh 'Secondary. Year-round.

. .

1.8 16..; 43 4 .

5-18 14-80

Natural tidal Secondary Year-round 2.0-5.0
marsh.

.Natural.sivamp

Constructed
peat bed

Natural cypress
dome .

lagoon and
raw septage

Secondary

Year rOOnd

Summer 2.0-6.0
(campground)

-

Secondary Year-round 1.0

a. .Application varies to give detention times of. 5 hours to 10 days.

b. At Point In swamp 2.26 mi (3.640'm) downstream from outfall.
1 ..

1 in./d = 2.54 cm/d, . , .

13

a

10-12

5-27 90-154 0.5-2 1-3 1

,110 <40b

<7 2.8 .

,<5 <5 <10 <0,8

0.6-3.



5.1.5,1 Process DescriPtion

There ,are teveral types of wetlands (at-mentioned in Chapter 2) with
varying amounts of organic substrate and vegetative growth and varying

degrees of soil moisture. They require low-lying,- usually level,

saturated land, sometimes partially or intermittently covered with

standing water. In wetland aPPlication systems, wastewater.is renovated
by the soil, plants, and microogranisms as. it moves through and over the.`

soil profile. Wetland systems are somewhat similar to overland flow

systems in that most of the water flows over a relatively impermeable

soil surface and the renovation action is more dependent on microbial

and plant activity than soil chemistry.

5.1.5.2 Hydraulic Loadings

IteMs to be considered iR selecting the hydraulic loading include:

1 Detention time of applied wastewater

Rate of water loss from system by plinriedi pverflow or slow.

,seepage

System' upsets due to washouts by.precipitation or wastewater

applications

5.1.5..3 Nitrogen Management

For. a wetland system, the following mechanisms should be considered as
factors having an inflitnce on nitrogen balance:

1. Denitrification

2. Above ground and below ground plant uptake

3. Dilution

4. Sorption with living or dead material

The bibmassiproductivitY of wetland systems has been. reported to be 4 to

5 tons4acre (8 to 10 Mg /ha) in Wisconsin marshesl.:with other. reported

value's up to 6.7 to 8 tons/acre (15 to 18 Mg/.ha) [30]., The totallAant

nitrogen :uptake is extremely high since nitrogen content of the plants

may be from 2.0 to.2.5%;,however,.the-below ground portion of the plant

may contain 4 to 6 times as much.biomass as .the aboveground portion.
Thus, the majority of the.nitrogen.content in the system isvreleased and:.

.recycled rather than being' available .fOr removal by harvesto,',The

seasonal uptake and. release '..by perennial and ,annual vegetation is.
. ,

49
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influenced by the 'hi
classified as Arm,
content. can serve
biomass production
rembval mechanism.

trogen cycling. In general, natural wetlands can be
in nitrogen availability, because their high organic
as a nitrogen sink. Managed wetlands can facilitate
and harvesting' to provide an effective nitrogen.

The schematic diagram presented in gure 5-5 illustrates the principal
nitrogen transformations occurring in a wetland system. The overlying'
water and underlying organic soil form an aerobic-anaerobic double-
layer, thus providing i,deal conditions for biological nitrification-
.denitrification reactions to occur.

FIGURE,5-5

PRINCIPAL NITROGEN TRANSFORMATIONS
IN WETLANDS [20]

APPLIED. NITROGEN

(MOSTLY NH4)
WATER .

FILM

4.
OXIDIZED.:

REDUCED

ORGANIC
:MATTER ., 5

(cf

SOIL

H NO

4454ft*. )4*

NO -N
3 2-

ENITOFICATION'

Climatic.Consilfrations

Climatit considerations for wetland systems are not well defined.
Although wetland systiiiis have b'een utilized in locations from Florida
[28] to the Canadian Northwest Territorfes [26], the mechanisms involved

1ft_
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in- retention or removal of each wastewater . component are uncertain.

wetland system in Wisconsin used for wastewater application is shown in

Figure 5-6.

FIGURE 5 -6

WETLAND SYSTEM AT BRILLION MARSH, WISCONSIN

2

,411L._

'1

vhophoi,us ManageMent
. . t :

Within the range of wetland system types, the phosphorus removals can
vary considerably. For peatlands, Stanlick 'reports 99% removal of

phosphorus [27]. In Wisconsin., using man-made and natural marshes,

Spangler et al. report .*30 to 40% removal on a year -round basis [23].

The removal capabilities are generally high during the growing season,
v because the soils have a' high cation exchange capacity (about 105
meq/100 g) and wetland plants account for luxury uptake' of phosphorus.

Harvest of the above.ground plant portions will remove some phpsphbrus
from the system; however, release from the below ground portion will

occur during the nongrowiog seaso9f..



as

.1.5.6 Trace. Elements" Removal

Or

, r

Although extensive research has not been dohe with'wetlands, the results
of research from metal accumulation in lake and rivet sediments are
generally Bpplicafile. Organic soils, may have high cation exchange
capacities so retention shquld be excellent; however, the effects of pH
on retention must be considered.

5.1.5.7- Mi crobrganism:ReMoval

The removal of pathogenic microorganisms depends on the pathway for-
water- leaviqg _ the site Aystems that have no overflow and function by
water seepage 'through a slightly Oermeable soil 1011 '1/6 excellent

tl'a

removal, of .all microorganisms due to physical enptra t and, die--off
mechanisMs. Surface overflow systems offer a less posi P r ve rethovai, so :

natural die-off as a function of detention time, climate, and other
environmental factors must be assessed. ,r.-'

5.2 et:eapplication Treatment

1. ...

The design of ,preapplication treatment facilities involves thr de steps:

1. Determine, the level of treatment required for the selected
land treatment process and site conditions .

2. Select a treatment system capable of meeting this level

3. Establish 'design criteria and perform detiiled design of the
selected treatment system

Only the level of treatment required will be discussed, because the
second and third' items are standard engineering' procedures that are not
unique' to hand treatment.

_

5.2.1 Determination of Level Required

;In genera1,1 the level of,

internal process decision
performance of the land treatm
be necessary for a. variet
distribution system reliability
conditions, (3) obtaining a

treatment, (4) reducing soil

public health impacts. The

impacts on various' system components is summarized in Table 5-13.

preappll cat' on treatment' required is an
ade by the designer to ensure optimum
nt process: Preapplicationtreatment may

of reasons including (1). .inlproving

reducing the potential for nui sance
''higher overall level. ,.of tvastewater

clogging, and ( 5 'reducing the-ri sk of
ed for preappl ication treatment to reduce

14.3
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TABLE 5 =13

NEED FORPREAPPLICATION TREATMENT

_System -
component- Potent01 p

Y.

blems

. 4

level of ,treatment and mitigating measures

Starage Odors and sol ds

accumulation:

Distribution Soli ds deposi tio

system orifice e clogging

Crops'

Hydrauli

loading

Public access

Limited selection

Reduced loading
rate for rapid

infiltration

alts risk 4ue
to contact

Screeneda -add aerators

Priirlary - .add.aeratorsb

Biological '

Screened - velocity control and larger orifice.nozzles

filarir- veltkity control --

iological
,

Screened - limit to high toleranceecops (i.e., grass)

primary = limit to feed, seed, andfilier crops.

Bfological - disinfect to suit individual deeds

Screened - increased basin maintenance

Primary - increased basin maintenance or use of vegetation

Biological

Streened - .posting-and fenting or buffer 'zones or disinfectibp
t

Primary - post:fritid:fencing or buffer zones or disinfection

Biologital disinfect for'public access areas'

Bar screens and commiiution. , ,

Only for Short;-term (10'ss than i...:mtinth) storage,

e'
5.2.1.1 Impaqtslluring Storage

The primary coniideration fois preapplication treatment prior to storage,.

isoseduction-of the potential for nuisance conditions. This, may 'require

reduction in the settleable solids and organic content of the wastewater

to revels achievable with primary treatment. This will minimize the-

possibility of nuisance conditions developing in the.storage lagoon.

Such factors as climate, length of .storage,. reservoir design will.

(
determine the necessary:-leveI of-i'l0kredk.go,tir Storage reservoirs

provide ,additional .ti.Ogitent.', thilOugn "JO tlter,: biological action,

deposition of solidi, ancrlong-term.pathogen4die-ii Supplemental

aeration could. be progided. i0hedreserVvy,to t issive oxygen

demand. An alternatiVe'conept.woUld:kto.leggn thiss "lagoon to .

double as a 'deep' *facultative :lagoon.' I'Dtsinfectio storage

should not be necessary as long as. public Aoct, ' ,age lagoon
. ., _,..

is restricted. 0 *
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5.2r4 Impacts on Transmission

Al thoug - transmission of wastewater to the application site will usually
not ern the level of preaPplication treatment, the method of
tra mission should be taken into consideration. For systems in which
wastewater is to: be pumped to the application site and no other.
preapplication treatment is required,,coai.se screening, degritting, and
comminution should be included.to avoid excessive wear on the' equipment.°

5.2.1.3 Impacts on. Distribution Systems

Preapplication treatment considerations for surface distribUtion
techniques. include coarse and settleable solids removal to avoid solids
deposition in ditches and laterals. The need for disinfection will
depend on the possibility of public contact wiih the distribution
system.,

Different criteria apply o 'sprinkler distribution systems. To avoid'
plugging of , nozzles, it has -been, 'recommended that the size of the
largest particle in the applied wastewater be less than one-third
diameter of s,prinkle nozzles [11]. Removal of coarse and settleable
solids as well as grit and any oil and grease should be a minimum
-reapplication treatment level to maintain reliabilityA in systems using
sprinkler distribution.

Iv

5.2'.1.4 Impacts pn Slow RateApp4404tion

For slow rate_ system's, hydraulic or nitrogen loadings will generally
govern the system performance. Thus, from the standpoint of process
performance and soil matrix impacts, preappl'ication treatment for
reduction of organics and suspended solids is not necessary. Industrial
wa'stewaters with high organic strength nave been applied to land
successfully, and data -are available to. indicate that no significant
difference i1I overall perfoivance was obtained when both primary and
secondary effluent were applied under similar conditions [32].

Where' the method of.application is by sprinkling; limits on aerosol and
.

mist drift should tbe considered. Preapplicat n treatment 'such as
primary. settli , secondary treatment, and di infection all.serve to
reduce the bac erial _content of the effluent and hence reduce the
numbers of aerosolized bacteria. The need for secondary treatment or
disinfection must be evaluated on a case-by-case basis taking into .

account (1)' the populdtion density of, the area, ,(2) the, degree of public
access to the site,. (3) the relative size of the ;;application area;
(4) the feasibility'. of providirig buffer zones 'orplantings 'of trees or
shrubs, and (5) the loevailing cfimatic conditions,.:

1 15 i.
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7,For.,forage crop irrigation, the need disinfection can be,balance
against the exposure risk. to the p ic or grazing animals from
pathogens in mullicipal wastewater. On t basis of a limited comparison

:cif land' treatment with conventional treatment and discharge, it was
concluded. that the relative risks t t e public ivere.essentiallY the

-,/same [333. Primary treatment follow y surface 'application to land
:that is fenced has been considered lequates to minimize health risks.

For., application to parks, golf cou ies and areas of ;public access,.
biological treatment followed by disinfe ti 'n is often .practiced:

5
k

5.2.1.5 impacts on Rapid Infil
A
ration Application

1

The 'potential for soil clOgging is higher or. "sapid infiltration- systems
than for slow Irate syStems due to greater y5dtaulicj.oading rates.. As a
minimum, primary treatment to remove coars d sett.leable solids should
be included as. preapplication treatment ReductiOn .of, Solids to
secondary levels will increase the allowable hydraulic loadim rates for
rapid infiltration systems and a balance canybe achieved between the
degree of .preapplication treatment and the `hydratilic loading rate.
Algae carryover .from holding ponds or lagoons will increase the
potential for soil clogging. The use of in situ pilot studies mdy Oe
required to develop soil resiztOnse relationships between shydraulic
loading Ana wastewater solids and organic'levels Ill].

5.2.1.6 Impacts on Overland Flow Application-
J. ''

Becaute overland flow treatment is basically a surface phenomenon, soil
clogging is not a problem, and high BOD and suspended solids removals
have been achieved with systems applying raw comminuted municipal
wastewater c.34] and industrial wastewater with 616 mg/L BOD and 263 mg/L
of suspended solids [353. Thusi preapplication treatment for removal of
organics and solidS would be 'necessary only to the extent required by

f other system components. The neeckfor predisinfection would be governed
by consideration of the method-of distribution. Low-pre'ssure, large-
droplet, downward sprinkling nozzles and bubbling orifices or gated pipe
distribution should not require predisinfection if public access isF
controlled.' 'Postdisinfection of the wastewateracunoff may be required.
Because overland flow systems are less effectiye for removal of
phosphorus than other land treatment methods, preapplication treatment
to enhance overall phosphorus removal maybe necessary if ,a low level is
required in the collected runoff.

5.2.2 Industrial Pretreatment

' Pretreatment of industrial wastewaters discharged into municipal systems
ma ! be required for s reasons, including. (1) protection of the
coilection system; an 2) removal .of constituents that would have an
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adverse impact ion the treatment syst on !'would . pass' through, the
treatment process relatively unchanged, causing, unacceptable, effldent
quality. General guidelines. for pretreatment Of industrial wastes
discharged . to municipal systems using conventional` secondary treatment
have been published by the EPA [36].

. -

Pollutants %-that.:. are compatible, with conventional "se...00dary treatment
systems _would generally be compatible with land treatMent:'SYstems. As
with,. conventional systeris, pretreatment requiremeiftS:011;1* necessary
for such constituents. as fats, ..grease, and!.',:',OffIsiT:aid sulfides to
proteCt collection systems and 'treatment, components. Pretreatment
requirements for conventional biological treatment will also protect
land' treatment processes.

evels of sodium decrease, the- ,soil
\equirements may be necessary for industri

he SAR- of the total wastewater night.,
1 evel s. . ... -6

permeat)i 1 i ty. Pretreatment
al wastes high in sodiuM, if
be increased to unacceptable

Plant toxiCity from metals is discuksed ^in Appendix E and recommended
. maximum concentrations of trace elements in .irrigation water have been

previouly presented in Table 5-4. Concern over accumulation in the
food chajn is greatest fdr cadmimm, as discussed in Appendix E. The
pcittential for groundwater contamination from trace elements is greatest
for rapid infiltration systems, although the ability of soils to remove
and accumulate-heavy 'metals from such systems has been'demonstrated [13,
37].. 1

5.3 Storage'

.

There is a need for storage in many land tireatment systems because of
the effect of climate on treatment or an imbalance between wastewater
supply' and application. Slow rate and overlind flow systems may cease
operation during adverse climatic conditions whereas rapid)nfiltration
systems can usually continue operation year-round. An alternative to
storage may be seasonal discharge to surlace waters.

, .

5.3.1 Determining Storage Needs

.The Nattonal Olifrtatj.c.....eenter in Asheville, North Carolina, has conducted
an extensive study of climatic variations throughout the United States

-and the effect of these variations on sto rage requirements for soil
treatment systems [38] . Three computer programs, as presented in Table
5-14, have been developed to estimate the storage days required when
inclement weather conditions.pre,clude.land' treatment, system ciperation.

6 .
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4ABLE 5-14
v

SUMMARY OF cciiii0ER 'PROGRAMS FOR DETERMINING.;::

STORAGE 'FROM CLIMATIC VARIAEILES 1,=

.t

APO Cold Climates .Mean temperaiurq,.
rainfall, snow depth

EPA-2 'Met climates Rainfall

.EPA-3 Moderate climates Maximum.and'mini.mum

,temperature, rainfall,
*104depth

Use5 froezilndex .

Storage.to.avoiA
surface runoff

Variation of EPA-1
for partty.favor-;

able conditions

. A
Depending on the ddminant climatic conditidhs .''bf' a region, one of the
three computer prograMs will be most suitable.. The Program best .suited
to a particular region is shown in Figure -7. The maximum storage days
Over 'the period of record ,,rs:calCulated as well as storage, days for
ecurrence,,jntervals of 50, to"; acid 50 years.

The validity bf any one of the computer storage programs will. depend on
the presepce of adequate data, The quality,60mpleteness, and length of.
record-Are all important.. Assigning.threshold values and the confidence
evel 'of. the outpupmust be considered carefullyqn order to provide a

stic estimate of required storage. To use tlige programs, contact
the National Climatic Center of the -National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration in Asheville, North Carolina 28801; a fee is required.

4.

5.3.1.1 .Determining Storage irrGold Climates

The t!,,operation of a sfow rate or overland flowsystem is likely to be
affected adversely if severe cold weather prevails for Icing periods (2
to4 4 monthS).., if annual crops are being Ofrrigated; Allen the growing
season will determine the storage requirement. Reviver, if perennials;
such as grasses and woodlands, are i rrigated, then- wastewater
application will normally be stopped only by frozen soil conditions.
The EPA-1 program coMputes,a " freezi ng index" i4IiiCh provides a measure
of the intensity and duration of cold periods that are likely to occur
in the Northeast, ,the northern 'half of the Midwest, and parts of. ,the
Rocky;' Mountain ..area (see. Figune 5-7). When the index reaches 200 to
300, the ground is assumed to.be

'frozen

and wastewater application is
not rec mended [39]. Limitations to the use of?, tiijr freezing index.,
includ lack of soil :temperature data, yearly-:i3OAter,. temperature,-.

vari at ons, and differences in design and operating practices for,-,;::

existi g land treatment systems.



FIGURE 5-7
..-: ,,.....

DETERMINATION DF STOI iAGE BY EPA COMPUTER_ PROGRAMS AND:,-WATER ElikLANCE

..,. AC RDING . TO. CIAMAT IC CONSTRAINTS [11 ,..li
38)

.....
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- ,
EPA,,1 al so computes ,storage based on the favorable/unfavorable day
analysis by assignin:...threshold values to (1) Mean daily' temperature,
(2) daily -precipitation; and (3) . snow cover. The storage requirement i s

'increased. by one day'''s fl ow on days designated as unfavorable according
to the ,,threshold values. On a fporable day, storage i reduced by -a
fraction*: of One day' s flow--the .drawdown rate,.. A .range of common ;:
-threshold Val ues:. used as input. ''stO the EPA-1 , Pt;Ogram .is listed in
Table 5-15. yr

. THRESHOLD VALUES FOR :THE. EPA7.1:.STORAGE PROGRAM

'',"-Parameter
k'^R F av or atxl e day
threshold values

0

Mean daify temperature, °,f >25-32

. 'Daily pretipitation, in. .<1.5-17.0 '

Snow Cover,:iin. ' <1.0

Drawdown rate, % of average :. ,
flow 1 ' .+ '-' -' 50I-Z5 ,

l'f'Etr, 11°C A- 32,
2.54 cm::

.°

:1.2 Determining' Storage in Moderate Cl imates,

.

To estiniate storage for-MOder, ate climatic zones where winter Conditions ,

are less seVere such as the mid - Atlantic. states ( see Figure -577 )
i s reconimende This program l s more than iEM-1 in that
minimum. and maximum daily temperatures are examined i nstead .the TeArl,
daily temperature. Both temperature 'thresholds:must be',reached.fo,i';,a
\day to be favorable. Howey er f: the m.tkiniuM daily temperature is
exceeded, but the minimum-temperature-is bel Ovi" the ..Lower; threShol CA. the
program assumes that i.t , i s viarm enoudh tO .'fpermit operatiVi..during:.
portion :of the-day, i ; ,-a part) y ,favorabl EPA -3.:i s organized...So
that on 'pa'rtl'y favourable daYs",..'S`to rage: is automati Call y increased. by
some fraction ..of,.. the daily: flow. The precipitation and snow cover
threshOlds and ''.the- draWdown rate act as they do , for kPA-1. Weather
,station data for the :above parameters, are examined during; theMonkhs of
November,: through April for, the available peripd':of record) (2'0. years

,minimum).:.

. ..

the drawctown rate, as used in EPA-3,, i s :the amount: of watet.applied on,
favorable days,' in 'addi ti on' to! the: .:average daily flow. 1'n moderate
climate's; thts -parameter can significantly reduce storage requirements

, . .
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.butat the ,expenie of increaSing land requirements. Availability and
. cost of the additional land will determine how much wastewater .can be
applied frpni storageH

,5.3.1.3 Determining Storage-in Wet Climates

R.

111 wet regions where a high pefpentage of the= annual precipitation is in
the form of rain and,the mean daily temperature seldom drOpS13elow 32°F'

(CPC), the EPA-2:":Stdrage program should be us,ed., EPA-naccounts for
prolonged wet pe,Hods where- rain can occur almost daily between the
months-) of November and April.,4Regions where proloihed wet spells limit
theqopplication of wastewater are at locations along Op Gulf states and
the. Pacific Northwest Coastal Region. Daily clmaiologjO data are
examined in an attempt-to:identify days when the soil. is;gtturated.and
an applicAtion. of wastewater would result in unwanted runoff. Any, day

where runoff occurlis trefined as unfavorable and considered a storage
day.

. The EPA-2 program is an gitoutgrp--of work by. Palmer to, determine

Conditions of MeteorologIcar drought for agricultural'purposes [40].
The rate at -which excess soil moisture is depleted from-the soil (the
soil drying rate), is approximated by, the EPA-2 program to account for

the longl.term efftas:of.extremety heavY rainfall. The program can be
modified to suit diffe.reht.soil conditions.

',5.3.1.4 Determining Storage in Warm Climates

In warm climates, such as the semiarid and arid soUthWest United States,
the climatic constraints to application of.wastewiter-are usually very

' small (1 to ,5 days) . In tOeseCsituations total storage may depend on

--the balance between water supply,-'rand application rate and the amount of

pertain wastewater constituents, e.g., nitrogen that can be applied to
the soil without exceeding grbundwater quality restrictions.

Pat irrigation water balance, which also considers nitrogen loading, can
1* Used to estimate cumulated storage in warm climates for slow rate

sySiems. The water balance consists of the elements in the following

equation: P

Design Wastewater
=,Evapotranspiration +

preCipitIation applied
Percolation + Runoff

. ;
(5-4)-'

A manthly evalluation of water balance is suggested due to seasonal

variWons in component factors. Of all the factors, precipitation is

the most unpredictable. A range of values that might be encountered can

be established on the basis df a frequency analysis of.wetter-pan-
normal years (tile wettest in 10, 20, or 25 years may be reasonable).

,*

-15
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When using the water balance tO estimate storage, the recurrence
.interval for precipitation' and evapotranspiration should be the same.

An example of a monthly irrigation water balance 'to determine ,storage
requirements for, a 1 Mgal/d Q43.8*L/s) slow rate system is shoenoin
fable 5-16. This water bal apee assumed. ( 1 ) precipitatito and
evapdtranspi)"ation data fop the wettest year *10..25, -(2) Ditrsigeri
limiting and separate'. calculations .show.. that, 1.20 acres T48 ha) are
required, (3) a perennial grass is-, grown and irrigated. yeas-round, 4

(4) tailwater .runoff , from surfac,e. application . is conotained acid,.
reapplied, and (5)* the storage resetivoir is empty at the beginni.ng of',

the water fear.. a
.4°

at. .
The maximum storage wouYd i be_22.7 tn.' (58 cm, in;the month of March:
calculated for an apillication,areeof 120 acres- (48 ha)., yielding the
required storage volume of 227 acre-ft (280°000 m3) or 74 diFs flow, at

4,1 Mgal/d-(43.8 L/s). . . '
. ...

amd,COnsuniptiVe Use' Requi rements
.

a

In mild climates, storage requirements could, be governed by the-
management of crops that are to be grown. The irrigation and*
,consumptive use reqUirenients .shown in Table 5-17 for the-Bakersfield,:
California, 'slow rate system illustrate how storage is affected by crop'
selection. ,It hoirld be poifited put that only a portion:of the applied
wastewater i s actual ly consumed by the crops (.or lost by
evapdtranspiration). SOme of the wastewater will be lost by seepage
from irrigation ditcheS, from surface runoff; and by deep percolation
below the root zone in the field. This is reflected in Table 6-17,
where 3,1.irrigation requirements are shown to be 'greater than consumptive
use values. The U.S. Department of Agriculture has estimated that on
the average ,<about 47% of the irrigation water enters the soil and is
'held ln the root zone where it is' avail able. to crops. It al so points
out that it is possible to attain irrigation efficiencies of 70 to 75% ,

by peoper selection,''' design, and operation of the irrigation system,
including provision for tailwater return [42].

There are several months listed in Tale 5'-17 when there is no
. irrigation requirement although consumptive use .is indicated. In thpse

cases, it is assumed that crop water needs are being supplied' by
effective growing season precipitation and carryover soil *moisture from
winter rain's, or pre-irrigation.
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TABLE 5-16

EXAMPLE OF STORAGE. DETERMINATION FROM A WATER
BALANCE FOR IRRIGATION [41]

Inches

Water' . Water
Evapotrans- Allowable lossesc deficit('

Month pirationa 'percolationb (2)+(3) Precipitationa .(4)-(5)
(1) (2) (3) g(4) . (5) =(6)

.

Oct 2.3 10.0 12.3 1.6, 10.7

Nov: 1.0 .'10:0' 11.0' 2.4' " 8:6

Dec 0.5 : 5.0 5.5 2.7 2.8

Jan 0.2- 5.0 5.2 ' -, 3.0 2.2

/ Pep '0.3' 5.0 5.3 2.8 2.5

Mar 1.1 10:9 11,1 3.4 7.7

Apr 3.0 10.0 13.0 3.0. .10.0

May 3.5 10.0 13.5 2.1 11.4.
Jun 4.8 10.0 14.8 1.0 13.8

Jul 6.0 ,110.0 16.0 0.5 15.5

Aug 5.7 10;0' 15.7 1.1 14:6

Sep 3.9 . 10.0 13.9 2.0 11.9

Total . $

' . annual 32.3 105.0 137.3 25.6 111.7
, . .

,'
Wastewater
availablee

(7) .

Change in,
storagef Total
(7)-(6) storage
=(8) (9) ,

.

9.3 -1.4 . 0
9.3 0.7

9.3 '6.5 7.2 .
9.3 .' 7.1 14.3 ,.)

9.3 , 6.8 211

9.3 1.6 22.7

9.3 -0.7 22.0

9.3 ,.2.1 19.9

'9.3 -4.5 15.4

9.3 -6.2 9.2

9.3 -5.3 3.9

'9.3 -2.6 1.3

- 111.8

a..Pr'ecipitation and evapotranspiration data are entered info colurons '5 and 2, respectively.
On the basis of the nutrient balance to satisfy groundWater quality standards, the design
allowable percolation rate is 10-in./month from MarEh through November and 5 in. /montlT for the
remaining tronths (cqlumn 3).

c. The water. losses(column 4) are found by summing evapotransPiration and percolation.

'd. The water deficit' (column 6) is the difference ketween the 'water losses and the precipitation.

e. The wastewater available per month (column 7) is

Wastewater 1. Mgal/d x 30.4 d/month x 36.8 acre-in:/Mgal
available -P 120 acres

f. The monthly chgnge in storage (coluinn.8) is the difference between the wastewater available
(column,7) and the monthly water deficcit (column 6).

1 in. - 2.54 cm
1 Mgal/d = 43:8 L/s
1 acre = '0.405 ha

15'
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. TABLE 541
- _

IRRIGATION AND CONSUMPTIVE USE REQUIREMENTS FOR SELECTED CROPS
AT BAKERSFIELD, CALIFORNIA [43 44]

Depth .of Water in Inches -.

Month

Pastures ur.altaltaa
Double crop

barley and grain sorghum Cottonc Sugar beetsd

CodsumOtiVe '.'Irrigation
use '-requirements

Consumptive
use

Irrigation

requirements
Consumptive

use
Irrigation

requirements
ConstimptiVe

use
Irrigation

requirements

Jan

Feb

Mar

tApr

May

Jun .

Jul -

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Total .'

. .0.9*.

2.0

3.8

5.2

7.0

'8.6

; 9.4

8,7'

5..8

4.3

2:0

'1.0

..

:

'

1..2

2.7

5.1

7.0 .

9.4

11.5

12.6

11.7

7.8

5.8

2.7

1.3

. 1.0

.2..0

3.8

5.2

2.6

.-..

4.5

8.0

6.0.

.0
....

1.0

.....

6.0

. 6.0

....

10.0.

7.0

12.0

.,941).

.... .

10.0

.

.... :

.... .

0.6

1.2

3.6

7.2

8.4

'6,0 k

2.5

'...

.

15e

5

.12

-12

".
...

.44 .

....

1.0

2.5

.5.0

7.0

8.0

=L:...?....

...,

5.0

9.0

5.0

9.0

"*.7,.55':.-

. - 6.0f

.1:.

58.7 7S.8 37.1' 60.0 29.5 : . 23.5 46.0

A

a. Estimated maximum consuMMtive use (evapotranspiration) of water by MatUre'crops with nearly.compl ;te eound7
'cover throughout the year.

ti

b. Barley planted in November - December, harvested in Ant. grain sorghuM plantediJude 20 -July 10,,harvested
'' in

c; Rooting depth of mature cotton: 6 ft. :Planting dates: MarCh. 15 to April 20. Harvest: October, Ndtember,
and December.%.

d. Rooting depth: 5 to.6 ft. Planting date: January. HiAmst: July 15 to Septemdlr10.

e. Pre-ii-rigation should wet soil to 5 to 6 ft depth prior to planting.
.

f. Pre - irrigation is used to ensure germination and emergence. First crop, irri6ations are heavy in order to.
' provide deep moisture.

1 in. = 2.54 cm
1 ti =. 0.305.m
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5.3.2 Storage Raervoir Design

Most agricultural reservoirs are constructed of simple homogeneous

(uniform materials) earth embankments,'-the design of which conform to poi

the principles of small dam design. Depending on .the.magnitude of the

project, state regulations' may ,govern the design. In California for

example, any reservoir with embankments higher than 6,ft (1.8 m) and a

capacity in excess of 50 acre-ft (61 800 10) is subject 'testate

regulations on design and construction of dams, and plans must be

reviewed and approved by the:appropriate agency [45]., Design criteria

,
and' information . Sources are included in the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation

publication, Design of Small Dams [46]. In many cases, it will be-

.necessary ltbat a competent soils engideer be consulted tox ,proper soils

analyses and structural design of foundations-and embankWits.

5:. stribution

The .most common distribution techniOues for 1 and application fall within.

two major categuries-7sUrface and sprinklerthe selection of which .

depends on the objectives of the projectand the limitations imposed by
physical conditions such as topogr.,hy,'type of soi, crop requirements,

. and level of preapplication tre.. ent.

Surface distribution . Mal oYs gravity flow from piping systemis or open'

Aitchesto ood . the application on area wi th several inches 'of water.

:Surface distribution is . ore suited to soil wi with moderate to lov:vintake

rates. Control of runo is usually more of a .cansideration for SUrface.

distribution ttian f de prinkltng, as applications of 2 in. (5 cm) or

less by- .surface, methods re.difficult to apply uniformly. Graded land

is essential tb proper perf mance of a surface system:.

Sprinkler distribution sim lates rainfall- ,and is less susceptible to

.
topographic constraints than urface methods. It is particularly suited

to irrigation both. hi g 1y permeable and highly-impermeable soils.

. Sprinkler distribution` may be < used to irrigate most crops and, when:

properly designed4 provides a -more uniform distribution of water and
,

greater flexibillty in ra e of application rates than is available with

surface distribution. imitations. to sprinkling include adverSe wind.

conditions, clog' n. 1f nozzles with, solids, and preapplication

treatment redui remen Sprinkling also invblveS a signifitant,

/utilization of.equipment and its capital costs are significantly higher

than those,for surface distribution.
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For all .types 'of distribution systems, the maximum flow requirement of a
given System and field area is referred to as the system capacity,. which
is computed by the formula:

CAD

FH

where Q = discharge capacity, gal/min (L./sT
C = onstant, 453 (28.1) ,

A = field area, -acres (ha)
D g oss depth of application in. (cm)
F = nu ber of days to complete one cycle
H = num er of operating hours

(5-5)

The Os capacity is useful. for determining mainline sizes, pump
capacities, storage requirements, and operating time' requirements. If
several sites are involved with different loading requirementS;systen1

.'capacities must be computed separately within the same Oriod arAime to
determine total system capacity.

5.4.1 Surface Systems

Surface distribution methddS -include ,ridge and furrow irrigati-on, .

surface flooding (border strip) irrigation, infiltration basins, and,
overland flow. The distinguishing physical ,featuret of these methods
are, illustrated in Figure 5-8. Variations of methods employed in crop
irrigation and the -siiitabilily of each to conditions of usp are
summarized in Table5718. Similar criteria for the surface arrplicatidn

. methods not normally associated with crop irrigatiori are summarized in
Table 5-19." ,

a

.4.1.1 Ridge and Furrow Irrigation

Ridge and furrow irrigation.'consists of running .1.rrigation streams along
small channels (furrows) '''bordered by rhiseli-14i;eds- (ridges) upon which
crops are grown. Furrows may be level of graded:istraiglit contoured..
A similar method is corrugation 'irrigatiOn;'which consists of furrows

-excavated from. the surface without creating raised beds. To simplify
this presentationo only straight, graded ridge-and furrow irrigation
will be referred hereaftet, as its design considerations are
ap.plicable to all these methods.

Intake characteristics for furrow irrigation are distinguished from
those for border and sprinkler irrigation because the -water only

- partially covers, a given field area, and moves bothdownWard and
outward. Intake characteristics are best determined by inflow-outflow.ti
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TABLE 5-18

SURFACE IRRIGATION METHODS AND CONDITIONS OF USE [47

Suitabilities and conditions of use

Crops Topography Water quantity Remarks ..

Oroodinh

'Shan
.

roc tantl
,

a r

'. baS

-

Grain field crops,
orchards, rice .

:Large ,,,Grain, field crops,
.

rectangular. rice
basins

;..COntour OrcharAS, grain,
Checks forage crops

Relatively flat land;
area within each basin
shOuld be leveled

Can be adapted Suitable 'for soils
to streams of of high or low in--
'various sizes,! take rates; should

not be used on
soils that tend to
puddle.

Flat land; must be Large flows of
graded to uniform
plane

Water
Soils of fine tex-
ture with low
ihtake rates

Irregular
, ; Flows :gr-

slopes. less than 21' than 1- X3/s

Narrow'

bOrdOsi! up; to4.
16 ft',iMide

.

Wide borders'
up to 100 ft ;!

wide

Pasture.' grait4- ,T
yine*rfs.'

oralrat,ds'..:i

,.
orchar

Uniform slopes, less
than, 7.!,

r Soils of eledium,to

heavy texture that
do not crack on
drying

. .

. High installation costs.
Considerable labor
required for irrigating.
When used for close- .

.spaced crops, a high.

percentage 'of . is

used for levees and
distribution ditches.
High efficiencies of
water use passible.

ModeratelY:714ge*i IS of medium to
flows ..ilieaVY.*.texture

ciand. graded to uni form
0?ane:with maxim

than 6.

Deep. soils of
medium to fine
texture

n0

Lower installation costs
and less labor required

;'for irrigation than4sMall

jiasins. 'Substantial.
levees needed.

Little land 'grading
required. Checks can be
continuously flooded
(rice), water ponried

.(orctiards):,Or interT
mittehtly flooded
(pastures).

BOrders shotif.d*10:
direction of-jraximUM,:
slO0e. Accurete CrEAS-
leveling required betweert.
guide levees.:.'

Very,. careful land gradingt

necess y. Minimum of .

labo equired. for i rri-

g n. Little inter-
f rence With ese of farm
machinery.



-t TABLE 5-18
(Concluded)

A

.Irrigation
method

Suitabilities anct conditions of use

Crops Topography ,Water quantity Soils Remarks

Benched Grain, field crops,
, terraces .

1

FurroW

Straight .Vegetables, row.
furrows crops, orchards,

vi neyards-

Graded
contour
furrows.

..S.ctrilygations

Vegetables, field
craps, orchards;
vineyards

Slope up to 20% Streams of small Soils must be suf-

to medium size ficiqn114 deep that
grAding operations/
will not impair.
crop groWth

Uniform slopes ,nolqifr Flows up tp.
ceedin.g 2% for rx41-': .12 ft3/s;

yated ,crops

Undulating land with Flows up to

shopes up to 8'4 3 ft3/s

Can be used .on all
soils if length of
furrows is adjusted
to type of soil

Soils of medium to
fine .texture that
do. not crack,pn
drying

Care mint be. taken
constructing benche and

providing adequate ainage
channel for excess ater.

Irrigation water t be

properly managed. isuse

of water can resu in

serious soil ero tn.

. .

Best sui fri crops. that

cannot a fl °Wed. High

-irrig n effieifncy
possi Will .adapted to

mechan d farming.:

Rodent control- is'essential .
Erosion hazard from hedvy
rains' or water breaking qut

i: furrows. High labor .

L. rbUirement for irrigation.

Close-spaced crops ' Uniform slopes of up" Flows up to Best on soils bf

.sgeh as Vain,
pasture , alfalfa.

to 10'.? 1 ft3 /s medium to fine
texture' ..

Basin. .

'furrows

,.Zitag
ti

1.

Vegetables,, cotton,
maize, and other
row crops

Relatively flat land. Flows up
. . 5.1t3/s

r

to :C4ii be uyed with

most soil t'

Vineyards, bush '. .Land graded to uniform Flows required 'Used o

.berries, Orchards.; ;i.Ylopes of less than 11. are usually less low i

than for straight .

furrows

High' water losses possible
from deep percolation or.
surface runoff. 'Care must
be used in limiting size of
flow in corrugations to

- reduce Soi 1 '0101'110n.. Little

land grading required.

filar to small rectangular
basins, except crops are
planted on ridges.

soils With This method is used -6 slow

take rates the flow of waterin furrows
,to increase water penetra-

. .tion. into soil...

,k

1 ftits 1 0.0.28 m3/s
1 ft = 0.305 m



.NONIRRIGATING SURFACE APPLICATION METHODS AND CONDITIONS OF USE

. _

Application
method ..Ifegetation : Topography :.Water supply

SuitabilMep.and conditions of use

Soils. Remark's

Rapid
. Perennial

infiltration, grasses

-

Relatively flat May be relativelYk
to irregular: .: large, soils

. :permitting

. .

. ,OnifOrmly 96ded Moderately.. large
rasse with s lopes; from .. floWs with high

2. to. V percentage of.."
runoff '

.SuitableVtir continuously wet -root Conditions.

Coarse texture .4.viatet applied on inter-
and t igh:infil= mittent basis to ma i kat n
trablon.1ratet permeability. &ten less

land preparation than
..most Irrigation systems.

Limited :

permeabiltty

. .

:Land must be smoOthAo'
achieve .sheet,
vii ...



measurements in 'the field. :Design application rates are then based. on

these results.. Furrow intake rates:are usually expressed. as flOwrate

Lis) per unit length 1100 ft, 100 m) of furrow.. Appl ication

rates .are usually expressed as fl overate per furrow,. or furrow stream

size.

Other factors of critical importance for design of ridge and, furrow

irrigation are: furrow- stream size [48, 49, 50], furrow 1 ligth (Table

5-2U) , furrow slope [47], 'and- furrow spaci ng 1Tabl e 5-21) .

4

SUGGESTED- MAXIMUM LENGTHS OF CULTIVATED FURROWS FOR DIFFERENT
SOILS, SLOPES, AND ;DEPTHS OF WATER TO BE APPLIED 147]

v0* Feet

TABLE 5-20

Furrow.

slope, 7,

\ Avg depth of, water --apPliel, n.

I\ 9 la;

0.05; 1 000 .10oo 300 1 300

;,500- 1 600

700 2 000

600_, 000.., 2 600

0.5 T .100: '600 1 800 2 400

1.0 1 300 1 600 1. 900

1-5 800 1/100 -1. 400: 1 600

700 / 900 1.00_ 1-300

Sands

3 4 , 5

o

1 ft = 0.305 m
1 in..= 2.54/cm

tiOn

660. 1:'.100;:1!'400

700 1 zoo:, 1". 5oo

O0 1- 300: 1 600

900 :1,200 1 500

1. 300 200 300 :SO:" 600°

,300 4:400 700

Poo sod 000

1°900 500 700- 900' 1 300-'

1 700 400 600 89".9

800 1 L000 :.1 1, 500. 300 po 80.0

700 900 1 100: 1 300 250. 400 600 700

600 800 1. ood . 1 too 200 300..500 600.

;TABLE 5-21

OPTIMUM FURROW' OR CORRUGATION' SPACING [49]'

"Soil condition :.
Optimum

spacing, in.

Coarse sands - uniform profile c,

Coarse sands - over compact subsoils

fine sands to sandy loams - unifOrm
Fine.sandS:io sandy loam's -' Over

".more compaCt subsoils _

.Medibm sandy-si'lt loam- unifor
Medium sandy -silloam' - over
more compact subs ils

Silty clay loam -uniform
Very heavy clay soils - uniform

1 in. .= 2.54 cm
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18

24

30

36

40

48
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The distribution' sYstems most',. commonly ul6tf. .ritiger and furrow'
irrigation -.440,4' ,of .dpen with siphon. (see Figure 5-9 ;-`,''or gated sarnce piping system ( see Figure5-1.10 ) , e open, di tch system.
may be , suppl Led by distribution ditches, or catnaiiVNi.th turnouts, or by
buried p,i.pel Pies' with valved : risers. piping'. systems',
generally consi'st-of aluminum .pipe wi th. multi pi;e a ate,d 'outl faits', 'One per
furrow. Thif. pi pe is connected to hydrints.which are secured. tO... valved
risers from undergrOUnd:piip*ng :''ysteps. ,

LAST1C S.IPHON TUBE FAR :FURROW tRRIGATION

'2"'11-17L44'';
I LL:attelio,
4.1.k

' f..1;

5.4.1.2: Surface Fl ooding Irrigation

Surface fl doding irrigation Consists of directing a sheet: fl ow of water
al ong border 'strips, or cultivated -strips of 1 ana borbered by small
1 evees. Thi s method i s particularly, suited to close - .growing crops such
'as grasses that can .tolerate periodic inundation at the ground surface.
The boroer. strips usuallY have slight, i f any, cross ,i1 opes, and may be
level or graded in the direction of fl ow. Border trips may la) so bestraight or contoured: For purposes of i 1 1 ustration; only straight;
graded, border irrigation will be included in the design, considerationsXliat fol I ow. Detail ed. design procedures developed by the SCS lor the
various types of borders are given in Chapter.4, Section,15 -of the SCS
Engineering Handbook [51];
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Application 'rate for border irrigation- is dependent\on,the.:401;intal*::
rate and physical features of the' strip. Water.:ts-app4eaini,Ittie same
manner as in ridge . and furrow irrigatinty;%-'Aowever'i'i the stream
normally -shut off when it has advancedatfifuti'7:5%! of .the'lengthl)f:''the
border. The objective i s t.9 havesUffidient water: eeMainfrig, on the
border after shutoff to irrigate e remaining length of border: --to the

proper depth with very 1 i tt1 e notf. Theoretically, it is:POSSible to
apply: the water nearly uniformly al ong the. border using technique.
However, .actually 'achi ing uniform distribution-with'minimal. runoff e

requires a good. de of skill and experterite 'on : 'the part of the
operatbr.° Minimi runoff issomeWhat 1-ess critical when

,tailwater retur ystems are used.

The .widths of 'border strips are often selected for coMpatibiTity with
farm implements; but they also depend to "a certain extent upon slope,
which affects the.tiniformity of distribution ,across the, strip. A guide
for estimating strip widths based on grades in the direction of flow is
presented in Table 5-22.

Other design factors f r a bolder strip system are similar to those
ridge. and furrow irrigaticin. These factors include intake character-
istics [51], border strip lengths and slopes (Table 5-23 and 5-24).
Another factor influencing design is surface roughness, which is a
measure of resistance to flow caused by sail and vegetation.



TABLE 5-22

RECOMMENDED MAXIMUM: BORDER STRIP WIDTH [51-J

-
grade, %

Maximum strip
width', ft

0 200

0.0-0.1 .120 4

'0.1-0.5 '60

0.5-1.0 50

40

2.0-4.0 30

4.6.0 20

1 ft 0.305:m

TABLE 5-23

.UES'IGN 'STANDARDS FOR BORDER STRIP. IRRIGATION,'
DEEP ROOTED CROPS- [47]

00 9

Soil type and
infiltration rate. Slope, .%

-Unit flow
per foot of ..t:-.Avg depth 8order.strip,- ;ft.
strip width,4 of water

ftlfs app-1,41:11 in. Width, ;Length

Sandy, 1+ in./h

Loamy sand, 0.75-
1 in./h

Sandy loam, 0.5-
.075 in./h

..

0.2- 0.4'}.'.0.11 -0.16
0.4 -0,.6 0.09=0.11 .

0.6-1.0 0.06-0.0

0.2-0.4
0.4-0.6
0.6-1.0

. .

40-100 204%:30.0.,.
.30740 2K-300.

: .20-30" . .250 d.

40 -100 300-80Q
20-0 '300=600- -.

20. .300

407160, ,600;,1U00'
2040. .300400'

, ... .

0.07- 0:1.1:';; 5 40-100 250-500
0.0670.Q9?-i 5 25-40 250-500

25 2500.03-0.16 5

0.270.4 0,06-0.08
0.4-0.6 0.04-0.07
0.6-1.0 0.02-0.04

,Clay foam;. 0.257 :02-0:4 . 0-.034:6*.
`:0402-0:03

Clay, 0.10-

,;-2. 7

7,
0.6-1g) 0..03-0.02 . 7

0.02-0.04

;,
1 tti/s = 28:3 L/s. V. -4.14' V') in. -+-.2.54. cm 7r. .7: -,,

. :': 1 ft .0.305 m
--:i'l.'':::..

tt
The distribution systeMs for aarface fl oodh
the same as for rio04: and: 'pgtroir-
syg.te0 ,layouts is tA".0,114ate4h6Wertit.ge,
spatings equal to :the": bor'demr'-'strig-,-;,wtrittli

3'44
410:

, -

sati on. are basically;

,,Common practice in
ffriciii buried: liries at

'one .valve. Supplies
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TABLE 5 -24

DESIGN STANDARDS FOR BORDER STRIP
SHALLOW ROOTED CROPS [47],-:

coil profile

Unit flow
per' foot of Avg depth ipoider strip,. ft
strip width,. of Water

Slope, % fti/s applied, in. Width Length

Clay loam,' 24 in.

deep.over per-.

meabe subsoil

Clay, 24 -in.

'deep over per--;

meablesubsoil.

Loam, 6-18 in:

0.15-0.6 0..06-0.08 2-4 . 15-60 300-600

0.6-1.5 0.04-0.07 2-4 15-20 300-600

1.5-4.0 0.02-0.04 2-4 15-20 300

0.15-0.6 0.03-0.04 '4-6 15-60 600-1000
0.6-1.5. 0.02-0.04- 4-6 15-20 600-1000
.1.5-4.0 0.01-0.02 4 -6 15-20 600

.0 -4.0, 0.01-4.0 ,3 15-20 300-4000
deep over
hardpan

1 ft3/s = 28.3 L/s

1 in. = 2.54 cm'
1 ft = 0.305 m

each strip, and is preferably located midway between the borders to

provide uniform distribution across the strip,(see Figure 5 -11).: For

strips having Widths. greater than .30 ft (9.1 M), atleast two outlets

per strip will ensure good distribution uniformity. Use of gated pipe
provides'auch more uniform distribution at the head of border strips and
allows the flexibility of easily changing to ridge and furrow irrigation

if crop changes are desired.

5.4.1.3 Rapid Infiltration Basins

The design of, rapid infiltration basins depends on topography; when

'subsurface :flow is .to a surface water body, the basin shape and the

elevation difference between the basins and the surface water are

important., The basins are usually formed by constructing earthen dikeS.

Or by excavation. *

Control. of subsurface flow and recovery of renoVated.water are essential

considerations for .proper design of.arapid infiltration systems. If

discharge to permanent .groundWatet is not feasible, a recovery system.

should be planned .to withdraw, the renovated water and reuse itJfOr

irrigation or recreation or discharge it to surface waters. Methods of

recovery include ,underdrainage systems, 'pumped withdrawal, and natural..

drainage to surfate waters.-
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16,

. A FIGURE 5-11

OUTLET, VALVE, FOR BORDER STRIP APPLICATION

olp

Where natural subsurface drainage to surfaoce water Is planned; t
groundwater table must be controlled to prevent groundwater moond
The Aquifer should.be able to readily transmit the renovated water
from the inpltfliation site. Bouwer, [521 suggests the following equati,on
for determining the required elevation difference between the krater
coufse and the spreading basin.

WI = KDH/L
4

ere e W = width of infiltration area, ft (m)
I '= hydraulic loading rate, ftki (M/d)

, K = permeability of aquifer, ft/d (m/d) .

Q'.= average thickness of aquifer below water table perpe4dicul at:
to fl ow, direction, ft (M) .

.

H = elevation difference between water level in stream or lake and
maximum allowable water table level below infiltration ate,
ft (m) . *-

L -.7 distance of flow, ft (M)
. .

.

The relationships of these parameters are indicated in Rgure 5-12. The
product WI defines the amount of the' applied,water for a given section-.
and thereby-Controls the infiltration basin sizing. Thus, if the: amount
of 'appl ied water i s 'control led by. groundwater 'considerations, rel atively

(5-b)

1
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large hydraulic loading rates (I) may
relatiVely narrow (W) basins.

,

FIGURE 5-12

/NATURAL DRAINAGE OF RENOVATED WATER
INTO SURFACE WATtk [52]

employed by utilizing

Bastn- sizing includes consideration of the amount of usable,land
avail able, 4 the hydraulic. loading rate, topography, and management

., fl exibil i ty. Si zittig may al so be influenced by groundwater considera,7
tins saps discusSed in . the previous .paragraph., In order to operate a ,

system on .a continuous basis, ,a. te least two basins will be required, one°
for fl ooding and one ;for Arying, unless sufficient storage is available
elsewhere in the' system 7 Multiple basins ,are desirable to prbvide
flexibility in the management of the system.

, k .4 ' ' ,$

Basins should be rel att-VelY fl at- to al I ow uniform distribution ofto
applied water over the surface. 'Thus., where,sloping lands are to be

., uti lized, terraced basins may be require-a. 'Cross. slopes and
longitudinal sl opes should be, on the ordtr 'of those used for border
it-ligation. Basin widths and lengths are cVntrolled by .s16pes,., number
of basins 'desired for mapagpment, diStributiori System hydr_aulcjcs,and ai
previousl discussed, water table restrictions. ---

A" , L 0
'

Ttie type oliblsin surface haelleen the subjeCt of nsiderable date
vand the relative adiafitages and.Aisadvantages should be weighed on a
case40y-case basi s. TO surface may COnaist of:--b-li-e soil', or it may be
covereth with vegetation. file advantages ofdttvegetative cover include.

, .

n.
4.N '

4. * f °, ir
. i

..
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maintenance of infiltration rates, _removal ..of suspended 'solids by
filtration., additionAl nutrient removal if the vegetation is harvested,.
and possible promOtion of denitrification. Among the diSadvanta.jes are
increased basin maintenance, lower depth. of application to avoid
drowning the vegetation,. and shorter periods of inundation .to promote
growth. At Flushing Meadows, it was found that-a gravel covered surface
reduced the infiltration capacity of a basin [53]. This was attributed
to themulching effect of the gravel, which prevented the drying..qf the
underlying soi1l.

%a.

The distribution systelh 'for infiltration basins is oftensimilar do that
for surface irrigation, althqugh sprinklers have been, used. The purpose
of the distribution system is to apply water at a rate which will
constantly flood the basin throughout the applitation period at a
relatively- uniform depth. Effluent weirs,may be used to regulate the,
depth* of applied water. The discharge from the weirs' is collected and
distributed to-holding ponds'for recirculation, or to other infiltration
basins. Water may be conveyed to the basins by pipeMe or open channel.
systems. If equal flovi,distribirtion is intended for each basin, the
distribution line or. -chenel supplying the outlets to parallel basins,
should 'be sized so that hydraulic losses between:. the. outlets will be
insignificant. 'Outlets may be turnout gates from open channels or

'valved risers from'. 'Underground piping systems. A basin outlet and
.splash pad are shown in Figure:6-13.

FIGURE 5-13

RAPID INFILTRATION .BASIN ,INFLUENT .STRUCTURE

"-
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.5.,4.1.4 Overland Flow

Overland flow distributyon .is accomplished by applying wastewater

uniformly over relatiiely impermeable sloped surfaces which are

vegetated. Although tO most common method'of-distrintion is with
sprinklers, surface meth-0.ds, such as gated pipe or bubbling orifice may

be used (Section 7.1.1): . Gravel may be necessary to dissipate energy
and ensure uniform distribution of water from these surfate methods.

Slopes must be steep enough-to preVent pbnding of the runoff; yet mild'

enough to prevent erosion and provide sufficient detention time for the
wastewater on slopes. . Experience.at Paris, Texas, has 'indicated

that best results are Obtained with slopes between 2 and 6%. [54]. A

slope of 8%, used at . Utica, -is shown. in Figure 5-14..

Slopes must have . a uniform cross .slape and be free, from'gulli.es- to

prevent cha:nneling and allow uniform diStribution over the":Siltface. The

network of slopes and terraces that make up an .o.verland floW system may
be adapted to natural rolling terrain, as has been done at Napothon,

Ohio [11]. The.. use of this type of terrain 'will minimize 'land.

preparation' costs.

FIGURE 5-14

OVERLAND FLOW SLOPE (8%) AT UTICA, MISSISSIPPI

q' A."
t*.

'1,41140

1125" .*

W djo
AZT. i.IfdY ..-"e
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5.4.1. 'Distribution System Design
441

-"-
Water is normally conveyed. to surface diftributioh systems.by canals

,r

(lined and unlined)-or pipelines whose design-standards are published by
the.American Society of Agricultural Engineers (ASAE) . Design standards

for flow control ..and measurement techniques 'are also included in the
,

ASAE standards.

The methods of flow distribution to the fields include turnouts, siphon
pipes, valved -risers, gated surface pipe, and bubbling orifices.

Turnouts are circular or rectangular openings which discharge flow
'directly from open ditches, canals, or openconcrete pipe risers. Flow

is controlled by slide gates, and discharge capacities are normally
restricted to velocities of 3 ft/s (1 m/s) or less.

.

Siphon pipesare steel, aluminum, or plastic tubes (shoWn.previOuslvin ,

Figure 5 -9) used to siphon waten from.open ditches to supply furrows

4/ith irrigation water. Flow ontrol is accomplished ',by combinations of

pipe sizes or varying the nu ber of pipes used. Although siphon pipes
often -require the least capital expenditure for distribution, operating
demandS are significant due to the amount of handling. and '.the

requirement for maintaining.mi imum waterleVels in the supply ditCh to
ensure contlnuity'of floW.

Valved risers are vertical concrete pipe risers attached to.bUried .

concrete pipelines and are used for surface flooding irrigation or

discharge to.gated.pipe hydrants.. Flow is controlled by a simple.wafer-

shaped 7valve which is adjusted by a threaded stem. The.mbre common

valves are the alfalfa valve (mounted. on top of the riser) and the

Orchard valVe (mounted inside the riser): Typical cross-Sections and

capacities of these valves are shown in'Figures 5-15 and -5-16.

`Gated surface pipe, which is attached to aluminuM hydrants, is aluminum:
pipe' with multiple outlets. The pipe .and hydrants are portable so that

they may be .moved fOr each irrigation. As.described.in the preceding_.

paragraph,;the hydrants are mounted on valved risers. Operating.haddles

.extend through, the hydrants to control the alfalfa ororchard Nalves'

located in the risers. Control of flow is accomplished with.slide gates
or screw adjustable orifices at each outlet. T 6 outlets are spaced to

,.thatCh furroW spatings and are usually!febri t to order. Gated outlet

capacities very, :. with the available head the gate, the velocity
flow passing the gaie, and the gate opening. TypiCal gate capacities'of
standard gated pipe for various flow velocities are 'shown in Table 525..
:Hydrra t spacings (and valved riser spacings)' are controlled eitti6r4by

the 1sses in the-gated.piPe or by widths of border strips when'bo.der
andfurrow'methods are _alternated.

. .,.4.14.44"0,F.-

o
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FIGURE $ -15

ALFALFA VALVE CHARACTERISTICS

A.
=

...SIZES giD RECOMMENDED MAXIMUM DESIGN - CAPACITIES

'Inside
diameter . Diameter

r, of port,
n

6.

8 8

10

12t .

14

16.

18 18.

20 20'

.

Maximum design capacit

3.1 .

4.3

5.6

' 14

'41 *$

a. RecommendeOrToe. mi
hydraulic gradient 1 ft
Assumed 0.5 ft 1Donding.oye:.,. -90.1

. Can be used where hightki pee
are available (hydra gratiterit
2.5 ft above groun
cautions are takenr erosion (ponding =.

-
1 in. = 2.54i cm
1 ft3i's = 0.284 m3/s
1 ft = 0.305 m

lk

4 1:71.
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FIGURE 5-16

ORCHARD .VALVE CHARACTERISTICS [55]

1/7151/211k7"."/2-W/

IS,

CROSS SECTIONAL. VIEW'

SIZES AND RECOMMENDED MAXIMUM CAPACITIES

1 i t -.0 . 305 m

Inside diarueter
.of .ri.ser, in.

Diameter of
valve outlet, in.

Approximate design
capacities, ft3/s

Low heada H,fgher headb

1.5 0.04 0.08

6 2.5 0.12 ,0.23

gj6 3.5 0.23 . 0.45--e'
6 , 6 0.67 , 1.34j 5 0.46 0:93

8* 8 1, TB 2.37 ".r
" 10 6 0.67 1.34,'

10 6.5 . 9.78 ,' 1.57

10 10 1.85 .71"

12 8 . 1.1a 2.37

12 12 2.67 ii. 5.35

Usual design with hydraulic gradient 1 ft above ground.

Higher head design with hydraulic' gradient 2.5 ft
above ground.

1 ln..= 2..54 cm
1 ft3/s = 0.0284 m3/s
1 ft = 0.305 m



Naar
TABLE 5

DISCHARGE CAPACITIES OF SURFACE GATED PIPE OUTLETS [56]
'Gallons per tlinute

Velocity
in pipe, Head',

ft/s' ft

2
3

.4
5

1

2

3

,4

5

. 1

2

3

5

Full 3/4 1/2 1/4_ 1/8 1/16

48.8 35.7 22.8 10.6 5.0' 2.3

67.2 50.0 32.3 15.3- 7.0 3.2
80.1. 60:8 39.1 18.3 8.5 3.8 ..

87.7, 69.5 45.3 21:4. 9.7 4.3
94.2 7,7.1 50:6 23'.7 10.7

45.3 32.8 21.3 10.2 11'.9. 2.2
63.7 47.1 30.8 14.9. 6.9 3.1

76.6 37.6 17.9 8.4 3.7

84.2

.57.9

66.6 43.8 21.0 9.7 4.2
90.7 74.2 49.1 23.3 10.7. 4.7

40.0 26.7 18,2 8.8 4.3 2.1

56.4 41.0 27.7 13.5 6.3 3.0

69.3 51.8 34.5 16.5 7.8 3.5
.76:9 60.5 40.7 19.6' 9.0 4.1

83:4 68.1 46.0 21.9 10.0 4.6

gal/min = 0.063 t/s
1 ft/s = 0.305 m/s

,

Bubbling orifices are small diameter outlets trom laterals used to
introduce flow to overland flow. systems . or checks. at low operating
pressures. Such outlets may consist of orifices in the laterals or
small didmeter pipe:1's,tubs attached to the laterals. Outlets may range'
from U:5 to 2 in. (1.3' to 5 cm) in diameter, the capacities of which are
regulated by the available head.

5.4.2 Son' nkl er Systems

$

Sprinklers Can be for all types. of land treatment systems. 'hihe most
common types of sprinklers may be categorized as hand moved,
mechanically moved, and permanent set. .The basic layout features of'- he

various types of systems are depicted in Figures 5 -17, 5-18, and 5-19. "%

The more significant design considerations for 'sprinkler system
selection include field 'conditions (shape, slope, vegetation, and soil
type), climate, operating conditions (system management), and ec nornics.
These considerations are sunimarized in Table 5-2'6 :
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FIGURE 5-17

)NAND MOVED SPRINKLER SYSTEMS

PREVIOUSLY
-IRRIGATED'

'AREA

A.

PREVIOUSLY
IRRIGATED

AREA

MAIN

PUMP

'(6) -1STATIONARY BIG GUN



FIGU E

LATERAL WI TH MULTIPLE
SPRINKLERS

SELF - PROPELLED
DRIVE. UNIT WITH
GUN-TYPE SPRINKLER

PREVIOUSLY
IRRIGATED
AREA:

WHEEL-SUPPORTED LATERAL
WI TH. MULT I !LE SPRINKLER

POWER
DRIVEVE
UNITS

(d) CENTER PIVOT



PERMANENT SOLID SET 'SPRINKLER SYSTEM,

BURIED LATERALS
TH MULTIPLE

SPRINKLER

UMP

TABLE- 5 26

' o

8011E6 -MAIN

.;PREVIOUSLY IRRIGATED.

AREA

SPRINKLER SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS [57, 5

TyPical
.application 'Outlets,

rate, in./h per lateral

Ninzle. Size of
piessure single
range, systeth, Shape of

lb/M.2 acres ° . field

Maiimurn

crop..

Iliximtori. height,

Slope, % '

Hand moved .

Portableyipe,

Stationary gin

Mechanically'
moved

Eii51. tow

Traveling gtm

Side wheel roll.,

Center pivot.

Permanent

Solid set, ,

0.3-2.0

0.25-2.0

Multiple'

0.1 -2.0 16.11 ti

0.25-1.0

010-2:0 Multiple.

0.2071.C1

3040 7, 1-40.." Any shape

50-100,- 20-'40 Any shape

.;

30-60 .,20-40 Rectangular . 5-10

507100 '40-106 _Rectangular Unl

30 -60 20-80 . Rectangular' 5710 3-4

15760 407160 Circulara. 5-15 840

0.03=2.6 Multiple.. d 'Any shape Unlimited

.
.fr'avelers are availaBle.to:AllOw ireigaqpn o("0

1. lb /tn.2 = 0:69 N /erri4

1 dere' = 0.405 ha

1.ft 0.305 M.
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5.4.2,.1 Hand, Moved System%

Hand. moved spri rfkl er systemOnClUde-portable pipe and .stationary gun:
systes. As the name each, is placed and removed manually for
each irrigation set or_period.

hable pipe systems are surface pipe systems c'onststi ng of lateral
,ines which:are moved between. sets (piping. position for :one application)

a main 'line which maY'al so be moved, or it may be permanent. The.
laterals are usually constructed of aluminum 'pipe in 30 or 4U ft', (9 or
12 I engths with sprinklers mounted on risers ,ektenai ng from the
1 ateral s.. Riser , heights. are determined by 'crop 'fiqi-givt and angle,of

. In gegeral , 1 ateral'.'spaci ngs and sprinkler 5pacingS.are: 1 ocated
'4. at approximately equal- intervals, Usually rawing from 40 to .9u 'ft12.

to .27,m). ' Sprinklers may .operate. at a wide range of pres.sures and
application: It Sufficient' picre is available so that movement between '
sets' iS not required, the system is,referred to as ;solid set.

.A; ,
major' advantages of portable systems include-loW capital costs and

adaptability most field conditions and: imates. They may also be
removed from the fields to avoid nterferences with farm machinery . The

,principal disadvantage' i s the extensive. requi rement to operate
the system.

Stationary systems are Wwheel-anted or skid-niounted single
sprinkler units (see Figure 5-20); which are moved manually between'.
tydrants located along the laterals. .Since the sprinkler oprates at
greater preSsures ,arito,-,floWrates than multiple sprinkler .systems, the
irrigation time is usually Shorter. After a set has been completed for
the lateral ;..toe entire lateral is moved to the next point along the
main.. In,some cases a number. of laterals and sprinklers may be° provided
td mi.njrni olkeovemeirit ofc, I ateral s.

The adv.aaages -of a stationary gUn are similar to those of portable pipe
systems Wi t,h respect t,D ,cOital costs.'" and :vers-ati 1 i ty. In aadi ticin,' the .

larger, noz,itie 'of- the gun - type, sprinkler is relatively free. .from
cl ogging. Tie drawbracld, to this ,systtm are also .simirar t,those for
portable. pipe; systems in" that .1,apol-,, requirements are high due to
frequent-spriale0o*s. Wbwer 'rega,ireMeiits are relatiV,ely, high due to
high pressures at the and vAndy .conditions adVersely affect
distribution of the fine aroVets eteated eathe:tiigher press'ures.

.: !

5.4.2.2 Oilechanially*Moved Systems

The most common types o Mechanically boyed4

-- .systems are end tow,
traveling gun, "side ,wheel ro ; and 'Center;.pivot. These systems may be

no

,



Tr^

milved after each irrigation by external driVe mechanisms (frietoit or
nches) or integral driVe uni ts, or they fitay,,,be. self-Oropel+led,

Foritinuoti(-itep. ving, systems..

STATIONARY GUN '.SPRINKLER MOUNTED ON A TRACTOR TRAIL-El?

4 End tow. systems are mai tiple7s.prinkler laterals .Mpuntedi;On-skids' or.
wheel ,assemblies to al low' a tractortc.PuT1 the lateral'-intaCt from one
Setti ng:. to the next. As i ndicated. in' ,.figure , the 1 ateral i guided

. by. capstans to control its_al ignmerit. The.,pipeond Sprinkler74eigr.l.
.-considerations are identical to those for patatte 'piPe systems with the

exCeption a that pipe 0oints are stronger to .accommodate ...the' pulling,,
requirements.. °

The ..,primary .adVantages -of an end;.tow sis.tem.a.0 relatfyel'4 labor
requirements and overall system cost's, and it,l)e CapabIThi:tx to be readily
removed, from the , field to 0'1 ow ementS !'to:: operate.
Disadvantages include 'crop restrictions 2 o moyemertt, of l_ateralsand.'.

..cautious opera:Von tb 'avoid crop and eqtyipMeht datnage.
.

s stems'are self-propelled, single sprinkler units Which
are connected to_the supply goUrce by a flexible, hose (see Filgue. 5.-21i:.,
The traveler. is driyen ..by ',a . hydraulic:or ogas.driven .winch llicated
within' the unit; or 'a gas- driven winch :located ,at the end of "th0 rune
In 'bOth case's, a -cable anchored at ,the, end 'oethe run guides the .unit' in

. ,4



a straight path. Variable speed drives are used to control application
rates. ..Typical lengths of run are .660 or 1 320 ft (201 or 403 m), .ana

spaCings* between travel lanes-are commonly 330 ft (100 m). The rubber

hose, which be 2.5 to 5 in. (6.4 to 12.7 cm) is a specially-

constructed item and may constitute a: considerable portion of the total
cost of the, system.

FIGURE 5-21

TRAVELING GUN SPRINKLER

***

m.

are

,
The more important advantages, of a traveling gun systemt are low labor-

requi rements and rel atively clog free nozzles.. They may al so

adtpted to .fields of somewhat irregular shape and topogr,4hy.

Disadvantage& are high initial costs and power requirements, hose travel
lanes . required for most crops, and drifting of sprays in windy. .

condi ti ons..

Side wheel roll.. systems' 'consist of aluminum or galvanized steel pipe

laterals 4 to .5 in (10.2 to 12.7-. cm) in diameter, Which act as axles,
for 5 to 7 ft , (.1.5..tO 2.1 m) diameter. wheelos (;see 'Figure 5-22). The end

of . the lateral, which is typic'ally 1.320 ft (403..m) long, is connected

to hydrants located al ong the main 1 ine. The SYstem is moved betwe-en

sets by an ;integral drive. unit located at-the .center of the. 1 a:btral ;

.The. unit . is a gas,driven engine operated by the... irrigator. The

sprinklers,. which have the: same general .characteristics as those for

173
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4,

_I

portable pipe; systems, are mounted on swivel connections to ensure

upright positions it all times. SprirAler spacings are typically 30 or

40 'f't (94 to 12.5 m) and wheel spacings may range from. 30.to 100 ft

(9.2'.to 30.5 m). Side wheel laterals may be equipped with trail lines

bp to 90 ft (27 lengtn located at each sprinkler connection on the

axle lateralq Each trail line'has,sprinklers mounted.'On risers spaced

typically at 30 to 40 ft (9 to 12 poi. Use of-trail lines allows several

lateral settings to btil irrigated simultaneously and reduces the number

.0.frmoverimrequired to irrigate a field.

4 ---
4" FI6URE 5-22

4 4...bt.

'19 , 111.

SIDE WHEEL ROLL SPRINKLER SYEM
..,

r% i.

..,

, . .

' 4. :,:.3 ,:0 ,... ,

.. .e...i. 4.: ;4 ,' Ot:7' -. 17:;. !. ..

_roh....1.
,

h

3.I. IkFi.< ' - :: if
a :

7:'
, ,A.-
s, .4%4

f
4 *:,

c. The principar. advantages of side wheel roll systems Pe relatively low
labor requirem4pts and overall costs, and freedom from interferende with

'farm implement. Disadvantages include restrictions to crop height and
field sh4pe; and\wkalignment; of the lateral caused by uneven terrain.

A center pivot system is 41 1 ateral with multiple sprinklers which is

mounted or,v, self-propelled, continuously moving tower units (see Figure
5-23) -rotating about a fixed pivot in the center of the field. Water is

supplied bk a well or a buried main tw'the pivot, where power is also

furnished. The lateral is -usually constructed. of 6 to 8 in. (15 to 20.

cni). steel Ilipe 200 to 2 600 ftf-(61, to 793 m) in length.. A typical

system irrigates a 160 acre (64 ha). parcel (see Figure 5-20 with

a 1 288 ,ft $(393 m) lateral. The' circular, pattern reducesccoverage to

about 130 acres (52 ha), although'systems with traveling end sprinklers
are 'available to irrigate the 'corners.

I .
6' 0
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FIGURE 5-23

CENTER PIVOT RIG

FIGURE 6-24,

CENTER PIVOT IRRIGATION SYSTEM'

--,, ;,

e
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The tower units are driven electrically or hydraulically.. and may be
spaded from 80 to 250 ft (24 to 76 m) apart. The lateral is 'supported
between the towers by cables 'or trusses. Control of the applicati.on
rate is aoSlieved by varying the running time of the tower motors.
Variations in sprinkler sizes or spacings must be provided along the
lateral for uniform distribution, since the area of cove-rage per
sprinkler increases with the distance from the center.:' The relatively
low applidation rates shown in 'fable 5-26 account for the fact that
center pivot systems 'irrigate more frequently and at lower rates than
other systems.

40/
Another type, of center pivot system is the rotating boom. Thts ,system'
eliminates the need for wheel-mOunted poWer units by supporting the
lateral 'with cables extending from a tower at the pivot. These systenis
have limited . applications, at the.area of coverage is small, up tb'
acres (16 ha), relative to conventional center pivot systemscanCthe
corresponding per acre costs are, high when mul-tiple systenis are
requi red. , .4

The main advantage' of a center pivot system is the high degreeof
automation and a corresponding,low requirement for labor. Limitati -ons
Include restristted area of coverage (dead spaces in corners ofrelds),
crop .heigts, and potential maintenance peoblems related to numerous

1`- ..mechanical components:

-5,4:2.3 Permanent Solid Set Systems

Pernictient solid set systems are distinguished from'portableisolid set
systems only in that the laterals are buried and- constructed of plastic

-plpe ,
instead of aluminum. Sprinkler selection and spacing Criteria are.

Identical. Risers may be fixed or removable to accommodate farm
equi:pmdnt. The primary advantages of solid set systems are 1,04 labor
r-,eqtSirements and, maintenance costs, and adaptability rto all 'types of
terr field shapes., and crops. They are also the° most'adatitable
s -for climate control requirements. The major disadvantages are
high in,stailet .ion costs sand obstruction of fiked risers to farming
equiPmen\t,.

4;

;

Overland FlowSystems

Sprinkler applicatiOn for overland flow conststs,%either of permanent
solid set systems : or,rotating Goan. 1 .hese sy4ems are distinguished
from those for slowlwrate by their la out areapgementsIsingle row of
sprinklers) and application .rates (designee 'for runoff). sprinkler

1
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spacing. s- normal ly equal . to the radiut of the wetted circle.. The
sprinkler- discharge ratet. Q , may be computeid as follows:

IxRxt
t x G

where Q = nozzle discharge,- (al/min (L/s)
I = total `depth.of water applied, in. (cm)
t = period of ,t: to apply water, h
R spacitg p sprinklers, ft (m),
L = length of o r 7,4nd slope, ft (ni) Pk
C = constant = "(360)

(5-7

Sprinkler heads may be arranged to avoid drifting of sprays at the
expense of rebucing the area pf cover*. Th.e priniary objective of the
distributiorf system is to concentrate the applied water at Ihe upper
ends of the slopes to pioduce runoff.

. .

Fan nozzles mayi.;". be used for overland flow distribution to _minimize'
pumping a., prezure_heads and sgkininiize aerosol, formation. At Raul s Val 1 ey,
Oklahoma -- (Section , 7.11) , fi.xed nozzl es.. being used At Ada,
Oklahoma, Totdting booms are being used with fari nozzles on both ends as
shown in Feigure45-20. 4,

P

..FIGURE 5-25

4'"
*.;

ROTATIN- BOOM, FAN SPRINKLER,
ADA,. OKLAHOMA

a

40.

a
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5.4.2.5 System Design.

b
The procedure for sprinklier system design i nriolves the determination of
the optimum rate of oppl 'cation, sprinkler. selection; sprinkler spacings
and performance characteri stics, 1 ateral 'design,. and miscellaneous
requirements. Al though the fol 1 owi ng di Scussi ons are 1 imi ted
stationary systems, tile lieneral. theory applies to moving ..systems as
well . tail ed. design re uTrement., for specific systems may be obtained
from equi ent suppl j e t ; ' . .

The optimum rate of a
ensures uniform di stri
%;./ithotIt exceeding the ba
froW systems) .

for a -sprinkhrr ;siStem is the rate that
nder, prevailing cl imatis conditions
rate of :e.-sail lexc toe- overl and

S ri er
type o
cl oggi ng-
application ff
or two noz2
for 1 ow tenij
sprinklers an
presented i
the many t
manufacturers.

ti on is sprithari 1 y;
ibuti on system,

and effe
ewater are us
peci al a tten

wi nter op.i
adaptabili

More
.spr nkl eri area

of ,servid, such as
.tiOns; ipplicatiOn rate;

.Used foti
ng:: heab %type with one

ven .;to sPrinict&
ier?1 -clatSificationOf:

Us.7service cAndittons is
43; chtracteri sticis for
.1front,",the sprinkler.

:4

1.;
. J

Sri nkler --. 'spaciniSant4,,perfOrMance.:chara,cier! t s '`are:ziOiOtly anal yz,ed
to ; determine the'ASt. ;tin i form ,edi.stribitiOA.Igattern.. at !the oPti mum 'rate
ofT-1,4"pplActi cin::;:::::illi sttfbit-ti on ,:lattettrsi. ;ft, ':i ticli4 i dual : 50' inkl er$ ark
affiected ' primarrily.)py!;-: ores Sure-1 ow""Orssures cause large drops: Which

4 are5A.: concentrated .-1n a*:(11,..,113 a:, certain distance away - froni the sprifikler,
..wtitre$ ;,, hish ,pressures,c-Nte.Stitt,;.,1.1.:':':fine- drops '14ich4.''fal 1, near the
S'prIlkler . TfipSe finefit'prays at;' etsfitly di stort y winds. :

'' ,A,4.i.,.'1,1 ik:., ..4.. - , , , -.. gi ' :,

:44106* -,-4Ky-.,:,' ..:,:;--. .A. ,; 7. i
Str,10 itheAamoun V, "4 f water' 'applled110

rout
.ef';',(16 C' Oses Wi th the

, .04! ..a.rtc ed I r of....4h0c- nozzle anti ,the''.:0,:striout ..',46:rn.'iS: circular',
s 1.!YritterS''....:anctiliteral $, are.440ceo.:t6 proiii,de o pp.tng '.of the. wetted
a i ainkterS'.. SpaOi rigs.). are n ftally 1:relite ' ' -wetted: diameters.

".,-. .spe4fied by. the' spginkler ; Many fa01.fters. e CingS '..rylay be
deteriffined .egipiriCall f. or by- 1.4si n6- : put:0;1 i'shed ' "go't .net.. The SCS
redtimthenos 1%.r;&i rg. Or i nkUr,,..,spacilgt :algrig 7the;;:l ate al :' -(SL). to 54
or. less.', of :y : e wetted 681. Mett, and , ral..'SOacings Sloiig the main
(Sm)'.: -to, less than .64%. Ir'llinay, ,area ..shi.ii.i.)-0 be;reticed to 50%
for :reloci ties of.. .5 ;:to JO ' oil /h '. (Z.. ito. .4 m/s) and to -30% for
vel.oc4tles greater than 30 :IniYh ,(4.4.it t'S. 9]. For -hi gk pressure
s Pri 01;4r s , the .SCS recomMe,n'es 'd - niAgimunNiOtitgotiol , list e between\

k.,I ,

s Or i ri.0 er s of two - thirds the ed di aMeter with imil ar: de ti.ons ;for'Po,
. sussed .

wand as .di spussed for 1 owv, p pure',sprinkl qrs.
.::.:'.- ../; -'''""- '.. .

t: 4p ;,fflo .,.t.st. .
J., .



TABLE 5

CLASSIFICATION .0F.

THEIR ADAPTABIL,/.

: , ' 4
t

Type df.
sprinkler

Cow'pr urg,
5 -15 lb /ini

,Moderate'
.pressiee,

1 5 - 30 10/ fin .2,

Intermedialte;
.1fressiirev
30-60; lbi,1 rt. zar,`

High pressure4
50-100

Hydrall it117brA
giant; 80- .

Genera,
characteristics

Special thrust
springs to reaction -.

type aMns

Usugjly singlerncrizle
oscitflatirigo. long-
arm dual-nozzle^
design

'Either single or
duili7nortle design

,
Range of Rqcommended

'.wetted . minimum Moisture
diameters, application distributionft rate, in./h ,patterns

4.1

Undert.re. low-,.
angle, 10-
50 ltyin.a "4,1

v.

20-5,0

Adaptation's and lirnit"atiiinsV;

: 0.40 Fair'.. Small acreages ; confined tif;sol
With intake rates' eXceedingO:,50 tic/
and to good Oround cover.' ort,inedi,u'llii
to coarse-textured',Sbi1sf,Q..I.1'...';

60 -80 0.20
. ,

. Fair to, gbod at Primarily for Undertree ng
upper:limits of in orchards"; ,can,be usedfdr fitd ""1 :/ 1

presSarerange :crops and vegetabies '',"

75-120

Ei ther.$,fnitle of . 1110-230
dyal-rxizle . design

'71

) ', 'Id-
One large W.. ile with 20V00"
smaller fit pplemental' P..,
razzl,cs. to i ill in. -:1: ',,
pattern Ran; Small . 1'.'i;
nozzle, roteing

. Des i d to keep

spfl p
.1, .-.

40'.9O . .!,,.;

e ..

sVg,am traiEctortgs ..
436, fr4,1,11 and
kriage S111).vi ring
th nozzle ang

Perforated. 'pipt, 1Portib4iri-tgation
4-20 lls/in.z. -1 pipe wit h lirms alrl

smaill perf,prallo
in upper third Q
pike perjpter .,

.17* , .

0.25 Very -good

0:50 Good. cept
where nd
'yelocit, Os ex-.

: need 4 milth

ACceptable .4n
calin,aiP,. A

torted by wine.-

0.65

' ./1 ....,,..

For all field criips'qnd most,. igable :./.
,soils; well-adant.gd, to Oleft'ree '..?...11:4,..°

sprinkling in toretiardi!ar.iir.5,i7PVeV and .
to tobacco shades "`'' "i;:.*:', -,1 ,.'

Sameas for intirnied. Aresitle ,-,,.:.
y-

inklers excepwh rind i ..,'..,
essi.ye, ,,'

: .. , i
Ada$t,able.,to c".41selrbillng cr ..that
prciii,ite 'good.. m*0; coVei,;-fciri apid

.covetah...pil:fclir..bdd stlecia_.
limited piNii ls ,W1"..tkb' h Int rates

b.33 Fairly good; 'FIts,al1.tirc4ards or citrus _groves; in
'diamond pattern ort rds':.Mett wind _s 'dstort over

isi,r1hoot frcshuardfsi_ne,cornmended !tree spriviklerlIttte
were laterals Were Availbje press
soacethan,

one tree inkle ,

, d: rticre far ape ktiorkof overtree

v iltteppa'ce. .

0.56; >1`tood pattern For low g .crops,bnly; unsuitable
- ,'" angutar

7,t..1

v.' .

fortal.1 ; :11,iited to soils with
ielalti.yely hi ,inta,ke.yrates; best
adapted."to..sma 1.,acr.'004es bf high' value

.....5r,s... w... p.0..,.79,.-, i'esure permits .--
...

,'. " .' OS P AI* -0.qedvity'ormu icipal supply' _;-----
,. 114,-.`.4.-.i..4.', `'.. 11.7:t., _.--------

a. assuming propets;e5ing prekure noz size relati
b. Rectangular strips. tut:

1 ft 0.305 m
1 in. = 2.54 cm

,1 lb/in.2 = 0.'65 N/cm7
1 nri/h 0.44 m/s



°nog the preliminary spacing has been determined,:the nozzle discharge
capacity to supply the optimum application rate is found by the equation

S SL x x
Q.- C .

in which Q = flow rate fram nozzle, gal/min (L/S)
SL = sprinkler spacing along Ialeral, ft (m)
SM = sprinkler spacing along main, ft (m)
I = optimum application rate, in./h (cm/h)
C = constant = 96.3 (360).

A5-8)

This establishes the .basis for final sprinkler selection, which is atrial and, adjustment procedure to match given ,conditions with
performance characteristi s of available sprinklers. The normal
selection procedure is t assume a spacing and determine the no zzl e
discharge capacity. tianuf cturers' data are then reviewed to determine
the' nozzle sizes, oper ting 'pressures, and wetted diameters .of
sprinklers operating at t e desired discharge' rate. --The wetted
diaMeters are then checked with the assumed spacings for conformance
With the estabVished spacing criteria.

Lateral design consists of selectinglateral sizes to deliver the. total
flow -requirement of the lateral with friction losses limited to a.
predetermined amount. k general -practice is to limit all hydraulic

'losses (static and dynamic) in a lateral to 20% of the operating
pressure of the sprinklers. This will result in sprinkler discharge
variations of about 10% along the lateral [58]. Since flow is being
-discharged from a' number of sprinklers, 'the effect of multiple outlets

fOn friction loss in the lateral must be considered. A simplified
approach developed by Christiansenis to multiply the friction loss in
the entire I ateral at ful 1 fl.ow (discharge .at the distal erid) by a
factor based on the number of outlets. The factors for 'Selected numbers
of outlets are presented in Table '5-28.. For long lateral lines, ...capital
costs may be reduced by using two or more lateral sizes which will
satisfy the head loss requirements.

'System automation is receiving' greater attention as labor costs
increase. All of the systems described hereinaaY be automatically
controlled to some degree. The most common control devices are remote
control valves energized electrically or pneumatically to' start or' stop
flow in a lateral or main. The energy source for operating theSe,valves
maybe activated manually at a push-button station, or automatically by a
time-controlled switch. In' order' to determine the lionornics of a

,control system, the designer must compare the costs oetTauor'with the
costs. of dontrols at the desired level° of operating, fleffbility.

.r.



.TABLE-5-28

FACTOR.(F) BY.WHICH PIPE FRICTION LOSS
IS ALTIPLIED"TO OBTAIN ACTUAL LOSS IN
''A` LW WITH MULTIPLE OUTLETS [49]

r
NO. of outlets Va,lue of F

1.000 7,

2 0.634

3 0.528

4 0.480

0.451

0.433

0.419

0.410

0.402

0.396

0.379

0.370

0.365
0.362

0.357

0.355

0.350

6

7

8.
.9

10,

15

2
25

0

50

foo

5.5 Management _of RenoVated Watee-.

5.5.1 General Considerations

5.5.1.1- Flow to Groundwaters

For rapidi,infilOtioni an -unsaturated., .soil zone .4sis necessary.: to

desirednfil tion...Tates: since oxygeris usually depleted
when ywndatiOn p i o exceed' 413 hours. However, good internal-

de'anage must be pr n ,o reinstate anaerobic zone during the dry7up

period:. Bouwer re' its that only 5 ft (1.5 in) of unsaturated soil need

be maintained, [521. 'A deepe4vaer table does not materially increase.
=the depth of the 'Aerobic zone since oxyge diffusion: is slowed

considerably below'aboutj ft (1 m).
o

O
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5.5.1.2 'Stormwater Runoff ,Considerationsicv

The quality of stormwater runoff is essentialcsy unknown, but the4
nitrogen and phosphorus values 9iVen in TOTO-11, measured jo rural
stormwater runoff studies, shopld give perspective to the magnitude of
the problem. The principal considerations ard''to mitiOnize the quantity
of runoff and to minimize the sediment load in thel,runoff. This can be
accomplished for the most part by sound farm management practices.

Overland systems.are designed:kb shed' water and muWbe capable. of
.handlig .`flows. ',It has been.thown .at.Paris,; Texat [54]i
that .the',:.of torkecipi tati do is to improve the , quality' of overl and
flow run002.AS measured by elfectri cal conductivity,

Underdrai nage Systems.

Underdrains are mainly. associated with slow.rate treatment'but can also
be tiS'ed with rapid infiltration treatment. The anderdrainage system
mutt control the Water; table to.prOviiie sufficient soil detention time
and underground travel.: _distancOLif .desired....quality_of_renoVated_:
water is to be achieved. In the ,caseof slow rate'treatment, the
ability to plant,-grow, and harvest a crop properly also depends on the
drainage Conditions'. :Skaggs has developed' a model to manage Water. in..
soil s:: wi th high groundWater [60,',61].

In arid regions, drains are usually,pJaced atmuCh greater depths and
farther apart than in humid region's to ensure that salt-laden water:
cannot :move upWard-to the root zone byOapillary action. Since there is
no real agreement on proper depth and spacing, the designer is forced to'.
rely Onlocal experience. Examples of. drain depth and spacing in humid!
and arid Cl imatet,:for.s1 ow ate' systems , are shown. in Table 5 -29.

Cehtrol of the groundwater table is: discussed) in Appendix C, Section
C.4. An equation for spacing and depth unterdrains is presented.
Additional dikussicin of the theoretical .aspects of drain spacing is
contained in references 160, 61,' Procedures ,for planning and
design of underdrainage systems are also described in Drainage of.
Agricultural Land by the U.S. 'Department of Agri-Culture, 'Soil.
.Conservation _Service [63].



TABLE

DEPTH AND `,`PACING OF UNDERDRAIN$ FOR SOW RATE SYSTEMS

° Feet

Avg depth. Spacing.

Arid climate

Imperial Valley,'California [623 b 6-9 , 200 -400

-Oelt, Utah [62] a 1 000 -1 320

Humid climate

Malheur Valley, Oregon [62]

Muskegon, Michigan, loaiiifto
sandy Soils [31]

__Skaggs-,-.Water-Management-Model

Sandy 16am [60]

Sandy loam [61].

Clay. loaM [61]

660

'500-1 000

3.2 265

140

3,3 40-60

a.

GOO.d.surf4.ce4rainage.Acreases spacfpg.

1 ft. = 0.305 m,

Referred to as. deep drains.

Proper placement of underdrains to recover renovated water from-rapid
iqfiltration treatment is more critical than for sloy rate treatment.
Bbliwer [52] has developed anti. --,to- determine the distance
Underdrains shbuld be placed away from,' the',tnfiltratiOn area . The
height, H , of the wdter,table below the outer- edge of the infiltration

,area (seecFigure 5-26) can be calculated:
,

.

H
c
2 =:H 2 + IW (W + 2L ). /K

where Hd = drain height above impermeable layer, ft (m

-I = Phf i 1 tra t ion rate,. in./h (ciii/h)
W = width of infiltration basin, ft. (m)

L = dittance to underdrain,' ft (m) .

K = perilleabil ity of the soil , in./h (cm/h)

The location of the drain is selected and He is calculated with Equation
5./9. By adjusting variables (L, W, and I), a tatisfactbry 'value of He

_is obtained. An.L -value less than the most desirable distance-of Under-.
groUnd travel may have to: be accepted to obtain a workable system.

,

Plastic, concrete, and clay til 4°1 ines are used for underTnains. :The
choice ',,usually depends on price, and avail abil ity, of materials.: Where

sulfates. are present in the groundriater, tt is necessary to use a
sulfate-esistant cement pipe, if concre,te, is chosen, to -prevent excess'

2

.f9j
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internal stress fr,om crystal . formation. Most tile .drainsi are
;mechanically 1 aid in a machine dug trench see Figure 5-27) ors by direct
plowing. In Organic sails and loam and clay-loam soils, a,filter is not
needed.' The value of a filter is also dependent 'on ti4 cost of cleaning
a plugged tile line versus the 'cost of the filter material.

FIGURE 5-26

COLLECTION OF RENOVATED WATER BY DRAIN [52]

Pumped, withdrawal of percolated water 'is generally'!9nry considwd for
rapid infiltration systeis. It' can 'be the e9onorpial recovery ,ethOd
when the aquiteris deep enough (more. than 15 ft or 4.5 in usually) 'and.
permeable enough to. 'allow pumping,. ,Evatuation.df the permeability of an
aquifer to properly 1 ocatebrecovery wells is based on the pri:.ncfpl es of

0

groundwatet flow presented in Appelix ,C. ,*

1

Procedures 'for obtaining the necessary i nformati on bn :the ,permeabil
for rapid infiltration systems have been develokeitty Bouwer [64). Two

gltocedurek, ( 1) an anal og technique and .( 2 ) field permeabil ity
measurements, predict water table ipositions for a ,System, of parallel
rectangular infiltration basins, wilh wells Located midway betwei'n'the
basins as shown in Figure-5-28.'"- The Shape of rlewa-4r table system. can
be calculated with dimensionless graptiS devet ed with Bouwer's
electrical analog techniqueA64]..and summarized '1411 eterence [52]. ',The .

evaluation of the permeability components by tb' 'anal og technique
c----*uires._ a kifowtedg`e of the infiltration rates and 1, response of water

1 evel s. in the recovery (or observation) wells Asdifferent depths
hfr

.1 °gated between the basins: .



TRENCIUNG MACHINE FOR INSTAL-CATION'
OF DRAIN. TILE

It standard: design ;practice to include. a -tailwater return 'system rfor
waste'yiatv"::rUnoff frOkexcess,surface application in sloW rate'. SysteinS.
Typic#10, tail;Witer tyStems consist. of a -small pond, "a' pump', :and retu'rn,
pipeline. The system :dis usually sized for 25 to.50%-of the applied

CI al flow. ,Suggested gui del i nes, recommendedii- by thee ASAE, for
-a percentage of 'the applicatibn rate' have been

sumniartzed by Hart;156] and are included bere. ',"
.



FIGURE 5,28

PLAN AND CROSS SECTION OF TWO PARALI.EL RECHAR.GEn
BASINS WITH:WELLS M1DWA14 BETWEEN BASINS [541.

IVATER1 LE 4,

Total; application : time should. be, long end i4/ h: pperly werend a fi el d. ..o The time that applied ,WatteWater 611 owed to eriter.tries Aailwater runoff system. before the sypplx source off and -t erunoff vol ume depend on the: intake rate of the.SOil . For slow rate la"treatterxt,,,, the practical. 'guidelines shown: in-Tattle. b -30'; provide the
simplest procedure for estimating .rUncift:factori.

70.

TorniC;anility

Class . Rate,

TABLE
,

RECOMMENDED ASAE.RUNOFF DESIGN FACTORS`
'FOR-y$URFACE FLOOD, DISTRIBUTION t561

Maxinuakruncifr'' Estimated..r9nOff,
duration, % of .; VoTunie,,

ure range application time application volume

Slow .to. - 0206 to..13,6 bay to.Oltf. .15.
moderate

Moderate to 'D.A..to,6.0 Clay loams to
moderAtelY.. sandy loam
rapid

.=:2.54 cm/h.

35



The rate, of runoff increases with tape and' tends to reach a_constant
Value as cutoff -time is approached. A runoff _duration of 'one-half the
application 011ie and a maximum runoff rate,,of two-thirds application
rate results in a runoff ume. of about 25h of application for slowly
permeable soils [56]. - Permeable soils, with intake rates greater than
0.8 in./h (2 cmth), requtre rapid advance rates and shorter irrigation
times if deep. 'Percolattan--4s to be minimized. If deep percolation is
not_ a problem, ,1 onger application periods can be used.

,
Design fdctors on sumps, pumps, and storagereservoirs for continuous
piimpifig systems and cycling sump systeMs are beyond the scope of tiffs
manual but .can b) obtained from references [56, 65]. .

Cc44°

Runoff will range from 40 to 80% of the applied liquid depending on:
(1) soil infiltration capacity, (2).prior moisture crdition of the
soil, (3.) slope, and (4) type of vegetation. Percent runoff will vary
over the year depending on the rainfall, and evaporation. A water
balande should be performed to 'estimate the runoff volume.

everland Flow Runoff

At the.Campbell Soup overland Nay,/ system- in. Paris, Texas, Thomas et
determined that direct evaporation -from sprinklers ranged from 2 to 8%;
evapOthanspiration ranged from 7. to 27% of the applied liquid
(wastewater and rainfall);. while runoff ranged from a midsummer lowof
42% to a ehigh of 71% in -niidyinter [66]. Similar studies at -Adak
Oklahoma, indicated that overall recovery; _was about 50%eof the aPPlied
wastewater, and ranged from 25% in summer to 80% in winter [17];

Runoff c011ectiorystems are commonly open, grass-lined channels at the
s toe of the overland flow slopese. They must be graded to prevent erosion
(typically (0.3 to 1%) and have sufficient slope to prevent ponding in

w spots. Channel slopes greater than 1% will begin to influence the
distribution of the seheet flow on the overland flow slopes. Gravity

°pipe systems may b required when' unstable soil conditions are
enco ntered, or when flow velocities are prohibitively erosive. The
colle ion system must be designed to accept a rOistic amount of. storm
runoff-- storms of 2 to,10 years may not be unreasonable.

5.5.6 Stormw Runoff Provisions

.
For slOw rate systems, control of -stormwater'runoff to prevent erosion.
is necessary.. Terracing .of steep slopes is a wel) known agricultural
praciice . to prevent excessive erosion. In general; the management
techniques recommended in 2 114iplannin9 for nonpoint discharges-are .

applicable: Sedimenecontrol basins and other nonstructural control
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s.

measures, such as contour pl owi ng, no-til fa 4ng grass border strips,
and stream bki.fter 'zones can be used As steWater appl
usually be- stopped; during storm r off, onditions, recircuTatjon of
storm runoff for farther treatment is sual 14Y untrcessary.,47

'F6r overl and fl ow systems, even, he "first, .flush "/of' a high intensity
storm' should meet water quality standards: Where ;the. treated runoff' i s
to be disinfected or collected for other,' uses, the quantity of
s tormwa ter . will requi re"that. provisions for maximum treatment capacity
be made. Stormwater in excess of this COaCity` shoul d be all owed to
overflow a planned stormwater 'runoff systemOr to natural, drainage.
When more than 2 or 3 ternces di schare to the same collection main,
provisions should be 'made 4to' dampen the peak runoff from storms to
minimize erosion tEnd atiannel Maintenance problems.. . .

5.6. Vegetation

Vegetatipn treatment serves three major ftinctions:.

1. As,' ,a nutrient extractor,. vegetation concentrates nitrogen and
phosphorus ab6ve the grodhd and thus nlakes these nutrients
ava-Vlable. fo/'removal through harvest

'Plants effectively rethice erosion by -reducing sUrfaCe runoff'
, -

The extension of scot growth maintains and
increases son permeability, and the leaf shed ter protects the
soil against the -compacting erect, of fall ing water: The
overall effect of various group covers on soil infiltration
rates for one soil is showh- in ,Figures 5-29 and*5-30.

3.. 'For 5verlana flow and wetlands, the vegetation,/ in addition to °`
taking up nutrients, provides a matrix folr the 'growth of
microorganisms tat decompose the 'organic matter- in the
wastewater.

5.6.1 Selection of Vegetation. .

For sl ow
crops are:

. Rate of water uptake

rate 'systems,
:

. ,

the important corrsi,deratio.ns for acri ul tural. /

2.. . Rate of nitrogen and phosphorus uptake

3. Tolerance to pote,ntially harmful wastewater constituents .

4. Ease of cul-tivation

5-77
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5. Production qf 'a marketable crop

b. Minimum net cost of production, after deducting the current
4. market,value of he crop

FIGURE,. 5-29

. EFFECT OF SELECTED VEGETATION'Oi4
SOIL INFILTRATI.04 RATES [67] :..

1,

1_

f Z
o COi

.4" 1 . 2
cc

u-z 0 . 8

CORN

1 i nih- 2. 54 cm/h

,

For.rapid, infiltration systems, the primalv requirement is for a water-

tolerant species that 40,11 help to maintain high infiltration rates.

For Qverland flow systems, the need is for a vegetative cover that is

wel 1 rooted yin impermeabl e soils, i s *hater tolerant (withstands

flooding), and hos a high rate of nitrogen uptake:,

In.gendral,, the forage Mild fodder .cops are preferred because they:
(1)' treat large amounts of 'wastew ter, (2) are tolera14,of, variations in

eRewastewater quality,_ and (3) re ire less, maintenance and skill to grow.,

However, they have a lower m rket value. SuOdessfql,forage crops used

\to date include: Reed canary grass, fescue, perennial rye, orchai'd

II, Oss, and tArmudd grass.
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FIGURE, 5,-30

INFIIP-RATION RATES'FOR VARIOUS CROPS.1681
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5.6.1:1* Hydraulic Cons'iderattons

4-8 .YEAR OLDr :

PERMANINT PASTURE.%

34 Y'EAR OLD
PERMANEN:T :PA'STURE

LIGHTLY GRAZED

PERMAM,ENT' PASTURE'
MOGEATELY GRAZEO

NAYS

PERMANENT MA.STURE
NE/010- _GRAZED.'

STRIP CROPPEG
Milan COVER

WEEDS 'OR GRAIN

CLEAN TILLED

BARE GROUND
CRUSTED

a

-r-Peak consumptive water use and, rooting' depth for:various crops and
regional areas ,° are .presented in :Table 5-31 as an aid :in SYstenr .design.
The tolerance 6f individual species to- floodin§ is b*ase'd on the-zrooting
depth and the duration of flooding.. Rooting depths\ for various crops
are al so 1 i stid. , i in a TOO e 5731, The is soil should drain and become
unsaturated to these delfths during the Irrigation resting cycle to
obtain optimal growth. Some saturations of the root zone by - groundwater
may be tolerated-, Out the usual result i s decreased plant performance`.

. . .

,

. .rfrn general ,..grain crops such as wheat, eats, and barley will suffer. high
yield losses cif subjected to soil saturation.. Vegetable and row crops
are slightly more tolerant, but they are sti-1 is susceptible to damage.,
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Corn

Al falfa ;.4

GraiA

Su ga r.,..

bees ,

Cotton

Po tWtoes.

Deciduous

orchards

Citrus
orchards

Grapes
,

Annual
legumes

Soybeans

Shallow-

rooted ,

truck crops

,.TABL07.31
' <

PEAK CONSUMPTIV WATER 1)E.AND ROOTING DEPTH [69]

O ,

Washington, iforni a , Texas, iirkansaso Aebra ska, . Col orado,

Columbia. .. .09aquin . southern .. Mississippi eastern 7 western
Basin.'

1

i" .: .1,(.011ey : hi gh OW ns bottoms. part part,

1,.

72 0.18

, . .. .

7 '

..

, 1

Us g Use Use

Depth , Arth, T4te, Depth , rate , Depth, rate, D , Ate,
in.. : 41.0, A . on./d in in.

..1-s.

42.,.7.: ro. 27 60 0.26 72: 0,30 30

69;,.. 9.2 ..4 72 0.25: 72 0.30 42 '

2b 0.25. 36b

72c 0,30 36c
. ,

t..t:47.48 .43.21 . 48 0.1 72. 0.1'5 24

:

36 ' . 0.26 72 0.22 ., .... ..

0.22. 72 0.25 36.

24 0.29 .48 0.24 ..

96 0

9

.... 48 0.14 18

ium-

rooted

truck crops

Deep:

rooted'

truck crops

Tomatoes° * '

Tobacco.

Rice

in. :in, /d

Depth rate,

in. i n

0.23 - . 72 ',. 0.28 48 ;0:23

0:24, -96 0.27 12 .0.23

4 -4

.

0.13 48 0.29 '36 0.23
0.22

0.15 48 0.26 36 0.24.

48 0.26 48 0.20

0.18 .. .... ... ..

''.36 0.26. 36 0.22

0.28 ..

0.19. 60 0:27

0

18d 0.20
18e 0.12

72 0.18

36 0.22



-

TABLE 5131
( Concl uded)

.State of State of Piedmont Virginia, State of
. WiS'consink Indiana Plateau coastal plain New York

.1
Use Use -, # Use Us'e Use.

Depth, rate, Depth, rate, 'Depth, rate, Depth," rate, ETIJI, r9tp;
Crop in in./.d in.( `: fh./d in. in./d in. .in../d in. in./d _,'.

...

.Corn 24 0:30 24 0.30. 24. 6.22 24 0'.18 24 0.20

Alfalfa, 36 0.30 36 0.30 36 0.25' .36 40.22 36

Rasture 24 0.20 30 6:30 24 0:25 20. "G.22 .

Grain 18 0.25 24 .0.16 ....

Sugar

bee4 18. .D:.25. ....

,-Cotton .... ' 24 : 0.21 ..

Potatoes 18 0.20 12 0.25 24 '0.18 18

Deciduout .1

..orchards 36 0,30 : ., .... 36 0.25

\!. Citrus .. .

orchards .,..

Grapes ..,,, '24 )1.26 , 30, 0.20

\ Anndal
.legumes ...

-,

1 1
''Soybeans 18- 0.25 24 0.30 :24 0.18

:'''
Shallow-

0.18 ''''31'13

36 0.22

d. r

.rooted
. :

° :ruck crops 0012' 0.20 0.20 12 0.14

Medium'
irooted

truck crops°. 18 .0 0.20 0.20 18 0.14 18 0.16 18

Deep,
,

rooted r'

truck crops 24 0.20 18 0.20 -24 0.18 .... ° 24
\

Tomatoes 18 .0.20 18 0.20 24 ,0.21 24'. 0.18 24

Tobacco'.
.

.

. 24 .0.25 18 - 0.18 ...18 0.17

Rice

0.20

.0 18

0.2Q

.... T2. 0:18

s

a. 4yeeage daily water tie.rate during the 6 to'lO dayAlpf the highest consumptive
use of; the season.

Cool season pasture'.

c. Warm season pasture.

Su er. -

e. fall.

.f. Parts of Geor4ia, Alabama, Nor h Carolina, end South Carbltna.
.

J

0:18

tv`

0.18 ,

0.18

= -2.54

.1

- .

`;
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, torn and potatoes will , ;tai erate some 'flooding ,:possiOly. up
days, without sufferi ng damage; itl over, 'timothy, and ; rye
io'mewhat resi stant. , Grasses ( such' as coasta) Bermuda;7nieanow,
ti-r, ome,, orchard, or Reed Canary) are Athg'qnsLyt tolerant :sped es
sustain' several weeks of flooding wi thou. tnjury. Ree'd efanary
tall' cool - season perennial wIlth a rhi zomatou$ root system, wilt

.a very wet, ' maeshy area, and reportedly ha's withsto d floodin,
1 %long as 49 days wi thout, permanent injury [70)- , ,.1

..., ,.

to .a few
are al so
fescue,
and-Can

grass-,
grow i n .

g for as .

5:b.1:2 futrient Uptake

1 ,
Tile major nutrients" essential to pl ant growth are ni trogen, phosphorus,
ptotassi um, cal cium, mag6esi um,. r and sul fur. ` Of these, the .proniinent
constituents in 'Wastewater, are Qitrogen , phosphorus, .and potasi
Typilcal uptake rates of these el enients for various' cop. are -listed j'n ,

,TabT,e 5-32. Variations noted i n the amount,. of nutrient uptake from the
soil can arise from changes n ,ei ther (1) the 'am4unt ansi form of the
nutrient .present, or (2) the net el cyaf, the crop.

,
.

TABLE 5-32-

NUTRIENT UPTAK,E. RATES FOR $ELEGTEIT,..CROPS,.
[3, 45,.67a, 71] . ., ,

'

.Forage crops

Al fa 1 faa

Bromegrass

Coastal Bermuda

Kentucky bl uegras-
Quacigrass

Reed.bnarif grass

Ryegrass,

Sweet cl ov4ra

Ta 1 1 -.fesEue

FielAtrops,
Barley

Corn

Cotton

Milomdi ze

Potatoes

Soybeansa

Wheat.

/ .
Upta.ke , 1b4acre !yr 4 -

Nitrogen Phospiibrdr Potassi

" .

200-480 t 20-30 i5,5:20p ,

111)-209 'is 220

grass 350-600 30-40 209

-110-140 X40 180

210 -250 27-,41? 245

300 -400 ,,...N36-40 280

180-250 455-75 . 240-290

48:p 16 . 90

.135-290, * 26
.

267 f
63

. 0
155-172

'66 -100

81

205

94-:128

50-81

.17-25

12

14

20

11-18

15

20

96
)

34

64

220-288

, 29-48

15-42

44( Legumes will al so take ni trogen from the
and will not withstand wet conditions.

1 1 b/Acreyr = 1,12 kg/ha yr

o

et

S.



Nutrient content of a' plant clepends.,-. in part, on amounts of
nutrients available;to the pl.ant.. ..Therminimum cel 1 ul ar am nts required ...

are about, 2% nitrogen, 0.2% phosphorUs, and 1+$ potass univ but when
Lifff'olent q6anfitie; are available, these.iiiimInts can easii double'(71, 72]. . For forage "crops in. general, 'the pecent cOmpdsition for
itrogen can range from 1.2 to 2.8%' and averages around 1.8% (dry weight

of the plant); but 'with wastewater irrigatithi'it' carl.range from 3.0 td
4.5% [72].

if

;The ,total uptake ofnutrients from applied wastewater i.ncreasesa,s crop
. yiel. increases (see Figure A-3, Appendix. A). Crop yield increases

.

ranging Up to twofold. 'to fourfold have been achieved when wastewater
effluent irrigation is:used instead of ordinary irrigation water' [73]..
Al though nutrient 'untalce continues to' increase with _yield, the
relationship is not linear. "c.-

-
M

0. 4

A factor that _affects both percent nitrogen compdsitidn and yield of
forage crops is stage of 'growth.. In general, grasses c..ont'ainthe

..hi,ghest percentage Of nitrogen during the green, fast - growth stage. The
nitrogen uptake decreases with maturity. These effects are demonstrated
in Figure 5-31. For corn and grasses, nitrogen'uptake is very low*
diiring early growth (the first 30 to 40 days) and thereafter climbs!
sharply. For corn,..this- rise is maintained .until harvest. For grasses,j
nitrogen uptake reaches a peak around Ih 50th day and thereafter ,

This suggests that harvesting these.grasses every 8 to 9
weekS' for a total' of two to three harvests per season) result in
maximum) nitrogen uptake.

- .r .1The-amounts of phosphorus in applied wastewaters are usually' much tiigher
than pl ant requirements. Fos,t-unately,.many soil s have a high sorption,
capacity ..for phosphprits and very little of the excess is passed on to
tie groundwater. Instead, it is beld in the soil and serves to enrich
the soil [74].

. Potassium As used in large amounts by many crops, buf typical wastewater
is relatively deficient in this element. . In some cases fertilizer
potassfuni may be needed to provide for. optimal 'plant growth, depending
oh the Soil and crop grown.

The micronutrients important to plant growth (in descending order). are:
iron, manganese, zinc, boron,' copper, molybdenum, and occwionally,
sodiumo sil icon, chl oride, 'and cobalt. Most wastewaters contain an
ample supply of these elements, and in some cases, phytotoxiCity may be
a consideration.

1

.3

Or
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FIGURE 5-31

CROP GROWTN'AND NITROGEN UPTAKE VERSUS DAYS FROM
PLANTING FOR-FORAGE CROPS UNDER EFFLUENT IRRIGATION' 175]
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.5.6.1.3 Sensitivity to Wastewater Constituents

-Plant growth can be adversely- affected-, by excess salts 4generally
chloride and sodium), excess acidity, or excess concentrations of_ any of

large number of, microelements, including the micronutrients.

Tblerances of IteCted ,crops to sallnity, 'lac:won; and acidity Are..
presented. in Tables.5733, 5-34, and 5-35, respectively.. In general, .

forage 'crops are the most tolerant, field crops are less.tolerant, and

5-84
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vegetable and row crops are leist tolerant. There are many exceptions )'
to this rule, however, and wide differences dian be found even between.-
two'- varietjes of the same crop. Data on crops not listed in these
tables are available in refe'rences [76-78]; and the lOcal AgricultueM'
Extension Service' can gi4e- details on orcrops SuAtaOle f a pro sed

TV
..

-

TABLE 5-33';

,

ELECTRICALCONDUCTIVITY VALUES RESULTING'
IN REDUCTIONS IN tROP YIELD [77]

Mmhos/cm.

'ECe values (saturated

. paste extract) for
.a reduction in

croryield-of

0%

Forage crops

Al'alfa V. 2.0

:8ermuda grass . 6AN
Clover:.' -.1.5

"Corn (forage) '1.8

Orchard grass 1.5

Perpnnial rye grass '5.6

Tall fecue
\

3.9.

Vetch 3.0

Tall wheat grasS 7.5

Field crops

-Barley 8.0a

Corn 1.7

Cotton '7.7

Pdtato 1.7

Soybeans 5.0

''SLigarbeets-' 7.0

Wheal 6.0

25% 100%

.

5.4 ,15.5

10.8 22:5

3.6 10

5.2. . 15:5

l'5
17.5

8.9 19'

8.6 23

5.3. 12

13.3 31.5

13 : 28'

1.8 .10

13 27

3.8* 10

6.2 '10'

11.0 24.

9.5 20

a. Barley and wheat are less toldraht during
germinatioh and seedling stage. ECe should
not exceed 4 or 5 mmhos/cm.

ti

'When evaporation is high, probleiscan arise from the use of sprinklers.
When water is applied to , vegetative surfaces, excess quantitieS of
sodibm and chloride can be-absorbed through the wet leaves and cause
'leaf burn'. Nighttime applications can alleviate foliar raborption and
leaf burn due to chlorides or bicarbonates.

e' 1
4,.1 ..f
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CROP, BORON TQLIRANCE t77]
,mg/L

Toldrant, Semitolerant:. Sensitive,
1-3 mg/L. boron 0.674 mg/L boron l-mg/L boron

Alfalfa Barley Citrus

Cotton Corn American elm

Sugarbeet Kentucky bluegrass Berries

Speetclpver Potato

Tomato

Wheat

' ',TABLE 5 -35 -

CROP.ACIDItt TOLDZANCE[78]

Will tolerate Will tolerate 'Very sensitive
mild acidity, slight acidity, to acidity,'
pli$.8. to 6.5 pH 6.2 to 70 p4.1.6.8 to 7.5 __

Cotton

Buckwheat

Bentgrass

Millet

Potato '

Poverty grass

Oats

Rye

Sudan grass

Vetch

'Corn

Beans

Kentucky bluegrass

Clqvers: alsike
crimson,.red,
white

Kale..

TOmato

SoYbean

Wheat

Alfalfa

Barley

Carrot.

Sweet clover

Sugarbeet

There are two considerations in trace element accumulation in the soil :`
(1) phytotoxicity, and (0-transloc.ation into the food chain. Copper,
zinc, and nickel are the prime examples of elements that can be toxic.to
some plants at relatively high levels.. At present there is little
definitive evidence tha theskelements have accumulated.to phytotoxic

_levels in any land t eatment` system j 79]. The principal element of
concern for, potential ranslocation into the food chain is cadmium.
This is discussed in detai in App5ndix A.

. ,

When selecting resistant species to prevent toxicity, a distinctioq
should be made between accumulators and excluders. Accumulators will\

I



* .

tolerate' high levels of an element while transferring large quantitie,s
of it into the harVestable portions of the-plant,makirig it available
tor removal . Excluders' will al,so tol erate high I eves , but prohibit
passage of., the toxifying element Into. the fruit, roots or' leaf tissue
that is to be consumed. For example, coksmay take up cadmium hut it.is
mostly excluded froVthe grain. In general, grain crops are superi4r5to
vegetables in excluding-heavy metals' [791..

Selection of Overland Flow Vegetation
4

Perennial grasses with` 1 ong growing seasons,, high 'moisture 'tolerance,
(hydrophY4tic)? and eitenSiv-e root formatibn ,,are be'st suited to the
process. The grass should .form esod and not grow in bunches... While
cgnmon Bermuda, red top, fescue, and rye grass all form sod, none of
these is al ways suitable for al 1 weather cond,i tions. Behnuda goes
dormant' in winter while ,red top, fescue, and rye grasS 1,re cool season
grasses. ., Reed canary gl'ats is the, most versatile but a b,uncW
grass. It should-therefore be planted with a mixture of dther gr'ass'es
such as red top, fescue, and rye grass. ,

Comparative field ,studies at Paris, Texas, indicated that Reed canary
grass was the superior grass at that location." It demonstrated a ,fiery
high nutrient uptake .capacity and yielded a high qual.ty hay upon

. harvest [541. Hauling the crop away during iiarvest provides permanent
removal of the nutrients taken up during plant growth. The harvested
grass is suitable for feeding to cattle.,

1.

.5.6.1.5, Other Vegetatic3n

Sod,, landSCape vegetation, trees, and wetlands vegetation
. are discussed

separately because of their unique features. Much of the previous
'discussion will .apply..

Sod farming, is the controlled growth of turf graSses for transplanting
to lawns, gdlf courses, and parks'. Usually, public access to the
growing site ' is restricted so that bacteriological, quality of.the
wastewater IS not a major concern. Because the sod is removed
periodically,' the nitrogen loadings can exceed crop uptake' as well as
soil' nitrogen accumul ati on.



5. Landscape Irrigation
yi

.

Application of wastewater on landScape areas such-aS hlghway median and
border. strips:, airport strips, golf courses, parks And recreational
areas; and nature=wildlife areas ha several 'advantages. The areas
i rri gated' iare al ready publicly owne , saving acquisition cost, and
Problems associated' with crops. r. 'consumption . are avoided.
Additionally, the maintenance of land ape projectt generally require's'.
less-water than other vegetation (since ering in these. cases is based
on vegetative maintenance rather than produ ion); hence, the wastewater
can te spead over a -greater area.

Although sufficient areas tor accept av able effluent are usual lye
available, 'wastewater distribution, especially for roadside e .ri ghts- of-
way,. can .be"' -a problem. For roadside application, sprinkler trucks are
commonly .1.4eC4',!fijr application to golf courses ,,p1 aygrOunds, and nature

'areAs; fi Xe0 sprinklers are most-Commonly used.

5.6.1.5.3 Woodlands Irrigation

. ,

Approximate average water consumption' rates
different tree-species are given in Table 5-36.

TABLE 5-736,

10(POTRAWIRATION OF WOODLAND AND FOREST CROPS [0]

for native Stands, of

NO, of

studies,

Evapotranspiration, in./yr.

Average Range

Pines 32 15 .;:5-734

Mixed coniferou5
and deciduous 6 25 . 18 -34

Deciduous 58' 17 8.5-34

Mixed hardwoods
Y

31 205

1 in./yr = 2.54 cm/yr

Recbmmended irrigation rates` for maintaining desired forest crops,
determined, from studies7using Wastewater; irrigation; are shown i n Table..
5-37. These. rates, . which 'generally..agree with those in Table 5-35,
'suggest -that yihee water consumption is a .primary consideration, pines
are at. a disadvantage...
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0.
TABLE 5237:

RECOMMENDED IRRIGATION RATES OF FOREST. CROPS

Species

'Maximum recommended

irrigation rate, in. /wk Reason for limit

Pines 1/5, 76, 77]

HardWoods

[81] v. 1

[82, 83] '

\ Dotigla.S firs

cottonwoods [84] 2 Trees grow well and consume
all available water at
.this: rate "

Conifers [85] . 1 (vinter). Satisfactory tree growth rate'.

4 (summer) . .

(104 in. /yr.)

Satisfactory tree growth rate
and nitrogen removal.

Satisfactory nitrogen removal. ,

. .

Satisfactory tree growth rate

1 in./wk = 2.54 cm/wk

'4"( '"
I

Pines and other conifers, however, have' an advantage in. that they
maintain, their water uptake rates year-round, if freezing temperatures
do. not make the wa-terNunavail able. Deciduous species exhibit cyclical
water needs. with a very 7. active growing .season during the summer,
followed by a dormant phase -in the winter. Water consuMption, then drops
to a level of one-hal f .to one-fourth the:Summer rates, generally less
than 1 in./wk -(2.54 cm /.wk). A major objective in silv-icu?ture is to
maintain an adequate unsaturated soil zone for the proper development of
the tree root system.

Wood 'quality associ ateewi th, e t-irrigated stands, as studied by
Murphey et al. [86], indicates that th ulpwood characteristics of pine
and oak are improved via an increase. in. fibre length and. cell wall
thickness. Structural strength, hqwever, appears to suffer a decrease,
rendering .the wood less suitable forconstructiOn purposes.

For 'harvesting purposes,. cottonwood seems to show the greatest growth
response to effluent irrigation [82,' 83], and tree harvests every 6, to

...10 years may be possible. eucalyptus is a,1 so a fast :grower, but is
limited- to areas without hard frosts, Studies at Stanford Research
Institute have suggested the creation .of eucalyp,tus biomass plantations
to be harvested and burned for the production of el ectrkity. [87].

A major limitation to the use of woodlands and forests is the relatively
low rates of nutrient uptake. Typical rates of nitrogen uptake fqr
different forest crops were 1 i'sted in Table 5-2. These rates will
usually be maintained through .the growing phase (20 to 40 years) and
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will taper off as maturity is reached. Conifers as Christmas trees
, . . . ..05:r.

should be _abandoned. The Ozt a water and nutrients cause the trees to
grow upward, rather that! outward,. resulting in spindly, unattractive
trees.

5.6.1.5.4 Wetlands

Experience has shown that duckweed:('Lemna minor) and'Various species of
bulrush IScirpus acustusi_ Scirpus lacustris, Sclepus'validus) are the
most desirable speties, basecf-on treatment capabilities, growth rates,
and harvest .response. for Marshes [22, 23, 88]. ;Catta,ils:seem to'.have :-
trouble competin with 1the bulrushes and :duckweed' under .haryest
conditions [221.

Marsh studies /by the National 'Aeronautics a41.Space Administration

/
concluded that 'water h acinths (Eichornicrassipes), and to a lesser
extent alligape weed Aiternanthera philovernides) are effective in
removal of both organics and some metals [89, 90]. . *

,,-+

Experiments hog, beenIonducted in Florida with ,cypress domes as
nutrient sinks, andthey appear to be quite'efficient [27]. Artificial
peat beds also. appear g To be effeCtive, emoving 85% of the 'nitrogen,
99.3% of the phosphorus, and 99.99% of the coliform-bacteeiA when grown
wilt a.quackgrass or bluegrass cover [27, 91].

5.6.1.6 Regulatory Constraints

Many states regulate the type of, wastewater that can be used to irrigate
some crops. In addition, several states,require that a suitable crop be
planted; before land application begins [92]. In some cases the type of
crop propo$ed affects the slope of:the site that is acceptable.

Crop Utiqzation

Of crops historically grown with wastewater, under pre$ek cost
conditions, corn appears to provide the greatest (net) profit [93 94J. ,1
At the Muskegon Project, the 1976 revenue from their corn harvesifyeas'.4,
approximately $1 000 OUO (see Section 7.6). There are no restrictions
placed on the sale of this corn.

Among the trees, maples (and certain Other hardwoods), cotton woods,:ana'.
:.pine-s grown under .wasiewater. lerigation are Suitable for sale as pulp,
but not for structural wood [86]. CottOn wood and eucalyptus. aee
suitable for sale as fuel [87]. . 4

')
uf j
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5.6.2 Site Preparation and Managemetlt

It is critical to maintain the son-vegetation system in a ,healthy,
productive, and renovative state. -41 successful agricultural system'
requires knowledge of farthing operations,.which are described briefly in
this section-. nsistance in desiign and planning can'be provided by

- local farm- advisers and land grant. college extension specialists.

5.6.2.1 Field Preparation

,

Procedures for preparing, =fiel ds "for slow. rate systeins may include'
clearing .the fields of vegetative growth (bulldozing of heavy vegetation
into piles followed by burning, or heavy stubble disking on lighter
vegetation); planing and grading, if required, and Yipping, disking, and
tilling of the soil to loosen and aerate it.. Undeveloped soils may
require chemical soil amendmentS, including ypsum to reclaim sodic
soil s and increase .permeabir) ty , and lime. to reduce acidity. and metal s
toxicity. Determination of amendment. needs it' Cli scussed in Section
5.7.3. The effects of lime on element:availdbiliV are indicated in
Table .5-38. Fertilizers may also be added for nutrient-deficient
soils, although nutrient-rich wastewaters often make this unnecessary.

TABLE 5-38

EFFECT OF LIME ON ELEMENT
AVAILABILITY IN SOIL [76; 78]

,

Elements for which liming'

Reduces: Increases
availability availability

Aluminum. Calcium

El'arium /'Magnesium

Beryllium Molybdenum

Borona Nitrogeha

Cadmium ',Phosphorus

Cobalt 'Poiasium
.

Coppera Sulfura

Fluoride

Iron

Lithium

Manganese

Nickel

Zinc'

a. Minor effect on avai'lablity.

6.03
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5.6.2.2. Maintenance of Infi tritiOn .fOr Slow Rate Systems

Soil -Water i !Pi 1 trati on rates can be deduced by surface seal ing and
c Ogging The seal ing is the result-of:.. (1) compaction of 'the surface
fro machi ne working_, (2) compacti oh from raindrops and sprinkler drops, 1.
(3) a -clay crust caused by Water flOwi ng over the surface ( fi ne
particl es are fitted around,: larger particles to form a relatively
fmpervidus seal ) , or (4) clogging due to suspended partici es, buil dup of
acganit matter, or trapped .gases. Thi s surface layer can be broken up
by pi owl cul tivation, or any other stirring of he soil that w i l l
result in increased :water intakp'. , Ti 1 lege :beyond the point 'of treaki cigt
up an impermeable layer i s- general ly harmful in that i t results 1,11,
further soil compaction. The effect Of surface sealing on intake'' can be',.
greatly reduced, and el iminate.d, qy ul tivatt q. grass ..or other
cal ose- growl hg 'vegetation. Maintenance df soil arga6fc -matter through
the use of high residual crops, such as barl ey, and plowing under of
stubol e i s another step that helps maintain' soil `penii6abi 1 i ty.

5.6.2.3 ::sal ini ty Control

If the soil i Sasri ne (-EC >4 mmhos/crn) for most crops, control, measures
must be taken. The average sal t concentration of -the soil sol uti on of
the rooting depth i s usual 1 y," tree times theptiblicentration of the sal is
i n the applied water ,( in eid l imates) i eyed to be
representatiVe of the sal inity to which the .crop. responds [77]. If
excessive sal ts build up, the method of control is leaching by addi-nge
enough irrigation' water ,so Ahat water i n .excess of crop needs percol rtes
below the root zone, lowering the overall salinity: The most important -
zone for leaching i s the upper quarter of., the root zone wherelhe
primary (40%) water use by the pl ant '''Ocurs. As a rul e-of-thumb,

:about . a 12 i n. (30 cm) depth of water 1 ached' throUgh a 12_. i n. (30 cm)
depth soil shoul d, remove about B0 c::. of the .so.1 ubl e .sal ts.

.6.2.4 Crop Management

Planting

sg

Lal extension services or similar, expertt shoul d be Consul ted
regarding pl anting technique and "sched.ul es.

.' 4 ,

- ..
5.6.2.4.2 Harvesting

harvesting for grass crops and al fat fa i nvol,ves i'eg4lAr cuttings, and a
decision regar'ding the trade -oft between yield and quality must be made.
Crop yield will usual ly i ncrease uP to and beyond the fl owering stage,

1.-A .



but qtrality'amount of stems versus leaves and the amount of digestible
. ,

material) is highest in the younger growth stages an& falls -off very
rapidly once the - flowering stage is reached. Advice can be obtairie-ti
from local extension services.

5.6.2.4.3 Double Croppirtg

'
D/Suble cropping cap ,ext'end the -operating period for's] ow irate syst s,

. ..

increase 'the etonoinic return for the system, andincrease the nitrogen.
uptake capacity.' , , ,.

. ' vii i
A growing practice in the East and Nitwett is to pravide_ a continuous '4
vegetative cover *with - grass and corn. This "ho-till" corn manageMent,.
consists of .planting grass -ih the:fall and then 'applying a herbicide in,
the spring before \planting the corn. When the corn completes its growth,-
c3icl*e ,. grass i s reseeded. Thine; cultivation 'i s -.avoided, water rates are

a maximized, and nutrient uptake eis enhanced.' : -'\',...,

5.6.2.4.4 Grazing

Grazing of pasture by beef: ..cattle or sheep can pr.ovide an economic
. return for slow rate systeMs (see Pleasanton, California, and San

Angelo, Texas, in .Chapter 7). This approach .tias also been successsfuly
pursued at the land treatment farm im Melbourne, Australia, for-the past
65 years [95]. .;,1Grazing cattle and sheep keep the Vegetative cover short
for maximum wastewater renovation efficiency. No health hazard'' has- been
associated with the 'sale of the animals for human consumpti0n.

Grazihg animals do return nutrients to the ground in their waste
products.- The chemical state (oi..garikc and ammonia nitrogen) and rate of
release of the nitrogen' reduces tffe threat of nitrate pollution of the
-groundwater. Much of the., ammonia-iiitragen volatilizes: The organic
nitrogen is _held in' the soil and is slowly mineralized. As, a result,
only. a portion of the nitrogen s sl owly' recycled.

.1.

. One 'precaution that must be taken is not allowing the cattle and sheep
to graze on wet :flit] ds.: This would compress the ground and reduce the
permeabilitp of the Soil . As ideScribed in Chapter 17, Pleasanton, -
CaNtornia, and San Angelo, Texas, solve the-problem by !using a series
of fiel as in rotation.. gastewater irrigation proceeds on 'a,fiel d.-as
soon- as the cattle are moved off. In tris mariner, by the time ,the
cattle are ilioved back onto a, fiel a to-graze, it has had several weeks 40
d_r_yout arra firm up.

r

2
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Another'. concern is the physical contact between the udders of milking
animals (cows, goats) and pastures irrigated with wastewater. This
could -represent a direct vector to human food supplies and 'should be
avoided.. . L,

f'
5.7 System. Mani torsi ng

4

Monitoring of 'fond treatment systems olves the observation of
significant changes resulting from the prication of-wastewater.- The,
monitoring :d to are useci to confirm environmental predictions and to,
determine i any 'corrective action is necessary to protect the
environment or maintain he renovative capacity of the system. The ,

...-coponents_ he environment that need. to be -observed include,
wastewater, group voter, and sons upon which wastwater is applied and,
in some case , vegetation growing in 'soil that are receiving

°WaStewater.

5.7.1 Water Quality

Monitoring tof water quality for land application systems is general ly
more involved than for conventional . treatment systems because nonpoint
discharges of -system 'effluent into the environment are involved.
Monitoring of- water- quality` at several stages of a land 'treatment
process may be :needed for process Control. These stages may be
(1) applied wastewater, (2) renovated water, and (3).receiving waters--
surface water r groundWater.

-5.7.1.1 Applied Wastewater.

"Mt

The Water quality parameters_ and the frequency of analyses will vary
from site to site 'depending on the,regulatOry agencies involved and the
nature. of the Implied wastewater. The measured parameters, may include
(1) thote that may,:adversely affect receiving water quality either :as a,

drinking water supply or, an irrigation water supply, (2).those required
by regulatory 'agencies, and (3) those' necessary for systeM control., An
.example of a suggested -water qt.Tality monitoring program for klarge
scale slow rate 'system ,is presented in Table 5-39.

5:7:1.2 . Renovaited Water..

S'--- .

Renovated water may be recovered as runoff in, an overland 'flow sYstem,
on .as drainage from.underdrains or oundwater-"from recovery wells in
'slow rate and 'rapid infiltration sy tems. Point discharge to surface
waters must satisfy the NPDES permit.



TABLE 5-39

EXAMPLE MONITORING-PROGRAM.FW
A LARGE SLOW RATE

Parameter

of analysis

Groundwater

Applied . Onsite Perimeter Background

wastewater Soil -Plants wells wells- wells

Flow

BODOr TOC

coa

Suspended'sollds4.

Hitrggen, total` ;

Nitrogen, 'nitrate

P.hosphorus, total

Coliforms, total

pH

.Total dissolved
solids .

Alkalinity

SAR

Static

level

A.

Mote: C = COntinuousl.
= Daily

Q:= Quarterly

W.= Weekly

2A = Two samples per year
A = Annually :

-M = Mcothlof

r.

a. ,Wastewattr applied Old groundvashouldbe tested initially .

and peripdiCally thereafter, as approQriate, for heavy metals;
trace organics, or other constituents of environmental conce

Groundwaters

In groundwaters, travel time of constituents is slow and mixing is not
'significant compared' with ' surface ,Waters.. ,Surface 'iriputs near a
sampling well will move vertically and arrive at the well much sooner
than inputs several htindred feet away from the well. ''Thus, the

, groundwater sample represents contributions _from all parts. of the
,.*surfaces area with each contribution arriving at the well at a different
time. A 'sample may reflect surfaee inputs from several years before
sampling and haveillo association.,with the land application System.
Consequently, it is imperative': to obtain adequate background quality'
data and to 1, sampling wells so that.response times are minimized:

212
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If possible, existing background data shoul o be Obtained from wells in
the same aquifer both 'beyond and within the . anticipated area of
influence of the 1 and, application systern. Wells wi th, the 1 ongest-
hi story- of -data are preferabl e. Monitoring of bacicground, s shoul d

' continue after the system is' in olierati on- to provide' a -base for
cpmpal'i son. .

I

In addition to bacXground sampl ing, sampl es shodld be' taken from.
groundwater at perimeter points in each 'direction of, -groundwater
nrovement from the si te. In locating the sampl ing well s, consideration
must be given to the posi ti on of the groundwater fl ow 1 i nes resul tingc;
from the appl icati on. [96,, 97]. ; Perimeter well shoul d be located
sufficiently. -.creep to intersect fl ow 1 i nes emanated fi:om sel 0 the ,
app,] icati on area-but not so deep as to prolong response times.,

. s., 7 ' i
'A schematic showi nr correct and incorrect grbundwa ter sariiP1 in locati ns
_is given.-. in Figure 5-32; monitoring: poi n s- fOr-, a h potheti 41 :

07appl ication site are al so shown. If samples a e taken at A and B, he
groundwatdr fl ow lines from the appl icati on. areal *tate th t tre ted
effluent would . reach these, points:. It-may require sever. ears
treated effluent to reach point C because the fl ow 1 i nes a'
di stance from the 'appl icati on .surface). if samples -were' taken from pint,
D, mixing wi th surface *rater could make`.,resulits invalid for groundwater

--characterization. ...0. -' .'' .k, 1 .

- A

A_ groundwater floW model .that Joredictes g'roundwater.MovemenI in thg area
of "influence of the site wil l... )e helpful. in locating sampl ing wel VS.
Gui del i nes for sampl i ng well construction and sampl i ng procedures are

z ,given- by Blakeslee [-98].

A
I .

Iv ,Y s 4 i
. In addi tiOn: to quality, the depth to groundwater shoul d be measured at

the sampl i ng ,-,',e1 ls to determine if the hydraul tere onse of the aqui fer .7

I s '.consistent with what, was anticipated.. For 'sl ow te systeMs,... a rise
in water ta0e levels to the .ropt zone would , nece si tate corrective
action '-such as reduCed hydraul ic' loading or;'0d-ing undtkrdrai nage. -The
q ppearahCe of seeps ,o_,* perched :groundwater _taP les ,,mi gtkfraf5o indicate . -
the need for corrective action. 11' '' 7

.

5.7.2. Soils Management

1

In some cases; appl of wastewater to the land wi 1 1 ;Tesul t in
changes in soil properties Resul ts,of g i 1 sampl ing- and testing, wi 1.1
serve as the baSi s for Ueciing whether or of soil properties shoul d be;.;
adjusted -.by the application. of chemical amendments. Soil propertie
that.. are important to,,managetient i ncl U e:- (1) ph, (2) exchangeable
sodium percentage; (3) sal inity, (4)lnutrier4,-stus, and.(S) metals.



FIGURE 5-32

SCHEMATIC OF GROUNDWATER FLOW LINES AND
ALTERNATIVE MONITORING WELL LOCATIONS [951

1.

LAND TREATMENT

AREA:

CREEK.

HEN.

ROUNIKIATER TABLE

-UNSATURA#11 FLOE
.0%

SATURATED LON

I 'PEP( I OUS
LAYER

C - D 1)1C0RR TOR I NG

LOCATIONS

5.7.2.1 ''pH

Soil pH below 5.5 or above 8.5 generally is harmful to most plantsl see.
Table 5-35). . Below pH 6.5 the capacity of soil s to retain 'metal si_s
reduced significantly, the soil above pH 8.5 generally ndic-ates a high
sodium content and possible permeability problems. If wastewaters
contain high: concentrations of -sodium, the sail pH may in thelorig
term. kpHiadjustnient program :should be based on the recommendations .of °

a*professional ogricultural consultant or cpunty or state farm advisor.
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Ex Changeable Sodium Percentage

When the percentage of todi m on the soil exchange complex (ESP) exceeds.
10 :to 15%1 problems with -reduced soil permeability can occur. Sbdic
soil :condit*oris spay be corrected, by adding soluble calcium to the soil
to di spl ace the -todiUm on the exchange. and removing the di splad sodium.

..by leaching,.. Calcium may be-applied. in the Joni of gypsuM:(CaSO4)
either as ,a dry powder, or dtssOlved n the applied. wastewater,. The.'
amount of gypsum 7 to apply may be 'determined by a laboratory. gypSum
requirement ;test as Ascribed in the standard references. If a soil 'is
C,alcareous, that. is, containing calcium in the 'form of ,insoluble salts

..such . carbonates, -.sulfates, or phosphates, the calcium may be
solubilized ...and: made available 'for sodium di tplacement by the addition
Of acidulating l c ical s--,Sul fur,. sulfuric. acid, or 1 eon' and atumi hum
.sul fate. A. 'can. Ariton of these chemicals to-gypsum i S presented i n'

Table 5-40.

TABLE 5-40

A COMPARISON OF CHEMICALS TO GYPSUM [99]

Amendment
Tons equivalent to

1 ton of gypsum

. Sulfur, S 0.19

Nitrosol, 20% N, 40% S
t.,«-

tSiilfuric acid, 82SO4

Limestone, CaCO3

e-sulfur, 24% S

CaSO4, 21120

Alum, Al2(SO4)3 17 .H2O

A

0.47 \

0.57

0.58

0.79, ,..

.1.00

Ferrous sulfate; FeSO4 7
20

1 ton = 0.907 Mg

.5al.i.nit4

-

'4W2,-::
.

The levels at -which salinity becomes 'harmful, to plat growth depend on
.,

the ntyPe ,of.Ntrop. Salinity in the root zone is controlled by leaching
soluble salts to the subsoil or drainage system (see Section 5.6.2.3).

,
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5.7.2.4 Nutrient11 d -Trace Element Status

The nutrient status , ef the 'still and the need for .supplemental
fertilizers should ,riodical ly assessed. The levels of metal s in
the soil may. be 'the 'fas.tor detennining the ultimate useful '1 ife of the
sYstem., University agflcultural extension services may'provide the
service or recommend cOmpetent laboratories.

5.7:3 Vegetati

'Plant tissue analysis is ably more revealing thanisoil-analysis with
regard to deficient - or toxic levehs o elements. All. 'of the'
environmental factors that affect the dptake of an element "are
*integrated by the plant, thus .eliminating niuch of ,the complexity
associated with i-nterpretation of: soil test results. If a regular plant
tissue 'monitoring -program is ,established, deficiencies and toxicities
can 'be detennined and corrective action can be taken. Detailed
information ors' plant ..sampling and testing may be found Walsh and
BEaton [110] and,MelSted [101].

.'Facil.ities Design Guidance

..The. purpose of this 'section is to provide guidance on, aspects of
facil-i ties design that may be unfamiliar to some environmental
engineers. A

.

. Standard surface irrigation practice is to produce longitudi
nal slopes of 0:1 to 0.2% with transverse slopes not exceeding
0.3 %.

Step, 1. Rough grade to + 0.15 ft (5 cm) at 100 ft (30 m)
grid, stations.

Step 2. Finish grade to + MO ft (3 cm) at 100 ft (30 m)
grid stations with no reversals-in slope between
stations.

Step 3. Land plane with a 60 ft ( la m) minimum wheel base,
land plane to a "near perfect" finished grade.

Specifications are available from the SCS for.agricultural
land leveling 1102].

Overland 41ow slopes sho d be. graded to specification twice
and checked for bulk density and degree of compaction to en
sure relatively uniform conditions and prevent settlement
during initial operation.

If he site is large and intense rainfall is likely tto occur,
a mum amount of finished slope shouldFf,be prepared at any
one

. 4,.
.



./
Access to sprinklers ordistribution ptping-shbuld be provided
every 1-300 ft (390 m) for convenient maintenance.

Both asbestos-cement kand 'PVC irrigation pipe are rather
fragile and require care in handling and installation.

To soil should be stripped and preserved during initial
erland flow-site gradirig, thenreplaced on the slope.

Reed canary srass requires about 1 year to becothe established;
cOmpanion ,crop of orchard or rye grass is recommendeil for

e first year. 4'

dllwater eeturn systems should be designed to istr4bute
collected water to all parts of the field, not consistently to
the same.area.'

Screening- shodld be provided for distributibbiumping on the.
ide to help prevent nozzle-plugging: ,

eratet globe Valves hould be used for controlling
-

flow -to lat rals.

. All electric ,equipment . should be grounded, especially.when
associated. with center pivot systems.

Automatic controls. :can be electrically, hydraulically,' or.
.pneumaticalhf operated. Soleno1d actuated, 'hydraulically.
operated (by the Wastewater) valves' with small orifices will
clog from the solids.

Us`' '36..in: m) or larger valve bOXesinade.of corrugated
metal, concrete, fiber lass, or pipelieterialalve,boxes
should extend 6 in t15 bin) above-grade' to exclude stormwater.

Lim pressure shutoff valves' should be usedto avoid continuouS
draining of the lowest sprinkler on the lateral.'

Automatic operation.can be controlled by timer clocks. It

important that when ,the timer shuts the system down for any
reason that the field valves close automatically and that the
sprinkling cycles resume as scheduled. when. sprinkling
commences. The clock should not reset to time zero when an
interruption occurs.

, . . .

- High flotation tires are recommended for land treatment
systeMs. Allowable soil contact pressures for center pivot
machines are.presented in Table 5-41.

Underdrains are only effective in saturated soil., If they.

are ploced in a well to moderately-well drained soil above the-
water table, they will not recover any water.

r



,TABLE

ALLOWABLE SOIL .GONfAVT PRESSURE'

% fines Contact 4:1ressur.e, lb/i n 2

20-- 250

,40 16

12

Note: To i 11 ustrate the use of thi s
table, if 20% of the soil fines
piss through a .200.mest screen,-tile
contact pressiire of the supporting
structure to the ground should be no
more than 25 Th/in.2. If this is
exceeded, one can expect wheel
tracking.prciblems to,occur.

Penforated continuous plastic. pipe is generally more econo-
mical then clay tile or bell spigot pipe for underdnains.

A filter sock pla..iced over plaitic drajn pipe will help pre-',
vent clogginga- geavel envelope is unneteisary. , Encrusting
by itron, etc., can prove.to be a problem over time.

,
'11a)astic drainage pipe veth cut or preformed openings i less

1 iccely to plug than pipe vlii,th punChed openings.

'Maximum depth .of ` placement for ,iiptandard agricultural
continuous drain-tile trenches is ft (1.6 m). Bucket -type
trenches are needed tp place tile. deeper.

ti

o, Intensive shallow drainage may be moreeco'nOmical than deep
widely- spaced drains.

Di ski ng Or harrowing soil surface about once per .year can help
maintain infil tration_capacity.

ao

Pi owing in "heavy" soils will develop a plowpan-layer at the
tip depthoof the plow. Ripping or deep plowing at 2 to '4 year
intervals' may be necessary.
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'6.1, General Consideratifts

: CHAPTER 6-:

SMALL SYSTEMS

According to a.1973 survey, 54% of the landtreatment systems were less
than 1.0 Mgal/d- (43.8 L/s)' M. While thd design principles of land
treatment are the same for all sizes of systems, the approach should
consider a. system that,is compatible with community resources,. design
and operational complexity, and possible environmental impact. The
criteria presented in-this chapter are principally_ intended for systems
with a daily wastewater flow of 0.2 Mgal/d (8:8-12/s) or less but in some
cases may be-used for intermediate systems''Wfth flows from' 0.2 to 1.0
Mgal/d (8,8 to 43.8 C/s).. For treatment'systems with flows greater than
1'.0 Mgal/d (43.8 Lisl, 'the, additional design details preeht0 in
Chapter. 5 should be considered. Sources for cost data are describe'd in
Chapter 3.

.

Small ,systems generally do not have fUll-time operators, so a. design
that requfres a few days of field operator time per week or a few hours
each day is desirable. In recognition of this, a small system may be
designed somewhat conservatively, and hence should be less affected by
cliMatic and wastewater ,variations than larger systems. .Further, a'
.conservative Approach to design is often necessary because actual field
data can be quite limited. It, for example, t s arrange of soil
permeabilities, the lower values .should be selected- r design. The
capabilities of the system or the operators will generally not be
suffident to .take advantage of varying site .conditions to.minimize
costs.. The type of information typically required for the *sign of, a

small system and sources of tnformation are pres nted in Table.6-T.

6.2 Design,Procedures
7..

The design procedure for small systems follows a sequence of events as
presented in Figure- 6-1. The necessary information to complete each
step is presehted in the following sections.

6.2. ( Wastewater Characteristics and Flows

The determination-of 'wastewater characteristics and,flows is the initial
design step. For existing treatment systems, the preferreqemetho is
meastire actual flows and wastewater characteristics. For'systems under
paanning or construction, an estimate of important wastewater
characteristits can be made with the aid of Table 6-2, using medium
strength- valueslor average.domestic/commercial qonditions-. The strong



Values would apply. for new systems with low water use and some minor
industrial wastewater

anew
Weak values' would be more

applicable' to systeths where an. older collection' system with little or no
industrial wastewaters and where infiltrating water results-in dilution
of the wastewater strength.

TABLE 6-1

TYPES AND SOURCES OF DATA. REQUIRED FOR.
LAND TREATMENT DESIGNS

. Type of data Principal. Source .

Wastewater data

Soil type and permeability

. Temperature (Mean Monthly
o and growing season).

,Precipitation (mean
monthly,'maximum monthly)

Evapotranspiration and
evapOration (mean monthly).

Agricultural practiCes.

- Surface and groundwater-.
disCharge requirements

GrOuhdWater (depth
and quklity) .

Local wastewater,authorittes

SCS soil survey .

'SCS soilsurvey, NOAA,' local
airports, newspapers

. ,

'SCS soil survey, NOAA,
airports, newspapers

SCS 5oif survey, NOAA,. local
airports, newspapers, agricultural
extension service

SCS soil survey, aerial photos from
the Agricultural StabilizatiOnand
ConservationService; and county
assessors' plats

Commbhtty planning agency, :city or
county. zoning maps.

SCS soil sorvey,:'agri,cbl(Ural

extension.serViCe.,.county'agents

State oriEpA

State water agency,JJSG,.drilIer's
Jogs of nearbp'wells

Another source of dilution may be cooling waters, and other lolir sOength:
discharges from local industries. Special attention should be given to
Wastewater from nonhasehold sources that may contain constituents
signifioantly different than a those in Table 6-2. Characterization' of
nonhousehold wastewater Should be made from field sampling, measurements
at existing facilities, at some oder similar facility,, or from
published values L2]. Significant amounts of nonhousehold wastewater
may require additional design consideration from that giveli in this
chapter.
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TABLE 6 -2

1MPORTAN? COMPONENTS OF DOMESTIC WASTEWATER [3]
mg/L

.

Concentration

Strong Medium Weak

BOD
5, 20°C. .

Suspended solids

Ni trogen As N

300

350

200

200

100

100

'Frgaentac:.

15 8
a 225 12

Nitrafel 0
.

Jowl. 85 , 40 20

Phosphorus as P

Organic - 5 3 : 2

Inorganic 15 7 4

. 20 TO .6

The annual VotuM# of wastewater will be used tb estimate the application
area Due tOhe extremely variable nature, wastewater flows are best
determined frrn field measurement. In cases where this. is not possible,
am estimate be made .from available -data using a per capita or
fixture basis [41;,_0 The per capita basis is generaltrpreferred.
Typical -flows from recreational facilities and institdtional,facilities
are presented in Tables 6-3 and 6-4. Ati common value used', to estimate...;-
daily wastewater flOws is 75 gal /capita (28414capita) with &peaking
factor of 4.0 for the peak flow.15]. Seasonal vaflations in flow should
be considered in ther. estimate of annual wastewater volume and in
discharge requirementW

6.2.2 tocate Available Sites

Identification
. Of .sites *-for small hystems is tusually ORh 1es

complicated than that for larger systems. The search begins at the
point of wastewater collection and, adiates outward until one or more
potentially suitable sites.:have b4en located. ', These sites may be
identified byAhe following-desirable features:

1. Fairly large tracts of undeveloped or farmi under:single; ownership.`
LankilliatAs now or has been 'farmed, or lorested.



DESIGN UNIT WASTEWATER !lOWS FOR RECREATIONAL
FACILITIES, YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK In.

'Istablishment Unit. Unit flaw,..1114

. ..

' <.Cpmpground (developed) Person 25 -
,.

lodge or cabins Person.- 50

''"",.W4e1-:'..! .:',.:ir :' Per41.1i: ' 75

TrOlfr.vtljage- Person .' 35-
..., .. ..,

,.06rmitar:Ybuochouse Person 50

,Resideb,o0pMeS, apartments Person ''.' 75

:140.i. 14.1) ; PerSon. .>,..

Oficesii4 stores Employee
- ....,

.-cebters VisitOrflY-
. .

c4fixeri& Table-sai . .159''-:11 ...i ..
tining.:.room Table seat T50'.

eoffee shop Ounier. seat
".

250;'

CoCktail lounge . Seat. : 20 -

AaUndromat. Washing machine 500 -:

Gas station .. . Station 0 -.2 000-5 000

:Fishcleaning station StatiOn:
. .. 7 500

4'

TABLE 61-4,

AVERAGE WASTEWATER' FLOWS. FROM
INSTITUTIONAL FACILITIES L3J

;-

Ibsbit'utian." gal/caPit,a.

Medical hospital 175

Mental hospital 125

Prisons 175

High schools . 20

. Elementary schoals.

gal/capita = 3,78 L/capita

Location is-relatively. near point of_wastewater collection.

Groundwater is more than 10,ft (UM) de)ep or there is a 'nearby
water body that could be useCto receive the underdrainage%.
needed to lower the water table ,and to receive the percolated
effluent.



5. Land ,Ithot is ..already'for"sale or that can be bought with
reasonable 'negcttatiOns;

i .. . .. .Zoning,:that . is .. compatible with' land treatment facilities
requi renlerits".,` Such as areas zoned for greenbelts..,

Existing .-tirigated lands (e.g.,. golf courses, parks, highway
landscapihg)., -

. Access frori developed roads and :power supply.

At this point in ;the; .site-investigap.citt neither the land treatment
process nor the total' laRk area:is known. In order to; make some initial
assessment of the sites, some preliminary estimate of area is needed.
Guidelines to land area rieeds,for iiretiminary site identificaticih are
provided in Table 6-5. These i,alues are for screening purposes only and
must be refined as the study progresses.

e

1)

TABLE 6-5

TOTAL LAND :AREA GUIDELINtS FOR
PRELIMINAR`E.ITE IDENTIFICATION

Land area, acres.

Slow rate Rapid infiltration Overland flow
Avg design
flow, gal/d 6 mo/ye....1

,
2 mo/yr 12 Imo/yr '';.:;;.10.5 mo/yr

100 000 15-10 ;-;, 7.5-20 0.5-6 3-10
200 000 30-50 15-40 1-12 5-20
300 000 40-80 20-60 .1.5-20 10 -30
500 000 60-150. 30-100 .2.5 -30 15-50
750 000 100-200 i' 50-150 4-45 25-75,

1 00.0 000 150-300 i 75-200 .. 5-60 35-100

1,00'[(100' gal/d = 448
1 acre = 0:405 ha'

6.2.3 Site Characterization

Having identified the potential sites, the next step is to
systematically describe the site characteristics. These .characteristics
and, the required effluent quality requirements.will combine to suggest
the type of 'land treatment process -that should be used.

:

,44
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Site characterisets-that shbUid.be noted inc ude the following:

1 Soilstype,. distrIbutfonI permeability of most restrictive
layees; physical and chemical characteristics, and depth to
groundwater r:

Available land area, both gross pnd 'net areas (i.e.,,.excluding .

roads,t. rights-of-way encroachments', stream channels, land°

unusable soils)
9

Distance from source' of wastewater to site, including
elevation differential

Topography, including relief and slopes

5. Proximity of site. to induStrial, ,commercial, residential
developments; 'surface. water streams; potable water wells;
public use areas such as, parks, cemeteries, or wildlife
sanctuaries

6. Present and future land uses

7. Present vegetative c

6.2.4 SeleCt Lind Treatment Process

The selection of the, appropriate unit process depends primarily on the 4 :

fOiowip two conditions;

Soil characteristics at the prospective site
. ; a

The requirements of the discharge permit ''or..
quality

r.

d

groundwater

Obviously, other conditions such as other site features, total land,
area, operating -personnel, and related economic and environmental
factors, combine to help form the final conclusion. A decision matri4.
for forming preliminary conclusions on the itrid treatment process based`'`'`

on technical considerations only presented in Table 6-6. Other.
related .conditions can then be used tojinalize the decision.

The preferred- land treatment options for small systems are, in order:
slow rate, rapid Infiltration, and -overland flow. Other treatment
processes have been used to treat wastewater in research' and
'demonstration projects, but applicable design criterWare not generally
available. Slow rate systems are the first deign choice because,of the
similarity to,. normal 'agricultural practices, and their'performance is
the toast- sensitive to operational changes so that.treatment reliability
under variable_ conditions is gteatest. Rapid infiltration systems are

.



TABLE 6-6

. .

PRELIMINARY SELECTION OF LAND.
TREATMENT SYSTEMS

.

Levels of effluent
quality INPDES
permit), mg/4.

Range of soil permeability, in./h

<0.06 :0.06-0.2 0.6-2,6 2.0-6.0 6,0-20.0 >20.0

BOD = 4 1
-,>

.

sSS = 2 (

91 --4. Slow rate Slow rate Slow rate Slow rate

.-51,- = 011 .

. .

sBOD = 5

5 =

sSS, = 5. Rapid . Rapid Rapid

51413 = 15
.

5BOD = 10
sSS. = 10 Overland Overland
sN = 3 flow - flow
sp '.... 5

No surface
discbargea

infiltration 'infiltration -infiltration

Slow rate Slow rate Slow rate Slow rate Slow rate Slow rate

Rapid Rapid Rapid
infiltration infiltration infiltration

. .

a. Discharge to gretindwater or inditect discharge to surface water.
. 0,

1 in. /h = 2.54 cm/h

the second choice in small scale systems because removals of most
wastewater components are excellent with low operation and maintenance'
requirements. A consistent level of nitrogen removal, however, is more
difficult to obtain than with other systems. In some groundwater
aquifers nitrogen content is of little concern, greatly enhancing the
use of rapid infiltration systems. Overland flow systems require the
greatest level of on-site management to maintain high levels of
treatment, so extra operatOr training is required, particularly for
proper maintenance of the terraces.

After selecting the unit process, the required "wetted" or application
land area can be computed. In general, this Calculation requires
development of the hydraulic application rate and the duration of
application during the year. It also requires consideration of
additional applied water in the form of precipitation and the lost water
due .to percolation and evapotranspiration. This computation is usually
combine4 with a water balance computation for'determining storage
requirements. For each treatment system this procedure is somewhat
different. Therefore, computations of wetted land.area are discussed
separately for each process and. summarized in Table 6-7.
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TABLE 6-i

SUMMARY OF APPLICATION PERIODS FOR LAND TREATMENT SYSTEMS

Application

Crop

Unit process management Description Estimated period

Slow rate Annual crop Growing Seasonlinly . 3:5 months.

Double Crop. All year uhless restricted 6-12 monihsa,(also'

or perenniars by weather'or planting seejigure'6-2)
-.and harvesting

Rapid NA All year-rOuivl, if in,free 12 months:

infiltration draining. materials

Overland Perennial' All year unless restricted See figure 6-2 ..

flow grasses by weather =

NA = not applicable.

a. This period is maximum in semiarid areas. The lower values should

be used where winters are severe.
t ,

6.2.4.1 Application Area For Stow Rate Systems

The application area ffor slow rate systems is based on a:Weekly
application rate and. the length of the application season. The
permeobility of the predominant'soil types combined with crop water use
determine a' weekly application tate, as shown irk Table 6 -8. Water use
requirements of most crops be met using the'rates presented in
Tab166-8.

TABLE 6-8
-

DESIGN APPLICATION. RATES FOR SMALL SYSTEMS

SCS permeability
class

SCS permeability
range; in /h

Application rate, in./wk

Rapid --... Overland

Slow rates, infiltrationb flowc.

Very slow <0.06 4.-8

Slow ' .. 0.06-0.2
,--

0.5 -1.0 4-8

Moderately slow 01:2-0:6'-, 1.0-1.5 ..

Moderate 0.6-2.0 1.-3.0 ..

Moderately rapid 2.0-6.0 3.0 -4,0 4 -20

Rapid - 6.0 -20 y '4.0 8 -30'

Very rapid >20. 12-40

Application during growing season.

b. Year-round application

c. Volume applied 'equally.duriog 5 to .7 days per week; low value for
screened effluent and higher rates for primary and-biological 'treat-

ment effluent. .

1 in.iwk = 2.54 cm /wk

679



The length of the application season should be computed on the basis of
intended management.. Two Management tectmiques are commonly practiced:

1. Grow a single, annual crop

2. Grow perennial forage grasses,'practice double-croppin , or
use the no-till management system

For a single annual crop, the application period will be the growing
season plus ariY preplanting or-after harvest irrigation and tould result
in an application period as short as 3 months. For this reason, the
second management .technique is.generally used.

For the second case, the application season is .det mined from climatic
data given in a county soil survey or other local source, for the
proposed vegetation. The mean growing season, i.e., the number of weeks
between the last'32"F (0"C) occurrence in the spring and the first 32°F
(0"C) occurrence 'in the fall, is used for all annual crops-. Typical
annual crops used in the United States with, land treatment systems are
corn, wheat, barley, cotton, and soybeans. To extend the application
period for annual crops, they'may be double-cropped,, or winter or spring
cover crops may be planted after ,harvesting. Perennial crops ares
typically forage grasses, such as Bermuda-grass, orchard grass, tall
fescue, Reed canary grass, and alfalfa. Wastewater can-be applied
between occurrences of 26"F (-3.3"C) temperatures in the spring and
'fall. The applidation period should be reduced by 30 to 45 days to
allow, for planting (annual crop's only) and harvesting periods. The
annual application volume is determined by multiplying the weekly rates
from Table 6-8 by the length of _the application season in.weeks. The
annual application rate determines the 'required application area
according to -the' following equation:

c 36.8 Q
LR

where f = field area, acres,(hatAll
Q= annual flow, Mgal/yr (e/yr)
L = period of application wk/yr
R = rate of application, in./wk (cm/wk)

36.8 (0.01) = conversion factor = 3.06 acre-ft 12 in.
Mgal ft



6.2.4.2 Application Area .For Rapid.Infiltration Systems

Where application of wastewater to an infiltration basin is' by -flooding,

the period of applicatiori is the entire .yeir. An exception may occur
under one of the 'following conditions:

1. The soil is fine textured or not free draining so freezing of
water within the soil pores renders it impermeable.

2. The water is applied. by *inkier methods, and the droplets
o

freeze and coat the surface'with ice.
1

I.. There 'is a. severe low- temperature resulting' in freezing

water -in the distribution piping or as it exits.

Although some provision is recommended, for storage to account fort-one. of
,

the above events, the application. perid can be assumed-4s 12 months.
The .application rate can be seliqed from Table 6-8 based on soil
permeability. Then, using Equation 611 and an application period of. 52

'weeks, the application area can be computed.

Application Ares For.. Overland FlowtSystems
; .

T'f is process.; requires. an ,effluent-dscharge to either a surface water
body or another -On ft procets;:'Consdquently,- application rates are not
dependent on soil/ permeability but rather on biological activit,y.-
Experience hips indicated that an application rate of 4 in./wk. (10 cm/wk)
will 'easily match biological .activity on' the prepared slopes.

The application period is usually determined by climatic conditions.
These ritions are similar to those fol. perennial grasses with slow

rate s stems. In general, Figure 672 can be used to estimate the number
of days that overland flow cannot operate. Subtracting this period in

weeks from 52 wk/yr will result in the application period. Using

;'Equation, 6-1; the wetted area can be computed.

6:2.5 Fcreapplitation Treatment

Preapplication: treatment is desirable for small scales systems 0.:control

nuisance and odor conditions during storage with slow rate and*Overland
flow systems, and to lessen bed 'maintenance on rapid infiltration
systerris.ftiolOgical treitmentAs-often-eniployed with many :forms of land

treatment but may : be avoided with overland flow. Also, rapid

infiltration may .be Used. with only primary, level treatment but the

application rate must be. reduced somewhat over that- of secondary level

f because of the, gloving effect. of.suspended-solids.. The use of primary-
-,
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FIGURE 6-2

ESTIMATED.WASTEWAT-STORAGE DAYS BASED. ONLY ON CLIMATIC FACTORS [6):

SHADING DENOTES REGIONS WHERE
THE PRINCIPAL CLIMATIC CONSTRAINT

TO APPLICATION OF WASTEWATER

IS PROLONGED WET SPELLS

o -100 500
lmnennzam
SCALE. MILES

BASED ON 32°F (0 °C)

MEAN TEMPERATURE

:0,5 PRECIPITATION

1 .111. OF SNWOVER

I in: 2.54 cm
rc?



effluent is recommended, but if land area is limited it may be necessary
to provide a higher level of preapplication treatment. A suggested
guide to the Selection of preapOication treatment levels for each land
treatment process is.presented lb Table 6-9.

,TABLE 6 -9

_ .

MINIMUM PREAPPLICATION TREATMENT PRACTICE

Process Preapplication treatment

Slow rate

Surlace application

Sprinkler application mary, or biologicala

Rapid 'infiltration 'Primary.

.Bar screens an
comminution

.
.

.144;

a:. Typically oxi'diOon pondi or aerated lagoons.
,:,

Overland 116,

. ,

6.2.6 Storage Requirements

i

Storage vol estimates must include consideration of the total water.
balance for the year Howeyer, ,the designer can approximate this
storage by referring to Figur& 6-2 and selecting the proper values for
the geographical location in quesion.2.457he,Natues,taken 'from the figure
represent days of storage for,the !worstiyeat:in'200)ased on severity of
winter conditions. Storaggife4UiileMents'may be.fur,t4et*reduced by sea-
sonal discharges to waters the',0*e, Storage
volume guidelines are summarized ioqable 6r106%,:,

1.aiiirtreatMent

`process -Storage"volume guideliq0s

Slow rate

Annual crops

Perennia3 crops'

Rapid infiltration

Overlandflow

Up to 9 months. of flow .

0.5-6 months orflow, see FigUre 6-2.; '

7-30 days of flow

See Figure 6-2

C;4
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6.2.7 Selection of AppliCation Systems

.

In preliminary. design for slOw rdte,'the method ofiapplying the water
Must be decided. Surface application''is' preferred 'where-the.site
topography is qUite flat or is suitable for application with a minimum

:amount:of leveling. This method pf application offers the least capital
cost and the least operation and maintenance cost for most systems.
Also, there, should be no problems with aerosolAranSport or need for
buffer zones.

I

Sprinkler application may be used for almost any,. topography, but
prefeelably one having s opes of lesS than 15% to minimize difficulties
with effluent runoff and rosion control. For stall systems, the use of'W
surface application syste s is preferred for both rapid infiltratiOn and
overland flow treatment.

64 Postapplication Treatment
- .

In those cases where effluent. is collectetif0 discharge to surface
)Waters,,, discharge requirements must be meta Systems with overland flow
may recibire Postdisinfection. Disinfection:may. be accomplished using
hypochloOnaiors or, in some. cases, '. an erosion feeder type of
chlorinator may be,used. The latter units. have not' been widely accepted
but may bffey.isuitable reliability for. very small systems.

6.3 Facilities Design

A6 inrother ,part 'of ..this manual, no attempt will be,,made to discuss the
detailed design of preapplication treatment and storage facilities. The
discussion iS' .limited%to the ,distribution and application systems. In
addition to the comments contained in this chapter, the reader is
directed to Section 5.8 for detailed design guidance. Distribution and
application systems will be discussed for each land treatment process in
the following section..

6.3.1. Slow Rate System

A schematic, diagram showing.the typical elements Of.a slow rate system
is presented inFiqure 6-3.

Surface Application Systems

a

Surface application systems require .site-speOic deOgnv. toile
sprinkler system design should be based on::%Onsultation
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.

equipment ,manufacturers. The general factors involved in the final
layout and deign of a surface application system are presented in Table
6-11. Most of the common surface irrigation systems.are included in
this tabl e.

-TABLE 6711.,.

FACTORS AOECTIRG THE OESIGN OF SURFACE
IRRIGATIN SYSTEMS1.n

. Maximum slope, S

'hater application:.
Humid areas' .Atid areas rate of intake

-family, in./ha Row crops .Sown, drilled, Orchards.Nontod...:Aod ,Nonsod Sod (row or or sodded and .crops crop" '; irops crops Minimum Maximum Shapeiof field bedded) crops

Adaptable to

Level
1

mt'..Level border Nearly)eve1,, Nearly level 0.1 2.0 Any shil) Yes :' . Yes .. 'Yes.
Contour levee 0.1r .0.1 , 0.1. .6.1 0.1 0,5 Any shape .. Yet Yes
Level furrow Iieai'i;..te44 Nearly level 0,1 2.0 Aows should be Yes Yes { N:' .1 Yes.1 . 44.

.
1..:p''rv, of equal length

',..:' '. . kt
Graded -.4.4

Graded border 0.5: 2.0

Contour ditch NA,:, 4,0

Graded.. furrow 0.5 NA

.

Corruqalion NA 'NA

Contour furrow Cross slope

2.0 4.0 0.3

4.0 15.0 ' 0.1

3.0 ,NA 0.1.

4.0 8.0r 0.1 1.5

Cross slope 0.1

..,..,

2.0 Rectangular 7 No''' Yes . Yes

3.0 Any shape No -Yes Yes

3.0 Rows should be__ Yes: Yes Yes
orequal length

'Rectangular No . Yes Yes

2.'0 Rows should be 'iYesl.. No. Yes3.0. 3:0 6.0 6.0 of equal length ''i...;,
..

I

67,,,YNA not' applicable.
t..!!''.....'PA ' .

,..,,; a. Intake family is a grouping of soil by the SCS,.
It is based on the ability of the soil to take in ibe required

amount of water daring the time At takes to.terigate.
.,,

1 in. /h. '2.54 cm/h .

The most desirable design is one i..n which the furrows or border checks
are sa flat ...that failure to rotate the flow to' ;the next field in the
system would pot result in wastewater escaping the property. In, other
words; the field would be flat enough. to, permit an enclolio or
containment levee around the field. Alternative choices are tkawatei .

control systems or a gravity return to the lagoon at the lower end of
the site If this is 'not, possible, closer sOpervision of the operation.
will be necessary to minimize the .risk of nuisance Conditions ,occurring.

' VC

Any of 'the common low si or gravity' design pipe materials should be
sui table for transpirti the' wastewater to the field.. Gated aluminum
pipe is an effective means f distributing the water,uniform13, tb border
checks or furrows. Open "c ncrete lined ditches with turnouts .have been ,
used effectively with sma systems.

'$11.
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-

work.:'cloSely with one or more sprinkler manufacturer's vendors who will
aid ..,the designer in the use -of their respective equipment. The
availability of a knowledgeable local representative may weigh heavily
in the final selection of ,equipment.

,

6.3.1.2 Sprinkler Application Systems

If 1,.Ta sprinkler irrigation, system has been.` selected, the designer should

.
A 1 i st of most of the common types. of -sprinkler 'systems, guidelines for:
their ,application, and limitations is presented in Table 6-12.
Additiohal ly, some states ha/'. i shed regulations kegardi ng
_preappOcation disinfection, minimum bu.ffer. areas, and control of.public
access "for.. 'sprinkler .systems. .Thete shoul d be reviewed; for
'appl i cabi I i

Distribution systeins may . CoffSist of any of the Fommon, pressure pipe
materials, such aS.,p1 astid; alumi num, asbestos-cement- Tined .and coated'
steel, or ductile ironi.

The final design a:nalysis should Consider the following.'potnts.:

Provision ofadequate thrust blocks'

- . sideration of water hammer and surge conditions

Winter operation criter,4:''?..--
lef

. Provisions of sufficivnt,,,velves and manifolding to permi
proper agricultural management of the field

Autclmatic timers to limit thelapplication i.n any one area

6. Alarms to signal systemfailures

7. Protection against plugging by algae

6.3;2 Rapid yifiltration Systems

Small 'scale rapid Infiltration- systems tYPicalV apply an annual
application of 17 to 173 ft (5 to 53 m) of wastewater-at rates of.A.0 to
40.0 i n. /wk (10, to 100 cm/wk) . T.he appl icati on' rate' i s :determined fcom
soil permeability data.. It it preferable to dig.at 'least one test pit
(see , Appendix F) and conduct thre infiltration tests (see Apriendix-c).,
Multiple . infiltration basins .are.' reqUired to permit intermittent;:
applic-ation. A desirable `basin; design should provide ..sufficient
flexibility to perini t a' 1- to 4 day. applicatfon period fo'l lowed by a 7. to
14 day.drying



' TABLE .6;12
FACTORS. AF,FECTLNG THE QE§IGN OF SPRINKLER IRRIGATION iYtTEMS [71

. ..System

Water' aPpl i cation
rate, ,i:n./h

Malimurg Field surfaceslope, % Minimum Makimum . S,hape of field conditions.;

.Maximum Size of,
height of s)ngle
cr'op, ft sytem, acre!

't.i(J1tiApr.i.nkler
1,.

HandMoyed.,.
.PoPtable set

' Solid set.:
Tractor moved.,

Skwid mounted 5-10
Wheel mounted. 5-10

Self moved
Side wheel roll. 5=10
Side move ,5=10

Sel f propelled
Center, Pi Vot: 5-15
Si4e move 5=15

.

pitink1

Hand ::moved'

..Tractnr moved
-:.Sjc.rd mounted
",Wheel mounted

:Self Propelled

Boom sprinkler.:;
,

..;.Tractor 'moved

SW:propel led

,0.10 2:0' Rectangular , Nolimit -,- No t 1-400..05 2.0 Any shape No. limi t limit :1+

0,10 2.0 Rect*gular Smooth enough for 'NP linOt 20400.10 2.0 Rectangular safe tractor operation No limit 20-40

Permanent

0.10 -210' Recta ulbrt'
0.10. '2,0 Rec ogular.

0.20 -1:0
Square or
rectangular

0.20 1.0

.20 0.25.'' '2.0 Any shape
a. ,..

'...,.H.:
5-15 ''','.). ' 0.25 .0' Any shape
5-15' '2"` 0.25 2.0 Any shape

No limit 0.25 .1.0 Rectangular

1 2.54 cm/h
1 ft = 0.305 m
1 acre = .0.405. ha

riolinitt 0.05 '

0.25 '1.0 .,ReCtanguldr.

Any shape

'smooth .7.

'Clear, of ob'struCtfons;
path for towels,

- :

S.afe operation
of tractor.; '

and hose .

,
20i80

4-6: 20-80

40..160
8-10 °',807160
8;10'

No 1 i mi t 20-40

No limit 20740k
'No limit 20-40

limit 40-100

Safe operation 7
of tractor .'

..
8-10,

Lane for 'boom "an:i hose 8-10

'No limit No: limit



'

A typical rapidUnfqtration system is'illustrated.in Figure 6-4. The
layout is r.based on relatively levels land *face. Sloping lands
should uWize gravity flow to minimize-pumping costs. Site layout
should locate the maximum bed dimension perpendicular to'probable
groundWatei flow.. Steeper land would require smaller basins to minimize
cut and fill and to ayoid crois-basin subflows according- to the
following schedule:- for 0, to 1% average cross-tglope--1 2%-12

- basins; 3%--4 baslns. Slopes in excess of 3% should be graded to a3%
average befor, final basin construction..

5 !

FIGURE 6-4.-,
SCHEMATIC FOR TYPICAL

-1,RAPICIINFILTRATION. SYSTEM.

4.

CONTAINMENT BERN.

PREAPPLICATION
,TREATMENT

ENERGENCY
STORAGE

SPLASH APRONS

P4

31111111

01

INFILTRATION -

BASINS

Surface design details related to infiltiation basins are similar to
those for sludge, drying beds with care being taken 'to minimize severe
erosion at the point of application. Provision for access to the basin
should be included to permit entry of a tractor with -a disk, harrow,,or,
other scarifying equipment. The need for underdrains .,should. be
determined based on Appendix C and details for design are,presented in
Chapter 5 (Sections. 5.5.2 and 5.8).
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6.erland Flow System.

4
Although the preferred method of applying wasi water to. thb field is by
surface method, p n industriarinstailations now exist.with, sprinkler
systems. The typical overland flow system, with alternative appl lotion
systems is illustrated. in Figure 6-5, To provide the mpimum treataent
efficiency,-- wastewater must be 'applted at least once 0 day...and in
suffici ent. quantity td wet the entire. terrace' area..

. :47 A

4$

,
.

A suggested method of supporting distribution piping is shaiff in F:iglire
,

6-6.. In this case, the, stone serves as a -support, but i t also serves as
a means.to convert a. point dicharge into,sheet flow, minimizing erosion
and maximizing treatment effRiency. --

.. ,

,

-.

Where sprinklers are used, 'they .should e placeddownslope from the;
highest .point. on the terrace.` distance equal' to the radius of the
Winkler, unless one-half-circle sprinklers are used.

, 4

.

Probably the most important feature of:the overland flow system is the
sloped terrace. .Th4s slope mdSt be as nearly equal to a plane surface
as possible and sloped in such a way as to prevent short-circuiting of
the wastewater. and standing water in the collection ditches. No swales,
depressions, cir gullies-can be permitted; 'otherwise? water will pond and
permit propagation ofNmosquitos or the production of odors.

. ,

The -second factor is, the cover? crop. Grasses must be selected for their
resistance to continuously wet root conditions. Also, their growth
should not be in cluillps as this will result in the formation of rivulets
,of flow rather than a uhfform" 'jet flow. Common grasses for this
purpose have been Reed canary grass, Italian rye', ."red top, tall fescue,
and BermUdaygrass..

The distribution sistem should be designed to permit application on each
portion *of the field for from 6 to 12 h/d. This application period is ,

based on convenjence rather than for treatment reasons- The system must
be valved and Manifolded to perdita'portion of the field to betaken
out of service for, grass Mbwing and/or.hervesting. Daring. thatperiod.0
the remainder of 'the field must takethe total. flow or else it must be
diverted to temporary storage. Following. prolonged 'shutdown, the
wastewater collected in the drainage ditches may have to be recirculate
through the treatment s.y4em 'until discharge" requirkents are again
being, met. This would' only ,.be requitled where gtringent discharge
requirements are imposed. a

Site, access requires special equipment with 'broad tires having low
pressure (less:than 10 lb/in.2 or 7 N/cm2) to avoid creating ruts

4f
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PRELIMINARY

ICHEUING

FIGURE 6 -5

.SCHEMATIC FOR:TYPICALyOVERLAND FLOW SYSTEM
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that would short-circuit the floW and the treatment process. Vegetation
,harvestand removal is not always necessary, since the.vegetation can be
cUt with a chopping mower just prior to maturity (every 4 to 6 weeks)
and allowed to decoMpose on the terrace [8]. Applicationsshpuld be.re
duced for 3 or.4 days after winter shutdowns.

FIGURE 6-6

BUBBLING ORIFICE DI
(

RIBUTION.

FOR OVERLAND OW ,.

3/4 in. OUTLETS AT .4 FOOT SPACING
.(ROTATE OR TWIST PIPE JO ADAUST FLOW MISTRIMUTION)

8 in. DIAMETER PIPE

LOCALLY AVAILABLE CRUSHED STORE/

i
.5/8 ill. TO 1 1/2 in. GRADATIO

.

DOI% SLOPE

SHEET. FLOW

NOTE; 1 *in.= 2.54cm
1 ft = 0,305 m

6.4 Small System Design Example*-

SetOng

The :communitycommuntty .dfs. Angus, Washington, has decided to construct a land
`treatment systeM:to,meet its wa tewater/discharge,specificatidnS.. The.
.following informathil is known: /

Present (17) 4)opulation - 34 0/

-f.e, 48 in. (12 cm) , ' 'eVenly.distributed throughout the ..,ear;

Prpjected 199.7 population'L
Annual rain
Warm seasW0aporation -.24:Jn. (60-.cm), May 1 to October 1

Seasonal floi4,yariations -
Mikimum moth (August.) 1.5 of average
.Minimum*4410JanUary) of average

*Note: This is an example;,tit'is intended for illustration only
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There is an elementary school of about 200 pupils and 15 staff. The-
High school is located-in Hereford, about 10 miles (16 km) to the. south.
There are some small commercial establishmehts such as service stations
and restaurants but the- town's only industry, 0 sawmill, treats'and :-

recycles its own wastewater. As the town is presently sewered by., "
individual systems,.mostly septic tanks, a new collection system will be
constructed. Water service is unmetered and estimated consumption is
IOUgal/capita.d (378 L/capitad).

, 6.4.2 Wastewater Quality and Quantity

Assume) .Design fvp1997 population r
2. Projectedwpupil and staff population will be 325
3. Due to unmetered water system, wasie i's relatively high.

and the wastewater will be of" medium strength through the
planning period (BOD = 200 Mg/L).

Wastewater quality cane be found "in Table 6-2, second,column. The ,

flowrate for average design condition , ' using an estimated daily
wastewater flow of 75 gal/capita (284 /c pita), is calculated to be:

325 (10) gal/capita.'d + 3 400 175) gal/capita.d
= 258 250 say 260 000 'gal/d

6.4.3 Locate Available Sites

By interpolation of the values in Tablefr4-5,fovaitlowrate of 260 000
gal/d the following preliminary site areas sietermined:

Slow rate, 26 to 52 acres (10.5 tO,1 ha)

Rapid infiltration, 3 to 13 acres (1.2 to 5.3 ha)

Overland flow, 9 to 27 acres (3.6 to 10.9 'ha)

11.

As there is sufficient open space and farmland in the immediate area, it
was decided to limit the search for available sites to a radius of 1
mile (1.6 km) from the lowest poilt in the collection system to.minimize
transmission costs.

6.4.4 Site Characterization'

After the search,four potential tracts were 'located, all about'0.5 mile,
(0.8 km) from the designated point., The characteristics of the sites-
are summarized in Table 6 -13..



TABLE 6-13

POTENTIAL LAND TREATMENT SITES FOR ANGUS, WASHINGTON'

Range of soil Slope.

Site No. of. Size. Minimum depth to permeabilities, average-

No. owners Current usea acresb groundwater, ftc in./hd mmOmum. %d ,Remarks',

C

5 Agriculture 200 15

1 Undeveloped 95 10

land

I Nonirrigated 300 20
pasture

2 'Low density 30 10

housing ,

0.6 -20 2-10 15 abres'4t.
5-10in./h ,

0.2-2.0 '. Flat Potential

greenbelt

0.06-0.5 , 5 -15 Low'permeability
results irp local

wet'spots'4
-_

0.2-0.6 4-5 One houSe zoned
residential

Sources: a.. Local planning agency and site visit.
b. County assessor.
c. Well logs,
d. SCS,report.'

, 1 acre --,. 0.405 ha r

rl :=C1,..ft,i.V.305 "

40 244 cm

On the basis, of acreage requirements, all sites except Site, D would have
sufficient acreage for all systems. Site D woulCbk:..tuarginal for a,slow .,*
rate,. system and would require additional soil teStiAg
be the most desirable Tocatioh.

'Sites A, B
, and C appear to have area in excess of the anticipated d

needs. The treatment site and facilities could be located in the. most
desirable location within the site and not all of the lend would..have. to
be purchased.,

IP

, 6.4.'5 Select Land Treatment Process

D4scharge would have to be either to the groundwater,or to nearby White
River, downstream of the water supply intake line. The -gro'undwater.iS

being used for some small irrigation wells near the sites'aod' sine
individual domestic wells 1 to 2 miles (1.6 to 3.2 km) -away; ,It is

anticipated that Angus may' -some day use groundwater as 'well as .the

surface, supply to meet future water demands. Therefore, discharges to
the groundwater would have to meet existing requirements. '

For discharge to White River, the Depar*tment of Ecology, State crf.

Washington, has stipulated the following effluent qualitty

BOD - 10 mg/L
-SS - 10 mg/L

Total N - 15 mg/L
Total P. - 5 mg/L
Fecal coliformst - 200/100 mi.
Maximum residual-chlorine - 0.5 mg/L
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Using. Table 6-6, a slow rate or rapid infiltration system is applicable
to Site A. Sites B and C could have either a slow rate or.overland flow
system, while a slow rate system to be the only choice for

'Site. D. As all systems are capable of meeting' or exceeding the dis-
charge requirements, system selection (except for rapid infiltration)
will be based on-the soil permeability. ranges.

For rapid infiltration_ rates on Site A, limited field tests are needed.
Using the guidelines in Appendix F one test pit was dug down to 10 ft (3-
m) to verify lack of restrictive, layers in, the soil profile. Using the
procedures from Appendix C (Section C.3.1.4.31 three double ring
infiltrometer tests were conducted. The resulting infiltration minimum
rate was determined to be 5.0 in./hr (12.7 cm/h). Using Figure 3-3, the
wastewater application rate is determined to be 42.0 in./Wk (1.1 m/wk)

, which is 5% of the clear water rate (the range in Figure 3-3 is to'
'10%). However, an ypper limit of 40.0 in./wk (1.0 m /wk) is recommended
for Small rapid infiltratiqn system design. BaSed on 52 wk /yr operation
the annual rate is 173 ft/0 (52;7 m/yr).

To comme tne - area required to treat the wastewater, Equatign 6-11$
t'In-.keeping with the conservatiiii aPpnoach to small systeWdesigii, ,'1-

-411e..illower, permeability values are ,..4sed 'to obtain the Autval ent
'catioh-rate,,R, from Table 6-81 Al so.Lfhe average annual rainfall,

ing f3.reduCtion for evapotralisloirationNassunling a colder month),
dried ti5.5the rate of application R: As an example, a calculation to
the ire& required. for a slow rate system at Site A is shown:

6 weel(S-(52,4or%rapid infOtration - Figure 6-2)
S permeabi ttty 'range plus,

. ( prec i pi tati on- evapotranspi ration)

(1.5:4.6.5)7 ri.iwic 2.0 in./wk (5.0 cm/wk)
0:16..4ga1/d X 365 =',.11.9 Mgal/yr

-A6.8 ,x
38 acres (15.4 ha)

The acreages calc6 1 ated fO,'each-Si katid treatment process are shown in
Table 6-14.

ABC

4US TREATMENT SYSTEMS

%!. ' Application Treatment site
ki Si te ratt in /wk requirement, acres

A tie

t'd Flacif trat Fon
SI oG.

'filoW

'Slow
Overl irk!'
Slow rate;

1 in. 2.54 cm
I acre 1.405 ha::

2r0 38
40.0 1.7

2.0 38

8.0 10

1.,3 51

4.0 19

1.5 51

2 N



In comparing the required acreages with Table 6 -13, Site D is eliminated
on the basis of insufficient area.

6.4.6 Preapplication Treatet, Storage, and Application Methods

Preapplication treatment practI ices for various systems are indicated it,
Table 6-9. Unless surface tpliqation Wselected for one of the slOW..
rate systems, biological tr Ogient with a minimum of 7 days detention
time is normally practiced. This would most-likely be an aerated lagoon,.
destgned to reduce B0D5 to 60 mg/L or less.

A,

From Figure 6,2, a storage of 40lays of flow.is advised: The required
storage volume is. as follows:

260400'gal/d x 40` days = 10.4 Mgal = 32 acre71t(39 500 m3)-

Storage pond size, assuming 10 ft working depth (3 ft "freeboard)
= 3.2 acres + 25% for leveei, road = 4.acres(1.6 ha)

jhismill be required for either the, slow rate or overland flow syStemsi
.'rapi d infiltration system should not require any storage capacity

'.,because of the moderate climate and permeable soils. The Methods of :.
.application for surface irrigation systems are summarized in Table
for various land conditions. Bicomparing:the application rates` froni
the third column of Table 6-14 and'thejverage to maximum slopes;from
Table 6-13 to the yalueg given in Table 6=141 the following surfke
application methods are chosen:

Site A - Graded border with any crop (minimun-slope)
- Graded contour: levee with sod crops, (for maximum slope0

Site B'- Level border checks with any crop
Site C - Graded contour levee with sod crOps,

As the land preparation costs for Sites Attpd C'would rai e the
,development cost beyond that required for Site ':rthe useof sp inkler
applicationshodld be investigated. Using the p pcedgre outlined above, .

the remaining sites are screened using the values given in Tab e 6-12
for sprinkler systems. The preferred methods from this process are:-

Site A - Hand or tractor moved solid set
Site .0 Hand moved solid set, self propelled, and permanent set

The land at Site A, alrgady in agricultural use, contains some uniform,
rectangular,fields. Site C would require grading and preparation (i:\e.IL
more cost) to enable the use of the more flexible, less expepslye,
sprinkler systems. 1' -

\
\
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The, rapid infiltration system for Site A and the: overland flow system
for Site C are still feasible alternatives according to the criteria in
Sections 6.312 and 6.3.3. The need to construct the 2 to 4% sloped
terraces'. :;,at Site B for .effective overland flow would favor the less
expensive, 'gtading required to prepare Site C.

A number of other ,,pansiderations should be ,included the cast-
effeCttveness analyiTs for small systems -" that are discussed in other
sections of this manual. Recovery of renovated water from beneath rapid
infiltration basins or slow rate sites to,either provide relief drainage.
from perched groundwater or to recover water for sale is disCussed in
Section 5.5. F,oitselsition selectl6n, and revenue generation by

,.
:`-- management of a crop, Section 5.6,should be reviewed. The systems';;

remain to . analyzed for cost,-effectiveness are summarized
, Tabl e

TABLE 6-15

LAND TREATMENT::.ALTERNATIVES FOR ANGUS ..WASHINGION

1.and:treatment
',system

. Major feature

Slorvate Tfactor moved solid set sprinklers

Rapid infiltration- Orepare:thel5 acre -site'

Slow rate Le'vel 3Order strips

low rate' Hand moved solid set spiinklers

Overland flow Grade terraces and ditches.

6.4.7 Other Considerations

On the basis of nonmonetary criteria, Site ,B holds a clear advantage--it
Is al r dy owned by the city and would provide needed irrigation water
for t future greenbelt.

If rapid infiltration is shown to be more cost effective than-irrigation
at Site, 0A, the purchase cir lease of the site would he necessary. For
the irrigation system at Site A, purchase would not lie necessary if a
long-range contract could be 'negotiated with the, owner. :'Since the land
at Site A is presently being irrigated, the renovated water could be
offered at an equal cost and the farmer-would have the added advantage

. of the wastewater nutrients...



Site C would' 'require the purchase or lease of a suitable area if the
overland flow alternative were shown to be more cost effective.
Sprinkler irrigation would convert nonirrigated pasture into more
valuable land and spopld make a ng-term lease more attractive to the
owner than was the case at Site' .

.k?

If some alternatives appear, to be very close to:each .other for cost
'effectiveness, the consideration of these nonmonetary items may,,he the
basis for the final site selection.

6.4.8 Summary of:Design Example

The total : lan4 ,;;requirement will be -.the sum- of t needed for
pretreatment,.f4Olttiet;-:the actual area to:le-wetted, buffer zones (if
required), access' 'and ., serviCe roads, : and storage ponds. The major
eleirrents of eath. (alternative and the total . land ,requirement are
summarized in Table'6-16.
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TABLE 6-16

SUMMARY OF . rEAS I E 'LAND 'TREATMENT SYSTEMS' FOI: ANGUS; WASHINGTON

*.
Preapril ica don

treatment Wetted area ', 13u'ffer,Zenesi? Storage

''
Land treatment 'Area, Application ArepA Area,' Days Area;Site' . -syteni Levela acres rate, in./wk reNeeded acres of flow acres Disinfection

; 47. Taal area
Dischargec required; are

A Slciw rate,
sPrinfler.

Rapid infil-
tration,

Slow rate,
surface

Overland fl ow

Slow rate,
sprinkler
Overland flow

Yes Groundwater 53

No GroUndwater 4

2.0 38. 40 4 Yes , Groundwater

8.0 ' 10 No 1 40' Nof kihite River

,
1.5 51* ' Yes 10 . 40. Yes .Groundwaier
4.0 19 No 2 . 40 4. 'Nof White River,, . ,,

49

68

27

a. S= Secondary; P = primary'.
b. May-be required in some states. Average requirement based on 20% of wetted area .and includes 10% for servide roads.
c. If the dischargefis to a ge,oUndwater, the nitrogen balance of the system should be checked using-methods outlined in

Chapter 5. Nitrate (NO3) measured as nitrogen, should not exceed 10 mg /L in, this case.
:d. Includes extra freeboard for storage within basins.

. ., .

g. Because of public contactf'. 'Under tontrolled conditions, primary treatment without disinfection would be sufficient.
f. Unless di scharge col if orni 'standard Oehnot be met- -then post-breatment di sinfecti on is necessary

1 acre = 0.45'S-ha
1 in./wk = 2.54.cm /wk



7.1 Introduction

*.0,

Eleven case studies are presented in thi s chapter to illustrate the
variety of exi sting land, treatment- systems. Six of the case ,studi es are
slow rate systems; three -are rapid infiltration systems;

'.4rld two are,
overl and fl ow systems. Locations of the case studies ,end- some .,system
characteristics' are presented for comparative purposes "in, Table

TABLE 74

SUMMARY. OF' CAE STUDIES.

Lkation

'Slow rate

P e as an ton

Avg Avg annual' ,
flow, application

. Mgal/d rate, ft/yr,

California

Walla, Wa1la 7. Washington

Industrial ; ,

Municipal

Degree:ef

:preappli6tioh
treatment

.,

. , .

of years
Applicatierrtechni.gue in operation

. .

1.4 ' 8.'5 Secondary (plus ' "Sprinkler (portable' pi0e) .20
aerated Wiling ponds)': ' ' ..:: .':,.

.

2.1

'6.8

Bakers field, California 14.7
(existing systefn)

San Angelo, Texas 5:8 1 0.3

Muskegon, Michigan 28.5 .''6.0

St. Charles, Maryland 0.6 , 10

Rapid infiltration

Phoenii, Arizona 13

Lake George, New York 0.7

Fort ..Dcivens 7.

Massachusetts 1.3

Aeration

Secondary

6.9 Primary

364

140

Primary

Atrated lagoons

Aeo rated lagoons

Secendary

.Secondary

94 t Primary

OVerland flow .,

Pauls Valley, Oklafione ., 0.2 19-45

Paris, Texas

(industrial)

,

1 Mgatid = 4.38 L/s
.1: ft/ye = 0.305 m/yr

4.2

Raw (screened) ,

and oxidation lagoon

Raw (degreased and
screened)

Sprinkler tburi ed. pipe

Sprinkler .ancLsurfice.,:':
.(ridge and fUrroi0

Surface tborder strip :. and

eidge'and.furrOW): ' '

$urfate, (border'strip);.'.

Sprinkler .(center pivot)'..

Sprinkler (surface

,

Surface (basin flobdjng)

Surface. (basin flooding)'.

Surface (baSin flooding).

Surface. (bubbling orifice)
and sprinkler (fixed and
rotating. noziles)

-Sprinkler (buried pipe)

35

13



In addition to. the mik° of design fl-bws and climates representeds the
ages of the systeths vary from several decades (Walla, Walla', WashingVon;
Bakersfiel-d, California; and 'Lake George, New York) to relatively new
(Muskegon, Michigan; Paul s Dklahom,ay and PhOenix, Arizona). The
last. two' systems 'are. principally demonstration projects with process
optimizttion the major objective. Nearly all the cases have attracted
some research inter sts and the ongbing'.,6research is discutsed separately;
from the norm eration..

4Capital and pperating costs ; are included;- when reliable.I'data are
available.' Costs for research projects are not comparable to design and
construction costs for normal municipal systems.

k

P1 easanton, Cal i forni a

. '.' 7.2.1 History

PleaSanton, California, with a population of approAiMately. 35 U00; is
located 40 miles east of San Francisco.3. Wastewater irrigation has been
practi -ced here since 1911 , when the population. was 2.000 'and only 8
acres (3.2 ha) of land was ", utilized [1]. The agricultural 'land a

apparently has been in continuous use , al though.lhistorical records are
aissent. The present- sYstem has been in oper'ati on since. 1957, and
consists of the sprinkler irrigation of 1.4 Mgal/d. 51 Lis-) of secondary.
effluent on pastureland for theArazing of bekf cattle :(see Table 7 -2)
[2].. Only 17 000 of , the total population served by the land..
treatment syst:em,.: The reMaining population' is served by .4- ,separate
treatment, plant. The city. i s experi encing ripi.d grO`w-th;- as a resul
plans arse underway to provide a.regianal i zed sewer system, which,:cal3;S:
fdr*.abindonment of ,the irrigation sysiem i n, 5 years. It should' be nOted
that abandonment in 5.Year s.s, was al so predicted in 1972 [3].

si9 . ,

.2 Prdject ..DeScription ;And PUrpose

There We two , primary objedtives I to bey,. met in this Tat ,treatMent-
syStem:* to provide .proper?,manageMenr of wastewater, rd' (2) to
produce.: a high quality forage;4rop fcmAgeef ng' on the
.wastewater,i-erigated fields. Thfs.`system;.iat00ied-

.4.

,c4sful,
meeting both: of these objectives

kow,
1

The .pastUrel and receiving wastewater is essentially 1 ev'el and Sprinklers,-...,
apply water consecutively to Soils range Tom'- grayelly loam

: to 'clay I oam. and :are irtoderiterlY..`to 4termeabl e. There -fs a, ,-
nopirrigated. hill of.19- acr,es (7 ha). ia:jacerilvto the field area Where, .
:cattle '.cati' be quartered when 'the fields becOmek somewhat soggy during

fntlerpeitt weather.: This is done to pizoteCV, Atie..sail from excessive



/

coMpaction by the cattle during wet'weatheY and to prevent <the cattle
frbm contracting hoof diseases as a result of the wetness.

TABLE 7 -2
, .

DESIGN. FACTORS,

:PLEASANTON, CALIFORNIA

Type of system

Avg flow, Mgal /d

Type of wastewater

,

Prea0plication treatment

\
Disinfection

Storage

Field area, acres

CrOpS

Application techhique

Routine monitoring

Buffer zones

Slow..rate

1.4

Primarily domestic; some winery,

cheese, and metal wastes

Secondary (plus aerated holding ponds)

Not required

Not required

184

Forage gras's

Sprinkler, ribrtable

Yes

No

. Application cycle
Time on, h 12-16
Time off, wk 5

Annual application rate, ft 8.5.

Weekly application rate,'in. 2.2

Ayg annual precipitation, in. 18

Avg annual evaporation, in.

Annual nitrogen loading, lb/acre 325' .

Capital costs, $/acre 845

Operation and_ maintenance costs, 01000 gal 10:4

1 Mgal/d = 43.8 L/s
1 acre - 0.405 ha
1 ft = 0,305 m
1 in. = 2.54.cM
1 lb/acre = 1.12 kg/ha
'1 t/atre = 52.47/ha
1 t/1000 gal = 0.264 t/m3

7.2.3 DesigAactors

The land ,treatment site is schematicallY depicted in Figure 7 -1..
Two holding ponds receive unchaorinated effluent from the undersized
secondary treatment plant. The two ponds are aerated to prevent
septicity prior to application and to provide further vbiologtcal
treatment. The two ponds total 4 acres (1.6 ha) and provide 5 Mgal
'(16.925 m3) storage capacity, which equalizes the diurnal flow to the
sprinkler irrigation system [1].
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FIGURE 7-14

LAND' TREATMENT SXTEM,
CITY OF PLEASANTON

, V'
.eN GRONNOUTER SANPLAO
%w STATIONS

11RiNATE0 FIELDS

11111 . STORAGE FACILITIES

NOWIRIGATED FIELDS

g.4)
I.

SECONOARY
.TREATNENT

PLANT

'PRA

t
.

4 acres

AENATEDw
HOLDING PONDS,

62 acres SPRR

19 acres

NONANIGATED:
HILL

'00000.
NANA\\,

'41si

F:00THItL.

I

1 *Cul = 0.405 14.
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A 75 hp (56 'kW) pump, with an identical4standby unit located at the end
of the holding ponds, delivers wast ?water to the field area via a 10 in.
(25 cm) aluminum main line. A portion ofthe irrigated pastureland and
the main line is shown -in. Figure 7 -2. The portable lateral system
Contists..of 30 ft (9 m) sections of 3 in. (7.5 cm) aluminum pipe, each
"containing'a riser with an impact-type sprinkler head as shown in Figure
7-3: Each nozzle delivers 10 to 11 gal/min (0.7 L/s) and has a wetting
radius of 30 ft (9 11). [2]. .; / .

# 4
:

Tailwater, and stormwater control provided by peripheral drainage
ditches that diScharge into 18 in. (45,cm) and 10 in. (25 cm) steel lines.

_ and thence to'aTunoff Collection pond. This 10 acre (4 ha) pond has a':
26 Mgal (984400 m3) storage capacity and is prOVided with an overflow,to
an emergency storage .evaporation area. The 40 acre (16 ha) emergency
storage area is designed to handle the increased floWs from a 50 year
storm. Normal .Tunoffater, occurring from about NoVember,to,Marth, is
recycled within the syttem.by a, 100 hp (75 kW) pump.

7.2.4 Operatihg Characteristics and Performance .

The Arrigation system is operated 7 days a week, year-round.
pumping scRedule of 12 to 16 hours pet day maintains the holdihg ponds
a fairly - constant elevation. Pumping is. by manual control with an
automatic shutbff ifothesponds drop:to a certain level.

a

The irrigated pattureland supports-a herd of 600beef. Cattle.. The cattle
are rotated to fnced.plots ahead of irrigation. The laterals containing
.the sprinklers fte moved 60 ft (18.3 m) each day, which results in an
application cyclt of .5 weeks. -The cattle are provided with a. 'separate
supply of.drihking water at one end of the pasture.-. The'tattle have
experienced' no ill effeCts from consumption of the grass;. the marketing
and sale of the'beefOccursin a norm*l manner. ,.-

. _

7

/..
,

Ae p4sture grass. seed consisted of 44% tall fescue, 32% Italian ryg
grass, 20% orchard grass, and4% mixed grasses ,[2]. Sudan grass is gToen
on Alip'emergenoy stoOkge field and is usedasg.supplemental feed. The
grattes,(are cut, twice .a year with a rotary Mower. in order to induce
better growth and to ,contra, weeds, such as star thilstle. Fertilizers and
pesticides have*notieen used.'pesticides

4

Values fOrAtriodg was.ftwat* constituents found.i.n the irrigation water
prior to. 'applicettoh are .presented h Althodgh
jnflueht. total susfended solids . to tie irrigition system.. are
approximately ,26 - 0g/L,- no Inozzle' - plugging OrobleMs have been
experienced;. the nozzle diameteris .0.44An: (1.1 c0).

0.
o 2L'.-i

0-
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FIGURE..772

IRRIGATED PASTURELAND, RLEASANTON, CALIFORNIA, .

FIGURE .7.3

PORTABLE SPRINKLER SYSTEM, PLEASANTOW, CALIFORNIA
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TABLE 7 3. ,

CHARACTERISTICS. OF HOLDING POND EFFLUENT AND
GROUNDWATER QUALITY, PLEASANTON, CALIFORNIA',

Constituent

Concentration, mg/La

GrOndwater qualityc
Holding pond
effluentb G-9

...,

.BOD 22

COD (low level) 30 5 ,
Total suspended solids (TSS): 25
Total dissolved solids (TDS) 702 980 708
Total orgahic carbon (TOC) 39.,. 4.3 8.2'

Nitrogen
'Organic , 3.0
Ammonium (NH4-N) 24.6

1Nitrate (NO3-N) <0.02 '0.13 4.9
..

Nitrite (NO2=N) 0.01 0.02 0.01
Total phosphorus 4.8. 0.02 0.02

. .

pH 8.4 a 6.8 6.9
Tempei.'ature, °C 17.4. 16.8

Boron (B) 0.73 0.0008 . 0.0007
Chloride (C1) 97 125 . 111
Fluonide (F) .0.17 0.7 ' .0.1
Sodium (Na+) . 130 150 110
Calcium (Ca++) 78 92 93
Magnesium (Mg++) 23 90 .5'5

Potassium (0) 0.8. 3.0
Bicarbonate (HCO3) 520 . 897 ' .491

Carbonate (CO3), 3.6
Hardness (Ca, Mg) 600 460
Non - carbonate hardness 0 56
Alkalinity as Cat03 736 403
Specific conductance, whos/cm 972 1 640 1 190

Sulfate (SO4) 53 120
Silica (Si02) 16 23
Iron (Fe) ...... 0.0006 0.00001
Sodium adsorption ratio (SARI ' 3:3 2.7 '. 2.2
'Sodium, I, 35 34
Depth of groundwaterlbelow land surface, ft 7.5 37.3

a. Unless, indicated iiitherwise:.

b. . Data for 1975 [4].

c. Data for N embv 105 to'Augusi.1976 [51 See' Figure 7-1 for location of
wells Gel and 0 9'.i'''"4" N#

.. , -1/,

1) ti '1 .ft = 0,;305 m ''.''

141strial inputsfio the system include small flows from a highly acidic
it but seasonal waste4rom a winery, a pretreated cheese'factory effluent,

avretreated metal waste, and a seasonal loading from the Alameda-County
Fair. There is pp odor in the areas irrigated with wastewater and'.no
odor from, the holding pOnds. Odors' have beeh a problem at the treatment
pl'apt in the .past, and as 4:. result. the trickling filter and settling
tanks have been. overed.

J.
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TABLE 7-4

TRACE WASTEWATER CONSTItUENTS OF HOLDING POND EFFLUENT;
PLEASANTON, CAL IFORNIA SEPTEMBER 1975 [4]

. .

7.2.5 Costs

.

Constituent
lj

Holding pond.

effluent, mg/L

Arsenic (As)
Barium (Bp) <0.1
CadmiumtCd) <0,005
Chromium (cr46) 20.005
Cyanide (CO: '0.05
Lead (Pb) 0.05.
Mercury (Hg) 0.0003
Selenium(Se) <0.005.
MBAS 2.6

Aldrin <0.00005
Chlordane
'DDT <o.p0005
.0ieldrin <0.00005
Endrin <0.00005 1
Heptachlor epoxide <0.00005%
Lindane <0:00005
Methoxychlor <0.0005
Toxaphene <0.00005

2,4-D <0.1 0 .
2,4,5-TP 0.001
Carpon chloroform extract (CCE) 2.52
Carbon 'alcohol .extract (CAE) 17.24

The. City of Pleasanton leases most of the farmland from the City ,Of:San
Francisdo which ". owns i t as an underground water reserve.. Orazing
periiiits for the 184,agrel'.. (74 ha), irrigated. pastureland are then
allocated to lodal farmers by auction. Thitland. is plet at an annual
rental jee- of. $100 to $110/acre ($247 to :$272/11a),wrth a 2 year le34se.
The . furnishes ,the: irrigation. system and the labor to move. the.
portable pipe. The farmer manages the Cattle:and-the pasture grass.

'06..abor requi rer nts to move, the irrigation syttm involOe 3 aen 4t 2-1 /2
'I-lours, per day, 7 days a week. Maintenance costs for repalrs to pumps, .4
,pipes, nozzles, and fencing are atiout $5 000/year.. Power consumption
consists of:abbut 27 000 kW11 per month for the 100 hp (75 kW) pump arid';,
22 000 kW,K. per month for the 75.hp ( -56 kW) pump, fdr a total of 49 000 s,

kW;h per month. A breakdown of the approcimate annual operating cossil0
for this land treatment system is shown in TabR 71-5.

0
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TABLE 7-5
,

APPROXIMATE OPERATION'AND MAINTENANCE dOSTS,
_-_LI4NT/:-TREATMENT.SY5TEM;'

;' PLEASANTON, CALIFORNIA[2]

sr, '.R Ex:peedituce ,, Annual cost
.14

'I\''Labora' $'22 000

T4Ittsb - '21 000
Power 19 000

-Material 5;000,
4 'Adminis'tration 500

Other, '5 000
Subtotal $72 500

Rivenue from grazing rightd- 19 300

',Total
- 4 Operation and maintenance

eiz costs, ct/1 000 gale

41 4
a. Based on '3 men x'2,-.1/2hisi -x 7-,d/wk

x $8/h. x 52 wk/yr.. . .
, .

eised on 5113/acre...,
. .Based on 49 000 kWh/month and p

rats schedule A-12.''
d. Based on $105facreyr x 184.a
e. Bas i on 1 4.Mgal /d avg flop
1 acre 0.405' ha
1" Mgal/d

1,0

.1c)",4:

.

The m ecent expansion in
follawin capital costs X2,]:: :'

' o

, , ,. o
rortable aluminum .-i'pe alird nozzle

Barbed wire fenciilg t n cattle
rinking water tanks al .for cattle

Seed a ,

Total ' s A.,.

This represents a .cost $845/acrelV 01 hal not includin
.



"i-Ing:Programs..

'.

Since the atment operation is conducted over an important
underground #, l ferl, careful monitoring of groundwater quality i ss.

mandatory. ".--'6a1 i forni a Regional , Water Quality Control, Board, San
Franci sco Region, ., requires regUlar groundwater sampling at"
Pleasantowx,- -to meet this "'requirement ',a number- of groundwater
moni tori ng -.. have been tinStal 1 ed. These well s serve to ensure
compl i a,nced. state regulations and are providieng research data to
assess overal .s.grot.indWa §rirripacts in the adjacent area. The location
of thes :',.:11111:4 was'', show AT :F tg u r e 7-1. Groundwater quality data- for
two rep t ,e',wells4.Ptere: presented in Tabl,e 7 -,3, covering the
period .fr em er 1 r, through August 1976.

.

The Pleas

devel opine

zonestk.,A1

acceSsl.. A

Research Insti,
,

the. extent.-01
aerosol s-,''fo0"4

'The resu
of th'is-'

l.

reatment site is located within a mile of a city
n 10 000 peaple. There are essentially no buffer

site, is.totally enclosed by fences to limit public
fects stilt* "is being conducted by the Southwest

cientiSts are performing measurements to determine
osol dispersal`.and are analyzing irrigation water and

e preseh .Rathogenic microorganisms and chemtcals.
conclusion is study are not available at the time

Walla, Washington
. =

9"

7:3.1 History

use of wastewater as, a source for i.rrigation Water begarCin 1899.
the City of 'Walla Walla. installed , its first sanitart'sewage

co ection syStem and discharged directly to 'mill. Creek withotit
treatment. Irrigators ,still withdraw water from the creek for their
truc10- rops. As the population increased-and the sister' expanded, the
waste er became a larger portion of -total stream fl ow , especially
during lie summer mohths.

n 1929, the.city constructed a 7.5 Mgal/d (328 1../s) secondary treatment
plant to treat domestic' and industrial flaws. In 1953, the industrial
(food Processing) wastes of about .3 MRal/d (131 L/s) were separated from
the plant Ind froM.1953-to 1962, industrial wastewaters were treated at
the source by, :the ','food 'processors. In 1962, industrial wastewaters
began to receive :treatment in an 8 Mgal/d (350 L/s) separate plant
operated by the city. The industrial wastew4ter was screened, pH
adjusted 'to7.0., and,directly discharged to Mill Creek.

04.

In 1972, the domestic plant was upgraded to provide a higher quality
effluent and. now has an average treatment capability of 9.12 Mgal/d

7-10 462
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(400 L/s) and a maximuni hydraulic capacity of 1314gal/ds(569 L/s). This
same year,,a sprinkler system for application ,of industrial wastewater
was completed for all industrial effluent not required for stream flow

augmentation. StreaM flow
3,

augmentation is required to maintain1,4\

minimum flow of I1).25 ft Is (318 L/s) in Mill Creek and 1:77 Ft /s \

(50 :l: /s) in the irrigation ditches. Thig source of irrigation water 4
becomes essential in the.sumMer, when upstream users divert all of the

normal Mill Creek flow. Design factors for the industrial wastewaters
(city operated).and municipal yastewaters (privately: operate0 slow rite
systems are presented fn Table 7-6. .

J

r'

TABLE 7-6

DESIGNFACTORS,
WALLA WALLA, WASHINGTON

Industriala. b Municipalb

-.,. Type Slow rateof systeM Slow.rate

Avg flow,.Mgal/d 2..1 6:8 (Municipal effluent to creek in winter

. Type df Wastewater,' `j.;,, processing : Domestic.

Prea-pplicationtreatme7it': Aeration. econdary

Disinfection No '. Yes

Storage Not regbired Not required.

Field area, acres 700 940

4 Crops : Alfa)fa Vegetables

. Application teChnique Sprinkler (buried pipe) Sprinkler and surface (ridge and"furroW

Routine monitoring . No
... t
Yes

Buffer zones No No

ApplicatiOn cycle, wk..

Time on 0 1 -2 .

1 Time off . 6-8
.

Annual application rate, ft -. l':7,.:

Weekly applitation rate, in 0.7 '-

Avg annual pregipitation, In 0 15.5

.r Avg annual evaporatibn, in 41 41

;Capital cos., S/acre , --, 2 500

Operation, and maintenance
costs, C/1 000,gal :

; Varies With crop
Varies' with'crop

yaries with crop

Varies with crop

1 5 .

4:0 403

a. City operated system.

fib. Irrigation districts, privately operated.

Mgai/d.= 43.8 LA
1 acre = 0.405 ha
1 ft = 0.305 M
1 in. = 2.54 cm
1 lb/acre. = 1.12 kg/ha

1 S/acre = S2.47/ha
1 01 000 gal = 0.264 C /m3

2r



7.3.2 Project Description and Purpose

The treatment' plants for all of the city's industrial and domestic
wastewaters are located on an apprOximately 40 acre (16.3. site 2
miles (3 km) east of the city'. Additionally, the city owns
approxiniately 1 000 acres (405 ha) of land 0.6 mile (1 km) north of this:,
area for the sprinkler irrigation of effluent from tile industrial
treatment plant. Of the 1 000 acres, about 700 acres 285 ha) are:
presently being used with the remainder being held in reserve for future
expansion. I

7.3.2.1 Municipal System

Incoming domestic wastewates are 'received in an'aerated grit chamber,
sent to the primary clarifiers, then to tile thret hightrate trickling
filters. Next is intermediate clarification follosiiir by .standard rate
trickling filter and two final clarifiers. SOffi ci ent chlorine is
'injected upstream of the final clarifiers to niain*aina 0.1 to 0.5 mg/L
residual in the final clarifier effluent. The fina0clarifiers double as
chlortne contact tanks. The effluent is then 'discharged to a holding pond
from which. it flows to etOer the irrigation districts or Mill Creek.
The city normally ,does not alipb, domestic effiUent to.its own land.

7.3.2.2 Industrial System.,

During the canning season (April throtigh goventer) wastewater'from the
area's food processort (mostly locally-grown vegetabP4s) i,s pretreated at'
the packers. All solids above a 1#20 mesh (0.833 mm diameter) are
screened from the waste Stream before discharge to a separate collection
system. The influent is then received at the plant in an aeration basin t

aerated, and pumped to' the.city' s sprinkler irrigation field:.

7.3.2:3, Municipal/Industrial Interconnections

To maintain treatment flexibility, there are three operable interc*.
nectiOns between the .two :normally. separated treatment .systems. A
tchenlatic flow diagram for the municipal and industrial 'treatment 'systems
is. shown in Figure 7-4. During'low:industrial. waste flow periods, when
there is .insufficient flow: to operate the city' (industrial ) sprinkler
system or when ma up water is-needed 'to meet the irrigation commitment,
a. line from the industrial aeration basin connects directly to the end.of.
the, municipal . primary .clarifier.' This has caused some problems with
excessive 'vegetabl e oil s at certain times of the .year, so thi s Vi ne Wi 11
be rerouted ;to. ahead of the aerated:grit chamber, allOwing:coMPlete
priMarN treatment thete oil s. Another line' al 1 ows. di version.:of- he
raw -1 nOttri al wastewater directly to the standard rate trickli*filier:



FIGURE 7,4
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if the industrial flow is extremely low relative,to.municipal 'influent.
'A third line, which is normally not used, allows municipal effluent in
the final effluent 'holding pond to .'be pumped to the city Sprinkle':
system. A fourth line, 'diverting raw industrial wastewater to.the
aerated grit chamber, is in place-but inoperable due to leakage problems.

Operation, of the city sprinkler system normally occurs from May to
November each year for' the food processing wastewater. Demand fdr
irrigation water by the distt\cts occurs from May through Septeniber so
that a part of the industrial flow' goes to the city tract with the rest
tieing used for makeup to meet tht irrigation demand. The monthly flow
patterns fur the sprinkler operation are presented inTable 7-7.

TABLE 7-7

AVERAGE 'DAILY FLOW OF WASTEWATER,
WALLA WALLA, WASHINGTON

Mgalid

Municipal wastewatera 7.1 F 47.3 '7.0 ,7.0 6.. 6.8'
Industrial wastewater. 122;17 3.7 4.0 3.1 2200 2.9 2.8

---4,----.' Tti
. Total 8.r 11.0. lifo 10.1 8.4 8.9 5.6

Irrigation disti4ct, demand 7.5 3;5 7.5 7.5 7755 7.5 7:5

Net flow to city owned
sprinkler irrigation, fields 0.8 X3.5 3.5 2.6 2.1

a. From wastewater treatment plant operations monthly; re

1 Mgal/d = 43.8 Lis

The City s 700 acre (285 ha) ,rrigation site is divided into 8 separat
subateas, the largest being. 14 69 ha)'; the 'smallest 60 acres
ha) with -an average .size of a t 87 acres (36 ha).

There .1 s no formal .plan for operating the 'city sprinkler system. Each ;of
the subareas is irrigated for a period of 1 to 2 weeks. The lack or an
operational- schedUle and flow records for each, plot. means. that
application rates can only be estimated. The calculated average
application rate based on - ,,6 months flow to the field was presented in
Table 7-6. 'Soils are principally well drained silt learns with slopes
ranging from, 2 ,to over' 2,0%.



.'

Operating Characteristics and Performance City's
Irri gati on.,, System

'The industrial effluent for 'city operated sprinkler ,application is. pumped.
against a -maximum t*.tatic head of 50 ft'(15.2 At the farm,- it is
distributeq to 8 separate fields through 187' laterals and 6 500 sprinkler
heads. A .gage pressure as-, high as-140, lb/in.2 (96 N /cm2) main-
tained In the main, distribution line with Presture at the heads InAne 95
tos 100 lb/fn.2 (67-70 N/cm2) range. .,Even with some slopes on the site
exceeding 20%, there is evidence only minor' erosion.. The city
sprinkler system. employs two .types of-heads, the impact' nozzle and the

diameter gun. The latter type,'-shown in Figure 7-5, distributes
325 gal/Min .(1 260 4/min) at 100 lb/in.2 (70.N/c.m2).with 410..ft. (125 m)

diameter of coverage:

At the high operating pressures, there a problem of breakage of joints
be en the risers and the lines and betimen the risers and the impact
heads. There iS also a problem0of breakage of the ,heads and risers by,
the' m because. of lack of visipil,ity of the heads, when the, crops are
highe ,prior to mowing. The type of mower, used and an impact sprinkler .
are shown in Figure 7-6. ,

%

The*-- pririEjpal, Crop" being grown on the city'S irrigated plot is alfalfa
fdr hay. The fanning operation is contracted with a 1 ocal.farmer who is
paid o0. .acreage, bale, or. Weight- basis according, to the task being
:performed For example ; mowi ng and. wi ndrowi ng is paid for by the acre.
'..The),*city Stores the bales and sells them when markets are strpng..=
Protejn fy of ,,the hay i s,,g'o,od, averagi ng*,, 14:5% by' with a high
of 21.0 Andra lovi; of '9.471:

, r

411

i'Although the BOD of the -industrial effluept could be'conSiderea high-
;(average =965aing4.), there. were ,to inditations of nuisance conditions at
the application site no have 'complaints been-noted from the surrounding
residents. ' A

7.3.5 IOigatioricof Mdnicipal Effluent by Private Districts
- -

A ak
d

Application' rates of' a municipal .,'efflubnt used by the irrigation
districts are difficult o, estimate 'is' no'retords are kept; The Blalock.
irrigation distritt consists of 844).4 acres. (339 '.'ha) and the GoSe
-irrigation district',is approximatelys,100 acres, (40 ha) in District
farmers withdraw water directly 'from *the ditches ort411.Creek for
sprinkler or flood irrigationN. depending upon the time of year or the
,crop.. On the axgrage, spri a rs are`of the 6,to 7 gal /min (23 to 26

L/min) type coverIng an area. ..§Q ft (12'm by 18 m). Sprinklers
are allowed to run 3. to 6 tours Ore being rotated to a different
parcel. This gives application ratesiii ging from a potential minimum of
0.7 in./d (1..8 cm/d) to a maximum 'of r in../d 4,4,.3 cm/d).



FIGURE T-5

LARGE DIAMETER' SPRINKLER`., GUN FOR INDUSTRIAL.
WASTEWATEk .APPI0IOATION USED AT WALLA WALLA, WASHINGTON
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FIGURE 7-'6:

ALFALFA HARVESTING!EQUIPMENT,' SPRINKLER RISER,, AND
IMPACT HEAD AT CITY IRRIGATIOVSITE, ..WALLA WALLA, ,WASOINGTON
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No distinction is ,made between water that is primarilydor partly.effluent
and well or reservoir waters in terms of crop selection. Local farmers
grow whatever has an attractive ,market price-without re0F4 to the
water's source. Effluent irrioated crops sell for as hipfra price as
noneffluent grown crops and there has been no ca se of market
discrimination. This was confirmed by a representative of one of the
area's food processing plants whO purchases large amounts -of both
effluent and noneffluent irrigated vegetables..

,-- . -

I,
Supplemental nitrogen (35.0 lb/acre [3 144.46.% urea) and
phosphorus are added to the wastewater ase;*ORIvietas. Crops
grown on domestic effluent irrigated 1 (tn 400tgatIng order of ,

acreage): onions,' carrots, spinach, alf both for, grazing and for
harvesting), radishes, and tomatoes. Local' farmers have not noted any
decrease in yields nor deterioration of croplands over the year of
effluent use. Ndisuce conditions caused by slime buildup have occuMed
in the past, but separation of the industrial wastewater in 1972 appears
to have'solved the Problem.

-f',,...
f'

7.3.6 Costs

Cost data are difficult to compare between the municipal and industrial
systems. For example, treatment costs for the municipal wastewater are
borhe by the irrigation districts and neither these costs nor the revenue
from the farming are included in the treatment plant accounts. Likewise,
much Of the time required to maintain the city farm and to administer its
agreement with the contracting farmer'is not,accounted for separately.
Neither are .records kept on the portion of tndustrial effluent used for
makeup water in Meeting the district's contracted irrigation demands.
Last, credit for crops sold does not accrue to the cost of operating the
farm but is returned to the revenue bond payers. (the area's two food
processing- pilants) to help them retire, the debt for..,the sprinkler sys-
tem construction. The estimated: operation costs are summarized in
Table 7-8:

The capital,. cost for construction of the _pumping station, transmission
lines, distribution system, and control system for the'700 acre (286 ha),
sprinkler irrigation. ,field was $1.7 million in 1971. This amounts to
about $2 500 per acre ($6 000 per ha),construction cost. A

7.3.7 Monitoring Programs

The only continuing monitoring program -is carried Otitbrih City of
Walla Walla for the treatment,Oant op6rating records [6]. Ajkpecific
soils monitoring program was conducted in 1974 and repeated in 191t. The
soils in the city's- sprinkler irrigation operation were sampled to .

determine the effectt.Of irrigation.' The adjacent 500 acre (200 ha) city
. a
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'tract Is a nonirrigated dry land farming area on Which wheat and barley
are groOn.e"Soils tests taken in 1974 of the nonirrjgated and irrigated
parcels 00rovide little indication of any difference?In'conditions after
2 years of .wastewater irrigatign.

TABLE 7-8 .

AVERAGE ESMATED OPERATIONS COSTS,
WALLA WALLA, WASHINMTON

0/1 000 gil

Municipal tys em!

1973 3.4

1975° 3.7

1976c -4.3

CP

Industrial systeMAV

a.. Treatment costs only..

b. Operates MayROvember, treatment and
, distribution costs.

c. To July 1976.

1 01 000 gal....0.264 4/m3

7.3.8 Conclusion

The 'division of the industrial and municipallvastewaters intopseparate.J
treatment and application streams is unique and offers some real
advantages at' Walla Willa. This method should be,investigated for Other
-Areas having ,problems associated With the hi h seasonal loads-and' high
BOD'of food processing wastes. ,

7.4 Bakersfieldi-; California

7.4.1 Histo ry

Land application If wastewater has been practiced for over 60 yews at.
Bakersfield in the San Joaquin Valley of central California: Beginning
in 1912, untreated wastewater was used for crop irrigatiOn. -Since 1939,
city-oWned lands 116/e been conti nuously utilized for irrigation of
forage, fiber, and seed crops with- treated municipal wastewater.
Primary' treatment plants .constructed in 1939 (plant No. 1) and 1952
(plant No. 21, service about half of the metropolitan area (population
200 000) and supply the wastewattr for the 2 40U Acre' (950 ha) city
farm. The. fart ,is leased to a grower:who irrigates year-ound with

tiI
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. ,.distribution.distribution methods. -Year-round irrigation is possible .

.

becauseof the warm arid .climate.

Although the farMing Operation hasbeen suctessful in containing all
lvaaIewater within the boundaries of the site and Oroducfng crop yields
consistent With,local averages, certain deficiencies have developed, and
upgrading and expansion of existing fatilities are needed. A summary of
principal design factors for both the existing and 'proposed land
treatment systems is presented in Table 7-9.

TABLE 7-9

DESIGN FACTORS,
13AKERSFIELD, CALJFORNIA

Existing.'system Proposed system

Type of" system

Avgflow,.Mgal/d

Type- of was'tewater

Preapplicatien treatment

Disinfection . .

0

Slow rate

14.7.

Primarily domestic, some
poultry processing Itiaste

Primary

Not required

Slow rate

19.0

Primarily domestic, some
poultry processing waste

Aerated lagoons

No't required

Storage .
.

Timed 4' 90
Capacity, Mgal 60." 1 710

jield,arei, acres 2 400 4 800

Craps Forage, fiber, and seed Forage, fiber, and seed

Application technique

Routine monitoring

Buffer zones.

Application cycle, d
Time on
Time off

Annual application rate, ft

'Maximum weekly application rate,in.

Avg annual precipitation,

Avg annual evaporation, in.

Annual nitrogen loading, lb/acre:

Capital cost of proposed system,,

$/acrea

Surface (borderfstrip and Surface (border strip; a'nd
ridge:and furrow) ridge and furrow

No

No

1 -2

7-15

4

6.4

466

Yes

No

10-15

4.5

4 .

6.4.

60

280

2 960

a. Not inclUding preapplication treatment or storage.

1 Mgal/d =.43.8.0s
1 acre =.0,405 ha
1 ft = 0.305
1 in. =:2.54 cm
1 lb/acre = 1.12 kg/ha
1 $/acre.=$2.47/ha

7-19
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_7.4:2 -Existing SysteM Characteristits; Design. Factors, and
performanta

The existing land treatment system,Aepicted in 'eFigure.7-7, consists of
a network of ditches and equalizing. reservoirs't-upplying the fields with. .

wastewater for border strip and ridge and.f6rroW methods of irrigation.
Although' the topography is very. flat, Ihe.di.ainage_is from north 'to
south with sump pumps along the southern endstturn tailwater tQ
storage ponds (see .FigDre 7 -7)'. Soils range fine sandy loam to
clay loam. .The soils, are generally alicaline-and poorly drained with
dgnse:, clay lenses at .depths 'ranging from-10'to 15,ft (3:to 4.'5 m) below
the surface. This clay barrier produces perched water in areas where it
is continuous. and reduced percolation in areas where it is not.

Two permanent groundwater aquifers exist at approximate depths of 100 to
200 fit (30 to 69 m) and at 300 ft (90 m)'. They are separated by a clay
barrier, an'd thetOnflIned lower aquifer is used for water supply. The
deep wells on the farm,' as shown in Figure 7-7, produce water for

-sunclle*ntal irrigation water.' The quality'in this region, however, is
inacfequate for potable uses as a result of naturally occurring high

'total dissolVecLsolids and-nitrates.

,The wastewater is primarily dome-stic in nature, with only a few poultry-.
Vrocessng plants discharging high-Bp wastes to plant No 1. ,The
tharattwistics. of effluents from plant No. 1 (3.8 Mgal/d [166 L/s]) and
plant NO. '2 (10,9 Mgal/d [477 L /s]) have .been combined, and a tYP-
i?a]. *err' -of. constituents found An the irrigation water.is.given. in
Table Ot1'17-N

The quality of the combined'. r.primary effluent is-quite suitable fo
irrigation. The sodium 'adiorption ratio is', relatively high at 7.5;-

. however, it is nottriticai. The total dissolved solids concentration is
not "a problem for any of the crops grown.

Liqui-d and: .nitrogen .loadisg rates;, and nitrogen requireMents for the
principal crops. ArOwne' on the farm are shown in -table 7-11. As can be
seen,- the nitrogen applied.meets-the nitrogen uptake .of all crops. For
cotton; :. the nitrogen loading.- is .olore than, twice .that which can be

.

utilied..::.Applyingexcess.nitrOgen:to coiton'promoteslexcess'.vegetative,
growth 'at the expense of fruitive_growth,. resulting in decreased.yields.
Yields .for all other .crops are 'approximately equal to, and.lh Some 'cases
higher. than, the 'countywide averages. Crop. yields. 'resulting from
irrigatioN with primary 'effluent -and the economic return. peracreare.
.presented0h Table 7712.

2 7 8'1
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FIGURE.7-7'

EXISTING WASTEWATER IRRIGATION SYSTEM,
BAKERSFIiLD:1LIFORNIA
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TABLE4..7-10

. ,

TEWATER CRARACTERISTICS FOR
NTS NOS. AN4:1;

0.7 'CALIPORNIAO.

COMPOSITE
CI

BAKE

-5tseil on 1976 test,,0..)seept asAV .
1/4 i-9;.e

tt..f,-;Based on 1.973..tgsts..,' if,

TABLE

N'197.31.AND- RICAL NUROGWATAX,E, OtO 1REMENTS,
ERSFIELD L b T ATMENT TEeD1

.-...P .

4V ...' ' ..4 '-'- ' 'n:iji*
Liquid loading itfitrogen loading -iii1Flit , uptake,

rop t. rate, ftyr 4/1f t rate,,lb/acreyr 'lb reyr.
,

4 .,.

Alfalfa 4.9 °' - 371-1lio :,.t..
360-489

',.?

Barley ° .139 .. .7t
Corn 252 ..4E", 1501

Cotto 277 100

Pasture grass 150-250* ,, 7
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TABLE 7-12
z

EXISTrNG CROP YIELDS AND. ECONOMIC RETURN,
%. BAKERSFIELD, .LAND, TREATMENT SYSTEM

%,

typi'cal Economic,
Crop ',Yield., lb/acre price, WO* return, $/aC're

. I;Alfalfa 16 000

Barley 3 000-6.000 0.045 135-225
,

Cor .36 000 -60 000 .0075 'to 270-450
Gott,Zirt 0./45 . S. 210480

a. Base4 on 1973\price,s,

1. lb/atre'-= 1.12 kgito
1 $/lb =

itti, 1 $/acre = $12.17/ha'

.414. '

A*, ,

. tl. -
Z ,i 'litailag'emtont Hof !,lhas -OrOme ; a problem ,.due-','..1 aok;:Of storage and

. ...,
increasing f

.,e Ong o .excess water 'has ocCurrld 6 some areas of
., . . P. ;.,:the ,pasts, anti' in wipter. Al though;f11 es, dplit,I.,psqUit, s. -4.re attracted to

the 4 stegnant- Water, no di seases' haVe":15'effikPlaced !to erffil gent use. The
equal zi ng restrvoi rs, and the AI ragiA. pondOtstr tailwater are perbodi cal lylu.'spriygil. tit' csontrol i ciui t6 p. c ,agatio-n. , .-: `'... ,, ,..,: ,,,,,

A., $ t ' .: ' .,..., , - . le/
-. ;;

,
Publ ic. health r'-" 1 ati cins foftti rr,igati qn .of,' focideriftber, and seed crops
are such that th quajity, If reC.laiMecl.40er 1,41E, ndt be less than that
of ,prilliary ef,f Ultlit. ?('NolTdi Si nfectton .0; the effluent i s requi red, and
none IS q dIat'the:;p0.: treatment,Sants. Normal ly, both corn and
bailey 1 are lig en chopped Dot ,harvested for grai n Y for cattle fodder.. ,

Dairy '.'" tqws are not, , 'al 14Wed 'to gratti pastures irrigated wi th
nondi siiife,cteas effl'yent so they are fed wi tOgreen Chop ands hay. Beef
cattle akt 1 1 ovled t0 both graze pastures ..Ticl be f6d on the green ChOp
-anq hay: I :,,,,f ,. .

.4

. A,k

7.4.3 ,Pro _sped Syiktem C anacteri stiOS. and Design Factors

Al though primary efillilent i s suitable .: accorldi-ng to the California
Depprtment , of Heal th, the Ci tral .yal 1 ey Regional Water Quality Control
Board has set 1 imi ts of ,mg/L on BOD and' suspended solids prior to
forage crop irrigation: their rationale is that such an effluent can be
stored wi thou\t caUsin'g. a nui sante and will reduce the potenti al for odors
'in system- manement.
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The proposed system consists of an uWading of the existing
preapplication facilities and inclusion of a concrete pipe distribution
systeM for .continued surface irrigation of crops.. City plant No. 1 will
be abandoned and its flow redirected to city plant No.' 2, where new
primary Clarifiers and aerated lagoons will be constructethChlorination
will not be provided since surface.application to forage, fiber, and
seed crops does not require disinfection.

The 4 800 acre (1 944 ha) land area of the proposed system will be twice
that of the existing system because the prihcipal, objective of the
proposed 'system is crop production rather than land treatment. Thus,
double cropping with corn and barley is proposed and this combination
requires less water :than:. is presently 'applied. A schematic of the
portfoh' of the system loCated within the limits of the existing city
farm 4'0 an additional 320 acre (129 ha) parcel northeast of the farm is
presented :in Figure 7 -8. . The remainder of the system (not 'shown in'
the figure) is. .located to the south,. including 960 acres (389 ha) of
undeveloped land which will be reclaimed for irrigation.:

7.4.4 Proposed System Operation

FleXibility'Of. 'operation will be provided.:by storage reservoirs; which
will hOld flows during Periods of lowArrigatiOn demand. In addition,
automatically Operated tai 1 water return Stations' 1 1 control runoiff
from irrigated Outlets frOm the di stributi oh. lateral s Will
consist of brchard-type valves. which are adaptable to gated .surfaCe
pipe, open ditches with siphon. pipe, . or .direct flooding of 'border
strips. Tel emetered. al arms. will continuously scan the operation, of the...

system to alert the operator - of' .Mal functions at any of the pUmping

stations.

7.4.8 Costs

city, revenues froM the lease 6f the. existing farm-amount.tb about 20% of
the operating and maintenance edits for'the'lwo-treatment plAits 7].

Detailed operating and maintenance costs. for the existing f.
available.

:,
. ., . 7J .

The estimated construction costs for the propOed syStem on the batis. o1
summer 1977 construction startupare summarized in :Table 7713":1: These.
costs do not ,include land acquisition 'Costs ...,or engineering;

T'. administration, and legal expenses. The City of'84kersfWd will lease.
the property to . thee highest responsible bidder for management of the
system,: and the. city will be revonsible only for maintePnce of the

. y
main pipeline and 'all pumping Aqui pak it..

'.. . #

7.3v
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FIGURE 778

SED WASTEWATER IRRIGATION STSTEM,
BAKERSFIELD, CALIFORNIA
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'TABLE 7 -13.

,iPTIMATER CONSTRUCTION CASTS,
PROP 0 WASTEWATER RRIGATI 'SYSTEM,

KERSFIELD, CALIFORNIA
a

Land reclaMetioiCand site developmerft

Storage and 'equalizing reservoirs

. ,

Distribution pipelines.'

44.stributicin pumping stations

. Tailwater returnsyteas

licind§ and '411surance.

Total

Onstruction costs, $/gal of capacityb

$ ail26 000

11385 000

4 697 000'

621 000

513 000

154 000

$12 496 000

0.66

a. Based on summer 1977 construction startup.

b. Based on 19 Mgal/d average flow.

1 $ /gal =13.785/L
1 Mgal/d = 43.8 L/s

7.5 San Angelo, Texas

7.5.1 .History

- .

San ;MO°, a city of about 65 000 in west central Texas, has treated
its wastewater by primary sediinentation followed by land application

192.8. The system was operated at one site for the. first 30 years
and has been operated at the -present site for 18 years. Pressure from
deVelopment around the first site led to its abandolment in 1958. The
present, slow _rate system i,sbnsists of 630 acres' 1(255 ha) of 'city
owned pasture and cropland irrigated by the border strip Method (see
Table .7-14 Preappl i cati on treatment' wi 11 --soon,: be upgrade& from
primary to secondary to meet state requireinents for wastewater irriga-
tion of areas accessible to the pub.lic.

7.5.2 Project DesCription

Wastewater is currently given primary treatment prior to land
application., The effluent can be used directly tO irrigate the
pastureland, shown in Figure 7-9, or it can be directed through four
holding ponds. The detention time in the ponds at an 'average flow of
5.8 Mgal/d (254 'L/s), is , aboUt 30 days. The ' 330 acres (134 ho) of,
pasture receive somewhat more effluent annually than the 300 acres (121

ha) of cropland, which is rotated between oats, rye, and grain sorghum.

L



TABLE '7-14

DESIGN FACTORS,
SAN ANGELO, TEXAS

Type of system SlOw rate

Avg flow, Mgal/d' 5.8. .

Type of wastewater :. Domestic and industrial'

Preapplication treatment Primary

Disinfection No

Storage
Capacity, Mgal 174
Time, d 30

Fieldarea, acres_ 630
.

Crops Coastal..Bermuda grass, fescue,
oats, rye, and grain sorghum .

AppliCation technique Surface (border strip)

Roytine monitoring. Yes

BuFfer zones No

Application cycle, d
Time on 1

Time off', 10-14

Annual application rate, 'ft 10.3

Avg weekly application rate; in. 2.4.

Ayg annual precipitation, in.. 18.6

Avg annual evaporation, in.. 60

Annual.nitrogen loading, lb/acre 800.

'operation and geintenance
costs, Q /1'000 gal

* 1 Mgal/d = 43.8 L/s :

1 acre =. ha
ff :305 m

1 in,. = 2.54 cm '
1 lb/acre = 1.13 kg/ha
1 01 000 gal .."0.264 t/m3

7.5.3 Design' Features°'

Distribution consists of 'Underground pipelines and outlet val ves at the ,

head end of the borders. The p$ture is irrigated, year-round with the
storage ponds providing additional treatment. as well'. as detentilin to
allow;,; crop rotation. Effluent is pumped from the primary treatment
plant °tO' the storage ponds and flows by gravity to the fields,.

As can be seen in. Table 7-14, the evaporation exceeds precipitation by
an average of 41.4 in./yr (1.1 m/yr). Thus,' the 123.6 in./yr7 (3.1 m/yr)
vlastewater, application n results in an excess of 82.2 in./yr (2.1 m/yr).
The percolating water emerges as, groundwater seeps at several drainage
points on the farm and flows into the Conch° River.

( 285
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FIGURE. 7 -9

SLOWRATE LAND TREATMENT SYSTEM
AT SAN ANGELO, TEXAS
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7.5.4 Operating Charac'terisfiCs and Treatment Performalice,

The pastureland is planted in coastal Bermuda grass%thati 0)otti grazed
by beef cattle and , harvested as hay. Grazing ',right ere sold to
cattleMen and the hay,-.!shown in Pigure 7-10, is sold to public by
.the,bale. The oats, rye, and sorghum are used for cattlefded.-.

The *wastewater.is applied by the border strip method #s shbvin in Figure
7-11. The borders vary in width .and follow the slope 'of' theland. Th'e

principal soils ,are Angelo and Rio Concho-clay foams.

The treatment' performance can be, estimated by comParing.the quality of
the applied wjewater to the quality of groundwater that emerges, out of
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seepage creek No. 1. llite treatment performance- data presented intable
7-15, are for October 1973 [8]. The apparent nitrogen-removal of 52%
far. an areacltrrently in pasture that.,receives Over ,800 la/acre:yr (900
kg/havr) . The crops, grown In that 'area in 1973 are unknoWn.

c: TABLE .7 -15
e

,TREATMENT PERFORMANCE,
SAN ANGELO, TEXAS [8] '

mg/L

Constituent.
Pond

effluent
Seepage

creek No. 1

..

BOD

iingnonia nitrogen

° 54.2 ,

28:0

1.0

' 0.2

, Nitrate nitrogen t -0:8: 13.0 ..
Total nitrogen. , i 28.e 136;7...

Total phosphorus '5.9 0.09

Total dissolved' solids ' 1 704 1 900

..

The high tot-al' ,rdissolyeo solids value apparently doeS,nOt.adversely
affect cr6p , growth.. The pasture .that is grazed supports 10-headOf
cattle per acre (25 head/ha) which is,.anrorderfof magnitude

t,greaterthar'
comparable densities for conventional'' irrigated pasture ln,central
Texas:

Capital costs for the constructi'on's the syitem in1955 and purchas'i of
the 'land are not available. In -'1972,' .,the value of the land..was

. estimated to be .$500/acre ($1° 250(ha), [3144; ,.the new .aaivated-.:sludge
which will have,,a capacity-of. 8.5 -M§ Wd (372 L/s),:wi,11, cost

$4 million (April 1977): ThiSplant will be capable of supplying efflu-
ent as irrigation water to nearby farmers. The:present land treatment
systerri'maY be expanded when the city can purchase' additional land in the
area. 1

Operations requi re three farm Employes and a Inalier. at a budget df
about $60 000 to $70 000/yr. .Graiing rikhts are soldgat $5.50/month far.
each head `of' cattle. The ,baled hay i s sold at $1.50 t6 per bale.
In all :the revenue from the farm amounts to $80 000-:ta$90 000/yr-for a
net profit of around- $2 000/yr: .Reyenues amount to 3:801 000 gait
(1.0t/n13).



7.5.6 Monitoring

Normal mmitoring ihcludes periddic analyses of gqoundwater in several.
wells. -In October 1973, an intensive monitoring survey was conducted to
determine the effects of the land treatment system on,the Conch° River
[8]. The findings .were that while, seepage from the system was
significantly .increasing the flow of the river, it was having a
negligible effect On the water quality. 'A sample groundwater analysis:
from the normal monitoring program is presented Table 7-16.

.

TABLE 7-16

SAMPLE OF GROUNDWATER QUALITY,
SAN ANGELO,' TEXAS [9, 10]

mg/L

Constititent Well No. 1 Well No. 2

,

Total dissolved solids. 1,659' , 1,628.

Total 'alkalinity as CaCO3 352 394

Total hardness as CaCO3 1.080 676

pH, units .7.3 . 7.3

Calcium 192 162

Magnesium.
,

146. ' 66 .

Sodium-' 130 .. 265

Sulfate 140 120

Chloride 596 500-

Bicarbonate ,.' 429 .481

.0-
Iron

.0- 2.7.7 0.1

Photphords/ 0 ;015.A. 0.025.

Ammonia nitr gen 0.0 . 7'. ..0.0

Nitrate nitrogen M. .22.3

Total nttrogen : 22.4

7.5.'7 Long-Term Effects Reiearch-

Research on the chemical and microbiological effects of 18 years of
operation is being conducted by researchers at Texas A & M University.
The 2 yftr, effort is expected to be finished in 977. Sampling will
include soil 'plant-tissue, wastewater, groundwater, and water emerging,-
as seeps. The heavy metals, nutrients, and organics will be measured in
the water and soil samples. trops within specially fenced areas will be
checked for yields and tested for nutrients and accumulation of Metals.

28,0,
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7.6 Muskegon, Michigan

7.6.1 History and Objectives

The- need for an alternative wastewater ,/management plsograefor the
Muskegon County area became apparent in the late 1969s, because of

deterioration in the water qbality of local ,surface waters% Fourteen
.municipalities and five major industries were xequired to.achieve an 80%.
'phosphorus reduction and produce, effluent that would not result-in the
degradation of the water quality of Lake Michigan.

Areawide solutions 'were eiploeed and the most. cost-effective solUtion
was to divert all the wastewater discharges from surface waters and make
use of undeveloped land as a major component of an areawide treatment
system. The decision to undertake such a plan was based in paFt on,
economics and in part on a commitment to recycle nutrients as resources

. rather than discharge them to the envirOnment'in a nonbeneficial manner. '
Con§truction of the facilities comme ed in 1972 and operation was begun
.in stages starting ,in May 1974. he first full year of operation was
1975. .

7.6.2 Project Description and 'Design Factors

The Muskegon Bounty Wastewater Project consists of two independent
systems: the Muskegon Project and the smaller Whitehall Project. Both

systems make use of the slow rate/process of land. treatment: Because of
the much larger size, and quantity of information available forlihe
Muskegon Project, this section, will be limited to a discussion of that
system. A summary of the principal:design factors for the Muskegon
Project is presented in Table 7-17. iv -

Industrial ,wastewaters discharged to the syttem constitute over 60% of ,

the present flow. ,The largest single discharger, S.D., Warren Company, a
Kraft papermill, contributes approximately 15 Mgal/d (07,m3/s) [ll].

The treatment' system consists of &iplogical treatmentin aerated lagoons
followed by sprinkler irrigation of land.on which4orn is presently
grown. While there are -many interesting features* the system, its
uniqueness lies primarily in3the size of the facaity. With a design
capacity of ,42 Mgal/d (1'.8 e/s) and over 5 0001. acres (2 025 he) of

lnd under irrigation, it is the largest operating acility in the
U ited States, designed specifically fbr land trilatment of wastewater:.

Other features include' the low overaq operation:costs. During 1976,

cr p revenues offset 60% of the total operating :6)qs of the system.
,

7 -32
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TABLE 7-17.

DESIGN FACTORS,' MUSKEGON PROJECT,

MUSKEGON, MICHIGAN .

r:ie of system
At),g flow, Mgal/d

Type of wattesvater.

Preappl i cation treatment

.Disinfection
Storage

Capaci t3Mgai
Time, d

Field area, nacres:
Crops

Application technique
Roytine monitorieg
Trutfer zones

Application cycle
Time on
Time off .

Annual application rate, ft

Slow rate

28.5'

Domestic and fndustristil (papermi 11 )
Aerated lagoons

As required

5:'323.'
187-

5.350

Corn and rye grass

-Sprinkler: (center. pivot)
Yes.

Yes

Varies
Varies ti

Varies; 1-9, avg 6.
Avg ,weekly application rate, in. 3.0
Avg annual precipitation, in. 32

Avg: annual evaporation, in: 30

Annual nitrogen loading, lb/acre 130

Capi tal- costs, .6/ gal of capacitya er 1,01
Operalign and maintenance costs, et/1 000 gal 12.5

a. 4ncludes fransmission., preapplication treatment, storage,. dis,tribution
system,'and underdrainage.

1 Mgal/d = 43.8 Lis
1 acre = 0.405 ha

. 1 ft = 0.305 m
1 in. = 2.54 cm.
1 lb/acre = 1.13 kg/ha

1 5/gal = 3.785/L
1 It/1 000 gal = 0.264

,

A 'splan of the facilities is shoWn: in Figure 7-12. Incoming wastewater
first enters one of three 8 acre (3..2 ha) aeratedlagoons which may be
operated fn parallel or series. From the treatment cel ls wattewater
enters the twol 850 'acre (344 ha) storage lagoons 'shown. A sepatate
settling pond ts' also provided which can serve as a typass.to the
storage lagoons. Miring the irrigation season (April through NoveMber),
water for irrigation 1 s drawn from either the storage 1 agoonS or from
-the settling pond into a 14 acre (5.6- ha) -Outlet ;lagoon. The treated
effluent released .from the outlet lagoon can _be. chlorinated' i a oilixing*

chamber prior to deliVery via open channels to the two main:df tribution.

4-.
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FIGURE 7=12

MUSKEGON -,OROjiCT LAND' TREATMENT SITE PLAN
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pumping stations. These pumping stations -deliver-the Wastewater through
a series of buried pipes- to the irrigation equipment. Because of

. bacterta:- du'ring the long storage .period, chlorination ,is not

required 'at all..times to .meet discharge' requiyeMents:

Wastewater is applied tothe land by 54 center piVof irrigation mdchines
which utilize ;low.- pressure nozzles and roll .on -pneumatic 'ti'res (ee
Figure 7-.:13). :Vertical' turbine, pumpi-at.tWo Main.P:umping statton,s

charge to an asbestos- cement pipeline,distribUtion network. Major
data for the distribution'system are presented ih Table

I Soil tYpes at .the appliCation, si tre include. sandy soil s wtth nfi 1 irati on

m rates "from 5 to more tha .10, in./h (12.tto 25.,4 cm/h), Loamy soils with
rates from
rates rangi

of the soi

application,
0.74 in. /wk

2.5 to 1,0 )n./nr 16..4 to

ng from '0.02 to 2.5 in./h"(
ls, ,however, are sands and'
rateis 4 in../wk (10 Fl/wk),
(1.9cm/wk) of precipitation

25.4 cm/h) , and .clay soil s with

6..4.cm/h). The majority
sandy loam: The maxiniUmdesign
which- includes an allqWance for

A combination of drainage tiles, drain age wells,and natural drainage.
collects the subsurface water and dis harges it to ad cent receiving

surface waters. The majority of the site is underlai with drainage,

tiles at approximately 500 ft (153 .intervals and fr 5 to 8. ft

(1.5 to -2.4 m).. deep. The laterals, constructed of perforated

FIGURE 7-13

CENTER PIVOT BOOR WITH Lar FYRESSIAE NOZZLE,
'MUSKEGON: PROJECT

.293'
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-1:41.Yethylene , filtered b fiberglass ` sotks, conduct theWater o,inin -

',concrete drainage pipes '- The concrete pipes carry the water o;ripen,
'ditches: which in :tarn . di'scharge to two receiving strearns..':\j)iaihage

tiles were largely insta led using. a continuous plow machine ass: ioWn n

Figure 7-14: ',. 'Y'''

a

TABLE

DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM DATA [1.2]
MUSKEGON PROJECT

Pumping.
. .

_ No: '6f vertical turbibe pumps 17

`.'Peak capacity,. Mgal/d 9.1..7

Piping Size range, in: .. :8 -36

tentey pivot irrigation rigs

NO.-.of rigs . .54 .

Radius, Tt 700-) 400

Coyerege range, acres
-

35-141

Operating Rressure; lb/in.2. 35-811.

Nozzle pressure; lb/in. . lea.

AppliCatjOri re(continuous operation)..
.

.

irr:/h %. 0.009:
in:/wk. 4.0'u ,

,
Application'season, months

. 1 M9al/c1'='43.g.l./s
1 in. -A 2.54 cm

'NI ft = 0305 m '
1 acre = 0.405 ha.

1 111,7in.2 0:69 N/ent2

7.6. v.,Operating CharacteHstics and 3erformance

Irrigation with wastewater .at. Muskegon commenced in May 1974, and
numerous .temporary. -startup Problems were $encountered. Most of the

problems, such as dike damage, breaks in irrigation prIenure pipQes,.and

electrical cable failures, have been resolved. A persistent, .

significant odor problem, occurred. at the -treatment site and; was

attributed - to the high voliiine of papermill, waste. The inlet structure
has, hben modified to reduce, the release of odor.

An operational problem was the plugging of the.irrigation rig nozzles
with a mixture of _sand and weeds, which are blown into the 'storage

lagoons and main irrigation ditches. During the first two irrigation
seasons, ten full-time "nozzle

i

cleaners" were hired in an aitempt, to

minimize plugged nozzles. Even this effort, th degree Of uniform



Water, apPli,cotion was not acteptsble... To alleviate this.problem,
settiing . basins and screening' systems Wave' beerf instal led' ahead of both

irrigatiOti, frumpfng stations. ,...' . jt}' s'..

.....

INSTALLATION OF -6RAINAGE TILES,
..- MUSKEGON PROJECT

C

.

Fi.-k`-fe:

Another' operational 'problem ilurinuthe first season was downtime due to
the irrigition rigs 'becoming stuck in soft,wet soil in one area. THis.
problem has been greatly 'alleviated by increasing",tire size from 11 by
24in. to 14.9 by 24 in (28 by 60 cm to 38'b 60:cm). To further 411:e-'

.
vi ate the.problems'of'stuck rigs,.machine s-pe d has bee,n doubled [12].

In ,1915, 4 700 acres" 1 900 lia) of the 5 400 acres (2 182 ha) iftigated
was .-planted in corn and irrigated With up to 4 in/wk (10 cm/wk) of
Wastewater. The remaining 700 acres (283 ha). was 'fallow or in rye,
grass. Total wastevia*r .applied ridged from zero to over 100 'i-n./yr
(254 cm/yr) per fiel,d, with the majority of the fields receiving:from 50
to 75;in./Yr. (127 to 190 cm/yr) [13].` Representative yields of corn
grate from' various fields at the Muskegon land treatment site for the

; i1975 season are presented in Table 7-19.



TABLE 7,19

'REPRESENTATIVE,TIELOS-OF-CORWRAIA,
.FOR VARIOUS SOIL: TYPES,

MOSKEGONIANO TREATMENTcSITE.1976 [13,1

T Wastewater
application,

Field soil type. in. /yr
, 1 , _,_ ,1 ..

Rosconikon sand 57.

Rubicon sand,
.

106.

AuGres sand 5g y

Roscommon sand 69
i

Ar,anbi loamy sand 14

RubicOJsand: -. 93

AuGres sand. . '.' 14.

Roscommon sand .14

Project average 54

1 in./Yr = 2.54.cm/yr .

1 ib/acrOr = 1.12 kg/ha.yr
1 bu/acrer = 2.47 bu/hayr

5uPpleMental

nitrogen Corn grain -.

fertilizer, yield,

lb/acrer bu/acreyr
.1 ''.

65 gg

63 '83.

70 71
r
40 69

27 .61

. 44 53

10, 36

0 31

44 . 60

it

The wastewater provides an adequate amount of phosphorus and potassium
for --the . corn ,cropj13].. However, the low levels of nitrogen in-the
Nastewater, would not be-adequate withoutoupplemental.additions. In the..
sandy soil, there IS little organic nitrogen and even less Ina soluble, -

form usable by plants., . as sandy soils, do not retain much%nitrogen."
Therefore, during to 2 months of the 6/month irrigatfon.period in which
the ;torn is actively growing, it is. .necessary to inject nitrogen
ferti1 i4er into the wastewater on a daily basis: 'It is important .that
the -'apOlication rate of the soluble nitrogen be adjusted soAtatthe
corn plants absOrb:'.and use all 'of the available'nutrients agwfastas'
%eir metabolism .permit5 From p to 891b/acre.yr (0 to 100 kg/hajr).-
of nitrogen, fertilizer was adde0. to the different irrigated fieldS,'
depending' upon the amount of wastewater applied and crop requirement
needs.

Corn planted in 1976 yielded an average of'81 bu/a6..e.yr (200 bu/havr)..
significantly greater than the 45 to 50 bu/acre.yr (11.1 to 123 bu/har)
average .corn grain yield on operatint farmland\ln Muskegon County. This.
is quite, remarkable in light of. th Act that most Soils at they,
treatment site are very poor. and t at wastewater renovation is the
primary purpose of the system. Th gricultural.productivit4 of the
4uskegon land treatment system has steadily increased over its first 3
years of° existence ; as shown in Table 7-20. Sale of the corn has
proceeded with the grain commanding full market value.
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TABLE 7-20

,
.

INCREASED AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTIVITY,
MUSKEGON LAND TREATMENT SITE [13]

1974' 1975.19;6

,Corn yield, bu/acreyr

Land treatment site 28 60

Muskegon ;County average 55 65. 45-50

Gross prop .revenue, $ milladns 0.35 0.7 1:0a%

a. Estimated.

1 bu/acreyr bu/har

The -entire Muskegon, Wastewater treatment operation is being handled by
413 fuTl-time_peopre,and an additional "part-time labor force of up- to lOr
workers". A -part of this work activity is associated wtth'ile Muskegon
EPA Researbh and Development Grant. The normal staffing Of the
treatment operation during the daY shift As 2 people lion the northern
irrigatiOn rigsd and 2 people on , the southern irrigation -rigs, with

another 2 ceople prOViding maintenance as needed [11]. The other 2
shifts are staffed ,withl person per shift.

The, average treatment results fOr 1975 are pesented in 'Table 7-21.
BOD, suspended solids,and phosphorus .leve s tare. well below the

discharge p6-idt.:.fequirements, which are 4 /L for BOD, 10:mg/L for
suspended solids, and 0.5 mg /L' for phosphorus.

The' c itryctiOn cost for the Muskegon wastewater treatment system was

$42.7 million, of which $12.0 million was for collection (force mains
and sewer lines). and transmission (pumping And rift stations) [13]. The

net operating costs for the total wastewater treatment system (Muskegon
and Whitehall sites) incurred during the 1975 season was $1 232 000.
Gross .operating costs: by system component and revenues gained are
presented in-Table 7-22.

4

Costs

Operating experience based 'on observations of storage lagoon treatment

performance has shown, that the Actual, biological treatment system' was

overdesigned. . It, has been demonstrated, that proper treatment" an be
obtained by .running a smaller percentage of the aerators [12]. This
has' rTulted An_ reduced operating` costs for aeration. As , add 'tional

-2 9 7
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cost- effectiveness meaSurbs of _this nature ADecome apparent,. further
,reduction in-net'operating costs can be eXpected.

.'.'TABlak. 721

SUMMARY,OF TREATMENT PERFORMANCE,
. 1975 AVERA'E RESULTS,

MUSKEGON OJECT 111?

Parameter
Average storage

influ nt lagoon/effluent Drain tiles
Mosquito.

Crepk

BOO 2051

pH, units' .3
-

SpeCific conductance, umhOs 1 049

'Total solids 0 093 °

Stispetled solids 249

tOD l 545

IOC f07,

Ammonia-N

Total Kjeldahl nitrogen 8e
'Nitrate-N ' ) Trace

Chloride 182

Sodium 166

Calcium 73

liadbesium 14

Potassium 11

Iron I 0.8

'Mc
Manganese i 0.28

Total celiforMs,
colonies /l0O mL

Fecal, celiform

Colonies/100 mi

Fecal streptococci,
colonies/100 mL J2- 3.8x103. <1-47

i
iq

Y 1.2 3.3 ,

''7,8 7.5

825 599 574

.691 \, 466

20 . -*f.-- ' 7.

118 - 33

38 11.6 '. . 15

2:4 . .

.

.0.20 0.6
4,157 ..,:..

-1.1 2.2 lr

:-.4'' o.0
154 r . .... .60 78'

144 42 66

5B , 72
.....

61

16 23. 18..

9 .2;6 ,' 4

1.0' 7:7 A

Oil 0.01 0.07
,

0.16 .:' 0.20 0.11

-1004.2 108
. <1-170 <1.:9.6x104

.

4-1.2x106 <1-32 <1- 4.8x103

:

a. mg /L unless Otherwise noted.

7.6.5 Monitoring

Operation of the Muskegon" wastewater 'treatment: system includes an
extenive monitoring prOgram to dgatermine.the efficiency of the gyste-7
-and to ensure that the uality of,thp,discharged water meets presen
discharge standards: T e onitoring prograh at Muskegon is, designed to
evaluate Influent, .biol g cal treatment, storage, postchlorination,'
postiyrigation,, lagoOn page, groundwaterp surface water, soil, and d
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crop characteristics., Sample's are taken for. chemical a biolOgical

analyses once or twice daily .at, each step "of the treatmen profess. On

a weekly basis, a total of 2 883 samples are analyze for one of 25

wastewater constituents [11]. In addition, groundwater is sampled

. monthly to twice yearly from over' 300 .wells'-for analysis [13]. This

-rmassive. monitoring program requ.ires the services of nfne laboratory,

personnel and the results,, thus far have been that nolignificiht
effects on the groundwater or surface w er'of the area have occurred.

TABLE 7-22

4

OPERATING COSTS
MUSKS QN 14,&EWATER'SYSTEM, 1975 [13

Operating co ts by component

Collection and transmissiort

AeratiOn,and storage

Irrigation and drainage

Farming 4

Laboratory and monitoring

Other

Subtotal Muskegon

Total, Whitehall

Total, ,gress operating.

Revenue

Crop

Corn (4 500 acres x 60 bu x $2/58/bu)
Wheat. (270 acres x 10u ,X43./10/bu) .

Laboratory services

T4tal

Net operating cost

ibit'operating cost, 4/1

a. Based on an average

not include debt re

1. acre = 0.405 ha

1 t/1 000 gal = 0.264't
1 Mgal/d = 43.8 L/s

7.7 St. Charles, Maryland

000. 97/1

$ 431000

191 000 v.

475 000

474 000'

236'000-

77 000

$1884'000

62 000

$1 946 000

A698 008-S

8 060

8 000

$ 714 000

$1 232 000

12.5

f 27 Mgalid. Does

nt.

7.7.1' Project Descriiption and History

This slow' rate woodlands sy
the ,new community of appr

eastern Maryland in .1965.

em was developed as,a private utility for
imately 8 WO .people of St. Charles in
It consi stl. of preappl ication .by aerated

2W-)
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''ttorage, anelprinkler application iof approximately 0.6
(26 Qs) in a -Wooded area isee, *Table 7-231. The land application,
portion, of the system has been operated primarilx as a` means of disposal '4

with 1 e attention g"ven to ei ther- treatment performance or crop
production b44efits:

Moe of system
FAv'g'. flow, Mgal/d

Type of wsteitater
Preapplicition tre.atment
gisinfection
Storage
, Capacity, Mgal

Time, d

Field area, acres
Crops 1-/

Application technique
Routine monitoring'

Buffer zones

Apo) i cati on. cycle
lime.on, h
Time bff, d

-Annuli application rate, ft
Ayg weekly application rate,., in
Av9 annual. precipi tation

Avg annual evaporation, in.

Capital costs, $/acrea
...Unit operation and maintenance
'costs, 01.000 gal

:ABLE 7-23

DESIGN FACTORS,
.-CHARLES, ,,MARYLAND -E3, 14]

Slow rate

Dqlge 1.agoOnsted

stic
A

Yes

90
150'

67

'Woofed field (oak- pine')

Sprinkler (surface-pipe)
No

Provided. but not requi red:

a. 1966.

8-7 -15
4

10

40

27

k. L.100

6r

1 Mgal/d = 43.8 L/s
1 acre = 0.405 'ha

.1 ft = 0.305 m
1 in: = 2.54 cm.
1 $/icre $2.41 /ha
1 ct/41 000 gal = 0.264 the

The decisi* to build a land application - system rather than a surface
discharge system was' based, on the availability of ample undfveloped land-
in. the.8 000 acre (3 250 ha) St. Charles plot. Soil conditions appeared
to be' favorabl e with loamy sand the predominant soil, Out depth to

Aroundwate,r is only 5 to 6. ft (1.5 to 1.8 m). The two major
alternatives were either: (1) a 5 to 6 mile (9 to 11km) interceptor to
the" Potomac River at a -cost of approximately -$17 million, or(2) a

.



surface
s

discharge. to nearby. Zekia 'Swam
environmentally unacceptahle [3].

which' was declared

At this .,ttmei. the .Iharles'County:ienttar4*mmission and neighboring.
Prince GeOrge!s-. County are .consttuctiMg an 'interceptor .ands

treatMentplant. in. the Mattawoman Creek basin. Plans (1976rCell f01"
St. Charles.. to join this system when completed, abandoning this:site.

7.7.g, Design Factors

The preaRplication 'treatment originally consisted of an'oxidation pond

system covering -approximately 10 acres (4 ha). The'combination of
preapplieation treatment and ;storage' lagoons now totals 40 acres (16
ha), ancsix floating aerators have-been added to the influent cells.,
Effluent*ality from the lagoons averages about 40 mg/L BOB and '75 mg/L``
suspended solids [15]. The efflUent iS'then-chlorinated to 20 MPN/100 mL
fecal o4forms (maximum alfowable by State of Maryland).

The lano application syStem 'consists' of :.11 woodland plots which ar
sprinkled' indepepdently. Because wastewater disposal has ,be
empbasizlover treatment or tree ,production, only enough field area ha
.be-en devfloped to preclude ponding and 'runoff. The plots receive
-di ffering,applicatiOn rates,. depending_ on their ability to take the
water.

Aboveground almminum pipel:is-used for the distribution,system. The 6

in. .05 611) diameter distribUtion mains are designed to discharge the
effluent when pressure is released, thus providing cold weather
protection. The 2 in. '(5 cmrlaterals are supported above ground so
that they will drain back into the mains; this appears to have caused
'problems in that they are easily knOcked over by deer. Sprinkler
spacing is mostly 90 by 80 ft (27 by-24 m)', which seems to produce,
adequate disertbution coverage" at -40 lb/in.2 (28 N/cm2). The I'

sprinklers alma- primarily the impact type, although it has been found
hat the stationary umbrella-type sprinklers reduce tree icing.

Buffer zones were not specifically required for the system, although
adequate buffering is provided bythe secluded nature of the site. The

neallest structure,,. is approximately 0.,5 mile (0.8 km) and the nearest
well is approximately 1.5 miles (2.4 km) [3]..

4k.

7.7.3 Operating Charac.tertstics

The, system has continued to perform adequately for the purposes
originally intended. Operation is straightforward and requires a



-minimum of control. A drew of two workers and a supervisor operate the.
System ,in additiOPto their other duties, and usually-visit the site 3
to .5 times. Per. day. Pumps- and 'distribution lines are manually
controlled. . Decisions regarding applicWon periods and.cycles are
based om visual appearances of-the

The grOundwater. table has risen significantly throughoqt most of the
site and is at onear the surface in mariy. areas [1q. In many of these
areas, the original ,tree =species haveobeen replaced by pokeweed as a
result of the high groundwater.

7.7.4 Monitoeing Program

Operational monitoring of the lagoon systems at St.- Charles has been
reported, but the land application portion of the system has not beeRr
closely monitored. A research, project is currently being conducted

..through a combined. effort by the Departments of Agricultural
Engineering, Agronomy, Botany, and Civil Engineering at the. University
of Maryland [15]. The (study prnram hopes to provide information on the
fluctuation of groundwater levels, the effects on water quality in
groundwater and nearby water courses, the fate of materials applied and
the effects of vegetation.

7.8 Phoenix, Arizona

7:8.1 Hi story

AC
Rapid infiltration of municipal wastewater at Phoenix, Arizona, started
in 1967. when the U.S. Water Conservation Laboratory, in cooperation with

,the -Salt River Project and the City of Phoenix, constructed the-Flushing
Meadows experimental pilot project. The, Flushing Meadows project
demonstrated the feasibility of renovating secondary effluent_. for
unrestricted use for irrigation and recreational purposes. Wastewater
was applied' to the rapid infiltration basins to.evaluate the quality
improvement of 'the effluent as it moved through the soil and the
hydraulics of the groundwater recharge system. The effect of basin
management on infiltration rates was examined by altering surface
conditions and flooding schedules. The results for the first .5 years
are well documented [16, 17],. Operation of the project is continuing
and reports on-the second 5 year study period will be prepared in 1978.

The-23rd Avenue Project, a large scale rapid'infiltrAtion system, was-
'designed based on engineering criteria"developed at Flushing Meadows.
This project, constructed in 1944, is described in the sections which
follow. Design factors for bail the Flushing Meadows and the 23rd
Avenue Project are presented in Table 7 -24.
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- TABLE 7-24..

. .

. DESIGN FACTORS,
PHOENIX,. ARIZONA

40"
4611i

23rd Avenue Project Flushing MeadowS'

Type. of system.
. -

Rapid infiltration

Avg flov* flgal/d

Type of :%4Ailleviater

Preapplication treatment

Disinfection

Storage

Field area; acres-

.Crops

Appl.icdtion technique

Routine monitoring

Buffer zones

Application cycle, d

Time on '3-21

Timt off,* 3-21

Annual application rate; -ft 364

Avg annual precipitation, tin.

Avg annual evaporation, in. .70,0

Annual nitrogen loading,

lb /acre

Rapid infiltration

0.6

*Municipal
'

'. Municipal.

Secondary SecoilrafY
.

Yes .

, Yes
ozir

Not required Not required
,

40 1.9

None None

Surface (basin flooding) Surface (basin flooding)

Yes Yes

No No

.35 400

4

10-20

365

7

70

35 400

V

. .
.

,2/1

l,a. .Sever vegetated ,sins were experimented with, but results
were .nconclusive.

1 Mgal/d 43.8 L/s
1 acre ± '405 ha

1 ft = 0:3 5 m
1 in. '= 2: 4 cm

1 lb/a.Cre 1.12 kg/ha

7.8.2 Purpose

A need to supplement sthe'present water resources in the Phoenix area

exists. The Orpose of the 23rd Aveoue Project is to demonstrate the

feasibility of rapid infiltration on a scale that could partially meet

this water need. If the initial demonstration project shows that

wastewater. can be economically renovated, the system could be expanded

to, reclaim all of the effluent discharged in the Phoenix area. A

significant portion of the treated flow would be used for nuclear power

plant cooling water. The rest could ,be made available for irrigation

and an extensive, aquatic park'development (Rio Salado Project) proposed

along the Salt,River channel.

3D3
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1.8. .Project.Description

The .rapid infiltratiOn site is located on the north side of the be 'Of
t Salt River and east of 35th Avenue. The layOut of the 23rd Av nue

4)r ect is shown In Figure 7-15. Secondary qffluent from the 23rd
'Avenue wastewater treatment plant flows through a concrete chann
,the, site. The soil profile at 'the site is similar to, the Flushing
Meadows site, consisting of loamy/sands, sand,Aravel, and boulde to a
depth of over 200 ft (60 m).[16]. On'the basit of results learned at,
that' project, infiltration rates 'of 4t,least 2.5 ft/d .06 cm/d) were
expected [16]. Initially, the effluent was. oted through an 80 acre
(.32 ha)'. oxidation pond before application,to the infiltration basins.
However, the extra detention time in the oxidationpond (approximatgly,4
days) stimulated dense algae growths in the effluent'applied to the
basins and. reduced the average infiltration Tate to about 0.5 ft/1 (15
,cm/d)'. The algae remain in sutpensiOn and accumulate on the basin
bottom as ' a cake. The algae cake does notdecompose.or shrink during
drying and, consequently,-. the infiltrattOn rate is not restored
significantly when flooding is resumed. Pilot studies have shOwn.that
the infiltration rate can be expected to at least double when the
oxidation pond'. is .bypasSed, as shown in Figure:7-15, and secondary
effluent is applied directly to the basins. :

At the time of the. site visit (1976), there was nO Teuseicef the
renovated water _taking -plaCe. The electric rate for pumping. the
renovated water initially was higher. than that of the Ta.c.4.1.Orrigapon.
distritt,, thus economically', prohibiting its use,,,The-644 of Phoenix .

has.' negofiainowith the local power company to liase. the wells to the
irrigation.44H-striCt so that it can take advantage of the lower electric
rate. Pesolution...of thisprobleMhas made the costs of renovated water
competitive with those of native grOundWater sources..

. 7.6.4 Design Factors,

At the time when:the.23rd AVenue project.is in full operation; about ;13
MgalM (0.57 m3/0

. of 'secondary effluent will be'applied to the four
rapid infiltration- basins. The renovated water will be recovered-by
series. of three-24 in. (60 cm) diameter wills (1 afsting and 2 future).
equipped with electric driven pumps of 3 000 gal/min (1.89 L /s) capacity.
The static water tablrdepth is about 80 ft (24m). _The first well is
200 ft -(60 m) deep and perforated from 100-to .1.20 ft (30 to 3610:. A
pump discharge and collection piping system will be constructedto the
.point of reuse.: TWo 6 in. (15 cm).diameter obtervatiOn and sampling
wells have been constructed, one each on the north and south side of the
rapid infiltration basin. The :wells willbe used to iamplg,renovated
water quality and monitor the groundwater level: The project will be
operated so that the groundwater level will be the same as that in the
aquifer adjacent' to the project to preclude the movement of renovated
water away from the site.

7746r
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FIGURE 7-15.
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7.6.5 Operating Characteristics and Performance'

When the 23rd Avenue Project becomes fully operatcnal, the effects of
various wastewater cycling schedules will 13-e--s,tud'ed. Inundation' and
dr:y-up periods rangtng'from several days.'each to several weeks each will
be 'employed. During inundation, a constant depth of 1 to 3 ft (0.3 to
1.0 M) will maintained. Inflow and outflow will be measured to
evaluate ,infiltration rates in each basin. Basins_ will be drained dt
the end of inundation periods into the next basin to be flooded's° that
the dry-up period' can start- immediately.. One-of the four inlet ^

structures to the infiltration basins is shown-in Figure 7-16.

7FIGURE 7-16.

INLET STRUCTURE, 231pAVENUE PROJECT', PHONI; ARIZONA

The unconfined groundwater table occurs. at a depth of'60 to 80 ft (18 to
24 m) beneath the site and is continuous to a depth of 230 ft (69, m)
where a clay layer may be located: The percolated wastewater will move
toward the. .recovery, wells at the center .of the batins. The two outer

L4asins will be inundated while the-two inner basins are drying, and
-versa. This will provide travel distances in the range of 100 to

1-4.
504aft (30 to 150 m) and .400 to 900 ft (120 to .300 m). 'which may yield
two different qualities of reclaimed water.

30G
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By , pumping only as much 'reclaimed water as has been infiltrated,

equilibrium should be established so that no flow between the recharge
system and the native groundwater takes place. The equilibrium will be

".checked, by measuring the water levels in the observation wells,k A
iChematic of the fnfiltration and the recovery process is shown
in Figure.7-17.

The renovated wateefrob the one existing recovery well has been sampled
and analyzed to deterMine the performance of the system. Measured
levels of BOD, SS, and fecal4coliforms have always been, far below the

specified limit for unrestricted irrigation and recreation use and,the

"state health department has certifted the renovated water for these' '-

purposes.. Data on Ahe quality of rencivated water at the 23rd Avenue
Project are presentedAn Table 7-25 [18].

.

TABLE 7-25,
N

RENOVATED.W5ZR-QUALITY .
.

.'THE 23rd .AVENUE PROJECT II.PHOENIXi ARIZONA [16]4:'
, '

. Constituent Averagea

:,Suspended solids 0.8

Nitrate nitrogen . 6.'7-

Ammonia nitrogen 0.1

PhoSphorus . 0.16.

Fluoride 0.7

Boron , 0..6

T tal dissolved solids. 910.0

rib
ecal coliforms, colonies/100 mL 0730

a. mg /L unless otherwise noted.

7.8;6' Monitoring Program

-at

t

In addition to the quality and level of groundwater, the direction

groundwater movement will also be checked by monitoring the total
dissolved solids concentration in the observation wells. If no native

groundwater enters the prOject, the total _dissolved solids of the

reclaimed water should be approximately the .same as that of the
wastewater effluent.

'Continuous 24 hour s'amples will be taken o the efflugnt entering the
infiltration ,basins. . Characteristics of :t e secondary effluerit of the

23rd Avenue Project were mat available'at the time of the site visit.
However, the _secondary effluent from the 91st Avenue activated sludge



FIGURE 7-17.

SCHEMATIC.OF THE 23RD AVENUE' RAPID INFILTRATIONAND'RECOVERY SYSTEM
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4

renovated water.: from the Flushing Meadows project are shown in

Table 7-26: LI

7.8.7 /Other Research at the, 23 "Avenue 'Project

A' special otijective of the 23rd Avenue Project is to determine how air
pressure buildup in the soil beneath large infiltration basins )affects
the infiltration rate. The effect of basin size on air pressure buildup
beneath the advancing wet front in the soil will be studied 4,y comparing_

infiltration rates measured by two methodt. Measurements will be niade

with cylinder infiltrometers or by comparing small inundatea areas,

within the recharge-basin to the infiltration rate when the entire basin..
is inundated. Piezometers have been installed to measure air pressures
down to a.depth.of 40 ft (12 m). Reductions in infiltration rates from

. air, pressure buildup have proved to be insignificant for small basins.
Additionally; the depth of yater during inundation of the basins will be

..i,k'varied to reduce or taq.letse hydraulic head to determine whit effect
these factors have on infiltration rates.

The effects of the high algae loading on urface clogging are also being

studied before the oxidation pond.bypa s c annel is completed. Also,

research:, is being conducted to dete er inundation depth can be
used to limit algae groWth. Tensiome ers ave been installed to measure

the increase in hydraOlic impedance of the surface layer over time in
the infiltration batins.

7.8.8 Other. Research -at Flushing Meadows

Research at Flushing Meadows has dealt with the fate of- viruses in
wastewater as they.- enter' the/soil. Spcondary'effluent and renovated

water 'from four 'observation wells were assayed every 2 months 'in 1974
for viruses during flooding periods. The number of viruses:detected in
th% sewage effluent averaged 2 U8 per 100 litres.Thioweveri, no viruses
were detected in any well samples.. These results indicate afl viruses
are reduced by a factor of at least 104 (99.99%) during rcolation of
the wastewater thrOugh 10 to 30 ft (3 to .9 m) of the basin' soil [19].

The emphasis of the most recent research at. Flushing Meadows is aimed at
maximizing .nitrogen removal. Increased nitrogen removal' has been

realized by reducing the hydraulic loading' rate to the/basins and ustpg
optimuin flooding and drying. pericids. Preliminary results indicate that

by reducing the annual. hydraulic loading to the litisins from 300, ft

(100 in) to 173 ft (52 nitrogen:removal increased to about 60% (from
30%) and phosphate removal increased to 90% (from 7O%). These' values

are from samples taken from a well in the center of the spreading basins
at a depth of 30 ft (10 m) . The application schedule was 9- days'

flooding and 12 days drying.

310
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TABLE 7 -26

CHARACTERISTI OF SYSTEM ,INFLUENT AND
.

RENOVATED WAWA FLUSHING MEADOWS-, PHOENIX, ARIZONA [17]
. .) 1 ,,

Concentrations 14/L'...,,,

, .

'' .1 \ . :

SyStem
.

Flushing Meadows-4nt ,
Constituent influent , renovated.water

BOO

COD

.15 - 0=1

45 15

'Suspended solids' 207100 0

Total' disso14d solids . 1 100 - 1'100

Total organic carborl °, '20 .,5
Total nitrogena .s" .36 : 25.

Ammonium nitrogen (NH4:N) . 30 , 5 -20

Nitrate nitrogen (NO3-N), 1 .0

: -'7 3

.1.77:

Organic nitrogen 1

Nitrite nitrogen (N027N) 2.

Fecal coliforms per 100 mL' .1 0

.0:1--(3:

0
Phosphate (.PO4)- phosphorus 10'

Viruses per ,100 rl..^ . 2 118 ...

1.643.1 ! 7(..pH 0
.

Boron (B) OJY"-
Fluoride (F) 4.1 2,6

Sodium (Nat) 200 200

Calcium (Ca++) 82 .! 82.1v

MagnesiUm 'Ole1 .: 36 36

Potassium (10) 8 8 .

bicarbonate4HCO3) .301 3817'

Chloride (C1') 213 213.

Sulfate (SO4) 107 107

Carbonate .(CO3)- 0

0:008 ,

0

,',

: .Cadmium,.(Cd) 0 007

Copper (Cu) 0.12

0.082

0.017

Lead (Pb) , 0:066 7

Mercury, (Hg) 0,002 , 0.001 /

Zinc (Zn) 0.19" : '0.035-'0.108e/,

'," ,,
a. Overall nitrogen removal during sequencesf long'

flooding and drying perthds was ibola 30%.,

Nitrate pealcoccurred when flooding was resumed
long-dry-upPerioOs as a result' of Incomplete
denitrification. . . '.

PhOsphate removal increased with qe:undergrounCi
travel. time.: ':, .. ' ....

Fecal califorms were between 0 and 200 per 100 mL
_.

.in water sampled at 30.ft'beloW the basins.
Renovated wastewater from a well 200 ft away froM
the basins had.,a zerc:fecal cOliform count'. . :. 1

'High zinc level may have been, thp results'ofusihg:.
galvAnizedplumbing in:sampling wells. ,

b.

e.



,7.9 George, New Yori

.9.1 ilistory

Lake George, located in the eastern part of the State of New. York, is a
recreational, lake 32 mi (52 km) long and from 1 to 3 mi (1.6 to 4.8 km)
wide. The discharge of any wastewaters, treated or untreated, dsectly
into thej lake or into any tributary thereof has been strictly prohibited
for, at least 90 years. This his preserved the prAti ne quality of..the
lake which is still used as a public drinking water supply with no
treatment other than' ehloil.n Mon.

'°--By the late 1930s, Lake George yijlage, located, at the southern end of
the lake; had grown large enough to require a.wastewater treatment
plant. Sirice septic tank Systems had 'been allowed, the regulation
restricting the discharge of wastewater into the drainage basin area was

.interOreted to mean surface -discharges. Thus, itwas.decided that
discharge into the soil would be a satisfactory means, of disposal of the
treated effl uent from the proposed wastewater ,treatment plant...

Although most of the Lake George twatershed is underlain by rock.

.onsisting of pre-Cambrian gneisses, a small natural delta sand depoSit
created by outwash frdm tfe receding glaciers was discovered at the
southwest corner of the,Lake George Village area Advantage was taken

rof this mass of delta. sand and the wastewater treaiment.plant was
constructed at this location to utilize this , sand as- a rapid
infiltration area for the secondary effluent. The original treatment
plant was completed and put into operation in 1939 and has been P
contiguous operation ever ,since. Design factors for the rapi'dv
infiltratidn system are presented in Table 7-27. A view of a, rapid
infiltration basin is shown irI Figure 7-18. During the winter ice- forms
on the basin surface (Figure 7-19) and the applied wastewater floats the
ice and infiltrates into the sandy soil.

7.9.2 .Project DesCription.

The,' Lake George Village wastewater treatment plant receives wastewater
from two force mains, one from the Village and one from the Town of Lake.

George., There are five pumping stations, including two located in town
which lift the wastewater approximately 200 ft (60 m) from the
collection point at the lake to the treatment plant. Primary treatment,
is .provided by one circulr Imhoff tank and two mechanically cleaned
circular Clarigesters (similar to. Imhoff tank's), all operating in
parallel. Secondary treatment consists of two/ high-rate rotating arm
trickling filters and one covered standard-ra e fixed nozzle trickling
filter. The latter is used exclusively in the winter and is covered to
prevent icing of the sprayed wastewater, econdary sedimentation is
accomplished by two rectangular and two circ lar settling tanks: After

.
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secondary sedimentation, tpe unchlorinited effluent is passed pnto the
natural delta sand beds 'for infiltration into the soil. At present,
there are .14 north and 7 south.sand beds. SlUdge prom the secondary
settling. tOks is returned to the Clarigesters,.and digeited sludge is
'applied to .3 sludge 'drying beds. The general layout of the. treatment
plant .and the location of the sand beds and sampling 'wells are shown in

..,, Figure 7-20.

:TABLE 7-2r

,DESIGN.FACTORS.,.

LAKE GEORGE, NEW YORK

Type of system'.

Avg floW, Mgal /d

Type_of wastewater
.

Preapplication treatment.

Disinfection

.Storage

Field area, acres

Crops

AppliCation technique

Routine monitoring

Buffer zones

ApplicatiOn cycle
Time on, 11
Time off, d

vg annual application rate;Ifi

g annual precipitation, in.

annual evaporation, .in..

Avg nitrogen loading, lb/acre

Rapid infiltration

1.1 (summer)
_0.4 .(winter)

°Domestic

SecQndary

No

None

5;4

:.
None

L_

Surface (basin' flooding)

No

No

8-24
4-5 (summer); 5-10,(winter)

140

34

26

6 700

.1 Mgal/d = 43.61:/s
1 acre = 0:405 ha

.

1 ft = 0.305
.

1 in: = 2.54 cm
1 lb/acre.. 1.12 kg/ha

7.9.3 Design Factors

It is. estimated that the Lake George Village wastewater treatment plant,
with a design .capacity of 1.75 Mgal/d (76.7 L/s), prekently serves a
p9pulation of approximately 2 100 in the winter and 12 300 in the summer
[20]. In 1965, the. plant underwent major expansion with the addition of
eight sandbeds, and in 1970 one , additional bed was put on line to bring
the total to 21. The material in the beds ranges from coarse: to fine
sand; with a few beds having some clay content. .Depth to tole
and bedrock varies, but is generally deeper in the old north sand beds



.FIGURE :7-18

RAPIDs.INILTRATION ,BASIN;. LAKE 6EORGE, 'NEW. YORK

OPERATIONAL BASIN COVERED WITH ICE,

LAKE GEORGE, NEW -YORK
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FIGURE 7,20

LAKE GEORGE V WASTEWATER TREATMENT
PLANT AN AMPLINGLOCAT IONS:

SAMPLINGAIELL



than 'in the new south sand beds. Well points driven in bed 11 of the

north sand beds have found the water table to be at a depth of

approximately 65 ft (20 m) below the surfade, and bedrock to, be

-.4,approximately 90 ft (27 ml below the surface. The and beds vary in

size, ranging from acre to 0.42 acre (0.06 to 0.17 ha), and combine
for a total surface area of 5.4 acres (2.2. ha) [21).

The .unchlorinated secondary, effluent is discharged onto the natural
delta sand beds by surface flooding. In order to prevent erosion.of the

sand at the point of disCharge, concrete splash _pads with brick baffles
are provided. Individual sand beds are dosed by adjusting the gates

within the distribution chambers. The beds have 3 to 5 ft (1 to 1.5 m)

dikes, around them, and. each bed has a control valve for individual
flooding. The 14 lower (north) beds are, fed by,gravity, while.effluent

fi..om the secondary, settling tank must be pumped up to the 7 upper
(south) beds. A flo"at control in the wet well automatically operates
the intermittent pump.

Vertical movement of the infiltrated effluent through the sand ranges

from 15 to 75 ft (4.5 to .20 m), depending on the sand bed and the
season. Horizontal underground movement: is approximately 2 000 ft
1600 m) before .the renovated effluent emerges as seepage near West

Brook, a tributary to Lake George.

OperaOng'Characteristics. andPerfOrmance

Normal weekday operation of the sand beds is-to dose one north and one

south bed with 8 to 10 in.M20.4 to 25.4, cm) of effluent over an 8.hour-
period during the day. A similar pair of beds are flooded througlw
the remaining 16 hours. On weekends, two north and two south bedsW,
dosed for a period of 24 hours each. During the high .flow monthi of the

summer, more than 2 beds are flooded at.a.time.

,There is no set schedule as to which rapid infiltration bed will be Algtd

on any one day. Plant personnel make daily decisions based on visual
inspection of the status of the beds. Most of the sand beds-dry in 1 to

3 days. Generalbt, the beds are rested for 5 to 10 days prior to the

next application. The frequency of application increases with the
increase in flow due to the infldx of tourists during the summer months.
During the peak flows of August, it is often necessary to flood the sand

\ beds before they have fully dried. This practice,is avoided if at all

possible, as the surface of the beds must remain aerobic it order to
restore the renovative capacity of the system.:"

It \has been found that the rapid infiltration basins perform well and
clog\slowly under conditions of 1 day dosing followed by several days of

drying. The rest period, providing complete or partial drying, has a

renewing effect 'on they infiltration capacity of the =sand beds. In

31
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addition, the, sand beds are occas+dally reconditioned by raking or
scraping the surfaCe. The top few centimetres of sand are removed,
which include a mat of algae and other organic material, and the'sand
bed. is regraded. This cleaning operation js.generally.restricted to
Spring or autumni when weather 'is mild and flows are not at.a peak.
Weeds are removed. JOT' aesthetic purposes. There have:been.no serious
propleMs with:the'oPeration of.the sand beds.

-

Application continues year-round without storage, regardless of severe,
.winter weather.. In winter,.part of the water freezes and forms an ices`.
layer which may .attain 1 ft (0.3 HO in. thickness. This does not \
interfere with the. operation. The warm effluent flows under the ice,

. simultaneously melting the ice above it, and. the ground below it, and in
.

effect, floats the ice layer. The ice is actually. beneficial to the
process., as it serves as an insulating layer for' the soil surface.-

7.95. Environmental StUdies.

14'
,

In an effort to evaluate the environmental effects of the Lake George..
Village wastewater treatment plant-, numerous studies .have been conducted.
by .Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, the New .York State Health
Department, and the New York State Department of Environmental
Conservation. The 'Rensselaer Fres Water Institute was organized and
studiei were.begun in 1968. A number of well points were placed in the
sand ,beds nd at the periphery of the treatMent.plAntgroundsas-shoWn
in Figure 74O.. Two additional well sites, are located between the sand
beds and W Brook and one is located across West Brook.

Analysis of water samples from the wells has shown that there is almost
complete removal of BOO, conforms, ammonia nitrogen, and organic
nitrogen in the top 10'ft (3 m) orpassage throUgh the sand beds. [22].
-Ammonia and organic nitrogen are converted to nitrate - nitrogen. and, at,
least partly, tpe.nitrate is reduced to nitrogen gas by denttrification.-
Phosphorus removal is a'functionof the frequency of sand bed use,-witli-
a.bed inconstant use having considerably less phosphate removal .than an
infrequently used bed forthe.same distance-of'downward percolatiOn.

.

A resistivity survey has indicated that the-mostprobable di rectiop'of
flow .of the mastewater4.discharged_onto the sand beds is northerly along
Gage Road' toward West Brook [23]. The seepage which occurs above and
beloW Gage Road is tributary to West Brook an&has been estimated 'to be
approximately 0.6 Mgal/d (26 L/s), 'or. 10% of the total, flow Of
West Brook 1241.

:Water quality data of the plant effluent and seepage above Gage Road and
.klet Brook are given in Table 7 -28. The water which emerges'from the
ground in the area. of, West .Brook contains 'considerably higher .

concentrations of. dissolved °solids, alkalinity, And chloride than the

-Jic I
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TABLE 7 -28

WATER QUALITY DATA,.SEASdNAL MEANS,
LAKE GEORGE, NEW !OORK[25]

-Total'
Temperz Dissolved Dissolved Alkalinity,.. Nitrate- Ammonia Kjeldahl Soluble . Total
atu re , oxygen , solids, mg/L as Chloride, nitrogen , :nitrogen, nitrogen, phosphate, phasphoruS,
°C mg/L mg /L. pH. CaCO3 mg/L mg/L mg/L mg/L pg/L pg/LlE

Plant 'effluent r-
'applied to
sand beds

Spring , 13.0. 5.3 r 177 7.2 96
SWier .22.4 2.1 224 6.9 218
Fall 10.0 4.5 197. 7.0 93
Winter 4.5 6.8 234 7.0 109

, .
Seepage above
Gage Road ..

.

Spring 10.8 10.3 160 7.9 106
Summer 14.3. 8.2' 173 7.8 99.
Fall 8.9 10.1 220 '7.9 111
Winter .4.8 11..3 212 . 7.8 118

West Brook
downstream
of seepage

Spring 10.7 11.0 85 7.4 35
Sumer 12.6 10.2 120 7.8 68'
Fall 8.0 11.5 93 7.5 56
Winter 2.0 13:0 79 7.3 39.

44 1.8 3.8 8.0 . , 750: 1-555
46 1.6 15.9 18.4 2 950 3 950
-32 3..5 3.0 9.1 700 '1 650.
52 1.1 5.1 12.5 488 1 425

.

.

37 2.3 0.0
49 1.6' 0.0
42 3.5 0.1
40 3.8 . 0.0

0.2 8
0.1 14
.q.. <2
0.1. 10

15'' 0.7 0.0 . 0.2 1

29 . 1.8 0.1 0.1 3
25 1.5 0.0 0.0 1

14 0.6 0.0 0.1,

16

10

3 8



natural groundwater in the area. This is evidence that the seepage does

in fact originate froM wastewater effluent. From the data, it can be

seen that the total phosphorus contentof.the applied wastewater i's

reduced by greater than 99% in its passage through: the approximately

2 000. ft. '(600m) of sand' before ft emerges and runs off into West Brook
and Ultimately ikto Lake George. It alSo can be seen that the applied

nitrogen is oxidized to nitrate prior to its emergence from the ground.

The. nitrate content:of the .seepage is about 1.6 to 3:8 mg/L. and

increases.. the. nitrate content of WeSt. Brook. However, the nitrate -

nitrogen concentration ,in West Brook doWnstream of the seepage is about'.

.0.6 .;t0 1.8 mg/L, which is well below.the EPA drinking water standard of

10 mg/L.

Based on numerous studies and extensive sampling ana analyses, the land

treatment system at Lake George is doing an adequate job of purifying

the wastewater to a drinking water quality [22]., The soil system is

satisfactorily removing essentially all of the phosphorus and. is

providing a nitrified effluent which appears to-have no deleterious

effect upon the qualiti of Lake George., .

410

7.10 Fort Devens, Massachusetts

7.10.1 History

Fort" Devens is a U.S. Army military installation located in the Washua

River basin about'32 mi (52 km) northwest of Boston, Massachusetts. A

rapid infiltraiion system,at.Fort ()evens has received an unchlorinated

Primary sewage effluent for over 35 yearS. TheAotal population and

wastewater flows have fluctuated over the years, but are presently on

the dedline. In, 1973, the daytime population was'about 15 000 of which'

10 400 were permanent residents 126]; whereas the 1976 population has

been estimated to be '1U 000 and 7 000, resgectively. The ,present

wastewater treatment facility has been-providing continuous service

since its construction in 1942. Selected design factors are presented

in Table 7 -29.

7.10.2 Project Description and Design Factors

The fort Deveps wastewater treatment facility has a design..capacity of

3.0 Mgal/d .(131 L/s), but has been(receiving from 1.0 to 1.3 Mgal/d (43

to 57 L/s) for the last several years. Comminuted, degreased wastewater

is pumped from .a central pumping station to three Imhoff tanks which

prOvide primary treatment. Settleable solids accUmulate on the bottom

of the Imhoff tanks a40,are withdrawn to sludge drying beds in April and

in 'November of ea0 year. Thes.e dewatering beds are underdrained and

discharge to an adjacent wetland area [27].

9.
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TAKE 7 -29

DESIGN FACTORS,
FORT DEVENS, MASSACHUSETTS

Type of system Rapid infiltration

Avg flow, Mgal/d 1.3

Type of:wotewater Domestic

Preapplication treatment .Primary (Imhoff tank)

Disinfection No

Storage --Not required,

Field area, acres 16.6

Crops None (weeds)

APplisatien technique Surface (basin flooding)

Routine monitoring
. No

Buffer zones; No
r- -4

Application cycly, d
.Time dh 2
.:Time off

. 14

Avg annual application rate, .94

1960 to,1973, ft. .

Avg annual precipitation, in. 44...

. Avgannual evaporation, "26

Annual nitrogen loading, lb/acre 11. 200' .

1 tal/d = 43.8 L/s
1 etre = 0.405 is
1 .ft = 0.305 m

.1 in. = 2.54 tm
1 lb/acre 7 1,12 kg/ha

J

Final treatment of the unchlorinated primary effluent is'achieved by
discharging to 22: rapid ilifiltration basins. These 22 basini provide a
total fieldk area= of 16.6 acres (6.7 ha) or an average of 0,76 acre (0:31
ha) per 6asIn [28]; They are stkpated On the top of a steep-sided hill
composed of a 200 ft (60 m) thick layer of unconsolidated stratified
sand and.gravel.deposited-by receding glacfers. This flat, oval-shaped
hilltop rises approximately 70 ft (21 m)kaboye the floodplain of the.
Nashua River C26]. The soil formation in which. the treatment beds were
construdted i's` primarily pdorly .graded sands or gravelly sands with
interspered lenses of silty sand and sandy* gravels. Particle size
distribution differs appreciably between the various soil horizons in
the beds. '..The layout of the 'Fort Devens land treatment facility is
schematically, ,depicted in Figure

7.10.1 Operating Characteristics

Effluent is distributediaithin each treatment bed by discharging onto a
tapered concrete trough with slotted wooden splasoards, as shown in

,320
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Figures 7-21 and 7-22. A view of several grass-covered basins mith
accumulated organit material on the surface ts shown in Figure 7-23.

,Under normal operating conditions, the application cycle consists of

flooding three treatment beds concurrently with effluent for a 2 'day.

period, then allowifig a14-day recovery or dry-up period. On-a yearly
basit,.eactqed:receives effluent fora total of 52.days [27].

After the 2.4ays of flooding, effluent has normally accumulated on'the
surface of the beds to a depth of 05 to lik.6 ft (15 to 50 cm). This,

standing. water. infiltrates the beds within4!the initial 2 or 3 days of
the recovery period, restoring aerobic conditions to the smrface of the
beds. Winter conditions, while reducing infiltration rates somewhat, do
not interfere with normal. operations. The effluent is sufficiently
warm, 46 to 54°F (8 to 12°C) during the winter to melt any accumulated

1 ice and snow cover and to infiltrate and Move through.tte sand beds::

Operation of the Fort,Devens rapid infiltration basins normally involves

no routine-maintenance. Solids build up on the surface, dry and-crack
during the recovery period, and are .degraded under the prevailing

aerobic conditions. During the summer, the sand beds have a good stand

of naturally occurringC annual grasses and weeds (see Figure 7-22 and

7-23). No attempt is made to ,remove this vegetation as there is ,no

apparent detrimental effect. However, renovation of the*bed -surface has
been performed. This renovation consists of excavation to a depth of 1 ft

(0.3.m) depth to 1.5 to 4.0 ft (0.45 to 1.22 m) in order to remove a.x

an area adjacent to the treatment beds. The exposed surface is

scarified or raked prior to tepTacement of the excavated material. It

should be pointed out that this renovation protedure is not required

very often. The only cleaning operation was completed in October 1968

[26], .At this time it was necessary to excavate below the, specific

1 ft (0.3 m) depth to 1.5 to 4.0 ft (0.45 to-1.22 m) in order to remove a

tarlike layer about 1.5 ft (0.45 m) thick which had formed below the

surface of the beds. Since the discovery of, this tarlike layer, there

has been more sVrveillance of the dumping, of oils and grease into the

system. . Grease traps, installed at various locations in the collection

system to remove kitchen grease and fats and various oils from the
wastewater, are cleaned more frequently, and the materials collected are
deposited in sanitary landfills [27].

Normal ,operation and maintenance of the Fort Deven treatment facility

is carried out by two fll-time employees. The application of daily

flows to various combinations of treatment beds is based on the

continued capacity 'of the .beds to accept the effluent and from

operational experience developgd over the years..
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FIGURE 7422'

DISTRIBUTION.CHANNELANTO RAPID INFILTRATION:BASIN,

FORT DEVENS, MASSACHUSETTS

FIGURE

'GRASS COVERED INFILTRATION BASINS,
FORT DEVENS:MASSAcHUSETTS'



7.10.4 -Treatment Performance

During 1973. and 1974 'the U.S.'1 'Army.: Colt Regions- Researdh:-and
Engineering. Laboratory(CRREL)..conducted extensive.studies-to deterMine
the effectiVehess of the rapid infiltrationtatint.at Fort DeVent to
renovate unchlorinated primary sewage effluent, ::GroUndwiter quality
beneath- the application site and the surrounding-area:mas,monitOredby
Collecting* 'and analyzing .bi- weekly samples. from 21 observation.Welit
(Figure Results-oftheichemical and-bacteriological ahalytes of
the primary effluent and.telected observation wells,are:iuMmarized in

'.-Table 7 -30.

Analysis of the data hat proved that,the rapid infiltration syttem
serving Fort Devens is treating unchlorinated primary sewage effluent-to
a quality comparable to that achieved by conventional tertiary
wastewater treatment facilities. The treatment basins were found to
greatly reduce the levels of organic,BODa, COD, and ammonia nitrogen,
.phosphorus, and total, coliform

BOD5,

in the applied effluent.
Although most wastewater cohstituents were increased in the native
groundwater, the quality of the groundwater peripheral to the treatment
sites continues to meet EPA drinking water standards, the exception
of nitrate-nitrogen and coliform bacteria. (*While f coliform
determinations proved negative, total coliforms showed a me value Of
200 per 100 mL in the peripheral groundwater wells [26].

7.10.5 Research Studies

In 1974, further studies by CRREL: Were undertaken in an attempt to
optimize nitrogen removal. The obiectives were to, remove greater
amounts'of nitrogen by management of the treatment system to enhance the
nitrification-denitrificati rocesses. fh an effort-to achieve this,
the applicatIon cycle s modified from inUndating 3 beds for 2 days,
followed by a 14 day recovery period, 'to inundating. 9 bettioT-days,
followed by a 14 day recovery period. ResUlts of this study have.shown
that .an increase in inundation period continued to renovate,the primary_
effluent to a degree comparable to before. The total nitrogen levels of
the groundwater continued to be 20111/1.. However, when the treatment
basins were -inundated for 7 days, the percentage oftotal nitrogen
removal was greater than'When 'the basins were 'inundated for 2 dayt. By
increasing the inundation period, total INitrogen 'additions, were
increased 'by .54% from about 32 to 50 lb/acre'd (36 to 55 kg/ha.d)...
Although total nitrogen/additions were larger during the 1974 study, .a
proportional increase .in groundwater nitrogen levels was not observed,
indicating' a greaten percentage of nitrogen removal. However, after 6
months of increased inundation period, the infiltration capacity had
been reduced so much that the basin surfaces were still wet at the
beginning of the next cycle of inundation and recovery. This gradual
decline in the basin infiltration capacity over several months was
attributed to clogging of the surfaces of the basins by accumulating



organic matter.. It was found that ,an occasional extended recovery

Period of 60 consecutive days will, rejuvenate the infiltration capacity

of the treatment basins so that the 7 day application/14 day_recoverY

cycle can once again be used.\, The restoration of infiltration capacity

duringthe extended recovery period is attributed to the aeration of the
surface and /the subsequent oxidation of accumulated organics [29].

TABLE 7-30r-

4
CHEMICAL-AND BACTERIOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF PRIMARY
EFFLUENT AND GROUNDWATER IN SELECTED OBSERVATION WELLS,

FORT:DV/ENS LAND TREATMENT SITE (1973 AVerage ValUes).[27]

We 11a,.
/

Constituentb Primary effluent lc 2

112 1,3.5 12 2.5 0.9

192 42 26 19 1.0

.47 1.3 14.5 19.5.- 20.3

23 0.5, 8.3 2%3 1.2

21 0.6 5.3 '1.3 0..5 .

1.3 0.2 0.9 15..6 18.6

0.02 0.01 0.03 .0.3 0.02

BOD5

COO

Total nitrogen

OrganiCnitrogen

--Ammonium nitrogen .(NH4-N).

Nitrate nitrogen. (NO3 -N):

Nitrite .nitrogen (NO2-N)

6

10

Totalpfiosphate (PO4-P) '11 ;0.4 . 5.9 0.9 1.3

P Orthophosphate (PO4 -P) 49 0.1 .5.6 0.2 0.1,

Chloride . 150 20 .. 85 230 257

Sulfate 42 . 9 1. 48 39 ' 15,

Tdtal coliforms, 0.N/100 ML. 3.2 x 10
7

335 3 90& 210 ,:620...

.phi ufiits 6.2 - 8,Q. 1.3 6.8 6.,3 .6.1
1 e

Conductivity, mhos :\ 511 :133 371 . 360 333

Alkalinity_(as CaCO3)' 155 29 120 28 14
.- ..

Hardness (as caC9
- ..:,

Dept of well belqw
grow d level,. ft ,.

41 f 12 ,23' 30'.
. .

40'' 64.," "1. 9:5 23

. a. Well locations are; shown in Figure 7 -20.

b, mg/L unless otherwise noted.

C. Indicative of native groundwater quality.

1' ft = 0.305 m
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A tracer study conducted' by the U.S. Army Medical Bioengineering
Research and Development boratory has demonstrated that viruses ar
capable .of movement past th upper soil layers [28]. The, .wastewater w S,artificially spiked to p ovide a continuous virus concentration f°
105 PFU/mL of wastewater ppried to the treatment beds. This is a. much
greater virus concentra ion than that normally found in, domestic

-wastewaters. The fiel studies at Fort Devens have_shown that viruses
at this concentration are not impeded in the lcical Soil strata and can
readily penetrate to he groundwater. In addition to poor adsorption,
other removal' mecha sms such as filtration or straining were not'a
factor, mainly '.because of the size of the sandy; silty, and gravelly
soils in relation to the extremely small virus particles. The virus
stabilized in the groundwater beneath the treatment basins at almost450%
of the artificially high applied virus concentration.

The °bacteriological indicator organisms were reported -to behavedifferently than the viruses at . the rapid infiltration site. Tcrtal
conform, fecal conform, and fecal streptococCus organisms were readily

'concentrated on the soil surface. Unlike the viruses, the bacteria were
filtered or strained at the soil surface: However;: it was reported that
significant numbers of bacteria" are capable of migration into the
groundwater. [28]...

7.11 Pails Nalley,Aklahoma

7.11.1 Hi story

PaUls*.Votijey. is a community of 6.000 in south central Oklahoma: In
1962, a'.'74 cell, 33, acre (13 ha)";ligoon was constructed to treat; 0.7
Mgal/d (31 .L/S) of wastewater, with some effluent used for irrigati6n.
In 1975, an experimental overland flori system was conStructecY.to treat a.-portion of the flow. -Much of the experimental system was patterned. after the EPA research projeCt at nearby Ada, Okahoma [30, 31]. The
principal design factors' are summarized in Table 7-31...\,;'.,

7.11.2 Project .DOcription and Objectives

The purpose of the, experiMental system "is-to demonstrate the treatmentof both oxidation lagoon.effluent and untreated municipal wastewater by
overland flow. The system consists of 32.terraces, each 0.25 (0.1 ha),for a total of acres (3.2 ha): Lagoon :effluent is supplied to 8terraces and screed untreated wastewater,is Supplied to the remaining
24 terraces, Lagoon effluent;ls taken from the second cell where it has,.
received approximately 30 days of detention. .
Half the terraces' are sloped at 2i and half at 3%.* ),..t.YPical terrace is
75 ft wide biy.15,0ft long (23 m by 45 fit) . Three diStributor mechanismt
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TABLE.7-31

DESIGN FACTORS,
PAULS VALLEY, OKLAHOMA

Type of system

Avg floW, Mgal/d
Type of wastewater

Oreappiication .treatment

Disinfectiok..
Sora4e"
Field.area, acres
Crops

AppliCation technique

Routine monitoring

Buffer zones

Application cycae, h
Time on

Overland flow

0.2

Domestic.
Raw (screened) and oxidation-lagoon

No

Not ,required

8

Fescue, annual rye, and Bermuda 'grass

Surface (bubblifigorifice) and
sprinkler (fixed and rotating nozzle)
Yes

No

Time off
Annual appl ca ti on. rate, ft.i.

untreaXed wasteWitr.:: ''' 19
Oxida i n lagoon effluent -(' 45

ft' if

Avg weekly application rate, in
Screened untreated wastewater
Oxidation lagoon effluent.

Avg annual precipitation, in.
Avg :annual evaporation, in.
Capital costs), $ /acrea

. A

construction costs ofipreapOitcatlon treatment.and
engineering, 1975.1.

1 Mgal/d.= 43.8.1.1s
1 acre = 0.405 ha

ft = 0.305 rp
= 2.54 cm

i; f.lb/aCre .1.12 kg/ha
-$/acre. =S2. 47/ha

411

re used: (1) rotating booms with fan nozzles$ (247-figed fan nozzles at
the top of the slope as shor.in Figure 7-24:7-and (3) the.bubbling
orifice method. aslshown in Figdre 7-44, The rotating boom is .patterned
after those used at the Ada, Oklahoma. -research project [30].

.4:

the it' terracesThe purp ,9 ef,,m1.1 ti e erraces is to gompare the treatment

efficiencies and the,operatttig conditions fdr: ..(1) screened untreated

wastewater versus oxidatiOn,jagoon effTuent, (21 slopesat 2t versus
slopes at 3%, and (3) the three types of distributors. 'r

1V. 1
1*.

.7-68
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Design Factors ,

The original seeding was 30.1b/acre (34 kg/hatiesCite 46d 15 lbtacre...(11,:1,
'kg/ha). annual 'rye. .During the :summer the annual rye dies out and
subsequent- seeding with Bermtid'a grastjlas begun to grow. The
afpplicatip6 is year-roinid; 60/ever, thE oxidation ligoon acts

up system and would provide lttrage if needed. The soil is.ja slowly
'pet"Meable red 'clay.

bubbling orifice consists of a 6 in. (15,'''cm) PVC.manifofd Wfth, 0.75'
(1.9 'dm)'::,,outlets. The manifold is' .cradled in' readily available

crushed limestone. that js 0.6 in. to 1.50 in. '0.6 to 3.4.ckpi-in
diameter. The ,;flow, of wastewater spreads out and slows doWn as it
contacts the liMestone and &gins to travel down 'ihe, 'slope.

a



BUBBLING ORIFICE
PAULS

FIGURE 7-25

FOR WASTEWATEW'APPLICATTON,
VALLEY,. OKLAHOMA

7.11.4 Operation and PerformanceF.

. .

Two related operatinj; problems have takeh much of the first year to
solve. The screening devite used was not successful Pittially and large
solids were pumped into the system. - This has re$01,ted in frequent

clogging of the sprinkler nozzles. Improved screening reducedfitie

clogging, ,Second, 'tip grasses suffered", from the .heat and tKe
occasional. dry. periods of the -first summer.; Bermudi grass may become
the principal' vegetatiori because'df.its tolerince for heat and water.

I A.

'4

7.11.6,-Costs

, .' ..1.'' ...

The construction 'cost for the rese*ch system i.ne)1975 was approximately

$68 000, including :roads, fending, seeding, pt. appl icati,o9 treatment,
.

...

7q03??9



p.
fe: earthwork, dis;tiribution,'runoff piping', and engineering. Unit costs of

the 'three dig6ibutor systems are presented in Table 7-32. Each unit
supplies wastewater to a 0.25 acre (0.1 ha) terrace along the top of the
slopes.

:TABLE 7732.

UNIT COSTS, OVERLAND, FLOW APPLICATION,
PAUWOLLEY,.OKLAHOMA,

. . ,

Cost, $
'per acreItem Unit Number

Unit cost,
$

+ '
Fixed nozzle systems each 8 200 800

Rotating boom Systems each 16 - 375 1,500

Bubbling orifice systems each. 8: 14Q 560

7.12 Paris, Texas

7.12.1 History

In 1960, _the Campbell SoliP,c01Pany began ,to construct an overland flow
system ,at Paris, Texas. Wpinthe food processing plant begachoperating
at the end of 1964, there were 300 acres' (120 ha) of preWed slopes
with a vegetative cover of mixed grasses ready for wastewater treatment..
The system has been expanded in three increments to the present 900
acres (360 ha). In 1968, a 12 month intensive monitoring program was
conducted and the results have been widely publishedI32, 33, 34, 35g..
The principal design factors are presented in Table 7-33.

,'7.12.2 Objectives and Description4
.

The objective of the overland flow system is to treat the food
processing- wastewater in an efficientand cost-effectivemanner [36].
The construction of the overland f4w system also resulted in the
reclamation of the heavily eroded rolling terrain.

.
Wastewater from the heat processing of silips, 'leans, and spaghetti-type
products is collected in,wo dr4inage systems. The first, containing
grea,se from cooking, is rOuted,tnfotigh a gravity grease separator before
it loins the second waste stream from the vegetable trimming area. The
combined stream passes through revolving drum-type #10-mesh screens

-Prior to being pumped to the sprinklers [34].



TABLE 7-:33 .:.

Type of system.

Mgal/d

TYPe'of waste4ater
.

Preapplication treatment.

P"!19.6
Storage

, . ! ,

,Field areaact4.et

Application technique

Noutine,40toring.,

Buffer zones.

Applitation cycle, 'h
Time on
Time off

Annual application rate, ft

Ayg weekly application rate, in.

Avg annual precipitation, in.

Avg annual evaporation, in.

Annual nitrogen loading, lb/acre

Capital costs, $ /acrea

Unit operation and maintenance
cost, C/1 000 galb

Overland flow

4.2

Fbodeprocessing

Grease. removal and,screenS

No

Not reOlred

900
.

Reed. canary, tall fescue, redtop,
and perennial rye

Sprinkler (buried pipe)

Yes

No

6-8
16-18

5.2

2-3

45.

36

240

1 500

4.8

a, ExCluding land, 1976.

b. 1971.

1 Mgal/d = 43.8 L/s
1 acre 0.405 ha
1 ft = 0.305 m
1 in. = 2.54 cm

1 lb/atre = 1.12 kg/ha
1 $ /acre = $2,47/ha

1 C/1 000 gal = 01264 d/m3

Wastewater is applied to the. overland flow terrace by impact-type

sprinklers. The original sprinkler system consisted of 4 in:. (1Ttm)
aluminum irrigation . pipe as laterals laid on the surface, but the.More
rec ntly constructed terraces have buried laterals. The treated

w tewateris collected as runoff in .grassed waterways and is disCharged
''-into a. creek.

331
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7.12.3 Deiign Features

While the current hydraulic loading is 5.2 ft/yr (1.6 mhyr), the system
has operated effectively at hjgher rate . In the 1968 research program,
the total annual application ed at 11 ft (3.4 m) for the 11.4.
acres (4.6 ha) monitored and ai nfal l w 4.7 ft (1.4 m). Of this total
_amount of water, 18% as evapotranspiration,,61% as.
runoff, and 21% assume' as perco ion [34].

The rolling terrain graded into terraces with slopes ranging from 1
to 12%. In the more recently added fields, slopes of from 2 to 6% are
Used. Slope lengths range from 200 to 300 ft (61 to 92 m). The slopes
are seeded to a mixture of Reed canary grass, tall fescue, red top, and
perennial rye grass [36]. Reed canary grass has become the predominant

,,grass on the mature slopes.

7.12.4 Operation and PerforMance

The treatment performance' documented in 1968 is compared to recent
effluent quality in Table 7-34. BOD and COD removals on a concentration
basis 'have improved, and are relatively consistent throughout the year,
as shown. in Table 7-35. The suspended solids removals are not as
high as BOD removals and, are not as consistent. Despite the wide, range
in pH of the wastewater, the runoff is consistently between 6.6 and 7.5.

TABLE 7-34

TREATMENT PERFORMANCE DURING 1968
COMPARED TO4EFFLUENT QUALITY IN' 1976, PARIS., TaAS [35;.37]

Constituent
.

1968 values
June
1976.

.

Influent
Treated Treated
effluent .effluent

BOO, mg/L 572 1.9

COD, mg/L 806'. '67. 45

Suspended solids, mg/L 1245 , 16

Total nitrogen, mg/L 17.2

Tbial phoiphorus, mg/L 7.4

Chloride, mg/L 44 .47 43

Electrical

conductivity, famhos/cm ;449 490

pH, unit 4.4-9.3 6.2 -8.1 '6.6

33,E
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TABLE 7-35

SEASONAL QUALITY OF TREATED EFFLUENT
. PARIS, TEXAS

mg/L

Month .800 COD

1975

Jul 3.1 44

Aug 3.4 43

Sep 1.9. 38

Oct 2.7 32

Nov 2.7 36

Dec 3.1 34

1.976

Jan '6.5 38

Feb 3.6 40

Mar 3.4 44

Apr 4,6 50

May 2.3 43

Juri 1.9 45

Average 3.3 41.

Sutpended solids

34

17

15

15

23

15

15

19

37 '

76

38

34

28

The grass was cut but not removed in 1965 and 1966. In 1967, the hay
was harvested' and in 1968 three cuttings were made for a total yield of.

3.65 tons/acre _(8.2 Mg/ha) [32]. Currently, the grass is cut onci'a

Year and it is harvested green, 'dried in a hay dryerarld converted to
pellets for animal feed [36]. The grassed terraces are shown in Figure
7-26. Because the sldpes are nearly always wet, access is restricted to
vehicles with high-flotation tires.

7.12.5. Costs

`Construction and. operating costs reported in 1971 are shown in Table
7-36. It is estimated at the $1 007/acre ($2.483/ha) construction cost'

(excluding land) ha increased to about $1 500/acre ($3 700/ha) by 1976

[36].

In 1976,' 10.men (3/shift) and a supervisor were required to operate the

system. Maintenance includes checking and replacing sprinkler heads

Which have a service life of 4 to 5tyears).

333
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;
FIGURE 446

1
OVERLAND FLOW TERRACES AT PARI'i,'TEXAS

I

rrZi

CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATING.COSTS
-,..PARIS, TEXAS [34], 1971

7

,toOtirlic*n costs; $/acre.

STWOlaring.,,gradfh§,
:inCOrainage'ditchet 362

'PlantinTand.fertilizing 108. .

Pipeline and
sprinkler system 348

Engineering, surveying,
and. equipment : 188

TOtal

Operating costs, d /1000 gal

Labor

Maintenance

Power

Miscellaneous. 0.4

Subtotal

Revenue 0:4

Total 4.8

1 007

1 S/acre $2.47/ha 3
1 e/1 000 gal 0.264 0/m



7.12.6 Monitoring

In addition to the constituents listed in Table 7-35, the regular
propro includes analyses of temperature, pH, total residue,

chlorides, sul ates, oil and grease, color, and dissOlved oxygen. The
total runoff 1Rw is monitored continuously and samples are taken every
3'days for analyses.

Microbiology

Research on the .soil microbiology at, Paris has been teported by Vela
[38] . and Vela and .Eubanks [39]. 'Populations of heierotimphic soil
bacteria ranged from 106 to 108 organi ms/gr.4 of soil. [39]. Large
populations (1.5 x 105 to 7.4 x 105 organi /gram ';Of -soil) of
psychrophilic 'bacteria that are capable of actively srowing,.at 2°C were
also found, although the soil reaches this low tem erature only a few

' days of the year [38]. This large microbial popula on sustains a high
level of treatment even when low temperatures occur.

b7.13 '.Other Case Studies

Many existing case studies of land treatment were necessarily excluded
in this chapter. Lubbock, Texas, is an example of a slow rate system
where a farmer is cOntracting.for municipal effluent for irrigation on
his land [40, 41]. At Tallahassee, FlOrida, research on natrient
removal has preceded'full scale plans for treatment [42]. Case-studies
of operations at Quincy, Washington; and Manteca, California [43];-and
Livermore, California [44], have also been reported.

For 'rapid infiltration the studies at Santee [45] and Whitter Narrows,
California, [46] -7 are available. The Calumet, Michigan, rapid
infiltration system, probably the oldest rapid infiltration system in
the United. States, is being siudied. Untreated, undisinfected
wastewater at a flow of 1..2.Mgal/d (53"1/s) has been treated on 12 acres
(4.8 ha) since 1887 [47, ;48].

The.'most prominent overland flow system'that is not included as a*case
study is at Melbourne, Australia. It has been operating successfully
for several decades [49].
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Chapter-8

DESIGN EXAMPLE:

8.1 IntroduCtion

The design of a 1 and-tfeatmeht system is highly, depEndenton condi tion5;.,`..
such as climate, soil , topography, and many others. As a donsequence;.
no design example can be, universal:; however, the exampl e\should be .

illustrative of a design, procedure' in which the feasible altErnat:00'
are developed and assessed according to the methods 'pi thYs design

Manual's
.

4 )1-

.

, N

This presentation is adapted . from a 4devign .exampl,e, prepared' by Mr.
Sherwood Reed of USA CRREL for use ti' Corps of Engineers training
courses. It is intended *to present the development and evaluation. of
land treatment al ternatives. As 'such, the design is...not intended to be
complete, since many components of a complete.: system, such as a
transmission system and 'Pumping stations, .are,omitted.. The Elimination '
of, :AtieSe components from:, this example will not al l'oW. a cimpl ete cost-
effEttei-ve comparison betwEen 1 and . treatment and conViotti64l treatment...:,

alternatives. Cost data Used:in this 'example were taken. froll sources
descr in -Chapter 3. \

Ttie approao there is to preseht a statement oft the problem and the data:.
from which preliminary. design alternatives, based on annual loadings,
and process performance estimates are developed. A relative cost
comparison between the devel oped process alternatives is presented from
which the most. ,cost-effective al ternative . can be chosen for final
design. The final; proceSs desigp, is based on more detailed analyses,
including monthly loading di stri buti;ohs

8.2 Sta,tement of 'Problem

41
CR'

The problem is to provide adequate wastewater. treatment for a community
that has an existing- primary treatment plant and surface 'water

discharge. The recommended design must.: -be ' the most cost-effective
al ternative and adapted to local condi tionsv

,

8.3 Design Data

...

c

8.3.1 Location
.

The problem area. is located in the northeastern United States. The
existing commanl* has a present pcipul ati on of 70 UUU, with a 2U year

12.



"design ,population. of 90 000.. The design wastewater flow, is 10. Mgal/d
4,438 '1/41,/s) The, exi sti fig treatment facilitiesti es for the community consi st
of a 'primary. treatment plant with disinfection and sludge digesti6n.., At

4 .

present, the effluent is discharged to a river, and the digeste4
is applied tar 'the land. The ,system was cons ueted inothe earl 1940s
and is i ery poor structur4l and 'mechanic condition, so it will be
abandoned. ..

, .

:.,influences.:: on, land: treatMent'are an important aspect in
detershining : storage and' length of the application season for slow: rate
ano,:iiiierland flow systeips.. The climatic data for the site was obtained
from..the National Oceanit and Atmospheric. Administration's Climatic
Summarj of the United. States for 2U years' of record, and are presented
in .:Table 8 -1. For the.:,. worstlear in 10, thereare 142 days (mostly
between November and March). in which the mean air-iemperature is less
than .32°F (0°C) . As indicated do Section 5.3, thiS..:nicesifiates itprage
for .slow ° rate and overland floW:Systems. The annual precipitation-of
50:2':.. (12t3 cm). occurs fairly-lirlifOrmly throughout each mor40::Of the

total, evapotranspiration of .25:1 Pt:. (64 cm) occurs from late
March to ,;eatlY November. The difference between precipitation'and-
evapotranSpiratiOn,-.;as 'given in Table 8-1;1-1.! used in computing

nitrogen, and, hydraul .bala ces.

TABL 1 ,

CLIMATIC DATAF0R THE ORST YEAR

Temperature; .°F Days with
mean

Mean daily temperature
Month 'tan minimum .532°F, ,

Precipitation (Pr). .:itionttily. net.:
Evapp+.: .water 'excess

.Days with transpiration
in. mean 20.5 in. in.

Nov ' pi 31.0

19.4 20.8

.3an /6.0 16.7

28.4 16.0

'''44ar 34.3 25.0

Apr. 47.3 35.7

May 57.5 46.2

Jun 66.3 ^55.3

Jul 72.0 60.7

Aug 69.8 -58;3

Sep 62.2 5:4
Oct 51.8 40.4

Annual 48.9 $8.1 . 142

16

28

30

26,

26

, 7

1

0

0

0

1.

4.8 4

4.2 3

3.5 2:
4

3

3.9 3

'3.3 : 2

2

4.0 3.

4.2 2

4.6 3

50.2 34

0.8

0

. 0

- 0. ;

0.2

3.2

4.6

5.4.

4.3;1

3.3 0

1.9

-25.1

4.2

4.3

3.5
4.8

3.2

0.7

-1.3
-1.6
-0.3
0.9

25.1

1 °F 1.8 x °C + 32
1 in. 2.54 cm
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8.3.3 Wastewat6.Sharacterist'ics

.4

The cliaracteri stics of the wastewater are imporian,V,111 determining.

hydraulic and wastewater component application rates ,,' To avoid- nuisance'
conditions during winter storage; biological treatment i n lagoons :wi L1
be provided. The, characteristics of the mostly domestic- wastewater are
presented <1 n Table 8-2 along with the 'anticipated quality of *the,
wastewater applied to the 1 and affer.storage., Iii mi ted information on
the quality of . the: Stisanna River And' native groundwater i s al so

presented. The, concentrations of trace , metals are low, and mass
application criteria'' for. them are presented i n 'SeCtion 8.7.1.3. .

TABLE: .:0-2

WATER QUALITY CHARACTERI'sTICSa

Paranieter

.Wastewater to
Raw alip1.100 Susanna

WastewatiFu 1 ncl Riverd Groundwatere-

DODs; ,mg/L

. Suspended solids; Mg/L

Total distolveci: solfdS, (r19/L. 500:
Total s.ni trogery.,as 40

.?9

as: ,
Nitrate as N, .mg /L

Total phosphOrusas mg/L

Chloride, mg /L. I

Dissolved oxygen,

CCE

3.9

t. °

.

Total col i forMS-, .mPo/1p0 mL

.

:

. Trace metal. concentrations are within the typical `range. for
wastewaters.. Discussion',ivincluded, SOttoti
Data obtained from exiStin% wastewater treatment pl.ant records.

c. 'AsSumed Preappil 'cation treatMent.by aerated lagoon:p1Us storage,.

Data obtafpecifroM Siate Water' Quality Control Beard.
'' 'Rata ,obtained froM USGS -

813.4' Discharge Limitations

The Susanna 'River, which i5 used as a,,publ it Orinking water "supply, ..has

an , average 'flow- of .60 ft3/5 (1.7' hrl/s ), a 1 ow' flow of 44 'ft3/5 .(1 .2

m3/).;, and a -mininium ssol %fed 'Oxygen' concentration of s,o Fi ve-

miles . (8 km) doWn§tream from the exi sti rig wastewater treatment ant ,

:forSusanna River flows into.. an estuary'f,which is widely' used f r



recreation. The State Water Quality. Re'gglatory Agency has imposed the
following limits on surface discharges (expressed as mg/L, 30 day
averages)

...

110D5 ,' .

4.0

. Suspended solid 1

Y7
Phosphoriit as 'P -.0.1

. Total Kjeldah nitrogen 1

Nittatenitrogen -' , .. 5

Totarnitrogen.as'N ."'. ,. , 6

.'MaxiMUM.total chlorine residual 0.1

Total conforms, organisms /100 a 3

o

.

The groundwater aquifer is a- potential drinking watere:spurce and fits ry

Case I (see Section 5.1.1) sb the EPA drinking` water criteria for

chemical and p,Iticide levels would therefore apply to discharges to.'
groundwiter.-The:most/critical groLindwater critecion would be a nitrate-

nitrogen conderitratiobnot;:to exceed 10 mg/L (at site boundary).

°

8.3.5 Site Investita,tion

A p liminary ,investigation (e.SectiOn 3.5)-"Of the lands adjacent to

the unity ;. determined that about 11-000 acres (4 450 ha) is

availa le- The...;general topography of the area is shown in Figure 8-1.

The area .15 bounded on the south by the Susanna River, which flows

westerly. The existing, water treatment plant and intake, and wastewater
treatment plant,- and outfall are in the southwestern corner. Theland
increase's.: in elevation from about 100 St (3U m) above mean sea level

hear the' Susanna River to a maximum elevation of 45u fe(136 m)
Clyde' s Saddle. The surface slopes in the.range of 1 to .4 %, although a

relatively flat area of U. to 2% occurs in the eastern-/portion.
z

8.3.5.1 Soil DetCription

The type and location of agricul tur soil s as described in the SCS .-

,. repoi-t for the study area include nt clay (HpG) ,- Hanover, loamy sand

(Hn), and Bomoseen sandy clay loam sN.),:as. shown in Figure 8-2.

..The Hunt clay is a red-broWn_clay with a thin surface mantle of silt
loam. :Drainage,/ is very poor with permeability. of less, than 0.2 i-n./h

(0.5 rim /h-. It is fair to good for grasies 'end legumes;. poor for grain

a,nl'seed cYbps and hardwood trees; and not suited for coniferous trees.

Th".4 Hanover loamy sand is a well-drained soil with a 'distance >of 10 ft
(3 m) or mare to the water table. The permeability is.at least 3 in./hi

8-4
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FIGURE 8-2
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(8 cm/h). It is fair to good for grain, seed crops, ,grasses, and
legumes; good for hardwoods', and fair for coniferous, trees.

The Bomoseen sandy Clay loam is well strained, underlin by fine sands
with ft _(3 m) or more to-groundwater. The permeability is 0.6 in./h
(1.5 cm/h)., It is good for grain, seed, grass, legumes, and hardwoods;
and fair for conifers. A descriptive summary of, the soil types,
including system suitability and available area; is presented in
Table 8-3.

TABLE 8-3.

AVAILABLE LAND AREAS BY SOIL TYPEa

Soil Soi 1

type descOiption
Maximum Permeability,'"-- Available.
slope, % System suitability acres

'BsN-1' Sandy clay loam 2 0.6

BsN-2 Sandy clay loam 3-4, 0.6

HP Loamy sand 3 3 ..

MPqt113 Clay / 2. <0.2

Clay 3-4 <0.2

's

Slo;.1 rate 4 240

Slow rate' .340:

Rapid, infiltration 1.340
and slow rate'

, Overland flail 1 230

Overland flow 4 020 7 ,

.TOtal 11 160

Oatsfrom SCS. report.

Area between 100 and 200 ft contours (half clear, half brush, and woodland).

Area above .200'ft contour (all bruSh and woodland).

- 1 acre = 0.405 ha
1 ft = 0.305'm

The general soil s evaluation shows that. wi thin the study area, there
exist soil types that appear b,e suitable, for all three. land treatment
processes. Further assessment of their suitability requires additional
information on the subsurface geOlogy.-

8.3.5.2 .Soil Borings

Well logs or other information on the 'soil profile were not available.
Consequently, twelve prelimindry soil borings were made as shown in
Figure 8-2 to confirm the SCS soil Map. The results. from the boring logs
show that groundwater was encountered at the single drill hole (No. 1)
and that the depth to bedrock varied from a minimum of 20 ft (6 m) at
borings Nos. 4 and 5 to a maximum of 70 to 80 ft,(21 to 24 m) at borings
Nos. 1 and 8. The underlying gedlogy is a mixture of sands and gravels
with clay and fine sand occurring at various' depths without hardpan
1 ayers;--The-tyortngs-at-the-towest-el ev a tion-s--have-tV-.-gre-ate-St-d6-p-th to

:06
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bedrock, With decreasing soil' depth as the elevation increases.. The
subsoil geology has equal to or greater permeability than the upper soil
horizons.

8.3.5.3 Vegetative Cover.

The vegetative) cover is important asian indicator of .the growth con-
ditions for type and as a facto'r 'in 'determining costs of clearing
and other site preparation. -As s'howojn Figure 8-3, i.n the. eastern
part of the study area, there are open lands and native grasses on the.

Bomoseen sandy clay loam. In the,southwest corner of the study area,
there is previously cleared larid on Hanover loamy' sand and Hunt clay.
In the 'rest of the study area°(proceedinfig northord towards Clyde's
Saddle), there is a. wooded area of brush and trees, mostly underlain
with Hunt (clat

*8.4 Process Al ternatives

8.4.1 Slow Rate System

I
The initial deterlDination of the kequfred field area is`made using the
annual water balance:

Pr + L = ET + Wp 5

where. Pr = precipitation, ft/yr (cm/yr)
Lw wastewater hydraulic. loading, ft/yr cm/yr)
ET evapotranspiration, ft/yr (cm/yr)
Wp . percolating water, ft/yr (cm/yr)

R = runoff, ft/yr (cm/yr)

In this case, runoff of applied water will be retained and thu't will be
considered negligible. The relationship between, precipitation 'and

,evapotranspiration is given in Table . 8-1. Precipitation exceeds,
`eliapotranspiation by 2.1 ft/yr (b4 cm/yr). Wastewater applications are
scheduled for periods when the mean air terriperature_is above 32°F (0°C),
approximately from March 25 to November 3 (Table 8,..1 ). This 32 week
application season will avoid extreme temperatures and frozen ground
conditions; will ensure some crovresponse, and necessitate 20 weeks of
sto'rage within the design year., The percolating water can be estimated
from Figure' -3-3 using the permeability value of 0.6 in./h (l.5 cm/h)
for the BOmoseen sandy clay, loam.. A conservative rate of about'3.5
in./wk (8. , cm/wk). is chosen because crop production is planned. This
value is multiplied by the 32 week season to determine the annual

1 loading. . ,r,

v
. , IL

IP
(-3:5-1-11:-/wk-) 2..wkly-r-}-4-1-2.-1-n-.-/-ft--=--9-.4--f-t1-yr-----,----------
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The total liquid loa ng wouldibe reduced by the 2.1 ft/yr (64 cm/yr) of

excess precipitation (Table 8-.1) fora resultant loading of 7.'2 ft/yr
(216. cm/yr). The req i.red field area is then calculated' to be:

F = 3.06 Q
Lw

where F = field area, acres
Q.= annual wastewater flow, MgalJyr

Lw = wastewater loading, ft/yr

3.06 (10)(3.65)

7.2

F = 1 551 acres

say = 1 600 Acres

(8-2)

An examinatron of ,,the soil classification data and soil boring logs

shows that the soils classified as.BsN and Hn would be hydraulically
suitable for slow rate systems. These soils, as located along the
Susanna River :: and . east of Clyde's Saddle (Figure 8-2), comprise 5 910

acres (2 387 ha) (Ta,ble 8-3) of suitable land. Thus, it appears that
the slow rate ptricess would be potentially feasible for this location
and should be.;invegtigated further using a nitrogen balance (see Section

8,,:7, 1,) to determine if groundwater :criteria can be satisfied.

8.4.2 Rapid Infiltration System

The determining faCtor in hydraulic ne;
permeability. The. Hanover loamy sand has a 'permeability of at 'Least 4

3 i n./h (8 cm/h) , so a wastewater appl ication rate of ..25 in./4 (t4

cm/wk) is estimated from Figure 3-3. Based on a 52 wk /yr, operation,.

this results in an annual application rate of 110 ft/yr -(33.5 m/yr):
The wetted field area can be estimated in the same manner as a-low rate

system, giving_. a required wetted field area of 100 acres,i4s§ ha)-as
follows:

!)

(3.06)(3 650)/110 = 100 acres

r .

The alternate flooding and drying cycle can be accomplished .,by haVing

multiple basins, with a set of basins being flooded for-4 ^days-tb
promote good" denitrificatio,n followed by an 8 day,drying pdribd. This

operational schedule results in approximately one-third of the field

area (8 or 9 basins)- being flooded and two-thirds (16; or 17 basins)

being rested at any .given time. Approximately 1 350 ,acres 614 ha) of

suitable soil exists, so this alternative shodld be inves>iiga d further

to determine if it can satfsfy.water quality requirementp

349
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8.4.3 Overland Flow Syitem

Overland flow systems require ' slopes from 2 to 8% on relatively
impermeable soils. The almost continuously wet field conditions are not
conducive to normal forest or agricultural cover, but usually require
special grasses. Nitrogen removal is dependent on complex biochemical
responses in addition to crop uptake. These biochemical responses are
temperature dependent so there are climatic constraints on overlandflow
systemSe

Since terraces having appropriate slopes and dimensions can be formed
and 'proper soils are available, it ,should be possible to apply
approximately 8 in./wk (20.3 cm /wk), of lagoon effluent during the summer
growing season and aPProxiillately halfthat amount,. 4 ip./wk (10.2
cm/wk), in the spring and fill (Sectioks:i ;4%1). Since winter storage
requires some form of treatment oxidized wastewater wit]) be 'applied to
the slopes. Operational experience will dictate the degree ,of oxidation
required; it may be possible to - shutdown all of the aerators during the
summer. The application schedule and storage

'requirements,
are presented

in Table 8-4, using the number of days witlimean temperature less than
32°F (U°C). The results give a design application of 17.8 ft/yr (5.4 m)
and a storage requirement of approximately 142 daySp

TABLE 8-4

RLAND FLUW'APPLIcATION ,SCHEDULE.
pCLIMATIC DATA

No. of cloyS:;.

Application scheduleTotal No with mean .., -

., . of days in temperaeuYie `.Application 's

-No. of wk's

Wastewater
rithe.period ,,, time period f,32PF.,-..::: . peeiod, d applied, ini

,

Nay 16
';'

::-...Apn 20 156 133 .' ''' .23 3.3 4 13..2

.. Ajiro21 Apr ,3'Q , ', 10 : 0 10 1.4 4 5.6
... , - , ,

`May 1.".-::'Sqp.~36'.`.. 153 ' 2 ,
151 8 172.8,

Oct 1 Nov )5 '.': 4,46 39 22.4: ...,:, ,.... ..--,----.
r ,

Total .;.,; 3,%5 i.. 223 . ..:31.9 214.9.,:'-. ..

. Bai;ZdiT:iiest. 3/ear: in 10; fi.;Oin )1sib1e 8-1.
- , ....,

1 in. =.2,54,;:'
,

,.

t

The required 'field area ts 627 .,\611':0--S (254 ha), as computed by the same
method tised,:fer the -10'9w. rate., :p,$sit `.:



I .

An examination of the soils data indicates, that the area north of the

water treatment plant on the lower slopes. of Clyde's Saddle will

probably be suitable. Between elevation 100 ft (30 and elevation 200

ft (61 m) there,is at least 1 230 acres (497 hq,of soils suitable for
constructing an overland flow system, hence overland flow should also be

considered further,-

,7

8.5 Preliminary Performance Estimate .a

8.5. Slow Rate System

The capability of the slow rate system to ;Mt Case 1 groundwater
standards was determined.0$assuming, a 10 mg/L aetrign concentratjon for

nitrate-nitrogen. Remo41 of phosphorus is excellent, with expected
removals greater than 99%Lften though a phosphorus limit does not exist

for drinking water. The concentrations of BOD and suspended solids in

the percolate Should be less than 1 to 2 mg/L, and pathogenic organism

removal by the Bomoseen'sandy clay loam should be complete within the

upper 2 ft (0.6 m) of the soil.
1.

The limiting design criteria is nitrogen. Based on existing system

perfokimanCe (see Chapter 7), the concentratton of nitrate-nitrogen in

the slow rate system percolate will be better than the 10 mg/L ,a0ign

value. In addition, the design for 10 mgfL percolate nitrate-nitrogen

concentration is conservative; becauie .significant dilutitn of the

percolate nitrate-nitrogen will most 1 ikely:Oecur as the percolate water

mixes with.4the underlying native groundwater. Also, design flows are

assumed for '1990, so initial applications will be less, and subsequent

ffitrogen performance better. Seasonal variations in performance should

be satisfied by variable monthly applications'. The monthly application
criteria will be developed if slow rate systems are most cost eftective; .

.`

8.5.2 Rapid Infiltration Systerii

Ttei treatment performance of a rapid infiltration system ,should be
.

'',ass6Ssea.becausA. design applications are usually determined by hydraulic

considerations rather:: than wastewater constituent applications. For

this example,. the perfOrmince should be evaluated for groundwater

discharge; as well as surface diSCharge:. The soil ,permeability and

subsurface geology are both suitable for groundwater discharge.

The total nitrogen applied to the land

can be estimated, from Equation 5-3:

krapid infiltration system

Ln 2.7 Cn Lw

= (2.7)(28 mg/L)(110 ft/yr),8 316 lb/acrevr.
say 8 400 lb/acre,yr (9 410 kg/ha-yr)



The nitrogen is rapidly converted from the applied organics and ammonium
form to nitrate-nitrOgen. The principal removal mechanism is biological`
denitrification of nitrate-nitrogen,..although volatilization and crop
uptake (if vegetation is used) can add to the estimated 50% total
removal. The estimated percolate nitrogen amounts to .4 ZOO lb/acre.yr
(4 700 kg/hayr) and will move with a percolate volume of 112 ft/yr (34
m/yr) [11Q ft (33.5 m) applied wastewater and 2 ft (0.6 m) net
precipitation3. The average concentration of nitrate-nitrogen would be
approximately 4 2001(2.7)(-112) = 14 mg/L. .This concentration is greater
than the assumed design criteria of 10 mg/L total nitrogen for percolate,
and greater than the. 6 mg/L 'total nitrogen criteria for river, digcharge.
Although the other discharge criAeria, i.e., phosphorus, BOO; suspended
sol and pathogens, would' be -tdequately sati sfied, rapid
inftitration, by itself, Nvill.,not satisfy the nitrogen design criteria,
.Fufttier investAgation would; be necessary to determine the degree of
mixing, and -diSpersion that would occur in the groundwater under the

For tht$Vxample, rapid infiltration is not discussed further,
except in combination with overland flow.

8.5.3 Overland Flow System

he!....average'; :total ntrogen-Concentration of an overland .fl ow runoff i s
expected to be about' 3 mg/L (see Table Existing:o4rland flow
systems have shown that total nitrogen removals- (Mass baSiS) have varied
from '75 to.;.90% for systems operating wi thr.an:..appl icatidA period of 52
wk /yr. The principal .,:nitrogen removal mechanisms, are crdp'..: uptake and
nitrification- denitrification on the soil surface;_;thesemechanisms are
adversely affected .bY,low winter temperatures. '..Ttieretbre., it would be
reasonable to expedt a 90% nitrogen removal for a system', operating with

_:fan.applic.atiOn':. period of 32 wk/yr. For the estimated hydraulic appli-
'-,cation of 178: ft/yr (5'.4 m), the total applied nitrogen (from Equation

js (2.7)(28),(17.8) = 1 346 lb/acre.yr (1 509 kg/havr). With a 90%
tietiioyal, 135 lb/acre.yr (151 kg/hayr) issollected in the runoff. The
ftpal-concentration is dependent, upon the water balance, so inputs and
,butpUtS.,are giVen;,.

4 -
4t/yr (m/yr)'

Applied wastewater 7:8 (5.4). ..

Percolate lossa -1.4 (0.4)

Precipitation'-evapotranspiratiOnb +1.7 (0.5)

Net runoff. . 18.1'. (5.5)

a. Assume 8% loss., for NO swill.

,...,: Estimate for,application period.

The design . runoff nitrogen is estimated to be all in the nitrate form.
From a mass of 135 lb/acreyr (151.kg/ha-yr) and a volUme of 18:1 ft/yr
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(4.4 m/yr), the concentration is determined as follows: 135/(2.7)(18.1)
= 2.8 mg/L. This concentration meets both surface and subsurface
nitrogen criteria.

4
. Pnolphorus removal, however, is -usually' 50% since the wastewater
contact with the soil' is relatively limited (see Section
5.1..4.5)., At the design application rate of .17,8 ft/fr (5.4 m/yr), the
applied' Phosphorus is P = 2.7 CL = (2.7)(8)(17.8) = 385 lb/acreyr
(431 kg/hayr), of which 192 lbjachyr (215 kg/hayr) can be expected
to run off. This would correspond to a runoff concentration of
192/(2.7)(18.1). = 3.9 mg/L. The phosphorus concentration is- greater
than the river' discharge standard of 0.1 mg/L, so overland flow alone
would not be `all owed for surface dischrge. In. addition, overland flow
al one would not meet criteria' for suspended solids.

1. .-

To make overland floW a feasible alternative for this . .exiiiple , it will
hen the former : for. nitrogen and BOD removal and on

be .combined in rseies with rapid; infiltration. The cOmbined
would depend O

..

latter for suspended solids,: iiiictdOrganisms, and phosphOrus removal.
The rapid infiAtration basins wouldbe designed for ;the 18.1 ft/syr
seasonal net.rikoff from the ov,e'rl.Oid;:floW.s.lopes:',. .

" Net overland flow runoff = (T8.1 ft/yr)(62-agres) = 11 350 acre -ft /season

' :
RI application = 11'350 acre-ft/ieasOri + 32 wk/seasbn = 355-acrOt/Wk .

For'a 100 'acre haOn area, , .

weekly applintion rate =,355 + 100 x 12 = 42.6 in. /wk

From Figure 3-3, the maximum -
.

weekly application = 50-70 in./wk;,thus., 42.6 in..1wkIssatisfactory.

-

The hydraulic capacity,pf the soil would govern design rather than the
loadings of wastewater constituents. Discharge would be to groundwater,
and would eventually appear as a seep tO the river (nonpoint discharge).

A summary of the preliminary assessments is presented in Table 8-5. The

slow rate and the combined overland flow and rapid. infiltration
processes are capaole of providing satisfactory wastewater treatment
with the tabulated application rates and land areas. A cost estimate
should be determined ' at this time to decide which. option provides the-
most cost-effective . :treatment and 'should be considered for detail ed
design. In addition, slOw rate systns have three diStribution options
that should be eValuatedon a cost - effectiveness Oasis.

.



::TABLE *8-5

'SUMMARY .0F. DESIGN. INFO I

FOR TREATMENT ALTERNATI.V.Ee

Treatment
Alternatives

Slow rate.
center pivot'or.
:solid set),

()Cie./144d filoW 411

tollowed.,btraliid',.
fnfetration

-Design

tigai/d

Annual Wasiewaier
. app-fcation:. . ,r

Avg weekly; - j Length.of Storige Treatment Total
:

Percod, Total, application Application Storage, ,-aregr, ° lagoon; area
w14 'ft . 'rate, area, acres acresa acresb acresc

Overland flow.
Rapid infiltration.

.

32 J.2 , 2.7

32 ; 17.8 -* 6..7
32. 4113. 5 42i$

.140. 360

140 360. 15
,
1 100

110

a. .Based on 10 Mgal/d f.iOW end 12 it:working depPi twee section 8.7.1.5).
b. Based on 7 days detention it .10 M.5;01d,115 f wbriing depth.
c. Includes 10X -for roads, bt;114144, and miscellaneous.

e

1 Mga1/4 43.8 L/s
1 ft =. 0;305 m
r in. r 2.54 cm
1 acre = 0.405 ha y

8.6 'Cost Compariion

The proeedures to calculate capital, and operation and maintenance_ costs
have been published [13. Tabulations of the results are presented in-
Table 8-6 to show differences due' to type of treatment. system and
diStribution syitem. The cost comparison is made solely to compare land
treatment systems. Each system will usually contain a collection
sy§tem, collection pumping., preapplication treatMent, and administrative
facilities; these are, not included in the comparison since; the added.
capital and operation and maintenance costs should be identical.
Additional comparison to a conventional .treatment alternative would
require '.,:inclusion of all costs before comparisons with total treatment
System wobld be made.

The total `.costs.,irr Table 8-6'include unlined storage, site clearing,
Site leveling, distribution system, distribution pumping (Alternatives

4:1-4); tailwater return (Alternative 1); overland 4'flow terrace con
struction, runoff collection, - and open channel transmission from the
:overland flow to the rapid infiltration site (Alternative 4).

e.

t)

A slow rate system, ,utilizing center pivot distribution, has the lowest
:relative corst for_ this design example. Tbe costs generated_are_not__
discussed 'further since their purpose was only to provide a relativ.e

,
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,

cost effectiveness fOr the-, general Condi tiOns described An Table

and as deyel °lied i n the text E$itl, and. .Th Slow. rate,

center pivot ernative: . be :file.thel-.::'cteii el opied,- to: prbVi de the

preliminary systeM.design.:

TAKE,',18i6

RELATIVE COT' COMPARISON, DESIGN EVOKE ALTERNATIVESa

Alternative System type

Land
area,
acresb

Total . AMortized' 0Peration-'and . -.

capital --capttal .'maAntenance Total Municipal

cost,. $ .,:costy$jYr'.. Coit, %/yr, tost,

958- gpo. 341:

931 030 387 050

122,410 .. l; 420 520

962.4501' 401:110
.

Slow rate, 2 170 8 583 770
flood

Slow rate; 172 170 8:232 770
center pivot

51oW rate, 2 170 10 624 120
solid set

4 Overland. flow 1. 210 8 495.500
and rapid

infiltration

756 230!
A,

725' 316'

935 990 #,
y

IA& 450,

a., Based on unique or variable land treatment components: 'Items that are, common to !a*haile.,

,equal costs in all alternatives,aremotinclubed:'

bu Actual area is Aetermined in the final lay06t.

c. Computed as 25% capital and 106% operation and maintenance

. 1 are =.0.405 ha

8.7 Process ,Design

.

In- this particular .example, the sl ow rate, center pivot -alternative was

foUnd to, be more cost effective than the -treatment systea. alternative of

overland fl ow followed by rapid infiltration; -under other circumstances

the reverse may be true. For purposes of illustrating the 'required

design procedures, both treatment system al ternatives. will be -described.

8.7.1 Slow Rate

The devel opment of the slow rate process desi gn includes an assessment

of (1) the hydraulic loading cri teri a , (2) the annual and monthly

nitrogen loadings , and (3) phosphorus and trace metal loading Criteria.

Al so included is a discussion of (4) preappl i cati on treatment,

(5) storage design criteria; and (6.) distribution system criteria.



For slow rate systems, net - runoff can be assumed to be ni§ligible:. From
Table 8-1, the total annual -pirecipitation .(Pr)'of,50.2 in./yr (128
cm/yr) minus,. -the total annual. evapotranspiration '(ET).of' 25.1 in./yr (64,
cm/yr) ,yi,elds an 'annual net water, excess of 25.1,'In./yr ,(64.cm/yr)
2-.1 ft/yr Co .0 m/yr). Thus 'Equation 8-1 becomes':

,,,The .,amount of percolating. water NO. resulting from, the applied
effluent (Lt4) has a significant effect on the allowable nitrogen loading
(1..n)3 as is illustrated in the following section.

.

8.7.1.'2 :Nitrogen i..dacing

'The .annual nitrogen loading can be estimated. from
5.1.2.2, as described below.-

rocedures- ih Section

The annual nitrogen; ba1ancd, using; Equation 5.-

whqrej. =)Hastewater,ni.tr99pn loading, 3/acre.yr (kg/ha'yr).
U rrop.N..uptake = 325 lb/acreyr,(364 kg/hayr,) for Reed

-canary .grass' (Table',642) 4

= denitrifitati&CF 0.,2 -Ln (assume denitriticati-bn to be
:20% of. a,ppl ied nitrogen )..

=. percol ating, water = + 2.1 ft/yr
= design percoite-N Concentration,,.. 1:0.0 tang /L



Therefore,
D0

Ln = .325,4.0.2 Ln + (2.7) (Lw +:??1);(.10),

and the relationship between the nitrogen loading, and the -hydraulic;

loading (from Equation 5 -3) is:

L -!=. 2.7 L
n n w

here C
n

= applied nitrogen. concentration, mg/L

Lw = wastewater hydraulic loading, ft/yr

TtierefOre, =, 28 mg/L (from Table'43-2),
n

or

= 75.6 Lw

Lw = Q.(513 Ln

t5 -3)

Nov. with two equations and two unknowns, the nitrogentbalance equation,

can be solved:

LI = 325 + 0.2 Ln + (2.7)(Lw + 2.1).(10)
0

Ln = 325 + 0.2 Ln '(2.7)((0.013 Ln) + 2'.1] (10)

Ln = 325 + 0.2 Ln + 0.351 Ln + 56.7

0.45 Ln = 381.7
Ln = 848 1O/acreyr,

,The complete solution. fora design ,percolate nitrogen concentration of

10 mga is as follows: .

.

1. Wastewater nitrogen loading.= Ln ='848 lb/acre-yr.

2'. Wastewater hydraulic loading = LW = _0.013 Ln =.0.013 (848) = 11.0 ft/yr

3. Percolating watar = Wp = Lw ± 2.1-=-13,1 Itiyr

4. Denitrification). D 0.2 Ln ='170 lb acre-yr

5. Percolate nitrogen loading Pn = 2.7
P
.= 2.7(10)(13.1)

354 lb/acre.yr

6. Required field area = F = 3.06(365)A = 1 118(10) =
1 015 acres

Lw 11.0

5- 7
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,The slow rate.system design is based on maximuM nttrogen
I
uptake by the,

vegetation. For this design, a cool season foragd,grass, such as Reed
canary, grass, is cho'en. since it will provide an estimated nitrogen
removal of.325 Tb/acre.yr (364.kg/har) and provide a-year-round cover
forfore maximum infiltration, minimal% soil erosion after harvest lin
contrast fo an annual' Crop), and nitrogen response at'the beginniqg and
endof the growing season as a result,of an established root system.

,6

The, procedure to determine the monthly nitrogen bail
. monthly climatic inTluences. Thus, greater wasteW

occur when more nitrogen*,%is needed by the vegetatiot and water
microbial activity ocors'. 11

CeaccOunts for
er appliCatilions.4

In order' to determine the optimal
wastewater applications (values Tor
eriir) to the nearest inch, so that the
(Cn) was less than, or equal to 10.0
ofP ninthly values for
tpading (from above) by the number of
For this example, the first tHal value
throUgh. October would be 11 ft/yr x
For the cool weather months'of March a
end pf the growing season), a

1 in./month was assumed.

F.

system design loadings, monthly
L ) were chosen (by trial and
arcolate nitrogen concentration

mg/L.. For ,the first cut estimate
the annual wastewater hydraulic
months in the application season.
for L for the months of April
12 in:/ft 7mo/yr = 19 in./mo..
nd November-Cat the beginning and
wastewater hydraulic loading of

The monthly nitrogen' loading may be ,calculatee using the t011geng
equatiOn:.

cv

= 0.227 CnLw

,

=
. . 41P

e.mwheLre wastewater nitrogen loading lb/acr onth!(kg/ha.month)
= applfd nitrogenconcentration, nig/L
= wastewaters hydraulic loading,4in./mogip (cm/month)

- 41
The estimated denitrification is calculated as 20% of the total.nitrogen'0
appled. resulting in an annual loss Of 147 lb/acre.yr (165 kg/havr).
Crop ''nitrogen uptake was. estimated at 325 lb/acreyr (364 kg/A.yr) and
distributed monthly by the monthly, fraction of the total evapotronspira-
tion Occurring during the growing season, which can be estimated to be
the months of April through October. This assumes that plants utajzet
nftrogeh and water at similar:rates.. Whenever possiblef.esiimation of-
the monthly variation of crop nitrogen uptake should be refined by
consulting the local agricultural extension;service. '0ercolatenitrogen'-

was computed as the difference betWeen' application andn
denitrification plus crop nitrogen- uptake. The percolate nitrogen

.concentration - (C) was computed from monthly. percolate' nitrogen,.
(0 )(1b/acre) -andP total percolate volume (W v). calculate the

(8-3)
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Monthly percolate nitrogen concentration
can be used: .

where P = percolate nitroge
Cn = percolate nitroge
WP = percolating water.

(C.), the following equation

P = 0.227 C W
n p p

(8-4)

n loading, lb/acremonth (kg/ha'month).
n concentration, mg /L (10 mg/L limit)

, in./Mcinth,.(cm/month)

The resultof the.monthly nitrogen balance Are presented in Table 8-7.

TABLE 8-7

. ,

.MONTH LY DESIGN NITROGEN BALANCE; SLOW RATE SYSTEM

(Ln)'

(U).

.1 Net monthly Applied nitrogen,
(D)

Crop
'

N

excess . wastewater, TbadingJ DenitrifiCation, uptake,

Month water, in.a 10 ""r;...1b/acrec. . lb/acre° lb/acre

(Pr - ET) (LW" Wastewater

' Leaching

(14p) .(Pn)
(Cp)

percolate Percolate Percolate nitrogen

'water, nitrogen concentration

in.e lb /acrer mg/Lg

Nov 4.d lh 4 5.0 4,4

Dec 4.2' 4:2

Jan 4.3' 0 4.3

Feb 3.5 .3.5 . . .

Mar 4.8 . 6 5.8 5 3.8

Apr 3.2 9
57 11 19 12.2 27. 9.7

..May o; 0.7 15 . 95 19 43. 15.7 33 9.3

Jun
4

-1.3 20 .127 25 62 18.7 40 9.4

Jul -1.6' 24 153 31 73 22.4 49 ,.9.6

.Asg -0.3 20 127 25 58 44 9.8

Sep 0:9 16 102) 20 44 16.9 38 9.9

Oct. 2.7 11 70 14 26 13.7 30 9.6

IP
Annual 25.1 117 . 743 147 .325' 142.1 271 8.41

a:

b.

C.

d.

e.

f.

9.'

From Table 8-1.

Highest possible
of trialt).

L
n

0.227 CnLw;

D 0.2 Ln.

Wp a Lw +.Pr - E

Pn Ln U.

Pn'u 0.227 CpWp;

h. sume 1 n./Iwk

A. .Computeddis the
percolation and

1 in. 2. cm

lb/acre l'1.12(kg/ha

voluMe (ttTearest

Cn - 28 mg/L.

T.

witho4p exceeding 10 mg /L in percolate (found after a Series

Y.

Cp = Pn /(0.227)(W
p

)
,

application at beginning and end of growing season.

average of tql monthly values. Conservative since nonapplication season rainwater

groundwater dilution will reguce yearly average total percolate nitrogen.

s.

fi

O

.



The monthly design nitrogen balance results in an annual wastewater
application of 117 in./yr or 9.7 ft/yi. (3.0 m/yr), which is slightly
less than 11.0 ft/yr (3.3 m/yr) in the previous annual assessment. The
wetted field area should be adjusted to account for the lesser
application, so the required,application area is!

3.06(365) Q 1.118'(10)
1 150 acres (466 ha).,

9.7

--.1rather than 1 U15 acres (410 ha).

The. permeability for the soil .surface (infiltration rate).and subsoil
can be evaluated on.the basiS of the maximum monthly liquid application
to the soil surface. During July, the wastewater application of 24
(60 cm) and mean precipitation. of 3'.0 in (1U cm) and, evapotranspiration
of 5:4 in. (14 cm), adkup to a-monthly infiltration Of'22.4 indmO (57
cm/mol. On a'Wbekly, basit,,the maximum hydraulic loading would.be.about
5.6 in./wk' cm /wk)., For theBomoseen sandy clay loam with a soil
permeability..of 0.6:in../h (1.5 rcrii]h) and a perennial forage covet, the
total application could 6'be initrated within' about 9 hours. This
represents less .than 6% of the total .time in a: week,, soavappliCation

, schedule based'on equipment capaCity can be detetmined.

8.7.1.3 'Other MaStApadings

The mass. application of phosphotu and trace metals to pld site can be
assessed to determine if they would limit total wastewater applications'
Over the .20 year design life-of thO.ptoject. The phosphorus criterion
it based' on the total mass application, phosphorus in
'llegetatfod;. and. soil retention by adsorption and precipiation. The
trace metal ,criterion is based. on mass application over the .life of.the
project. ,fbr. elements retained in the soil, and applied concentrations
for-eleipts that are not retained:

- At the annual application rate of 9,7.ft/yr (3.0 m/Yr).and the total
phosphorus concentration of 8 mg/L (as P), the annual applicition is:
(2.7)(8)(9.7) = '210 lb/acreyr (235 kg/har). The Reed canary grass
will remove 40 lb/acre.yr.145 kg/havr)ITable 8-1) during harxest, so
the net application to the soil is 170 10/acre:yr.(190. kg/naf.Yt)_.v0)e

.sandy. clay loam soil mill, have excellent remolialfof phoiphorUt-as a
result of the clay content. The. 3.400 lb/acre (3 411 kg/ha) PhOSphorus
application over 20 years can be' completely adsorbed in the top 22 in.
(56 cm) of the soil with a 5 day adsorption capacity of 5U mg of.
Phosphorus per 100 g of soil and a bulk density of 1.3 g/cm3. This is a

".conservative estimate since it has been estimated that the phosphorus
retention (including chemical precipitation) may b e at least double,that
measured by the 5 day adsorption test.

0

3610 s!
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.

The mass application of trace metals should 'not pose any further

limitations at the proposed site. For the applied concentrations; the

. mass applications.4re below. the ,recommended maximum for use on

agricultural 'soils (Table.8-8).

TABLE 8-8

TRACE METALS-IN SLOW.RATE DESIGN EXAMPLE

Element

Concentration in, COncentration
raw wastewater. applied to

mg/L land. mg7L

Mass
application.

lb/acrea'

Maximum
loading EPA.

Criteria,. Drinking Mater
lb/acre° StandardON/Lc'

Cadmium 0.01 0.008 4 8 0.11\

Chromium 0.01 0.0? 10 . 82 0.05

Copper D.22 0.10: 52 164 .1.0

Lead. 0.01 0.005 4 080 .0.05

MercurY . 0.001 0.Q01 0.5 d "0.09;

Nickel 0.03 0.02 10 164 No standard

Silver, 0.001 0.001 ..0.5. a 0.05

Zinc. 0.31 0.20 .105 1 640 5.0

a. ()lithe basis of 9.7 ft/yr and 20 yr life: Example;. Id
(2.7)(04V8)(0.7)(20) 4. -r

b. Fro; Table 5-4.

c. From Table3.4.

d. NO suggested limit since retention is very high and applied concentrations are
below drinking water standard.

e. No limit since most applications are too small in comparison with drinking
water stand6.d.

1 lb/acre= 1.13 kg/ha

8.7.1.4 Preapplication Treatment

Preapplication treatment. is Lincluded:as a unit process in this design

example as vmeans of odor control for the 20-week winter storage period

ard for a ,reduction. of. suspended solids to .minimize clogging in the

Ostribution system. The treatment removals of nitrogen, phosOorus,

and other wastewater .organfc and inorganic. constituents are not

dependent on a. specified 'level of treatment before application to the'

land, so partial oxidation of wastewater organics' should be, adequate.

The long-term storage pond should provide for additional wastewater
treatment during the retention time of up to 20.weeks,,so preapplicatien
treatment by aerated lagoons to reduce BOD down to a concentration of 60

mg/L should be adequate. Other processes exist to oxidize wastewater'

organics before' qppleation. to the land, but for the purposes of this.

example:, aerated lagoons are considered the most costeffective

alternative. A fiirther-44tion in BOD Will occur during 'the 20 week

$tor e period'.

4k5t.
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*Detailed design procedures for aeratett lagbons are covered elsewhere [2]
and will not be repeated herein. Experience with lagoons indicates that.
multiple cells offer' operating and maintenance advantages. Since: the

sitels in a northern climate, extra time must be, provided to compensate
for iithe slower reaction rates in the winter. A 4 cell °system,' with

parallel units, designed for' a total detention of 6 days should provide
the desired level of treatment durifig the winter months at this site.

8:7.1.5 Storage. Lagoons

The required volume, area., and depth. for the storage lagoon can be
calculated in manner similar.to that used for the aerated lagoon, The

. climatic, data were used to calculate a 20 week. storage, which resulted
in a total storage capacity of l.4 x8 109 gal (5.3 x 109 L) . This is
equivalent to a volume of 1..87 x' 10 ft3 (5.3 x 106 m3); 'so 360

surface- acres (164 ha) is required for storage at a depth of 12 ft
. (3.7 th). The finaldesign should allow an additional.3 ft (0.9 m) for

freeboard , for' a 15 ft 1(4.6 m) total :depth in storage. Further, the.)

storage la on :should bet divided into multiple cells to reduce wind

fetch and wave generation. The final design would consist of 4 basins

at. -90 acre each or -a basins at-120 acres each, depending on final
topography-available for siting, and Construction. .

8.7.1.6 Locationi of Treatment and Storage.Lagooris

The open land to the east of the tree line in Figure 8-3 was identified

as potentially feasible tor a sloW rate system. :There is sufficient-

. land for location of the treatment and storage lagoons, as well as the
advantage of having all components of the system to -proximity. HoweVer,

. the soil characteristics would.require lining of the lagbons to control
seepage.

i4-

Further ,examination of the topography And soils data indicates

significant .a.dvantage§ exist for a location in the general vicinity,of?
borings No'. 2 and tib."7, as shown in Figure 8-2. Such a location,woUld.
permit, grayity.- flbw of the raw wastewater to the 'highest possible

el evation shoWn on th'e map, ,and the impermeable surface soils in this

area oicould, be stripped and used to line the treatment and storage

lagoons. It would rEquire.clearing of approxiMately 375 acres (170 ha)
of brup and trees front the site.

8.7.1.7 Slow Rate. Di stribution System

.

The design of a mechanical distribution system is usually dete 1%0 ,by.
0 0 the equipment available from various manufacturers. Howevie'r,", il is`,..,

desirable to know the number and size of .units so that an eStii if. f'''

:,.... .
, ,,,

7 4

fi k .h 4 ,% i"
4 Is M 1 ,,

1 ..if ,r
1
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unsprayed areas between wetted circles can be made. The costs (Table .

8-6) were estimated on the basis of a maximum sprayed area of 134 acres
(61 \ha) per sprinkler unit, with the rotating booms typically available
as multiples' of 100 foot lengths. :

To cover the required field area of 1"150 acres (466 . ha), 9 units.of
ti134 acres (61 ha) each will be used. Each unit has a rotang bodm

radius of about 1'300 ft (397 m). The total area requfrea would be 15.

...to 20% greater, depending on geometric layout of the circles and degree
. of end- -ar0.coyerage from manufacturer''s specifications; 20% should be

assumed, 'so. the required area' fOr application- is 1 380 acres (560.ha).

The:appli.caton frequentP should be, as high aslpossible, again depending
on manufactureestpecificatidns, but at least 2.to 3 rotations per week
are desirable tii'minify4e the high instantaneous rates needed: to' apply

all the wastewater' eb" sol

8.7.4.8., Summary foOlov/. Rate System Design
;

" .

A summary -..'. of the cl)ri ncip41 deSign .factot.s for the most costeffective ,
alternative,: .Slow'.' rate treatment by tenten distribUti.Oh; is
presented in Table' 8-9. .

,TABLE 8-9

DESIdN FACTORS, SLOW RATE, TREATMENT ,WITH.
CENTER PIVOT. OISTRf80TiON::,

4

annual wastewater application,

`licati season, wk

age,

balance . .

1h/acre'yr .0

ication, lb/acreyr
ake, lb/acre'ffc

.......4-.,',44., tb, lb/acre.yr . . .

l...41 thly. percolate iPttcogbn concentration, m

":.4 4. .. ilonstreatment detention time, d
) : agooris .. ..

..,.. agoons lmaximulli/',

4

qui'red,.adres

ed area
al, field area .(center pivot

Aerated '1 agoons

$-tprag, lagoons
, ptal. lipc1 udi ng luyirk iii).sc ell aneoUs

11aditiiinal. applic'ation
4 Maximum:monthly nfi I tratibn vol wie.

ih0 t!PosphorUs retention (required soi.V41b
4w! 'Conservative :*

4'
' Realistic
1,race metals,

I ft = U.JU5 m
I, lb/acre = 1:14 kg/Oa
1 acre = 0.405 ha
1 in. = Z.54 cm

' I '

,si..°

Not restricting .
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8.7.2 Combined OVerl and Fl ow and. Rapid Infiltration

-a-- design for the combined system of overland 'flow followed. by
ltration presented here.. hydraulic loading rates and
istributfon systems are discussed. Peapplication treatment
requirements will be the same as for a slow rate system.

.2.1, Hydraulic Loadings and Cycles:

(Ate/and flow system will be loaded at 8 in./wk (20 cm/wk) for
/Ornately 22 Qf,,the 32 week application period. Applications will .

r 6h/d on a -6'i tl:/vik schedule. This allows 18 h/d of rekting .plus a
da,S,.. of resting' once a week. This cycle is typical of operating

ems' (see Sectioni 5.1.4, 7.11, and 7.12).

*.from. October to May, there will be days when the
e,telow freezing and storage will be provided. When

e 9avorablae in this time peeiod, the overland flow system
ed 'at, .4- indwk (10 cm/wk) by operating 6 h/d for
3

infiltration:system will receive the treated runoff from the
ow sl,opes. ...:04',trogen removal is nearly complete in overland
he rapid igfiltration system can be managed to maximize

'030 ?loading rates (rather than to optimize denitrification; as is
e when ;rapid infiltration receives a primary Qr secondary

erht). ThUs;.,..application will be. for 2 days to a Set of basins with
day drying period. Therefore, 42.6 in. (108 cm),' of water will be

over 2. diys followed by resting. The water shbuld infiltrate
ithin a day after _application ceases. Using the procedure in Appendix

C.'; field testin9, should be Conducted prior to final dtsign to verify.
adequate infiltration rates. The flooding .basin: technique, as 'shown in
Figure C-1, .Should be used for the 'determination of infiltration rates:

;,.It is recommended that several 20 ft2 basins, 1, ated in repre-
,sentative:areas pf the site, be employed.. The_resul, g
rate' data should be analyzed according to the procedUre,d.i4Cussed in
Appendix C'(Section C.3.1).

Soil.' borings at the proposed rapid infiltration site ,should al s,9 be
examtned',to;verify. the lack of restrictive layers in the soil profile.

Distribution Systeni'

For overland flow, the aerated lagoon effluent would be applied using
the 'hubpli rig orifice ( surface application technique used at Paul s
Valley, $ection 7.11). The application would'be at the top of 'the,.



150 ft (45.m) long slopes. The slopes would be between 3 and 4%. The
runoff would be c011ected -in a series of ditches and conveyed to the
rapid infiltration basins. Overl and fl ow effl uent would be ,ap01 ed to
the rapid infiltration basins'on a cycle of 2 days wet and 6 days dry.
The 100 acres of basins would be divided into basinS ranging in size
from 3 to 10 acres each. Four sets of basins (A through' D) with each
set containing about 25 acres would be estatliOed. For 2 days the
application would be to set A, followed by Sets B, C, and Din rotation.,
In actual practice some basins will have higher and some lower infil-
tration rates and the length of flooding and drying can be modified
accordingly.
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A.1 Introduction

APPENDIX A:

NITROGEN

Application of wastewater on land,4as compared to the morecommon prac-
tice of discharge to surface water, has a number of advantagesto
recommend it. One of these is conservation of valuable resources in the
form of contained 'nutrient elements. Only one of these nutrient
elements,--nitrogen-As considered-here. Where it is feasible to do so,
it is much more logical. to use nitrogen, the production cost of which is
continually increasing, in the production of essential foOd and fiber
rather than to treat it entirely as a waste. -Nearly all soils respond
to additiOns of nitrogen by increasing production;'however,-the require,
ments of nitrogen for optimum crop prOduction and the need to treat;
large volumes, of nitrogen-containing wastewater may not be in balance.
Nitrogen applied to soils in amounts greatly in excess of crop needs'and
allowed to :percolate to the groundwater may result in contamination of
the groundwater through leaching of 'nitrates below theroot zone.
Nitrogen transformations, removal mechanisms, andoverall removals by
the land'; reatment methods are des6sibed in this appendix.

A.2 Nitrogen Transformations

, .

A.2.1 Nitrification

discussing removal of nitrogen from applied Wastewater, it,isimpor-
tant to understand something about the complex and interrelated,series
of nitrogen transformations that may occur in soils. The predominant

form of nitrogen- in wastewater is 'usually ammonium, although some' ni--
trate is ?also liktly to "`be present if the preapplication treatment pro-

tesses hive inclulied one or moreaerobic stages. A small, quantity of

organic nitrogen, of which a p iaft is soluble and readily Convertible to
ammonium through microbial _action', atkso usually present. Insoluble
organic nitrogen associated with the partTculate matter, Is also convert
ible to ammonium, although somewhat more slowly: When wastewater is

applied to soil, a variety of reactions are initiated, some biological
and some nonbiological. Of the biological re=actions,.nitrification.and
denitrification are very important. Nitrification is important because

it converts a fora of nitrogen not readily subject' to leacking to one
that moves readily with percolating water. Denitrification is important
because it is the principal process by means of which nitrogen as
nitrite. or nitrate' is lost from the soil system through conversion to
gases that may escape to the atmosphere.

366
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A.2.1 .1 Ni tri fyi ng Bac

The ..ConverSion of .ammonium to nit in. soil and water systems is due
.--Primarily to activities of a few, genera of,autotrophiC bacteeia, of. which
; NitroSOmonas. and Nitrobacter are the most important.. These bacteria are
normal soil inhabitants and are usually present in sUfficientnUmbers to
convert added ammonium_ to nitrate rapidly and 'completely, if 'enyironMen-

Ttal-.COnditions are suitable. :SChlbesing and7Muntz-ftrst discovered7the7---
biological nature'. of the nitrification. process by pouring. sewage

.containing ,annOnium'otito.colUmns of soil-mi)ced.with limestone and found'
that,- afte. the,,elapse of a,few- days, nitrate appeared:im:the efflvent
at the botton([1].'''

The nitrifying, bacl a, are obligate aerobes that derive their energy
from the biochemical , eactions involved, in oxidation of ammonium or
nitrite'. The principal reactions may be written as follows:

The first reaction is. carried out by bacteria of the genera NitrosomO-
nas, Nftrosococcus, NitrosocyAtis and Nttrospira; the second is accoM-
plished by Nitrobacter and related. species. These bdcteria require no
organic matter as a source of energy: A number,. of heterotrobliic,nitri-

fiem are known to occur, but their activity appears to be Slight com-
pared to that of the autotrophic' forms la Although nitrifying.
teria are abundant in most sOYS, populations may De initially lo in

isubsoils or n:coarse-textured ' bsoils that are prone to be dry muc of .

the time In such soils, several weeks may, ,be required for nitrif ers
to attain maximum numbers after application of wastewater is begun.

A.2.1.2 Rated of Nitrification

Rate constants based on the assumption of steady state conditi ns and
first:- order kinetics have been published13]; but these.. may have lit 1=e,
value in, relatiOn :to field situations where soil properties, population
size, and other variables are subSect to considerable fluctuation. Rate.

Constant's- that tiave been normal ized to take into consideration the size
of the nitrifying population are more 'cohiparable: frOm one. soil.. to

another,' but are inipractical:for:application to :field conditions owing.
07 the difficulty of obtaining reliable counts.. Wider. favorable moi
ture and temperature :condi ti onS, measured ;val ues: of ammonium' converted



to nitrate 'ranging from '5 to 50 ppm nitrogen per day (soil basis) .have
been al reported [4, 5]. For purposes of calculation, if one assumes a
depth of only 4 in. (10-cm) of soil implicated. in the nitrification
process owing to ammonium adsorption near the surface, it can be deter-
mined that these rates are equivalent to 6 to 60 lb/acred (6:7 to 67
kg/ha d) of nitrogen.. The lower rate would be sufficient to; nitrify the,

ammonium in :1.2 in. (3 cm) of wastewater per day ccIntaining LO mg/L of :\2.

NH4; and at the upper end of the range, 12 in./d(30 cm/d) could be
accommodated. Even higher nitrification rates in soil _columns have.',Yeen
reported,[6, 7].. These calculations are consistent with,observations
that complete conversion of input nitrogen to the nitrate farm occurs it
wastewater application periods are short enough to preVeht development
of anaerobic conditions [6,

tendencY of soils to adsorb ammonium near-the surface...may result in
temporary yuildup of ammonium in** shallovi. layer, particularly if the
nitrifying population has not been increased .by previous inputs of ammo-
nium. This ,situation results subsequently in a wave of nitrate at a
high concentration fpllowing the increase .in the .number of nitrifiers. to
a level that permits rapid oxidation of .the adsorbed ammonium. ThiS is
illustrated in Figure A-1, where wastewater containing 42,- mg/L of
NH-N applied to a soil coluMn..at theirate.of; 3 in./wk (7.5 cm/wk)
produced an effluent containing up to 107 mg /L. of N05-N 0'0]. Following,
the perioq 4f population buildup :(about 5' weeks in this soil), ammonium
was nitrified as rapidly as it was applied,' and nitrate .concentrations`.
fell to the input level.. A recurring nitrate wave phenomenon is readily'
observed in systems of alternate flooding and drying [11]. Herer.it is
due. to the, intermittent nature::.Of nitrification, which occurs only during
the drying cycle when' oxygen i s :avail able.

The, rate of, nitrification is much 'more likely. to be inhibited by lack of
oxygen Or .1 ow temperature thari by an inadequate population of nitri-
fiers.. The usual situation in soils is that nitrite' rarely accumulates,
indicating that the activities. of Nitrobacter.proceed more rapidly than
does the oxidation Offathmoniunr. Ni te oxidation is tnhibi ted by, free
ammonia in liquid Syterns. particularly when the pH iSalkaPi..ne; but in

..Soils; adsorption of ,amnioaum prevents thit.inhibition frowbecoming a
practic-al consideration in most circumstances.

Lprolonged application of 0 01'; ammo,04.;.-..ycontent wastes, such as sl udje,
may. t in loading that exceed monium adsorption 'capacity in
,which case free ammonia may reach C- entrations sufficiently' high. to

; 4retard nitrite oxidation..



NITRAW IN EFFLUENT ERMA COLUMN OF SALADO SUBSOIL
RECEIVING IN./WK OF MASTEWATER,UNTAINING -mg/L

' NH4 -N, SHOWING 'HIGH-NITRATE. WAVE {TO]

100

LEVEL

1 In./wk -2.54 c /wk

EffeCts,6f*Soil properties. on kitrificatton

WEEKS

0.`

A:2.1.3.1 Aeration

The theilretiCa.) oxygen' ,requirement;
oxygen p e z r gm i i gram? of '."urnintIn

,.?gate aerobes, they wi31 Coiittntie to.
well below thatsoLthe atmosphereq12',

nitrification is for about, 4.6 mg,
Although the ntrifieri are
fuktion at oxygen 'ciincentrations-
131.,

The rater at which ovgen4diffuses Ito. the sitei wliere;f4ii rig bacteria
are .Located in relatin to the rate of oxYgen, dill ization s.. Of critical

-importance. Studies n wattewater treatment systems indiCate that the
minimum level of disTolved _oxygen ammoniuni
around 0,.5 mg/L [14].4 . In . soijs, Os impossible to measure the
dissolved oxygen int- micrositAs tecf by bacteria, and in any

A.



q!,
event the situationls complicated by thepiiesence of large"tumbers of:,

.

fietertttrophes which may use a greater propOrtiOn of the availa le oxygen
thal'''.!do the .nitrifiers;. if .oxidizable carbort is .aVailable.-;;ThuS,..
a.na4rObic condi tions may readi devel op in the ler , pores of
unsaturated soils'. Lance et al :::!found'that, both diffusionand mass _flow
of. oxygen 'were. important as". transPort.mechadisMs between-periods of
ntermittent ,flooding in rapid infiltration IQ.; Continuous application.'

!.:of -.wastewater to' soils .stops nitrification below ineilmMediate sUrface'
by filling Soil pores-and. preventing diffusion of oxygen; downward.
overland fl ow systems., niYtri fi cation can psroceed as a result.' of aeraiiOn.
of surface water as.it moves over the 1 and' slieet `fl oW. [1'53.

Carbon dioxide 'is- reoui red by nitrifyingibatteria as a source' of`Earbon, ,0!"
but since wastewaters uua'ily contain considerably more bicar nate than
ammonium, there is little likelihood that nitrification is.e `r limited
by lack of CO-

z
in land application.

1, I.

Li ke al .1 bi of ogi cal processes, nitri fi cation fs.:!affected of temperature..
There. is evidence that`iiitrifiers can 'adapt to :the'.temperature:of...their
environment tto. Some extent [16],".bUt the '60tinitiiii usual t between
75 and 9.5°F and 35,?c),. 'Minimum temperatures 'as 'low 'as 307.(2.4O).,,
have been _reported [5, 17]. . As :.rule :of thuMV, the aCtivity.opf
nitrifiers increases by a factor Of 2 'for ,e4ry 187 (10QC) rise .in

:0 temperatUre.. Obviously, niirificatiitin is. stopped altOgether,wheWsoilS

The , optimum 0-I for nitrifidation'is in tkeneuXral:-to-slightly-alkaline
range corresponding closely to-the pH of ngSt'wastewater: . HOWelier, when

.wastewater is applied to soil, the controlling factor is Usually, the pH
of, the soil ° betause of the much . higher buffer Capacity of toils
co taining way appreciable amount of clay and,organic ma . 'The RH, of
ver coarse textured- Soil t,- may be . altered someWha additiory of
wastewater, :particularly . 4th'' high -rate applications itrif.icat-idn'
falls off sharply in acid :soils, ,oliith a limiting value in 'the-
neighborhood of ,pH. 4.5 [4].

r . '
,

Nitrification 'is an . deid.,forming. 'prOtess., withrihe.libeeati3On:of two
prOtons for each ammonium ion oxidized; : but the pre§ente'of..,b1carbanite ,

:.- and other buffering substances in wastewater i,s u,Sually sufficient 0
neutraltze.the acid as It is formed.[18].. With prolonged application of
wastewater-,TeVen stfong aci4i c Soils mayt-be: made-neutOil -'or al kali le
[19]°, Andicating that acid produced during nitrification 'dgestnot play .a.;

'4 dominant role k .



A.2.2 Denittification

A.2.2.1 Microorganisms

No
041e important bacteria in. denitrification are heterotrophes belonging to
the genera Pseudomonas, Bacillus, Micrococcus, and Achromobacter. one
of the autotrophic sulfur-oxidizing bacteria, Thiobacillus denftrifi-

.,cans, may also play a significant role in denitrification where redUced.
'forms of sulfur are present. The denipffiers are facultative anaeftdds
that. preferentially use gaseous oxygfn, but canuse nitrite andrhitrate
as electron acceptors in place of oxygen when concentrations of oxygen
become very low. Denitrifying bacteria, ike the'nitrifiers, are common
soil, organisms of widespread,distribution. Focht and _Joseph reportkio
very little, correlation between denitrification rates and nuMbers of-
denitrifying bacteria in toils, indicating that,factOrs other ,than popu-
lation size: -are likely to be rate-limiting [201" 4444e:04

IC MIMN
A.2.2.2 Energy Sources

The denitrification react, ion may be written,

Cei dif)_+ 4 1`105---6-4.-6 0.02 1-.6
J 1

where gluc5se. is utee'at arikaMble of an o7Onic energy source. In
. this example, 3.2 g."Sf glOCose is required for each. gram of nitrOgen
denitrified., The.decomposable organic matter required for denitrifi-

° cation, may be preseritin the soil, may be. carried in the wastewate6'orY
maybe produced.by plants gtowipg on-Zhe.sOiL For municipal wastewaters

:that are applied after .having been tVabiltzed to ,the degree that Mott .of
the ,BOO hasbeen removed, the organic matter status of the ,toil to which
the wateritapplied'is likely to be more important than that of the
wastewater itself for slow rate applications: Lannery wastewater with
its high BOD is an exception, as are certain other...types of industrial
wastewater. The typical distribution of organic matter in soils Ls`suCh.
that the high 'concentrations occur at or near the surface and decline
progressively .with depth. Moreover, the availability of organic matter
near the soil surface as a source-Of energy for microorganisms is often -

greaterthan that at lower depth't.-. Gilmour et al'. shoWed tha flobbed .

surface soil containing -0.91% total carbon .denitrified added nitrate
readily Withbut organic amendments, tut the subsoil containing 0.48%
total: organic carbon failed,,to denitrifyUnleSt an available organic
substrate was supplied, [21]..z This means that the .zone of Most active.
deniirifidatibp, is likely to be nearcthe soil,sUrfaCe in spite of its
proximity to the atmcispherel This has been demonstrated in field
experiments by -Rolston et,al. who obserVed maximum rates of production.:
of 'N.0 and N, within, the top 4 in. Alotm) NitroUsobxide is,e

(A-3)



an intermediate in denitrification and may be evolved from soil before 4

it 40 an'oppoPtunity for further. reductions to N2 , particularly when
it 11 produced near the-ivface. McGarity and Myers observed a close(

';,,correlation. between denitrifying activity and total carbon in some
soils, wherealtiOn others there was little or no correlation with organic"
matter. parameters [23]. They sug9ested that this was due to localized
accumulation of small quanpities of energy-rich available organic

matter. With continued input of wastewater, -any such accumulations'

wwild disappear.

Stanford et al. tkind. a highly significant correlation between total
rsoiicarbon and1, denitrifiedtion fate constants for a group of 30 soil's

.of, diverse 'properties: A still better4orrelationowas obtained with
s., extractable Oucose carbon .E241. Sti 11fiot answered,. however, iS the

question of whether such rate constants baied on the assuniption. of first

order kinetics womold hold up ovm longer pisiods thn.the days used
for their determination. Since rate constants care related to available
carbon; it is likelj, that they would decrease over timed,

A..
Elemental sulfur.. or sqltides can also ReUsed as ari,enOgy.source for
denitrification, halo beeashown by Mann lb al. [2]. dal fides: may
play a role in. denitrificatiOn, in marshland, r where anaerobic sludge
his disposed to land.

In applitcation of high: 800 wastewater, such as cannery.-wastes, rapid

&nitrification is very probable. Law et at.. reported 83 to .90% removal
of total nitrogen from overland flow.treatmet of. cannery wastes [n]:

A.2.2.3 Aeration

The thiAettfold7oiYgen 'concentration' whi ch i nni bi ts denitrification has

been shown- by Skermap.and MacRae to be very low, .the.vicinity. of 0.2

mg /L [27, -Temporally or :spatially restricted. anaerobi Sm 4

feature :Af.. virtually all 'soils.. TeMporary satur tion may occur duiihg.
Wastevdat& application,._ with. exclusion of oxygen fftm the soil pores, or

oxygen. .d4iciency may.;' develop in an unsaturatedosoil if the rate of
consumption exceedsthe rate of replenishment. The 'latter circumstance

is especi 1; likely. 10 the smaller soil pores. ThOs;, denitrification

may'-. take. .place in a - soil considered to 'be well aerated. Prolonged

exclusion of oxygen .from. the soil, as in conti nuous- fl oodi ng causes
denitrification :to ceaseqrom lack of nitrate;inless thiS is present in
the' input water. rtaNe et al. -reported that, in columns Of a loamy:sand
iloil , both mas4 .froW.and diffusion were important -mechanisms of oxygen
transport during intermittent flooding with secondary effluent [6].

they ,r4ted that . enough oxygen entered the soil during a 5- day .drying

period ..4,,to oxide all the Ammonium applied ;during b dayS of high -rate

A-7
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application of wastewater containing 20 mg/L of NH4 -N. Application oil
ammonium in excess of that which could be oxidized during the drying
period resulted. in 4p ,increase of NH4 in the reclaimed water.

Klausner and Kardos reported little effect of secondary'sewage effluent
on oxygen diffusion rates in silt loam and clay loam soils over the
application range of d to 2 in./wk (0 to 5 cm /wk) [29],

in overland flow, a sharp gradient in oxygen contentration can develop
between the thin layer of.waterin contact with the atmosphere and the.
underlying soil where an-anaerobic zone may develop just below the soil-
water interface. Nitrates formed. in ..the aerated .floWing water can
diffuSe.into the reducing zone 'Of sell and undergo denitrification [15].
The development of this reducing zone is favored by the high BUD of.
wastewaters and :the: relatively *permeabe soil s to which the. overland.
flow system of treatment is adapted.

A.2.2.4 Temperature

The optimum 'temperature for denitrification in soils is very high, 140 -

to 15U°F (60 to 65°C), but Stensel et al. reported little temperature
,effect. in the 68 to 86°F. (20 to 30°C) range [3u].' Of'greater practical
..importance is the minimum temperature. ,Bremner and Shaw 'observed very
glom denitrification at 36 and 41 °F (2. and 5°C), but the .rate increased
very rapidly up to 77°F (25°C) [31].

A.2.z.5 pH

Uenitrification js very slow in acid soils, increasing/rapidly with
increasing ng pH up, to the neutral -to- sl ightly-alkal ine range [.32; 33].

Denitrification affects soil pH according to the reaction.

NO'j + organic matter ---0-N2 H2O +.0O2 + 0H (A-4)

and has the effect of neutralizing a part off the acid produced in.
nitrification. The relative balance between nitrification and
denitrification will therefore have an influence on changes in soil pH
resulting frau wastewater application, although qther factors are' of
greater importance in regulating pH, as has been indicated. previously.

A.2.2.6 Nitrate Concentration

`'`The denitrificatfon rate is independent of nitrate concentration over
fairly wide range [32, 34]. Recently, Volz et , al. report

A -8
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denitrification to be a zero order reaction, but with the possibility of

. some dependence on 'nitrate concentration at very low nitratelevers.

[35]. Over the range of nitrate concentrations that-commonly occur-in'
wasteWIter, thereis.little effect on denitrification rates.

A.2.2.7 Effects of Living Plants

The presence of living plants , has been shown to stimulate

denitrification [36, 37, 3B]. Woldendorp attributed this/ to two

effects: (1) low oxygenttntentrations in the rhizosphere-produced by
respiratiorvof roots and microorganisms,, and (2) root excretions serving

Aas a source ofecomposable organic matter [36]. Similar conclusions

were reached.by Stefanson, who reported that in the presence of plants,

' A2 was e'vblved preferentially, .while in their absence, N20 accounted

for' most c:of the nitrogen loss ,[37]. Woldendorp' also suggests the

possibility of stimulation sof ,denitrification by specific amino acids,

secreted by plant roots 1381 The role of living plants in the:denitri-

Jit'ation-,process is particularly important in slow rate and overland

flow systems.

.3 Nitrogen Removal from the Soil System

.

A 'major, advantage of%applying wastewater to land is the possibility of

recycling \part of, the plant nutrient content. The important

consideration from the standpoint of nitrogen content is th

relationship between the crop requirement and the quantity applied

the' wastewater. It should be recognized /that a crop does not utili

all of the mineralized nitrogen in the root'zone. The fraction of tot 1

nitrate in the soil that is assimilated by the roots of growing plants

lodes ,tremendously, depending on, the nature of the plant, depth and

../.!...distribution -of rooting, nitrogenloading'rate, rate of moisture flux ,P.

0-----thro4ghthe-rOot zone, and 'other factOrs;-but ingeneral, the efficiency.
Of .uptike-:4t not high.- Grattes, particularly perennials; 'tend to be

somew4af,more efficient than row crops, It is obvieutly advantageous to

have the .,,Frop growing actively during all or most 'of the year in order

to maximize .Aiteogen removal in wastewater aPplication,..but climatic

''restraints make this impossible in many locations.. Termanand Brtwn

[39] calculated by means of a regression procedure that average nitrogen

..recovery at all rates by Bennuda'grass in the -experiments of Burton and'
Jackson [4u] was 59%.

The most accurate estimates of nitrogen uptake efficiencies are thise

obtained bY use of isotopically, labelled input nitrogen, but few of'

.these are available. Apparent. Uptake 'values are often computed by

dividing the quantity of N fdUnd ih4he crop by the quantity applied.

Where. the amount of indigenous soil nitrogen is large, the discrepancy

ill



between .actual, and apparent uptake may be enormous. Some compariSons

for' corn, where actual. N uptake was determined by the isotope

procedure,. and apparent -uptake, by, the conventional- procedure,, are given

in Table -A-1 [41],

. TABLE'. A-1

NITROGO4TAKIEFFICIENCIES OF CORN IN RELATION TO.
QUANTITIES OF NITROGEN AND WATER APPLIff [41]

:Percent

v ,00
. Irrigation water applied

N applied,,,'
7.9 '23.6 in. 39.4 in.

lb/acre9 Actual Apparent Actual Apparent Actual pparent
_____,_

80 57.1 173 55.4 182 '55.7 172

,
160 54.'3 122 , 63.2 139 64.7 123

I
320* . 42.3 68.6 43.8

s,

75.5 48.0 7,8.6

.

1 thacrat1.12k04
1 In. %PI cm

Sopper and KardoS.in Pennsylvania amiputeds apparent removal effitiency
valueS bf 242 and 334%,of total applied nitrogen, by two varieties of
cornosilage receiving ,l in./M (2.5 cm/wk) of wastewater during a single'-
year L42]. At 2 in.. /wkil (5 cm/wk) the nitrogen removal efficiency
droppeE ht 345%. Over a 6,lear period, Reed canary grass removed 97-5%

9 of the nitrogen Ppl ied i in 536 i n. .m) of "wastewater. In a
hardwood fqrtst, he nitrogen removal effictenCY.'at 2 in./wk .(5 cm /wk)
was only' 39. %.' It is clear that the apparent removal values in exdess of.
100% include 0,, great deal of nitrogen resulting from decomposition of
spit organic 'matter and coUl d not be maintained over long period of

-4time. Much loWer values for nitrogen, recovery by crop uptake have been
repotted by McKim et al. [43] and by Karlen et al. [44].

1

Total . quantities of nitrogen removed V,harvested crops. generally tall
i n the range to 4QU lb./acre-yr (56 to 45U kg/havr) , depending on the.
nature. of the crop', fertility Of the soil', and a number of management
parameters [45]. jhese amounts may accoun.efora major part of the
input nitrogen in slow rate and 'Overl and fl ow systems,' and in the-

: former, application rates .are primarily limited by plant uptake. Ap
However, plant uptake is of relatively' little consequence in rapid fr
infiltratiOn systems where inplOt levels as high as .15 tons/acre-yr' (33.6 -

.Mg/ha7yr) of nitrogen have been reported [6].

A.3.2 Volatilization ofAmmonia

P

The 'equilibrium 54ween NH4 , and :NH3 is regulated by:pH, and the
proportion -of :free': .NH3 is small at the pH value of most wastewater.
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Application. of water through. s iirinklersystems increases evapOi'ation e,nd
. ,..- ,.

iiith it the quantity of ammonia volatilized . Scott sta:tes that the 'net
loss of water. during sprinkler irrigation.'may vary from as low . as .5% to
as much as 40% of the water appl ied 1461, Henderson et #1._ easuitd,
ammonia los§es: as a function of EA of fertilizer solutions ap 1 ied ',by*
sprinkler. irrigation *and found that ,. in general., these were less thalep
10:4 between pki 1 qd 8, 'Opt the 'curve increased sharply 'above . pH / . 8
[47]. Their, date w urd include evaporative losses betheen the 4rinkter:
head and the soil' fade,

- 10-
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0,6 tr .airi ,requi rements of the
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.°In' arid' regions the
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y OWirig,,, .plants;, and in ,m1 - icy of wastewater appl i ed
is limited to '1 eyel g , whi ch do 6,614 great ,ex ,ant .requirements for
;Wa ter .:: The: 'oll, i s gftiS inaintainectirim'arily,,, 11 . aerobic condi ti on , ..

and 4ftiCkficati/on 'illf: the> .,, domi- nt. proce s. ' -' Nevertheless, in ..
) `12 . 4 'agilcul-lithl*prattice, Careisl ly 191 1 ed ili teogen 1501artce experiments

lisually. reveal '?fan unaccoZted-f ;4efici-e;:whi oh 'IS &attributed to
deni tr-kfi cation E52].... 1.).14 magnl'to Of' is deficit typically falls in
the range of 15 to 25% Of the, ail gen. A balance sheet from a

:'fiel'd eXperiment is'rire,stapted'in.,ta e ':t-441r: ' 'I so Joally labelled
ni tr)gen'' fertil izer w q used whiCh .'madea"it possiba e' t6, *tingui sh
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,between. the apPlied nit'rfigen an
other 1,durces. 'The losses over,
constant 'fraction of the ,input; ,n
wilth other .reported, values, [52].

,

at lretenV11. ,Soi'Vor:::addect....97011,:, .,.
3. yeAr. period :were `a r mark bi `

gen ;

TABLE. )1,72

fHR i',tEAR liALANCE:',5HkET,'FOSti ,ISOIOPICALLY
FE tLizER:- APPLIED TO coRN..PLuTs. ON HANFORD SAND`COAK:.[1111-v tti

sIptal N ;ad.ded', Removed intOairi,. Remaining', in spit, Unaccounted,fo;;.:
"1.' lb/Were 10/acte. s. lb/a6re lb,/a'gre

900

260

1 500

g
1 1b/iicre... 1.42 kg/her..,

. r . r

135:

274, h..' ,
312"

118

196

3.4.
58

930

47

129

204

294
"4:1)

4 I'

t
C tr . * 11,. .-41'$

,.

, . r . - t ..,.; '

In Dwas tpwater aPpbication;.7 Ithe fraction of !. rliput..rtilro which is 10
denilrnieolCV strOnglyi,dependen.t:On i'livail able 4a,r1Spre'fo:Ifie. tcl.'. This s
i's 411,1Itstr_alecikki n Figiire''`A4 wh lc h h-ta.4:":data:Ar:00. sa clauivii df Pa noche
sandy loam receiving .3 1,,n . /wk if. .cnivviik) of WigeWa:e r4( tip :different
Ni-Iliy-N. -TOT% over a$ mbrite*erfod...-Tiie 'chi° , Ii4 '''.,tui/p:s.shows the

,,.
:IbehEfior of :AtnOtkir ct, ton;;Iiiitifho holdup4.ih -the -1:.-cP At the 21:4

milt 1 NI-1444 1 eve .-, herf;k4ia Complite.l.emoval .9f the. fir ... ? *.,.. of input,
followed ;by, spygrai mdtfths of nearly-'oompl9t Aft4ii 44..,-.0ve the: entire
peripd ..bilere was 16% recovery or-. 84% oval of ;1h, t nitrogen.
However at tthe 60; Mg/ NI-1-1cti veb., onek4the supply of avai/able
carbon '10,iiis exhaust there .very;111+itA;I: 'hip,i-fi,,o41-6n.: Overall
recovers frg:the tern see was .83%; .cihrrespOidri§ te-'iiiiI). 17% removal-.
It should be,potsi to Adjus Ahe sloadiing .rote for lipstisofts- so as to
maiiintze ..denitrif*4,ition.1 cases :wh'fre: ': nittoget.p. removal i the

. ' 5prihc,ipal, ,,,con'si derati on. to'' ',,...,., .,

Agriculttirkl wlastes, suth. as s'eraw'..reSi dues and manures, are effective-
i n stimulating IcIen'i trj fi cati on ,

.

hut these poseiVro.) ill ems of handl,,i ng and
availabilitty, at la 1d,f treatment sites... Olson ,et al . applied manure to
Plainfield, ;ncIP at ra varying from 10 .to 27(ons/acre rter2.4 to 6U5
Mg/hai .[53]... Wider ae ic conditions,tiratepaccumulated to 25 to 180
mg /L; . but .-wheh e soil :wa ,4,.. aintai d in a saturated condition, as

Si r.',might he dont pondio d ., wastewater 'application, Virtually no
nitrates were,' fo m i . . Meek , al . db.1 erved that redox potenti al s i n

iii2w

.

tzik .37?
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calcareous. Holtville clay receiving 1/30 tons/acre (4U3 Mg/lia) of manure
in each of two successivi years did not fall below 40U my' with the

normal frrigation schedule,'whereas the potential droipped to zero when
the number of irrigations was doUbled [54). These authors suggest that

it is possible to adjust manure application' rates and irrigation,.
schedules' for fine- ,textured soils to achieve maximum denitrification.
The principle is applicable to Other kinds df wastes as well.

O.

s.
CO

. C)

FIGURE,A 2

+
. EFFECT ON INPUT NH4-N CONCENTRATION ON WREMOVAL
FROM WASTEWATER APPLIED TO PANOCHE SANDY LOAM

AT THE RATE OF 3 IN./WK FOR 6. MONTHS [41]

CHLORIDE

NITRATE,

-.('INPUT,OF NH4-)11

NTRATE,
+

(INPUT OF 21mg/L N11441)

'

20 40 80

INPUT, OF TOTAi

1 n./wk 2.54 cm/wk
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a pi Infiltration

.4!. .

In the intermitteiitapplication of.wastewater to soil, it can be safely

faS.sumed that all ofttne!imput ammonium not: olatilized will eventually
benitriffedyif!the adsorption capacity, of the-soil,is not exceeded and
if the petioda of app.O.itation are interspersed with drying perIods of

':.:rePortedess io,lly,_houantitatiVe conversion of .ammonium to'liftrate in

:Suffitient le* and frequency to replenish stil...oxygen. Bouwer etal,

rapid infiltratidn ;stems ;;having .-.2,to.f.i'days of flOoding alternated
with B days of drying [8]. 'Robeck etal. obtained about 74%.ammonia
removal in: Ottawa' sand'Oth Shorter and more frequent apOications of
:wastewater At a rate. of 8 in',/d.(20 cm/d) containing nitrogen equivalent
to 6ti lb/acre-d:(55 Kg/ha.d) 19.1.--This.remo,00:A*S attritweed primarily
to nitrification. Thus, in rapid infiltratt4WWtems, nitrification is
the dominant process unless specifici'Ste0S- are taken. :to. promote

denitrjfication .

. ,

,

r. 'e4

In rapid 'infiltration experiments with soil.columns,,LanceZand:Whisler
found -no,,net removal of nitrogen with 2 day$'of flooding Sbnowpd by
days of drylng,but:net removal was 30% with longer cyles involving 9

to o-e3 days of,floodim And 5.days of drying [7]: Lance et al. developed,
two successful liethodSfOr maximizing denitrifiCatioii in high rate
applications ,which achieved.:7.b to 80%'reMovallof nitrogen [.56]. On the

basis of their finding that the-percentage of nitro* removal increased.
exponenti4lly as the infiltration rate decreased,.: they reduced
infiltration _rates, by soil compaction to a leVel that allowed nitrite
formed during the .dry period tb:mix with thewastewaer subsequently
,applied in order to provide a favorable-ratio of carbOh-to nitrate. The

second method involved recycling water of highnitrate. content that had
passed Orough.6, the column as aAlitrate_pealc. This was, mixed with two
parts of secondary effluent and recycled throughout the remainder. of the
jlboding period,, both methods encounter practical difficult)es in field
application. 'Adjusting depth of ponding, compacting the surface' of /he_
soil, and altering.- the solids content of applied wastewater have been
suggested as meAWof changing infiltration rates [55]. ,Recycling high

nitrate water in .the.field.would require ifiterceptordralns below the
Water. tabs e, the efluent from which would be pumpedoto'a holding pond
and mixesl,with 410itewa4er prior to reapplication.

0!
An afterhative thof increasing nitrate removal by denitrification-:

..' is to add an ene source. Methanol.has been used for this purpose in
reducing the nitrate ,'content of:draihAge-water The theoretical

methanol. requireAtq process for wastewater containing mg /L

of N05-N would be 45j:mg/L, or the equiValent of 1.6 gal of methanol
per acre-inch (6.9:4/ha..cm) of water,' assuming that all the methanol ,is.

used by denitrifying bacteria. Experiments with drainage water s4.040.
that up to 90% removal of nitrate could be achieve& with water initfOy
containinil 20 mg/L 'of NON-N b.vaddition of 70 mg/L of methandI, or

37;:i
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about 15U% of the theoretical requirement [ It is unlikely, that
methanol added to municipal wastewater and then 415-tied to soil would be
used as efficiently, owing 'to :the -preSenceg4f large numbers of
heterotrophic microorganiSms additi,ctnto the denitrifiers. An
inherent' difficplty is that the periodsla'b'aerobic.microbial Activity
required fora nitrification Of input aromOnitirrPermits rapid depletion 'of_,
available, carbon, leaving little fOr use of depichfiers when the soil-
is again- fl ooded: 0 -

Overland FlOw-f
In oVArla flOw treatment; a thin' film-of wastewater paoing over the
surfacei'of.,:sOils of relatively low permeability serves as a barrier to

. .
oxygen movement below the soil surfacqp This permits the development of
anaerobic conditions in the eiOillikpearthe soil-Water, interface wi th-
ittendant' derii tri fication., Ofherm,1111pects -of this type. of treatment
which fa0or denitrification are ther.close prOxinfity of Arroxidizing4,2ope
in the flowing Water, and the high BUD of wastewaters to:which:this,.

:rne'ticod is applicable,. This ',allows nitrification in the water flfm,
followed by -movement of nitrate into'the reducing zone below the soil
surface where "energy for denitrifying, bacte.ri a. is supplied by soluble
organic matter: from- the wastewater. Quantitative, data showing' the
relative importance of denitrification in relatitin to other nitrogen
removal .mecharlisms, such as plant uptake and ammonia volatilization are
lacking, but reported high ,removallefficiencies of 75 to 9U% suggest
that denitrifiqation is the dominant -process [57, bd, 591.

A.3..4 Leaching

,

-\\
Nitrogen applied in excess of crdp removal is potentially subject to
leaching, but in practice, losses by volatilization of amm nia" and by
dehitrification diminish the actual 4u§ntities of nitrogen le hed. In
arid regions, some!' leaching is, essential to prevent e cessive
accumulations of salt. in most situations, some movement of itrate
from the root zone'to the groundwater is unavoidable.

.

In land treatment systems, it is agirable to have 'on estimate of
amount of nitrate leacheb, but reliable estimates' 'are difficult an
expensive, .to obtain. In considering nitrate as a pollutant, it is
important to bear in mend that. totral mass flow is of. greater:
significance than concentration per. 'se. fin applications on cropland at
rates not ,greatly in'. excess of the consumptive use requirement far
water, fairly High concentrations of nitrate in the subsoil would not

:.represent a high pollution haZard because of the low leaching fraction.
On the other hand, in: 'nigh -rate application, with a large leaching
fraction,' a much greater mass of nitrogen may move into an.aquifer,even

;.,
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though the nitrate concentration is relatively low. In crop irrigation

5y.Stems the quantity` Of. nitrogen:. that IS potentially 1 eaqhabl e (nitrate

forni) increases sharply.. above the input level ..required to achieve"

maximum :Crop production, as' is illustrated The.applied

nitrogen. cannOt be balanced. by the leachable" nitrogen plus crop nitrogen
because incorporation of nitrogen into soil organic matter and

benitrific'ation amounts in.:Figure:A-3' are unknOWn.

YIELD, CROP UPTAKE OF N,',k1D POTENTIALLY LEACHABLE '

NITRATE IN RELATION'TO FERTILIZER APPLICATION RATE
ON CORN-GROWN ON HANFORD SANDY 'LOAM [41]

100 200 300 400, 500

N lb/acre'

1 Cb/acra=1.12 kg/ha
1 ton/acre=2.24 Mg/ha

Monitoring nitrate flux in .a field situation is not a simple matter.

Porous ceramic probes, sometimes referred to as suction lysimeters, are

often used to obtain samples of soil solution at various depths and

locations:without disturbing,the soil after the initial installation. A

rather dense network Pf such probes is required to obtain reliable

estimates of soil hitt:ate concentrations. Even in soils considered.to
ebe uniform, these concentrations are.subject to wide 'variaticins both in
time and in space. This is illustrated by tile data of. Table A-3,,

obtained- from probes located. in a corn field on Yolo Gfine sandy loam.

It will be'noted that individual samples vary by an order of ma9nitude

or more from replicate. sample -§ in several instances, and' stand'ard

deviati.ons,'frore the meanranged frbm 3'e to 114% of the mean.

A-16
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TABLE

. .

NITRATE-N CONCENTRATIONS, IN SOIL. SOLUTION SAMPLES:
OBTAINc0 BY MEANS OF SUCTION , PROBES AT. FOUR' DEPTHS ON

TWO 'DATES IN A CORN FIELD. ON' YOLO,TINE SANDY LOAM [41.]

No. 'of' salnples and. depth

4 at 4 ft , 4 at 6, ft 8 at 8 ft 8 10 ft ".

a

Mean NO541, mg /L' .31.9 25,8 30.3 32.0
.Ranie, 'mg /L: 15.2-60.0 18:9-?5.6- 6.8-58.9 .8-554 .
Standard:deviaticin,

'.% of mean -ss.' 61 32 . :58 . 45
. . ,-

Aug 28; 1975 t
..

Mean,N01.4, Mg/L '19.5 12,1. . 26.3 . .32.4
3, . 4. ,

Bange, mg/L 11:'.8750.4 \;:3,22.4 1.8-47.2 5.1.t5a.9
",..Standard deviation, -,,. `'q .::,-,

% of mean - - 114 -. 67 ' 66 54.
ti

. - ..1 ... .

tZ

1ft =.3ddm

It 'i s clear thatIstimations of nitcoo n removals ;based... on a foAsuction,
lysimeter samples may be,. in 'sertou ,. error. It shdul d, be further

_real i zed that ' measurements of moi iture flux 1 n unsaturated soils are
subject to the4. same kind of variation, making calculations of mass
balance even' more hazardous:. This variability is inherent jn tampl trig

------- natural _bodies' for virtually any ,parameter.--°-The, conclusion i 5-.- hat si-tr,--
i s not generally practical to attempt to .estimatenitrate,ikmo .1 from.
wastewater 3i n slow rate applications. by nionitaring;composAion of the
soil solution.! In rapid 'infiltration 'applications, where; the,aMount .Of
water, applied is much greater than consumptive use and where applied
nitrogen greatly exceeds any I soil contribUtion, measurements . made on
'samples from.' the zone of, saturated floi4 ,obtalned by means of suct,iop
cups, wells, Or tile lines are somewhat more ilidiable. ' '

A.3.5 Storage of Nitrogen. in ,Sai 1

., . * .

In a theoretical equilibrium . situation; over the long term, where,.
additions <, and removals of nitrogen are .in balanqe, the storage capacity
of the !soil is of 1 ittle consequence. froM theittandpoint of management
practice, eve' though the residence .time "in the soil may be..quite Too§ .

,In actual wastewater application practice, par4.4.ularly with slow rate
....systems, the storage of nitrogen is very impor.v t because 00114r:turn

.!-?.7,4 '" ,'
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. .*
i s not quickly attained. The piincfbal .,:tore mechani sms are,. fixati on
of ammonium by neral sc.' and organic: matter , retenti on of aromoni um -_
as an exchangeable cation, and incorporatidri into'soil organic matter.-

A.3.5:1 - Ammonium. FixationJ,
Certain clays that commonly occur 'ill,: particularly those of the
'vermiculite group, have the abitity to trap ammonium ions..W" tthi n the
Crystal. lattice. Ammonium ions thus fixed, do not exchange readily with.
other, cations .and arenot. accessible :to, nitrifying baeteria [60].
Fixation of NH by clays is enhanced ,by' wetting and dryihg cycles but
may occur. without. drying. The qbantities so fixed depend" on the .kinds
and amounts of °clay present. cQuanti ties of Nq fixed. by three
.diffferent soils receiving five tonsecutivefapplitations of a solUtion
containing 100 mg/L .of NI-14 -N Nithout intervening drying periods are
shown in Figure A-4. The Aiken :Containing _predominantly
kaolinite, fixed, no. NH+A.:: The Columbia fine sandy loam; -typical ot-:

-coarse teitured.soils iflat-might be ,used for,wastewater-disposal, fixed
22' ppm NH4 (soil basis);:,eqdiViierft .to about 275 lb/acre (308
kg/tia).of,- ',niirpojerr in' the top 3 ft,.(1 m) of Soil. This soil and the
Sacramento, clay" contain. Vermiculite and montmoriflonite. Capable of

`NH44 fixation.

FIGURE A74,,

CLAY-FIXED NHI IN:THREE SOILS RESULTING FROM FIVE
APPLICATIONS OF A. SOLUTION CONTAINING' 100: mg/L

Nn-N, WITHOUT INTERVENING DRYING [41],'

0
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Another 'mechanism of NH4 involves reaction.with
organic matter to form stable .complexesce The amounts flied depe'nd'....
strongly on pH and quattity of or,ganic matter presen [63] ., It is
Unlikely that this rnechanisnis is -of much. :importance' at'.fthi-
NH4 concentrations and near-neUtral,:pH of wastewaters norma,Lly applied
to soils of low organic.matter content, but it may aSsume.considerable
importance i sludge applications where NH4' concentrations: :afse at

,

least an or r. of magnitude ,.higher and where organic m ter.is,supplied,
by the sludge ,

Like Other cations in wasteater, .. ''NH+' can be adsbrbed , by ".'-the
negative ly charged clay and ,or#anio. colloids in soil Lance di ScusSed
method. of estimating the quantiti.of , that might be adsorbed from
a 'particular ;wastewater based olr the ammonium adsorption ratio
calculated .from; the conCentrations. pf ,
in the , water [60 . Ine .s 1 ow rate sYstems r t he anApnium- adsqlti On
capacity of :soils is_usually sufficient to. retain:tte 'applied 60401. UM
near tie sutface:," Continuous '.' fl oodisng iri',rapfd i flti 1 tration -.1Atems-:will in time saturate the ammonium' adsorption capatity
downward movement .of ammontutn, Retention ''of,. ammonium

r.'excharigeable form is- temporary, in , any case s4 nce. the adsorbed : ammonium
when oxygen becomes, alai lable'; Jig exchangeable,: 'NH4

Plays a very iMportant -role in the nitrification-dertrification sequence
by',.holding nitrogen nearthe soil Surface until the envirOnment.-becomeg.
aerobic during drying.

Even in. sandy soils of Tow:cations-exChar6e capaci?y the' qqantlFty.
.. -.

exchangeable ammonium is of Cansequenee: k:.-.A: prbfi-Itk of exChanteab. ..
NH4', beneath a sludge drying pond as compared. to untreated.Soil ik.Show,h .'in. Figure A-5 This repri.esents. a ,sitiudtion where high NH4 .,:41-:.
centrations combined: low infiltratIon;rate have retilted ,..in dOrni'N
'nance-.of the cati on 'exchange "complex' by NH4 '.. The -total qu'antity. ,of:-
exchangeable, NH3 '..iri this-xsoi1 a depth, of' 6 ft (1 .$ m) is, 10 730 ..1i).77:
acne : .(11 800 kg ha)... The Same" profile also,,,icontained 1-'250 lb/aere'.:i ,
(1'400! kg/ha) of...N05-'N,.. In a. different sitUation, ,Lancecites'. calculated values ,of exchangeable 'N14+4 "equivalent to ' .1.-554: lb/ '6
acre :(1 740 kg/ha) for a wastewater applied to a' Soil with 4.glit xchaiige
capacity of,only 5 nieq/100 g [62]..- ° A 1 7717 '.. ,

I,n'cor ation Into Organic Natter.

Ainmoriiuni may be i nOrpoeateo 'iritO.'?Otganic. matter; by th'e: fixation inecha7
'nim previously discussed,. tnroughassimilation by titicroorgaririsms-, andthrough

immobilization..
, ..Eby plant uptake. Net :by microorganisms requires the pre-

,' sence of decomposabie or'ganit'metter"having .a nitrogen content ;lets than ,
,



about 1.2%. Except for cannery wastes and certain types of industrial
'wastes, these cOnditions are not met for land treatment systems. The
,presence. of maturecrop residues bn.land receiving wastewater may rdsult
in immobilization' of a small amount of nitrogen, though probably not
more than 40 to 60 lb/acre (45 to 65 kg/ha).

EXCHANGEABLE NH4 IN THE PROFILE OF A smilY4;som
BENEATH A SLUDGE POND AS COMPARED TO AN UNTRIMED AREA [41]

0

FIGURE A-5

t = 0.305 m

I1;4; PPM
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The most important mechanism of storage is through plant uptake and
subsequent conversion of root and othel. residueas into soil humus. Large
quantities of input nitrogen can be.stored in' soil for long periods of
time in this 'hay, particularly, in soils of initially low Organic
nitrogen content. This is illustrated by, the profiles of organic
nitrogen showh in Figure. .A-6 fOr a cropped area near Bakersfield,
California, where wastewater had been used to irrigate-crops for a
periods of .36 years' at the time of sampling, compared to art adjacent
area of untreated soil -that had never been cropped or irrigated. Total
nitrogen -down to a depth of 5 ft (1.5 m) increased-by 7 400 lb/acre
(8 290*kg/ha) as a 'result of wastewater application, representing an
average annual inc''rement of '2U5 lb/acre (23U kg /ha) over the 36 yea?-
peri od.

4

-Lesser qUagtitj,e,s of Iiitrogen would be stored in the organic form in
soils of initially higher organic nitrogen content; and i,n some'
instances, such as 'those reported by Sopper and Kardos where aPparent
crop removals of..nitrogen greatly exceeded the quantity applied' with the
wastewater, net.' mineralization of soil organic nitrogen will actually
decrease the quantity stored [42]. Net immobilization is common on
soils , of arid regions where there has been little' previous input of
organic matter. Net mineralization is more likely-in soils of more
humid regions where the native level .of organic matter is usually higher
because of more abundant vegetation. Soils of arid regions which have
been irrigated for' many years would be.,unlikely to accumulate. much
additional N during wastewater applicatiOn. .

A.4 -Nitrogen Removal with Various Application SysCk4s

A.4'.1 Slow Rate Systems for Irrigation of Crops

Wastewater used for.crop irrigation is commonly'- applied by sprinklers or
ridge-and-furrow distribution systems, wi thil: the rate of application
geared to the, ,needs of the crop'-for'Nater and nutrients. Nearly all
data, .on efficiency of nitrogen removal have beeri,, obtained at
.experimentala sites.- in an EPA survey of facilities using land
application, of wastewater, nitrate concentrations in groundwater were
..reported at only 1U of 155 locations usibg*.yainiiCipal wastewater and at.
only t of 56 locations where industrial wastes were appli9d [63]. Uf
,the 12 locatidris with groundwater nitrate data; only 3 'reported total
;nitrogen, inputs..,In slow rate systeeS, estimates of System performance
based on comparisons, of input nitroge concentrations with nitrate
concentrations in groundwater may be very Misleading: Salts in the soil
solution are concentrated by evaporation and transpiration, .particul.arliy--in arid regions, or diluted by irrigation and (rainfall. Esitimates of
the leaching fraction may be made by .measurement of chloride
concentrations in infl,uent and effluent water provided that plant uptake
of chloride is instgnificant.

.

.381b
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FIGURE A-6

EFFECT OF 36 YEARS OF WAVEWAfER APPLICATION ON
ORGANIC N- IN A SOIL AT BAKERSFIELD, 'CALIFORNIA [41]

I-

I- ORGANIC

2

0.04. 0.08

4

5

C12 .0.16
1. .

,
UNTREATED

1 f, = 0.30.5

TREATED

Mineralization of organic nitrogen in soils may also contribute

appreciably to nitrate that eventually reaches groundwater. This is

Thustratea by the data of Table A,4* which give-total and tagged

nitrogen the .effluent from soil columns treatea with wastewater in

which the input water, applied at 3 in./wk (7.5 cm/wk) contained

NH4-N labelled with the 15N isotope. This made it possible to

identify the nitrogen in the effluent which was derived frOm the applied
wastewat r. The difference in percent recovery of total and tagged

nitroge is due.to the contribution of soil nitrogen, most of.which was
convert d from organit.; forms.to nitrate during the period of treatment.

Thus, et. removal from tig4alact fine sandy loam after application of
137 i ('346 .cm) of-wastMter would be calculated at only .6%, Whereas

the t. ue removal was 48%. Total N added to this soil in wastewater was

equivalent to -lb/acre (1 473 kg/ha), and the effluent contained

:387
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z36.1b/acre ( 1 384, kg /ha.) of nitrogeri;' however, only 684 lb (766. kg):
was'derived from wastewater, the other 552. lb (618 kg. /,ha) of nitrogen _in
the effluent being 01-oduced ecomposition of soiT.organic matter. In
soils of low org,ani,cco Salado, pubsoil, "this factor is
of minor :importance, 'as shown: by the Close corres-pondence in 'the, figuresfor total and tagged nitrogen. At tow Appl icatiOn. 'rates., nitrogen
removal can be completely masked by mineral ization"-of organic- witrogen
in the soil, as is illustrated by the Panoche ::sandy loam. A comparison .
of nitrogen input versus output shows a nit gain, or no removal., whereas
i n, fact 97 %-of the input trosten did not appear In the effl uent. .

TAdLE A-4

RECOVERY OF TOTAL AND TAGGED'N IN EFFLUENT
TROMPTHREE SOILS RECEIVING ,15N-LABELLED .

WASTEWATER AT THE RATE OF 3"IN./WK [41]'

Wastewater N recovered
applied in 'effluent, %

r

Soil in. 1,1) N/acre, Total Tagged

Salado fine , 48 459 24 1.3
Nsaricly loam 137 1 315 94 , 52

Salado -44 .459 1-.20 17
subsoil' .137 1 315 78 75 a

Panoche

sandy loam
A7 '429 141 2.7

1 -in. 2.54 cm
T lb/acre- = 1":12.kg/ha

If total, nitrogen input does not greatly exceed crop requirementS for
nitrogen, removals of. 36 to 6U% can. be expected as ..result of crop
uptake.' Depending on soil properties and irrigation schedules,
denitrification may' account for. 16 to' 7U% of the /input nitrogen, or even
more at low loading rates. In agricultural practice whe're 'attempts are
'made -to .minimize denitrificatipn, lostes of lb to 30% are coiiimon-[64,
b53. uenitrification losses with. sprinkler ii-rigation,ate likely to be
lower- than with furrow application ecause'the soi 1 Os less llkely to
reach the . saturated .condition, 'but thiS may be balanced out by higher
ammonia loss in sprinkler applic tion. AmmOnia loss 'from the soil
surface-7-druring 'periods of drying ray be a more important consideration
than:is compionl, realized

Normalli, in wastewater application to cropS, it ;is tesirabte to-rely,
prinlaribison crop uptake as a means of nitrogen removal, and a number.of
years' of field experience indicates that the. RrOcedur0 is effective in

38S
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k, 2

forest

ppm after 12 years of, irrigation with wastewater. Even if.';it

,,

;

th . forest and cropland When rates of' aipplicati on° are adjusted to soil .

,
icr9p capacity [42, 66]. The capacity of soil . o receive nitrogen
be greatly enhanced :by long -term storage ri thoSe soil s whdre

stantial buildup of organic nitrogesn may occur. The Werribee. farm to

tralia ,iS a case in point, [671. Soil-nitro-gen increased from 1 2U0

* ts/ conservatively'. assumed that _the increase waS- .restricted to-the
'surface -6 in (15 cm) , the addi tional nitrogen stored is. equivalent to .

about 2 500 lb/acre (2 800 kg/ha) averaging, a little-over 200 lb/acrevr
225,kg/hayr), Whtch is of the.same,Order7,of-Magnitude as crop removal.
i's value is almost. i'dentiCal to the previously cited value .maintained

, over a . 36 y.ear period .'at , Bakersfield, Cal i forma. In °.the latter
instance,,. _however, a much greater depth of soil was implicated in- the
storage. After 26 years of wastewater application,,, the Werribee farm
showed a surprising drop in-nitrogen content, the.lreason for which is
not apparent. Adrian° et al . estiniated. total nitrogen immobilization
during 2U. years of cannery_ .waste application to sand and loamy sand
soils to .-be as much as 2 7Uu ily/acre (3 00u kg/ha) ; accounting for '.
approximately. one-third of the total nitrogen applied [68].. The
quantity -'of nitrogen immobqized in a given situation depends somewhat
on wastewater composition, being greater with wastewater of high BUD and
low nitrogen content, but,it is also ,affected by climatic variables anal
nature of the soil. With constant management, an equilibrium- level of i

-organic nitrogen will eventually be attained, but this_may require Friany
years. ,9

Slow rate land, treatment provides sufficient nitrogen removal in several
reported .instandes to produce a soil percolate below 10.Mg/L of NO-i-N

.[4,2]. Karin et al. reported reduction of nitrogen content from 15
to 7 mg/i. with an annual application rate' of 79'in. (k0U cm) of '.
wastewater containing 266 lb/acre. (3u0 of nitto)gen on corn
groWing on a loam soil with tile drainage [414]. 'The maximum weekly rate
was 5.3 in. 113.4 cm). . McKim et al. in New Hampshire reported total
'removal s *of ni trogen rangi ng from .73. to, 91% with primary or secondary
effl Uents applied to`.. grass at 2 and '4 'in: /wk (5 and 10.cm/wx) [43].

,,TotA - nitrogen'. applications varied from 212 to 426 lb/acre (238 to 478 1
,- ,-k_g ; and the'average..coneentration of nitrogen in'the,wastewater of

about 35. mg/L was,, redUced to 3 to 1U'rrig/L in the percolate. In: the
well-known long-term experiments at Pennsylvania State. UniverSityi soil
solution samples at the 4 ft (1.2 6) depth' in Reed canary:grass plots
receiving 2 in./wk of wastewater consistently showed less than .4 mg/L of

A N 0

3

-N. --Appl i c a ti on Of in./wkrto red. pine and hardwood plots resUlted
in soil nitrate concentrations at ,the 4. fit (1',2 m) depth substantially

,tri excess of 1U mg /L of nitrogen, although with 1 ,in./irk (2.5 cm /wk)
they .-remaineci below this value. Kardos and Scipper.Conclude that, with
appropriate management of nitrogen loading rates to maximize crop uptake
ano with hydraUlic lbadings adjusted to maxivize denitrifiCation, it
should, be possible to recharge water that :meets drinking 44pality
standards' for nitrogen. into the aquifer belowa land-treatmenti site [19).

. ,.



A.4.2 'Rapid Infiltration-Systems

, .

.c

.

Rapid 'infiltration, systems use application rates as high as .35U- ft/yr
(11U m/yr) and annual= nitrogen loading up to.36 UUU lb/acre (40.3Ut)

'kg /ha) on _highly, permeable soils. Although grass is sometimes gvrOwn on
the receiving areas, the quantity of nitrogen rembved'by. the crop is
only a fraCtion of the total...apPlied 'and exerts little influence
,on the quality,tof the percolating water.; Much of the quantitative data
on rapid infiltration systems is -derived from the Flushing Meadows
project , at' Phoenix; Arizbria. .Lance 'and *i sl er, Concl uded that-the only
feasible '.mechanism for removing the large quantities of.nitrogen in
high- rate applicatibns is denitrifteation ,[7]. BOuwer et al. reported
that -- overall nitrogen removal during sequences -oaf long flooding and
drying:. periods was '.about 3U% [8]. Reducing: the infiltration /rate 50%
had the effect of in4reasing nitrate removal to 80%. Lance published a
table shOwi,ng calculated Percentages of nitrogen' removal, ranging between
76 and 8U% using different.management.Systems [62]. The systemsiinvalved
reduction of the infiltration. rate or recyclIng Thigh-nitrate 'percolate
and mixing it with secondary effluent. prior to -Teappl icati on. These
techniques for - achieving . high nitrogen removal, although promising,
require testing on a field scale before' widespread adoption.

In the 'Santee, California, project, municipal effluent applied td. the
alluviUm of a shallow, stream channel undergoes about 1U ft (3 m) of
Vertical percolation followed considerable ,lateral movement.
underground t[69]. Total nitrogen in the renovated water was reauted to
1.5 mgA.,,, cpmpared to about 25 mg& in the -spreading basins. At Detroit
Lakes in Minnesota where about 98 ft/yr. (3U m/yr) .of effluent was
applied by sprinkling on.. a schedule of 20 tturs on and 4 hours off,
input ' nitrogen was converted fto nitrate, bu little denitrification
occurred and nitrate. appeared in 'the ,groundwater -at concentrations equal
to the inflUent [79]. In another systed with a loading rate of 45-ft/yr
(14 m/yr) where '2 weeks of wetting Was followed by 2 weeks of dryai rig,
70% remoyal sof total 'nitrogen was achieved [71]. At Fort yens',
Massachusetts; where rapid infiltration. of primary effluent h been
used since 1942, recent ,aata show ;that where 91 ft/yr 428 m/y of
wastewater was applied on a 'schedule of 2 days of:flooding7followe by
14 days of drying,Thitra,t4-nitrogen Concentrations in the groundwa
were 20 to 4U% of theaverage total nitrogen- input 'level:of 47 fi L

A.4.3 Overl and" Fl ow Systems

Land 'application of wastewater on fine-textured soils of low
permeability has been made passible by development of the overland flow
treatment method. ' The relatively high clay, content of such soils is'

ao 0
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advantageous in. nitrogen remq,val because'.of increased- cipacity for _

'adsorption of ammonium and slow diffusioncrates of gases through them, Y

0,thereby permitting. development of an anaerobic zone near the surface.
Hoeppel, et al . 'have shown that concentrAtiObs. of " and 1103 .in
sutrface runoff are linearlyAcurelatedswith flowrate, indicating that
effitiency. of nitrogen- removal depends on time of contact between water'
ana the soil surface [57].

In this mode of treatment a ground cover irs req ired, usUally.a species.
of grass th'at7is`tolerant of wet canditions,.such .asReed canary .grass:,
The rates of app,Itcation in some.overland.flOw,sy,stems-exceed plant'
uptake by a substantial margin,, but plant uptake,.uwdoubtedll plays an

. important role in nitrogen removal. .CdrisOn' et' al.;- l'epqrted a_ ,
, . pronounced' gradient in the growth of.grasS, betw.6en the lower. -and ti,pper,

ends, of the slope their model., with nitromen deficiency evident at ;-
the lOwer end,

by
shows that i'nuth,of the inorganic nitrogen present '

was assimilated 61 tqe grasS, lost..to denitrificatten,'or toth [56]..
. I. le ".;°. '. . :'

I , . '
- -. ,

In addition, to crop uptake', the iMportant\protesses.involved i n nitrogen
.

,removal , during overland flow may include .ammonia 'volatilization.,
'adsorption opammonium by clays and organic matter; ithmobilizatiOn, and
deditrification., InsufficIent 'data., are ,available oto evaluate the

".relative , importance of these .prOcesses under, a 'particular set of
circumstances. ''. Law. et al. reported the niaximum9,pH Of cannery waste. at,

.the Paris', Texas,' site was 9.3,. while the value in the.rtinoff was 0.1
[26]. At these 'values; ammonia go,lat-Plizatiop-could be appreciaOle.

- .AMmonium adsorption 'is prob'ab.ly involved in developMent of a slope
- gradient in'nitrdgen av'ailable to the grass. .,

-;

The. overl and fl ow system /is ideally adaPted to the ri ficati on-
den) ficati On sequence; 'which requ,ires aerobic and anaer bic zones'in
close procimity. vmstewater - aerated' as it'contacts the
atmosphere' as a thin film flowing over the.- surface, thereby. permitting
nitrification to l'occuri Iiitrate thus tormed,diffuses into the soil ,t
encountering reducing conditions in which denitrificatidebrisn can proceed.
The presence. of living plants, providea mat of organit 'and root
excretions which can be used as a Sabstrate by aenitrifying bacteria.

. Condi ti ons are .evenf.mare favorable for Beni tri ficati on wi th wastewater
,df high EWE), '.such;, 4 cannery effluents: Thomas states that
'derfitrification is the_ major mechanisth of nitrogen removal in bVerlarld
flow ,systems [b9]. Another, aspeCt of the role of plants-is 'their
influence on the loss ot, nitrogen through the nitrification-
denitrificatiqn processes in the rot zone. plantscapable of surviving.

in wet environments have a mechanism for tranSlocating. oxygen from the
. tops, to the roots, and may even ,'excrete oxygen from the roots. _,For

example, he'althy rice roots grown in flooded soil -often have .,a reddish
coating due to ,hydrouS oxides of ferric 'iron, clearly 'denoting an
oxidizing micro- environment even though negative, ar strongly reducing

9
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dati on-reducti on pctenti al s exist in the 4.soi 1 p er: In the
immediate' root, zone, .or rhizosphere, nitrification m otcur; after

- which the ,nitrate..so formed will diffuse away from the ,site of,formation
and be denitrified., 'In support of thiS view is -the .0Oservation that
nitrogen losses occur in rice soils even when ammonia sources .are pl-aced
directlyjin the reaucing zone [73].

The overland flow systems for 'which data are oailable show high.
nitrogen removal 'efficiencies. Law et al., reported 83'to 90% removal, of
total :nitrogen from cannery wastes applied on grassland at the rate, of
515 10/acreyr (578 kg/hayr) of 'tiKo,:en [Z6]-. In this case where most
of the input nitrogen. was 'org i y the wastewater . had. 'a high it.
is possible that muthof. the 'ied nitrogen was incorpcfnated intolhe
soil _organic fraction. Johnson 2 et al. cite 6U% removal of total
nitrogen, from raw sewage at Melbourne, Australia, [67]. Hoeppel et al.

-
reported nearly complete, removal of NH4 or NO3' by a_ ploy-) over' -
land flow system 'using 'municipal wastewater on-a kaolimitic clay soil
[57]

'A.4.4. Wetlands

Very little nforgitati on i s avai 1 abl e ',on. -the use, of marshes and. wetl ands
-.* for. wastewater ! treatment, put a consideration, of ..,the _foregoing

distuspion on the factors that favor the denitriflcatiOn, proces,s will
make evident that such areas have the requisite characteristicS of a

,-nitrogen: sink. tit! marshes and swamps, the rate of plant groWth is
greater than the. rate' of decompqsition of plant residues as a resul t of
exclusion of 'oxygen from the sarface soil by excess water, since in an.
anaerobic environment' decomposition of plant residues is neither. rapid

'.nor extensive Hence, soils formed under these conditions typical iy
'have.. high :organic matter levels, tame falling in the .peat and muck
categories. Abundant)! organic matter and an det;obic-anaerobic zone at
the mud-water interface provfde excellent conditions for denitrification.
The potential for nitrogen. reniov.41, it -11 lustrated by consideration of
the area.'of peat and muck soils in. the Sacramento-San Joaquin delta area
of California. When these soils aredrained, aerobic decornposition of
the soil above the want' table is so ra id thatSub,Sidence up to .3 in./yr'
`.(7.5

coney
is observed. The ottani' itrogen in the soil is mineralized

and cony ted tb,,nitrate, which appears, in theArained soil, at -h Con-
centrati ns. A subgiklence of 2 irrayr (5,cm/yr)represertts the release
of nitrogen in the inorganicforni of about .4 500 lb/acre ('5 050 kg/ha).
Notwithstanding this enormous Input,., the drainage ( waters and ground-
water in the area maintain low concentrationssof nitrate as a .result
of denitrification in the saturated zone. .

39,2
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e'R,aveh --and forni lech .hav'reported substantial enhancement of nitrate .rle
removal by Ispri. kllnd.Or flooding soils. in' the Hula valley in Israel an
area .previdusl,y.. covered by. a lake andmarsheS [74]. When the water
level in a field was- raised to . the- surface by flooding, the. redox
potential drbpRed to about -1.0 "mV 'throughout the profile,: and:the
nitrate .concentration in the top layer drdpped. rapidly from 1 250 to ,250

-,ppit.- (soil basiS): The quantity of nitrate' reduced was' 1 650. lb /acre'
(1 850 kg/ha) of nitrogen, or about 70% of the amount initially ;Present
in° the top 3 ft -(1 m).. In.another experiment, the soil was Wetted ,by
'sprinkling for about 20 hours at a.rate lower, than the infiltration rate
so . that the sift-face soil remained unsaturated. Inthis case, nitrate

T glisappearance from the,.. top, 3,,ftr (1 m)' was about 9.8U 1$./aCre (1 100
Xg/ha). These- authors emphasized the 'importance' of surface arying'ir.',
releasing readily avail able organic matter:: :,WhiCh stimulates oxygen
consumption and provide a, 'substrate for denitrifying bacteria. In
_layers that 'remained permanently ,wet; even 'though the redox potentials
were very -low, nitrate reduction wasnegligible./ .

. .,.. -r-.....

.Engler and Patrick investigated- nitrate removal from floodwatey' in
relatitfely Undisturbed cores pt. a 'fresh,water swamp soil ,and a saltwater.
marsh Soil in Louisi-ana [75]; The *latter" was more .effective in nitrogen

'removal, with an avara'ge rate of .8.2 lb/kreed '19.2 kg/had),while the
fresh water swamp soil .removed 2.9 lb/acred (3.3 kg/had). Addition of
organic matter -to a rice 'soil was shown in.:other experiments to have they

.1effect of decreasihg the depth 'of soil through which nitrate had to ..

.diffus before being reduced., and this drastically increased the rate, of
nitrate removal..

. ,.

A.5 Stimmary

The important processes involved) in nitrogen -removal from wastewater
applied to lava' are ammonia volatilization, crop removal, soil

retion of ammonium, incorporation into the soil organic fraction,
and - ification.:The rel.ative.,contribution of ,individual processes
to ',overall trogen removal is dependent on a large number of soil ,
climatic, and management parameters. While it is not yet possible toc,
predict nitrog removal in a particular situation with a high degree of
confidence, enough is known about the influence of fonagement factors,
such as' loading rates, flooding ana.drying periods, and, type of plant
over, to design systems that will remove the -major' part of input
itrogen for a wide variety of, disposal 'requirements and local

circumstances.
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43.1 Introduction

. APPENDIX 8

PHOSPHORUS

Phosphoros (P), in the element form, is a highly reattive material and
is thus usually found in nature in an oxidized state in-combination with
oxygen and a number of mineral elements. It is alSo found in many
,organic compounds in naturally occurring ,materials. Because phos-

phorus is essential for all forms of life,.it must be present in avail-
able forms in all soils and waters if these are to be biologically pro-
ductive. The production of large amounts of biological materials on
land surfaces is-usuallyconsidered desirable because these can be used
for food, fiber, fuel, and building'materialA In waters, however, the
production of large amounts of b101ogical materials usually causes un-°
desirable effects. Thus/ on agricultural led; materials containing
phosphorus are added to increase biological prodUction; whereas in most
waters, attempts are made to keep the phosphorui concentration within
low limits to avoid undesirable production of organic materials, that.
cause problems in the use of water for municipal, industrial, agri-
cultoral,.and recreational purposes.

.

Concentrations of phosphorus in municipalmaStewaters,usually range from
about. 1.0 to 40 mg/L, depending on the phoSphOrUs concentration of the
input, water and removal during.treatinent [13].,4homas used 10 mg/L as
a typical phosphorus concentration [4]. MoSt conc'en'trations. are usually
less than' 20 mg/L.

On . the other hand, the concentration of phoSOhorus in the soil-solLition
in most soils is usually between 3 and 0.03,-img/L[.5], but typical ton
Centrations are a feW tenths mg/L[6]. BecaUSe of these differences in
ranges of phosphdrus concentrations between:Wastewaters and soil solu-
tions,:a reductiOn in-phosphorus concentration AS the wastewater enters.
the soil is to' be expected. As...a result of.varioUs adsorption and.
preCipitation reactions, :the concentration of phosphorus will decrease
as the wastewater entersthe soil, Aepending on the intensity of these
reactions, the'capacity of the soil materials to maintain them, and the
time allowed for them to proceed. Harvested crops also serve as' a sink
for the added phOsphoros and a certainaMoont.returns to the soil ahnU-.
ally in plant_ materials (roots, stems, and leaves) that are not. har-
vested.

. -

The objectives of this appendix are to discuss the reactions of phos-
phorus with, soils, to show.their applicatiOns to the4emOval of phos-
phorus from wastewaters applied to soils, and to assess the present
status of our' abilities-, to predict the capacities of soils to remove
phosphorus from such waters. The chemistry of phosphorus in soils,
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f.
:plants, and' waters is complex, and the literatur is voluminous. Con-
sequently, no attempt his been made to provide a complete literature
review. Reports and textbooks that do review th literature are avail-
able,"including Russell [5], Tisdale and Nelson [ ], Larson [6], Holt
al. [8], and Ryden'-et al ..[9].

.2 Removal Mechanisms

/
Tne phosphorus- that enters- a soil in fertilizers, wastes, or wastewaters
is (1) removed in-harvested crops; (2) accumulated in the solid/pqaie of
the soil as organic compounds, adsorbed ions, or precipitated/inorganic
compounds; (3) 'removed by, soil erosion as, soluble phosphords or phos-

-,phorus adsorbed or precipitated on soil particles; or (4),jeached.from
the root zone' in percolating water. The chemical reactions between
added soluble phosphorus and soil matertals'oe sediments influence th6
availability of phosphorus to crops and the desorption .or solubility,of
phosphorus when the soil materials become :sediments in streams and
lakes, and control the, leaching of phosphorus through soil .profiles.

The amount of phosphoruin soils is usually between 0.01 'and 0.2%, but
heavily fertilized surface soils can contain greater amounts.' Usually
much less 'than 0.1% of the total phosphorus in soi3s ,ts. soluble in
water. Solid phase phosphorus consists of -(1) organic phoSphorus, the
quantities of which are highly dependent on the- amount of organic matter
in the soil; (2) inorganic compounds; and43). phosphorus adsorbed on
%various types of surfaces in the soil. The orthophosphate form, in
which one phosphorus atom is combined with four atoms of oxygen, is-the
most stable configUration in' the soil environment.

In discussing the reactions of phosphorus with soils and sediments,. it
is assumed that the phosphorus is in the, orthophosphate form and that
other forms convert, to this form in the soil system [1U-13] . The Wain,:
soil constituents that.react with phosphorus at concentrations usually"
found in wastewaters are '(1) iron and aluminum as soluble ions, oxides
and hydroxiaes, and siliCates; and (2) calcium as a soluble, ion and as
carbonate.

Soluble inorganic phosphbrus introduced' into a soil is chemi ally ad,
sorbed on surfaces and can also be precipitated. In the. a sorption
prpcesss , the . -reaction is with i ron,. al umi num,. or calcium ions exposed

on .scil id surfaces. .Reactiye,lron and-aluminum surfaces. can ocCu at the
broken edges of. crystalline ay minerals, as surface:Coatings of oxides
or .hydrOxides on'crystalline clays, and at the surfaces Of particleSof
oxides and hydeoxideS and of amorphous silicates. Al umi num .in the form
of . poSitively ..charged hydroxide .pOIymers and ass an,exchangeable \ion in
acid' soils can also .adsorb phosphorus'. Reactive..calcium surfaces are
mainly :found on -solid, calcium: carbonates and calcium-magnesium can-
bbnates... Precipitation reactions .occur- with 7solubl d' iron, al umi num ,.. and

B-2
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calcium.'' Particles 6f Phosphate compounds can also form by separation
of adsorbeo phosphorus along with,irbm, aluminum, or calcium from sOl,
surfaces. '

. .

. . .

ttThe reactions of phosphorus, with soils are, complex, and the lyem .

is complex. Conse uently, the uncertainty whether .phosphorus'IS being
adsorbed oreprecipi ated leadsHto'the use of the,terkutorption',"., which
covers both 'proses es and means only that the7phosghorus has been re-
moved fran sOlution.1

1

- a
'...

CZ,
)

A given soil .material does hot AcCe 0 fixed capacity-to sorOthe phos-
phorus added in wastewaters. Sorption is dependent not only on the
concentration of phosphorus. in solution, but also -ion la:number of
factors, including soil pH, temperature", time, the total amount of phos-
phorus added; and the concentrations of various constituents in the
wastewater that directly ,react with phosphbrus or that influence such
soil properties as pH and oxidation-reddbtion cycles. Another basic
factor is that the downward movement of phosphorus in a soil profile is
diffuse. Because the capacity for 'sorption of hosphorus is con-
centratiOn-dependent, there iS a large transition z e between highly
_enriched and nonenriched soil,. which is described diffuse rather:
than as an abrupt boundary as illustrated in Figur B- . That is, a
given depth interval ,,gradually accumulates sorbed, and soluble phos-
phorus,-tand the breakthrough curve at the bottom of a soil column,

extends over considerable time and/or volume of effluent.

B.2.1 Crop Removal

In most cropped soils, the application of phosphdrus increases rowth of
plants. However, as more phosphorus is accumulated (i.e., excesses are
added), negative effects are sometimes found. These decreased yields
that result from 'excess available phosphorus in the soil are indirect
effects of phosphorus on:the availability of copper, iron, and zinc and
are referred to as,nutrient imbalances [14-17]. Corrections of these
imbalances can be made by soil or foliar applications of the needed
elements.

The removal cof phosphorus in harvested crops depends on the-yield and
the phosphorus concentratio9 in the harvested material, which in turn
are dependent on the crop, soil, climate, and management factors, in-
cluding the amount of phosphorus added to the soil.. Typically, the
harvested portions of annual crops contain only. 1U% or less ()lithe fer-
tilizer,phoSphorus added during the season in which the Crop is grown, .

. but recoveries as high as 5U to 60% are possible [5]. However, recdvery
. is. low not only because the soil reacts with the added phosphorui to
make it less available, but also' because-plants absorb considerable

amounts of phosphorus from soil supplies, including the residues from
applications in previoUs years. ,Thus, ..the total removal per year as a,

402
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fraciion of the total added per.year is'more'impcirtant than the recovery
of that added, during the year the crop is grownL..

FIGURE-B-1
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Data for amounts of phosphorus removed by the usual harvested.portionp
of selected agronomic, vegetable, and fruit crops are presented in Table.

Vdriations range from as low as 10 Tb/acre.yr. (11 kg/ha,yr) to as

high as 85 .1b/acreyr 05 kg/ha:yr).

TABLE.B-1

REMOVAL OF PHOSPHORUS aY THE USUAL HARVESTED
PORTION OF SELECTED CROPS

Cr4

Annual crop 1 Phosphorus
yield, uptake,

per :acre ,lb /acre. ir

Corn [18]

- 4o .Cotton [18]

Lint and

seed

wheat [18] '' .

Rice [18] .
Sdybeans [18]

-*

Grapes 08]

'...-.: .-,..

180 bu ' 31'

.

3..700 lb 17'

80 bu 20.

7' 000 lb .20

sp. by, 22

1'2tons 10

tomatoes [18] -,40 tons io
Cabbage [18]: 35 tons 16

Oranges [18] 600sboXe5, e 10

(90 lb/box)

Small grain, corn-

.

4 hay rotation .091 :
,

fto'"--:
2,9

Reed canary, grass [19] ::,-, -':' '40

Corn 'silage ,[19] '
27-36.

Poplar trees [20] ', 23-62

8arloy-sudan' grass e .

ratationdfor forages /5-85'

Johnson grass [18] 12 tons 84

Guinea grass [18] 11.5 tons .: 45,,,

Tall fescue [18] 3.5 tons. 29 ,
.

.

a. Unpublished data for barley in thewinter
followed by sudan grass in the summer.
P.F. Pratt and S. Davis, University of
California, and USDA-ARS, Riverside,
California.

1 lb = 2.2 kg,
1 acre = 0.405. ha

1,
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Amounts of phOsphorus remov d by,crops an range by an order of gag-)
nitude and rare higher with foragia.1 crops than witmost other crops.
`Removal in harvested matertals, as a fraction of that added,.-decreases-
as the amount -.of ahospharus added increases. Wheie double cropping
during a tang season is possible,' rem041 can be nearly double that
where only-one crap can be grown. 's -1

B.2.2 Adsorption
.

o

en solutionS containing soluble phosphorus at concentrations usually
ound .in -Neclaimed waters (20 'mg /L car less) are added, to soils, the,initjal (and more rapid) reaction can be described by the Freundlich or

Langmuir equations. Slow reactions, such as precipitation, are not
modeled by these* equations so that their use will yield conservative
results. Olsen and Watanabe found that,(up to an equiribrating con-
centration of 'nearly 20 mg/L, using a reaion,time of 24-hours, the
reaction was (described by the Langmuir equation [21]. That is, if a
water- ,,,containing any specific concentration of phosphorus within the -1
range --of a few to 20 mg/L' s added to a Soil and al lowed to equilibrate
for 24 .hours, phosphorus will be sorbed by the soil and 4e con-

, centratiOn in solution will decrease. If a number of waters confining
various phosphorus concentrations are added to samples of the same soil,
a relationship between phosphorus sorption and final phosphorus con-
centration can be deschbed by the Langmuir equation.. From this equa-
tion the decrease in phosphorus concentration and the sorptiondf phos-
phorus can be predicted for any other initial concentration using the
same soil and reaction time, But at equilibrating conantrdtions
greater than 20 mg/L, the reactions in most soils are not described by
this equation.

Larson *cancl uded that, in dilute solutions, adsorption. generally follows
the. Langmuir eqlotion where a plot of C/V against C (where C iS.Con-
centration and V is phosphorus adsorbed per unit weight of soil) gives a
straight line L6]. Larson reported that, a study of 120 sail s showed
straight line relationships of C/V to C up to concentrations Of about 19
mg /L' of phosphorus. Aboie this concentration the- C/V-.0 line . curved,
indicating that the adsdrption equation was, no -longer valid. At higher
concentrations, the concentrati&i was assumed to be limited by the for-
mation of sparingly soluble compounos, and the value V increased as more
of these compounds were fo-rmed, ,

Ellis [13] and Ellis 44nd Erickson [22] used the Langmuir equation to
calculate relative capdeities of soil profiles. to ,retain phosphorus
The retention of phosphorus at a solution concentration of 10 mg/L
ranged from 71 to 95% of the adsorption maximum calculated, from the
Langmuir equation for a number of, soil materials. Amounts retained from
a solution concentration of 10 mg/L ranged frOm 77 to 1 898 lb/acre° (86
to 2 126 kg/ha) for 12 in. (30 cm) depth intery,a1 s, respe.ctively, for a.
dune sand to a clay loam. The reaction time In these stadies was 24
hours.

405.
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Even though the original or initial capacity to retain phosphorus can be
described by adsorption equations, the retentionincreases asa function
of time so that the initial retention is only useful if the ratio of the
slow reaCtionto' the:initial reaction is known` for each soil. The slow
reaction involves the formation of precipitates of limited -Solubilities
and the regeneration of adsorptive surfaces. Crystallization of pre-

.,.cipitates atso reduces their solubilities. Thus, there is small prob7
ability,that Langmuir- adsorption equations will' be generally useful in
predicting quantities of phosphorus that ,will react with soils over
periods of months oryears.

B.2..3 Precipitation

if'

*The dominant precipitation .r actionS(in soils are with calcium, iron,
and aluminum ions. Reactions f phosphates with iron.and aluminum are
not completely identical, but _they are sufficiently similar that for
some parts of this discussion they are( considered together.

Qualitative and quantitative detenninations of definite compounds or
minerals of phosphorus in soils are difficult. Empirical extraction
techniques, such as that of Chang and Jackson [23], have been used to
'semiquantitativly differentiate ,amOng calcium, aluminum; iron, and
4organic phosphates. More oefinite determinations :of specific compounds
have been -made [24-28], but these are qualitative determinations of
reaction products formed from high concentra {.ions of soluble phosphorus
usually near simulated' fertilizer bands. Another, approach is to study
the formation and stability of phosphorus compounds in solutions and
then assume that the same compounds formAn soils under similar chemical,
conditions, or to study phosphorus. reactions with relatively pure solid5
and assume that the same reactions occur in soils.. These:various
,approaches lead to the same generalities concerning phosphorus 'conipoundsin soils.

The dominant factor 'that determines whether calcium phosphates or iron
and aluminum w;t1,4.sphates forw- in soils :is the pH. The phaSe diagrams
presented by L*dsay , and Mordrio,for a number of phosphorus compounds
suggest that calcium,Ompounds predominate .above :pH 6 to 7, and iron and
aluminum compounds 'predominate below pH 6 to 7 [29]. The 'exact pH
cannot be specified without knowing the cal cium' ion activity and the
calcium phosphate species that. i s controll ing the solubility. of phos-
phorus \ Larson stated that, as the pH decreases, a level cidity is
found' at which calcium phosphates' can no Ilonger control `p sphorus solu-
bility, and he suggested that this lower limit. -m' ht b pH 5 [6]. Thislimit might be found if fl uoroapatite is the ca lum- phosphate .cori-
trolling the phOiphorus concentration in-solution, whervs' when hydro-
4apatite or octocalcium phosphate is the controlling cohpound, the pH
'limit would be near 6. When dicalcium phosphate dihydrate is the con-
trol l ing calcium compound, the. pH I imit v.pul a be near 7. For these
limits, it is assumed that iron and aluminuire peesent in the soil and
compete with calcium for control of the phtosphorus solubility. The



partial, pressure of carbon dioxide in the soil can tfiflUence the acti-
vity of 'calcium ions ana thus exert an effect on a calcareous system.

The usual, Concentrations'of iron and aluminum ions in solution, in the-
acid pH range :where Aron and'aluminum phOsphates may form, are so low
that the direct precipitation :of 'iron and .aluminum phosphates is;un-.

Concentrations of iron and aluminum in the soil solution of
-moderately acid to slightly' alkaline soil s,:pH:5.5 to, 8.0, are in the
range of a. few Agn or in the,parts per ;bill range. An exception to
this Statement can be found in:highly acid soils containin exchangeable
aluminum in .suTficient quantities that direct precipitation of aluminum
phosphate might occur. .Exchangeable aluminum, measured by extraction

. with a 'potassium chloride solution, in excess of about 20 ppm in the
soil can be expected to cause a direct precipitation of phosphorus as
amorphous aluminum phosphate. A more-general pathway for formation of
iron and aluminum compounds, when dilute solptiops of phosphorus are_
added, is that the phosphorus first reacts by adsorption -ow surfaces
containing- reactive iron and aluminum, followed by a breaking away from
the surface to farm amorphous forms of strengite (iron phosphate) or-
vari sci te 1 uminum. phosphate) ; which then slowly crystallize into more
ordered and less soluble forms of these compounds;

There is thermodynamic 'evidence that ,the phosphorus adsorbed on. iron.
surfaces is stable in thewell-aerated soils,- whereas surface7films of
phosphate aluMinuni 'surfaces are not L5]. This suggestion is that
alUminUM phosphates break away from surfaces, exposing a new surface to
continue : the adsorption:process, whereas iron phosphates do ,not follow
this pattern. Thus, well-aerated soils 'COntAinin01011inantly aluminum
materials would have much _higher .CApAci ties to r0tai h- phosphorus than
soils containing dominantly i rob .materi a) s.

. Taylor et Al . found that
iron materials were much less impOrtArit than Al umfnUm'mAteriAl s in the
initial reactions of ammonium phosphate- with soil s,[30, 31]. If soils

, .

Undergo alternate cycles of oxidation'andreductiOn, surface iron phos-
phates are, more unstable than ;those of aluminum because of tycleS of
reduction of iron to the ferrous form ancr,Oxidation..to' the ferric,

In contrast to the situation withiron .An4 olumihUni; for which con-
centrations in the soil solution are usual ly inithe itg/L. range, calcium
concentrations are tn the mg/L.range. Cohcentrations of lQ to_200 mg/L.
are :common, In neutral and alkaline soils :irrigated with wastewaters,
calcium concentrationtre to -be sufficiently large that calcium.calcium

will-,:precipitate directly. Under alkaline conditions and
q4lciUm concentrations of 20 to 200 mg /Lin the soil solution, dicalcium
phosphateAehydrate can precipitate directly from solution, depending on.

. the pH and the phosphorus.,,concentration. This compound then redissolves
And, the Tess soluble octocalciuM phosphate forms. With more time the
octocalcium phosphate is converted to the.less Soluble hYdroXyapatite..

pother significant difference between the iron and aluminum phosphate
system and the calcium phosphate System, relative to the application of

810
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wastewaters.' to soils, is that these waters may have only7traces of iron
and aluminum, but they usually,have ,substantial amounts of cialqium. The.
reactions with iron and aluminum are thus limited th the suppli'es of
these in the sail or sediment, -whereas the.water may 'supply, its own

thatcalcium, setting up a ''system at can precipitate calcithn,phosphates
indefinitely.' In calcareous soils the calcium from calcium carbonate

. can also be a highly significant-source for precipitation of phosphorus
. .

over an extended period of. time.

,The hactiOns of phosphorus with organic soil are qualitatively the same
as -in' mineral soils, but the capacities for sorption are usually much
smaller. Many organic soils have small quantities, of iron and/or alu-
-minum-and calciumand thus are not highly suitable for removal of phos-
phorus from. wastewaters. ,There are organic ^oils that have accumulated
iron and aluminum- materials that have relatively large capacities° to
,sorb phosphorus' and'there are calcareous organic soils that will retain
phosphorus. HOwever, as a general rule, mineral soils will be more
suitable for removal of phosphorus from wastewaters.

B.2.4 Reaction'Rates'

The initial adSorOtion of phosphorus from dilute solutions is rapid. An
aOparent equilibrium- is attained in a few days [32-35]. Bat, following
;,this app'arent equilibrium, there are slow reactions that continue for
Imonths or years [10, 3b-47]. and Erickson found that most soils

; recover d.. their sorptive* capacities- in about 3 months [22]. Kao and
Blancha found that the adsorptivecapacity of the Mexico soil of the
Sanborn field at. Col umbi a, Mi ssouri ,, had changed 1 ittl e after 82 years
of phosphate fertilization148]. Barrow and Shaw found that the rate of
the slow reacti.on decreased dramatitally as the temperature decreased
[35].

This slow-rea tion is perhaps Mostly the result of the precipitation and
crystaliizatia of highly. insoluble Compounds, such as .the conversion of
dicalcium phosphate dehydrate to octocalcium phosphate "or hydro-
xyapatite, and \the exposure of -fresh adsorptive surfaces where pre-
viously adSorbeci phosphates, slough off from surf,aces of soil particles..
The relptionship between adsorption and precipitation can be AlluStrated
by the equil ibriuth, reaction- [6]:

P adsorbed" ,.P in solution-4P.,precipitated (.B -l)' .

If .soluble phosphol s is; added' or removed, the immediate reaction ts
with the phosphorus adorbed, but at equilibrium; the, precipitated forts
control the phosphorus" in solution. Equilibrium is attained very.
slowly, ifowever, and "under conditions of irrigation with wastewaters
Where: phosphorus is added dvperiodically if not 'continuously, the reaction

.

will .be to the right; and. the system will be continuously in a state of



di sequi 1 m. DeHaan reported that the adsorptiye pacity of a soil
was t o snla to account' for the large amount reta ned and suggested
that dsorption occurred during the applitation.s age and that re- -,
cipItat took' place during. the restirig'stage wit' a regeneratioi of
the adsor tiie capacity: [49].

B.2. Leaching

The leach g of phosphorus*frdm ttie root zOne':of a cropped land °area\..or-

froM the surface ',soil materiaT,.in any wastewater treatment' project
depends o the_ amount of water. that moves across the boundary being
considered and the phosphorus concentration in that volume. The amoOnt'
1 eached may Je ,cal Cul ated as follows

. . .

ount leached = 0:225 WC
(13. 2.4)

customary units). (B -2)
.

Amount: leached :-0).1 WC
P

(SI units)

.

where. mount 'leached is in 1 b/ac, re.yr kg/hayr)

'

. water that .moves across the boundary, in./yr (cm/y)-
CP ncen ion of phosphorus, mg /L,

y . .

Because vellumes of percoiating water are small and concentrations are
low, the downward mo ement of phosphorus in croplands .is usually .a very
slow process. If 12 in (30 cm) of water percol tes past a given
boundary in the soil profile and the concentration of ph phorus in this
water. is 0.2 mg/L, as might be 'the case in well-fertilized fertile
soils, the :amount' of phosphorus leached is 0.54 'lb/acre (u.6 kg/ha).
The amounts, of phosphorus absorbed by plant roots fran soil depths

- beneath the zone of incorporation of addedphosphorus more than balance
this amount. Thus, under usual fertilizer practices in agricultural
lands, the het leaching of phosphorus is uAually very small.

However, in rapid infiltration systems when- ge volumes of water move'
through the soil per year', the quantities phosphorus that leach can
be orders of Magnitude higher than is usua for croplands. Under these
conditions of high fates, 'the limiting factor is the solubility 9f phos-
phorus, which is controlled by the capacity of the soil to retain phos-
phorus (i.e., adsorption, precipitation, and reaction rates):

B.3 Phosphorus Removal by Land'Treatment Systems

Land application has been used for centuries; and there are hundred's of
systems in use in the United States today. Although soil phosphorus,
the reactions of fertilizer phosphorus with soils, and the movement of
phosphorus 'with, surface flows' and with leaching waters have.been the
subject' of many reports during the past few decades, studies of the
behdvior of 'phosphorus in land application systems have been initiated
only in the past few years. Thomas reported in 19i3 that-historically



the effects of land treatment apprpaches_ on plant 1.i.te,ssciils,, and"groundwater had not received much attention'[501. Thus, .because tech-nical. questioas dealing with the behavtor of phosphprUs -dliring Waste-Water appi,cations to, lands-- have beer) aske, o,Ty,recently, there arevery few , reports ori.:phosphorusretention by soils in .Tand application
systems.

.B.3.1 Si OW'Rate Sy s,temS

.S1 rate systems4, as ..,defined in Chapter 2,.are--those in which totalwastewater',applications range from-2 to 20 ft/yr ,(0.6 to 6.1 m/yr) aweekly rgrsi of 0.5 to 4 in (1.2 to. TO cm). A,Vegetative coverintegral component of the system anu can utilize phosphorus:for Cropgrowth in accordance with typical-.values 'given 'in- .Table B-1. BpcaZsethe application rates are similar to those ,studied i n agricultural
systems, much of the 'information .gainea from agrieUltural study is4 applicable, to sl ow rate ,treatment systems. Even thotigh'phosphorus,,is
removed from solution rapidly in slow" rate systeMs by, adsorp.iiPrrand
precipitation, it is useful, to quantify these numbers for engimeeringdesign, purposes. Wastevater applicaticins, are usually liolited 'bynitrogen or hydraulic cVns i de rati ons on a.short-term basis, but phos-phorus application may be a 14miting factor over the life of the system.

For the purpoSes of .this design manual, it is useful to know the net
phosphorus application ) to the soil, i.e., the quantity ofphospihorus
applied the wastewater after ',the removal by cropsii s sphsidered.'This value is useful in estimating the life of system in ficcoriiatice withthe empirical'model presented in Section B.4.4.

Crop removal as a factor in predicting .a net application of phoSphorus
on land is illustrated graphically in Figure B-2, which shows the rela-
tionships among crop removals in pounds per acre per year, total ,phos;
phorus applications, and the net application to soil

The net application'. to the soil is important in atimating phosphorussorption as a prediction of the life of the system to retain phosphorus.
An empirical model uses Figure B-2 as input into computing an estimate
of long -term phosphdrus retention.

nDe

D

.o ""\.

Because of the similarity of slow rate systems to usual practices on .4croplands,- 'much of the information obtained on the behavtor of phos-e,
phorus in crop prodUction'is applicable. A number -of .studies have shownthat the retention phiisphofrsnear the pl ace,' Of its incorporationinto sells is high,.. the movement is slow, except in acid sandysoils and in acid organic soils containing only small amounts of Aron
and aluminum [5, 19,. 51-56]. In-addition, the transfr, of phosphorusfrom land areas to streams, for lands protected frod excesisive soil
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erosion, is usually less'than 1.0 lb/acreyr.(1.1 kg/havr).[8,9, 57-
61]. These small amounts are insignificant'in terms of the efficiency
of use of phosphorus by plants and they are small when expressed as a
percent of the phosphorus sorbed by the soil. In terms of the quality
of the drainage water, however, these small amounts of phosphbrus can be
signficant, as illustrated in Figure B-3. If phdsphorus concentrations
greater than 0.030 mg/L are conducive to algal blooms in lakes and
streams, some streams that contain mainly, drainage, including 'both
surface runoff and subsurface "drainage, should have sufficient phos-
phorus to support algal blooms [8]. Of course, in many streams, runoff
from forested areas containing very low concentrations of phosphorus
dilutes the: drainage water from croplands [8], and in some cases, sedi-
ments eroded from stream. banks and nonfertilized soils act as phosphorus
sorbing agent's to reduce the soluble inorganic phosphorus in the stream
[61.,.62].

The optimal plans for a slow rate system should Involve (1)°a forage
crop that removes large amounts of phosphorus, (2),erosionprevention to
eliminate surface runoff, and (3) a long pathway consisting of sorptive
materials between the surface soil and the-point of discharge of the
water so that concentrations of phosphorus are reduced to low levels,
depending on the intended use of the water. -A sufficient pathway length
might be 6 ft (2 m) in clayey soils, but greater lengthS should be re-
quired

400.

for sandy or silty soils.

8.3.2 Rapid Infiltration Systems

Rapid infiltration ,systems, as described in Section 2.3, are those-Ain
which the wastewater is applied at annual rates of 2U to 56U ft (6`tb
170 m), and weekly rates'of 4 to 120 in. (10 ,to 300 cm). Vegetation may
be grown on the surface of the. basins, but since the typical applica
tions range from 550. to 15 000 lb/acre (616 _to 16 800 kg/ha) of phos-
phorus, at a concentration of 10 mg/Li the crop uptake is not a signifi-
cant part of the phosphorus, udget. The removal mechanisms of interest
are based on the sorption capacities of the Soil. The chemical composi-
tion of the wastewater is also important because the compounds of iron,
calcium, and aluminum, and pH arb important in precipitating the phos-
Phdrus from soil solution.

breenberg and Thomas, reported phosphorus retention by a Hanford sandy
loam during a' rapid infiltration system in: which water application was
about u.5 ft/d.(0.6 m/d) [53]. The phosphorus concentration was about 2
to 3 m4. inA the final effluent added to the infiltration,basins.

2uuring about years'of operation, all of the phosphoro added was re-
taied jn the surfacellotrof soil. The calcium and bicarbonate concen-
trations in the wafee%. were sufficiently high that the soil would have
become alkaline, and phosphorus sorbed could have been largely converted
to calcium phosphates.

oltr,
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FIGURE.B-3
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Perhaps the most definitive report Ontphosphorus in rapid infiltration
systems has been 'done in the Flushing Meadows project [1, 64]. The
phosphorus concentration in the wastewater averaged 15 mg/L in 1969 but.
decreased to aboutt10 mg/L for the 197U to 1972 period. Phosphorus
removal was increased with an increase in travel Aistance whith was
related, to time. A travel distance of 30 ft (9 m) removed,about 70% of
the phosphorus in 1969.. The removal was, reduced to about 0% in 1970
because'' of a substahtial increase in,flowrate, and-it was increased to
50% in 1972. With a flow distance,of 330 ft (100 m), the,phosphorus
renoval was about 90%. The effluent at this distance had a,phosphorus
concentration less than 1 to 3 mg/L in the 1971 to. 1972 period, and the
reduction was greater with an even longer travel distance. After 5.
years of operation of this sys'tem and phosphorus additions of nearly
43 000 lo/acre (48 000 kg/ha), the removal efficiency was rather stable.
The phosphorus. removal mechanism in this coarse gravelly soil was pre-
cipitation of calcium phosphates.

The phosphorus removal, in the Flushing Meadows project is 'entirely
satisfactory' for 'reuse of water for irrigating crops even at short'
travel distances.. The removal to the level (less than 0.03 mg/L) where
phosphorus would limit biological production in 'lakes is not definite
in this rapid infiltration system at the high rates with this soil
material,. . Perhaps, with time for attainment of an-equilibration with
hydroxyapatite' at high calcium concentrations and alkaline pH values,

. this concentration, would be ,obtained, but the ;required time is not
known.

7*-

Rapid infiltratiOn-systems naturally requirecoirse gravelly soils that
can Sustain high infiltration rates'at the surface and also high. trans-
missivity from the point of infiltration to thpoint of discharge into
surface waters or into, wells. This means that no.layert with high.
sorptive .capacity 'for phosphorus are likely to be encountered. What
little- capacity-there is -will soOn.be saturated,.and.the retention will
then depend. on precipitatiohreactiOns. The. most logical precipitant is

.

the_ 'calcium supply/in the wastewater. If .that supply is insufficient,'
#PPlIcation of a -"calcium supply maybe considered if removal of phOs.
phorus is deemed to be necessary .for future uses of the waters.

Rapid infiltration systems naturally.ute ,a,cycle,of flooding and dying
to maintain the infiltration capacity of the soil material, and in' some
cases, to control insect pests in surface applied waters. Therefore,.
`these rapid infiltration systems canbe considered to use flooded soils.
These, cycles of reduction and oxidation can increase the phosphorus
retention capacity of the soil if considerable iron is present in the
soil or in 'the wastewater. Reduction during flooding and oxidation
during drying increase the reactivity of the sesquioxide fraction of the.
soil, increase the phosphorus sorbed, and, decrease the phosphorus solu7,
Dility [65]. Of course, most rapid infiltration systems will use coarse
gravelly so9s for which .the calcium phosphate chemistry will be the



critical factor;, iron and aluminum will have minor effects because of
the very low surface area of the soil material and the limited number of
sorption sites on iron and aluminum surfaces will soon become saturated:

\_

B.3.3 Overland Flow Systems

Overland floW systems are. used where the soil is slightly permeable and
treatment occurs by biological ,, chemical, and physical reactions on the
soil. surface (Section 2.4). A large portion of the applied-wastewater.
is collected as treated runoff -at the toe Of the slope. Since the

' wastewater flow 'is predokinately on the. soil surface, the soil Contact
is less than for slow rate-and rapid infiltration systems. As such, the
phosphorus' removal may be less for overland flow systems, although com-
binations can be used to achieve treatment alternatives (Section 3.3)..
The usual reductions in phosphorus cOncentratiobs in the wasteWater.have
been 35 to 6U% with overland flow systems [67-69]; Thonias et al. found

that the phosphorus concentration was reduced from 10 to about 5 mg/L,of
total phosphorus in an overland flow system [69]. However, applications

of al umintim sulfate at a concentration' of 2U mg/L to the wastewater
reduced the phosphorus concentration. of the treated water to' about

1.11.19/1- for a. 90% removal of the total< phosphorus input.

Data from Carlson et al. show that the phosphorus concentration de-
creased at a fairly tuniform rate as wastewater ran over overland,flow
plots [70]. The phosphorus concentration in the effluent water was 40
to 60% of that in thei.applied,water. However, water that.percolated
through the soil had only traces of phosphorus for nearly complete re-
moval. The harvested grasses removed less than 10% of tile applied phos-
phorus., The recommendation for more effective removal of phosphorusin'
the overland flbw effluent was toobtain more contact between, the water
and soil 'surfaces by increased. soil roughness or by increased flow path.

B.3.4 Wetland SystemS

Although wetland systeMS have only been studied recently as a means of
wastewater treatment, the pr.inciples behind phosphorus behavior under

such conditions, are kvai. Sufficient research has been completed on
flooded_rice culture that riile behavior of phosphorus in flooded soils is
fairly ,well understood. -Also, recent reports have added considerable
information on the chemiStry of phosphOrus in lake sediments.

When soils are flooded with a few feet of water, biological activities
in the soil deplete the available oxygen, and the soil becomes anaerobic
or, more specifically, anoxic (lack of oxygen). The water usually

remains aerobic, and a transition zone between aerobic and anaerobic

conditions develops in the immediate surface of the soil.. The surface

of this transition zone is aerobic and oxidized, whereas the. bottom is



anaerobic and reduce. The thickness of the oxidized part of this tran-
sition layer can vary from about 0.1 Az 1 in. (045 to 2.5'cm) or more,
dependi ng. on the rate of supply of oxygen to-the surface of the'soil and
the rate of consumption of oxygen /in the loviert(oil depths [65]. In
wetland situations, where there is seasonal floodi g followed by drying,
such as in rice production, the soil gdes thrOugh seasonal or yearly
cycles of reduction and oxidation tht result from cycles of anoxic and
oxic conditions. Even in wetlOds that are not seasonally flooded but
are wet because of cycles of inputs ,of water, alternate periods of re-
duction and oxidation occur to some degree. Thus, one feature asso-
ciated with all types of wetlands is the occurrence of reduced con-

, ditions or cycles of reduction and" Oki dation.-

When soils' and sediments become anoxic, most show an increase in soluble('
phosphorus [65, 71-73]. This7increase in soluble phosphorus was found(
to be greatest with alkaline soils and with soils that have low iron -
contents, and it was found to be lowest with acid soils with high iron
contents [71]1 Some acid .soils with high iron contents show no increase
or decrease in soluble phosphorus as reducing conditions develop.
Patrick and Mahapatra stated that the possible mechanisms for release of
soluble .phosphorus principally involved the reduction of iron from the
ferric to the ferrous state with a release of phosphorus from ferric
phosphates and the hydrolysis of iron and aluminum phosphates 165]. In
'oils with large amounts of iron oxide and iron hydroxide surfaces or.

aluminum oxides, the net'result of reduCtion is a decrease in phosphorus
solubility _ because of seconotary precipitation of the' di ssolved phos-
phorus- on surfaces that become more reactive'when the soil is reduced.

When phosphorus is 'added to soils and sediments, the effect of reduction
c is Az 'increase phosphorus sorption as compared to the oxidized state

[65, 73]. Khal id et al. found a significant correlation between phos-
phorus sorbed under reduced conditions and they iron extracted by
oxalate, also 'Nunder reduced. conditrons. They postulated that poorly
crystallized and .amorphous oxi'des-and hydroxides: of iron play a primary
role in phosphorus retention in . fl oded soils. -and sediments [73].
Bortel son and Lee concluded from std lls of lake 'sediments that iron,
,manganese, and phosphorus are closely elated in their deposition pat-
terns and that' iron content appeared t be the dominant factor in phos-
phorus retention [174]. Williams et 1. [75] and Shukla et al. [76]
found that noncalcareous .sediments sorbed more phosphorus than cal-
careous sediments., Shukla Qt al. reported that the oxalate treatment of
lake sediments to remove iron and -aluminum almost completely eliminated
the ability of sediments to retain phosphorus [76]. The amounts of iron
removed were much greater than the amounts of, aluminum removed by
oxalate. They suggested that a gel complex of hydrated iron containing
small amounts of aluminum oxide, silicon hydroxide, and organic matter
was the major phosphorus-sofbing comppent in sediments under reduced
conditions. Norvell found that sedimentst-maintained under reducing
conditions, sorbed phosphorus at temperatures of 39 to 41°F (4 to 5°C)
and that calcium, iron, and manganese weralrolOr-flrom-hoth exchangeable'
and soluble forms during phosphorus sorption-[77].
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The, retention of phosphorus by sediments An aqueous suspension has been-

demonstr4ed adequately. Thus,' the problem of getting phosphorus

retention by soils and sediments is no greater than in aerated soils.

But the problem-of getting contact between the sediments-and soil's and

the wastewater represents a serious limitation. Pomeroy it al. found

evidence of significant eXchange Of phosphorus between sediments and
water when the sediments were suspended in the water, but when they were
separated the 'exchange was trivial'[78]. Where the sediments are not

suspended, Only _a thin layer at the boundary between the water and the
sediments is active in, phosphorus retention. When wastewaters are added

to ewetlands, the sediments can play a significant, part in removal of

Phosphorus from the water only if the water moves in and out of the

sediments, or if wind or wave action keeps the sediments suspended.
Running wastewater slowly over flooded soils in which plants are growing
might be expected to remove phosphorus in a similar manner; and to t.abou

the same extent as found in overland flow systems, but'in both cases the

capacity of soil and sediMents'to reduce phosphorus concentrations is

not fully used.

r,

Spangler et al., after a 4 year study, of natural and artificial marshes,-

concluded that these had potential for wastewater treatment [79]. In

relation to phosphorus in a natural marsh, they found that (1) the marsh

removed phOsphorus during the saner and released it during other

seasons, thus acting as a buffer; (2) harvesting of marsh vegetation was

not a potential for removing a large portion of the phosphorus input;,

and (3) passage of wastewater' through 6 232 ft (1 900 m), of the marsh
reduced the orthophosphate and total phosphorus by 13% or less. Some of

this reduction was probably a result of dilution with other water. 'A
mass balance, using estimated water flows and concentrations, showed the 1,

same order of magnitude of phosphorus leaving the marsh as entering it.
In other words, the marsh acted as a buffer for phosphorus concentration
but was not effective in reducing the output.

.0Owever $pangler: et al. found that, in contrast to the natural marsh
artificial marshes removed 84% of the phosphorus input into greenhouse
installations and 64% of the input into; marshes constructed in the field

[79]. They :predicted that the removal inthelield would be 80% under

optimum conditions. : Recommendations were for:a system in which water

would flow. through`, 'rather, than over, the tc01 An the artificial marsh,

which -would be\ highly significant in removal of phosphorus as

:demonstrated by the work of Pomeroy et al. [78],.,
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B.4 Models

B.4.1 BaCkground

In a model that would be adequate for predicting the. life of a waste-
water treatment system, based om phosphorus retention in soils and sedi-
ments, many factors should be 'considered, including:

1. The eatebf.application of phosphorus

2. The amounts o f'dalcium, irom,.and aluminum in.the wastewater
and the influence of these constituents on the sorption of
phosphorus in the soil

3. The removal of phosphorus by plant roots if the model deals
with time intervals of days or weeks, or annual removal of
phosphorus in narvested crops if the time intervals are year
or decades

The travel distance and transit time of water flow,

5._ The transit time for water to move thrdugh the system relative
to the kinetics of phosphorus sorption in soils and sediments

The rate of phosphorus application to the land relative to tne
kinetics of phosphorus' reactions with soils (rapid infil-
tration systems might move phosphorus through before the slow
reactions have an effect on phosphorus concentration in the

;flowing water)

7. ,Capacities and kinetics of sorption of phosphorus in soilvand
sediments from land surface to the point of discharge,into
ground or surface waters

such as.podel would obviously be a three-dimensional model that would
regain&jnformatiqp on water flow and phosphorus reactions that is
usually- not availlble .and not, easily obtained. Most water flow and
.proposed models for phosphorus retention deal only with flow in one
direction, although some work, such as that reported by Jury [80,'81].
deals with two-dimensional water. flow. Thus, the discussion here will
deal with flow downward through soils and to a depth that can be sampled
and studied at reasonable cost.' This depth is perhaps 6 to 10 ft (1.8.
to 3 m) in most cases but might, be much' deeper in cases of 'deep alluvial
materials.

\

All models are based on a materials balance, i.e., the Aosphorus that
goes into-a volume of sail must be sorbed intothe solid /phase, must be
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removed by plants, or must move through the soil volume in percolating`.
water. A This means . that all model s have a water flOW component and a

phosphorus reaction component, and, of course, in systeMs invoTving
crops', plant removal is-a Ihim.coniponent for -both' water. and phosphorus.

Models can consist of sfinple bookkeeping for water:and phosphorus

.balances or, of mathematical. equations of various degrees Of :sophiS-..

7tication.

B.4.2 Limitations of Models

Although progress has beep made. during the past few. years in the

development of models of ..phosphorus movement in soqs, a nuniber of

problems need to be solved before mathematical models or any other pre
dictive models. can be used with any degree of accuracy [1O,39,-.40, 46,
82-84]. Large spatial and temporal variability in'the hydraulic con-

ductivity of soils .in the field is tremendous and brings up the

questions of,how man and what kinds of samples or measurements ate
needed to characterize the _water flow over an area for, a given time.

After 'the data are obtained, there are some problems of averaging and
interpreting such large variations [85, 86].

There have been no studies of the numbers of samples needed to char-
acterize the phosphorus sorption properties of a field to' a given depth.

Most sampling studies have dealt with problems of estimating the level
of nutrients in the plow, layer of soils. Recent studies of soil
sampling, for estimating the concentrations of soluble saltS and nitrate
in the unsaturated zone (to depths of 15 to 20 ft,or 4.5 to' m) suggest
that large numbers of simples are required and that adequate sampling, of

a field cannot be planned until some. knowledge of the variability is

obtained [87, -881. Similar information on phosphorus sorption is needed
before models can be accurately applied to fields, even if other limita-
tions to the models are. removed..../

The composttion of the wastewater (i.e., concentration of iron,

aluminum, and calcium) will have an influenCe on the phosphorus

reactions in the soil and the reactions of wastewaters that'acidify or
alkalinize the soil; for example, the influence, of bicarbonate .on

neutralizing soil acidity will have effects on phosphorus reactions.

Until these effects become inputs into a reliable model, the proper
procedure would be- td test each possible soil with the wastewater, or a
reasonable simulation of the wastewater, being considered.

Perhaps the most serious limitation to all models is that the _reaction

of phosphdrus- with the soil cannot be predictedfrom measurements of

simple soil properties that can be mapped i the field or measured

quickly in the laboratory'[46, 89]. Methods of characterizing sOil, that .

might correlate with phosphorus retention are likely to be_more,iime-

consuming than direct measurements of phosphorus sorption.
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To al 1 ow near Maximum aPpl idation rates, rapid infiltration ,systems' wi 1 1
require 'coarse gravel ly or sandy soil s having general ly 1 ow sOrptive.
capacities. These may soon be saturated, and theretention by the soil
system will depend mostly on . the iron; aluminum_ , and calVium in the
wastewater and not on the original soil material. Exceptions to' this
general statement might include the use of calcareous sands and gravel s
for rapid infiltration systems. P1 ant removal is usually too small to/
be significant in rapid infiltration systems. Thus, the need is for a
model that considers the constituents in the wastewater and how these
will react during fl dw through the soil and sediments as a function of
distance of fl ow .and .rate of fl ow.

B.4.3 Model s pf Kinetics of Phosphorus Reactions

The mathematical model for one-dimensional phosphorus movement in soil s
has been expressed in a number of ways.. Enfi el d et al . [46]\expressed
it as

ac,. n 32C aC aS

aX
u 72 .ax 7 e at.

where C = concentration of phosphorus in tol utiOn, mgJ-
D = ',dispersion coefficient at vel °City V', cm /h.
t = time, h

V'' average pore-water velocity, cm/h
= distance from beginning of fl ow' path, cm

p = bulk density of soil, V011'1
0 = volumetric water content in the soil.
S =. sorbed phosphorus in solid phase, Ag/g

(B-3)

The first' two expressions in the equation deal with water fl ow, and the
third deal s with the retention of phosphorus by. the soil, ( .e., the
kinetics of phosphorus reactions): before this equation ,becomes a use-
ful model , the kinetics of phosphorus reactions must be known.

The kinetics- of phosphorus reactiqns in soils has been studied by a.
number of researchers [lui 33-36,- 40, 47, 82, 9U, 911; Perhaps the most
\definitive study ws,that of Enfield et al . who measured the reactions
of phosphorus, in 25 -Soil s for a period of 2 to 18 weeks, depending on
the soil , and then used the data to test five ki netic. model s [46]. All'
kinetic model s , agreed 'adequately with the experimental model s. Corre-
lation coefficients between predicted values and experimental values
averaged 0.81 td 0.88; but these were averages of val ues for individual -`

soil s. That is, coefficients for each kinetic model were calculated for
and unique to individual soils, so that to use the models, the phos-
phorus reactions must be measured to supply the coefficients for the
model for- any individal soil material
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HOwever, Enfield -arid thew [40],.. using two of models tested by
Enfield:,et al, [4], found. -good agreement between the predicted. movement
of .phosphorus, and values'experimentally deterpined in small laboratory
columnSwhich were fed a solution containing. 10 mg/L af-OhOspboruS. .The.
first'model was

2S_
a (KC = S)

at
(B-4

..where C = concentration of phosphorus,
'S = concentration of sorbed phosphords,ggHP/g of
t = time, h .

: .

and, a, K = constantS.Ahatdepend on the soil:.

The second model was

5iaCb S
d

B-5)

where the symbols have tO same meaning as before ,and a, b, and d are
constants that depend on the 'soil. Solutions to these equations were
provided,' and constants were calculate0 for two soils. Combjnations of
these; with water flow da:ta,bredicted,phosphorus breakthrough turves for
the two soils studied, over a period of"Several days.. Breakthrough .

curvbs indicated, that the boundary between saturated and_unsaturated
soil , (enriched versus nonenriched) was diffuse as illustrated in Figure

B-1,, so that the concentration of phosphorus in the effluent increased
very slowly as the effluent volume increased,

-

Novak et al, developed 'a theoretical model for movement or-Ohosphorus in
soils in -Whfah:the phosphorus sorption .factor of. Equation B-3 was cal-

culated from existing adsorption-desprption models developed for chro-
matography and ion-exchange prOcesses- [82]. This .model predicts an

abrupt boundhry fora, breakthrough of soluble phosphorus into any given

. Layer "of soi1.

4- ,

Harter and FoSter developed an empirical model 'which Aescribes.the move-
ment of phosphorus in, soils [83]. In this.approach, a soil sample is

rePeatedly treated with a solution of known phosphorus concentration,

and the sorbed phosphorus is determined. The relationship between



:01

phosphorus sorbed and the volume or solution that has contacted the soil
is then expressed as a polynomial- adsorption equation

Y + BX + CX.
2

4: X
3

.

.where -V is the phosphorus adsorbed, X is the amount of phosphbrus
added, and A, B, C, D' are constants that depend on the soil: From this
relatiohshipi the phosphorus breakthrough curves, or the phosphorus
leaching front, can be .plotted against depth or volume of ,'wastewater
added. The model is simple and might be adequate for most purposes, but
there are no data available showing the effectiveness-of the approach
in 'predicting field data.

Shah et al. developed a materials balance mathematical model Which'
.agreed well with field data obtained from the barr-iered laascape water
renovation system used' to treat 1 iquid 'swine minore .04]. The kinetic
equatiOn in this model was based on the Langmui.r adsorption equation.

B.4-.4 Empirical Model for a Slow Rate. System

There are no moaels that adequately describe all factors In water and
phosphorus movement in field toils receiving municipal wastewaters.
Also, there is not sufficient knowledge of'phosphorus reaction kinetics
to predict the ,sorption of phosphorus in a field\ over periods Of
decades. ThuS,'the model presentea here as Figure B-4 provides only an
empirical assessment of relative phosphdrus retentions by \soil grofiles.

,

In. this simple model the:p1104Phorus added minus the phosphorus removed
in harvested crops (Figure 84) is assumed: to' react 'progressively With
successive depth- increments in the soil:: fhe'.fit,st"depth increment
becomes "saturated" before phospharUs moves to the next depth ncrement,
and the boundary between thephosphorUs-enriched soil and the.non7.
enriched soil, is assumed to';'be rather abruptas'in the theoretical--
model of Nbyak. et al; 82]. The term °Saturated" is'-defined for the

:",purposes of this model aT the 4o0 in which enriOimeht.with phosphorus
h6S' :,been Sufficient th;t movement With percolating Water.is sighifi-
Cahtly above'..background for the original soil material4soy 'i`n this

, (1). water movement is considered;, to be so unimportant relative to .

phosphorus reactions that it'Can be diSregarded, 12) there.ls :suffiCient
time for slow ,phospho'r'us reactions to have a,large impatt;:and (3)\ the.
phosphorus sorption'caOacities for the depth increments incluae the slow
reactions-.

The tsoyption capacities'
.
for the soil horizons-uSed 'fn Figure B -4 were

takpnrom_ a study by Enfield and Bledsoe [1O] in _which 10 grams of soil
were treated with 100' MI_ of solution Ontaiiiing a phosphorus con
centration 4 'Of' '10? ;(g/L: . The reaction time fn, this study-was only,'

to. t.



FIGURE B.L4.

'ILLUSTRATION OF ASIMPLE PHOSPHORUS BALANCE-
PHOSPHORUS REKTIONMODEL FOR A SLOW RATE SYSTEM_
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125 days; consequently, the sorption capacities in the Enfield and
Bledsoe: study were dOubled to adjustfor slow reactions that continue
for Indefinite periods-in most soils.

s mode .,,expressed mathematically , i

w1716.re,

Hp .
P

S.

.

P -:P
time for:, phosphorus front reach a given depth in

;the: ioi 1 , yr
to

thel-,'Sorption capacity of 'the volume of soil above that
..depth; b/acte (kg/ha)

he input phosPhorus, lb/acreyr (;lcg/ha'yr)
.

the'. phosphorus removed in 'tia.rves-td -props, ldkacreyr
ifkg/:ha.yr)

'The uncertainties in the model are in the measurements. cif thePhosphorus
sorptive capacity and the assumed abrupt boundary between -enriched-and
nonenriched soil. There is reason to believe that the phosphorits,:reten-
tion characteristics of a soil cannot be adequately characteriied .in-

-laboratory iri 'a fixed period of time. Also, there is amplaeviijence
from fields that have received 1:drge amounts of phosph,0444usf4s f0-
tiljiers'or as wastes that the soluble-phosphorus gradually .decteaiescas
a function of, 'depth with a diffuse rather than an abalipt'trouroa'ry
betweeh the highly- enriched and tlie, none,nriched soil 'hori;ons:[5i..19,.
49; ,51; 52, 93]. But, perhaps even considering theses uncertainties, the
model can be useful as a preliminary estiniate_of--the phosphorus rezen7°.
tion characteristics of vatibus soils and;. sediments., This. type of model
i s 'implied i n , the rate' la,*.sPrOpesedby-Schr,,LeAder and Erickson for'
phosphorps sorption-measurementtin s&i,s-",,as a limitation for the use of'
the for treating municipal wastewaters [94]'; Their, limitation
classes, 4f..angea' front. very high to very low, respectively, as the, phos-
phorps' d ion increased from less than 1 Uup ta more than 2 OW
1 b/ .20 to 2 249 kg/h'a) in 3 ft m) of 45°11 .

If a model such as- presented in Fi gure B:24 i s used to classify the
desirability of various potential areas for . a given wastewater,
monitoring of the phosphorus movement in the site selected can be used
to revise- estimates of the longevity of the site as It' is being used-...'"..

8.4.5 Model for Rapid Infiltrati4n Systems
,

At present time, there is no adc'epted',model that carpredict the
movement of phcisphorus through soil profges. But, one promising,

-:-.arfroach. which considers the rate of reactioly of phosphorus wi th, soil s
'that of Enfield'and Bledsoe [10]--, Enfiltld and Shew[40], and Enfield.

95]. In this approach, solu.tions. contathing-. phosphorus at various



concentrations 'were.. reactecr:Withoils-for up to 12 days, using lbatCh
te06ques. 'the sorPtion. thlit'obt eainea were comparewith.phos-

i
phd s breakthrdUgh:Cur;veguting small :1.9 in. (5 cmrlogg'so41 columns.

. -

As 'Might be expec.tea'froa discussion's of 'reaction kinetics of phosphorus
in soils, the .sarption Ofphosphorut obtairied from a 10 hour reaction
period seriously :00dereWthatea the amourit-of'phosphorus sorbed by the
columns in 55 days,: ,.However., sorption curves had been obtained at time
intervals from-1 to::3,000.hdurs, approximating a geometric progression',
so that sorption stirfaceg at ,a, functton,of (1) equilibrium solution con-

centration, (2) amont phosphorus sorbed by tne' soil, and (3) time,
were produced for4eacti, soil.' When these sorption surfaces were used to
.adjust the ratio --ws- phOksphorus ,:,sorbed to equilibrium. lution
concentration for time ,,correspondin% to time intervals in the,break-
through curves, there was 'a larked increase in theigreement between the
batCh and column techniques.'''.

. .

The sorption surfaces were used to calculate.the sink:term aSin.in.the
equation.

60 .e

at -a-I
B-8

r. ?P

:where C = solution pli4se concentration offphosphorus, mg/L
A average, poterwater yelocity, in:YA

X = distance from, the beginning of tne flow ka6f, in. (cm)
e = bulk density of the soil,,g/cm3..,

0 = volumetric ..water. content' of the soil

S = .solid phase concentration of sorbed phosphorus, mg/9
t = time, h p

and the sink term was calaulatvg-..from2:

--;, aS

at- a
(B-9)

;,..

where a, b, and d are constants (land C, Sand t are-as defined for
.

Equation B-s. X,sing these equations, the breakthrough curves agreed
.

..;

well with predicted curves in three of four soils.

Enfield recognized that tnis approach was not satisfaCtory for all soils
and imAt it di4 not predict the effects of.ii,est periOds.and desorption
of .photphorus during rains and the resultant leachiWlith rainwater
[9b]. Nevertheless, this approach gives-an adequate first-approximation.
to the transport of phosphorus. through soas and can provide'a basis..for
design of wastewater'' treatment systenS,. Enfieid.recommendeci,that an.

average 'phOsphorus concentration or application rate aajuslted 'for 'rest

periods, plant removals, and icatnwater, be usecrE951.!..-



There are some serious que'stionS about. pis approach that must be added

as words of caution. The spatiat variability in phosphorus reactions
and in water flow can be much smaller'in the laboratory: columns than in

the 'field. Temperature' effects on the kinetics of,phosphorus.reactions
are not built into the laboratory stbd'ies but Will be encountered.in the

field. In the field, a given volume of soil will react with increasing

concentrations 1 of phosphorus as a,function of time of treatment With,

wastewater; whereas, in the sorption measurements presented by Enfield..

and Bledsoe C10], the soil reacted with decreasing concentrations of

phosphorus. -Solutions of phosphorus At 1U, 40, and 100 mg/L were added
to soils and the decrease in concentration was measured as a function of
time which is an approach to from as

in the field. The ,sink term, of B-8 might be sub-

stantially different under these two condftioos'N lome soils.

Another aspect concerning this approach is more pragmatic. Considering
the status of such models, it may be no more expensive to set up columns
of soils in the laboratory and treat them with the wastewater for a
period of 4 to 6 months and directly measure the movement of phosphorus.
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'C.1 Introduction

APPENDIX

:HYDRAULIC CAPACITY.

The hydraulic capacity of the soil to accept and transmit water is
crucial to the design of rapid infiltration systems and important tn he

design of , most slow rate systems. The important hydraulic parameters

,/-are infiltration, vertical permeability. (percolation), and horizontal

/' permeability. In this appendix, the basic hydraulic properties are
defined and techniques for measurement" and estimation of the more
important parameters are presented. Both vertical and horizontal flow
of groundwater are'discussed, and an analysis' of groundwater mounding is
peesented. The relationship between predicted hydraulic capacity and
actual operatim.rates is also discussed..

C.2 Hydraulic Properties

Forpurposes of this manual, hydraulic properties of soil are considered
to be those properties whose measurement involves the flow or retention
of water within the soil profile. TheSg properties include soil-water
thpacteristic curve, percent moistOrd,,at saturation, permeability,

.rate,ate, specific yield; spetific retention, and trans-

misiivity, In addition, the terms of field capacity, permanent wilting
'lint, and drainability are commonly used in irrigation practice. How-

ever, these terms describe qualitative relationsiiipsnot unique,.meas-,
urable properties. The concepts of field capacity and permanent
ihg point are discussed in conjunction with soil-water characteristic
curves.

Soil .permeability.' and ilifiltration rate are especially impor/ant to

system, design. They should be determined by field testing; however,

they may be estimated from other physical properties (mentioned Pr'

Section 1.3.3.1). An iti-deptA discussion of the more .common methods of

'estimating or measuring both soil and aquifer properties is presented in
this ,,appendix. Fteld testing procedures for deterMining soil

infilfratioo rates and permeability are outlined in Section C.3, along
with methods of analyzing ,and interpreting test resultab Methods of
measuring .or estimating properties of groundwater aquiferrare outlined
in Section C.4.

C.2.1 SOil-Water Characteristic Curve

Water in the soil below the saturation level is held in the soil =against

the force of gravity primarily by forces, that result from the e-surf e



,tension ,,.of water, the cohesion-of water molecules, the.:AdhesiOhbf waterr, molecule's to soil 'surfaces, and other electrical eAtf,acti-VeWorces atthe molecular level. The energy "requiired. to remove water fromunsaturated soil when expressed on a per unit mass of water basis is -termed -the soil-water pressure potential or matric potential. Soil-water pressure potential is expressed as J/kg or erg/g.. The energy is
sometimes expressed, on a unit volume basis inwhih case it is termed
soil-water pressure 2 The resulting units,Aerg/cmi) convertoto thoseof piessure, dyne/ce, or more commonly, bar (10 dyne/ce). The
most. common method of expressing the energy:is.on a unit weight_basis in
which' case it is termed soil-water pressure.head or simply head.' The
'resulting units, erg/dyne, convert to centimetres. 'Soil tegAion and;_
suction are terms that also have been used to describe the energy of,
soil-water retention, but these terms make no distinction among units.
They are also considered positive .quantities, while the above terms are
negative quantities.

The force by which water is held in the soil'is approximately inverselyproportional to the pore diameter. Thus, the larger the pore the lessenergy is required to remove water. As toil drdes ordrains, ilater isremoved from the larger poret first. The water remains in the smallerpores because it is held more tightly. Thus, as soil4iater content
decreases, soil matric potential increases. The graphical relationship
between soil-water content and matric potential is the sots- water'
characteristic 'Curve. Examples of such curves for several'Aiffereot
types of soil are shown in Figure 0-1. It should be mentioned thatdifferent Curves will be obtained depending on whether the soil- water
content is changed by drying or by wetting. This hysteresis phenomenon
is due primarily to soil pore, configurations. In most cases we are
interested in the soil-water-characteristic

curve resulting 'from drying
or drainage.

J

It is %apparent from Figure t-1 and the- previous discussion that theshape of. the soil -water Characteristic curve is strongly dependent on
soil' texture and soil structure. For exaTple, sandy. soils have-Mostly
large pores of nearly equal size,. consequently, nearly all.water is.:removed from sands' at a. very smallmatriC potential. On tWotrierjland,
medium-textured, loamy' soilS, have:a greater porosity than sands and awide pore size dittribution. Thus,' more:Water is head at saturation inl;soilS than in sands and it is removed much more 6raduall.as matric'
'potential becomes larger.

Some important aspects of soil-water plant relations may be explained by-
the shape of the--soil-water characterittic curve, In irrigationpractice, it has been common to describe'the maximum amount of Water in

.soil that is available for plant uptakeas the difference in water
content at .field capacity (the, upper 1111lit) and,that at perManent
wilting point (the,lower limit). A soil is s 'aid to be at field capacity
.when the rate of water removal from the soil, due to drainage followingan irrigation or heavy rain, begins to be reduced., As such,_field
capacity is not a unique value, but represents a general region of water

Cr2
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pe'rctptages as illustraated in. Figure C-2. - Using the soil-water
characteristic curve, field capacity then may be expressed as a range of
Soil-water pressure 'potentials. The range of potentials in the region,
of ....field capacity varies with soil texture. For sands, the range of;''
'field capacity about 10 to 1,5 ,31k6 or 0.1 to 0.15 bar. For medium.--
to ,fine7textured- , soils, the range is, about. 0.3 to 0.5 bar. -A value of
0.3 bar, is commonly used as.a rough approximation in these soils;
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The . 'time required for a_thoroughly i,4etted soil to drapijo the field
Capacity .region also dependent- on':tezaure and striippre.- In the

t absence of significant evaporation or transpiration, field Capacity in
pure sands may be reached in a few Tour's; for coarse soils about 2.to 3
days; for-mediurh-: to finetextured soils.; a week or more; and for poorly
structured clays, much rbnge'r:

4. -1 4'

. , . ..

There are a- '4'ew.,, misconceptions 'associated' with the- concept of field
capacity that should tbe pointed out. 'The first is' that. field-capacity .

is a unique Property of a, soil. It is' apparent from the previous
r--- discussion that field capacity expresses only a...c ,,quallt)ti.ye...,.=.

' relation. The second misconception is-that no draina iirs An :Ail s .
at or below fieleCapacity. In fact,' drainage does n ,p.,,atj'i .d'

, capacity but continues at a reduced ratefor a long tim 1u`strat
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in Figure C-2. The third:,:nisdonCepti.on is.. that field capdciii
represents the upper limit ,of .water: that is available to plants and Any
water ,..appl ied n ...excess of i eldi, capar 'wi 11 be , os t froth:, the 'soi 1
profile'as'depp. per:Colation.. HoWever, water in excess of field.capicity
is availabl.t4- plants while it remains in ccintatt .with plant roots..

FIELD. CAPACIT.Y.RELA,;v1ONSHIP

0.
E

CP

REGION OF
CAPACITY y

r
2 4 '13 10 12

DAYS AFTER IRRIGATION

.-t

a '

The lower 1 t ,of `Tater availability; the \permanent wilting point, like
field capacity., is not a unique value but.aqkange'of water percentages ,

over which..the rate of water taken, up brthe'plant not sufficient to
prevent Tithing. The ability of the plant to;,;take up water is.directly
related to the matric potential of the soi1144ter rather than the actual
water ,content. It has been found that mdst°plants exhibit permanent
wiltin§ when the soil-water matric potential is in the range of 1.500
J /kg (15 bar's).

If it is assumed that the so called available reservoir of water is the
water content between field capacity and permanent wiltihg point, some
general,. obsetwations can be made regarding the effect of texture on

irrigation

scheduling. From the shapes of the various soil-water
characteristic curves shown inFigure',C-1,, it i,s apparent thatsandy
soils have . a relatively small difference in water content between the
regions of field. capacity and permanent wilting.''..-MediUrn- to fine-
textured soils, on the other hand, exhibit a rather large difference in
water content between field capacity and pennanent wilting pOint.

.

Another generalization
the permanent wilting
content. Thus, Plants

that cane be .made is that' coarse soil s approach
pOint very rapidly i;wi,th", small changes in'' water

grown in' such soil's, would be eXpected to '4hib'l



..!.
wilting symptoms quite. . suddenly.; Medium- to.. fine-textured soils
approach perm'anently wilting' point more. gradually and plants grown on
'these soils will likely show' very' gradual signs of wiTting.

$

Soil-water characteristic turves generally,' must. be determined in the
laboratory 'using techniques described - in :Taylor,. and Ashcroft [1] .
Published, soil moisture versus matric potential data are available for
sel ected typical soil s, The USDA Agri cul tural Retearch 'Service
'Publication 41-144 [2] prOvides such data for 200 typical soils in 23 1

statet.. In addition, bulk density, total`'` porosity; and saturated
vertical .permeabil ity data are Presented in 'this compevidium.

C.2.2 Percent Moistu
°

at Saturation

The percentinoiiture at saturation or. saturation percentage is defined
as the number of grains of water reqUireikto :satuate ;100 grams of air;
dry soil . It is a COnVeni ent paraMeter to" measure since a saturated
paste . is normally prepared for other .analyses. Saturation is. reached

\ when the *., surface" glistens but no free moisture_ is...4.1retent. k
saturated:; .p.4ste will not fl hms,from a containel, unless Shaken. Due to

subjeCtfVe nature of the teSt.;';,.1.arge variations intest results from 0
di'ff. erent. sources' are commori:',.,..Thus: saturation percentage data should
be:fused with caution.

Saturation percentage is p useful paeameter because prOvidei;fi
rough estimate. of the available *water-014.0g capacity of the soil The.
field capacity is approximately oneLtial f the saturation percentage, and'
about one -half the .field. capacity of the soil can be considered
available to. plantt.. 'Of course' a better estimate of avail able water- .*

holding capacity can be 'obtained from soil-water characteristic curyes:
as previously described.

The value of gaturation percentage is related- to soil 'texture. Typical
ranges.-for various soil textures tre presented in Table C-1.

permeabi 1 i ty i is a that . has.. been used rather, loosely to
. .

describe the ease with Whith:. 1:iqUids and gases; past throOgh :sail In
this ,manual , the. term Verine4b41-:itr synonsinigus
conductivity its,,th(. more 'deS°Cripti.,Ve and the.
Preferred fcir.'t,t1e: 'Sake- .,of: consistency ..wfthluch of ,the

perm0b.ility Will'Are.419sed lin 'this manual..
.with.'

terms' are
moSt.',eatily defined if ,a-;,..te4: ir.Concepts of water fl ow in soil s are
intrckluced first.,



',:TABLE C-1

RELATION Of SATURATION-PERCENTAGE
° .PTO.. SOIL TEXTURE

.. '

I

-

Soil texture Saturation % range

Srior loamy sand .
Sody 1 oarrij:, .

Loin or silt loa'
day.101m ,' f
Clay o

:Peat or muck

Below 20

20...35

.35-50

50-65

65-135

Above 135

In genetal.,:mater moves through soils or porous media in accordance with.
Darcy's law:.

K

dH/d1.'

= K dH /dl (C-l)

flux (flow) of water per unit cross sectional areas, in/h
(cm/h)

permeability (or hydraulic conductivity), in./h (cm/h)
total head (hydraulic) gradient, ft/ft (Win)

The total tiead (H) is. the -sum of the soil-water pressure head (h), and
then head due to gravity (1), or H = h'+ Z. The hydraulic gradient is
the change in total head (dH) over the path length.(dl).. These
relationslizips,,,are illustrated . schematically for saturated and
unsaturated conditions in Figure C-3..'

The permeabi 1 i i s clef ned as, the proportionality 'constant, K
Penkeability (K) is not a true constant but..a.rapidly changing functidri.
of water content. :, Even under conditions of constant water content, suc'f
as saturation, may vary over time due to increased swelling of clay
particles, charig4; in pore si.zedistribution due 'to clasSification of
particles, and change, in 'the chemical `nature 'of the soil-water.
However, for most purposes saturated permeability (K e) values can be

ti
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. .

'considered- 'constant .,fort a given soil. In geneaal, the K value for
flow in the vertical directfon will not be equal. to K 'in the
'horizontal direction. This conditiorfAsknown.as anisotropic..

. .. .
. . .

.-. .
A . 40

.

FIGURE C-3
4

SCHEMATIC SHOWING RENIONAIP OF jp-rAL
PRESSURE HEAD' (h), AND GRAVITCON HEAD, (Z):

. F)CIR SATURATION FLOW 07
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SATURATED FLOW
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The permeability of soils at saturation is an important, parameter
because, it 'is used in Darcy's equationo estimate groundwater flow
'patterns ('see Section C.4) and is useful in estimating soil infiltration
rates. Permeability can be estimated from other physical properties dut
much expertence is required=and results are not sufficiently accurate.
for design purposes.

AS suggested by the inclusion of textural classification in Tables 3-7
and 3-9, soil permeability is 4determined to a large extent.,aby soil

texture With coarse materials generally having higher conductivities%
However, in °some cases the soil structure may be equ4lly as imEortant:
A well structured clay with -good stability,, can have a greater

. 'permeabilvity than A much coarser soil.

410
10

Permeability of soils is also affected by the ionic,nature ol'the soil
Ater. A simplified explanation of this effect is gi'ven. Clay
particles_ in the soil are negatively charged due to substitution of
lower valence atoms for .higher valence atoms (e.g., A13+ for Sf4t).i4

al., .
!..f
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the crystal structure.- Becaute of the charge, the clay particles, repel
each other and remain dispersed in. the soil unless, the charge is -

neutralized by positively charged cations in the soil-water. Thus,
waters high in salts will contain sufficient Cations to neutralize the
clay particles and allow them to ,Come close enough together so that
short-range molecular ,attractive forces will unite, or flocculate the
pirticles. Flotculation of particles 'will result in larger soil pores
and increased permeability. Thus, waters low in salts. may result in low
permeability problems.

The type of ion in the .soil-Water. also affects permeability. Water with
.larger sodium percentages can cause reduced permeaOilify. This occurs
because the sodium ion in its tiydrated state is much larger than other
ions, "calcium :acrd magnesium in particular. Thus, the layer of sodium

, ions necessary to. 'neutralize clay particle's is thiCker and the clay
particles are restricted from coming together and reMain dispersed. As
a result, the permeability'.0. the soil. is low. If sufficient salt is
present in the. soil-witer, the layer of sodium ions. will. be suppressed.
to the' .point that clay partities will flocculate and. permeability will
be adequate. However,: the salt. concentration may be so high that the
growth of plants maybe restricted (see Section 54,2.3).

The type of vegetation will also affect the permeability of soil within
the root zone., ,The effects of ions and vegetation on permeability are
not of concern for groundwater aquifers because they are below the root

a zones and contain little, if any, clay.

:As previp0sbCd4scussed, the permeability of soil variet dramatically as
water content is redUced below saturation. SincematriC potential al to
.varies as a function ofmater content ,in accordance with the soil -water
characteristic Curve; permeability. may be desCribed as a function of
matric potential.' The inverse relationship between permeability. and.
matric potential is illustrated. for soils of several different' textures
in , Figure C-4. The 4ignjficant relationship to note ts that the
permeability .of sandy soils, although much higher at saturation. (matric-
potential 0) than loamy soils:, decreases More rapidly as the matric

. potential becoMes more negative. In most cases, the, permeabilities of
sandy soils eventually become lower than the medium soils.. This.
relationship explaint wkw a wetting front moves more slowly In sandy
soils than medium 'or fine soil s after irrigation has stopped and why
there is 1 i ttl e ,:ontal spreading of moisture in sandy soil s after

.

Estimating water movement under unsaW.ated conditions using Darcy's
'2 equation and unsaturated K values involves relatively complex
mathematical techniques. A discussion of such techniques is not within
the scope of this manual. The user is referred to .Kirkham and Powers
[ 3 ] or Klute [4] ,for further detail s on the subject of unsaturated flow.

A
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FIGURE C-4.-

PERMEABILITY AS A FUNCTION OF THE
MATRIC 'POTENTIAL FOR .SEVERAL-SOILS [1]
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C.2.4 Infiltration Raie-

0 90001

0.

The jtfiltration rate of a soil is defined as the rate at which water,
enters the soil from the surface. When the soil profile is saturated,

.

the infiltration rate is equal to
,When

effective saturated permeability
of the soil profile. This occurs because at, saturation.. the matric

-potential (h) is zero at all depths and the total head. gradient
(d[h + z]idi) is equal to unity. Thus, the flux q is equal to k ac-

cording to Darcy's law (Equation C-1). .

'When the:soil profile is relatively dry, thejnfiltration rate islligher
because 'water is' entering large- pores and cracks. With. time, these
large pores fill and clay'particles. swell' reducing the infiltration. rate.
rather rapidly until a .near steady7state'value is approaChed. This
change in infiltratiOn rate: ,with time. is Shown in Figure C-5 . for
seVerel. different 'soilt. The effect of 'both .texture and structure on
infiltration rate is. illustrated by the.curves in Figure C-5. The
.Aiken clay loam has good structural stability and actually has a higher

infiltration rate than the sanoy soil. The Houston black. Clay,
.however, has very poor structure and infiltration drops to near zero.

As with permeability, infiltration rates are affected by the ionic
composition of the soil-water and the type of vegetation. 'Of course,

any tillage of. the soil surface will affect infiltration rates. Factors
which have .a tendency to.reduce infiltration rates include clogging by
organic solids in wastewater, classification. of fine soil particles,
clogging due to biologiCal growths, and gases produced by soil microbes.

442
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FIGURE C -5

INFILTRATION RATE AS A FUNCTION
OF TIME FOR SEVERALSOILS.[1]

20. 40 -80 80 100 120 140
TIME, min

The steady-state infiltration rate is extremely important and generally
serves as the basis for selection,of the design hydraulic loading rate
for slow rate and rapid infiltration systems. A more detailed
discussion of soil infiltration, includingfield measurement techniques,
is presented in Section C.3.-

C.2.5 Drainability

:.

Drainability is a qualitative term that is commonly used in soil surveys
and elsewhere to describe the relative rapidity and extent of the
removal of water'' from the root ...zone by flowing through the soil, to

subsoils or aquifers. . A soil is considered well - drained if,. upon

saturation, water 4s removed, readily, but not rapidly.. A poorly-drained
soil is one in which the-ftot zon remains waterlogged for long periods
of time followirig saturation 4 insufficient oxygen supply to 'roots
becomes- growth.limiting to most . lants. Am excessively-drained soil is
one from which theivater /is red ed so completely that most crop plants
suffer from lack of water: Ir. ,

In general , loam oils are Well-drained ..avid provide the best balance
between dra. and aster ,hol ding 'capaciiy for crop prodUction. Poorly

ed, fine, or moderately fine textUred soil s normal ly are poorly,
drained and are best suited to overland flow systems. Sandy soils are
often excessiVely-Orained.and best suited to rapid infiltration systems

443
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It should be recognized that the drainability of a soil profile will be
determined by the most restrictive layer in the profile. Thus, a
stiallow sandy surface layer underlain by a poorly-drained clay layer

. will be poorly-drained.

C.2.6 SpecifiC.Yield.and Specific Retention

ow,
Speci'fi'c yield and specific retention are related properties,that are a
measure of the amount of groundwater an aquifer will yield upon pumping.
Specific yield is the amount of water that will drain by gravity from a
saturated aquifer divided by the bulk volume of the aquifer. Thfevalue
is':tiiiicallxj0 to 20% for unconfined aquifers [5]. Specific retention
is 'equal to the porosity (subsurface void space} minus the specific
yield under saturated conditions. -The. relation0iip among specific
yield; specific retention, and porosity is shown in Figure C-6.

A

FIGURE 0-6

POROSITY, SPECIFIC RETENTION, AND
SPECIFIC YIELD'VARIATIONS WITH GRAINS SIZE,.

SOUTH COASTAL13ASIN, CALIFORNIA [5],
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C.2.7 Transmissivity

Transmissivity is a parameter that is sometimes measured in the field as:.
part of a method to determine horizontal permeability of aquifers [6].
Transmissivity T ts the rate at which water, is transmitted through a
unit width of the aquifer under a unit hydraulic gradient. It is equal
to the permeability K multiplied by the aquifer thickness.

C.3 Soil Infiltration Rate:and Permeability Measurements

I
Field measurements' of soil infiltration rates, and permeability are an
essential part of the design of rapid infiltration systems and most slow
rate. systems. These .hydraulic parameters'serve as the basis for the
designer's selection of'- an application rate that will be within the

F. 'of.'the soil at the proposed site In this section,
.010,04r1hcIpal methods for measuring infiltration rates and vertical

.

perMeabilitY are reviewed along with procedures for using the field test
results to obtain infiltration equaticins that are useful. in the design
of irrigation .systems. Therelation between infi-Tratioh-and vertical
permeability 'is discussed. Measurement of sohNbisture-profges'is.:
also addressed.

C.3.1 Infiltration

Infiltratioh refers to the entry of the water into the soil. Hxdra#lic
or liouidjbading is ihfiltration over a long term (a year, for example)
and inOudes resting. or dryipg periods. The factors that 'affect,. .

infiltration have been thoroughly .discussed in the and
must be ,firmly kept in mindwhen planning and making measurements.
OtherwiSe, the measuremenis,,which are relatively easy to make',` may be
meaningless for the intended purposeS.

C.3.1.1 Interpretation and Use of Infiltration Data

.As previously mentioned, (Section C.2.4). when water is applied to a
soil that is below field capacfty, the rate of infiltration generally
'Aecreaseswith time, approaching' a'nearly:Constant or steady,state.value:
after .seVeral minutes or hourS of application. HoweVer,
infiltration rates may'vary'conSiderably, depending on-theinitial soil
moisture' level. ' Dry soil has :a higher initial rate than wet soil
becaUse,:- there is more empty pore space-for water to. enter. -jhe effect
of soil moisture level on initial infiltration rates and the-change:ih
infiltration rate as a function of time is illustrated in Figure C -.7..
The short-term decrease in. infiTtration'rate is primarily due to the
change in soil structure and the .filling. of large pores as clayT
particles. absorb water and swell..

C-12
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FIGURE C-7

INFILTRATION RATE CURVES SHOWING THENFLOENCE-OF INITIAL
WATER'CONTENT, 0 (FRACTION BY VOLUME), ON INFILTRATION

.RATE COMPUTED FOR YOLO LIGHT CLAY [1]

, ,

Long-tehn' decreases' Anthe steady state infiltration rates that take
place over several:Mohths of:\application are also observed. These
decreasessare the 'retulcofseverilrnctors, including (1) the migration
and concentritidn:40t fine soil Piracies in tne,soil profile, (2) the
buildup of organic -a!id biblligicaSelj-Os in the soil pores, and (3) the
blockage of `:soil Pones:by0ses:prddiltW by soil microbes. The steady
state infiltratipm.'xite:Maibefimpi*ed or maintained by, soil tilling
and otnermanagement-,pr4cticeS...- '

The snort-term. 0064e .inj011triatiqh:rate as a function of time is of
ifterest in the design.afid operatidriAfOrrigation systems. A knowledge
.of how cumulalive, 'water intake. varies with time is necessary to
determine the tim of:a0Olicalt00 necessary to infiltrate the quantity
of water reqWel.to Arrigqte atropi,- The design application rate of
sprinkler sys emv,0 selectqd on the basis of the infiltration rate



expected at the end of the application period. The short-term change
in infiltration rate can be closely approximated by :.EP'e simple equation:

= Atn

where I = . infiltration raternft./min X'.I.

A a constant, repreSOOng the4Astantaneous intake rate at
time = I (usually mtaltes)- .

an exponent which for most soils is negtive with values
between 0 and -I

4

Integration of the rate equation yields. an equation for the cumulative
intake Y at _any' time t . The equation has' the following form:

'tn
n +

(C'-3)

1

Data from infittroeter studies can be plotted to yield cumulative
,.,,intake curves froiti which t4 coefficients for Equations C-2 and C=3 may

Obtained. Alternatively, the cumulative intake may be computed as a
function of time using the Green-Ampt infiltrAtton Model. Knolledge of
the vertical permeability profile and the initial .soil moisture,profile;
is needed to apply tpis technique: The K ,profile may be determined'b
the methods described. in Section The soil moisture maybe
determined by using a neutron moistureprobCor gravimetric sampl'i'ng
[1]. The calculation-procedures are described by Bouwer for various_ K
and moisture profiles [8, 9]. The advantage:o.f,the calculation method
over infiltrometer measurements in jenerating -y versus t data is
that tiie' ,uncertainty associated with lateral seepage under infirfroi
meters' 'is avbided, and the Y versus t relationship can he computed
easily for any soil moisture profile. Data obtained .from the Green-
Ampt (nmodel. can , .6e.plted in the same manner as infiltrometer data to
yield infiltration rate versus time curves.

P,

The most direct method to determine coefficientstegEquation C-3 is to
,:'plot the data points on log-log paper with t me on the abscissa and
cumulative intake on the ordinate, and to fit the best straight line
through the points. An example of such a plot. for several different
soils is shown in Figure C-8 El]. . The intercept of the curve at t = 1
is equal to A/n + 1 (not shown 'in Figure C-8),. and the slope of the
line is equal to n + 1.

The most important application for the cumulative intake curves is in
the design and evaluation of border irrigation-systems. The curves may
be compared with a set of. intake family curves developed, by SCS for
border irrigation design, and the appropriate intake family can then be
selected. Cumulative intake curves may also be developed for furrow,



irrigation system design and evaluation. Howe Ver, infiltrometer data
are not directly applicable to furrow irrigation because only part of
the landis in contact with the water, and lateral' seepage represents a
large part'of the total. intake. Consequently, acjual field trials using
furrows are required to develop infittration ,rate versus time curves.
Infiltration, rate curves may be obtained by applying the constants A
and n, j*YEquation C-2. Infiltattion .rate turves may be useful in
selecting" sprinkler,: appipication rates.

11:%+-- -

FIGURE C-8

CUMULATIVE. INTAKE CURVES SHOWING THE INFILTRATION OF
WATER .INTO SOIL FROM SINGLE Ri.ING, INFILTROMETERS [1]

( a= n +

4

1

10 20 30 , 4'0 50 80 80 100 200 300
TPIE, t, in

C.1.1.2 Soil Profile Drainage Studies

For '*slow 'rate systems, that are 'operated at application rates
considerably in excess of crop irrigation reciuirements, it is often
desirable to know how rapidly the soil profile/ wilr;drain and/or drY
after app) cati on .has stopped. This knowledge,. together with knowledge
of the limiting infiltration rate of the soil acrd the, groundwater
movement and buildup, allows the designer to make a reasonable. estimate
o the maximum volume of water that can be applied to a site and still
produce adequate crops. A typical moisture profile and its change with
time following an irrigation is illustrated in Figur? C-9 for an
initially saturated profile.
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TYPICAL PATTERN. OF THE CHANGING MOISTURE
_PROFILE:DURING DRYING AND DRAINAGE .

0 -WAVER. CONTENT
0

ATURAlON

Moisture profile.changes may be,aetermined in the field by measuring the
soil -water tension at various times and at various depths in the profile
with tensiometers. Soil tension data can then be converted to moisture
tontent.values by use of thesoil-water charafteristic curve of the soil
at each measured depth. Soil water ch'aradteristic curves are determined
by laboratory methods. A discussion of-these methods and the
,tensiometers is presented in Taylor and AShcroft [1].

C.3.1.3 tstimates of Infiltration From Soil Properties

Estimation of 'infiltration' and percolation: rates without benefit of
actual onsite testing is an undesirablii0 practiae, but' the. generaf

relationshipS-, that have been established between hydraulic capacity and
soil properties through experience are certainly reliable enough to
permit preliminary ,screening of several available sites. Soil

scientists generally agree that when.a large number of widely different
soils are considered, no "single factor, can serve vaS an, index for'
determining the infiltration rate or permeability of an indivtdual soil
profile.

In a comprehensive study by O'Neal, it wassoncluded-that_structure is
probably the most important single soil charatteristicAn evaluating
hydraulic characteristics but it was. ippossible to estimate these on
tOe -basis of structural factors alone [10]. The approach suggested, in



he basis,` of *tyal 'factors, alone [10]. The apps acti suggested in
he Studires fair precisian using four rineoal factors:
(I). relative, tom 'both horizontal and 'vertchll of structural...
aggregates , (2) .and, diYectibn of overlap of regates (3) num-

'ber 'crf. ,v1stble* ps, and '(4) texture. .None of se factor.s'ilnen-::
consider'eksjng as 'a reliable indicator of pe ability, and each :

.; one had to ;.be deed.with reference to all, the otbers. The seven
soil permeabilityltlaSSes Used ty thd SCS =are as follows':

# ,

0, -7(

. Very s 1 ori

SloW

Moderatelyi sjw

Moderate T, .

Moderately rapid

Rapid .

Soil4erMaability,

<O.06

0:04.2

.0-20:0

:Very rapid 0

Using these classes, the soils experts who participated.in O'Neal's work
were able to estimate the correct permeability class' for 68% of-the 271
horizons ..examined, and they were within., one class ranking for an
additional 24%., Note' particularly, however, that,these results were
achieved, by trained persons. Moveover, must be rethembered that even
within a-particular class there is room .for an error 'of up, to 400%.

in. /h =' 2.54 cm/h

A

The ,difficulty is lthat even if permeability- could be accurately
determined from a particular property (such as particle size
distribution), it :would still be influenced by 'factors which that
partiCular measurement could not account for. These'might include_gratn
orientation, .collotd- quigraticin or swelltng, bulk density changes
compaction, and chemical- or biolOgical effects. Thus., it would seem
reasonable for reviewing agencies to insist on t leastsome field
measurements, of the 'type recommended in Chapte 4, for all land
tredthient. systems where the intended application rates are well in
excess of'the known evapotranspirationrates.

,

Infiltration Measurement TeChniques

0

The value that is required inland treatment is:the long-terffi ac eptance
rate of .the 'entire Soil surface on the proposed site for the actual
wastetater effluent to_ be applied. The value' that can be measured; ts
only short-term equilibrium acceptance rate for 'a number"of particear
areas within the 'oyerall site. It is strongly recommenced that
hydraulic tests.. of any type be conducted with the actual wastewater
whenever possible. Such practice will provide valuable,inforMation

4 So
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relative to possible *soil-Wastewater, .interactions which might create
future ',.:operafing problems. If suitable:Wastewater is ,not available at
the :site, the ionic c.odposition of the> water used should. be Adjusted to
correspond to that of the wastewater.- Dien this simple step may provide,
useful data on the swelling of expansive clay minerals due to.sodium
exchange.

The theory of infiltration, ir? which great' strides have teen Made in the
past decade, has simply not yet found practical application in the,land
treatment of, wastewater. Modeling the physics of unsaturated .t,low,.
while important, has not answered the -present need for simple and
economical assessment .of soil hydraulic ,capAcitY. Measurnents have
been made by numerous different techniques without follew-up studies tg-
relate operating results ''to 'the original measurements. ReSeardh is
needed in thi's area to improve existing design techniques.-'

There are many potential techniques for.measuring.infiltration--inClUding
basin flooding, sprinkler AnfiltroMeters, cylinder tnfiltrometers, and
lysimeters.- The technique selected should reflect the actual method'pf
application being considered. The 'area of land; and the'.volume .of
wastewater- used should be as large as practical. The, two main
categories 'of measurement techniques are those involving flooding
(ponding over the soil surface) and rainfall' simulators (sprinktilig-
nfiltrometer) . The fl oodi ng- type of i nfi 1 trometer supplies ,water, to

the Soil; without impact, whereas the sprinkler infiltrometer provides
impact similar to that of natural. rain. Floodinginfiltrometei^t are
easier to operate than spinkling infiltrometers, but they almost always
give higher :equilibrium infiltration: rates.' In some cases,. the
difference is very significant, as shown in Table\ C-2.:, Nevertheless;
the flooding measurement techniques are generally preferred because of
their simplicity.

TABLE C:2

COMPARISON OF INFILTRATION MEASUREMENT USING FLOODING
AND SPRINKLING TECHNIQUES [11]

Equilibri.umAnfiltration
rate, in./h '

Measqrement Overgraze0 -Pature, grated but
technique. pasture . having good cover .

'Double- cylinder

infiltrometer Tooding).

Type F rainfall
,

Omulator..(sprinkling)'

. in./4.= 2..54 cm/h

2.35

0.14 1.13



Before
,

, di scussing : these four tecnniques,- it. should be pointed out that
the standard U.S. Public Health Service (USPHS) percolationstest used
for establishing the .Size. of septic tank drain fields [12] is not
recommended .except for very-,.. small subsurface di sposal fields or beds.
Comparative field studies have shown that the percolation rate from the
4est hole is always si,ghificantly higher than the infiltration rate as
determined froth the doubl elcyl i,nder , (al so led double ring)infiltrometer test. The difference between the two techniquO.is.,Of
Course related to the much higher percentage of lateral -flow experienced
with the standard, percolation. test. The final;rates measured at foUr
locations on a 30 acre (12 ha) site using the th techniques ,are
compared, in Table C-3. The lower' coefficient of variation Idefined as
the 'standard deviation divided by the mean value, Cv = 01M)'for the
double-cylinder technique is,' especially significant. A .plausible
interpretation 'is that the theasurement'technique involved is Inherently.,
more precise than the standard percolation test..

TABLE.,;C-'3 7 ;

.

COMPARISON OF INFILTRATION-1EASUREMENT USING STANDARD
a

USPHS PERCOLATION TEST ANO:DOUBLECYLINDER INFILTROMETE:r" .1.

Equilibrium infiltr.d,tion'
rate, in4h

Location
S tancic rci LISPHS : .061.ible-cY1 inder

percolation ,test :ifpfiltroinetet

48.0. 0
84.0

60.0

138.0

82.8:

Coefficient
of variation ; 6.48 .

a. Usinyiandy soil free of clay.

1 2.54 cmfn ,

1
et,.

Ftiddj TechFifti

Where pilot tfasi ns .for'detOrmi:nat-iOn- of. 1 tif.i l trajli on theplots, hirie general ly ra.11460 frOmz' 'iO ft2 -(0.9 0.25 acre -('0(.1,°:!
ha') . Larger plots wi th4lia border .arrangement; for
application of the mater.: 'If, the .plot* ,are .fil led by hose; a -caffvas.. or
burlap' sack over.: the end-Of the hose Will I, mi nimi ze' di sturbance:Of the
sOilv [7]. Although basin, tests --are, ,desirablle, and 'shoul'd be used
whenever possible, there Probably hot,-ari se" many. opportunitites to



do 'so because of the large volumes of water needed for measurements. A
sample .basin is shown in Figure C-10. In at least one known instance,

Pilot basins of large scale (5 to 8 acres or 2 to 3.2 ha) were used to,.
demonstrate feasibility and then were incorporated into the larger
scale system [13].

M.
TIbURE C-1U

ROOM-NG BASIN USED FOR MEASURING INFILTRATION

C3.1.4.2 Sprinkler Infiltrometers

el

Sprinkler infiltrometers are used primarily to determine thelimiting

application rate for systems Using sprinklers. To measure the soil

intake-Tate for sprinkler appliCation, the method presented by.Tovey and
Pair can .be used [14]. The equipMent needed includes a trailer-mOuhted

water recirculating unit, a sprinkler head operating inside a circular

shield with a small side opening; and approximately 50 rain gages. 14-

schematic diagram . of a typical sprinkler infiltometer is presented irr
Figure C-11, A 2 ton (1 814 kg) capacity trailer houses a 300 gallon

(1 135. L) water-supply' tank and.2 self - priming centrifugal, pumps.- The

sprinkler pump .should have 'sufficient capacity to-deliVer at least 100

gal/min (6.3 'L/s) at 50 lb/in.21, (34.5 N /cm2) to the sprinkler

nozzle, and the return flow pump should be capable of recycling all

excess water from the shiel o the supply tank. The'circular.sprinkler
shield is designed to emit- a revolving headsprinkler to operate

normally inSide the -sh'eld. The_ opening iit the side of the shield

,4 J.0
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FiGURE

L4VOUT OF SPRINKLER INFILTROMETER [14]
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restricts the wetted area to about one-eighth of acircle. Ics'rior to,
testing, the soil in the wetted area is brought up to 'field capacity.
Rain .gages are then- set out in rows of three spaced at 5 ft (1.5 m) ,

intervals outward -from the. sprinkler in the center of the area to-be
wetted. The sprinkler is operated for about 1 hour. The intake .of.

water in the `soil at various places between gages is observed to
,determine whether the application rktelt less than, greater than, or
equal to' the infiltration rate. The area selected for measurement of
the, application rate is -that where the application is equal to the
infiltration rate, .e.", where the applied water just disappears from

the soil 'Surface as the sprinkler jet returns to the spot. At the end
of the test (after) hour), the amount of water caught in the gages is-
measured and the intake rate.is .calculated. This calculated rate of
infiltration is. equal to the limiting application rate thatthe soil
system can accept without runoff.

C.3.1.4.3 Cylinder I afiltrometers

A useful referente on cylinder, infil trometers is Haise et al. [15]. ,The
.basic technique, as currently peacticed, is to drive or jack a metal

cylinder . into the,' soil to a depth of about 6 in. (15 cm) to prevent
. 1 ateral .45'r divergent fl ow of water from the ring. .The cylinder should
.be. 6 to 14 in. (15 to .35 tm) in diameter and approximately 10 in.. (25.
cm) in length. Divergent flow is further, minimized.* means of a
"buffer zone" surrounding the central ring. The buffer zone is commonly
provided by another cylinder' 16 to 30-in. (40,to 75 cm) in di'arneter
driven to a depth of 2 1io 4.in. (5 to 10 cm) and kept partially full of
water during the time of infiltr'ation measurements from the inner ring.
Alternatively, a buffer zone may be proirided by, d.i.king the area ,around
the intake cylinder with low. (3 to 4 in. or 7.5 Vo 10 cm)earthen dikes..

ti It

The quantity of water that might have to be supplied tothe double-
cylinder system during a test can be substantial and might be considered
ao limitation of thetechnique. For hi ghlk permeabl e soil, a, 1,500 gal
(5 680 L) tank truck might-be needed to holda day' s water 'supply for,
series 2f tests. The basic configuration of theAequipment '6uring a test
is showTi in ligure C-12. 4°

Sr.
.

ti This techniqtte is thought to produce data that are at least
reRresentatiye of the verticalltomponpnt of flow. In oast soils,,the
int-titration rate will *crease throughojit, the test and approach a
steady estate value asymptotically. ,This ma require as 14tle 'as 20`to
30 miartes in some soils ancOeveral hours in others. The test (cannot
be fernTinatdd untilthe fteadrstat(k is attained or else the results are.

meaningless (see Figures-C-7).
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The following precautions concerning the cylinder infiltrometer test are
noted.

1. elf a sprinkler 11/flood application is planned, the cylinders
should _obviously be placed in surficial materials. If rapid
infiltration is planned, pits.-must be excavated,to expose
lower horizons that will constitute.the bottoms of the basins.

.2. .:If a' more restrictive' layer is present below the intended
'plane of infiltration and this layer is close enough to the
intended plane to.interfere, the infiltratiOn cylinders should
be embedded into this layer to ensure a conservative estimate.

.4

. The method ofplacement into the .sOil may be a serious
limitation. Disturbance of natural r structural conditions
(shattering or compaction) may cause a l Aarge'variationn.'
infiltration' rates between replicated runs. . Also the
interface between the soil and the metal, cylinder may become a_
seepage, plane, resultilA in abnormally high rates... In

cohesionless soils (sands and gravels), the poor bond between
the soil and the cinder may allow seepage around the

'cylinder and cause "piping." This can.be observed easily and
corrected, usually by moving a short distance to a new
locatiOn and trying agaih. - Variability Of data caused by
cylinder pladement can largely be overcome by leaving the
cylinders fn. place over an extended period during a series of
measurements [7].

'Knowlvdge of the ratio of the total quantity of water infiltrated to the
quantity of water remaining directly beneath the cylinder is essential
'if one is interested only in vertical water movements. If no correction
is made. for lateral seepage, the measured infiltration rate in the
cylinder will be- well in 'excess of the "real" rate-[16]. Several
investigators have studied this problem of lateral seepage and have
offered suggestions for handling it [16, 17, 18].

As pointed out by SOLkhilfgaarde [19]', measurements of hydraulic .

conductivity on soil saMp10:!.often show wide variations within a
relatiVe .small. f-lundred7fold -. differences are common on some
ti t8. ssessing. Aydraulic,;, capacity fora project site is especially
difficu because' test:ylots may have adequate capacity when tested as
isolatO rtions,.but may prove to have inadequate capacity after water
is appltgd to the total area for prolonged periods. Parizek has
Observed4that :problem areas can be anticipated more readily by field.
study following spring thaws or prolonged Periods of heavy rainfall and
readrge, [20]. Runoff, ponding, 'and near saturation conditions may be
observed"' for brief periods at sites where drainage problems .are likely.'
to occur after extensive application begins..

iD
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Although far top few extensive tests have-been made to gather meaningful
statistical data on the. cylinder :infiltroMeter ,technique, -one very

comprehensive study is available from.which tentative conclutiont can be
drawn.: Burgy and Luthin reported on studies of three-40 by 90 ft.
(12.2 x 27,4_ m) 'plots of Yolo.silt loam characterized by the absence of
horizon development in the upper. profile [11]. The plots were diked

with levees 2 ft (0.6 m) 'hi Each plot was flooded.to a depth of 1.5 .

ft .(0.5.m); and the. time for the water to subside to a depth'of 0.5 ft

m) was noted. The plots. were' then allowed to drain to the

approximate field capacity and a series of cylinder infiltrometer tests--
357 total--were made.

. Test results from the three basins located on the same homogeneous field
were compared. In addition, test results from single-cylinder,

fnfiltrometers with no buffer zone were compared with those from double-

cylinder infiltrometers. The inside ,cylinders' had a 6 in (15 cm)

diameter; the outside cylinders, where used, had a 12,in. (30 cm)
diameter.

For this. particular soil, the presence of a buffer zone did not have a
significant effect on the measured rates. Consequently, all of the data

are. 'summarized on one histogram An Figure C-13. The calculated mean of

the distribution shoWn is 6.2 in /h (15.7 cm/h). . The standard deviation'

Is .1 in./h (12.9 cm/h).

Burgy and Luthin suggest that the .extreme high values, while not

erroneous, should be rejected in calculating the hydraulic capacity. 'of

`the site". Physical inspection revealed that these values were obtained
when the cylinders intersected-gopher burrows or root tubes. Altho4gh

these phenomena had an effect 'on the infiltration rate, they should not
be included in the averaging protess as they carried to much weight.

At*. a criprion for re ecpon, Burgy and Luthin suggest omitting all`
values -greaterthah three standard deviations from the mean value. They

further suggest an arbitary 'selection of the mean and standard

deviati n for this 'procedure based on one's: best estimate of 'thet:

correct d values rather than the original calculations... From inspection

of the ittograM, these values might be selected as about 5.in:/h 7
; ,

'cm/h) and 3:5 in.lh (8.9 cm/h), respectively. Thus, all values g er-

45 than 6.p. -+ 3(3.5), or 15.5 in./h (39.4 cm/h)ai'e arbitrarily reje teilk'
a total of 12 of the 357 tests made (3.4%) . .'

4,:. ,.-'.- t

6 r pi

".j!

Because it is important ta-provide conservative design iSarameters)ixr

this work, however, It is recommended that all values greater the,0,40

standard deViations from the mean be rejected. For the example% diTi

results in the rejection of all values greater than 5.0 + 2(3.5)0T.12

in./h (30.5 cm/h) from the average, A recomputation usink this
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FIGURE C7.43'
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criterlp Orbvides a Mean of 5.1 in./h (12.5 cm/h) and a standard

deviatf in./h (7:1 cm/h). This average value is within 16% of
the ',' ,mean value, of 4.4 in./h (11.2 cm/h) as measured during
floodf qs of the efltire plot.

The 41, ti on to.-be',answered now is, how many individilal tpsts must.
be ,m to 'obtain an average that is, within some given percent of the
truei' ain, s'ay at t,,he, 90% confidence interval? The answer has been

by.; s,tatistici.ans using the Student "V' distributi.o.n. Deta'i-ls-

of iftlY 7deriYation,, are omitted here but can be found in-most standard
tek,t4iori,.,Statjstic,4

ctip.fide

are

available:

a gko 0,0

two typical sets of computations are summarized in
C-15., The two sets of curves are for 90% and 95%

al s. The confidence interval and the desired precision
basic choices that the engineer must make.' -A 90%

the measured mean, which is within 30% of the true mean,
ent- for' small sites where neighboring property is

pansion if necessary; On the other hand, 95% confidence
Sured:

.larger"
is within. 10% of the'true mean may be more

.

for, arger sites or for sites where expansion will not be
IP--4ccOmplished once the project is constructed.

1,

coefficient of -.variation will have to be .estimated,,frbiii a few

imirrary tests.' it is the main plotting parametir in these
figures. As an example, for the adjusted distributiOn of Burgy and

Luthin's data with 'a coefficient of variation estimated at 0.55, at
le',1ealit, 23 separate tests would be required to have 9U% co,,-...ideng,e that

the' computed, blew would be within 20% of the true- n vfle of
infiltration. rObviouSly, time and budget constraints must considered
in making the confidence and accuracy determinations; 3 to 4 maa=days of
work might 'be, required to make 23 cylinder infiltrometer tests.

0.3.1.4.4 Lysimeters

Lysimeter' Studies, using either undisturbed cores (cohesive soils) or'
di sturbed- sampl es compacted careful ly to , or near, the field bul k
denstty, of the undisturbed sample, may have potential for bridging the
'very large gap between short-term field tests with clean water and long-
term pilot scale field studies with the actual wastewater. The',

co'nfi'guration of a typical lysimeter is shown in Figure C-16. Smaller,
diameters; gown to 3 or 4 in (7.6 or 10.2 cm, have been,used'with
success',: ,especially for relatively undisturbed- cores. The gravel layer
shown ,nip the' figure is, artificial and was provided only to prevent
clogging at the outlet. Screens and perforated or porous plates have
been used for:the same purpose in other lysimeter_designs.

4 60
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FIGURE C -14
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FIGURE C-16
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If clean water is- used inlysimeterkests, close agreement with the
14esults of . cylinder infiltrometer results should be obtained,.provided
that the infiltrometer tests were made carefully and with tufficient
replicates (usually 6 to 12) [21]. With actual wastewater, however; the
results will not match. .In a study by Ongerth and Bhagat, the 18-inch,
(45.7 cm) diameter lysimeter,- loaded at somewhat less than 100 lb of
BOD/acred (112 kg/had), averaged about 5 to 10% of the infiltra,tion
rates observed on the undisturbed soils using cylinder infiltrometers'
and clean water [22]. Follow-up -S11,idies on a pilot basin. of
approximately 0.25 acre (0.10 ha) showed that rates signiftcantly higher
than those observed in the lysimeters could be sustained [23]. After .1

year of operation the infiltration' rate from the ,pilot basin has
averaged Vout 25% of those measured by the original cylinder,
infiltromet6' testing on this site. This is almost three times the rate
predicted from the lysimaer tests. 'Exact reasons for these differences
are no known, but the packing of, the disturbed soil into the lysimeters
is probably a major factor. This problem will be more critical for fine
extured soils.. Much' more inforMation from studies like the one' by
Oerth and Bhogat is necessary before general conclusions ,:c-an, be drawn.



C.3.2 Relation Between Infiltration and Vertical Permeabi 1 i ty

Percolation, the movement of water through the soil, is a di stinctly
different propertyt from,,i nfi l trati on the movement of water through the
soil surface into, the soil., Pie ,measurement of the vertical component,
of percolation is called _ the .vertical permeability . In a study by
bouyier '.[41 it has 'beep shown that the steady State value of
infiltration of secondary via*Atewater, effluents containing approximately
25 mg/L suspended sol ids iS,about .one -half of the potential saturated
vertical permeabi 1 i ty. .

Alt gh the measured infiltrationtration rate on the particular site may
decrease in time due to .surface Cloggirig' phenoMena, the subsurface
vertical permeability adt saturation will generally remain constant.
That i s ; clogging depth does not generally occur. Thus, the short-
teriii measurement of i nfi I trati on serves reasonably well as an estimate
of the lOng-term saturated vertical permeability f infiltration i s

rti measured over, a 1 arge area Once the infiltration surface begins to
cl og, however, the fl ow beneth the clogged layers tends to be
unsaturated and at uni t hydraulic gradient.

C.3.3 Measurement of Soil Vertical Permeability'

The rate at which water percolates through the soil profe during
application depends on the average saturated permeabi 1 i ty (1) of the
profile.; If the soil is uniform, K is constant with deptfi, and any
di fferences in .measured values of K are due to errors in the
measurement technique. Average K then may be computed as the
arithmetic mean:

K
.am

where
am

= arithmetic mean permeabi i ty

:Many soil profiles approxiMate a 1 ayered series of uniform soil s with
di stinctly. di fferent K values, general ly. decreasing with depth. For
such cases, i t can be shown that average_ K is represented by the
harmonic of the K values' from each layer [25]:

Er ,

where D = soil profi 1 e depth
d = depth of nth layer

K
hm

= harmonic mean permeability

Cr 30



If a bias or preference for a certain K value is not indicated by.
statistical. analysis .of 'field test results, a random distribution of
for a certain layer or soil region must be assumed. In such cases, it`,
has been shown that the geometric mean provides the 'best estirnatel'Of the.
true K 125]:

where -Kgm = geometric mean penneabilityq

''Methods available to Measure vertical saturated 'permeability in the soil
region above a water table, Or in the absence of a water table, include
the double tube [26, 271, the gradient intake:[27, 28], and the air
entry permeameter [29].

,
Each method requires wetting of the soil to obtain K values.. During

.wetting, air is Often trapped in the soil pores; and long 'periods of
infiltration are neicessary to achieve true . saturation. Thus,- the

measured. K 'value is usually Yes's than the 'saturated
permeability '(K5). The air' entry permeameter measures K in the wetted
zone .during wetting, and the Measured. K is about c0.5 K ',[29]. The
double 'tube .and. gradient intake methods required longer periods of
infiltration, .and the soil, become§ more nearly saturated. Thus; the K

- value determined .with these 'two methods may be somewhere between. 0.5

s s'

Iri the gradient intake andSdoublettube methods, permeability is measured
at the bottom of an auger hole, '.,so "these methods can be used for
measuring K." at different depths in a profile'., The air entry
permeameter -is a surface device, and pits or trenches must be dug if it
is to be used*.for measuring K at greater .0epths.

K and K

C.4 Groundwater Flow Investi,gatins

Groundwater 'movement through' Soil and rock :1.s:important to, the de'ign.
and operation of land treatment systems, especially rapid i'nfiltralion
systems. Quanti ties aid qualities of subsurface water, will tikely be
altertd by rapid infiltration. Estimating subsurface watt ;flow by
indirect surface methods and by more direct subsurface . %hods is
destri bed in this ection. The use of hydraulic model s to pteditt. f
groundwater movement also is described briefly.



:4.1 Groundwater...Elevation Maps

GroUndivater . elevation maps are ,tfonst.ructed by* nterpolating beween:
measured 'elevatiOns in, wells and drawing contour ...lines of . equalelevation:; . .mqvementil .of?. the groundwater is in -a direction
perpendicular to,, the contours Jrrom..the higher to the.19wer elevations.
The fl owrate can be .,estimated using -1)arcy' s bA measbring the ,lengthA-

betWe4n grOundwater elevation contours cal

Groundwater Aaps are used to identify zones 'Of discharge and recharge.
Since groundwater flags. downgradient, (tomes, and ridges represent
retharge 'zones; and basins,' troughs,:and ,valleys represent discharge
zones. ,.Recharge -and. dIscharge zones are likeljt.,.to OctUr, where aquifers
a're exposed at the ,earth surface, where lakes and streams intersect
shallow water tables, and where there is concentrated agricultural ,industrial, or municipal land use. GroundAter di scharge can occur
because of ertical leakage, along faults or, other boundaries.

C.4.2 Sface Methods of Estimating Hydrologic Properties

Indirect surf-ace methods can often be used to provide qualitative data
on subsurface hkdrolog,ic 'properties. These methods. include: (1) earth*,res-rstivity, remote Sensing;- anb .(3) soil and geologic surveys.'

6.4 . 2 . 1 tarth Resistivity.
;

Earth resistiv.i4ty 'surveys are useful i n determining shallow 'water.
tables:- These and.: other :geophysical;,, g%ocheMical , and geoibgical
surveys are reviewed by Maxey E30]. Resi.stiVity. surveys are-inexpensive
and yi el d qual tativesOubiliirfae`

ky

.

C.4.2*.`2 Remote Sensing
'-

.

0Remote sensing by. aerial an0 satellite photorap,hy can be used tg)
eptimate subsurface hydrologic. propefoties.:.. from °interpretation ofdifferences in vegetation, so* -associations', surface drainage.
Aerial .photographs are psualiy ablefAiik:zhe ..SCS soil,,surveys Or
from 1.and use surveys. Stellite;pliotOgraphyt., a. mofee., recent technique;'

computer-generated maps can be used to .eAtiMate'sUbsurface hydrology
from interpretation of 'surface featur,es suCht,a5 *oil moisture.



Existing soil surveys Often:include information on'geplogic features,
depth to groundwater, and areas of poor drainage. ,'Geoltgic
,developed by USS, Include discusStons. of climate, l and .use, geography,
physical ge,ology.;.- mineral ogy, petrology, structural ;geblogy,

.geologY,J paleontology, and economic .geology of an area.. Methods of...
making geologic SunVeys are discussed 'by Lahee L31.] and Compton; [313.
Geologic surveys often include numerous measurernerrts; of rock thickness,
texture; .'_stru'ature, attitude (dip, .strike,; plunge), and statiitical
analysis of the data may be given,

.

Published geologic surveys are useful in describing.. toCatio.n; physical

make -up, thicknesS, attitude, and boundaries of geoloiiC:''.unitSWhiC may
aquifers. They are useful in identifying recharge arid discharge

areas, sub.surface flow directions, surface ::,'dralnage: patterns, Water

quality problems, and potential ..hazards:' for land use. Surveys are'
produced by federal. and state .geological surveys and bureauSiot mines
They are also ,avail able as reports for special -engineertng,' scientific,
and educational, Studies at universities ancF.Oesearch centers.'

C 4.3 SubsurfaCe Methods of Estimating HYdrOlogic Properties °

Logging methods, :aquifer tests,. and iilaboratory ',tests are among:the
f subsurface methods used. to estimate hydroiogic,propertieS. They require
r' physical access to the sUbsUrface through wells, ,IntS, or drill ,holeS.

.
.

Logging methods are used: to estimate itexture,,,,,porbsity,nd groundwater
circulation and quality. A log is a descript'i'bn of Ma.teri al. 'properties
with depth' as determined by observatiOns or measurements,,through a tsiOle

or with .samplest from a hole. pritlers' 4logs and electrical' resistance;
and potential lOgs are most common Changes' in.:soil s.'or soil material's°
can be correlated With spikes or :Peaks .on theelectric,lag-.Printbuts.
Various logging method's' are :reviewed by Jones and Skibitzke [33.]
Todd [34]... Professional: ,loggfng companies...publish 'detailed manuals and
research papers. A summary, of subsurface logging -information obtained

by various methods is "prOvided in .Table C74.,"

C.4.3.2 Aquifer Tests

,Aquifer tests: by the. pumped -.well method_ are perf,ormed .using .a, series of ,t
in the field. Tne approach IS to discharge, (puthp) or recharge onq
at a known rate and to measure the response of water levels in the



i
other wells. Water level responses are then mathematically related to
permeability ( K ) or transmissivity 16]. -

Method

Drillers' log

Drilling-time log

Aeistivity

Potential -log.,.

Temperture log

,,,Caliper log

.-. Current log

Radioactive

4

TABLE 0E4

SUBSURFACE LOGGING INFORMATION.
OaTAINED.BY VARIOUS METHODS [34]

Operation

Observe well cuttings
during drilling

".

Observe. drilling time

Measure electrical
resistivity OfNiedia

sureoundiag,encased hole

MeasueenatUra),--
electric poten*, or
self-potentiaf,;

Measure temperature..-

Measure hole,diameter

Measure current

log Measure attenuation of
gamma..ancr-neuiron rays.

Rog contacts, t
or type texture.
tests. Common me

Pev
deicr1W-itrft

for la oratfry
ho *

Rock texture, porosity.

Specific.resistivity.of rocks ,'porosity,
packing, water resistivity, moisture content,
:temperature, groundwater-quality: Correlate
with.saPples for best results. .CommonMetbod.

Perme0
Comma,

or imPermeable,groundwater
thod.

Groundwater circulation, leakage:

Hole diameter, rock consolidation,
_zones,...casing location.

Groundwater flow velocity, circulation,
leakage'.

caving

COnsolidation: porosity, moisture content.
`Common in soil studies, clay or.nonclay materials.

,

Bouwer 'summarized other' variations,. including the. :auger- hole,
piezometer; and tube methods [35]: In the tube.mefhod, the resultant K
is for the,vertjc41 direction [25, 35]. For the-piegimeter method, the
6irection of measured K depends on the ratio of the.piezometer,height
to its .diaMeter. The auger-hble test, which measures principally
hbriiontal permeability; is discussed further in.Section.C.5.2.2.

LaboratOry. Tests

.

Laboratory tests of supsurface'. flow myerties. areAenerallY not as
reliable as field methods_beCause of the errors introduced in sampling
and the change ih 'properties due to disturbance in.sampling. Laporatdi?y
oeterMinations of soil-water characteristics andunsaturated conduc=
tivity-CurVe§--Ire7OFesented in Taylor and Ashcroft [1], Kirkhamaild
Powers [3], Black [36]; and Bouwer and dackson[37]. Betag.Se(..t1Iihe,.
fremelidous variability of,H actual hydrplOgic.prOperties, a great manyc.,
laboratory tests must be conducted to4roVide statistical validity. Ar

s.

I

,i4=34

0 FF



or

.

Groundwater Mou nd Height Analysis

f?, C '

C.5.1 IntrOductiv:

If water that infiltrates the soil and percolgtes vertically through the..
4

zone of aeration encounters awater table;'or an 1Mpermeable(or less

Oarme46) dlogroundwater "mound': will'begihto grow
mound height continues to 'grow,,, eventisaily encroadkon the zone

of eration to the poi-tit where renovation capacitris/affected.. Further
growth may result in' intersection of the mound with tWsoil surface,
which will.. reduce. infiltration rates. This prqblekcan usually be
:identified and ,analY ezed.befor the system *designed and if the

proper geologic and tydrolPIOCAnUrmation 'is available for analys.is.
ir

Pahzek [20]Y and Spiegel 4.38] support the Once,W0f hydro4eologic
systems ,?analysis to .define the'Probable effects of a project on local

and regional. water 'table configurations. Modeling. may be e"Xpected to

delineate areas likely., to he flooded, demonstrating the need for

drainage facilities and' their location. Thus, contingency 'plans to

leliminate potential drainage problems can 5be formulated at the time
projects are designed. 1

.

o

all
.

Practically l analYses of drainage problems have been-limited to. the'.
"behavior of the water table, which of course-retponds:# a wetting event

as shown, in FiguresC-l7 and C-18. Irrigation expertsrecOgnize that
. water table potition7 alone is not asatisfactory criterion in their
work'. If the present state of knowledge' would permit,. they might well'`

redirect thi'Ir;,attentiont to the moisture/contentofifthe root zone, The

situation it :Similarwith respect to /land applicatiin of wastewater.

One, is really.less interested in the position of the water table. at any

time than in the onset .of-anaerobiosis in the sop voids and the
'breakdoWn of renovationcapcity. ..Analysis-bf t ihe latter-s so complex,

hoWever,.,,that we will. have to be cohtent for the present to simply be

able to control the' watertable, or to_knoW how high, it will riseuhder
given loading cond4i Ons.

-Analysis V.. the growth and decay characteristics of groundwater mounds

-induced: percolating waters is-a complex, mathematically sophisticated,

process.. :The, problem has been ,attacked in several ways,,including

analytical, analog, and \digital.modeling. Several empirlical equationt

repretenting gross approxi'ations:have,also.appeared. -A 'complete review

of the work 'in this a ea-iswell beyond .the scope of this appendix.

Rather, the- input data enerally required for the analysis will be
discussed, andashort rev' w will be OrOvided of published studies that

should prove "useful to.-the:'user, searching. for a liletk6Cti--:oit a

particular problem. .001y kiMple geometries, knoWn to recur frequently.
An practical applications', ae,Povered by .these'references..

'- 9

v't 468



FIGURE-C-17
.

MOUND.DEVELOPMENT,FORSTRO RECHARGE [33]
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FIGURE C-18

MOUND DEVELOPMENT FOR CIRCULAR RECHARGE AREA
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C.5.2 Data Requirements

,' .
.

- .a
.

Before proceeding with any analysis, a good deal of data must be-
collected: ' The following 11Tt of input information requirements is
abstracted from the work Of 10aUmann [39] and PariZek [20]. Pertinent
comments by other investigators are included, where appropriate to

..provjde additional insight or clarification.

1. Coefficients of vertical and horizontal permeability. If the

site 'is large and/or its soils heterogeneous, a spatial
distribution of these values will be needed. Klute [40] and
Papadopulos et al. [41] both 'stress the need for extensive
rather than intensive methods of characterization, and
meaningful average conductivity functions, together with
probability statements as to deviations-from the mean value.

.2. Specific yield (drainable porosity). of deposits saturated or
dewatered by water table fluctuations.

3. Vertical distances between initial groundwater surface and
.ground surface, and between initial groundwater surface and
impervious stratum.

4.: Slope of impervious' strata.

5: Horizontal distance to a control or .surface.

6, Geometry of recharge area.

7. Rate and duration of spreading (infiltration). Although most,
of.the analytic expressions assume a 'steady supply .

(constant vqrticalpercolaMn) ; Childs has shown' that seepage
of a Series of intermittent recharges is equivalent to. that of
a. siftle steady application [42]...

8: Estimates of the evapotranspiration losses for the areas where.
groundwater tables will be near the surface.

C.5.2.i drainable Voids

HThee term drainable voids it, synonymous with the term specifi c. yield"

used in water well-technology.. It is theratio of water that will drain
freely from the materials to.the-total volume of the materials. It may

be estimated from data on similar soils (Table C75), -or more preferably,
it may be evaluated in the laboratbry froM soil moisture data at
gitUration and U.3 bar tension on undisturbed soil fragments.



,

APP

TABLE C-5

X'IMATE DRAINABLE VOIDS FOR MAJOR. SOIL
CLASSIFICATI104.

-Drainable
Material ' Porosity, % voids, %

d.

Clay ' .45 3
14,

Sand. 35 25

etelly s nit 20 16

Gravel , 25 22

.1414s 4 ,.
In some areas of the * States,Unite , the SCS,has investigated the-Oil

. profile .1"uffittently o provide a reasonable estimate of-drainable voids
ott a' partiCular si, . An outstanding reference, covering 200 typical
soils in 2i' states, is the USDA Agricultbral Research Service .

Pdbliqlation 41-144. (21, This compendium of toil-moisture tension data
gives ,bulk.density7 total porosity, and saturated Vertical:permeability '_:
values. It altoAives soil moisture at 0.1, 0.3, 0.6, 3.0, and 15 bars .

tiolsion ori f several depths in the soil profile" (down to about 4 ft or
ih

, .

1.2 m h many cases)..

.

Drainable voids can be. calCulated. as the difference between total
porosity :' and the volume percent of moistUreat 0.3 bar tension. -Other,

. important hydrologic computations can be made as well, ,using the
relationships, in Holtanet al. 1431. One important factor that was not
discuSsed in either Reference [2] 'or. [43] waS.theinherent spatial
variability ,:of the basic measurements reported. Nielsen et al.
conducted a set of experiments on a 370 acre (15U ha) site to determine
the statistical .variability oil many soil properties 'affectingitf
hydrologic behavior ,144].. kfewof their results, ,shown in Table C -6.,
should be' of Value in-OeVel.oping a;sensitivity for thit variability.

C.5.2.2 Lateral (Horizontal) Flow

' 1

Horizontal permeability it a more difficult:parameter to obtain. In
f field. soiltHsotropic-Condltions are rarely encountered,.although they
are. frequently assumed t4. the sake of convenience. "Apparent"
anisotropic permeability often occurs in:unonsolidated media because of
interbedding of 'fine-grained and coarse-grajned materials within the

. Profile. Such interbedding restricts permeability to vertical flow-much"
more than:it does latercal- flow [25], Although the interbedding.
4'epretents nonhomogeneiti, rather thast anisotropy, its effects-On the._

,
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.

... 'use.fp11. i5 -Pie! auger h0) e '4Pd hn i 4ue '' of),'. r and*trkham
. [47] .

Allkough auger hole qpaSrements. ark 'Alqal n pa f ?,.by:the..vertiCal
coniOnent -..,;(3f,' flov),('',.studiS' °have demOngtratd.,..,0 ° the 'technique
prunarily re's the h64$00,ntWconiOnOtAttplg.,- A .deftnition sketch

.

of the mea4i, el pt system is skEwn i n: re 4-T? and' tIkewerimental
setuk; is ..shown in.Fiture C-0:'; :The ,t oie.*.js 6besed on e4fact that
i f :the hole extends. bel ow: th4,qmeater tW, ' nAgigo ter i s removed' from the

ho.VeL:f.(by b44.ing or pumping1;.-6e nor' 11 at h, rate odetermi ned1

by Ahe permeability of

pumping).
; t4Cditil4ffslIKIff ' the' 1 se ,',/and the

., .

height of \water inythe hole.:44-th the aid of eitker formulat orilliOhs
the permOabfTity i s cal0 atA% trom :measur .0 'rat% Weise i n the Kole.
The total -14.1.64 into tliOlere.)00u14J0,syfficiently ,gnialol duriilg the
period of measurement to permit cI4culf f the,Aermeability based oh.
an "average" hydraulic head. Thi-4-is u* t Oise.
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vertical com9one s (Kb. and Kv) in anisotropic soils by combi,ning'aitger,
ho,e measurements wah..pi.ezometer measurements at the same sdepth:149].}-,,,

a,ugeY hole terminates 'at (or in) an impermeable layer,'.the
followf4 equatiop applies '(refer to Figure C-19 for symbols): s

i
w.hesi.e, .4'.="atige'r hol d radius, m

. At = tit* for water"',-to rise y:, s'.
.`-' , Kb "iihdriiiintai. perlieability,In/d.'.

d6ptht.,defined iiii Figure C-19;
ci, !... , 0.*..., - ,4" ,,,. ,\ ,

If 'an iapertheablik, tayer.is enebun:tere'dat
of t0e Gager bple; ,t equatioKhbeComeS,.

, 0 _ .P .
Cs '',,4t id; 1+ ^

.1. 0 41, l'' l' ' 2.t,,, ..., 1:045 0 0.4
o ik K ''(iii--F 6) ='-,_

, . ..- .c). 6 ' 4,
i ,1. ...

where ,
.
(1-7= "deptfl im ,..4,

log10(!0 /y1;)
At ,

any urzits, usually om.
a great itep h'.13eirow' ttie 'b
,

41,' .

4, A
E 4 A* TABLE C-7

4

i al,. of tiEAS2 PorRATIOS HORIZONTAL
Vi,EATrCAL IDERi,{EAB;,LIY:.

ric ',
i

.:, .
'

effective horizorata1,t .

....Si.telVermeabil4y;
-,t .,

,ift./d,' h/Kv

,. .fi tvio
-.42A -41. 0431n8I di,

247

4 rtk

5 .

2:4 .S,ii.ty.

2.

4.4

7.0

20.6

\I

1"/

a

Gravelly
Near final mgyatrre

1 Irtqgu succession of
gravel layerso(from K

ments A n fjeld)

66.0 --..(Fronaarielis-is of rectiarge
glow iystem)

282,.

sand and
Measure-,

1a. Sources: Data on Sites 1- throv 5, [,45], data on Site 6 [46].

1 ft /d = 0.305 m/d
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Charts for both.5111ses were ptepared by.Ernst and ate:available jn the
text by-Luthi n [410r.,,,. An al ternate formula, claimed to be slightly more
aCcurate,, has beent develigOd by Boast and KirkhaM ,[50]. Their equation
employs a table of coeffidents to, account for depth .of impermeable or
of very permeable material.' b.etowithe bottom of the hole.

There are several other techniques for)0k4fUatfg horizontal
permeability in the _preSence of -a water tableiUg tests, such as
described by Bouwer and Rice, can. be .used tO .calcUl ate Kh from the

.

vhiem
equation after observing. the rate of rise of'water fp- a W _ell

following an instantaneous removal =of a volume.of water to create a
,hydraul ic gradient [51]. Certainly pumping tests, which are - ,already:

familiar to many engineers, would provide a meaningful estimate:` Glover.
presents.. a, comprehensive discussion of pumping' tests, as well as other
groundwater problemS. .:- He also presents:example.problems and table's of
the mathematical functiOns heeded to evaluate permeability from .drawdown
measurements [52].

There are two limitations to full-scale pumping tests. The firSt.is the
expense involved in drilling and installation. Thut, if a Well ,is not
al ready located on the Site,' the pumpi ng test techni que:woul dprobably
not- be zonsidered.- If an existing production Well ..fulfills the
_conditions needed for the teChnique:to.be,val id, it should probably be
used to obtain an° eWmate.: However, this estimate may still require
modification through the use of supplementary "pOint" determinations,,~
especially i f the site i s very l arge- or i f the_ soil s are. quite
heterogeneous. The possibility ..that, the pumping test will not give
results representative of the larger area is the second .limitation.

t .

-

Donnan. and . Aronovilp dev'eldped a techhiqq using a.:.small well screen.,
carefully mAiufactured tcit a set of standard specificationS [53].

. Because :.these screens, has a constant and reproducible flow geometry
when 'inserted 'below t v4ats, table and pumPed, standard curves prepared
by. the -..authots coul be used to compute Cb from fl owrate "aatt.
pressure ,drop data.

.

Measurement of'hori ntal and vertical `permeability may oceasionailY be
necessary An. the abSe Ce of a water, table.... A typical case might involve; :`i
the presence of a cal iche. layer, or other hardpan formation neartthe
Surface which is restrictiVe. enough, .to cal flow. to result in a
;1:1.rdecr water. table. upon application of effluent. In this case;' -
equipment and techniques developed:, by. Bouwer- will permit the',

*erminatiOn [54]. 'The required equipment is known as the leffipe Double
Tuile Hydraulic Retmeability Device. Water levels in the inner and outer
tg*: are manipulated 10 give as estimate of the Overall "permeability
which is some resultant of Kh, and lc (more of Kv ) The true.
Value :;:of Kh can be evaluated by inserting piezOineters'.in .the. double
tube system to. measure the true Kv Kh.can then be computed.
clithemethods for measuring K. absence'of water table are: shallOw
AT1 lump-in method .( ), entry permeanieter (Kv ) and in-
filtra. ion gradient method ( Kv) [4] .

C-42



C'.5.3 Model s for ,Two Geometries of Practical Concern

Two recha ;:.area geometries can to expected to 'recur iff'equently in
practice. The first ;involves a rectangular area -lying roughly
perpendiculan,. he initial dierection of groundwater flow. If the
length is -,"14r.ge. relative to- the width, the area can be considered a
strip- arid the resulting mound ,will be two-dimensional, as shown in
Figure.C-17.

The growth and decay of the two-dimensional inound is given analyticalfy
bby bothiliaumann [391 and .Marino [551: Baumann based his solution an the
anal ogy'' of the flow of heat- through a prismatic, rkonradiating bar of
length La: witha constant heat source v at the origin (X = ) and
constant. temperature at X L.Ld. The exact solution for the stable
mound- at t co is a Fourier-series expansion; however, an, approximate
solution for the mound coordinates can be obtained more simply from the

. expressi on

Ka

where v = the average infiltration rate
i = the slope of the impermeable strata, usually zero

(C-9)

tit.

Thi s, expression al lows. cal cul ati,on of the mound hei.gh at either' edge of
the spreading basi n. The maximum height H at the 'center of . the
strip, would have to be estimated from the geometry and the shape of the
curve near X '= 0.

If the spreading area can be readily approximated by a circle, the mound
will be three,dimensional. The absence c a circular control for
ateral fl ow makes the probl e of defining a stable mound difficult, but

Solutions are available [3.9 56, 57]. Referringto the definition
sketch 'shown in Figure"C-18,' ne solution for the maximum mound height
(from. reference ['57]) is

H = *-. U

. U

,.e du
-ug.

where u
1

= R Ploit

a Kd

11 drainable void volume

476
ii),Na.A"6
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and the integral above is the .well-known exponential integral', values of
which are tabulated in reference [S2]. '; Graphical solutions to the
equations of groundwater mound, height analysis for several important
geometries inay be found in reference [58], a publication of the USDA -
Agricultural Research ,Service.

Control of the Groundwater. Table

The need for drainage will be' established' thrOugh some method of
groundwater mound height analysis or when the natural fluctuations in
the groundwater table are thought to bring it too close to the surface,
the latter being a judgment of the designer. For some large projects
that do not require a complete system of underdrainage, drainage at a
few selected locatiOns may be required;--For other projects, drainage
may be required only,to preVent trespass of wastewater. onto adjoining
property by subsuiface flow.

The drainage design consists "cof selecting' the depth and spacing for
plaCtment of the drain pipes or. tiles. As .a frame of ireference,
'pra'ctical drainage systems for wastewater applications will be at depths
of 4 to 8 ft (1.2 to 2.4 m), at or in the water table,' and spaced 200 ft
(60 m) or more, apart. Spacing may apProach560 ft (150 m) in sandy
soils. Although closer spacings result in better control the water
table, the cost of moving the ',drains closer together soon bec omes
prohibitive except fOr .a very 'few

A definition stetchfoy the use tf,the Hooghoudt drain...Spacing .method is
shown in: Figure .C-2T, The .6s5uviTttons of this method are as follows.
[49] :

. .

The soil is homogeneous and.'of permeability K (horizontal
conductivity)..

2. The drains are evenly spaced a ditance S apart.

A
3. The hydraulic :gradient at any polnt!is equal to the slope of,

the water table above' that, point. .

4. Darcy's law is valid.

5. . Art,11110ervileabfe Layer underlies .cfrain- at a depth d

TheThee rate of repl enishment (wastewater application 01 us natural
precipitatiOn) is v . ,



FIGURE'C-21 .

.

DEFINITION. SKETCH FOR DRAIN SPACING FORMULA

Omitting all details o

given as
the derivatioh,\the:final.Pacing f rtula is

where H is the maximum height of water table allowabl above the drains.,

This equation is approximate, and several modific-a ns are possible
and/or necessari. for particular field situations. &,a 4Darticular, the
val ue of d in Equation C-11- is only eqUal to the .actual depth when ;'lie
depth is small. 9ooghoudt developed a' table of "equivplent" depths fo',17
large values of d which are to be substituted for the actua.1.Value of.d
in 'Equation C-11. Curvesi,based on Hooghoudti.S\ ana,ly.is.'are available'
tn Luthin.ks text [491. Additional details of drainage desigii'oay be
found in luthin and other references. (see Section Cr18);"-Oh,ocoasion,
pumped wells have been 'used for drainage and/or recover", of renovated,
effluent when the water table is too .deep for the use of. horizont 1
drains [4,6,].

.
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C.7 Relationship: BetWeen. Mesured "FlYcir'401.C. ,Capaci ty arid Actual
Operating Capaci ty

.

Thg relationship between'. measuredP1. hydraulic capacity and actual
operating capacity . is an extremely important sObject which iS; .,

.

complicated by the fact that meaningful -data are:. W. generally available,,
for .antysi s. In addition; not.eVery site. i s hydfautidally limited; if)?
facts, ost. sites probably are, no;:_. Ln .,nian.y,:' cases , l Oadi ngs are

' ContrOl l ed U,y'.'Management ap.Oroat hes ,:- n i trOgen loadings, or other
tattors. . for Sites that. receiV:e-..,,relatively '1 ow organic
'loadings : ( say -: less than : 200 1 biatre.0 [224 kg/had] of BOD) .and that.;.
have no -other :140 ti ng factors, it wool 4, be si gni fitant to know. the '.
relationship, between-,

i

the .0 ghest hydraulic loadings that (14 d not cause ....

.....:probl ems and the'-cfr,original infiltration rates measured on tfig,:sbil S
befgre the initial appljtations_of wastewater-began. Data from several
:sYstems , are summarized in Table ca, but they are ':from,a very limited
crbss-,'section of soil typeS and wastewater Lharacterittict, so. it would
be :inaPprOpriate to 'draw generalconclusions from them: More data of
this ',. type are required, before a. meaningful pattern can emerge, As can
be seen froM theJOOtnotes; only two of: the systems are-tei ng :loaded' at.
or .near their maxiMum acceptance Tate in the absence of. any. other known
constraints. Such -, S tuati (Ts. make data I nterpretati on Very. difficult,
t present, ,T, t7' appears than't. 1 oadin'4 'i,ft the range of 5 ito...257,-.of the
measured .i nfil:tration rate will general ly produce a,satitfactory result

714 terms. of syttem-hydraul its,' no other tonstraints.existing 'Operating ..

rates. reporte0 in Table : C4 .'are calculated using total cycle times,.
including:Ahe time allowed for resting and OTying. One further point of '.-

interest lk the hydraul ic loadi ng. fo r' the f fashi ng:Keadows.-project ,which
averages )$' about 2.%0 of potential :tnf i 1 traqoh. , It i s believed that this
mayy -be ips. peak vette (as' a pertentage) atfOoinable anywhere beCause of
the nearly ideal. 40- titiOn at the Phoenix teSt'site [2471-

, _
.

:TABLE C-,8

, . SOMA10 OF. MEASORED INF I LTRATION RATES AND.. OPERATING'
' RATES FOR SELECTE0 LAND APReICATION SYSTEMS [54]

5'o?er..4` S6 l texture`.:
c,lass, Type nf wastewater

. .

Infiltration Operating
rate in./h :rate v . i,n./h ,

.t .Slo4 rite .' Si lt loam -. Steam peel potato 0.:8-0..9 0.038 ;. ', 1:13. 4'

., .

Fi ;Slow, rate ",f-' Loam :,.!........ Seconclarx effluent meat pack i n.g 0:8-2:10
:. 0. 03b . 1.4-3.8

;1ow rate,''. , Silt larn. f- ....Sesondary . municipal 1 0.2 -0.3, . '.. 0.01c 4.0
Rdpili inf i 1 trabion' .Sand Oi4y, cool i ng water .-11. "7..,\ 2 FO..: t19.9-31 .0

, . 4
91.1)-14.4.,

' RarSid infi 1 tra ti on. ' raye',41.cc,.and Secondary kraft mill '..,e: 2$.0 -55.0 029d.
,Rapi 0.,, cnii 1 trotiPn'' Ltpamy sand Secondary kraft milt , '1 . 51- 9. 7 . '0..191

Rapid Inf i 1 tra ti on Sand gravel .Sec68dary. muniiciPaN 8.P7z11:,8 0.55
, ..4-

''' *

poq.r. drainage (high wIte41.'' table
trari ly to irrigate Jarger .acreage for-hay production:

riitiogen loading considerations:
,organic loading (10016ical clogging pr.oblems)::'t

'.2.0 -12.7

4:6 -6.2 . .
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APPEND.TX .D

PATHOGENS'

D.1 Introduc

:Because 1 nd., treatment must/be.. compared' equitably to conventional
wastewate di scharge systems ini facili ties plarining, a' need, exists to;

ie.val Uate he relative health _risks 'associated. wi tp -land treatment' Versus
conventi anal systems. ;Unfortunately., there are few data.on, this asPect..,
$ince he level of enterit'dtsease 4,--,the.United StatO is, relatively,
I ow,: , a Stewater in . the United States:: woul d be expected to 'contain/1 ow,
level , of pathogens compared with that ih many regions of Asia; 'Africa i'

r

arid outh America: 'However, ,.- the continual occurrence- of Watertiorne.
disease caused by wastewater- contaminated watei, i n the Uni ted. States [13

.indicates , that )sufficient 'numbers. of wpathogens are present to be a
_ _publ ic

1

health .co,ficern: , , ,,, . . t-
e .

1 .-, e

:, 6.2,, Relative Public 'Htalth -Risk

4

' * . r
t . J ',.. I 1 .

" .. *Suffccient data are not available to show Whether or dot land treatment
-..- is, a greater health risk than , conventional treatment and 'di scharge,

systeilis.,., The 'paticity of infurmation available on disease. causedby
wastewater:.- treatment prOcesses. may reflect either, the absence of a
problem, lack of intensive'surveillance, or the insensitivity of present , .

epidemiological itools to detect recurrent small-scale incidents of
/di sease.. Its should be emphasized, however, that ,no incidentsdents of .di ;ease

have been documented from aplanned:andsproperly'openated land treat/Dent
.systek. ''Comparative epidemiological _ ,studieS on human. popul ations
2asSociated with Conventional. as well as land treatment-systems are
Meeded to provide sufficient and reliable data oh which regulations

t-dould' be based.: Thus, evaluation- of potential health-hazards must test
on . our knowledge of the occurrence of pathogens in_wastewater and their
fate during land treatment.

4,

D.3 PathogenS Present in .Wastewater

A 'large variety . of (disease-causing microorganisms and parasites are
present indomestic wastewater. These include pathogenic bacteria,
viruses, protozoa,.and parasitic Worms. ' The number of inVividual
species, 'of pathogebs is high. For exampl e;1 over 100 different, types of
viruses are known to be excreted in human feces. The relative
concentrations of these pathogens are highly-variable, being dependent
on -a number of Complex factors, but pathogens are almost always preSent
in 'untreated wastewater ,,in sufficient. numbers to, be a public health
concern. Thud, it is necessary to identify and put into perspective any
potentfal routes of disease transmission involved in land,treatment as.

/95
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''.

. . .-

well . aS.'.conventional treatment. of wastewater so that-appropriate. :

..

tafegdArds .can -be assured. It is also ncessary. to:identify the
relative risk, of Infection for humans and animals.frointhese-a0.other..
.sources.

\

Most-of the itudies reported in this,appendix involve appliCations of
"untreated wastewater' (often simply referred to as,Wastewater) tcl.the
land in an unplanned mannei-, or deliberate artificial seeding of
bacteria or viruses in high concentrations tO the soil,to determine
their-survivalor movement under various conditions. Because eac study
had different Objectives, types of soil, climatic factors, types of
organisms, , and methods of detection, the r sults must beinterpreted;1-
accordingly. In citing a particular study f r purpOses of establishing
safeguArds or standards, all of the cianditiOns relevant to tbat. study.
should be defined. In general, safegUards should beestablished on a,
case-by-case basisso.that the .relative risk of disease transmission inj
each situation'can'be eValuated individually.

e.' D.3.1"' Bacteria

- 7

'The' most common bacterial pathogens found in wastewater inclUde strains
,of: Salmonella, Shigella, enteropathogenic EScherichia coli (E. colil,
Vibrio, and Mycobacterium.,-The genus Salmonella includes over 1 200
different strains, 'many -of which a're. pathogenic for otti man and
animals. Members of this*group a're commonly isolated from wastewater
and polluted receiving vthters. Salmonella typhi has been res'ponsible
for incidents oftyphoid,fever.associated with wastewater - contaminated
drinking water. [1] and with' the eating of raw vegetables grown on soil
\fertilized with 'untreated wastewater.[2]: Other members of the group
are associated with palatyphoid fever and acute gastroenteritis.

organisms are the, most commonly identified cause :of acute
.bacterial diarrheal.disease in the'United:States.[3]. Waterborne spread
of the organisms,Can cause outbreaks of shigellosis,. Commonly known as
bacillary dySentei-Y,-which occur frequentiy.in undeveloped countries and
occasionally. in developed countries. Uplike SalOnelia, Shigella
organiims are rarely found in, animals oper than man.),

Cholera. is caused- by the organism Vibrio cholerae. in Israel in 1970
cases of cholera were attributed to the practice of irrigating vegetable
crops , with untreated wastewater. This, practice is contrary to

regulatioris of the Ministry of Health [4]. There were no reported cases
of cholera in the United,Siat'es between 1911 and 1973, until a single
case occurred in Texas with no known source. Though.individual cases of
cholera- may arise in international travelers, the likelihOod.of cholera
being transmitted by wastewater land application projects is Minimal.



0.3.2 Vi'ruses 15] .
-

ifiruies, the small,ett ;wastewater pathogens, consist, of 'a nucleic 4licid.
genome enclosed in a'protective protein coat. Virusts that are shed in
fecal mattei., referred tO as enteric viruses; are'rharacterized 1)Y their
ability to infect -tissues in the thro'at and gastrocntestirial tract, but
they: are also capable of replicating in other 'organs of the body., They
include the true enteroyirusesqpolio-, echo-, and coisackievIruses)
reoviruses, adenoiiruses, and potayiruses as well as the agent of
infectious hepatitis. Thee viruses can cause a wide4 variety of
diseases, such as paralysis, meningitis, respiratory illness,
myocardi tips, congenital heart anomalies, diarrhea, eye infections, rash,
ivers 'di sease,, and gastroenteritis.. Almost all of ihese viruses, also

produce inapparent . or latent infections. This..makes it difficult
recoghite ' theiii as being waterbOne. Documented .cases of waterborne
viral disease have largely been mited' to infectious hepatiijsk;mainly
betad

p
se .Of the expllisive nagture--.af. the cases and the characteristic

nature of the disease. I

';

_ .

Kn-owtedge of 'the act,u,a1' number. and .concentration of hilman3athogenic
viruses in wastewater- is, inadeqUate, due to lack of adetivate and '

standardized sampling and analytical proceduges. Pl'uf4thermore, the
methodology for detectirrg and monitoring many of :.these agents haS-not.
yet been developed. This prObablY accouritsjor the fact that 'almostf60%
of all` documented cases -V dipeaSe 'attributable to drinking iyater in the
United States has beeii reported to caused by agents .as. yet not
isolated' in the laboltatory.: , The lack of documentatiOn reflects',..the,
difficulty : i in .sampl i ng, an infectious &gent i n the carrier at the ,time)bf
reported: illness. It must be borne-in mind that viruses as a'r-group 4it'e

. generally more resistantstant to ronmental stresses and chi ori natisrn 'than_
pathogenic baateria.:,

9

Also present in wastewater are large numbers..of bacterial viruses known
as ,bacteriophag'es. These viruses are 'not%-pathegenip..for man, but they
have 'beep stUdied as models for animal, virus ,behavior because .of
ease with which, they can be detected,. ,HoSlever, it ghoul d'not be assumed.
that all studies using batteriophages can dirctly applied tohl.mian
cpathogenic viruses. ,.-

D.,3.3 Pathogens

J

WP.t ozoaps pathogenic to man arid capable of transmission in -wastewater
, a 0- Entamoeba bistolytica, the, agent of, amoebic _ dysentery; Naegleria
grithert, Vhich;, .may caite f4tal meningoencephalitis; and Giardia lambia,
whiCh °duces a- variety of intestinal symptoms Watene'-cases' of

.Glardia blia have inscre.ased in the United :States irr recent years

D-3



,The eggs of ,several intestinal parasitic.' worms have been, found in
wastewater and have been shown to be a potential Oealth probleiv to,

/ wastewater treatment plant operators and latiorers employed on farms in
India and'East Germany where untreated wastewater is used for irrigation
[6].. Modern water. .ireatthent methods have.. proved a very effective
barrier agatnst "the waterbOrne,spread of 'disease caused by protozoa and
parasi tid worms ill devel oped countries, like .the (Kited States.

D.t.4 Concentrationt ,o athogens in Wastewater".-

Eva ation of the relative 'risk of disease transmission associated with
land application of wastewater requires .,knowledge of the number of
pathogens in untreated and treated waste-water, as well as the number
necessary to clause an infection in man or other animals. Unfortunately,
data on the remov-al efficiency, of all wastewater treatment methods for
many pathogens are either' nonexistent or largely, based on laboratory
studies .ty researchers who may overestimate the efficiency that can 'tie,
obtained- in actual practice '[7]. From currently available information
'Foster and EngelPrecht attempted.to estimate the relative concentrationrs
of pathogens 4n untreated. wastewater and the' relatiie efficiency of
removal by primary and secondary, treatment [7]. The results are shown '3*,
in Table D -f.

TABLE D-1

ESTIMATED CONpVIATIONS OF WASTEWATER' PATHOGENS.a

F'athogen.'

Number of organisms /gal (3.78,L

Untreated PriMary Secondary
wastewater effluent effluent Di s nfecti onb

Salmonella 2.0,x 104. 1.0 x 104. 5.0 x 102 5 x la
i

. -.

..,

E. histolytic .'- ' 1.5 x
JO1

1.3 x 101.'1:2 x 101 1.2 x 10-2

.
Helmfnth ota 2.5 x 102 )(. 2.6 10

1

5.0'x 10
0

5 x'
$

10
3

Mycobacterium 12.0 x' 1'02. 1.0 x.102) 1.5 x W. : 1.5 x 10

'Human enfdro-
`virus (pol iovi rus, ,4 .

:

.etc.) p4.0 x104C 2.0 x 10 2.0 x 1Q 2 x102

a. Adapted from Foster and Engelbre&h. 7J.

b. Conditions sufficient to yield a99.9% kill.

c. As high as '4 x 106 'per gal (3.18 L) have een reporidd [8]:

D-4
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Disinfection of wastewater, as,. commonly practi.ced today, is highly
effective in achieving large reductions of bacterial pathogeni, but it
is much less eff,eetive against cysts and enteric viruses. For e*amPle,
whereas a chlorine dose of 2 mg /L_ killed `99.9 %' of thkcoliform bacteria

60 _minutes in wastewater, 20 mg/L were required to achieve the same
kill' of poliovirys [9]. Another complicating factor, in carrying over
labo'ratory data obtaiped with pure' viruses to wastewater is that
polioviruses and other viruses are much more resistant to'chlOrine
organise matter is present [ or these and other reasons,

chlorTnation as practiced' today cann be relied on'alone to provide
.complete destruction of pathoienic.bacter a and viruses.

14,

The
.

infective dose .(the number of organisms necessary to cause disease
in heal thy human's or animalS, some of whom may have. had ,previous

exposure).; should also be considered when evaluating: the disease

potential.' Infective doses for 'most bacterial and peotazoan pathogens
are .relatively high._ For instance, ingestion of 106'; enteropathogentg,

E. Coli or .V. cholerae, 104 to 109 Salmonella, and 101 to 10'
Shigella 'organisms 'are necessary to cause infection in marr0],-. The
infective-dose of ,a protozoan, such as E. histolytiCe, ls believerrto,be
as high as '20 cysts [7].- The infeCtive 'dose,for viruses varies Wilt the

type of virus and.may:range from1-1 to 102. or more [11, -12]. The low
infective dose vi ruses .. gives importance tO even relatively 1 ow

. cOncentrations of these agents in water.

D.3.5 Bacteriological and Virological Criteria for Wastewater'
Reuse

'
Additional research.. is necessary before. guidelines based on specific

;,data can be' established concerning*wastewater reute'for agricultural,
recreational, end potable purposes. Bacteriological standards now, exist

for each; type of reuse, byt the relationship of these bacteriological
standards to health 'risks Irom viral 'and othet waterborne pathogens is
arbitrary in all cases: Stil :these standards should d 'be considered

when judging the effectiveness of land treatment for' athagen reduction
and the effect on surfaccand. subsurface water sOpplie

I

The National Technical Advisory. Committee on, Water Quality has

recommended that, for Waters intended for agricultural use, the monthly

average' coliform bacteria. counts should not exceed 5 000/100 mL and the
fecal colifonn concentration should be less than 1 000/400 mL [13].
According to a World', Health Organization ,repOrt on the reuse of

tewatgr effl uents, only a limited health ni sk would result from

unr tricted irrigation° of egricultural crops if there were less than
10 oliforms/100 mL [14]. The National Technical Advi'sory Committee

has recommended total coliform limits of less than 1,000 /100 mL for
recreational waters''. and 1/100 mL for,drinking water [13].

48'9
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Because enteric viruses have greater resistance to environmental
stresses, than bacteria, it has been suggested that bacterial standards

'may not give a realistic indication of the viral disease risk [5]. -

.4 Bacterial. Survival
,

To control the dissemination of pathogens among man, and animals
fdllowing land application of Wastewater, it is imperative to know their
persistence at* movement in soil, overland runoff, groundwater, crops,
sand aerosols. The degree of retention 'by soil and the survival of
pathdgens therein will 'ascertain the.chance .Of pathogen transfer to a
susceptible host:

r.
0.4:1 Bacterial Survival in Soil,

_ The literature is replete withstudies on-bacterial survival in soil,
and several reviews are available [2, -9, 15-17]. .Among var-4-ous

thogens of man and animals, survival in soil.Of Brucella, Leptospira,
Pseudomonas , E . tol i, Erysi pelothri x, S treptoMycobacteri um
tuberculosis, and M. avium have be investigated, and Salmonella in
particular has been studied extensive Survival of S. typhi was

/ studied as early as 1889 when it was fciund to survive- in soil. for 3 and
.'5 months in . two separate studies [18]. Survival times reported
generally represent the maximum period after dosing the soil that a live
organism could still-be found.

4
a

Bacteria may survive in soil for a peri)od varying, from a few hours to
several months, depending, oh the type 4f ,organism, type of soil,
moisture-retaining capacity of .soil,e-moisture and organic content of
soil, pH, temperature, sunlight, rain, degree of contamination of
wastewater being applied, and predation and antagonism from the resident`_
microbial flora of soil. In-general, enteeic bacteria persist in soil
for 2 to .3 months, although survivl times as,long as:5 years have been
reported [15]. Under certain favorable conditions; -applied organisms may
actually multiply and, incretose.in numbers. in general, however, land ,

treatment using intermittent atpliCation and' drying periods results in
die-off of enteric bacteria retained in the' soil.

,./

-Vegetative :bactella tend to die exponentially with time outside their °

host. The time of survival .of t se organis s therefore depends on the
initfal numbers applied as wel as on the sensitivity, of analysis wig.
the size of the sample, not just n the adversit; of the environment.

.

The influence of soil type on bacterial survival is important insofar as
its moisture content, moisture-retaining capacity, pH, arid organic
matter- content are .concerned. It has been found by many workers that

.
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the survival of coli, S. typhi, and M. avium is greatly enhanced in
pjaCriSt rather than in dry soTT. Survival .time is less in ear* soil than
in soils with greater water-holding capacity, such as moist loam and
muck. Bacteria survive for-a shorter time in strongly acid peat soil
(pH 2.9 to 3.7) than 'in lidestone-derived soil (pH 5.8 to 7.7). In-
creasing the pH of peat soil resulted in extended survival of,.

enterococci. Bacterial persistence is related to the effect soil pH has /
on the availability of nutrients pr the inhibtory agents present in the
Soil.

r
An increase , tn the longevity of bacteria in soil is often associated
with increased organic -content 9U-Athe soli. Tahnock and Smith
demonstrated that, populations of Salmonella declined rapidly when they
were applied to pastures with wastewater containing no fecal matter, as
compared ,to wastewater contaminated with fecas-[19]. Oder natural'
conditions, the buildup of organisms may'be,greater in soils with .high
moistury and high organic, content.

1

Both pathogenS and indicators survive longer under low venter
temperatures than in summer. In one stu y, it was reported that S.
typhi survived as long as-2 years at constan freezing temperatures. In
fact, the self-cleansing Oroperty'of soil i slowed down in the Russian
Arctic, where winters are prolonged [20]. M croorganisms disappear more
rapidly' at the soil surface than helow the surface, appai-ently because
of desiccation, effects of'sunlight, and other,factors at work at the
soil, suffice.

. Another important factor is thecompetition and antagonism the alien
enteric bacteria face from the resident soil microflora. Thus,
organisms applied to sterilized soil survive longer than they would in '

unsterilized soil. Factors that influence the survival (4 bacteria in
soil are listed in'Table 1)-2.

IS

D.4. ..Bacterial SUrvival in Groundwater

,yathogeniC organisms- -generally are removed.rapidly ip,most $oi 1 s, but
they may .pass through coarse materials and fractured rocks like

limestone Only. limited informatih is available on the survival of,
bacteria in groundwater, and there jis wide variation in the reported
dueation of bacterial viability fn'underground waters. It should be
noted, however, that pathogens a e expected *VS survive, longer in
groudwater than-on the soil surfac ecause of low temperature, nearly
neutral pH, absence of sunlight, n absence of.antagonistic bacteria.
From the few studies that have be n made, it appears that bacteria may'
persfst. in underground water for onths. E. coli haVe been found to

,

survive up to 11300 days in subsOil water, -whereas a 50% redUction in
number occurred within 12' hours in/1,v 11 water [16J.



TABLE. D -2 4..

FACTORS THAT, AFFECT THE -SURV IVAL OF ENTERIC -BACTERIA

AND VIIIUSES IN SOIL'

s.

Retarks

Bacteria

Viruses

Antagonism . Bacteria.'
from soil .

microflora Viruses

Moisture c. Bacteria
content and

..-viruses

Temperaturt Bacteria
and

'" ; viruses

Sunlight .Bacteria.

' and

viruses

Oe4arric
'rafter

Shorter survival' in. acid soils. (pH 3'to 5).
than in neutral and .al kal i he soils

Insufficient data

Increased survival time in sterile soil

Insufficient: data . '.,

Longer survival in moist soil's arid,during
periods of .high rainfall r

Langer. survival .at low (Winter) temperatures

Shorter survfifal at the soil surface

J,
Bacteria Longer survival (regrowth of some ,becteria
and , when sufficient amounts of Organic. matter

' viruses are present)

D.4.3 Bacterial Surviv on Crops

At the turn of ttie century, cases of typhoid. fever attribute. to the
eating of raw vegetables grown on soil fertilized :with-untreated
wastewater [2] led to ,° extensive studies on the survival of entericf
bacter4a on such crops.. Some important ficitS emerged from these
studies:

The dsurfaces of fruits an vegetables groWing in soil
i rri gated with raw wastewater can be contaminated with
bacteria 'that are not easily removed, by orbinary washing [2].
Furthermore, bacteria can penetrate broken,. bruised, and
damaged, portions of vegetables, but not the Sealthy surfates.

,

Crops grown on fields may become contaminated directly during
irrigation -with wastewater and-indirectly through contact with
polluted soil or. field workers. - Kruse reported that heavY
rainfall did not wash away coliformS from 'clover that was
irrigated wi th settled wastewater r211.

D-8
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3. .Bacteria survive longer in dense grass than in sparse gmss,

and 41onger in leafy vegetables than in smpoth vegetables,

appa'rently. because of protection from the lethal effect of

-sunlight. Low temperature and adequate moisture also favor

bacterial survival [2]. /

.

. Although the length of survival depends on several factors,

including weather, type of vegetable, and type of organism

present, a period of -30 to 40 days is most common [22].

. D.5 Vitus Survival

Although little information is currently available, studies are underway

on the survival of enteric viruses im soil, on crops, in groundwater, or

in aerosols.

D.5.1 Virus Survival in Soil

Laboratory studies indicate that virus surkival in soil depends' on the

nature of the soil, temperature, OH, moisture, and, possibly antagbnism

by soil microflora. ViruSes readily Adsorb to soil particles, and this

, has been reported to prolong' their survival time in aqueous marine

environments [23]. Such viruses'Ound to sol .ds are as infectious to

man' and animals as the free viruses by themselves [24].

In studies on the survivW012 badteriephage and' poliovirus type 1 in

sand saturated with tapwater and oxidation pond efflflent, it was

observed that 60 to 90% of,the viruses'was inactivated at'20°C within 7

days ,[25]. After this initial large kill,. the viruses became

'inactivated at a much slower rate and polioviruses could still be

.detected at-91 days. The f2 viruses -survivediOnger than 175 days. At

lower temperatures, as many ..as 20 %, of the polioviruses survived after

175 ,lays.

Considerable stability and prolonged survival of several enteric viruses

in loamy 'and sandy loam soils in the Soviet Union have been reported

[16]. Virus survival was found to vary from 15 to 170 days, depending,

on various.' enOronmentak factors and the-type of virus. The degree of

soil moisture had a 'marked .influence on the survival time of the

viruses. In air-dried soils, the viruses survived only. 15 to 25 days,

but in soil that had a 10% moisture content, they survived up to 90'

days.



41
Sullivan et al. have studied the survival. of poliovirus type 1 in
outdoor soil plots irrigated wi th wastewater sludge and effluent duri ng
the, spring and winter in Ohio [26]. During the 'winter, some viruses

Njurvived 96 days in sludge-irrigated soil and 89 days in effluent-
irrigated soil. During the spring, viruses survived less than 16 days
in both sludge- and effluent-irrigated soils. The higher temperature
and "solar radiation levels in spring apparently accelerated viral die-

.

off.

In 'field experiments in Hawaii, seeded poliovirus type 1 at very high
concentrations was found to survive at least 32,days at the soil surface
that had'been sodded and ir-rigated with wastewater effluents [27].

From these studies it appears that viruses survive for times as short as
7 days or as long as 6 months in soil, and that climatic conditions,
particularly temperature, have a major influence on survival time. Some
of, the factors th influence the survival of viruses in soils are
listed in Table 0 -2.

-D.5.2 Virus Survival in Groundwater

Enteric viruses can also survive for long periods of time in water. A
survey of the literature indicates that enteric viruses can survive from
2 to more than 188 days in fresh water [28]; but little information on
their survival in groundwater is available. Again, temperature is the
most important factor in virus survival in water; survival is greatly
Prolonged. at lower. temperatures, In studying a land treatment site in
Florida . .where wastewater was being applied to a cypress dome, Wellings°
et al. were able to detect enteric viruses in monitoring wells 28 days
after the last application of wastewater to the surface [291. The wells
were 10. ft (3 .m) deep and the lateral distance was 23 ft (7m). It.

should be noted that periods of heavy rainfall preceded virus.de ection.

D.5.3 Virus Survival on Crops'

Generally speaking, virus survival on crops under field conditions can
be expected to be shorter thanin soil, because the viruses are more
exposed to deleterious environmental effects. Artificially seeded
viruses have been shown to contaminate vegetables and forage crops
during sprinkler irrigation with wastewater [30], although this is
undoubtedly a function of irrigation practices. The most common type of

-contamination occurs when wastewater comes..i,n contact with the surface
of the crop. There is also evidence that, in rare ,events, the
translocation of animal viruses from the-roots of plants to the aerial
parts can Occur [31]. However, in general, the pathogens'associated
with municipal wastewaters do not enter the plant substance. A number

D-10
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of factors, such as unlight, temperature, humidity, and rainfall, are

known to affect : virus, rsistence on vegetation. There is also evidence

that virus survival vares with the type of crop.
,N

Larkin et al. studied thelOirsistence of artificially seeded poliovirus

type fi. after-:sprinkler, irrigation of wastewater onto lettuce and

tradishes lringtwo growinoLseasdts in Ohio [30]. The viruses survived

on these vegetakils from T4 to 36 days after irrigation under field

conditions, although a 99% loss in detectable viruses was noted during

the first 5 to '6 days. In Israel, the surfaces of tomatoes and parsley

were ,contaminated with oxidation pond effluent containing polioviruses

and then exposed to sunlight [32]. No viruses were detectaille after 72

hours on the surface of the vegetables. Sunlight was believed to be a

major factor. because massive inactivation of viruses occurred when the

solar energy exceeded 0.35 cal/cm2min. Thus,' virus. survival is

probably minimal on the parts of the plants that receive direct
expectedsunlight, but prolonged survival' could be expected on the moist,

protected parts of plants. Animal viruses readily adsorb to plant

roots, and some nvestigators have reported that viruses apparently

penetrate the surfaces of roots, resulting in internal contamination of-2'.

the plant [33]. No infoYmation.js currently available on the survival,

of animal viruses within'the edible parts of.plants.

It also should be pointed out that once the crops,are harvested, viruses

can survive for prolonged periods of time "'during .commercial and

household storag at low temperatures. For example, polioviruses and

e.coxsackieviruses rtificially applied on the surfaces of vegetables have

survived for more than 4 months in a refrigerator [34].

D.6 Movement and Retention of Bacteria in Soil

Once pathogenic bacteria present in wastewater are applied to the'land,'

it is necessary 'to know-to what extent they are retained by the soil.
This is importartt in order to determine if, and to what extent, they are

capable of contaminating groundwater.

D.6.1 Laboratory Studies

Pathogen ,removal is a function of characteristics of the soil, such as

particle size, particle shape, and surface .properties, as well as

aggregation and packing of soil particles. .Most bacteria appear to be

removed after brief passage through heavy-textured clay soils and

consolidated sands as a result of filtration and adsorption. In

contrast, bacteria can travel loh9er distances through highly fractured
rock, such as limestones or basalt's%
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Wastewater bacteria are effectively removed ,by percolation through a few
feet. of fine soil by the process of straining at the.soil surface, and
at 'intergrain contacts, sedimentation, and sorption by soil p'awticles.
Adsorption of bacteria to sand depends on pH and zeta potential 'of the
soil and is reversible. Factors, that reduce the repulsive forces
between the two _surfaces, such as the presence of cations, would be
expected ''To 'allow closer interaction between them andfallOw alsorption
to proceed.

Adsorption plays a more important role in the -removal of microorganism
in soil s containing clay because the very small. "size of clays, their,
generally platy shapes, the occurrence of a large surface area der giyen
volume, and the ;substitution of lower valence metal .atoms in their
crystal lattices make them ideal adsorption sites' for bacteria in soils

''135]. ".

As a result of mechanical and biological straining, and the..accumulation
of wastewater solids and bacterial slimes, an organic mat is formed in
the top (0.5 cm) -of soil. This mat is capable of removing even
finer particles by bridging or sedimentation before they reach and clog
the_ original 'soil surface. Butler et al. observed the greatest removal'
of bacteria on the mat that formed on th'soil surface, followed by a
subsequent buildup of bacteria: at lower levels [36]. Their resultsi,.
indicated ° that a limiting zone is slowly built up in the soil and that
its depth below the surface depends-on the nature of the liquid appliedo.
and the surface treatment of the soil. Under various operating
conditions studied, this zone occurred at 3.9 to 19.5 ilti,,(10 to 50 ,cm)
below the soil surface ,and was not' related to the panicle size of the
soil s studied.

Other complex and interlocking factors determine the distance of travel.
Generalizations are difficult, but movement is related directly to the
hydraulic infiltration rate and inversely to the particle size of the
soil And to the concentration and cationic composition of the solute.
Retention and -subsequent survival also depend on the rate of groundwater
flow,; oxygen ten'sion, temperature, and availability of food.

It is apparent from the fOregoing discussion that the upper layers of
the soil are most' efficient for removing microorganisms. Once these
organisms are retained, the primary consideration is the length of their
survival in the soil matrix, where they, are inactivated following
e4osure to sunlight, oxidation, desiccation, and antagonism from the
soil microbial population.

0.6.2 Field Studies

Tkie first major field studies on bacteria removal during"wastewater
percolation through soil were performed 'at Whitti-et-l'IraTrd-7Azusa,
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California. At Whittier, conform concentrations were reduced friom
110 000/100 mi. to 40 000/100 mL after percolation through 3 ft.(0.9
of 'Soil in 12 days, and none appeared at greater depths. When treated '
vostewater effluent containing 120.000. organtsms1100 mL was allowed to
percolate in 'Azusa soil, the percolates produc01 at 2.5 and 7 ft,*(0.75
and 2.1 m) contained 60 organisins/100,mL [17]. At Lodi, California,
colifonn'levels were observed to decrease below ,drinking water standards
within 7 ft (2.1 m) of the surface when- undisinfected. wastewater
effluent was applied to sandy loam sail, but in one case, colifonns were ,

.detected at a depth of-13 ft (3.9 m)"[16].
.

In a thorough study at the Santee Project near San, Diego, California, it
was found that most of the bacterfa removal occurred within the first
200 ft (60 m) of horizontal travel,'.with little additional removal
occurring in the next 1 300 ft (390 m). The median value of fecal
streptococci in the oxidation pond effluent was 4 500/100 mt, while
median values from wells at 200.ft (60 m), 400 ft (120 m), and 1 500 -ft
(450 m) were20, 48, and 6.8/100 mL, respectively. The medium consisted
of coarse gravel and sand confined in a river bed.

At, the Flushing Meadows Project near Phoenix, Arizona, wastewater (with
10 to 106 colifonns/100 mL) was applied to infiltration basins that
consisted of _3 ,ft (0.9 m) of fine loamy sand underlain by a succession
of coarse sand and gravel layers- to ".depth of 250 ft (75 m).' With a
wastewater i nfi 1 trati on rate of 330 ft/yr (99 m/yr) the' total coliforms
decreased to a level o_f 0 to 200 organisms/100 mL at 30 ft -(9 m) from
the point of application when basins were inundated for 2 weeks followed
by a dry period of 3 weeks. When 2- to 3-day inundation periods were
used, however, the total colifonn levels were reduced to 5/100 mL, a
reduction of 99.9% [16].

D.6.3 Potential for Groundwater Contamination
a
It is generally believed that percolation, through 'a porous medium, such

as 5 to 10 ft (1.5 to.3 ni) of .continucrus fine soil, removes most'
bacteria. This removal, however, has its own limitations." Different,
soils have .different capacities. 'to .remove bacteria. 'While pathogens may'
be removed rapidly in most soils,' they may reach groundwater in regions
where subsurface fissures are common. Adequate site investigation would
show the presence of areas with figsured subsurface geology.

Although land treatment systems have never been implicated as .a cause of
diseases due to contaminated groundwater, it would seem,prudent to
maintain some type of surveillance in high-risk areas to establish
travel of pathogens through the soil. It should be noted that bacteria
do not ;travel significant distances in all directions from a

concentrated source, bUt are carried only with 'the groundwater flow.



D.' Movement and Retentron.of Viruges.in Soil-

1.1n4ike bacteria, where filtrati on at the soil-water interface appears to,
be the main factor. in ;limiting movement through the, soil,, ads rption is
probably, the predoMinant fadtor, in,virus removal by soil. Thu , factors
influencing adsorption phenomena will determine not` only the efficiencyof short-term virus retention but also the longterm behavlbri of viruses
in the soil., ,,,Viruses are composed of a..:nucleic actti,core nCased in. a
protein coat, and thus mimic the colloidal characteristics " if proteins.
It has been shown . that adsorption of 'such hydrophili colloids is
stronglynfluenced 1-ily the pH of the media, the presence of cations, and
the ionizable groups on the virus' [37].

The pH is of considerable importance relative to adsorption. At the pH
at which the Asoelectric point of the .virus occUri,it e net eTectric
charge is zero. The virus has a positive charge behove .;he' isoelectric
point, and a negative charge above the isoe1ectric:40 t. f.Viruses are
strongly negatively charged at high pH :Levels. and tift,r ngly positively
charged. at Tow pH levels. The-lsoelectric-pH for: en erie viruses isusually below. pH 5, thus, :in the pH range of most soils, enteroviruses
as well as soil partitlesretain a net negative cha ge. = In general,
virus adsdrptiob to surfaces is enhanced at'a pH below 7 and reduced at
a pH above 7.1383. It-is important to note-that, viruses once adsorbed
to solids at .a low pH are readily 'desorbed by a"14se pH.

While the actual mechanism of viral adsorption to so,ids is not known,
two general theories have been proposed. Both ar based on the net

, electronegativity of the .interacting particles. Ca lson et al. found
that in. solution bacteriophage T2 adsorption to com on clay particles
was highly dependeht on the concentration and type of cation present
[01,1' It was shown that maximum adsorytion of.T2 about 10 times'
greater for e divalent. cation than a monovalent cation at the same
concentration, in . solution. In addition, no definite relationship
between the degree ..of 'virus adsorption to clay particle and
electrophohtic mobility was evident. This led Carlson. et' al to
conclude that a clay-cation-Viruis bridge was operating ,to link the two
negatively charged particles.., Thus, a reduction in cation concentration
results, in a breakdown of the bridging effect and desorption of the
.viruses. They also demonrated that organic matter in solution
competed with viruses for adsorption sites, resulting in decreased virus
adsorption or elution of adsorbed viruses from the clay.

Frbm the foregoing analysis, it can be concluded that virus adsorption
cannot be considered a process of absolute immobilization of the viruses
from the liquid,hase. .Any process that results in a breakdown of virus
association with solids will result in their' further movement. through
porous media.
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D.7.), Laboratory Studies

Laboratory soil column studies on virus removal have demonstrated that

most of the viruses in wastewater are removed in the top few

centimetres, but work has been* limited to only a few soil types, and

broad generalizations on virus removal cannot be- ";made at present.

Presently, no existing modelsare available to quantify virus behavior,

but with additional research on the'mechanisms of virus adsorption- to

soils, predictive models on virus removal efficiency may be determined

for land treatment sites. .

Drewry and Eliassen, who 'performed some of the earliest work on virus'

movement through soil, condUcted experiments with bacteriophages and;.

nine different soils, frotik California and Arkansas 140]. Batch tests

indiCated that virus .adsorptiori in "distilled; water showed typical

Freundlich isotherms, indicating that physical adsoi-ption was taking

place. The _effect of the pH of the soil-liquid slurry on virus

adsorption for five California soilt is shown in Figure D -1 Virus ,
adsorption was found to decrease at pH values above 7 betause of

increased ionization of a the carboxyl groups of the virus protein and

increasing' negative charge' On the soil particles. In most soils tested,

virus ,ads ion in9reased with increasing cation concentration, but in

some isoils.Trio effect was observed. .0ther batch studies indicated that,

in *nera), virus adsorption by. soil increased withincreasing ion

exchange ,capacity,.'clay content,organic carbon,cand glycerol-retention

capacity, but exceptions were 'found with at least one soil type. In

studies in whiCh vi ruses .suspended in di stil led water were passed

through i columns of 16 to 20 in..(40 V) 50 'cm) of sterile soil, over 99%.

removal of tie, viruses, was observed. Radioactivity tagging experiments

indicated that most of the viruses were retained in the top 0.8 in. (2

cm) of the column.

This pattern of virus removal has been found,to be similar for both -,

bacteriophages and animal viruses, 'although' in some soils bacteriophages,

appear to be removed more efficiently.

Laboratory studiei also inditate = that rainfall 'can :have a dramatic

effect, on the migration of viruses through soil [41]. Alternating

cycles of rainfall .
and effluent.application result in ionic gradients

that 'enhance the movement of virus. Rainfall reduces . the ionic

concentration of salts .in the soik after wastewater application. Such,:

changes in ionic strength have been Tound to be closeiy linked with the,

elution 'Of". viruses, near: the soil surface 141]. This is seen as a burst-

of released 'Viruses in soil columns when the specific conductance of the

water in' the soil' column,begins to decrease after the application of

rainwater Isimulated in the laboratory by the use of distilled water).

_This same elution effect,can also be seen if a rise occurs in the pH of.

thewater applied to the surface of the soil; that i s , a rise in pH ,from
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7.2 to or 9 results in the elution 'of viruses adsorbed to. soil [41].,
-Viruses are also capable of .elution even after remaining in. Columns
-saturated with wastewater for long-periods of time.

FIGURE D-1

VIRUS ADSORPTION 'BY VARIOUS SOILS
AS A FUNCTION OF pH DO-
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Studies by Lance et al. have indicated that certain management practices
may prove useful in. limiting virus migration through soil L42]. Using,
98 in. (280 cm) coltinins of sandy loam soil, they found that many of the-
viruses eluting near the: soil surface after addition of 4 in: (10 cm) ofdistilled water were later' adsorbed near, the bottom of the column andthat migration of the viruses could be minimized if the cOlumns wereflooded yith wastewater shortly after the simulated rainfall. In

.a

)

ddition4.... allowing. the columns to drain (i.e., soil not saturated with
'effluent)..

in
at least 5 days before application of the distilled water

resulted n no apparent virus movement .throughthe soil: This led the
authors to suggest that if a heavy _rainfall Pccutrred at a land treatment
site within .5 days after application' of wastewater, the area could be
t4flooded with wastewater to restrict subsurface ,virus migration through

-the soil.

These same authors also found that flooding of soil. columns continuously .for 27 days with wastewater seeded with approximately 30'000 infe,cttousunits (plaque-forming units). of polidivirushaL did not saturate, the
adsorption capacity 'of the ,top few 'centimetres or-jsoil. Removal of
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iruses belowilii4: 2..7i n.- (5 cm) deP

ion:

could be expressed by the foil/owing

dC.v

virus concentration ',detected

below 2 in. (5 cm), PFU/m1.,

cqlumn, depth, cm

removal constant

t any depth i n the column

\
s

In ,,the sandy loam soil uged in these-expFriinents,

.equa'1 to 0.046 cm-1.

was found to be

D.7.2 Field Studies .

\
Field *studie; on virus travel. through soil have been hampered until

-recently by the lack of techniques necessary for the concentration of

viruses from large volumes of water. This was,the main limitation of .

the few early studies-, such 'as' the one at'the.'tantee Project, on virus
movement in gro,undwater.

\
At the Santee Proje6t near,San Diego, California, attemp s were made to

isolate viruses, using &web techniques, from observation wells located

200 to, 4DQ ft' (60 and 120 m) from'a wastewater infiltration site [16].
Viruses were never isolated from-the wells., even after larger amounts of

vaccine strain* polibviruses were seeded into the_wastewter\percolatiou

beds.

Viruses were 'studied at Whittier Narrows, California, during th 4. time of

the Sabin polio vaccine program [:17]. The one to four litre' cbllected,

samples showed concentrations of 102 to 252 plaque-forming uni (PPM
per litre in the applied effluents, but'no viruses-were detec e after

passage through 2 ft -(0.6 m) of.. soil. All plaques in th plied

effluent were identified as a polio type rII.

Recently, Wellings et al. reported on the travel of viruses thro'agh oil.

at a Qastewater..\reclamation pilot project near St. Petersburg, lorida\
143.1, -At a 10' acre (4 ha) site, chlorinate,d secondary efflu nt was

applied .by a sprinkler system at the rate of,.2 to 11 in./wk (5
silt

28

crn/wk). The soil"' consists of Immokalee sand with little or no silt or



clay. On one side of the test plot, An underdrain of tiles was placed;
at- a depth of 5 ft (1.5 -m) on tOp of an organic aquitard. This
-subsurface drain directs. the percolated waters 4rough a weir where
gauze- pads were placed for ,the collection bf viruses. Both polioviruseg
and echoviruses were isolated, from the 'Weir water, demonstrating that
viruses must °survive aeration and sunlight during spraying as well as
percolation through 5 f t. (1.5 m) of sandy soil. Viruses were als9
isolated in wells ld and 20 ft (3 and .6 m) below the soil surface when
50 to 150 gal (189 to 567 L), of percolate were sampled. No' viruses were
detected in these wells for.'the first 5 months of the study. Only after
two heavy rains was poliovirus type I isolated. The vi ruses were *first
detected in the 10 ft (3 m) well and some time later appeared inthe 20
ft (6 indicating that viruses were migrating though the soil.

',The authors' reasoned that the .high rainfall resulted in a large increase
in the soil-water ratio, which led to increased solubility of portions
of the organic layer and thus desorption of attached viruses. The
ohservation Of viruses as a "burst1; after the rainfall was cited as
evidence ithat the rainfall was responsible for the presence of viruses
in the we ls.

This same group' of investigators algo reported on the detection of
viruses .in groundwater after the discharge of secondary effluent into a
xypress dome in Florida .1291. The soil under the dome consisted of
black muck and layers 'of sand and clay. Viruses were isolated from
wells 10 ft (3 m) deep,. again- after periods of heavy rainfall. The
viruses had traveled laterally 23 ft (7 m) in the subsurface to reach
,t0 observation wells. Another:important observation made during.this.

.,tudy that is not generally recognized is the failure to detect fecal'
coliform bacteria in the well samples found to contain viruses.

A.virug study was condticted at a rapid infiltration site at. Fort Devens,
Massachusetts, where primary effluent was applied. Very high
concentrations of viruses were added to the effluent. Virus travel:
through the very coarse sand and gravel was obgerved [44],-

In contrast to these findings, field studieg at the Flughing Meadows
rapid infiltration project near Phoenix, Arizona,. indicate limited virus
movement,' through the soil [45]. At this site, basins in loamy sand are
underlain at a 3 ft (0.9 iil) depth by coarse sand and gravel and are
intermittently flooded with secondary effluent at an average hydraulic
loading rate of 300 ft/Yr .(90 m/yr). Although 'viruses were detected in
the wastewater used to flood the basins, no 'viruses were detected in
wells 20 ft ('6 m) deep, located. midway between the basins.' These
results indicated that. at least a 99.99% removal of viruses 'had occurred.
during, travel of sedondary treated wastewater ,through 30 ft (9 m) of
sandy soil--20 ft (6 m.) vertically and .10 ft (3 iii) laterally. The loamy6,,
sand at this site may. have resulted in better conditions for virus
removal than at other 'land treatment sites studied to date (see
foregoing discussion of work by Lance et al. [42J) .
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D°.7.3 Potential fOr Groundwater Contami,naticin

..
The results of recent ftelad and laboratory studiesreviewed in the
previous , settions 'of' this appendix indicate that, under certain
conditions, enteric viruses can gain entrance into groundwater: The
type," :land treatmentN skstem, climatic ccinaitions, soil type, ands
possiMis ,management practices of flooding, appear to be the
dominant factors in conteolling,°virus migration through soil. The
greatest danger to -groundwatersappearg to be in areas that receive high
Periodic rainfalls, which :..allow adsorbed viruses to be eluted as a
"burst "' or a wave of infectious particles. Limited research resuts
indicate that flooding sites with wastewater after a rainfall may limit
virus removal, but much- more work needs to be donein this area before
such practices can be recommended. Some 'factors -that----hoUld be
considered when evaluating a site for the ootential of.groundt4ater
contamination b y viruses are 'shown in Table D-3. .

TABLE D-3

FACTORS THAT INFLUENCE THE MOVEMENT. OF VIRUSES IN SOLIL

Factor %Marks

.

Rainfall Viruses retained near the soil surface may be eluted
after a heavy rainfall because of the establishment
of ionic gradients within the soil col umn.

.pH ,Low pH fayors virus adsorption; high pit results in
elUtion of adsorbed virus.

. ,

Soil ' . Viruses are readily ads.orbed to clay's under appro-
composition priate conditions and the higher the clay content of

the soil, the greater the expected removal- 'of virus:
Sandy loam soils and other -Soils 'containing organic
matter' also are faVOrable for virus.'removal. Soils
with a low surface area thaoffet achieve godd virus
removal..

. ,

Fl owra te As the flowr'ate increases, yi10:removal declines;
but flowrates as high as '32. m/d) can
result in 99.9% virus removal^ifter travel through
8.2 ft (2.5 m) of sandy lodriesei.1:

Soluble Soluble:organic matter competes with viruses for
organic's' adsorption sites. on the soil particles, resulting',

in decreased virus :adsorpt,:on ,or even el uti of
an already adSorbed virus.. :Definiive informa-
tionoit.stikll lacking for soil systems..

Cations The presence of cations, usually enh:ances
the retention of viruses by soil. ,
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D.8 \liotential. Dfsease Transmission Thropgh Crop Irrigation
7.

The type of `crop. (vegetation) and -irrigation practice determines the
..extent of crop contamination and plays a significant role in the

evaluation of health risks following land treatment. Wastewaterirrigation: of fodder ,and fiber crops presents theleast health' risk,
-while irrigation of food crolis, particularly, those eaten raw, poses the
greatest potential risk. For clarification, the term crop .is used to
include all vegetation that forms an 'integral part of the waste

'treatment sys'tem. This includes grain, seed, fodder, and 'fiber crops.
Sprinkling and flooding wet theillow--growi ng -vegetatton ,as well hs 'the
soil , but direct contact betweeri the wastewater and the vegetation fis
avoided by the use of subSurface rrigation or-the flooding techniques.
The. greatetc health doncern s with low-growing crops, iuch as
vegetables, which. have a grea r chanCe of contamination and are-often
eaten raw. Contamination of or hard or Other crops whose edible portion
does not come intocontact with the soil' or wastewater during irrig'ation
would be expected to be small

Although bacteria do _not enter ,healthy and unbroken' surfaces of
vegetables, they can .penetrate broken, bruised, and unhealthy plants and
vegetables.- Once vegetables are contaminated, they are not easily
decontaminated by rinsing with water or disinf4ctapt. Therefore, it
appeart that a greater risk is associated with truc'kand garden crops
grown with wastewater and eaten raw than with vegetables eaten only

'after cdoking or processing.

D.8.1 Limitations on 'Crop Use

°Different standards have been put forward regulating the use of land
treatment.; of wastewater. The stares of California and Arizona were.
among;. the first to promul gate Such standard-S:.4rbi trary waiting.. periods'
are. a,,sometimes imposed on the use of crops grown on treated land. The
reYi:digs by Rusdolfs et al. L15] , Krishnaswami [46], and Geldreich and
Bbrdner i;471 are inteiesting in this regard. Some limitations on crop
use put forth by these authors and others are summarized as.follows:

r

Crops that are eaten after they are cooked, or industrial,
crops that are eaten after satisfactorp-processing, may be
i rri gated ,wi,th treated wastewater.

. Oxidized and disinfected. wastewater effluent may be used to
irrigate__ fruit and vegetable crops. Vegetables should not be
sprinkler irrigated for 4 weeks prior to. harvest.. Similarly,

. application on pasture and hay should stop 2 weeks before
. pasturing or harvesting. (This also provides a drying period
for fal equipment access.)

.D-20
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3. Reclaimed water ed for ;the surface-or spray irrigation of
fodder, fiber, and eed crops shall have a level of quality no
less than that of rimary effluent.

D.8.2 .Risks tb Grazin Animals

arY preappl4ation treatment limitations are usually imposed on
astewater-irrigated lan to preserve aesthetics, to minimize health.
isks, and to .protedt crops meantlor human consumption, but it is

e..ally undesirable-to infectanimals. A number of cases of disease in
ani als have been .a ributed to their unintentional exposure- to
wa tewater, but relatively leqs is )(flown about-the riilks,to.antmals4 _-
gr ing on pastures iltAgatpd *with wastewater, The use of untreated
was ater, for the irOOtion of grazing.land has been practiced on a
larg scale in Europe and Australia. The use of treated wastewater for
the rrigation of grazing lands, has also been practiced in the United
Sta s (see Chapter 7, Sections 7.2 a'nd 7.5), for many Years, with'
see ingly little threat to the health of farm animals under normal
con itlons. . However, the transmission of disease to domestic-animals
from wastewater-contaminated water and pasture has been knbwn to occur
[40-5 ],. and carefully controlled experiments and field data need to be
comp ed to develop effeCtive guidelines. s

r.

hether or not animals grazing on a wastewater.' irrigated pasture will
ecome infected may depend on many factors, includingpersistence and
oncentration of pathogens, the health, of the, animals, and the interval

b ^ en i igation and grazing. Preventing, grazing 'on pastures
is ediately after flooding with wastewater will allow time for--

_significant re uction in the levels of any pathogens applied. Most'
pathogenic 'b teria and 'viruses are quickly- inactivated during
desiccation and when expbsed to sunlight".

-

cases of salmonellosis in a dairy herd, the source of infection was
found to be rye contaminated with domestic.,wastewater effluent
overflowing onto grazing land. In this study, Bicknell isolated'S..
aberdeen from 22 cows, wastewater, materials, inside the wastewater .

pipeline, pond mud, a cess pit,. and .dung in the farm yard 155].
Nottingham and Urselmann found S. typhimurium in pasture soil, at a farm
in New Zealand where acute salmonellosis had occurred during the
preceding 9 months [48].

Risks of infection among animals are not limited to Salmonella.
'Pseudomonas aertlinosa, Mycobacterium tuberculosis, and Leptospira
organisms may exist in waste applied to pasture and may present-a risk
to the health of dairy cows and calves, but no documented evidence
exists at present ,to6indicate that a risk exists. Calves that grazed
.pastures to which 10 S. dublin organisms/lit of slurry had.been
applied on the previous day became infected, -but no infections resulted



when the contamination rate was' decreased to 103 ..organimilmL of
slurry [511. Thesenlimited results indicate that salmonella may only be
a concern unusual circumstances when high concentrations of 'these
organisms are present., c.

r.

D.9 Potential Disease Transmissjon By Aerosols
er.(

4

Aerosols containing bacterial and viral Pathogens may be infectious on
inhalation. During- sprinkler irrigation of wastewater,. apprbximately.
0.1% of the liqui4 is aerosolizedl[52]. Thus,-: there 'is a' possibility of
producing a .p)atential health risk bytthe process [53]'. This,feature,
plus_ the limited amotint o-f informaticih .available on the subjectl, makes
the evaluation of health impjications ;of aerosols from any form.of
wastewater treatment' difficult to assess.

Aerosols have been defined) as particles in the size range.iaf 0.01 to
50 Am that area suspended in air. When an airborne water droplet is
created, the:;:water. evaporates very rapidly under average atmospheric
conditions, r ulting in a nucleus of the originally dissolved solids
plus the miWoorganisms *contained in'the' original droplet [54]. The r4- '-
high rate of evaporation 'results in the die-off of many of the original?
organisms that were aerosolized, but the, remaining resistant organisms.
may persis.t hr a long time

4
i

Humans may be infected hy biological aerosols primarily by inhalingi,the,
aerosol or secondarily by contacting material on which the Airborne
droplets have settled (i.e. clothes). The infectivity of an aerosol
depends on the depth ofAspiratory penetration and the presence of
pathogenic organisms. --L droplets (2 to 5 µm) area mainly removed
the upper respiratory tract and do note gain entrance to the alveoli of
the lungs, although they may find their way into the digestive tract
because of the ciliary action [.54]. Thus, if gastrointestinal pathogens
are present, infection; may result. HOwever, a much higher rate of
infection occurs when respiratory _pathogens are inhaled in smaller
droplets (about 0.2.to*2 Am) that do reach the alVeoli of the lungs
L54.1. AlSo- important is the fact that some pathogens %found in
wastewater have a lower infective dose (i.e, number ofs2igrganisms
necessary to cause an infection) in aerosol form than when tii ngested
di rectly [9)

t
Most of the information available today on wastewater aerosols concerns °

their generation by,wastewater treatment facilities, such as activated
sludge treatment plants. Aeration of the wastewater ddring this process
has been shown to produce biological aerosols that can be carried
considerable distances dependent on local climatic conditions. Airborne
Conform bacteria have, been recovered at night as far As 0.8 m (1.3 km)
from a large trickling filter' plant. L52J. Factors that have been found
to affect the survival and dispersion of bacteria and, viruses in such

'aerosols are summarized in Table D-4. t

D -22
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TABLE D-4

FACTORS THAT- AFFECT' HE SURVIVAL AND DISPERSION OF
BACTERIA AND VI ES IN WASTEWATER AEROSOLS

Jactor Remarks

Relative

humidity

Bacteria and most enterWviruses survive longer
at high'relative humidities, such as those.
occurring during the night. High relative humi -.

dity delays droplet evaporation and'retards
organism die-off.

Atind speed Low wind speeds reduce biollogital aerosol.
transmission.

Sunlight Sunlight, through ulttaviolet radiation, is
.deleteriouS:to MicrOOrganismsThe greatest
''concentration pf organisms in aerosoli from
:Wastewater occurs:* night.

Temperature Increased temperature can also xeduce-the
viability of organismt in aerosols mainly by ,

Accentuating the effects of relative humidity.
PronounCed temperature effets'do not appear

-.Until 'atemperature of 80°F (26.7°C) is
reached.

It has been observed that bacteria' and viruses:
are inactivated more rapidly when aerosolized
and when the caOtixe.aerosols are. exPosesi.to
the open air than when heldin thelaboratoty.
Much more work is needed to clarify thls issue.'

Open air

There is, little. quantitative information on the spread of biological
aerosol s from land application of wastewater by sprinkler irrigation
L52.1:

. .

In 1957, Merz investigated the hazards associated with sprinkling
e

treated wastewater onto a golf tourse:, Air was sampled downwind
from a covered, sedimenW on basin, a wastewater aeration tank, and

:a . sprinkler', by using '41. nstruinent' with' a 'rectangular

orifice that impingedA onto the surfate of liquid collection
. media. The sampler d was assayed. for collform *Organisms.

.CpTiforms were reporte to have been recovered only downwind from

the sprinkler and close enough [115 ft141.1 m)] that the spray

could be felt. Merz concluded `that hazards from sprinkling

wastewater were limited to di rect contact with unevaporated
,, droplets. Meri' s study (now, out of print), is the only published

U.S. field study that .'cauld ,be found that.' addressed airborne

microorganisms from.. land; application of wastewater although some

foreign language 'articles and unpublished materials' diy address the

507
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subject_.e.. Reploh and Handloser, by using-agar settling plates,

found airborne dispersion of coliform bacteria downwind, from

sprinklers discharging [untreated] wastewater....They estimated

that _the viable aer sol could be carried 400 m downwind by a 5 m/s
wind and recommend d that large land areas and the planting of
hedges be used as saf ty measures.

Bringmann and Tro denier,' by using Endo agar settling plates,
investigated the a rborne spread of bacteria downwind from sprqs

discharging settle wastewater that was note disinfected. They

found thatthe ownwind travel distance of the viable aerosol,
increased,,,'as, relative humidity and wind speed incrgased and

ecreas-ed as ultraviolet radiation increased. They estimated that
conform organisms may remain viable as far as 400 m downwind from
_pre source under conditions of darkness, 100 percent relative
humidity, and a wind speed of 7:m /sec. Sepp measured the-,airborne

spread of total and 'conform bacteria downwind from sprAyers

discharging .ponded and chlorinated activated sludge tank effluent.

Conform bacteria 'were recovered as far as 10 ft (3.0 m) downwind

from the spray limits in a 'dense brushy area and up to 200 ft
(61 m) downwind from the spray limits in a sparsely vegetated area.
Shtarkas and Krasil'shchikov recovered bacteria on settling plates
650 m downwind from sprinklers ditcharging settled wastewater and
recommended a 1,000-m sanitary"zone around such installations.

Katzenelson end Teltc,h have recently studied the bacterial aerosols

generated by the sprinkler irrigation of water.from a small stream,

contaminated by untreated domestic wastewater [55]. They. used Anderson

and glass 'impingers to collect coliform bacteria in air at distances up

to 1 310 ft (400 m) from an irrigation line 'and 820 f; (250 m) from an

aerated lagoon. The coliform concentration of 820 ft (250 m) from the

sprinklers 3and lagoon were from 0 to 17 coliforms/m3, and 0 to 4

coliforms/m , respectively. In addition, of the 45-xolonies evaluated
only .one colony showing the characteristics of Salmonella infentis was
isolated 197 ft (60 m) from the sprinklers. Bausum et al., using

Anderson samplers and high-volume electrostatic precipitors, detected
tracer bacterial viruses 2:,067 ft (630 m) from the wetted zone at a

sprinkler.irrigation site [56].

The first epidemiological evidence of a disease risk associated with
,wosteWater irrigation has been reported recently by Katzenelson et al.
[57]. ,'The incidence of enteric disease in, agricultural -communal

settlements in Israel that practiced wastewater 'irrigation with

partially treated, nondisinfected wastewater (similar to that of raw
domestic wastewater), was compared with similar settlements that did not
practice wastewater irrigation; The incidence of shigellosis,
salmonellosis, typhoid fever, and infectimis hepatitis was found to be 2
to 4 times,higher, in those communities practicing wastewater irrigation.

No difference in the incidence of disease not transmitted by wastewater
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was observed between:the communities, nor were differences observed for
shigellosis and infectiout hepatitis rates during the winter when
irrigation with wastewater was not'practiced. These authors claim 157]

These findings, although of a tentative nature, point out t/at the
health hazards associated with wastewater, irrigation may be greater
than previously assumed. In the case of the kibbutzim studied the
distance between the areas spray irrigated with wastewater and the
residential.: areas. -vary from 100-3,000 meters. No direct evidence
is available at this time as to the actual concentrations of
pathogens in the air at the residential areas....It is, also
.possible that the pathogens from the wastewater irrigation areas
can reach the kibbutz population by an alternate pathway, on the
bodies and clothes of the irrigation workers who live in the
community and return from the fields at\mealtime and at the end of
the day.

\

The potential, health effects related to the production of wastewater
osols have yet .to be fully. established. The recent work- of
enelson et al. indicates that the sprinkling of untreated wastewater

may be a health risk to irrigation workers and possibly to 'persons
',residing nearby 157] . Biological treatment anik ,disinfection may'largely
eliminate any possible pathogen transmission by aerosols, but validation
of this is necessary. The use of.bUffer zonei, control .of sprinkling
Operations to minimize the production of fine droplets, elimination of
sprinkling during high winds, and sprinkling only during daylight hours
should be considered as alternative control measures in the production

. of biological aerosols.
4
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E.1 Introduction

APPENDIX .E

METALS

An important consideration in modern treatment of wastewater is to
produce an effluent that can be used on land -without )eading to
significant problems either at once or later on. Nearly all wastewater
delivered to treatment facilities contains metals or trace elements.
Industrial plants are an obvious source; but wastewaters from private
residences can have metal.condentrations many times those of seawater,
"groundwater, or domestic waters. The important trace metals are copper,
nickel, lead; cadmium, and zinc. Some wastewater influents have high'
concentrations of other trace' elements that must be dealt with in4a
special manner.

A few of the metals in wptewatee, being essentialto-life, may enrich a
soil at a land treatment site Zinc is the metal most lfkelY to provide
an environmental 'benefit, because-large areas of land, have too little
zinc for the growth of some 'crops and because average dietary zinc
intake by humans is marginal. Nevertheless, such essential-to-life
metals (and others too) can .accumulate and pose potential long-term
hazards to plant growth or to animals or humans consuming the plants.
CopOer, zinc, nickel, and cadmium are examples of metals that can,
accumulate An soils and decrease plant growth (phytotoxicity). T?admium
and copper (.6 a lesser extent) can become hazardous at high
concentrations Ito people or animals who eat the plants. The aquatic
chemistry of metals in wastewater, ranges of the properties of soils
that have.an important influence on the behavior of metals in them, and
a_ summary of benefits and hazards from Metal accumulation in soils are
discussed in this appendii.

E.2 Metals in Wastewater

E.2 ConCentrations

The concentration of a metal in soil is probably the most impo ant
factor to consider The shortterm behavior of metals is influenced by
the forth's, or species in the wastewater, but most, metals are relatively
immiibile'kin soils. Thus, the assessment of the status of a metal in
soil Can -.1)e simplified to two major tonsiderations: (1) the total mass
input to ai soil, and (2) vertical distribution of that mass when it is
ia a relatively steady state condition in the soil.

E-1



Metal concentrations in wastewaters, as affected by their sources and

treatmenti',..are important to a land application project because they may

shorten the lifetime of the site through a cumulative total of one or a

combination of metals in excess of a biological toxicity threshold.

'Page has reviewed and -summarized some earlier published values for ,

metalS in wastewaters, and the effectiveness of standard treatment

processes for their removal [1]. He makes the point that metal

concentrations vary greatly in both soils-and wastewater. High values

in soils can arise from natural geo- or pedo-chemical accumulation

processes [2].

Not only do' individual treatment plants differ qreatly in the

:concentrations of influent metals but Oliver et al. note that certain

metals show rapid increases and decreases wtthin waters of .a treatment,

plant, which, they attribute to sporadic industrial dtscharge of

minimally treated metal-containing wastewater [3]. The ,wide range of

trace metal.concentrations in influents to municipal treatment plants is

strikingly shown by the fact that biological activity in digesters can

bit inhibited by either metal concentrations that are too'high [4] or to

trace element defidiencies [5].. .

Sludge in coventional plants is generally found to retain much of the

.metals contained in the influent-[3, 6-13]. Although-proper operation

of such" systems can retain 50 to 75% of most metals i.h the sludge, lead

and (especially) nickel are often not efficiently removed [13]. Poor

settling of solids at one plant caused high carryover metal into the

final effluent [131.

-
Advanced wastewater treatment, procesSei ispich as lime or chemical

coagulant addition, carbon or charcoal filtration, and cation and anion

re0n exchange) can remove over 90% of metals from influent wastewater

[14-17]. Effective processes convert the metals.td separable solids by

precipitation and/or adsorption. Mercury can be removed by these

processes 'but- participates in reactions that lead to gaseous losSes as

both dimethyl mercury and metallic mercury [181. Effective metal

removal, especially at the industrial discharge site, would slow the

_development of environmental hazards and extend the safe operating

lifetime of &land treatment site, making the-effluent more acceptable

to potential users.

The problems of the municipal plant are considerably diminished by

identifying the sources of wastes containing highly concentrated metals,

and either treating or' excluding them. Klein [19] reports that'25 to

49% of the metal in New York City wastewater influent is from domestic

rather than industrial sources,---but others note that certain metals

traceable to specific industrial sources fluctuatedramatically [13,

20].

E-2
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The total ,concentration of a metal. (MO' in a 'volume, element, of.
unfiltered wastewater is the sum of the concentrations of the species of
the metal:

MA +-MB MC +, -1)

The metal associates, A, B, C,. ,...Z,' have .a large `number of possible
identities some of which are catalogued and-classified in Table E-1.

TABLE E-1

CLASSIFICATION OF SUBSTANCES WITH WHICH METALS MAY FORM CHEMICAL
AND/OR PHYSICAL ASSOCIATIONS -. IN FRESH WATERS AND: WASTEWATERS [21]

Complex an4ion.
pair formers .Chelates: Precipitants Adsorbents

4
H2O R(C00 );c

- :

OH". Clay minerals

NH3 Fulvates' 'CO,-
2

Hydrous oxides
(Al Fe, MO,Si)

OH" HuMates P043"
, -

AUmates
Polypeptides S2- .

Fulvates
: Polyaminosacchaiidet $04

.. Bio-remnants
Polyurohides

Calcium'carbonites

..Iron sulfides:
RCOO iPolyphosphate-

Calcium 'phosphates
RSOi

Cl"

HCO"
3

2CO-
3

SP42-
Proteins

Metal species are .important in that they differ in chemical properties.
The 'classes of soluble metal species include complexes, ion pairs, and
chelates. Coniplexes and ion pairs are'chemically similar. Structurally
they have the metal ion at the center, which then'cotrdinates or bonds_
or closely attracts to it one or more of the liqutinds listed in Column 1
of Table E-1.

An important complex of a metal ion to water is the 'aquo ion. It can be .
visualized as an ion such as a divalent zinc ion, together with the water
of hydration coordinated about it. Although this species may be an
important intermediate .in conversion from one species or form to
another, it is often only a small fraction of MT.



The formation of a monochloro- a° dichloro-metal complex ion is
represented by the reactions:

ZnC1+ =. ZnC12

These, reactionsAhould be-interpreted to'indicate that, atequilibrium,
the solution contains '.. some aquo.metayiory assome of
each of the -coMplexes (ZnCl+) and--(bC12). _ Note that:the complexes.

.have lower -4:.chargerthan'the aquo ion and thus are less likely than
the aquo.ion toA3e,adsorbed oxides; or organic. matter.

I'

Chelates are 'similar to complexes and ion pairs in that the metal ion
bonds or attracts around itself the "finictional" groups of the ,chelate.
Common functional groups of chelates in soils and- waters include
carboxylate, aminond phenolate. The distindtive feature .of the

chelate'is that two or more groups are connected by chains or bridges of
atoms. Thus, acetate *will form a complex with a metal ion because it

'.has only one functional group, the carboxyl:

Succinate has two,such groups

(E-4)

- CH' C00-
2

-.

connected, through a cafthon chain and is thereby a dielate. Through the
process of 'chelation) the succinate and .the betal.'ion become an

.uncharged'soludle metal cbelate:

.

Equi i,briTi ill-:- expressions can be. written to, quantitatively describe;.;

v aquatic. solution behavior of complexes, ion pairs, and chelates* through
stoiFhidmetric expression's: ,sdcb, as Equations 'E2 and,f0.. and.the.
formation "constant."' -, These cOnstants.are repOrted,for the substances
in Column 1, Table E-1, .and for vst'simple organic acids and amino
acids [21-23] as well as fdr higher-molecular-weight moieties such as
fulvates in soils [24-26] and in wastewater.solids [27]. BecauSe most
functional groups in chelates as .well. as most complex and-ion pair

formers are weak, acids, the stability of theonetal-moietY 'cOmPlex, is

i L
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often pH-dependent, with"little association in acid media. The degree
of association increases .with'pH to .a maximum often determined by some

competing alternative reaction, such as precipitation. .

The' important consequences of the formation of ion pairs, complexes, and
chelates with metal ions in aqueous solutions are

.

1. Total soluble' metal, concentrations are often greater than.
would ,be, predicted from solubility considerations [1]. This
is because solubility is a function of solubility product
("free" metal concentration or activity times "free"
concentration or activity of precipitant). Total solution
concentration fis the sum of free, complex, ion pair, and che-
lated ion c6ncentrations.

UnchargOV 'ligands (H20, NH3, RNH2) do, not diminish the
poiitive charge of cationic metals but may result in a more
polarizable cation, reduce the charge density, and increase
the distance of closest approach - to . -negatively charged
surfaces.

3., Anionic ligands form metal associations: that have lower posi
- tire charge than the "free" metal cation. The resulting.

'association may be uncharged or it may have an overall net
negative charge. The decrease in positive charge can thus
reduce adsorption to negatively charged surfaces' such' as clay
Minerals ,in soils, thereby- increasing the .probability of
leaching- through soils to, groundwater.

The full quantitative description 'of metalS in solution phase Of
wastewater thn4lph. analysis and corliputatiort is costly. LagerWerff et
al. [28] have' proposed a resin-column': pihocedure that dstimates the

cbncentratibns of cationic, anionic, amphoteric, and 'unCharged formS of
each metal in the. original solution. Such an approach to characterfZing
metal- species in wastewater effluents may be more economical than
complete analysisand still be precise enbugh.

Qi

The substances which ,form by, association of metals with materials listed
fn Columns 3 and . 4' of...;-TaPie E-1 are particulate or high molecular

. .

'Weight. If settling, fl occul ati on ;. and ' , filtration are inefficient;

however, they may remain suspended or 046-sad: irV.the wastewater and
exit in the final effluent. The fteciltants- listed in Column 3 of Table
E-1 may be present in the influent (SO ', P0i-).1May 'form by

\1lr

proceqses (SO4.1ti-S2-), may be added as a trea glerit.,(Ca0--P-OH-), r- may 'be

!. created during recarbonatiOn" (2007 + CO2 . Co ":+ H20). - During recipi-

., tation, the phosphates; saffdes, tarbbinates.,. : and' by , oxideS

or hydrtius oxides ,may affect 41eavy metal s by cqprec i pi tati ng

theM andfOr adsorbing, ''them on solution-accessible 'Surfaces of the
Oehpitates:. Pa'rts of dead bacterial and other cells:a1§01ave some
capacity to adsorb, metals, as do the huniates, and ful:Vates. formed in

.,.. ., ,..,a . '-
IP
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microbial. 'decay [293: Cl ay minerals and cl ay -s i zed al umi no-si 1 i cates

and oxides.entering ,in the influent al so sorb metal s. Column, 4 of 'Table
E-1 i s. thus ,a catalog of some of materials that make up waStewater
,sludges and that account for .much of the capacity of sludges to retain
metal s.

E.,3 Receiving Soils

During a land. treatment operation, changes and, esp cially, rates of.
change of the chemical state of the soil profile ill be-measured
through monitoring., Olculation, and projection to avoid hazards to
future users -from excessive accumulation. :These efforts will require
detailed knowledge, of the "case level" initial soil composition before
application begins. Some general - discussion of vertical and horizontal
metal .,41stribution and variation in soils may be helpful in designing
plans ":fbr sampling and andlysis before, during, and; after wastewater
.

-4.
uti 1 i zati on.

E .3.1 Soi 1 Analysis for Metal s
' 41111

Analytical philosophy can., be divtdOP'.into two categories: total, dand'
extractable. In following' changes 4 6 ,soi 1 compusi ti on ;- measurement of
the total is preferred, for several reasons. First: the final results
wi 11,M probably be , the most reproducible with complete breakdown .and.
sol dbi ljza ti on of al .l metal , no matter the distribution among
ming-016gical compartments. Second, many geological and pedological
analyses rep,4n ;total s. Thi rd, there is little correlation between.,,
total lAny , extractable value [303. HoWever, full
decomposition 9f :the sample sometimes increases interferences in.the
final quantitatian step. The greatest disadvantage is that the
'decomposition step for a "total inalykie is time - consuming and greatly
increases laboratory costs per sample.

.

At the oppoitte, epextre are proCedures to extract small 45:actions of, an
element, often f-with. the purpose of estimating "available" levels of
riutrients essent1 41 eto plants.. Such proCedures include extraction with

. dilute mineral or 'organic acid or Synthetic metal c4latcts such as EDTA
or DTPA, and measurement of "exchangeable" 'metal. Those procedures may'
admi rably serve *ir original purpose, but.their actual behavior fn,'
soils having high levels -of metal have not been tested sufficiently.
They have the.' distinct. distdvantage that they will not fully extract
alien metal introduce0o soils through wastewaters and thus they cannot
be used in mess bataii0i. ,

,

.

A reasonabl e compromise i s to extract soils *i,..th °Moderately, concentrated
hot solutions of mineral acids. These proadurek-eitract far more,of

. the total metal in a soil than the procedures -for "aVailable" metals,

1r;



but they eAract .':the metal s in resistant mi neral ,Page [11
t t tbehproctedutet:cif:Abdersson and Nilsson [31] for 2- molar MC1 .

eXtrat,tigi, atj00°.c, receiving sludge aiipliaations for 20 years

recoyerSo ',eXtraett:: high' percentages of mbs.of the applied metal
. :Such -:prOcRdu *simpl if the final,quanti tati on step..boause very little 4

of ,'.the - ;si:Tt...and sand dissolves, thus 'lowering the aMOUnf&>Of potential

interferences, as ,would be the' case, in la,,qatal" analysis..

'In any: -extraction teehnique, scrupulous 'attention should be paid to-::

using exactly the same procedural details from day-to day. Early in the
project; 4 large4 sample of soil from the project area should be prepared
and :stOred- for 'regular inclusion to'with each sample batch :ensure tifat!...::

. changes.'in.:1Operator and operator technique do hot 'cause .SksteMatic drift
or:variatfon An analytical output during the project.

The -ValueS 1 h. T:1able :E.

P

-2, es ecially the -averages', give a preliminary
indication of whetherefrihe:Soil at a prospective- site is near the norm or
has' :an.. .usual., concentration of on or more,,e)ements. It should be

emphasi zed that i the: ven val ues are "totals.; ".. data were:4:0 ected

to . excl ude samples. :taken near mi ngral depOtits. `..t

TABLE, E-2

AVERAGE AND RANGES OF. SOIL CONCENTRATIONS
OF SELECTED ELEMENTS [32]

mg/kg

As

Cd

Cr .

.Cu

Hg

6 0.1-40

0.06a 0.01-0.7

100 5. 5 -3000

!20

P. 0,03 :13.0170.3

2 01-5

40.

10

, 50

10-1 000 .

'2 =200.

'',101300

Fs

.

Insufficient data re- D
ported. Values may. need

to be revised.



Fleischer discussed the mechanisms that lead to accumulations of metals
by natural processes {33]. Soils and,yegetatiori can have high level s of
metal s at conSiderable distance frbm a mineral depositor ore body*because ,the -- :process which originally created the deposit was pervasive
and/or because surface exposure of the deposit' permitted erosive
transport and deposition. A site ,proposed fof` wastewater:"'application may
thus be in the halo of a mineralized. area.. Application of metals in the
wastewaters could rapidly bring title Sbilt to a phytotoxic,threshold.

: .! /1
.

.
For ample, ',the, California has at least tvilzi types of
mind deposit:..Mercu'ry.-iri:-Oe form of cinnabar ha$ been Mined from a
numbe of locations AnOther-type of "nfineral" deposit is' serpentine,
exposed in a great number, of locations of :various 'sizes. This material
is high in nickel:and Oromium, ,Erosion from the mountains and
depotition in coaStaT...val leYs.:.'and on the west side df the Central Valley
have probably caUted..Sonie., of those'. sails to have higher than average . -

leVel s of these soil s may thus have unexpectedly snial 1
capacities to accept;riickel 'before declining in productivity.

The important' poi rtt'is.:that s -tend-to reflect theihemi stry qf the
"geochemical . province" -21341,. that :they may have .unusually high (or
low) concentrations of specific metals even wittiout mines or mining

,operatiOns nearby. Exceptiqvally .high level s of metal s for any reason
:reduce the capacity to accept additional metal. withoUt exceeding
environmental qual i ty 'thresholds::.

E.3.3 Vertical Distribution

Not "only, do soil s exhibit differences in metal concentration from one
area to another (sometimes ih surprisingly short distances) but the
concentration -often changes with depth in a given profile (' Figure E-1),"
A proViTe is occasionally observed as shown in Figure'E-1A. Such a
condition might be observed in high rainfall Areas, in tropical soils,

wiiete leveling has rembVed the, original surfaC,e' soil for irrigation.
Such -kbfile6 are relatiVeXY Tare: ti

Figure E-1B is typical of the distribution of many nietal-Sin the soil
profile. The apparent buildup or accumulation near the surface could be"
due to atmospheric input over. a...relatively'long time, as with lead
deposition: near , -tieavy,highway traffiC, L35] or with deposition of lead,:
cadmium, and zinc from smelter smokestaek [36, 371.

This same distribution is shoWn al so by temperate-zone soils that have
not been polluted. The mechanism invol,ved is sometimes termed "plant
pumping." During the thousands of gears of soil development, plant,
roots take up the, metal and translocate it to the abpveground leaves and
stems. When this 'metal-containing biomass: dies -..and fall'Si to the



PATTERNS .OF

ELEMENTS WITH

FIGURE E-1
, .

DISTRIBUTION OF TRACE

. DEPTH IN SOIL PROFILES

.groundttle soil insects ingest it.and physically carry some of it down
into the -044r parts of the profile, Where the Minerafiption process is

completed by microorganisms.' The apparent accumulation near the soil
sktqace.persists because%tbe soil strongly adsorbs 0.4*tal, preventing

Ag Irqm,leiching out. Such a mechanism is frequentty.'ascribedto zinc,
aftlibt4rit could possibly apply also to other trace metals taken up by
plants, whether biologically.essential or not 138].

A distribution that might occur in'forested areas of higher rainfall is

showh in Figure E-1C. The higher concentration at, the surface is in the

forest litter. The depleted zone has been leached:by organic substances
derived /from decaying plant litter and ,moved downward a short distance,

where it appears as an accumulation. Hodgson presents similar diagrams.

for distribution of 1.ndividual metals ih4Otizol soil profiles [39] .
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The profile in Figure E-1D will obviously be the most difficult to deal
with because it is a series of discontinuities thatmight have developed
by alluvial deposition of sediment from:sOurpS that have changed
frequently.;.

Chemistry of Metal s in Sail

The :properties of a soil or sediment with respect to a metal can be
'charActerized by the , total concentration of the metal in the sysiltm.
The importance'of this parameter is bated on the, fact that a metal in a
system behave quite differently and' be controlled by or participate
in diffgrent reactions orHmechanisms when in' trace concentration than
when at high concentrations. In most soils, mhich are neither extremely'
,coarse nor very old nor highly leached'.' nor highly polluted by
geochemical 'or industrial activity, the zinc concentration ranges from
20 to 100 ppm, averaging about 50 ppm {Table E-2). Many laboratory
chemicals have off-the-shelf contaminant concentrations of zinc greater
than that value. Such soils, especially if in the range pH 6.5 to 8.0,
have very high affinities for zinc, maintaining soil - solution phase
concentrations of. "free" zinc (aquo Zn2+) in the range of 0.01 to 10
pg/L [40]. In.fact, in some early studies, solutions of common reagents
were sometimes purified of their zinc contaminants by passing them

:through soils. It is also important that, even at these low soil-
solution,concentration values; plants still acquire zinc through their
roots fast enough to satisfy their biochemical demand.

Nevertheless, as more zinc (as a soluble zinc salt) is added to the
soil-water sys,teM.i'mUch of the zinc "disappears" frdm.the solution phase
by mechanisms,:iscussed below. The important points are that solution-
phase concentrations Of zinc increase and added zinc par;ticipates in
more than' a single reaction mechanism, distributing' among several
coexisting solid phase or interfacial states. It is important also that
metal will accumulate unless water applied to soil has exceptionally low
concentrations ofeetals.

Another, familiar example from geochemistry is that of cadmium. Although
carbonate and sulfide minerals of cadmibm are known, most mineral
deposits from which cadmium is obtained include cadmium as an impurity,

.probably coprecipitated with the major metal component (lead or,zinc) at .

the time of crystallization. Therefore, we should not be surprised to
find that, at trace levels in soils, metals exist in diffuse dependent
states, not as', discrete identifiable crystalline forms. As the total
amount of metalin or added to a soil increases, the latter condition
becomes more probable.
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.E.4.1 States of Metals in Soils

A' summary classification Of the states of metals in soils is presented

in Table 5-3 and is discussed in the following paragraphs. /Several

reviews, discuss states and reaction mechanisms of metals in soils [1,

39-42]

TABLE E-3

,CLASSIFICATION. OF STATES or

METALS NSOILS

Aqueous Aqueous -solid interface Solid

. Soluble Exchangeable Biological

Dispersed or suspended Specifically adsorbed Precipitated

Interfacial precipitate Atolii-proxied

E.4.1.1 Aqueous

The, aqueous phase of 'soils inc ude- only two important states, the
soluble 'and the dispersed osuspended. The soluble state includes all

forms of each _metal previously discussed' as aquatic species in

wastewaters: aquO ion, complex ion, complex mdlecule, ion pairs, and
low-molecular-weight metal chelates.

4

The dispersed or 'suspended state includes high-molecular-weight

particles with metes adsorbed onto solution-accessible outer surfaces
or included internally. These particles can,peptize.and move with the

solution phase until electrochemical conditions change and flodculation
again renders them immobile. Metals in the aqueous phase are subject to

movement with soil water, They also participate injequilibria and

chemical reactions with the solid phase. 4.

E.4.1.2 Interface

A very important region is the aqueous-solid interface, in which we can
distinguish the exchangeable, the adsorbed, and the interfacially

precipitated states.



E..40 .2.1 Exchangeable

The surface of ciayt, oxides, and organic matter are negatively Charged.
That isi they have spots of negative charge at solution and cation7
accessible locations on:. their surfaces... The,tunr.of this charge is
referred. 6. as the cation exchange capacity (CEC). PotitiVelY charged
cations such as calcium and magnesium, loosely held inthe vicinity of
these spots,-are referred to as exchangeable ions. They.are thought to
be fully hydrated, ..to.be.in.(therMal) motion, and to be":"distociated"
.from the surfate [43]. Another characteristic ofthe exchangeable,state
.ts that insertion of a foreign cation (in a salt) into. the solution
phate 'readily (and predictably) displaces some' of the 'domestic'
exchangeable cations.

E.4.1.2.2f,Specificalfy Adsorbed

Some authors refer to this state simply as. the adsorbed state. It is
distinguished from the exchangeable state by having more binding between
the metal and the surface. It includes theextra binding due to the
covalency of the bonds that forT during chelation by soil organic matter
[24, 27, 44]. Metals speciffcally adsorbed,at mineral surfaces are
apparently held by electrical"forces.as well as by additional forces
possibly. including covalent bonding; Van der Waals forces, partial to
complete dehydration, and steric fit at the site:

The term specific implies that other metal cations do not effectively
compete or displace the specifically adsorbed metal cation. That is the
practical distinction between the exchangeable and the specifioally;
adsorbed state.

0

Specific adsorption is the most important mechanism controlling soil
water concentrations of metal ions at low amounts of metal in the soil-.
water systeM. As more metal ions are added, a specific adsorption
capacity or limit is apparently reached, and incoming metal ions enter
exchange positions.. This concept is illustrated by comparison of
studies of Blom with, those of Bittell and Miller. Total cadmium was
less than 1% of measured CEC in Blom's clay and soil samples; highly
specific cadmium adsorption was observed [45]. On the Other hand,
Bittell and. Miller also studied cadmium reactions with clays but at 10
to 90% occupancy of CEC [46]. They report selectivity coefficients of
appeoximately 1.0 for calcium-cadmcium systems, which clearly indicated
no selectivity or specificity for cadmium.

The importance of the above is that metal ions will be relatively
immobite. and unaffected-by high concentrations of "macro" salt cations
such as calcium, magnesium, or sodium when specific adsorption is the
dominant state. On the other hand, a metal cation will undergo greater
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leaching when the solution concentrations of macro cations are increased
and the metal cati9n concentration in soil solution is controlled by the

exchangeable state.

E.4.1.2.3 Interfacial Precipitate

This state is related both to adsorption and to precipjltation. It is

sometimes: thought to arise through a process called heterogeneous

nucleation 121]. In essence, already existing surfaces of clay minerals
proiide a host surface on which the cluster of ions can grow to become a

crystallite. The precipitation process thuS avoids a supersaturation

step.

This theory implies that the resulting preciOitate is itdentical,in

solubility to one produced through a supersaturation step. An extension

of the theorY suggests that the host surface in some cases affects the

precipitate .by making it More insoluble [47-51]. Data for cop* and
zinc equilibria in soils presented by Lindsay [40] can be interpreted as

being due to interfacial precipitates of metal hydroxides. If the

identity of the interfacial precipitate is known, it can presumably be

managed like any other precipitate.
.

E.4.1.3 Solid

in addition to the aqueous and interfacial phases, the solid phase is.

important. Thisi.phase can W.:subdivided into the biological, the

precipitated, ,and'Abe atomz.proc*ed states.

The metals which have passed across cell MembraneS'intp living :cytoplasm

are in this 'category. The organisms include MicNorganisms, plant .

roots, and :the many insects and animals in

`soils.
The state is

important .beCause it' can temporarily spqUester Significant amounts .of

some ..metalS and: especially because it can'. cause.: transfer and

accumulation of,metals. includes the uptake of metals by roots of

Plants and translocation to aboVegrospd plant parts, thus tending to

counteract downward. leaching. Onthe other hand, earthworms and other,'
saprophyteS.consume vegetative litter.and distributetheir decomposition

-products within the supper. parts Of.:the soil profile.. .

E.4.1.3,2 Precipitated

Precipitates include oxides, hydrous oxides, carbonates, hydroxy.

carbonates, phosphates; and, in reducingpenvironments, sulfides. Clay
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minerals also can form by "precipitation." A precipitate can form only
when, the system, contains'suffiCiently large luantities or high solution
activities of the component's of . the solid.' In the early stages of
development of a land treatment projects such bulk precipitates are not
likely to be an important factor in the control.of
concentrations of the metals because the quantities of metals inserted
intd soil area still small and the adsorption process is favored
energetically [52]. Various references [23, 40, 53 include
thermodynamic data, applications, discusions,and diagrams f phase,
pC-pH, Eh-pH, etc.

E .4.1.3.3 Atom-Proxied

Many metals are not major cationic components of _precipitates but occupy
structural crystal lattice positions of the major gation. This is
called iSomorphous substitution or atomic proxying by the tracejoreign
ion. The condition'can develop in at least three distinct ways related
to time. First, the precipitate may be forming rapidly while the trace
metal adsorbed on the growing surfaces is coprecipitated.

Rapidly ,Jormed fresh precipitates often have low crystallinity and high
specific surface and will often have greater _solubility than aged
precipitates or precipitates formed slowly from "homp9eneous solutions."
Thus fast ,precipitates tend to dissolve upon aging and reform into more,

insoluble forms often containing-less of the trace coprecipitate or atom
proxy.

Slow precipitation is the second way and resplts in different
distributidns and. quantities of the trace.metals in the precipitate
[54]. Some slow precipitates, such as clay minerals and some manganese
oxides, have solution-stable forms with substantial amounts of proxying.
of octahedral cations. Krauskopf considers that copper, cobalt, and
zinc are incorporated in aluminosilicate clay minera they form over
geological, time [55]. ,Nickel is proxied for mag esi in !; rnferite
[56], and cobalt is closely. assoc' 'th the mangan se oxides in

.soils [57].

The third .way for\incorporation isib solid-state diffusion of the trace
or foreign _ion from the surface Of' n existing 'crystal' into its interior
(or vice versa), depending on onCentration gradients. There has not

been
extensive study, howeyerl of the degree and rate of such

interchange between existing octahedral clay mineral cations and aquatic
cations.

The copregipitated or atom-proxied form of a metal has been looked upon
as a sink into which metals' can mqye,' and thus it may extend the
capacity of soil to accept metals bef&re metal levels in the aquatic

,)
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phase exceed. tolerabTe thresholdwalues. Unfortunately;'the reaction

rates and... the parameters controlling reaction rates of this postulated

mechanism are ,esseptialty unknown for any of the metals. Until the

information .becomes available, it would'be wise to-take a conservative

position and discourif the influence of coprecintation as a sink.

E.4.2 Effect of pH

f

Trace metal 'concentrations in solutiom generally increase with

decreasing pH. That is because' most Precipitant anion are weak acids

and become soluble through protonation and displacement of metal cations

in the solid phase. In 'addition, most specific adsorption sites

(including interfacial hydroxy precipitates and' chelates with soil

organic matter) are pH dependent so that as pH declines the number of

possible attachment sites diminishes. Ihis is particularly true for

hydrolyzable metal ions.

On th 'other hand, as pH rises, the solubility of,a metal such as zinc

passes through a minimum and,then rises becausp of the formation abre

pH 9 of the soluble hydroxy complexes ZnOlit, pi(OH)9, Zn(OH)5, Zn(OH) -.

Molybd numo (orthomblybdate ion) is ag.,elementwhich shows a general

increase in solubility with increase iq', pitthroughout the range of pH in

natural sedimenti. 7.,

The general shape of the 'curve relating adsorption to pH.while the

':; !*amount of metal and'soil or Colloid is kept_constant is shown in Figui-e

;,,,E-2 [51). In the lower. Or .:ran§e (A), Adsorption increases with PH'

although the positive slope is relatively small (this may be specific .

adsorption). In the range B, adsorption. increases abruptly. This

occurs not only. when massive: amounts of metal are in the sy$tem, with

the r'se clearly due to precipitation of bulk hydroxides. [58], but also

when, the aqueous system is clearly undersaturated with respect-to bulk

hydroxides[50, 51]. ,

.Thut, there' is an inverse 'i'Olation.Petweeh pH and the capacity of a

volume element." of a soil or sedimerioto6adsollOr precipitate metals.

In some cases it may be 'adViAable:to soil. land treatment

site to increase the oiOadity.-to:retaThmptaTt;atid ors counteract

acidification of the system whicksolliptimetlesulttk' Otrification

of ammonium ion..

E.4.3 Adsorption-Oesorptiontiierms

An isotherm consists of a series of laboratory 04 t constant

temperature. The effort j to obtain funda0 data on the

interfacial, usually equillibrium, behavior of sorbates and sorben.tscin



FIGURE E-2

!"EFFECT OF,OH ON ADSORPTION Of METAL
BY OXIDES AND SILICATES

pH

two-phase system.s. The two important phases are the aqueous liquid and
the solid, especially the , fraction of the solid that is finely
particulate and thus has a significant quantity of surface which in the
mixed system is the, solid-licitid interface where "adsorption" occurs.
The general' objective ofthese studies fit the data to some model
or mathematicaljunctfon which will relate the mats or concentration of
metal Sorbed .by thelsOid phase to some solution phase' parameters such
as concentration 40r ;actiVity) of the metal (sorbate) ion, pH,'

-concentration or activity of competing fbns, etc.

Three major models or computational approaches have.,been used: the
Freundlich expression, the Langmuir model, and thesexcOnge model. The
first two approaches are discussed by Ellis and Knezeiwith respect to



trace elements i

. where x/m =

soil-water systems [591. The Freundlich ,expressiOn

the mass (x) of the element adsorbed from solution per

unit mass of adsorbent (m)

k,n = constants fitted from the experimental data

C = the concentration or activity of the metal ion in

solution phase at equilibrium

This(eXpression is essentially empirical bUt has the virtue of having an

appropriate form to fit the graphical shape of many metal adsorption

data. An example is snown in Figure E-3.

4

FIGURE

TYPICAL ADSORPTION ISOTHERM FOR.MtTALSALT,

ADDITION A SOIL- OR SEDIMENT-WATER SYSTEM
.

N
3.4

4."

A -second approach (Langmuir) assumes that no more than a modolayer of

the adsorbing species will "attach" to the available'surface, resulting

in maximum capacity generally designated by the symbol b_ , having

_the .Same dimensions as x/m. When the theory is applied to gas

adsorption to "clean" surfaces., the spots,or sites where the molecules
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attach are either occupied or vacant. AqueOus;systems may contain
competitors,: for occupancy, including water molecules,.pound protons, or
other chemical entities in solution phase. The theory assumes that the
K in the expression below is constant over the worti,,ing range of . x/M.
K is closely related to heat of adsorption in the solid-gas systems ;to,
Which the theory was initially applied. The assumption of Constancy of
K is tantamount ,;to assuming a single type of site ot'.that-all sites
have equal energy.

The working Langmuir expression.

. KbC.

471 1+KG
(E-8)

El li s and Knezek 1 i st a. number, of studies in which either Equations E7.7
or E-8 have been reported to ftt:trade metal adsorption isotherm data
[59]. It shOuld be noted that at low C the expreision is linear,
which is essentially true for many hydrolyzable,Metal. tons.

The third major approach is to consider adsorption. as an" exchange pro-
cessand then to express the relationships in usual exchange functions
such as the Selectivity coefficient (KB). Babcock [43] and Helfferich
[60] describe the numerous exchange expressions and .the nomenclature of
the field. The model is one of'a section of aqueous fluid (the film of
water and ions in the interface between the surface and bulk,aqueous
solution) that is designated as the exchange "phase," while the inter-
stitial fl,uid (the aqueous solution that can move under the tnfluence of
gravity or hydraulic gradients) is designated as the solution "phase."
The two phases can be distinguished experimentally by defining as
solution phase the equilibrium fluid and its ionic composition passing
through a column of soil and determining the exchange 'phase"
composition by difference or by direct analysis. In fact, the boundary
between the. two "phases" in the column is probably diffuse.

Earl,i in the operating life of a land treatment systeM adsorption
models will .be more appropriate than ion exchange models,. As more metal
ins incorporated, the exchange model may need to be' included. 4t _high pH
and/or at high activity of other precipitant anions, solubility *ducts
may be appropriate. Such multi-equilibria'cbmputation models have been
proposed and given limited testing under high loading with metals [52].

Most laboratory 'Studies are adsorption studies, meaning that the metal
is furnished to samples in increasing amounts, the mixture is
equilibrated, and distribution measured. Far, fewer studies' examine
desorption, i.e., a loaded.adsorbent is subjected to successive volumes
of aqueous solutions, to deterniine;again the equilibrium amount of :x/m
versus equjlibrium soltutiori, concentration. At high loadings, tfie

5 3.:
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desofpti on curve is .-Often ';- Very 'Similar to the adsorptiorf,,ik... uilve.
However, significant hysteresis has been observed durin`g-,desoi70-,t.iOti:
measurements [61, 6 _ At low level s of , cadmi um , ;,13.1,onf found 'hkstereSi'S

''in the° direction ölicorisiderably °lower Solubilitin during desorption

It 'IS clear that the ,desorption behavior is of great.iMportance in
Oredicti ng leachi ng or downward movement''Of metal s.' Th'e scarcity of
such-data, as well as of accurate data in-the range of low loading, isr-er
serious obstacle to predicting envivonmental behavior of many of the
metal s.

Ec14.4 Kinetics of Metal Adsbr'Otion

teeper uses the term -"reversion" to describe.:the:change Of a 'soluble
Metal ion. in soil to insoluble "second-" or "third-class" fonns [411.
lie: :also indicates that these processes Can :vary'. from 'very sl ow to. very

-:"fitt. Simple ion-exchange processes are ordinarily quite fast:, haVing
first-order '1:half-reaction" timet':Of a few-MinuteS"[60]. Reactilr rate
curveS fo,t-')Tietal sal t addi to soil s 'tend to reach '7ari' apAarent
steady , qatrd'. i n 1 -to 2 hours [45]. A few. studies -sugge,sf,;;;: ho.w.ever ,
that a slow r.eaction(s) exists whi:ch continues over long periods and
conVerts,,-..spme of theoinitial prodUct to thit'.!:Secondery form [j;-.41]:
Both indireCt and direct evidente 'suggests that Much,t.: if -not of the
m%dest ic'ations to soi 1 of zi no, sul fate remains for
sfveral Years in readllY available but immobile formS63, 64].

It thus -appears that more facts are needed to establish mechanisms and

rates of the slow reaction of metals in. soils particularly over a range

of soil ;metal. content. Although evidence suggests that significant

percentages of' the small amourits..of zJrit applied as zinc sulfate

fertilizers remain in the' specifically 4dsorbd; labile form, the

important question Is whether the sane is fie for, much higher.

application amounts of zinc and' other metals.

E.5 Environmental Benefits Fisom Metal Addition to Soil

. i
A soil. eficiency" of an essential plant nutrientitc'an be defined as the
conditionn where rate of supply to. the roots of the plant is insufficient

to fu fill the functional demand of the plant. The deficiency is

expressed in . various` ways, i ncl udi ng reduced 'growth, lowered

photosynthetic or respiration rates', . and anatomical;gstortiOns and

changes i n 'dominance of pl ant ,pi pigment Most -defibieriolgs, are speci fi c': .,-

as to site and/or plant species. Small applications''dfi.the deficient '

metal to either.the sail or the foliage are often sufficient to overcome...,

the deficiency.- Any 4dditional application has little appai-ent effect

on:plant growth up tot2a",drestic diminution in growth from phytotoxicity.
4, 4. ' 0
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width of this plateau in the doseEresponse curve is dependent on;'
spec, es, .%071)-,- and cphe metal in question C32 .

.

AMong the trac efements that can be deficient.,tniSoilslre bbron,
copper, molybde m, and, zinc. Classical. tecnniqueS:.foi^.: Correcting such
deficiencies" we e. t'ece'nrjr,r,eyieWec[gid summarized .by Murphy. and Walsh

,'[65.]. Most amendments .used, for;;;itits',00rpote-c.Ontaiii high concentrations
of the element and ire appl,ted.at-ratet.luSuatly:-.1OS- than 22 lb/aere:,(25
kg/ha) of . metal for copper sand less than: 2,2 b/ acre ,,(

boron, and los than 0,4,:lb/ac,reA0C.5 k /ha.} of Molybdenum,.

1.

Hence, with trace -muid en*,defitienci es in plaritS, only small quantitieto
of the el enieht are requi red,, to. alleviate the problem. Any additional
input through continued use of, the wastewater is unnecessary.

The secondary benefit of metal: addi ti.on to soi 1 i s ithpr.piement of the,
quali ty of the plant or plant part .as a food for animals' and humans.
Human diets are only .marginally.. sufficient in zinc [66]. Some
ndividuals May have much higher re'qUirem. ents than the general.,;

popul Increased, .zinc contents of ,,plantls : in response to zinc
additions tol.soil ,,,are generally more rapid, 46 the'foliar portions than
in the fruits` or seeds .[62,' 66, 67]., Generalized accumulation of zinc

n plant tissues:. as .the zinc ,content of .soil iS increased through':
'cation of soluble or avail afille forms of `zinc i s presented i_n,Flgute

E -4.

This performance pattern has many exteptions but his er4easenable first.
approximation for di scussion: 'Fivst, most fol ar iti sstits 'hOre ;higher
contents of the metal than frui ts, seeds r or grad hs.;.12Setbqd,' at
deficiency levels, since small increments of added zinc cause additional

_growth, the extra biomass tends to dilute the extra metal taken:'Uli'fr'am:
the substratei*eping foliar concentrations relatively constant. Mien .,.

the soil ../leiig,V9s raised above the deficiency threshold, plant tissue
concentr,filiins' zinc tend to increase linearly [66]. The slope of
this increase is much greater for folia§e',Inan, for reproductive tissues,
which ;Sometimes have no detectableq6creaS:e. The slope of the foliar
curve 'IS '.very different for different plant spectes. At very high ,
levels 0 addition, uptake may becoMe. euvil i near and tends to reach a
Maximum. To a degree, the dose-respOnse performance discussed above
applies aswell to other metals, including copper, nickel, and cadmium.

.

In generalizing about,- plant perfoniiance,' it is also iniportant to
recognize that some metals are not efficiently taken up by plant roots.
These metals include lead,' arsenic, chromium, and, to a lesser extent,-
copper.

The increased zinc content of directly Consumed plant parts :could be of
some benefit to humans. It is doubtful that grazing: animal s woul d

t)
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benefit;:;Och, for :zinc deficiency of aninial s is oftenthe result t Of

neffective digestion and.:ute: 'of, di etaryti nc..." [34]. These auttofs
..:,;0-1 so poi nt out that most' pi ant tissue; even from 'pl ants suffering from

nc defici ency , i s 10 ppm or greater. They .Cite. studi shove 7:

optimum animal growth at 5 ppm In the diet.

4 4. ;.
e potential . benefi ts from Metal v... (Or trace. -el ema i n wastewater

ap'pl i ed to 1 and i ncTude enhancenient. ,:of cobalt' avAilability,'-: ; Cobalt
defici ency of .,,rumi nant, ant:pats _6reported frequentl,y
eastern . 1:sotithea'Stern United _States, [34]. The, u§u'al .

treatment i to.: supply cobal t in sal t Or as a ruMen bolus!,' and
fertil i zati wi t _has been reported. to inCrease cobalt' 1 evil i n
forage to adequate .level..s [68].. ,- Thus, cobalt in wastewaters. might Ktisse .

avail abi 1 i ty s where 'grazi ng rtimiilants, 'tif,fer from; :copal t

clef i c i ency , al thoUgh-. sOme hi gh.ly treated' wastewaterA,Inay ,:t0O 1 OW i
:cobal t to affect so;11 cobal t 1 evel s measurably.

,

AnOther trace el ement food_ chain.. benefit eauld be the ..1nco4rporati on of

se' eni um into pastures growing g forages, defici ent in this emerit.

I41hough deficiency of this el empAt aus4s "wilfte muscle di :seased i n

of(' 14.! ;1.:



sheep and cattle, antiquated legal restrictions prevent dietary.
management of selenium., Large areas of the United States are involved,
including. the west; ' northwest, and much of the, east [ 4]. As with
cobalt, it is . questionable whether all treated wastewaters
would contain. sufficient quantities of Selenium to affect soil, level s
and, in turn, forage contents.

E.6 Environmental Impact From Additi.on to° Soil
. . .

,E.6.1 Inputtreater Than Removal
o .

The rate of input of metal tn wastewater i,s the product ofeloncentration,
and, volume. Removal of metal fr'om the soil (rhizosbhere) can be by
volatil ization, by leaching or erosive runoff, and by removal of the
plant (or animal ),-2,1clios which has acquired the metal by .root uptake
and subsequent internal

.P P

ti

.yo 1 a t i 1 i z a ti o n can be a sikgqificatit factor only for seltnium, arsenic,
L.-0 and mercury. The x mechanism can involve biological methyl ation of all. r.,
.,' three elements s")"we'll.'".--as--slipple reduction to the volatile metal for

mercury [69]. Low_ oxygen or ', reducing conditions' from flooding are
general 1j.'necessari f'o'r ;a .significant amount of either reaction.

RemOval ,by':, physical erosion of soil particles to which metals are
adsorbed :' ..is site specific and can:, be controlled by suitable barriers
such as iereaces and/or grassed waterways to carry tailwaters.

Removal by leaching downward throhgh the soil with 'pore water will
generally be negligible [1], 4nlless:

."--
11,/ 1. The soil is very coarse textured and contains little clay or

organic matter.

The specific adsorption capacity of the upper 'llyers of soil
is approached and pore water concentrations begin to rise.

There are present either significant :concentrations of strong
:complex- forming ions (e.g., 'chi oride, alkyl. sul fonate,
polyphosphates) or of 1 ow-diolecular-weight organic chelates
such as fulvates.

.
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Removalof metal by4plant uptake followed by export of the biomass from
the site-- can be significant. Sidle et al. [70] define an accumulation
index (A) as:. . A

were .Mw
Mp =

(Mvi-Mo) 100
-

"..14w
(E-

total -quantity of. heavy petal.. appl iaed
total. quantity removeCannual ly by harvest'

.7..

t a 1

The indel,... which, refl ect? the percent of appl les ,metal reifiainint in that,
soi 1 , was-, evaluated for copper, zi nc , cadki um, and 1 old adde4 i n
waStewater to a corn, growing piteand an dnea of Reed canary grass. It
ranged from a, low of. 75.6% *for Pim in the' corn area tt 99.1%sfore
cadmium, algo, in the gcorn,area.- Of thelereported iridexes, 34 were
greater than 90%. 1-Even- in -these instaficEs of relativelrsmall soil
loadings, input was much greater. than .removal by crops..

, e .

t

Removal will obviouUy be much gr.teater if the plants grown are se4ected
for their ability tlacumu,late and thus removesmetals from soils [71].

(Any use or disposal of suchplants should be done in ,a planner that is
nvironmentally nonhazardoui.) ,Not only .do speciei of plants vary%

g tly in their capacity to accumulate metals [32] but metal..
cone trations may be orders of magnitude higher in some parts.; of a,:

giv n plant than in ..others [72]; Thus,. removal by plants_ canyarfge'from-'
es entially zero to 'a substantial amount.

, -.

The following simple ni&del and mathematical analysis may be helpful in
designing or predicting system behavior. The assumptions are that the
yearly4'. application rate of metal in wastewater. is (ki) in dimensions
of g/tiayr of the metal, and that the removal by plants is linear, with
respect to metal concentration in soil as expressed' in the plant removal
'coefficient (k2) having dimensions of 1/yr.

The differential equation, for the model is:

where C = concentraton of, metal in soil, g/ha of metal,
t = time,. yr

(E-)0)

This equation emphasizes . the* concept-that ;input is not always much
greater -than removal. Input, will equal removal when the soil has
reached a concentration equal to ki/k2; Therefore, the sylYtem will
become steady-state at lover soil concentration if k.I is minimized.

536-
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This can km- achieved by lowering concentrations of the metal in the
wastewater and/or4 diminishing the rate of wastewater. application. It

can be achieved also by maximizing lc, , that by selecting
accupulator plants and/or by selectidg 'plants with high rates of
1prodUction of harvestable biomas's.

Sods assumptions about a soil-plant-wastewater system leading to values
of 61 and k2 are given in Table E-4. Plant uptake rate is high'
and would ,be valid only for an acdumulator plant. Some plants take up,
cadmium at one - tenths this rate [73]. The biomass production is also
high and assumes vigorou growth througho-Ut the spring, summer, and
fall. The removal or harvest includes all aboveground portions of the
plant. o.

TABLE E-4
,..

!;.
. ASSUMPTIONAND:SELECTED'PERFORMANCE VALUES- USED

7-4 IQ CALCULATE CROP REMOVAL COEFFICIENTS k2 AND YEARLY . ,

APPLICATION,OF:VETAL IN WASTEWATER k,1. FOR EVALUATION :OF.CADMIUM
1

.t.

Assumptions

1 mg.cadmiUm/kg plant
Plant"upake rate

1 mg cadmium/kg soil [73]"

151antbiorlipss.harvestld and removed

= 104 kg/ha yr.

Cadmium mixed_into upper 20 cm soil

. Cow cadmium soil below 20 cm has. no effect
on cadmium uptake.

5. Soil mass (yb.a.x 20 cm).= 3 x 106

1. Wastewater eppplicationTate = 100 cm/yr

2. Cadmium in wastewater 7 0:1 M1g.Cadmiumi. .

k1 = 1'.1000. g cadmium/hayr

`With these assumptions :and selections, the maximum concentration per
unit soil are

a
"(C

max )
at t = will be

r 1 000
lmax fr 7 0.00333 7

3 x.105 g/ha (E-11)I

2

this20 0.70 this soil, the gravjmetric. Cm4x = 100 mg/.kg. At.such a

high value, some of thesimpljfications in the model would be violated.:

first, the metal would not remain confined to the Upper.20 cm but would
'move downward somewhat. addition, phytotoxicity froM cadmium and the

copper; zinc, and nickel 'also added in'the wastewater. would probably

t

decrease biomass production rates.
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'On the other hand, if cadmium concentration in the wastewater were

diminished to 0.01 mg/L , Cmax would be 10 mg cd/kg, .a soil:

concentration tolerated by many plant species [74]. If the.wastewater.

Were effluent- treated to contain less. than 0.001 mg/L, the soil

Cmax . would. be less than 1. mg cd/kg. This is the value considered by.
Fleischercet al. to be an upper limit for unpolluted soil§ [33]. !

This analysis does not explicitly include time as a variable. Therefore

the differential equation (E-10) may be integrated specifying that

C = Ci, the initial soil content, at t.= 0.

k
1.

k ..

= C. --p4 .

2
,1 k

1
) ex( 1t)

2 . .

(E-12)

From this itr- is clear that C will never exceed ki/k2 at any time.,

Even thpugh
Cmax

is fixed by the%defirling differential .equation, the t
when C = Cmax is indeterminate. Even so,-an impression of the time
behavior of the system can be gained by calculating tf, which is the

time when .0 = fC,,,. Selecting k2 = 0.0033/yr and Setting C4 0

(which is tantamn fit to thecasqrwhere C.<<Cmax), we obtain the

relationship plotted in Figure E-5. Thelcalculated. aCcumulatiori of

cadmium in the soil at constant annual input of 1 1(4/hvyr is shown

under. two conditjons: (1) no removal of cadmium from the .ffeld and

(2 removal at a rate controlled by the biomass removed, assuming .that
cadrilium concentration in the plant material is a linear function of

cadmium in the -soil. Numerical values for the time required to achieve
. -

selected fractions of C
max

are as follows;

cY'-'
f tf (yr)

0.99 1 382
0.50 '208
0.25 86

These values change slightly with the value chosen for Ci and the
degree to Which the assumption of negligibility of Ci is violated.

This analysis for the metal cadmium suggests that removal by, lants

(which-: includes harvest and biomasS removal) 'may not be negligible It

may also be possible to extend this approach to other 'metals;-suc as

zinc and nickel. . The uptake of these metals by some plants a so

increases- as. soil :metal content increases. Thus, the performance o a

land treatment.syStem might be roughly managed by judicious selection of
pl ant 'species.
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FIGURE E-5

CALCULATED ACCUMULATION.OF'CADMIUMIN.SOIL:.
AT CONSTANT ANNUAL.INPUT

,
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200.

NO PLANT REMOVAL-

-0.0033 yr
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50

E.6,2 Phytotoxicity

100 150

=TIME : yr

200

According to general principles of biological behavior, any substance
administered in sufficient quantity and by an appropriate route can
become toxic 'k!i to a given organism. In the classic dose-response curve

[32], at low substrate levels of an essential mineral element, the
organisms or one or more,biochemical subsystems in the organism operate
suboptimally. As' the substrate level or Concentration is raised, a
threshold, plateau is reached, and at some still higher/level toxicity
,sets in. That is true for the biologically essentiaT trace metals, such
as copper and ::iinc. For cadmium, however, lowered biological

performance cannot be demonstrated at very low level'S of cadmium in the

substrate (nutrient solutioq, soil, etc.), so cadmium is among the

elements which ."is not ,known .td be essential. ". On the other hand,

cadmium, like copper and zinc,,is easily demonstrated to be toxic to

plant growth.

Bowen presents summary informaton on toxic levels of nearly all

elements [32]. Instances of natural phytotoxicity are known. The mbst.

widespread and wellpown are phy toxic levels of nickel in serpentine'

soils f75] and of boron in arid, z soils [76].
it
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A number of rePorts detail the creation' of phytotoxic conditiqnS in at

least a part of the rhiiosphere from copperresiduet.from Bordeaux
sprays [77], from rim sprays [78], and the :classic situation of

persistent. phytotoxicity from .-arsenic residues in soils of old apple

orchards sprayed with lead arsenate to control codling mcip in the era
before DDT,, [32]. Even -when the chemical(s) are no longer used; the
phytotokic condition is often reported to persisrt for decatfes; and in

the case of niael in serptitines; the persistence is for centuries.and
millennia. This' backgr rid would certainly, suggest prudence in

developing standards for maximum soil accumulation levels, especially in
curifently' productive soil s.that are projected to be used in perpetuity

for food production..

The: literature is replete with about potential phytotoxicity
developing from application of wastewaters and wastewater ,sollds to

ScrAls , [79-87]. The metals most frequently regarded as potential

phytbtoxicity hazards in such materials are copper, zinc, and nickel
with recent reports also emphasizing Cadmium [73,. 74]. Hinealret

-al ,,,-detect decreasing availabilify of cadmium after incorporation',,with

sludge and suggest that -tbe problem of phytotoxicitx may hatt,,,been

"greatly overstated" [88].

A recent report by the Council for Agricultural Science and Technology

examines the potential effects on agricultural crops and animals by
heavy metals in wastewater sludges. applied to cropland [89]. The' report

conclude,s that many, metals are not a significant potential hazard,
either because they are generally present in low concentrations, are not
readily taken -up by plants under normal conditions, or are not very

toxic to plants. and/or animals. Several metals (particularly Cd, Zn,
Mo, ,Ni, Cu) are'labeled as posing a potential serious hazard under cer-

tain circumstances, however, with Cade= presently being the metal of
most concern.

For wastewafers,
Unlike .the metal

persistent, and
soil by leaching.'

boron should be added.' to the.phytotoxicity list.

5, boron as H3B03 or as B(OH)ivis relatively less
phytohazardous soil concentratlons'can be removed from
That is likely to be the tituation in most cases.

T/ 7', . r'
? /

An additional caution is that many otOet pot ible metallic constituents

exist in all wastewater and any unusual use or disposal in the

collection syStem may .result in special icity hazards. Chromium as

anionic chromium VI is very phytotoxic [80]. However, any chromium

---amteri,ngtreatment system in this form will almost certainly be
reduced to ehrbmium III, which =is very insoluble and much lower in

phytotexici ty.,

Looking at tbequestion in the long term, the most valid observations or
experiments will be those that, can simulate 'condi tions d properties of
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soils that have had metals added in organic combination but .now have
only vestiges of the organics because of 4io-oxidation over time-.
Furthermore, any tendendy for sequestration by roprecipitation or solid
state diffusion into clay mineral structural lattice positions will be
reasonably advanced, if not at virtual equilibrium, and l,vertica
distribution should be reasonably stable. Such a conditiOn might be
achieved 1 to 5- decades after metal -plus organic input to the soil
ceases. Obtervatiqn of long-term treatment' sites should be valuable
this regard.

The following can beconcluded from the 3iterature:

1. Phytotoxic 'buildup will never occur in some soils receiving
wastewaters, because they contain too little clay and organic
matter to serve as 'a .nucleation surface for accumulation.
These highly rocky, gravelly, 'or sandy -soils will simply
transmit the metals to underground regions of finer textures
or to underground waters.

. . Metals may eventually accumulate to phytotoxic levels in all
other.. soils. The threshold mill depend oh the plant species,
soil pH, surface area, and the combined levels of the metals
accumulated. The critical factor is obviously the rate of
metal inputhich is the integral of volume applied and

,Y
concentrotiphil the welf64ter. Depending on the quality. of

the treatment process, this time might range from 50 years to
.

,p infinity if advan d wastewater treatment'processeS are used

Thresholdstandards have been proposed for prevent*gjinytotoxicputldug
of metals. One of the early proposals was.the itn0-equilialeat ppOdept:.c
of Chumbley, which states that the soil should ha0"a:*?6:5:c:arid'tilat7f,
the maximum additionfof metal to a soil should.not4xCeed 250ppm zinc ',,

or. its combined equivalent of zinc plus copper Plus nickel-t90]. An.'

equivalent of copper was calculated by taking double the actual
gravimetric addition of copper, while for nickel the multiplicative
factor was ,eight. This .was based on assumptions, that the toxicity -of.'
the three metals in combination was additive and that copper was-twig
as toxic, while nickel was eight times as toxic. as zinc. Leeper noted.'
that the formula lacked any factor to account for,the differential:.
capacity of different soils to accept. metals [41]. A further.difficUiyif

is' a general lack of 'an experimental. Aata base to support the
assumptions of additivity and of, relative contribdtion to toxicity.
King and Morris do suggest that their data show,an additive effect for"
copper and zinc [86].

Other proposals to calculate -,a limiting application quantity ,include
those of .DeHaan [831 and Water .Quality Criteria [91]. No existing
experimental evidende gives impressive support to one 'or: another

approach to calculating a threshold' for maximum all-time!input tq
'prevent future phytotoxicity.



One question,'in studying toxicity:is the point in .the response curve
which clearly indjcates toxicity. In any greenhouse study', plant growth

. and performance varies considerably between potsGofthe same -treatment
(including the check), thus making mandatory statistical experimental
design and treatment of the resulting data Field experimentation data
Usually have higher coefficients of variability because a wider range. of
parameters affectingrplant growth are hot under experimental control.

One technique has. been to select a given yield decrement (percent
decrease below the maximum yield) as a point in the dose-response curve
where a toxic response is,statistially defensible. Bingham et al. [73,
74,] select a 25% yield decrement as a phytotoxicity index for cadmium,

°while. Boawn and RasMusien [92] select a 20% decrement for the same
purpose in zinc phytotoxicity studies. Such indexes are very valuable
for discussion but tend to obscure the fact that some degree,of'toxicitx
occurred at lower system loading. This toxicity cobld perhaps have been
detected with more sensitive experimental and statistical techniques.

A somewhat more conservative approach is to define a "threshold value"
from a log-log plot of the dose-response curve shown, in,Figure E-6.

The general approach is based on the empirical observation tnit many of
these, plots appear to be made up of two linear segments; which then
suggests tusing the antilog of the x-axis value at the intersection of
the lines as the'uthreshold.":, Although .it is "somewhat clumsy, a
combination of regression and/6 analysis of variance could be used to
,fit', the data to two straight lines from which the intersettloriopuld
-then be lalcUlated and usedaS,An index.

'D ito

FIGURE-&4;.

;.,1..0040G:PLOT OF DRY MATTiRODlitION OF SWEET
. .

ASAjlINCTJON OF ZINC (ZINO:IACETATE).ADDITIONS TO SOIL [93]qt. . . .
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Before this approach is adopted, another. factor should be discussed..
The nearly horizontal line at application rates below the threshold.
sometimes has a slope not statistical ly different from zero,. At other
times, the slope 4s significant and .negative.., This can be interpreted

dat indicating an early mechanism of toxication, lierhaps different from
the cats rop.hic' mechanism seen as the steep negati4e slope after the
threshold:,,, A further suggestion would, then be to define a second
threthol as{ the intersectIon of the shallow -slope Tine (if it exists)

_with_ a horizontal :line equal to a maximum performance value.. The first
(lower) intersection could be named ,the no- xiC)ty threshold limit
value, while the higher might be "named t -tfireshold limit val ue.
Only the l'atter will be found consistently.

This raises the issue' of, safety factor. Even- though this, acute-
threshold val ue :can be measured or ,evaluated experimentally 'fbr, a pl ant
species growing. on a soil it.,ts clearly, a function of both. That
plant species ( and . perhaps caltiliors) v6ry greatly in susceptibility 'O.'
metal toxication [73, 74, 921,;.;;frid sails. certainly vary in capacity to
adsorb metal's. Furthermore, soil s may degrade in this . capacity
particularly through .'a decrease in pH) Therefore, .'threshOl ds .should be

:t measured with sensitive plants and at.-.different soil pH:v.al ues- unless it
.., can be guaranteed that the soil:will be chemically managed to .hove a pH

above- .'-t-Ome.--'arbitrary minimum Some tolerance formulas contain the
proviso .that.the.,Soil have a pH value greater.: than 6.,5.

However, it Is difficult to guarAntee that ',f0ture users of they
contaminated 'land will manage the soil to have higher pH values.

;Through neglect, pH values of agricultural . soil s, may fall through
pedogenic factors .such as high rainfall and high temperatures, causing
acidification. other cases; soil pH may be deliberately lowered

applications of Sulfur or other .akid-generating chemical s to
inhibit plant pests, as in the control of sc.N in potatoes. Since for
pedogenic reasons) soil s that are acrd are likely to differ considerably;'

from neutral or alkaline soil s that are (cir can be) acidified, .i
recommended that ttreshol d values perforinance curves) be estimated
or Observed at two : -or more pH values. ;4(.Soine soils, beCause,Ckf*,high
lime content, cannot practical ly have thei'r pH lowered below 7..0',7 "'

Still another index or diagriostic indicator to toxicity i s plant tissue
compdsiticiri at or near the ',threshold of toxicity. Such value's' fOr
Several metal s are presentNLAnd discussed by Leeper [41] and for
cadmium by Bingtiam et al . [73, 74] and. Iwai et al [94]. Page points
out that the concept has some value ; in determining the cause of
diminished .plant perfdrniance; but since a positive diagnosis is, by
definition; after the fact, it has little valuer-in designing systems to
prevent phytotoxicity [1].
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Food,Chain Hazard

The food chain involyes acqUiSition of ..the metal by plant roots,
transport into edible portions of the plant, and then consumption by the
primary consumer. The primary consumers-may. be homans as in consumption
of grains, vegetables, and fruitt, or they may be animals that eat the
forages and grains. Humans are secondary consumers when they .tngeSt
animal products.'

- 0

The .question is whether the metal can. be 'transferred in quantities, or ate.
rates that . :would pose a chronic or an acute toxicity hazard to primary
or secondtry -consumers. Except for certain -accumulator species [32],
plants Miexcellent biological tia*triers [84]. , That is'notably true for
nickel, -.copper, ancl,4ead [66, 70]x` Although lead toxication of animals
near smelters . is , ft.e'quent, , toxic concentrations of lead in pasture
,ffieage' are gerie).-ally believed to be -accufnulated primarily from
atmospheric deposition rather than by root uptake and translocation [36,
84,_95].

4

n,,,exception to the plant barrier rule 'enunciated above is the potential'.
toxication of ruminants consuming'2fotages having either a very high;;

or a' very: 1 ow ratio of molybdenum: to copper [1, 66]. Page:Concludes
that molybdenum afccUmulla-ti on i n soi 1 s, from wastewater solids' application
And subsequent thcreise in forage molybdenum, content i s a .potenti al
:-,,fiezard' to grazing. ruminants especially where. soils are neutral:cor
alkalineine in reaction [1]. , . .

For..-the other inetats . mentioned -above, the plant root is generally an
effektiVe:barrier..',-'mith lead, 'nickel , and copper, the root provides the
barrler.'.. since upthke *and, especially, transtogation are loW. °Baumhardt:
and'',110.0. show a siqntficant but small increase of lead in-corn stover
,froin;?.4e'd Acetate applications to soil (3 ZOO kg/ha) although the corn
gratit cdritent was only 0.4 mg/kg of .lead. and not affected by application
rate [96]. -.:146 evidence of 'phytotoxicity was, observed.

Nickel and copper have the added protective mechanism of preeminence of
phytotoZicity. Leeper ,cites 'recent respective literatUre values for
copper and nickel of 30 and 25 mg/kg plant tissue in plants at the
ph'totoxic threshold [41]. Thus, not only is uptake and' translocation
of these elements low but the plant dies ,or fails to grow long before it
can accumulate a metal content toxic to a mammalian consumer.

Zinc, in contrast, is more readily translocated to foliar tissues of
plants. Boawn and Rassmussen show 770 mg/kg of zinc as a high tissue
concentration in spinach at the 20% yield' decrement (toxicity) threshold
in plants grown on neutral and:: alkaline soils spiked with various
amounts of zinc nitrate (Table E-5) [92]. The "mg/kg of metal
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1.

concentration values for animal forage tissues at the 20% decrement were
much lower, being' 460 for corn, 475 apd 570 for sorghum, 540 for barley,
560 for wheat, 295 for alfalfa-, and 252 for clover. Underwood cites
several xeports of animal toxicity feeding trials with zinc and
conclude,,,,.. that rats, pigs, , sheep, poultry, and cattle exhibit-
considerable tolerance 'to high zinc intake, depending'on the composition
of the diet [66]. Most of the reports show no pathological symptoms at
a 1.000 mg of zinc per kg of 'diet except in lambs, heifers, and steers,
which showed reduced gains thought to be due to reduced feed consumption
because the high zinc content made the diets. less palatable. Higher
dietary levels caused detectable pathology. some cases, anemia
developed in -addition,:to depressions in cytochrome,oxidase and catalase,
activity.. The apparent lower zinc toxicity threShold for ruminants was
suggested to be due to .effects on rumen.microflora. Zinc levels of
4 000 mg/kg of diet caused internal hemorrhages in weanling pigs,-and
'10 000 m§/kg caused heavy mortality in rats. Underwood. does not report
-information on zinc toxicity in humans. [66].

TABLE Et-
CONCENTRATION OF ZINC IN PLANtTIS'81JESAND: INTERPOLATED APPLIED

ZINC, CONCENTRATON INS; SOIL AT T100%.;.,YIELD.:DECREMENT..,;[921

mg /kg

Crop Tissue content Soil

. ,

Corn 460 280:

Sweet corn' .400 231

Sorghum_ 475 175'

Sorghum . 570 AO:

Barley; 540 ',;200

Wheat 560 324

..A1 f al. fa . 295: . ,456..
.1

Peas 420. 1429

Lettu& 430 ;41

.Spinach . 770 , 400

Sugar beet 670 t 447

Tomato 450 2

Beans 257 '. 0

Clover 252 500

Peas . '500

PotatO . 500

Potato 346' *:. 500 ;
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Thus; the quistion;Eof, foo:t chain4.tansfer of tax' anti-ties of zinc
cannot be disittssed- as 'easily at With lead, co, 'and, risiekel, It
appears that -accUmulatOr--,-pTants;' at the'20% yiel epre nt" toxicity
threstiol di _Can atqufre conbentrations of zi nc that s ht ect primary ,

.-.censumers either, thiough loss of appetite' or.:i /.rum:i ants; throUgh
'negative effectg",on rumen microfloral: At still.".higher so 1 zinc 'levels,
'pl ant biomass.' production- yil.}.1 .dtminish and zinc conte wi121., Probably

' rise. It is p :4ble thatitt,Ve combination of a soil* having, in. eXcess of
1 000 mg/kg o rt0',.tcould prciduce forage which would gi#overt toxicity
symptOms -..onsumers. This statement ,is supported by the.data,
in Table and ''Rasmiessen,'who generated the data,' used. a Shano -

... coarse siltlOa h ying"pH val ues ,ranging from *7./0 to .1.5 [921:: '-'

. .
-Therefdre, sqltl 'added zinc nc i n excess of 500g/kg May cause,
ai least; a declihe in" for e through 'Lowered- and,
at worst, . some pert_ tb icity symptOmt. It is al so . important. to. 4,

recognize that some of ith -se speCieseihi 'ted'toxicity belowothe 250
ppm threshold [90] etienothou h the sOil Was abo e 6.5.was;

'are probably protect from food - chain transfer toxicity be,:)u,s
their diet ordinarily includes frUits, grains, and'animal meat. In all

'cases, zinc transfer from substrates high in zinc 'is much lower into
these tissues than into foliar tissues'` of plants.

Cadmium is currently the element of greatest concern as a food chain
hazard to -humans.. Its'acute toxicity has been reported at 75 mg cadmium
per kg diet of 'Japanese quail [97]. Acute toxicity to humans 'has been
reported from consuming acidic foods prepared ".or served in cadmiuM-
platedAcontainers [98].. The more general- alleged hazard to humans,
however;.:is one of ,chronic toxicity, expressed only after long exposurp.
Several recent reviews present salient facts and thinking' about cadmium
[98, 99; 100].

Nordberg summarizes the known safety values for cadmiuM, including the
recom4ndatiolt of , a joint committee of the World Health Organization
(WHO) and the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) for permissible
weekly' 'cadmitm intake of 400 to 500 Mg /wk of cadmium (57 to 71 pg/d of
cadmium), [100. United States regulatory agencies have not established
threShol d tolerance dietary i ntake val ues either for individual foods or
for the diet 'in' general .1101], except for the USPHS upper tolerance
value of 10 Ag/L of cadthium for domestic water supplies

Most of huma( intake of cadmium is through the' diet except during'.
industrial exposure, where the inhalation route may be significant
A great number of pathological conditions are alleged to be caused
exacerbated by excessive, cadmium intake [98, 99] including the wi y
publicized Itai-Itai disease of Japanese women. Friberg 'et al. suggest
that. the most sensitive organ in mammals is the kidney, which.
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,
at' curhul ates much,: of the cadini um absorbed i nto, the bi ood,:" fro i: the, gut..
They cl aim that an established threshol d toxicitylimit value :,ts,cadrraum,

.. at 260. mg/kg in the kidney cortex [99] .*

Base 1 evel average .dietary i nitke of Cadmi.Um ihas: been=, reported to range.
from 25 to 75 isg7d.for an adult consurning:1,:5 kg /d of food [993., Intake
rates are increased by eating organ meats aidswe91,,,as.,by-eating some sea
foods; ,,notably shellfish [98]. (FulkerSbri and. Poel Ter, consider' that
some *s,,:r.eported cadmium val Ues in tissue may be irital id because of
analYtital problenii in the laboratorY.). .

Frikerg 'et al*. propose a model of human toxicitY in which chronicity is ,

projcted over 'a 50 year period [99]. It is essentially computational.
The major question is whether soil leVel s Of .cadmium : can reach some
upper value :which would allow the transfer Of cadmium Into-foods at
levels that ,Would. cause toxicity in adult humans. A number'of.recent.
reports [67, 73, 74, 102, )03] study the-Concentrations of cadmiUm'in
pl ant tissues that result from addi tions of ,CadMillm _salts to soil s (or ;
to sludge amended soil s). Other reports present tiSSue content sample:d....
from contaminated as Well as UncontaMinatedSoil s [33, .

The studies general ly show increased plant content with increased
content except in rice grown under flooded conditions Uptakecis.,Mor*
strongly a function of plant species and. 'plant organ thanof;,41"'
properties, :including, pH and "exchange' cApacity.'" '':,Another tendency-. is
for uptake to be approximately a lidear function of CadmiumR.
content, but with exceptions. Since' cadmium tends to;be'Partially
excluded from fruits, foliar ti ssues tend to be ill gher..tifan.frui fs;;;
seeds, Or grains, and roots tend to have the highest sconC.entrations:,
(However; the edible portionS of rootltrops are not always .much. higher
in cadmium; than corresponding foliar tissues.),

The afwementioned studies.do not directly enswer:the questian 'of ,ftffood°
chain: hazard. v\;. lAll the same, we; have the Japanese eXperience
Jintzu,ValleY; where it is legally recognized that cadmium contamination,
Of foodproducing., soil s by metalore waste's was the, primary cause of
some unusual disease symptps asowel 1 ,as many cases of premature 'death
[98; 99]. Soil levels as well as dietary intake are not.,extensively'
reported, although= Friberg et al. report data of,Fukuyarna and Kublita*
[99] that contaminated paddy soils in the Jintzu River Valley Contained
cadrrylum at 0.2 to about, 4 mg/kg. The contaminated Jintzu River water'
was used ,not only to flood the rice paddies but also as a water source'
for therinhabitants of the yailey.

With the present United States system Of food production and
distribution, it is ,highly unlikely that produee.from the relatively
small land areas receiving cadmium in wastewater would pose any more of
a hazard to the national diet than .foods naturally high *,in. cadmium such
as shellfish. This presumes that foods enter a system that .mikes
products from .many- parts- of the country during diStribution to retail
grotery outlets.
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On the other ;hand; 'soils contaminated with high levels :cadmium
were . used by ,individuals 'or for gardens in:yhich a high
proportion of the family vegetable diet was wthe situation.
would become similar to that the .JintzU Valley. The inhabitants of

...that valley- were apparently. highly sel,f;-sufficient with. respect,to food.
'and thus became ,unwitting ,victims of their.deteriOrating environment..
Unless the land: that Mightbe Contaminated. by cadmiLim is dedicated to
other land Uses, the long-,..tent hazard to intensive; . 'self' - sufficient
food production must be considered 'in design.pf a land. treatment., system.

In summary, direct application over,eXtended periods of raw wastewaters
that are high in metals can induce phytotoxicity in soils, diminishing

Altheir productivity. Food-chain bazards to ruminant .animals may result.'
from copper-molybdenum imbalance3 in fdrage. Present systems of general,

' production ,and. distribution' make unlikely chronic cadmium tOxftity,to
humans, from cadmium transferred r from soil to vegetables os'other
direttly consumed, plant. parts ,purchased in .. the market. It' it a
potential problem, 'however, if the soil, becomes 'a' "backyard garden."

However; treated wastewaters, that have lower , metal concentrations
achieved . by, separation . of the metal s into sludges or by advanced,
treatment techniques can probably be applied to land for many decades
without the . creation, any foreseeabl e hazard. '
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APPENDIX F

FIELD INVESTIGATION PROCEDURES'

F.1 Introductibn

°

During` the facilities planning or design,stages, it may be necessary to
conductdetailed field = ,investigations, to verify or refine design
criteria': When data on crop water requirements are not avOlable, esti-
mates can be made on the basis of 'prediction equations. When sur-

meys do not provide adequate data, it may, be necessary for a soil
scientist to conduct soil investigations, including soil mapping, samr-
ling, end.testinge In this appendix, several methods.of estimating,ctop
water ,requirements are described, and the steps involved in,soil mapping
and sampling are' outlined. The significance of physical and chemical
soil properties as they relate to system design is discussed,' hydraulic
properties were discussed in Appendix C. , Procedures fOr measuring
physical .'and chemical properties of soil are given, and guidelines for
t e interpretation of soil. test results are, presented along With
su geessted informatton sources.. Techniques for evaluating subsurface
hydrologic properties to estimate. groundwater flow were presented in
Section C.3.

F.2. Crop. Water Reqyirements

The water ,requirement of crops, or evapotranspiratio , is a major part
of the overall water balance for slow rate systems. In areas where
historical evapotranspiration data are not available, it will be

necessary to make,' estimates or to take measurements. Measurement of
evapotranspiration for specific crop requirements under field conditions

. prior to design is not usually practical because.of_tfme limitations.
The designer must therefore rely on prediction equations.

All predictions are based on an empirical correlation between eva-
potranspiration and various measured climitologiCal pirameters. Over
methods' have been developed internationally for different agronomic and
environmental conditions, and these are detailed in a recent ASCE publi-
cation [1]. On the basis of recoMmendations made in a recent Oblica-
tion of the. Food and AgriCulture Organization (FAO) of the Aited
Nations [2], four appearmethods to have potential for widespread use

P

1. Modified Blaney-Criddle method

2. Radiation method

3. Modified'PenmanMethod

4. Evaporation pan method



The method selected for a given project Will depend.on the:tyPes of
climatological' data available. 'Complete details*on the applications of,
these methods are presented in the FAO publication [2]*. The proce-
dures in this publication are recommended because they allow corrections
to be madefor local climatic conditions and are thus more universally
applicable. In addition, the procedures, have been developed for use by
the practicing 'engineer who does not have a background iwmeteorology,
soil ,physics, or plant physiology. For an in-depth discussionof the
Jundamentals of evapotranspiration'c the user is refered to the ASCE
pUbTication

Prior to selecting the prediction method, data from completed climato-
,. logical ,andagricultural surveys, cropspecific studies, and research on cro

-water requirements in the area of investgation.hould be reviewed.
Available measured climatit'data should also be reviewed. ,If possible;::'
meteorological and research stations should be visited, and the environ-
mept, siting, types of instruments, and observatiOn and recording prac-
tices should be ippraised. to evaluate the accuracy of available data
The prediction method may' then be selected on the basis of the types of
usable Meteorological data available and the level of accuracy desired.
The *types of data (Measu,red or estimated) needed for'each method are
summarised. in Table F-1. The methods are describecvery'briefly here
along with some-gerieral criteria for their selection and use.

TABLE F-1

TYPES OF DATA NEEDED FOR VARIOUS
EVAPOTRANSPIRATION PREDICTION METHODS

Modified Modified
Factor Blaney-griddle Radiation Penman Evaporation: ian

.

Temperature
. Measured Measured MeaSured

Humidity Estimapcy Estimated Measured Estimated

Wind . -.Estili.4d Estimated Measured Estimated

Sunshine Estimated MeaSUred -. Measured

Radjation E Measured tieasured

EvapOration LsUred

*Available from UNIPUB, Inc..,. 650' Fist AvenUe, P.O.'O.' Box 433 Murray
..' Hill Station, New York, Na., 1U016. d'



The Blanpy-Ciiddle method .as
recommended when, only air t

applied Afor periods of one mont
in , the western United States and
[3]. In the eastern United Sta
yields estimates that are too low

iedinthe FAO publication [2], is
ure data are available and is best
re.._ It has beemused extensively
e standard method used by the scs
it less widely used and often

. The. radiation I method is recommended when temperature and radiation or

percent cloudiness data are available. Seveiral versions of the method

exist, and because ,they were plainly derived under cool coastal condi-

tions, the. resulting', evapotranspiration generally tends to be

underestimated113.

The modified 'Pen method is probably the most accurate one'when tem-

peratureLhunridity, nd, and. radiation data are available.' Along, with
the radiation method, It offers the best results for periods aS' short as `"

10 days.

Evaporation pans offer the advantage "of responding:to the same climatic

variables as vegetation'. Depending on the location and surrounding

envi-rOnment of the 'pan., Pan-data may be superior to data obtained by

'other methods. because of the the,,surrounding environment

and the pan. condition. on measured evaporation, the data must be used

with caution. Pan evaporation data are best applied for ,periods of 14.1

days'6or more.'

As mentioned, previously,-, many 'Other prediction °methods may be used.;

Some are based on correlations with certain climatic conditidns and

cannot be easily adapted to other conditionS. For example, the Thornth:

waite method, in which temperature and latitude are Correlated with

evapotranspiration, was developed for. ,humid. conditions in the east-

central United States, and its application' to arid and Semi-arid condit-,

tions will result in substantial underprediction, of evapotranspiration

[1]. Because of its relative simplicity, it has often been applied in
areas for which it is not suited. It is important to select the predic7

tion method that can make, use of the -available data and that can be

correctedIfor local Climatic conditions.

. Measurement methods such as soil-Water depletion or lysimeters"-may be ,

used if time allows; or if pilot.systems, are considered [4]. Other.

methods., used mostly in research, are discussed in the ASCE publication



F.3 Soil Investigations

Most ,.renovation of wastewater takes plate in the first 5 ft (1.5 m) of
the soil profile. A rather accurate, quantitative knowledge of the
properties.-of this section of the soil profile is necessary`ecessary to design a
land treatment system that will operate within the infiltration capacity
of the soil. In many cases, prospective sites are located within areas
where a complete soil survey has been conducAed. When data frail such

--surveys-are tasks, involved in determining Soil properties
through field initestigations, with the exception of soil infiltration
rates, are reduced to confirming information presented in the survey.
report.

.detailed soil s&rveys are not available or more detai_led' information
is needed for the areas of interest, More extensive field work will be
nIcessary to define soil properties and their 'weal extent more accu-
raftely. This work may detailed soil mapping to define .bouhd-
aries of soil types within the area, field and la-b,orattery analysis of
soil to determine physical and chemical properties, and infiltration and
permeability measurements to deltermine wastewater infiltration. rates.
Some guidance for conducting these investigations and for interpreting
soil test results is presented in this section and in .Appendix C.' It is
expected that, in most cases, a qualified soil scientist will conduct
the actual field'work.

F,.3.1 Detailed Soil poing

BoungarieS of soil claSsifidation units on. soil maps are, of course,
only approximate 'representations of the arrangement of units as they

;actually' occur Because of practital limitations of map scale and the
'number of .field. observations, sail mapping ;.unit boundaries generally
con;ain only 65 _to 85%.,Of the designated mappinY Unit. This limitation
holds even for..' the detailed maps of standard Soil surveys. Thus, a
delineated area may contain a signifitant portion of sail that has. pro-
perties 'different from those in:vthe .designated 'soil unit, but theseinclusionsare present in bodies .goo to be, delineated On the map.
Knowing the soil properties within'a small area may be very iMportant i,n
some cases, Such as those location.of rapid infiltration
basins. , Therefore, it is necommended.practice to field check soil sUr-

, vey maps to confirm the accuracy of the iliform40On: provided and to
define, and locate any significant inclusions of'Otheit."soil types that
might affect the design of the system, such .as..ih,teMtteht clay lenSes
that .could adversely affeotTdrainage- and percQ1.441...11 soil. survey

-maps of a prospedtiye area are not ailailable,..icOmjite4.;detailed-soil
mapping will be necessary.: Detailed soil maiipin9,or:field checks of
existing Maps should be conducted by an experierieeiPsbil scientist, or
under the 'direction of the local office of the SCS.

4.!



The steps involved in detailed soil mapping are described briefly here.

The purpose of the desCriptionv is not to provide a complete guide to

soy mapping, but to familar.ize> the user with the basic procedures.

Texts that provide more complete information include those by Buol et

al. [51'and Soil Survey Manual, compiled by the U.S. Department of Agri-:

culture"(USDA Handbook No. 18). [6]-:

:.When preparing a detailed soil map,..the first step is to assemble; all

available informitidn on soil in the area of the protpective. site. From

this information, -.it sliduld be possible to determine which soil series

are likelytO be encountered, during the mapping. Complete descripti-ons

of potsible -soils serieseshould tig obtained for comparison in the field.

The second' step is. to prepare a base pap covering thesprospective site.

Aerial ',photdgraphs projected to a seal 4' in the, of 1:61,000'to

1:2,4- 000 serve as convenient field sheets on which the locatidn$ of

boring, sites may be recorded. The USGS has ortho photo quads available

of many areas at 'a standard tcale'of 1:24 000; These may be used as
base maps to,. save the expense of proddcing aerial photos specificalfy

for the area.

The third step , is to llicate soil examination' sites on a grid system

ranging in dimensions from 66U to .1 320.ft,(200 to 430 m). Observdtions

are also ,made at sites other han'grili .pOints,as necessary to define

boundaries between soil bodies.

The fourth step is to make field examinations of "the soil. Soil Profile-

examinatidn consists of'removing toil samples'in 3 to 5 in. (8 to 13 cm),

increments u$ing.sa barrel auger, which provides a disturbed soil core

abodt 2 to -4 in (5 to 10 cm) -in diameter. 'Each profile hdrizon should

be .described according,: to the following properties: soil color by

compatiiion with standard cOlOr charts; soil texture estimated by rubbing

"%moist 'toll *samples:- ,between_ the. fingersi soil consistency; swill pH;

',:presence of lithe; and .presence of .clay. films., These data should be

sufficient to associate :a given soil with a,,,sof-i series known to bey in

the 'area, If a 4, not correspond to a known° series, more

extensiNq' description necessary. Observation pits are desirable

in lieu of auger holetto clermit 6eIter deseription And sampling of the
prOfile. "Pi"ts `ats re usually excavated to , a depth of 6 ft` -(2. m) with.

backhoe. ; .

The final step is ,to analyze .asample from each defined 'soil horizon' in'
'a laboratory to determine pertinent,soi1 UrbOerties:; Thus; only a frac-.

ti on of the mber Oftsamp4es taken in. the field during the fourth step

would be analyzed -in the laboratory.2..,,The major'properties normally,

reported are listed invrable F-2. to
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TABLE F-2

TYPICAL 'PROPERTIEPS .DETERMINED
WHEN Fogmy LAT I SO IL MAPS

r

Physical and hydraulic properties,

djstribUtion.
%Moisture at'iaturation
Permeability

Chemical ptoperties

pH.

Cation exchange capacity
base -saturation

COnductivi
% exchangeable: sodiuM

% 'organic carbon
hitrogen

F.3.2 Soil Sampling

1.

Samplilr,:of the surface soil's is ofte,n_needed to define trace eleMent
deficiencies, sodic or saline conditions, and nutrient and organic con-
tent for fertil ity. SaMp1 in§ procedures are often the limiting '..,actor::
'in the accuracy of a soil investigation becagseof the size of the sam-
01 e relative to the area, represented by the sample. Al 1 to (0.5 kg)
sample i s normally. cOl lected to represent, an area's of 5 to 40 adres (.2 to
16' ha); .and 6 in: (15 air) in depth. The sample represents, at most,
one-billionth of the actual soil vol ume.

J

There is no standard sampling procedure- rat can be .applied, to all
situations, but some basic guidelines canabe given. The :first step in
any sampling procedure is to subdivide the are-a*-into' homogeneous, units.
The' criteria for hbmogeneity, are somewhat subjective and: may ,include
visual differences in the , s9i1( or crop, known differences in patt
MapageMent,. or other factors.. Uniform areas shoul d be _subdivided,
further into sampling units ranging in siie from 5' to 40 acres (2 to
ha), depending on the area'of uniformity [7.]

The second step is to establishi a pattern such as a 'Aeto derioie asamp-
ling in general , samples should be ,cOmposites of several sUb-
sampl es from the areaa to minimize the infl Uence of c rb7vari onS. i,n
soil properties :pause d! by, plants, animals,, and fertilization. Hctiwever,
compOsi ting s !riot ,advisable when sampling for sal i testing, because
there may be large variations in Soluble :salts over very small.-areas
C8].: . The :nuMber of subsampl es necessary to represent the sample Irea.
adequately. varies with the degree of accuracy desired,' f:he test to be...

conducted, "'the' type of :Soil ; and previous manageMent. No Universally,.
accepted number has been defined, but a minimum'of 10, and. preferably

.



-2q, subsamples has been suggested*as a guideline [ 9 ] . : ,A, grid' pattern

should be used if fields are -bare or if the status of the entire area is
to be represented. If the identification of problem areas is the objec-
tive of the .testing, and vegetation is present, the distribution of
vegetation and its appearance may indicate affected areas and thus serve
as a guide in selecting sampling sites. When sampling affected areas,
adjacent unaffected areas should be sampled for Compari sbn. These kinds
of data will aid,in defining the cause of the problem in'the affected
area. Nonrepresentative spots, such as manure spots and fertilizer
spills, should 'be avoided when sampling.

The third stept is to collect samples of the soil. Samples should be.
collected with a tool that will take a small enough equal volume of soil
from . each sampling site so that the composite sample will be of an ,

appropriate, size to process. \A composite sample volume of 1 to 2 pt

(0.5 to 1 [) is normally adequate. The most important Onsideration in
selecting a sampling tool is that it proVide, rp cores, or slices of

equal volume to the depth desired. The tool a e44100,c1pp and

wig
Vq0;adaptable to dry, sandy soil as well as ir tive144,st>clayey

.soil. Shovels, trowels, soil tuber., and auge. commomesqlted. When
sampling fOr micronutrients or trace metals, o: containing the metals
of interest' should not be used. The depth oftsamPling depends on the
analyses to be condbCted, the cibp to be grown, and previous knowledmit
of, the soil profile.:4If a soil survey of the area has been conducted:sampling

,of the subsoil probably is'not necessary for macronutrient
(studies. Sampling,- of the soil to a depth of at least 5 ft (1.5 ml is
necessary to determin textural discontinuitils or compacted layers that
affect water .penetratilp and root growth.

'

The final step is to preserve and transport the samples to the labord-:

tory. Samples , should be handled in a manner that will minimize any
.changes in properties. 'Samples for analysis of constituents subject to
rapid changes, such as nitrogen, should be frozen or dried rapidly at
low temperatures. Waterproof bags or containers should be used for
salinity or boron samples to avoid salt absorption from moist samples.
Any necessary mixing, splitting, and subdividing of the sample for indi-
vidual tests should be dohe in the laboratory.

.

1

F.3.3 Soil Testihg

The. soils, at prospec.tive land treatment sites)shoUld be identified" in
-terms .of, their physical, hydraulic, and chemicgl properties. The sigq-
,firance of physical and chemical soil properties' as they relate to
design and operation of land application systems is discussed in this
section. Procedures for determining soil properties are also desCHbed;
however, it is not the intent to provide complete analytical procedures.
Basic concepts of soil properties are presented to provide thol user with
enough background infarination to make, meaningful interpretation. of test

results. In addition, : the range's of the:various:soil properties that

s). F..
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re normally encountered are described. Criteria for the selection of
the type of land treatment .process based 2Q soil properties are pre-
sented and/the effects of soil propertie% on system design and operation

0".,Are discussed.

4' . ,

F.3.3.1 'Physical Properties
Q.

- 4,0%,

Physical properties of soils that have important eft cts on system de-
sign and operation include texture, structuri, bulk density, and poro-
sity. The primary importance ref these physical properties with regard
to land, treatment procesvodesign is* theie effect on soil hydraulic ,

properties.
41,

Textuse

Determining soil 'textural class involves measuring the relative number
of particles. in the vanious.particle size groups--gLavel, sand, tilt,
and clay. These particle size.group;ware defined on ill% basis of a USDA
scale, as -shown previously in Figueg 3L7AbOnce the partible size dis-
tribution is known, the textural name of the soil can beTetermined,by
the relative percentage of each grobp, as shown in the textura4Wangle

,(Figure. 34). Terms commonly used tb describe soil texture"Thd their
relationships to textural classes were listed in Table 3-6.

The textural group name is prefaced. by "gravelly" when go to 5U% of the
Material is of gravel size or "very gravelly" when morethan 50% of the
soil is of gravel size (2 to 7610mm diameter).The same' proportions,
apply to coarser material such as cobbles (76 to 250.mm diameter)-Or
stones(>250 mm diameter).

The most commonly Used methods for determining size disteibution of soil
particles are sedimentation methods, ic 0.10 large particles are
,classified by sievilqg and the settling rates of dispersed palpcles in
viscous fluid are matured. The measured settling rates.are ?elated to
particle size through4Stokes' law. Various techniques are descP4bed in
Taylor. and. Ashcroft I10]. When unknown soil series are present,
particle size distribution ?is determined as part of a detailed soil
mapping program.-

F.3.3.1.2 Structure

Structure refers iv '-the aggregation, of individual soil particles into
larger units (agglgates) with planes 'of weakness between them.' The
'aggregates have properties unlike an equal mass of unaggregated primary'
soil particles. ,Sofils thattdo not have aggregates with natural band-
aries are considered' to be structureless. Two forms of structureless.



conditions are recognized--single grain and massive. Single grain cal-
.dition refers to soils (hormally loose sands) in which-primary soil
particles do not adhere to one another and are easily distinguishable.
Massive condition refers to.soils in which, primary soiY particles adhere
closely, to one another but the mass lacks, planes of weakness..

0though° soil structure. is,.described in terms of size and shape of
aggregates for purposes of classification, other factors associated with
Structure. are more. important from.` the -standpoint of soil hydraulic
properties and soil-plant reThtiOns.: Thesefitiors include (1) the-pore
.size distribution that resOlts.from aggrega 'on; (2) the. stability*
resistance to disintegration of aggregates when wet and their ability to

re-form on. drying; and (3) the hardness of the. aggregates. .Organic
matter in .wastewa.ters often improves-!soit structure byserving at.:a
binding agent for Sciil granulet. :

a

F.3.3.1.3 Bulk Density

Bulk density 000 of a soil is defined as the oven dry mass of soil per
unit volume of undisturbed Soil (e.g., g/cm3). The volume thus

includes void -(air plus water) volume as well as particle volume. The
bulk density of mineral soils can range from about 0.8 g/cm3 for
recently tilled soils to about 1.9 g/cm3 for highly compacted soils.
Plant growth -ceases above a:bulk density of 1.6 to 1.7 g/c113 due to

mechanical impedance of root extension.. Organic soils can have bulk
density values as small as 0.2 g/cm3. Bulk density is not a constant
property, but tendt to decrease as clay particles swell on wetting and
to increase as the particles shrink on drying. When field measurements
are not availablei a. commonly assumed value for, bulk density of mineral

Sgils is 1.33 g./cq.

Two basic methods are used to measure bulk density--graviiMetylic and

gamma ray detection. The gravimetric method re uires chat an undis-
turbed soil core Joe obtained using a special core ampler. The core is
dried to ..a_ constant mass, and the dry bulk de ity is determined by
dividing the mass by the core volume. The gawma ray detection method
involves the use of Instruments, including a separate source probe and

detector. The probe can be either placed on the surface to measure
surface density or lowered into, an access tube for depth measurements..

The gamma ray wequipment measures wet bulk density. Thus, the water,
content must be measured to calculate dry-bulk density, This isnor=
mally done using a neutron moisture probe [10].

v..

. .

Bulk density an -important property because it 'is used to c ert

concentrations of soil constituents expressedon a weight or,mass sis

to concentrations'. expressed on a volume, area, orAepth.basis For

instance., soil moisture cOntent of an incremental depth of th Ail

profile, when measured- gravimetrically, is expressed in ter of

565
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g water/g.soil. This value
(6111)

may be converted to yolumetric water
content (9v gm/cm3) by multiplying by the bulk density.' In irrigation
work, Ov is often expresed as an equivalent depth ofmater in an incre-
mental depth of so?i per unit, area of soil (i.e., Cm of water). A simi-
lar conversion is necessary for concentrations of other soil consti-
tuents such as nutrients and metals-that are measured in the laboratory
on a mass basis.

F.3.3.1.4 Porosity

40,

Porosity is a measure of the total void space in a soil profile. If the

soil, bulk density. (Pb) .and the soil particle density (Pp) are

known, porosity (E) may be calculated, from the following equation.b

Pb
E = 1 -

Pp

the average particle density (P ) of most mineral soils is about 2.65

g/cm3.'

Porosity is Of interest because it affects-hydraulic propertieS of aqui-
fers. These effects are discussed'in Appendix C.

F.3.3.2 Chemical Properties

The chemical,composition of the soil is the.major factor affecting plant
growth and a significant determining factor in the capacity of the soil
4o atnOvat* wastewater. Thus, chemical properties should be determined

prioF to design'to evaluate the capability of the soil/to support plant

gc--awth and to renovate wastewater and should be monitdred during opera-

.. tion to avoid detlimentalchanges in soil chemistry.

a . .

'Becauserut--the vatiable nature of soil, few standard procedures for

chemical analysis of suil have been developed. Several references that
.

de cribe analytical methods are available [11, 12, 13]. A'complete
discussion of analytical methods and i-nterpretatim of results for the
purpose_ of evaluating the, soil nutrient status is presented in Walsh and

Beaton [14].

Important chemical soil properties affecting the design and operation of

land treatment systems iniilude: pH, cation exchange capacity, percent

b4se saturatidn, exChangeable sodium percentage, salinity, plant

/ nutrients, phosphbrus adsorption, and trace elements. The significance

of these properties as they relate to design and operation of systems is
discussed.., Methods of determination of chemical properties are also

presented along with guidelines`for the inteepretation of test results.

.
Ad) C;
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F,3.3.2.1 pH

Soil pH is a very useful parameter because it is easy to determine and
tells a' great deal about the character of the soil. Soil :pH may be
determined in the field using portable pH meters with glass electrodes..
Meters with electrode?' assemblies are used almost exclusively for r

laboratory deterMinations.

N

Soil is prepar,or p4 determinatia, by making a soil-water paste.
Various soil-wa4 ratios are commonly used, including 1:1, 1:2, 1:5,
1:10, .and afsaturated. paste. The use of a dilute salt solution has been
suggested as a containing solution becaute the, salt will mask small
differences . in the salt concentration- of the soil solution that affect
pH readilgs. A degree of saccuracy of +0.2 pH is the. best that can be
expected' from any methcid [15]. .When interpreting or using pH data;
is import ant to 'know which 'method was used betaute of the influence of:
the procedure, on test results. 4

1:kP.

Soils. havinW a pH belOw 5.5 contain exchangeable aluminum and manganese
ion's;' to soils having a pH below 4.0,- these ions increase sharply in
concentration. The aluminum ion is very toxic to plants, primarily
affecting the" roots. The - manganese ton is less toxic and affects both t
plant tops and roots. At lft pH, the other major soil ,cations (calcium,
magnesium, *potassium, and-vsodium) are comparatively low. Deficienties

of .these ana otheraplant nutrients, particularly phosphorus, may result
from: low pt.. conditions. Soils with a pH above 5.5 do not have appre-

eciable exchangeable. aluminum. Soils with ,a pH between 7.8 and 8.2 are
likgly to contain calcium carbonate, and soils with a pH above 8.5 are'
likely to.contain sodium carbonate. High acid or alkali conditions can
render a soil' sterile and destroy soil structu , A summary of the,4.

effeats of various pH ranges on crops is presented in Table F-3.

YL,

TABLE F-3 .

EFFECTS'OF VARIOUS. pH. RANGES ON CROPS

pH range Effect

Below 4.2 Too acid for most crops

'4.2-5.5 Suffibie for acifTtolerant crops

5.5-8.4 Suitable for most crops

Above 8.4 Too alkaline for most crops
(indicates a probable sodium problem)

Acid.' soil conditigns '(low pH) can be corrected in many cases by, the
addition of .caloiuni carbonate (lime) to the soil. Alkaline soil con-
ditio-hs (High pH) can. be,t,orrected by the addition of acidifying agents.

567
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1.3.3.2.2 Cation Exchange Capacity

The cation exchange capacity (CEC) is the. quanti ty of exchangeable
cations that a s o u l s able to adsorb. The atlsorpti on octurs as a rel .

sul t of the attraction of the. posi tively Charged .cattons by negative
charges that exist on the su

t
rface of clay minerals, hydrous al umi num' and

iron oxides, and organic maier.4 The major cations held on the exChange
include calcium, magnesium
ammonium. Al so i nvol ved
nutrients su# manganese,
chem thal reactiVity, of , the
effectiveness of the soil i n ad
water such *as the heavy metals

otassiim, %odium, aluminum; hydrogen, and
n exchanglt, to a small extent are micro- .,

nd, zinc. The ,CEC' i % a measure of the
d-1 s general ly an i ndi Ca on of the
cationic contaminants froM waste-

,

It i s apparen
P
tfroM the nature of th

wi th 1 arge amt:: '.of clay and organic ('": -,, .', 11 Kaye higkjer- exchange
capacities tha 7' soils 1 ow i n or r ,;14 it ,should be ,nOted ,fr 4 ....i:.1 ; .:.

i5 however, that ,.' negative charge cf;47,!,4,.,...,ii.?..;:.<,,,t, n%:the ,,hydrous.Tetal
oxides and. orgiii(7- p '-: tter' are the ,:/0.,1-. ,,)i. IOW lissoctiaVon

"..1:,,c- :*7
` .C.

.... from OH and COQ.' -,:.,,APps and are iiA- . ., ; .-;; , 5herefone, the
,f0,:...

'' measured CEC ,,wi 1 1 va the ,pH of it 14 --.;:r.' 11,1 4 run 'tii, test.
The CEC will i nCre Aiii."- pH i n di rect4proPo to the amount pi Pf-1-...
dependent. Charged p '7,,..v.7: *?::',, in the scit.t p_ -1 .

:, ,,,,,, :,,
.;;.; --,:./ - ;e.. . .,,,

.
- . itigt4several metho4 , 'airel,',; - to meaSure EEC c tnybTve d'Is-, ., :5, 1,

pl acement of the,-7 ,adsArbetr cati ons : from the exch 0,e,-so tes, by a,,c,dhcen7
,involve

trated sal tc:" solution , '-,04,6 y anal y s 4 s '. of .':. th0::.,::ekti'a0.46rtiie: Ospl aced
cation%,...,The importS.nt4di ffekence ifiltie MeAlid,#..1j:ts!'0-0 pH at which the
soil ",..soltiiii'or..1 it :ilerai;, yOren 'Oar2-iid'iig data ori.CtC, -;i:t is. '1

i ortatit!,. to be aware,,..Of.!moyi thee test'vas.:conducte,d. When .dealing with
d l'is ('pH <1i. 5) , -i.i",is tiesomAended.., that 't4e C'C bt calculated from

...6,y,- the ,., exchangeable' cations; ( ,1$+, Mn2"41at;'' e, 1ca2+,
.v.ermined ifrom 'i 1 dual naly rs to avoid the effects Of pHA --$ A

t4e,.. , Oeterminati on of the ...indi,Vielua) e eable cations
1 atilith ,-.Of .perCeQt .§aye -fsatirati ci.-eixch.angeable
as sdOcri bed i n the f.611641nY'' sec aA:44cossion

itzing,d, presenied "n Ti 5.4-1e ,'a_rid,' Ne a

.' , ;:-..i..;. ,' 1 A ,..' I

", ' 'iltill
, ..14 ...

though ,CEC generally :litacreaset, with tily- cont tual value
.depend,) argely 0.,,sthe. tYpe. of c,1 :0,i mineral ;prOent T e :'of eXpan-
'ding clays s'uc h 104'mmOntniOri 9 1 OOte, ared , Ye E 'Cul el i§ 5 tq.:1 0 times
greater.-than' non0Wantifin9ielays s(lcip illi nd,,ktcii,inite., 110we,ver,,
as mentitIned previously, 'the' CEC of a-,parti. Ar !type of soil is riot 'a

,for varlOilt soil tyfies are given in Tablet FA'i;,
fixed property, byt ie,s-direCtlyOth soiL tical ranges `of CEC

, h
,.. ,. iv .... ,.,.

"..,

0 45'i tit --"'
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TYPICAL RANGES 'OF CAT* EXCHANGE CAPACITY OF
VARIOUS tYPg- 'OF SOILS,

'.Range of CEC,
meq/100 9

1..to 10

to 20
Otter 20

41

4.1.

The Nrcentage of, total ,CEC occupied bAcalci , 'magrIP*0111lioia
, 4; and soAiiim. an initiortant property, known as'permit;hai satoii ton.

The Perm tt :a misnomer cations are'. t 'but
the rtenm is *d.. In general , t4i0Vait4401.01Y 6f the
bat i c oaf' fits" no reaset With the Ile gree .dfi base ^saperati on.
%The' 0 1 al so Ocreases SOercent base saturate "reases. 1Sati s-

lactory "[Dal axe of 6(chan 'able' 'cations occifting,t the CECIa ,given in

rf ,sodium
of

o cu es '1.0% or more of, the etch .tpapaci ty 40,

t c au se4001 f '614: pernf4bil i fn fine- textured

;
a

'A

1,.. F -5

*IC
4 g* SAT:ISFACTORy BALANCE OF E X01 CAt IfY.t4,&

.,CAPACITY

,.

kpccuPxiNG THE

..6140i um ; '6040
Magnesium r, 20;ta

'15.6fasjum 5 to 10.
Sodiuni tinder 5, 04
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F.3.3.2.4 Exchdngeable Sodium Percentage

Soils containing excessive exchangeable sodium are termed "sodic" soils.
in the past, the terms "alkali and "blaclCalkali" were used, A soil is

considered, sodic when the percentage of the total CEC Occupied by

sOdium, the exchangeable sodiumCvercentage.(ESP), exceeds 15%. These'

.levels 'of sodium cause clay particles to disperse in the soil because. Of

the chemical nature of the sodium ion. The dispersed clay particles
cause law soil permeability, poor soil aeration, and difficulty in
seedling emergence. The level ESP at which these problems are
encountered depends on the soil texture. Fine-textured sotl.may be
affected at an ESP above 10%, but coarse-textured soil may not be
Oamaged until the ESP reaches about 20%.

Sodic conditions may be corrected by addition of chemicals containing

soluble calcium to displace the- sodium followed by, leaching of the
sodium from the profile. Use of amendments to correct sodic conditions
is covered in Section 5.7.2.

The '.,4rocedure for the direct analysis of ESP may be found in references'

[11,-12, 13]. _The ESP may also be determined nsiderable:degree
of reliability using an indirect method. T s nvolves the analysis of
the saturation' extract of the soil for cal i m, magnesium, and sodium;

calculation of the SAR, as defined the following discussion; and._

determination of the ESP using the nomograph 'sented as Figure F-1,

The degree to which sodium will be adsorbed by a soil from Water when
.
brought Anti 'equilibrium with.it can be. estimated by the SAR:

SAR =
Na

+ Mg4-4-1/2

-

where 'sodium (Na)., calcium (Ca)., and magnesium (Mg) concentrations are.

in' millieqUivalents per litre.

t

A modified SAR equation'developed by the U.S. Salinity Laboratory can be

Used to adjust the calculated_SAR for the added effects of (1) the pre-

cipitation or distolution of calciuMAn soils, and (2).'the content of

-caraonate (CO3) incrbicarbonate (HCO3) alkalinity -in theyater. The

adjusted SAR formula and required fattors are presented ill-Table F.-6.:

Adjusted SAR yaluet of' water exceeding 9.0 -can.'Caute p Vbility
problems in clay -type soils,- High SAR is''more damaging tom nking-

swelling clay soilt (:montmorillonite) than to nonswelling ty0sAillite-
vermiculite-and kaolinite) [17].' 'Permeability : prbaleMt relate,d to a

high SAR of irrigptiop water can be torrecterby-the addition ofgypsUm
followed ay-leathing,

57:0
-4*- --,

Fg1



FIGURE

NOMOGRApH FOR DETERMINING THE SAR VALUE OF IRRIGATION
WATER,A)11 FOR ESTIMATING THE CORRESPONDING ESP VALUE
OF A SOIL /HAT 1$ AT EQUILIBRIUM WITH THE WATER [13]
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TABLE F -6

FACTORS FOR COMPUTING THE° ADJUSTEO.:SAR [17]

Concenthiion Concenteat'Dn. Concedtratton
.

. 'Ca+Mg+Na Columd 1 Ca+Mg Column 2
. CO3+HCO3" colu01:3

..meq/L 7:13.(242)'. 'Meg/L p(Ca +Mg) meg/L. , 0Alk

0.5 i 2.11 0.05 -1-.. 4.60 0.05 i 4.30

0.7 2..12 0.10 4.30 0.10 z' , . 4.00

0.9 2.13 0.15 C12 r 0,15 3.82

1.2 .14 ' 0.2 . 4.00 0.20 3.70

1.6 15 0,25 J 3.90 0.25, . 3.60

1.9 0.32 . 3180 0.31 ,3.51

2.4 2:.1.7 0.39 3. °70. 0.40. 3.401
,2.8 2:18. 0.50 3.60 0.50 3.30

3.3 2.191 :' 0.63 -'s 3.50 0.63 3.2063
.

3.9 2.20 0.79 I.40 0.79 3.10

" 2.21 1.00 3.30 41111110.99" 3.00

1 2.22 ,, 1.25 3.20 1.25 2.90

5.8 ' 2.23 . .. 1.58 3.10 '1.57 2.80

.8.6

7:4
2.24 . , 1498 3.00 1.98 . 2.70

:.8.1::
2.25 2:49 2.90 2.49' 2.60

2.26 .3:.14-

9.2' 2.27. 3.90
11 '2..28 97
13 2.30 6.30

15 2.32 , 7.90

18:' ". 2.34 i'0.00
22* 2.36 12.50
25 2.38 15.80

29 , , 2.40 19.80
34 2.42

39 2.4
45 2.46
51 , 2.48'
59 2.50 ,

67 . ' . 2.52
76 2.54.

Na

Ca+Mg
2

He = (13.1e2-P) TI(CatmG) t.pAlk

= Column 1 + Column 2 + Column. 3

-2.80 3.13

.2.70 4.0

2,60 ° 5.0

2.'50

2.40 7.9 :.

2.30 9.9

2.20 12.5

2.10 15.7

2.00 19.8

2.50
2.40
2.30

21
2.00
1.90
1.80
1.70

a
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Soluble salts accumulate in the root zone of soil s when leaching is
inadequate to move them deeper. into the soil profile. Inadequate leach-
ing may be due to low rainfall in natural soils, insufficientirrigation'
of irrigated soils, or poor 'drainage conditions. In arid regions where .

annual evaporation is substantially in excess of precipitation, salts
will accumulate in nearly all .'soils unless leaching is practiced.

The isalinity level of a soil, is usually measured on the basis of the
electrical conductivity (ECe). of an extract solution from a saturated.
soil. The procedure for.analys-is ;involves preparation of a saturated
paste, followed by.vacuum extraction and determination of the ECe as
described in' the standard references [ll, 12, 13]. -Saline soils are
defined as those yieldfng an' ECe value greater than 4 000;nlicromhos/cm .
at 25°C. Soils exhibiting both saline and sodic.conditions are referred
to as saline-sodic

Salts in the soi:1 solution will restrict crop growth at various con-
centrations.depending an the plant. Approximate ECe ranges at which
crop growth is affected are given in Table F-7 for different- levels of
crop saltrsensitivity. The salt tolerance levels of individual field_

. and forage icrops are presented' in Section 5.6. Leaching requirements to
maintain an ECe level in the root zone suitable foF full growth are
also discussed in Section 5.6.

TABLE F-7

SALINITY LEVELS 'AT WHICH: CROP' GROWTH RESTRICTED'

Salinity range, ECG,

micromhditcm at' 25°d"

<2 000.

2 croo-a'000

4 000-8 mia

8.000-16000

>16 000

Effdct

No salinity problems
Restricts growth of very salt-
sensitive crops
Restricts groiith of many crops
Restricts growth of.all but
salt-tolerant crops
Only a few salt-tolerant crops
produce satisfactory.yields

Sal ine .soils s May- be reclaimed ,by leaching; howevei^, management df the
leactate i s often requi red protect grolindwaterv:qual i ty . The-U.S
Department of Agriculture's ndbook 60 [13] deals_with the diagnosis
and improvement of such soils for agricultural purposes. This reference

be' used as a practical guide for managing saline and sal i ne-skic
soil condi ti ons , especial ly in arid' and semi arid regions .



1;1.3.3.2.6 Plant Nutrients,

The essential, plant nutrients in addition., to carbon, hydrogen, and oxy-
gen, include 'nitrogen . (N), )phosphorus (P) , poeassium (K), ;u1 fun (S ) ,
magnesium (Mg) , calcium ( Ca); iron (Fe) , zinc (Zn) ,'''' copper .( Cu ) , man-
ganese (Mr); molybdenum (MO,' chloride (C1), 'and boron .(B). Sodium (Na)

A and cobalt (Co) are necessary for some plants.- The elements. N, P, K, S,
Mg, and C,a are. designated as macronutrients because they are required in
relatively larger quantities. The remaining element's are referred to as
Micronutrients. Deficiencies in any will adversely effect plant growth.'
The amount of each, nutrient in the soil that is considered adequate for
plant growth -depends not only on tnePlant but also on-thetest method
used to measure the nutrient.

The objectives of soil testing'fOr plant nutrients are to assess the
fertility; status, of a soil and to, develop 'a fertilifer recommendation
for production of 'a parti'cular crop. -In:most cases, the testing invol-
ves N, P, and 'K since deficiencies in,,these nutrients,.are most common.

Fe,-Deficiencies of S, Zn, Fe,- and B occur in a few soils,°,6bt' deficiencies
of other nutrients (Mo, .Cu, Co, Ca, Mg, mp, Na, and C are 'relatively
rare.

On the basts of commonly used test methodse'the 'University of5Caltfornia
,,Agricultural Extension 5erVice has developed a summary of adequate

Of the more'deficient nutrients. for some Seiected trops. This
summary is presented in Table F,8. Cr4Ptical values for ditrogen are
not included because there are no well accepted methods for determining'
available N. This is due° primarilk to the fact that N availability .

depends on decomposition of organic matter which is affected by tem-
perature and moisture,conditions, her-ice seasonal variations in. N maprb
large. Therchemistry of N in. the soil is digcussed in detail in Appeulv.
dix A. Prior to the design of systems in which crop produfition is conJi.

sidered, it is recommended that the fertility status of the' soil, be

Oh" .

A soil testing prograta,tb assess soil .fertility should belcdnducted by' a
reputable. coninercial 'laboratory; preferably one that Offers .a complete
service of ,:sainpling, testing, interpretation, and fertil,izer recommen-
datfonse. All 'of the analytic procedures 'involveiteltraction of the
nutrient with water, a salt solution, an acid solution, or a.chelatingy
agent. 7'Selection of the, procedure is An' itnportant. decision because
there must be a known **relationship orcorrelation between the .test x.
result' and crop response if the,..test is to proYide" meaningful data;
Test data in themselves are not worthwhile unless they, arii interpreted
'correctly., SeleCtion of the most suitable testprocedute and inter=
pretation of test ..results must be based on a good deal'. ,t1 :backgrdiund0

NkInformation, such as ;the, significant chemical forMs of
nutrients in the. Soils in question, the relative producti4 capaci ty of
the particUlar. ,sail for th5.yaricrus crops, and the respOnse-df differeht



°APPROXIMATE CRITICAL 'LEVELS OF NUTRIENTS
. r FOR SELECTED CROPS IN CALIFORNIA..

Nutrient

,Pbosphorus'

Range and pasture.

Field CropsAnd wire'
°season Vegetables

Cool season vegetables

Potassium

.Grain and alfalfa

Cotton'

POtaioe

-

Appeoximate.critic01

range, pm

NaHCO3 extraction
at pH 8.5

0,

Zinc.

0.

Q.4-0.6 DPTA'extr;ction

crops' to various rates and method's of fertilization, complete
discussion of these and other factors is not Withirf.the scope of this
:manual, but may by found in.Ti/sdale andNelsOn [16] and .in _Walsh and
Beaton '..[14]-.:..Plarit tissue°;:testing may be 'used to diagnose plant
nutri erry,V deficiencies toxici ties. The i nformati on frOm pl ant testing
is often obtained only after It is too late to take corrective action.
Information on the use of plant .testing may be,found in reference C141.

F.3.3:2.7 Phosphorus' Adsorption
,

,

rtr rapid ;infiltration ;or slow rate 'systems where ,phosphorus removal i s
importantj the-phosphorus adsbrption test can be conducted.. To Conduct
an adsorption test, about la g of soil is placed In containers con-
taining known concentrations of phosphorus in soution., 4fter periodic
shaking, the shlution is analyzed for phosphorus and the difference in

icontentratiOns feOrn the initial is attributed-to ads,orption. ,Prot.gctures
are presented, by ,Enfield and Bledsoe [18]. NA

. ,

Tofflemiii''-and Chen. rePorted on 5 'day Ohosphprus adsorption in sandy, ., soilt and Jound that the range Was from 2..8 to 2781mg/100"g7of,phos-.
iifioru.s with; an ...average of 38°[19]. ,Enfield and Bledsoe.conducted ad
sorption' tests" of up' 4 mo6041,, and found that the 4' Jnonth r,etention
Was .5 to 3.0 1 tinies, .the'. 5:bay etentiOn.{181. ,flofflerni re and Chen
cOnclUded 'that total phosphate"iretentiOn in an actual tyitem will be at

`:.l east '24to 5-times ttfe estimate based on the r51 day adsorption test..



Trace ElementS.::

°

A few plant nutrients can 'reach levels in the :soil that are toxic to
plants (Rhytotaxic).. Those'Vfogoncern include fi,' Zn, Cu, and. Mn.- There
are also 'alien -orrnonnutrient contaminants present-in wastewater that
will accumulate in soils and can be phytotoxic or toxic to consumers of
plants containing the elements. The major:elements include': arsenic$As)
and the metals cadmium (Cd), lead- (Pb),, niekel (Ni), mercury (Hg),and'
chromium (Cr),

.

ExceSs B ocCurs ,in scattered areas in-arid "and' seffliarid,regfons.:2 .It is.
frequently, associated with saline .soils buts most often results .froduse.
of high-bOron. irrigation n waters. As 'in the 'case of Soluble salts, B
,conc,entrations in soils may vary greatly ,over short distances. Thus;
similar sampling precautions should be obserVed. Toxic. B f,ar ,

plants 'of arying sensitivity. have been well established.. Critical"
levels of :B in the saturated extract are given in 'Table,FL9. A lircst. of
crops;actording to their B tolerance is presented in Table 5 X3:4. a

TABLE F-9.

CRITICAL PHYTOTOXIC:LEVEL$
OF BORON IN SOILS .-

Value in saturatIOn
extract, ppm Effects on crops,

BelOW.0.5

0.5 to 1

1 to 5

5 tO

Satisfadtor'y for ail .,crops

Sens4tive crops may show
wiSible injury

SemitoVerant crops may show
'visible injury

Tolerant crops may show
visif9a injury (-

'CP

Two procedures can . be used When analyzieg soils ft:i: metal
extraction and full 'decomositian. Partial extraCtiorkheasures ietal
content that is available fo!7'1.uptake.by plarits. "The:most promising
method of this type i s extractio wi -WI the .chelatting agent- DPTA'f011 owed
by atomic absorption' determinatii.anif the metals in the extract. ?Miss
test is desCribed by Viets and Lindsay .aorbY BeciwWandtqatier.
[2,1]:

While extractOn Methods are useful :for .asstssing;;fertility status; thpy
haVe distinCt disadvantages ;when used ',to monitar:..changes in sOil, c6m-
positiOn ting from wastewater aOplicationA,Total decompo.Sition 4n-el



sOlubilizatio6 of all metal -by hot acid digestion is the preferred
method for monitoring purposes, primarily because it will probably yield
the most reproducible final results. However, total metal analysis is
time consuming and expensive. A compromise method is extraction with
hot, concentrated acid. A further discussion of the relative merits of
theSe methods is presented in Appendix E.

An important point about extraction methods for metal analysis, parti-
cularly when developing data for comparisons, is that the analytical
procedures .must be exactly the same in every detail each time the test
is condbcted. Comparison of data developed using,,different extraction
methods or solutions can be misleading.
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t q

acre - foot -A liquid m of a volume equal to covering a 1 acre area
to 1 footiofAepth.

APPENDIX G

GLOSSARY OF TERMS.

CONVERSION FACTORS

AUTHORS INDEX

SUBJECT INDEX.

GLOSSARY OF TERMS

-

aerosol -4 suspension of col,loidal solid or liquid partfcles in air or
gas, having mall diameters ranging from 0.01 to 50 microns. 4

aquiclude--A' geologic formation which, although- porous and capable of
absorbing water slowly, will not transmit .it rapidly enough to furnish

's,i an appreciable supply for a well or-spring.
. . '

available moistureThe part of the. wateiljn. the sl;Trtw cante taken
up by plants at rates significant to'thei'r growth; the m o) rtcontent
of tile soil in excess of the urtimatewilting paint.

.

. , \

available nutrient-ThafOrtion of any element or.compound n'the soil
that can be readtl.Y\:absorbed and assimilated by growing plants:
("available"' should uot'be confused with exchangeable:).
- .

. . .

evapotranspiration - -The combined loss: of -.Water from a .given area and
during a specified period of time by evaporation from thesoil surface,
Snow, or intercepted precipitation, and by the transpiration 'and

building of tissue by plants.

field area--The 'wetted area" where treatment occurs in a land
'application system.

field capacity- -'(field moisture capacity)--The moisture content of soil
in .the field 2 or 3 days after having been saturated 'and after free,
drainage has, practically ceased; the Oantity of water held in a soil by
capillaryaction after the gravitational or free water'has been allowed
to drain;' exPrt!sted at moisture percentage, dry weight basis.

jragipanA loamy, dense, brittle subsurface horizon that is very)Ow
organic matter. and clay .but .is rich in silt or very fine.tand. The,

layer is seemingly cemented and slowly or.very slowly permeable.
0 ,

\NIorizon (soil) = -A layer of soil, approximately parallel to tne soil'
urface, With distinct characteristics produced by soil-forming .

processes.



i.nfiltrometer- -A device by which the' rate and amount" of water
infiltration into the toil is determined (cylinder, sprinkler, or basin
flooding).

lysimeter - -A devicefor measuring percolating and leaching losses from a
column of soil.' Also a device for collectinamiter in the field.

micronutrient--A chemical element necessa

(less than 1 mg/L) for microorganism
imicronutrients are boron, chloride, copper
and zinc.

mineralization--The conversion of a compound fr
inorganic form as a result of microbial decompose

'sodic soil--A soil that c ntains sufficient sodiuw,to interfere with the

growth of most crop p ants, and in which AN-exchangeable sodium
percentage is 15 or more.

417

small trace amounts
t growth. Essential

anese, molybdenum,

organic form to an

; AF

soil water--That water' present in ,.the soil s in an unsaturated

(aeration) zone above the groundwater table. Such water may either be
lost by evapotranspiration or percolalp tothe groundwater table.

tensiometer - -4 devise used to measure the negative pressure (or tension).

with which water is held in the soil; aporoits, permeable ceramic cup
connected through a tube to a manometer or vacuum gage.

till--Deposits of'glacial drift laid down, in place as the glacier melts,

consisting of a heterogeneous mass of rock flour, clay, sand, pebbles,
cobbles, and boulders intermingled in any proportion; thA a ricultural
cultivation of fields.

tilth--The physical condition of a soil as related to its\ease of

cultivation. Good tiltn is associated with high noncapillary porosity

and stable, granular structure, and low impedance to seedling em rgence
and root penetration.'

transpiration-.-The net 'quantity of water absorb* through plant 'roots

that. is used directly in building plant tisve, or ,given off to the
atmosphere as a vapor from the leavds and stems of living plants.

volatilization--The evaporation or changing of a substance from liquid

to vapor.

. ,

wilting, poiht--The 'minimum quantity of water in a given soil necessary
to maintain plant growth. When the quantit9 of moisture falls below
-this, the leaves begin to drop and shrivel up.

G-2.



CONVERSION FACTORS ,

U.S Customary to SI (Metric)

U.S. customary unit

Name Abbreviation Multiplier

SI

Symbol Name

acre

acre-foot

cubic foot

cubic feet per second

degrees Fahrenheit

feet per second

foot (feet)

gallon(s)

gallons per acre per day

gallons per day\

gallons pei- minute

horsepower

inch(es)

inches per hour '

mile

miles per hour

Million gallons Mgal, 3.785

3 785.0

million gallons per acre Agal/acre 8 353

million gallons per day, . Mgal/d 43.8

.0.044

parts per million ppm 1.0

pound(s) lb . 0.454
453.6,

1.12.

0.069
0.69

square foot ft 0.0929

square inch in. 6.452

square mile .02 2.590
. 259.0

ton (short) ton (short) 0.907

tons per acre tons/acre 2 240
2:24

acre 0.405

acre-ft 1 234

ft3 28.32

0.0283

ft3/s 32

°F O.

-----3

55(°F-32)

ft/s .305

ft , .

gQ5
gal .785

gal/acred 9.3

gal/d 4.381

gal/min 0.0

hp 0.746

in. '2.54

in./h

mi

mi/h

2.54

1.609

0.45

ha

m3

L

m3

L/s

°C

m/s

L

L/had

x 10-5 L/s

L/s

kW

cm

cm/h

km

m/s

,
pounds per acre per day lb/acred

pounds per square inch lb/in.2

ML''

m3

m3/ha

L/s
m3/s

mg /L.

kg

kg/had

kg / cm2
Mf

hectare

cubic metre

litre

cubic metre

litres per second

degrees Celsius

metresper seconq

Metre(s)

litre(s)

litres per tectare per day;

litres per second.

litres'ier Second

kilowatt

centimetre(s)

.centimetres per hour

kilometre

metres per second-

megalitres (litres x18106)

cubic metres

cubic metres per hectare.

litres pe5. second

cubic metres per second

milligrams per litre

kilogram(s) %.

gy4am(S)

kilograms per hectare per day

kilograms per square centipetre
Newtons per-square centimetre

square Metre

cm2 square centimetre

km2 iguare, kilometre

ha hectare

Mg (or t) megagram (metric tonne)

kg/ha kilograms per hectare

Mg/ha megagrams per hectare .

581
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SUBJECT INDEX

Acidity, crop, tolerance; 5-86

Ada, Oklandma, 2-12, 7-67, 7-66,.5=19, 5-21, 5-66
Adsorption
'of metals, E-12, E-15 to E-19
of phosphorus, B-6 to13-9, '

AerOsols, 7-10, D=22 to D-25
Alfalfa, 7-15 to 7 -17, 7-22, 7 -23

Alfalfa valves, 6-53, 5 -54 -

Ammonia (see Nitrogen)
Application rates, 2-2, 7 -36
AppliOtion.techniques, 5r3a, 5-39, 7 -1

sprinkler, 2 -4, 2-5, 5-56, 6-17, 6-18
big gun trd?eler, 5-58,

center pivot, 5 -58, 7735 to 7 -37
end tow, 5-58,

portable pipe; 5-57, 7-6, 7-43
side wheel roll, 5-58
solid set,: 5 -59, 7-16

stationary 'On, 5.67
surface, '5 -39' to 5-43, 6-16A 6-19

basin flooding, 5-48, 7-55, 7-57, 7-61 to 7-64
border striti,, 2-4, 2-5, 5-45, 7728, 7 -29
bubbling orifice, 5-56; 6-21, 6-22,-7-68 to 7-74, 8=25,. 8-26

I'At

ridge and furrim, 2-4, 2 -5, 5-30
Arkansas, 5 -80

AUstralia, 1-2, 2.7,12,,,6-21, 5-93, 7-76, A-24, A-27, D-21
Azusa,,California,',0-12, D-13 ,

P.

.

critetiafibr wastewater reyse, D-5, D-6'
movement and,retention in'soil, D-11 to D-13
rOnoval:by overland flow, 5-21

removal by slow rat -9'

removal by rapid inaation, 5-17 ,

survival of, D-6 to'D-9
.

BakerSfield, California, 3-52, '6-36, 7-1 7-16 to 7-26, A-21, A-24
Barley, 7722,4-23,' 6-5 '

Bermuda,grasS6 7-2/ to 74-29, 7-69, 7 -70 -

Big .gun, traveler systems, ,5 -58, 5-59, 5-61, 5-62
Blaney-Criddle method, F-1 to F-3

_BODidading'rates, 715
typical', 3-15

600 reMovals-
overland flow, 5-1 -
rapid 'infiltration, 5-15

slim rate, ,5-8

.-Border irrigation

design factors, 5-46°to 5 -48
Boron,:crobp tolerance, 5-86

Brillion Marsh, Wisconsin, 5 -25,
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Brookhaven National Laboratory, Long Island, New York, 2-15
Bubbling orifice, 5-56
Buffer zones, 7-10

Cadmium, E-10, E-24 to E-26, t-33 to E-35
California, 5-22, 5-80
Calumet City, Michigan; 1-2, 5-12, 5-13, 5-16; 5- 17,.7 -76
Canadian Northwest, 5-22, 5-24
.Case studies, Chapter..?
Cation exchange capacity, 4-1, 4-2, 4-5,A-19,,F-12, f=13
Cattle, management, 772, 7-5, 7-23, 7-30
Center Pivot systems, 5-58, 5-59, 5-63, 5-64
Climate, 3 -25 to 3-27

considerations for wetlands,r5-24,
effects on storage; 5-31 to 5-35
hypothetical 'design'example, 8 -2

restrictions, 2-3, 7-54, 7-62.
Cobalt, E-21 -\

Conform removal in rapid infiltration, 5-17
Colorado, 5-80
Columbia Basin, Washington, 5-80
'Columbia, Missouri, B-9
Corn, 7-22, 7-231 7-37 to 7-324 A-16, A-) , B-5

Costs_
capital; 3 -4.5 to 3-47, 7-9, 7-17, 7-24, 7-26, 7-39, 7-70, 7-71, 7-74,

7-75,

cost comparison, hypothetical design example, B-15, B-16
estimates, 3-45 to 3-52,,
operation and maintenance, 3-48, 7-8, 7-9, 7-17, 7-18, 7-30, 7-39 to

7-41, 7-75,

land, 3-48 to 351
revenues, 3-51, 3-52, 7-8, 7-9, 7-23, 7-24, 7-30, 7-39, 7-41

Cotton, 7-20, 7-22, 7- 23,,B -5

Crop management, 5-92 to 5-94
Crop use, limitations of, D-20, D-21
Crop uptake (see Nitrogen, Phosphorus, Nutrient)
Crop water requirements, 5-79 to 5-82, F-1 to F-3
Crop yields, 7-23, 7-38, 7-39, B-5
Cypress dome,,D-10, D-18

Darcy's law, C-6 to C-9, C-32
Delta, Utah, 5-72
Denitrificationi(see,elso Nitrogen)

in overland flow, 5-19
in rapid infiltration, 5-13, 5-14

-1 in slow rate, 5-6, 5-7
in wetlands, 5-23

Design example, hypothetical, ! Chapter 8

overland flow, 8-7, 8-11 to 8-15, 8-25
rapid infiltration, 8-7, 8-10, 8-12,_8-13, 8-25
slow rate, 8-7,to 8-10, 8-12,/8-16 to 8-24
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sign procedure
overland flow, 5-17, 5-18
rapid infiltration, 5-10, 5-11
slow rate, 5-4, 5-5 . \\

Detroit Lakes, Minnesota, A-25
Disease transmission', potential

by aero-sols; D-22 to D-25
through crop irrigation, D-20 toD-22 .

DistribUtion.systems (see also Application Thhiliques), 5-34._to 5-70 _

design, 5-53 to .5-56

Double cropping, 5-93
,Drainability,.C-10, C-11
Drainage

design, C-44, C-45 \
underdrain spacing,5-7,1 to 5-73, 7.,.35

Drinking water standardS
EPA, 2 -6, 3 -1.5, 3-16, 8-22'

,. East Germany, D-4

Electrical conductivity (EC), 4-1 'to 4-3, 4-5, 5-85, 5-92, F-17
Ely, Nevada, 1-2
End ,,tow systems, 5-58, 5-59, 5-61

England, 1-1, 1-2
Evaporation pans, F-3
EVapotranspiration, 3-26, 3-27,,7-73, F-1 to F-3
Exchangeable cations

ammonium, A-19
% of CEC, 44, 4-5, F-13,

e=Exchangeable?odium percentage, 5-98

Fescue, 7-5,4-27), 7-69, 7-73, B-5
Field investigations, 4-1 to 4-9

summary of ftqld tests; 4-1
Flooding, susceptibility of site, 3-20
Florida, 5-22, 5-24, 5-90
Flushing Meadows, Arizona (see Phoenix, Arizona)
Food-chain hazard, E-31 to E-35
Forage crops, managepent; 7;-2, 7-5, 7-15 to 7-17, 7-2717-30, 7-74
For'est crops, 5-88, 5-89

Fort Devens, Massachusetts, 3 -12, 5-9, 5-12, 5-13, 5-16, 7-1, .740 to
7 -67, A-25, D-18

Fort Nuachuca,Arizona, 5-9
France, 1-2'

Fresno, California, 1-2
Furrow systems

design factors,' 5-39, 5-44; 5-45

Gated surface pipe, 5-53,.5-56
Germany, 1-1, 1,2
Glossary, G-1, G-2



Grading
design considerations, 5-99

'Grazing, 5-93
Groundwater, 4-5, 4-6

elevation maps, C-32
flow investigations, C-31 to C-34
.monitoring, 545 to 5-96
mound,height analysis, C-35 to C-44 .

quality, 3-31
subsurface methods of estimating hydrologic propertieS, C-33, C-34
surface methods of estimatingihydrologic properties, C-32, C-33
table, control of, C-44, C-45

Hanover, New Hampshire, ,27-8,.5-8, A-24
Hemet, California, 5-12, 5-17
History of 'land treatment, 1-1 to 1-3
Hollister; California, 5-12, 5-16
Hyacinths, 2 -16

Hydraulic capacity, Appendix C
relationship between measured hydraulic capacity. and actual operating
capacity, C-46

Hydraulic conductivity, 2 -3, 3-24, C-30, C-31
Hydraulic loading cycles, 5-13
Hydraulic loading rates

. overland flow, 5-17, 5-19'
rapid infiltration, 5-12
slow rate, 5-4
wetlands, 5-23

Hydrology
groundwater, 3-29 to 3 -31
surface water, 3-27, 3-28

Imperial Valley, California, 5-72
India, D-4
Indiana, 5-81 '

Industrial pretreatment, 5-29:5-30
Industrial wastes, 7 -7, 7-10, 7-12, 7-20, 7-32, 7-36, 7-71,-A-24
Infiltration, soil, C-9, C-10, C-12

estimates of infiltration froM soil properties, C-16; C-17
infiltration measurement techniques, C-17 to C-19

cylinder Tnfiltrometers', 7-51, C-22 to C -27
flooding basin tectinAues, C-19, C-20
lysimeters, C-27 to C-29 ,

sprinkler infiltrometers, C-20 to,C-22
interpretation and use of infiltration daa,'. C-12 to C4-15

maintenance of, 5-92
reduction of, 5-12
related to vegetation, 5-78, 5-79' ij

relation between infiltration and vertical- permeability, C-30,* C-31
soil profile drainage studies, C-15

Inorganic constituents, 4-3
Israel, 5-13, A-28, D-2, D-11, D-24
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Jintzu Yalley, JapaQ, E-34

Lake George, New York, 3-12, -12, 5-13, 5-16, 7-1, 7-53 to 7-60
Land .

area requirements, 2-2, 3-10, 3-11, 8-10, 8-11, 8-21
costs1-3-48 to 3-51, 7-30
leasing, 3-5U; 3-51, 7-8, 7-24
use, 3-38, 3-39

Landicape irrigation, 5-88
Lateral spacing, 7-5
Leaching requirement, 5-92, A-15
Livermore, California; 7-76
:Lodi, California, D-13
Louisiana, A-28
Lubbock, Texas, 746

Malheur Valley, Oregon,'5-72
Manteca, California, 7-76
Melbourne, Australia, 5-21, 5-93
Metal,chelates, E-4
Metal; ApOendix E

\ Mexico, 1-2
Micronutrients, E-19 to E-22, F-18

,!Microorganism removal
overland flow, 5-21
rapid infiltration, 5-16
slow rate, 5-9
wetlands, 5-26

Minnesota, 5-22
Monitoring ..got

soils management, 5-9& to 5-99
vegetation, 5-99.
water quality, 5-94 to 5-96

Monitoring programs, 5-94 to 5-99, 7-10, 7-17, 7-31, 7-40, 7-44, 7-49,
7-58, 7-65, 7-76

$
piuskegon, 2-8, 3-52, 5-72, 5-90,'7-1, 7-32 to 7-41

Nebraska, 5-80
New Jersey, 5-22
New York,, 5-22, 5-81

New Zealand, D -21'

Nitrogen, Appendix A
ammonia, 2-14, 7-58, A4,,18',-A-19

crop uptake, 2-8, 2-12, 7-22, A=9, A-10, A -21, A-24
management in wetlands, 5 -23

nitrate-nitrogen, 2-14, 7-207-58 to 7-60, A-1, A-13, A-17
nitrification-denitrification, 2-8, 2-11, 2- 12',.2 -14, 7-58,-7-65,

: A-1 to A-15, A-22 to A-28
nitrogen balance, hypothetical design example, 8-17 to, 8-21
organic, 7-58, A-19
storage in soil, A-19, A-20, A-24
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Nitrogen loading rates
rapid infiltration, .5 -14
slow rate, 5-6, 54. .

typical loading rates, 7-3, 7 -19, 7-22 7-27,

7-61, 7-72
Nitrogen removal

ovetland fl* 2-4, 2- 12,.2 -14, 5-20, 7773
rapid infiltration,' -4,, 2-11, 7-49, 7-52, 7
Slow2rate, 2-4, 2-8

'wetlands, 2-15 to 2,/7
Noizles
discha6e, 7-5,/15.
plugging, 7=36; 7. 0

pressute,'7-15/, .743'

size, 7-5, 7 -69

wetting radius, 7-5, 7,15 ,

Nutrient 'uptake; 5-82 to 5-84'

Orchard valves, 5-53, 5 -55
Overland flowprocess, 2-11' to. 2714, A is 5-21, 7-67 to 7 -76

BOD'and SS temoval, 5-19; 5720
denitriffcation, 2-12, A-15, A-26
design exaMplg, 8-7, 8-11 to 8.-15; 8-25
,ciesign features; 2 -2, 7-68, 7-72,

design prOcedure,.5-17, 5-18
distribution systems, 5 -52.

.

.

hydtauliciloading rates, 5-17; 5-19
microorganism removal, 5-21
nitrogen removal,"2-12, 2-14, 5-19., .Z20, 7 -73, A-1 ,, A-26
phosphorus removal, 5-20,43-16

,
.tunoff; 546
site Chard cteristics, 2-3
small sY
trace ele ent removal; 5-21

,,

1

Paris, TexaS, 2 -12, 5-19, 5-20; 5-76; 5-87; 7 -1, 7-71 to 7,76, A-26
-Pathogens, Alipendix D. /

n w
concentrarastewater,1)-1ns. in wastewater, D -4, D -5

present i
..

Pauls Valleys Oklahoma, 2-12, 5-66, 7-1, 7 -67 to 7-71
Peatlands, 2 -14, 2-15, 2 -17

Penman method, F-1 to F-3_ .1
Percent moisture at saturation, C-5 I,
Permanent solid set irrigation systems, 5-59, 5-65
Permanent wilting point, C -4 .

TerMeability, 2-3, 543, C-5 to C-8
. classes for saturated soil, 3-24

47 , .

measUrement of soil vertical permeability, C-30,.C-31
relation bet en infiltration and vertical permeability, C-30, C-31

Pesticides,..t
Phoenix, Ariz na, 2-11, 5-12 to -14, 5,16, 5 -17, 7-1, 7-44 to 7-52,

bet

5
,

L A- 25,8 -15, C-46, D-13, D-18

59, 776 , A-25

em facilities design620to 6-22
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Phosphorus, Appendix B :
.

adsorption,. 8 -6 to B-9

concentration in'wastewater, B-11
crop uptake, B-3 to B-6
leaching,43-10
managementin wetlands, 5-25
models) B-19 to 8-27
precipitation, B-7 to B -9
reaction rates, B-9'

removal MechanisMs, 2 -1.1, 2414, 5-25, B-2 to B-10

Phosphorus removal, 2-8,.279,'2-11,.2-14, 5-21;.7-60', 8-2 to.B19'
. overland flow, 2-4, 6-20, 7-73, B-16

.rapil infiltration, .2-4% 24), 5-15, 7-49, B-13
slow ,rate, 2 -4, 2-8; 5-8,7-40, 11
,wetlands, 2 -15, 2-16, 5-22, B-16, B-17

Phytotoxicity, E-26 to E-30
Piedmont plateau, 5781'. '
Planning considerations, 3-31 to 3-44'
Pleasanton,.California, 679; 5-93, 7-1 to-7-10
Poland, 1,2
Porosity, C-11, F-10

'Portable pipe irrigation systems, 5-57, 5-59, 5-60
Prediplication treatment, 3 -10., 5-26 to 5-30,

examples of, 7-33, 7-41,.7-46, 7-53, .7 -60, 7-67
for hypothetical design example, 8-122
for small systems, 6-11,A-13
impacts on distribution_systeitS, 5-28
impacts on rapid infiltration application, 5-29
impacts on slow rate application, 5-28,
impacts on storage, 5-27
impacts on overland, flow application, 5-29
minimum required, 2-2:5-26, 5-27., 7-39

Precipitation
.of metals, E-14

of phosphorus, B-7 to B -9'
Process alternatives

development of, 3-2 to*3-4; 8-8 to.812
'evaluation' of, 3-4 to 3-12, 3 -44 to-..3 -56

Public acceptability of land treatment, 3-4-4-3-43
-Pumped.withdra.5-73

Quality o treated water, 2-4, 5-1
artifi ial wetlands, 2-15
overla d. flow, 7 -73., 7-74

peatland2-17
Tapid'infiltration, 7-49, 7-52, 7-59, 7-65, 7-66
slow rate, -77, '7-31, 7-39;7-40
soil mund, 2-19
..subsurface discharge criteria-,.5-2
water hyacinths, 2 -16.
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Radiation method f9r evapotranspiration, F -1 to F -3
Rapid infiltratiorit 2-9 to 2-11, 1-5to 3-85-10 to 5-17, 7-44.to 7-67.
BOD and SS removal, 5-15. , °

Control.of 'subsurface Ow, 5-48 to 5-50.
denitrification,5-14, 5 -15, A14
desigh example, 8-7, 8-10 8,12, 8713,'8 -25

detighleatures, 2-2, 7-45, 7-54, 7-61
design. rocedure, 6-10, 5 -if, .5-48 5-51.

`distMbutiOn systems; 5 -48 to 5-51 :

hyOraulic-loading.rates, 5-12
,hydrau1iclOading cycles, .5.-13.

microorganism removal, 5-16,5-17
nitrogen removal, 2 -4, 2711, 7-49, A-25

phosphorus removal4.2=4; 211., 5-164 749, B-13;15-15.
site :characteristics, 2-3-
small systems, .6 -17 to 6-19

treatment performance; 2-4, 2-11
Reed canary grass, 5-82, 5787, 6 -20, 7 -73, 8 -17, 8-19, 8-21,A-10

.. A-24, A-26,-B-5
Regional Site characteristics, 3 -15. to 3-31
Renovated water

- monitoring, 5,94 to.5-95. .

overland flow runoff, 5-76
pumped.withdrawal,.5-73 ,

'recovery of, 3-12, 3-14; 5-71 to'546,'7-35, 7 -36, 7-46 7 -49..

stormwater runoff provis'ions,.5-76
. tailwater return, 5-74 to 5-76 -

underdrainage,..5-71 to 5-73.
Resei'vOir,desigN 5-38
ReVenues, 3,54 3-52, 7-8,-.7-94 7 -23, 7-24, 7-30, 7-39, 7 -41
Ride, A-26,(5-16
Ridge and furrow, 5419 , . u

Riparian water rights, 3-32 to 3-34
Rotating boom'sprinkler,,5-66
Rustihn Artic, 0-7
Rye grass, 7-5, 7-27, 7-37, 7-69, 7-73"

i

St. Charles, Maryland, 771,.7-41, 7-44-
St. Petersburg; Florida, D-17
Salinity:control, 5-92
San Angelo,.Texas, 3-52, 5,93, 7-1, 7-26 to 7-31
San Antonio, Texas, 1-2
San Diego,, California (see Santee, California)
San.loaquin Valley, California, 5-80
Santee, Calif° -12, 7-76,,A-25, -13, D-17
SAR 4-1 to.4 , 7-20
SeabroOk Fa s, New Jerser,:2-8 4

Selenium, 1 . '

Side wheel roll systemt4,5-58, 5-59, 5-62, 541
Silviculture, 2-7, 3-19

-Siphon pipes, 5-53
Siteselection guidelines, 3-18.-
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Slope, 2-34 3-8, 3-18, 3-19, 5-99,, 6-16, 6-1, 6-19, 7-14, 7-67, 7-73
Slow rate process,.2-1, 2-9, 3-4, 3-5, 5-4 to 5-10, to 7-44
SOD and-SS removal,.543
denitrification, A-11 to A-13

. design example,. 8-7 to 8-10, 8-12, 8 -l& to 8-24 -

design featuees, 2-2, 7-3, 7-11, 7-19, 7-27, 7-33, 7-42
.design procedure, 5-4, -5:
distribution systeMs,5739 to 5-48
field preparation, 591.
hydraulic loading rates, 5-4
maintenance of ihfilteation, 5-92
microorganism remoiat,.5-9
nitrogen loading. rates, 5-6

nitrogen removal, A21 to A-24
photphoeut removal, 5-8, 8-11 to B-13

r
stte oharacteristics,-2-3,

-small-system facilitiet design, ,g.:14.to 6-17 4
treatment performance, 2-4, 2 -8, 2-9

Smatl system
design.procedures, 6-1 to 614
design example:6-22 to 6-28

Sod, 5,87
Soil

borings, 4 -4 to 4-8

tlogging,,..5728 to 5-29

OncentratiOnt of metals,,E-6 to E.9
investigations, F-4,to/F7.21.,.

- mapping, F-4 to F-5
monitoring, 5-96 to 5-99
sampling, F-6 to F-7
testing,. F-7 to F-21

Soil properties
,chemical, 4 -2 to 4-5, 5-97-to 5-99, F -10 t 217--
Hydraulic, 4-2, 4-,3, C-1to C -30.
physical, 4-2, 4-3, F-8 to,T-10

Soils, 3-20 to 3-25
Soil types

overland flow, 7-69
rapid infiltration, 7-48to 7-54, 7-61 A
slow rite, 7-2, 7-14, 7-20, 7-28, 7-35, 7-42, A-39, A-40

Soil-water charaCteristic curve, C-1 to C-5
Solid-set systems (see Permanent.solid set systems and Portable pipe
systems) .

Soviet Union, D-9

Species of metalsiE-3 to E-5
Sprinkler systems, 5-56 to 5-7Q

hand moved, 5-60
mechanically moved, 5-60
overland flow, 5-65, 5-66
Permanent solid set. 5-65
system characteristics, 5-59
system design, 5-67 to 5-70,

I-
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Stationary gun systews, 5-57, 5L59 to 5-61,
Storage, 3=10 to 3-13, 5-30 to 5-38, 6i13

for small systems,,6-13 .

for hypothetical design example,. 8-23
Storage requirements

in cold climates, fip-31
4

in moderate climdies, 5-33'
in warm climates, .5-34
in wet climates, 5-34

irrigation and conSumptive use 'requirements,
, 5 -35 to 5-37

§it orage reservoir design, 5-38

4(5torQater runoff',considerations, 5-Z1, 5-76,,
Sturgeon Bay, Wisconsin, 2-18
Subsurface application., 2-17 to 2-19

design featdres, 2-2
site chaeacteristics, 2-3
treatment performance, 2-19

Subsurface flow, in rapid infiltration; 5748 to 5-50
\Surface flooding irrjgatio0,
Surface systems, 5-39 \,..1

Surface water quality, 3-28; 3-29
Suspended solids removals

overland flow, 5.=19, 5-20
rapid infiltration, 5 -15, 5-16
slow rate, 5-8

System capacity, 5-39

Tiilwater return, 5-74 to 5-76, 7-24. d/
-design factors, 5-75

Tallahassei Florida, 7-76 A

Texas, 5-80
Thornthwaite method, F-3
Toxicity, Appendix E, 5-30, 5 -99.
Trace element removal .

overland flow, 5-21 .

rapid infiltration, 5-16
slovi rate, 5-9, 5-10
wetlands, 5-26

Trace elements

in 'hypothetical slow rate design example, 8-22
in soil, E-6 to E-9
toxicity, 5-30, 5-99, AppendiVE

Trace wastewater constituents
Pleasanton, California, 7-8
concentrations, 3-15, 3-16

Transmi ssivi ty,, C-12

Traveling gun irrigation systems (see Big gun traveler systems)
Turf irrigation, 2-7

Underdrain materials, 5-72, 5101
Underdralnage spacing, 5-71 to 5-73
,Underdrainage systems, 5-71 to 5-73, 5-101

597
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Unit'process evaluation, 3.75.to 3-12
Utica, Misstssippi, 5-52

.Valved risers, 5-53
Vegetation

effect on infiltration,
landscape irrigation, 5-8$

'monitoring; 5-99
nutrient uptake, 5-82 to 5-84
regulatory constraints, 5-90
selection of, 5-77 to 5-821.5-87
sensitivity to wastewater constituents? 5-84 to 5-87
sod, 5787
wetlands, 5-90 . .

woodVands irrigation-, 5-88 to 5-90

* Walla Walla, Washington, 7-1, 7-10 to,7-18
Washington, 5-80
Wastewater characteristics, 4-2, 4-3.-

sensitivity of_vegetation,,5-84 to 5-87
Wastewater monitoring, 5-94
Wastewater qUality, 3-12 to 3-15; 6-4

7"Wastewater reuse7-46.
Water balance, 3-4', 8-8
Water rights, 3-32,to 3-37-
.Westby, Wisconsin 3-19 5 -12, 5-13

Wetlands, 2 -14,, 2 16, 5-2.1 to 5-26

climatic consil rations, 5-24
design features, 2-2, 5-22 ,

hydrualic loadings, 5-23
microorganism removal; 5-26
nitrogen management, 5 -23

nitrogen removal,2-15, 2-16, 5-22, A-27, A-28
phosphorus management, 5-25
.phosphorus removal,.2-15, 2-16, 5-22,, B -16, B -17
process description, 5-23%
site characteristics, 2-3
.trace.elemerits renova1,.5-26
treatment performance,*2-15, 5-22

Whittier Narrows, California, 5-13, 7-76, D-12, -13,'D-17
Wisconsin, 5-22, 5-23, 5-25, 5-81
Woodland, California, 1-2
Woodlands irrigatObn, 5-88 to 5-90

Yellowstone Nationalyark, 6-5

Zinc4e. 10, E-20, E-31 to E-33
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